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IV.
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CLASS IV.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PROEM.

The numerous and complicated train of diseases we are class iv.

now entering upon appertains to the highest function of
Jjlfg""^^..

visible beings; the possession of which emphatically dis-'io" the

tinguishes animals from plants, and the perfection of visible

which as emphatically distinguishes man from all other *^^'"g^'

animals : these are the diseases of the nervous func-

tion; which in the sphere of its activity, embraces the embracing

powers of intellect, sensation, and muscular motion. Each onntdie"/

of these powers evinces diseases of its own, and will sensation,

consequently lay a foundation for a distinct order, un- lar motion!

der the class before us. While, as there are also other dis-

eases that affect several of them simultaneously, we be-

come furnished with a fourth order, which will complete

the series.

All these diversities of vital energy are now well known au depend-

to be dependent on the organ of the brain, as the instru- ^"gaTof
^

ment of the intellectual powers, and the source of the the brain

sensific and motory. Though, from the close connexion

and synchronous action of various other organs with the

brain, and especially the thoracic and abdominal viscera,

such diversities were often referred to several of the lat- thougii

ter in earlier ages, and before anatomy had traced t^em ^"'^"^j^p^'

satisfactorily to the brain as their fountain-head. And of to other

so high an antiquity is this erroneous hypothesis, that it^'^^^""

has not only spread itself through every climate on the

globe, but .still keeps a hold on the colloquial language of
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Class IV. every people ; and henre the heart, the liver, the spleen.
This an- >•.•,,
cient enoi the reins, and the howrls, generally, aio, among all na-
st.ii tmc- tions, regarded either literally or ficuratively, as soma-
lilies popu- ^ •/ o J ^

lar Ian- ny seats of mental faciiltit'S or moral feeling. We trace
guage.

^i^jj, f.{„^j,|,o,^ a,^(j popular creed among the Hebrews and

Arabians, the Egyptians and Persians, the Greeks and
Romans; among every savage, as well as every civilized

tribe; nor is ti)ere a dialect of the present day that is

free from it: and we have hence an incontrovertible

proof that it existed as a doctrine of general belief at a

time when mankind, few in number, formed a common
family, and were regulated by common notions.

Conerted Thc study of anatomy, however, has corrected the

suidy of loose and confused ideas of mankind upon this subject;
niiHfomv.

j^,j,i xvhile it distinctly shows us that many of the organs

popularly referred to as the seat of sensation, do and

must, from the ])cculiarity of their nervous connexion

with the brain, necessarily participate in the feelings

and faculties thus generally ascribed to them, it also de-

monstrates that the primary source of these attributes,

the quarter in wliich they originate, or which chiefly in-

fluences them, is the brain itself.

"We are speaking, however, of man and the higher

classes of animals alone; for, as the scale in animal life

descends, the organ of a brain is perpetually diminishing

in its bulk, till at length it totally disappears, and its

place is supplied by other fabrications, as we shall have

occasion to observe in the sequel of this introduction

:

which will lead us to take a brief notice of the following

subjects

:

I. THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE BRAIN, ITS RA-

MIFICATIONS AND SUBSTITUTES.

11. THE PRINCIPLE OF SENSATION AND MOTION.

III. THE INTELLECTUAL PRINCIPLE.

Natural I. In man, and those animals whose encephalon ap-

!'fv'i'sLn"oi
pro*:hes the nearest to his in form, the brain is of an oval

iiR hrnin. figure, surrounded by various membranes of different

firmness and density, and consists of three principal di-
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visions ,• the cerebrum or brain, properly so called, the Class iv.

cerebel oi- little brain, and the oblongated marrow. Thepfd^g'"*^^^

first forms the largest and ujipermost part ; the second '"^'""^ its

lies below and beiiind ; the third lies level with the tins an'i

second and in front of it ; it appears to issue equally out^"''^^''"^'^^'

of the two other parts, and in turn to give birth to the

spinal marrow ; which may hence be regarded as a con-

tinuation of the brain communicating wit'i its different

parts by the aid of numerous commissures, the querban-

der of the German writers, and extended through the

whole chain of the back-bone. Tliey are similarly ac-

companied with a cineritious or ash-coloured substance

which forms the exterior of the thiee first divisions, but

the interior of the spinal marrow, and appears to derive

its hue from the great number of minute vessels that ap-

pertain to it.

According to Mr. Bauer's very delicate microscopic Substance

experiments, when tlie substance of the brain is made aj^pcorfw"

subject of examination immediately after deatli " abun-'" Ba;iei's

dance of fibres," to adopt the words of Sir Everard Home tion with

in relating tliese experiments, " are met with in every '^''" miao-
,
^ ' • "^ scope.

part of it ; indeed it appears that the whole mass is a

tissue of fibres, which seem to consist entirely of an ac-

cumulation of globules whose union is of so delicate a

nature that the slightest touch, even the mere immersion

in water, deranges and reduces them to that mass of glo- v'oul'dT-^^'

bules of which the brain appears to be composed when tcction of

examined with less accuracy or under less favourable ^luiViu^
**'

circumstances."—Mr. Bauer found tliat the globules of ^'^enpeis.

the brain, as well as those of pus, arc exactly of the same
size as those of the blood when deprived of their colour-

ing matter.* And hence the doctrine of Prociiaska,f

and the Wensels,^ respecting the globular form of the

ultimate particles of the brain, seems sufficiently con-

firmed,

* See Sir Everard Home's Croonian LcctuiP, Phil. TraiT;. for IP.IP,.

t Opp. Min. Tom. I. p. 342.

t Dp Strurtura Cerebri, p. 24.
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Class IV. Sir Everard Home from these microscopic disclosures,
I Nature
of the endeavours to show that muscular fibres are minute chains

ramifi'c'a-
f"*''""®^ ^Y ^" attachment of one globule of blood to ano-

tions and ther : and that vascularity in coagula or extravasated

Muscui'ar
"^^ood, or in granulations produced by pus, is effected by

fibres the escapc of minute bubbles of carbonic acid gass

how pro- from the lixing fluid; which hereby opens a path to a
duced. certain extent into the tenacious blood or pus that is ex-

travasted or secreted.

Origin of From this ffeneral or^an arises a certain number of
nerves

long, whitish, pulpy, strings, or bundles of fibres, capable

of being divided and subdivided into minuter bundles of

filaments or still smaller fibres, as far as the power of

glasses can carry the eye. These strings are denominated

nerves ; they are surrounded, to their extremities, by

one or more of the common membranes of the brain,

and, by their various ramifications, convey different kinds

or modifications of living power to different parts of the

body, keep up a perpetual communication with its remot-

est organs, and give motivity to the muscles.

Reason of As the brain consists of three general divisions, it

ofthetSn might, at first sight, be supposed that each of these is

into dis- allotted to some distinct purpose ; as, for example, that

partaients ^^ forming the seat of intellect or thinking ; the seat of

not clearly the local seuses of sight, sound, taste, and smell, and the

seat of general feeling or motivity. The investigations

and experiments of Mr. C. Bell, and M. Magendie, to

which we shall presently advert, pave the way to some

important doctrines in respect to a few of these points,

but leave us quite in the dark in respect to various others j

and particularly as to the source of intellect ; while it is

difficult to reconcile even the doctrines which have thus

been fairly deduced with the motific, and even with the

sentient motific powers that must exist i)i numerous cases

of an extensive disorganization of the brain and in acepha-

lous animals. The first and second nerves and the portio

mollis of the seventh sufficiently attest their exclusive

uses as nerves of the special senses ; while the distribution

of the greater part of the third, of the fourth, and of the
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sixth nerves to voluntary muscles, which receive filaments f^-^ss IV.

„ , 1 1 ^1 J. xi '• Nature
from no other source, prove clearly tliat these nerves are of the

voluntary nerves as well as conducive to muscular sensa- '''^'"' "^
•'

_
ramitica-

tion. " Perhaps," says Mr. Herhert Mayo, "it is nottionsand

unfair to argue analogically from the preceding instances^"
sututes.

that the same surface of the brain or spinal chord furnishes same Lrve
to each voluntary muscle of the body its voluntary and seems at

*•/» T -1 • 1 »»j<. rriL times sub-
sentient nerves, if the two are not identical.^* 1 here servient to

is in like manner reason for believing that the fifth nerve ^'^^'^°'
«J purposes

which, at its origin, consists of two portions, is not only a or different

uerve of voluntary motion, but furnishes branches to the the same

special senses, and even communicates general sensation purpose,

to the muscular fibres ; and that its gustatory twig is a

nerve of both touch and taste at the same time.

Several of these phsenomena may indeed be resolved,

though not the whole, into that close interunion which some

parts of the brain maintain with other parts by means of

ganglions,commissures and decussations of nerves; whence

injuries on one side are often accompanied with loss of

motion or feeling in the organs of the other side. So the

curious and ingenious, but, I fear, scarcely justifiable ex-

periments, lately instituted by Dr. Philip,| and to which

we shall have occasion to return presently, sufficiently

prove that stimuli of a certain kind, as spirit of wine,

applied to the posterior part of the naked brain of an

animal, produce the same effect on the heart, and equally

increase its action, as if applied to the anterior part.

To affect the heart, however, it seems necessary that the

stimulus should spread over a pretty large extent of the

brain ; so as to take in, by the range of its excitement,

some of the ganglions of the brain, w hose office, as Dr.

Philip conceives, is *• to combine the influence of the va-

rious parts of the nervous system, from which they re-

ceive nerves, and to send off nerves endowed with the

combined influence of those parts." :j^ He hence accounts

* Anatomical and Pliysiological Commentaries, No. ii. p. 1. 8vo. Lond.

J1822.

t Phil. Trans. 1315. p. 5.— 90.

i Phil. Trans. 1815. p. 436.
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Class IV. for some organs of the frame being afl'ected by e\ cry

of the part of the nervous system, and others by only certain
brain its small parts of it : and the wide influence possessed by

tions and the great sympathetic nerve, which is less a single nerve
suDstitutes.

^Ijj^j^ ^ stiing of ganglions. We are also hereby shown
why the intestines, like the heart, sympathize witli every

portion of the nervous system.

From all this, however, it is clear that there is much yet

to be learnt concerning the actual arrangement of the

brain, or of^its partition into three divisions, and of the re-

spective share which the different parts take in produc-

fancifui to ing a common effect : and consequently it seems to be al-

TubciTvis- together a wild and idle attempt to subdivide these per-

ions in- ceptible regions of the brain into still smaller and mere-
scrutable i o
to the ly imaginary sections, and to allot to each of them a de-

to'e^ndow" terminate function and faculty.

them with That a Sensorial communication, however, is main-
hypotheti- .

cai pow- tained between some part or other of the brain and every
^'^^^

part of the body, and that this communication is con-

maintains ducted by the nerves, is unquestionable from the follow-

a sensorial •

f^^^g .

communi- c
catic n with If we divide, or tie, or merely compress a nerve of any

u!eans '^o/ kind, the muscle with which it communicates becomes
ihe nerves. ^Imost instantly paralytic ; but upon untying or removing

the compression the muscle recovers its appropriate feel-

ing and irritability. If the compression be made on any

particular part of the brain, that part of the body becomes

motionless which derives nerves from the part compressed.

And if the cerebrum, cerebellum, or medulla oblongata

be irritated, excruciating pain or convulsions, or both,

take place all over the body : though chiefly when the

irritation is applied to the last of these three parts. For,

according to the laws of the nervous action as collected

fnmi a variety of experiments by Dr. Philip,* and stated

in a subsequent paper to that just referred to, "Neither

mechanical nor chemical stimuli (irritating the brain by a

knife, or pouring spirits of wine upon it) applied to the

* Phil, Tvans, 1«15. p 444
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nervous system, excite the muscles of voluntary motion, class iv.
•'

,. , , . . P XI '• Nature
unless they are applied near to the origin ot the nerves, of the

and spinal marrow."
I^am'fica!

The nerves issue in pairs, one of each pair being allotted tions and

to either side of the body. The whole number of pairs is
s"bstuut.es.

thirty-nine: of which nine rise immediately from theNiimber

great divisions of the brain under which we have just ai charac-

contemplated it, and are chieJi^Jf though not wholly ap-
J.^g^Je^J'^

propriated to the four local senses; and tl»irty from the

spinal marrow through the foramina of the bone that en-

cases it, and are altogether distributed over the body to

produce the fifth or general sense of toucii and feeling, \\ hich

powers, however, are by some physiologists regarded as

distinct from each other, and to communicate, in an es-

pecial degree, irritability to the muscles.

We have thus far represented the spinal marrow as Whethei

issuing from the brain, in conformity with the general marrow \&-

doctrine that has hitherto been held upon the subiect.* sues from
'

, J , . the brain,

It has of late years, however, been contended by various or the

physiologists, and particularly by Drs. Gall and Spurz- |j^^'" [^^°"j^

heim, that the spinal marrow itself is the origin or trunk marrow ?

of the nervous system, and that instead of issuing from
\^^l ^^l^i^^

the brain, it gives birth to it. The argument is derived of Gaii and

from the existence of a spinal marrow alone in acephal-
p"'^'^""-

ous monsters, and of a nervous chord without a brain,

answering the purpose of a spinal morrow, in most inver- Ground of

tebral animals. Whence it is inferred that the nervous |Jo|[''^''

column is the radical part of the system, and that the

brain is an increment from it in the more perfect clas-

ses.f

The question is not of much importance, though there

is something ingenious in thus tracing animal life from
its simpler forms. Yet the opinion seems to be in direct Opposed by

opposition to a well-ascertained fact we shall have to a'lmfogy.

* Anatomic du Cfrveau, contenant I'Histnire dc son developpenient dans
Ic fcEtus avec une exposition comparative de sa structure dans les animaux,
par A. J. Jourdan, &c. Paris, 1823,

t Anatomie et Physiologic du systenie nerveux, &c. par F. J. Gal) et G,
t'purzheim, 4to. ParJf, 1810.

VOL. IV. ^
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i^wtuire^'
^*'^®^* ^^ presently, namely, that the magnitude of the

of the brain and the extent of its intellectual powers hold an

SSc'a! »"V6»'se proportion to the size of the spinal marrow, and,
lions and Consequently, upon this hypothesis, to their apparent
suostitutes.

,„eans of supply. Nor is it the mode of induction usually

adopted by physiologists on like occasions ; since they

generally describe the arteries as issuing from the heart,

instead of giving rise to it, notwithstanding that the heart,

like the brain, has been found totally wanting in some
monsters, and the circulation carried on by an artery and
a vein alone, of which Mr. Hewson gives a very sin-

gular instance;* and that most of the worm genera are

equally without a heart though they are in possession of

circulatory vessels. We only see in these arrange-

ments that neither a brain nor a heart are essentially

necessary to animal life : and that the great Author of na-

ture is tlie lord, and not the slave, of his own laws ; and

is capable of effecting the same general principle by a ru-

der as well as by a more elaborate design.
System There is one part, however, of the system of nervous

lions of the power in the more perfect classes of animals that is par-

ticularly worthy of our attention, as furnishing a rule

peculiar to itself, and being without a parallel in any other

part : and that is the origin, structure, and extensive

influence of the great sympathetic or intercostal nerve,

Avhich forms a kind of system in itself, an epicycle within

the two cycles of cerebral and vertebral influence. It is

connected both with the brain and spinal marrow, and

may be said to arise from either. Admitting the brain to

be its source, it is an off'set from the sixth pair of nerves,

on either side, and in its course receives a small tributa-

ry twig from the fifth, and branches from all the verte-

bral, from whose union and decussation it is studded with

numerous ganglions or medullary enlargements, of which

there are not less than three in the neck alone tinted by

an addition of cineritious substance, a larger number
in its line through the chest, and others as it descends

"' Oil the Lynipl!. Syst, Part ii.p, li/.

intercostal
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still deeper, independently of various confluenceg of p^ss ^v",

smaller branches that unite and form extensive net-works. oV \'h'e

Having reached the hollow of the os coccygis, it meets its
J^^^J-'

twin from the opposite side which has pursued a similar tions and

course, and been augmented by similar contributions.
p"om itT^

Thus equally en;-iched with the nervous stores of the structure

brain and the spinal marrow, it sends off radiations as it^/^^ ^;;;^";

takes the course of the aorta, to all the organs of tlie tho- bourse, an

racic, abdominal, and hypogastric regions, to the Imigs, ^^ ^^,,^,2,,

tJie heart, the stomach, and intestines, the bladder, ute-syini)athy.

rus, and testes ; and thus becomes an emporium of ner-

vous commerce, and an instrument of general sympathy :

and what is of infinite importance in so complicated a

frame as that of man, furnishes to the vital organs streams

of nervous supply from so many anastomosing currents,

that if one, or more than one, should fail or be cut off,

the function may still be continued. To this it is owing,

in a very considerable degree, that the organs of the

upper and lower belly, exhibit that nice fellowship of

feeling which often surprises us, and that most of them

are apt to sympathize in the actual state of the brain.

There is no animal whose brain is an exact counter- The hv-

I'll 1. -J '^•^" brain
part to that ot man : and it has, hence, been conceived has no ex-

that by attending to the distinctions between the human f^^*^"""-•' o terpait iij

brjiin and that of other animals, we might be able to iin- other ari-

fold a still more mysterious part of the animal economy
"'^''

than that of sensation or motion, and account for the

superior intellect with which man is endowed.

But the varieties are so numerous, and the parts which ^"^ no

are deficient in one animal are found connected with such on this
°

new combinations, modifications, and deficiencies in oth-s'°""'^

.

crs, that it is impossible for us to avail ourselves of any the supr-^

such diversities. riorityoi

the hum2'.:

Aristotle endeavoured to establish a distinction by inteiie t.

laying it down as a maxim, that man has the largest pa°rd*^wUh

brain of all animals in proportion to the size of his body ; ^^^ ^rair

a maxim which has been almost universally received from t Jtio.

'

his own time to the present period. But it has of late

years, and upon a more extensive cultivation of compara-
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Class IV. tive anatomy, been found to fail in various instances :

I. Nature 01 •'

the brain, foF While the brain of several species of the ape kind bears

caiio^'nTand
^^ ^^^^^ ^ proportion to the body as that of man, the brain

substitutes, of Several kinds of birds bears a proportion still larger.
The com- SoHimerinff has carried the comparison through a ecreat

tails in va- diversity of genera and species:* but the following brief

'^'""'^"y;- table will be sufficient for the present purpose. The
niasiiiicoi-«v\reight of the brain to that of the body, forms
rKcted by

""

y « ^ .

Sommcr- I" »«»" f»'0»n 22 i<^ Ti P^rt
• - Several simiee ~2

Oog jir

Elephant ^i^

Sparrow ^'^

Canary-bird j\
Goose 7^5
Turtle (smallest) -j^

and iiuis M. Sommeriug has hence endeavoured to correct the rule

hoi'druni- of Aristotle by a modification under which it appears to

versaiiy. hold universally; and, thus corrected, it runs as follows:

" man has the largest brain of all animals in proportion

to the general mass of nerves that issue from it." Thus
the brain of a horse gives only half the weight of that

of a man, but tlie nerves it sends forth are ten times as

bulky. The largest brain which M. Sommering ever dis-

sected in the horse kind, weighed only lib. 4oz. while the

smallest he has met with in an adult man was 2lb. 5ioz.

Rule ap- gut the remark applies farther than to man : for this

animals in acutc physiologist has been able to trace a direct propor-
the general

tjjjjj between the decree of intellieeuce in every class
descent of 00.'
the scHie of of animals, and the bulk of the brain, where the latter
animal

hears an inverse proportion to the nerves that arise from

it. And we may hence observe, in passing, as indeed we

have already hinted, that the nerves seem rather to be a

product of the brain than the brain of the nerves : for

it is much more easy to conceive how a fountain may be-

come exhausted in proportion to the magnitude of its

* Diss, debasi Eiicephali, Getting. 1778. 4to.
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streams, than how a reservoir can be augmented in pro- Class iv.

portion to the minuteness of its channels. „', the

Upon a ffeneral survey, I may observe that the nervous '^'^'"> '^s

/. 11
'

1 • 1 •
I /.

I unifica-

structure of all vertebral animals, comprising tlie first tu.ns and

four classes of the Linnean classificati«)n, mammals, birds,
substitutes.

amphibials, and fishes, is characterized by the two fol-
J5!a?a"cter

lowing properties. Firstly, the organ of sense consists ^i the ner-

of a gland with a long chord or spinal marrow descend-
|^,,e of

ins: from it; and, secondly, that both are securely inclos-^^'^^'^f^'
°.

,
'

' "^

'

^ animals.
ed in a bony case or covering.

In man, as I have already observed, this gland is (with

a few exceptions) larger than in any other animal in pro-

portion to the size of the body ; and without any excep-

tion whatever, in proportion to the size of its dependent

column.

In other animals even of the vertebral classes, or those [„ what

immediately before us, we meet with every variety of pro- aspect

.

* vanes as

portion, from the ape which, in this respect, approaches the scale

nearest to that of man, to tortoises, and fishes, in which ^^escends.

the brain does not much exceed the diameter of the spinal

marrow itself.

It is not, therefore, to be wondered at, that animals of Venous
... ... I • 111 stiuctiiie in

a still lower description and without a vertebral column, invertebrai

should exhibit proofs of a nervous chord or spinal mar- ^"'°^^^-*

row without a gland or brain of any kind at the top ; and

that this chord should even be destitute of its common
bony defence. And such is actually the conformation of

the nervous system in insects, and, for the most part, in

"worms ; neither of which are possessed either of a cranium

or a spine ; and in none of which we are able to trace

more than a slight enlargement of the superior part of the Possess a

nervous chord, or spinal marrow, as it is called. in animals choId"p^ro.

possessing a spine ; often consisting of one, and sometimes pmtionaiiy

of two ganglions designed, apparently, to correspond with ,nvrrtebrai

the organ of a brain ; the descending column chiefly '"""^is,
"^ ' '^ •' and enricn*

taking the course of the esophagus and surrounding it. ed with

The nervous chord, however, in these animals is propor- ^^"^ '°"^'

tionally larger than in those of a superior rank; and,

though sometimes simple, as in molluscous worms, in
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Class IV. other cases, as in insects, is possessed at various distances
T IV 'I t u re

of the of minuter ganglions or little knots, from which fresh ra-
brain, its

mifi^ations of nerves shoot forth like branches from the
raminca-
tions and trunk of a tree, and which may perhaps be regarded as so
su s

1
u es.

^jjjjjy distinct cerebels or little brains : having a close re-
Ganglious ,, .1. ni« xi
probably semblancc to the subordinate system of the intercostal

l^beis*^

^' "^^^® ^" man, as we have already traced it in its various

ramifications and connexions.

Whether a In worms of apparently the simplest make, as zoophytes

swucture ^"^ iufusory animals, no distinct structure can be dis-

in zoophy- ccmed, and particularly nothing like a nervous system.

fusoiy ani- The hydra or nearly transparent polypus found so fre-

maisf quently in the stagnant waters of our own country, with

a body of an inch long, and arms or tentacles in propor-

Their tiou, secms, whcH examined by the largest magnifying
peculiar

glasses, to cousist of a congeries of granular globules or

molecules, not unlike boiled sago surrounded by a gelati-

nous substance ; in some tribes solitary, in others catenat-

ed. And hence, whatever degree of sensation or voluntary

motion exists in such animals can only be conceived as

issuing from these molecules acting the part of nervous

ganglions detached, or connected. And on this account

virey's M. Virey has elegantly divided all animals into three
dassifica-

^lasses according to the nature of their nervous configura-
tion of o

^ ^
o

animals tion j as first, animals with two nervous systems, a

supposed cerebral and sympatlietic, including mammals and birds,

difference amphibials and fishes. Secondly, animals with a sympa-

stiucture. thctic nervous system alone, surrounding the esophagus,

as molluscse and shell-fishes, insects and proper worms.

And, thirdly, animals with nervous molecules, as echini,

polypes, and infusory animalcules, corals, madrepores,

and sponges ; all which in M. Virey's classification are

included under the term zoophytes.
Touch the The only sense which seems common to animals, and
only sense ,., , , , />i»i_j-
common to which pei'vades almost tlie whole surface ot their bodies,

mils':"
^^ ^'^^* ^^ general touch or feeling; whence M. Cuvier,

hence sup- supposcs that the material of touch is the sensorial power in

cufvier t^o
its simplest and uncompounded state ; and that the other

be the base senses are onlv modifications of this material, though pe-
of the other

* • .. 1
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culiarly elaborated by peculiar organs, which are alsoC^Ass iv.

capable of receiving more delicate impressions.* Touch „> the""^*^

however, has its peculiar local organ, as well as the other '^'•^'"' ''s

senses, for particular purposes, ana purposes in which tions and

unusual delicacy and precision are required; in man this
^"^^*""'^^-

peculiar power of touch is well known to be seated in the ihough dif-

ner>ous papillse of the t«mgue, lips, and extremities of the ^"^ed gene-

fingers. Its situation in other animals I shall advert to its lo'cai

Vresmtly. "S'asle
The differences in the external senses of the different othei sen-

orders and kinds of animals consist in their number and
sfulated"in

degree of energy. ™a"-

All the classes of vertebral animals possess the same ^•'.'tebrai
r

_ animals
number of senses as man. Sight is wanting in zoophytes, the same

in various kinds of molluscous, and articulated worms,
""^^J'^ai"*

and in the larves of several species of insects. Hearing senses as

does not exist, or at least has not been traced to exist, in jvumbei

many molluscous worms and several insects in a perfect f''"i'n'shes

state. Taste and smell, like the general and simple e" ciasser.

sense of touch, seem seldom to be wanting in any ani-

mal.

The local sense of touch, however, or that which is Local

of a more elaborate character and capable of being exer-to"ch con-

cised in a higher degree, appears to be confined to the fi^^d to

three classes of mammals, birds, and insects: and even

in the last two it is bj no means common to all of them.,

and less so among insects than among birds.

In apes and macaucoes, constituting the quadrumana Exists in

of Blumenbach, it resides partly in the tongue, and tips of |||^"^^g"[j^

the fingers as in man, but equally, and in some species different

even in a superior degree, in their toes. In the racoon ,'„' quadm-
(ursus lotor) is exists chiefly in the under surface of the peds.

front toes. In the horse, and cattle orders, it is supposed

by most naturalists to exist coi.jointly in the tongue, and

snout, and in the pig and mole to be confined to the snout

alone ; this however is uncertain ; as it is also, though

there seems to be more reason for such a belief, that in

" Anatoni. Compaiat. I, 25.
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?^^^^ ^^' ^^® elephant it is seated in the proboscis. Some physio-

of the logists have supposed the bristly hairs of the tiger, lion,

ramific'a!
^^^ ^^^* *° ^^ ^" Organ of the same kind ; but there

lions anri seems little ground for such an opinion. In the opossum
su stitutes.

^j^j^^ especially the Cayenne opossum) it exists very visi-

bly in the tail ; and M. Cuvier suspects that it has a

similar existence in all the prehensil-tailed mammals.

Blumenbach supposes the same sense to have a place

in the same organ in the platypus or ornithorhyncus as he

calls it, that most extraordinary duck-billed quadruped

which has lately been discovered in Australasia, and, by

its intermixture of organs, confounds the different classes

of animals and sets all natural arrangement at defiance.

In various The local Organ of touch or feeling in ducks and geese
" ^' and some other genera of birds appears to be situated in

the integument which rovers the extremity of the mandi-

bles, and especially the upper mandible, with which ap-

paratus they are well known to feel for their food in the

midst of mud in which they can neither see nor perhaps

smell it.

Whether We do not know that amphibials, fishes, or worms pos-
such a

gpj^g gj^y thing like a local sense of touch; it has been
sensfi m
amphibials suspected in somc of these and especially in the arms of
and fishes

Or wornns. the cuttle-fish, and in the tentacles of worms that possess

this organ, but at present it is suspicion and nothing more.

In what In the insect tribes, we have much reason for believing

exfs^ts in
®"^^ ** sense to reside in the antennas or in the tentacles ',

insects? whence the former of these are denominated by the Ger-

man naturalists /i<AZAo?-ner or feeling-horns. This belief

has not been fully est tbiished ; but it is highly plausible

from the general possession of the one or the other of

these organs by the insect tribes, the general purpose to

which they apply them, and the necessity which there

seems for some such organ from the crustaceous or horny

texture of their external coat.

Taste and The senses ofTASTE and smkll in animals bear a very
smell.

jjgj^j, affinity to the local sense of touch ; and it is difficult

to determine whether the upper mandible of the duck

tribe, with which they distinguish food in the mud, may
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not be aii ora;an of taste or smell as well as of touch ; and cl\ss iv.
I W3.titr6

there are some naturalists that in like manner regard the of the

cirrous filaments or antennules attached to the mouths of ^'^'."' '*^

lainifica-

insects as organs of taste and touch equally. Taste intionsand

the more perfect animals resides jointly in the papillse of""

the tongue and the palate; but I have already had occa- t,,tte in the

sion to observe tliat it may exist, and in full perfection, '''s^er

in the palate alone, since it has been found so in persons

who have completely lost the tongue from external force

or disease.

In animals that possess the organ of nostrils this is^N^ostiiis

always the seat of smell; and in many quadjupeds, mostsmeii

birds, and perhaps most fishes, it is a sense far more acute ^^^°'"^ ^^>^y

J.I . -r^
exist.

than m man, and that which is chiefly confided in. For
the most part it resides in the nerves distributed over a

raucous membrane that lines the interior of the bones of

the nostrils, and which is called the Schneiderian mem-
brane, in honour of M. Schneider a celebrated anatomist,

who first accurately described it. Generally speaking it

will be found that the acuteness of smell bears a propor-

tion in all animals to the extent of surface which this Differs in

membrane displays ; and hence in the dog, and cattle
'jj^g^g'^^f'"

tribes, as well as in several others, it possesses a variety animals,

of folds or convolutions, and in birds is continued to the^"
^^^^"

utmost points of the nostrils, which in different kinds

open in very different parts of the mandible.

The frontal sinuses, which are lined with this delicate

membrane, are larger in the elephant than in any other

quadruped, and in this animal the sense is also continued

through the flexible organ of its proboscis. In the pig

the smelling organ is also very extensive; and in most
of the mammals possessing proper horns it ascends as

high as the processes of the frontal bone from which the

horns issue.

It is not known that the cetaceous tribes possess any Wiietiier

organ of smell ; their blowing-holes are generally re- J,'^^^
"jjfg'g^*

garded as such : but the point has been by no means possess

fully established. We are in the same uncertainty in !|^'^
,

respect to amphibials and worms ; the sense is suspected amphibiais

VOL, IV, S
orwovms.
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Class IV.
j^q exist in all tlie former, and in several of the latter,

I. Nature
- ,, • ,

of the especially m the cuttle-fish; but no distinct organ has

?amifica-
li't^'^i^to been traced out satisfactorily.

tions and In fishes there is no doubt; the olfactory nerves are

Posses" by^ ^'^U obviously distributed on an olfactory membrane, and
ijshes, and in several instances the snouts are double, and conse-

)y, quently the nostrils quadrujde, a pair for each snout.

This powerful inlet of pleasure to fishes often proves fatal

to them from its very perfection ; for several kinds are so

strongly allured by the odour of marjorum, assafoetida

and other aromas, that by smearing the hand over with

these substances, and immersing it in the water, they will

often flock towards the fingers, and in their intoxication

of delight may easily be laid hold of: and hence the ang-

ler frequently overspreads his baits with the same sub-

stances, and thus arms himself with a double decoy.
Possest by There can be no doubt of the existence of the same

the organ sense in insects, for they possess a very obvious power of

"°^''"°^^'"' distinguishing the odorous properties of bodies even at a

considerable distance beyond the range of their vision

:

but the organ in which this sense resides has not been

satisfactorily pointed out ; Reimar supposes it to exist in

their stigmata, and Knoch in their anterior pair of feelers.

Hearing, The general organ of hearing is the ear, but not al-

onr|n"thf ways so ; for in most of those who hear by the Eusta-

ear, though chian tube only, it is the moutlt ; in the whale tribes it is

"ayr. the nostrils or blow-hole. It is so, however, in all the

more perfect animals, which usually for this purpose pos-

sess two distinct entrances into the organ, a laiger and

external surrounded by a lobe; and a smaller and internal

opening into the mouth. It is this last which is denomi-
Eustachian nated the Eustachian tube. The shape of the lobe is

seldom found even in mammals similar to tiiat in man,

excepting among the monkey and the porcupine tribes.

Extenidi In many kinds there is neither external lobe nor external

deTin dif-
P'^ssage. Thus in the frog, and most amphibious animals,

ferent the Only entrance is the internal or that from the mouth;

and in the cetaceous tribes the only effective entrance is

probably the same kind ; for, though these may be said to
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possess an external apeitiu'c, it is almost imperceptibly Class iv.

minute. It is a curious fact that, among the serpents, „| t^e

the blind-worm or common harmless snake is the only ^'^^"> ''^

raminca-

s])ecies that appeal's to possess an aperture of either sort j uons and

the rest have a rudiment of the organ within, but we are
'"'^'*'*'''^^-

not acquainted with its being pervious to sound. genSiy
Fishes are well known to possess a hearing organ, and destitute ot

the skate and shark have the rudiment of an external ear ; organ.'"^

but like other fishes they seem chiefly to receive sound ^'s^es
•' •' hear, arnj

by the internal tubule alone. some have

That insects in general hear is unquestionable, but it^^J'^^^*^^'"*^

is highly questionable by what organ they obtain the insects

sense of hearing. The antennas, and perhaps n«erely
['(^g^^'^l^^

because we do not know their exact use, have been sup- uncertain.

posed by many naturalists to furnish the means ; it ap-

pears fatal, however, to this opinion, to observe, that

spiders hear though they have no true antennas, and that

other insects which possess them naturally seem to hear

as correctly after they are cut off.

The sense of vision exhibits perhaps more variety insight: its

the different classes of animals than any of the external °'S^"
•' greatly

senses. In man, and the greater number of quadrupeds varies in

it is guarded by an upper and lower eye-lid ; both of ^j'^^^^"^

which in man, but neither of which in most quadrupeds

are terminated by the additional defence and ornament of

cilia or eye-lashes. In the elephant, opossum, seal, cat-

kind, and various other mammals, all birds, and all fishes,

we find a third eye-lid, or nictitating membrane as it is Nictitating

usually called, arising from the internal angle of theeyej^s^usJ
"^'

and capable of covering the pupil with a thin transparent

veil either wholly or in part, and hence of defending the

eyes from danger in their search after food. In the dog

this membrane is narrow, in oxen and horses it will extend

over half the eye-ball ; in birds it will easily cover the

whole; and it is by means of this veil, according to

Cuvier, that the eagle is capable of looking directly

.against the noon-day sun. In fishes it is almost always

upon the stretch, as in their uncertain element they are

exposed to more dangers than any other animal. Ser=-
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Ci-Ass IV. pents liave neither this nor any other eye-lid ; nor any

of "the k'"<^ of external defence whatever hut the common in-
b.ain, its teffument of the skin.
vamifica- °

, . . , . -. i •

tionsand 1 he iaigest eyes in proportion to the size ot the ani-
substitutes.

i^j^j ljg|,jpg ^Q jj,g jijj^d tpiijpfj. and nearly the smallest

proportion- ^^ *'*® ^^''"^^''
? ^''® Smallest altogether to the shrew and

ed eye. mole ; in the latter of which the eye is not larger than a
Smallest.

pi,j?g j^^^j^

Iris. The iris, with but few exceptions, partakes of the

colour of the hair, and is hence perpetually varying in

different species of the same genus. The pupil exhibits

a very considerable, though not "an equal, variety in its

shape. In man it is circular; in the lion, tiger, and
indeed all the cat kind, it is oblong; transverse in the

horse and in ruminating animals ; and heart-shaped in

the dolphin.

Pupil: In man, and the monkey tribes, the eyes are placed

shape va- directly under tlie fojehead ; in other mammals, birds, and

fsreiu reptiles more or less laterally ; in some fishes as the genus
classes, pleuroiiectes, including the turbot and flounder tribes,

fhTeyes°^ both cycE are placed on the same side of the iiead ; in the

varies. snail they are situated on its horns, if the black points

on the extremities of the horns of this worm be real eyes,

Spiders of whicli, however, there is some doubt ; in spiders the

la'te^"'^""
^y^^ ^^^ distributed over ditlerent parts of the body, and

in different arrangements, usually eight in number, and

Eyes of never less than six. I'he eyes of the sepia have lately
sepia.

\)Q^n detected by M. Cuvier; their construction is very

beautiful, and nearly as comjjlicated as that of vertebrated

Polypes animals.=^ Polypes and several other zoophytes appear
and zoo- sensible of the presence of light, and yet have no eyes ;

cei^ve^ light, as the nostrils are not in ever^ animal necessary to the
though ap-

ge,^se of smell : the tongue to that of taste, or the ears to
parently

i. , .

without that of sound. A distinct organ is not always requisite

^^'°^*
for a distinct sense. In man himself we have already

seen this in regard to tlic sense of touch, which exists

* Le Rfegne Aniinale distribue d'apres Fon Organization, 4 Toires. Svo.

Pari=, IS 17.
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both locally and generally ; the distinct organ of touch is Class iv.

the tips of the tongue and of the fingers, but the feel ing,,( the

is also diffused, tlioncrh in a subordinate and less precise '^'^'.'> '^^

degree, over every pait of the body. It is possible, tions and

therefore, in animals that appear endowed with particular
j[|j^Jg''

senses without particular organs for tlieir residence, that-p|,g
^^^^^

these senses are diffused, lilie that of touch, over the sur- probably

face generally; tliough there can he no doubt that, for^^.tXii

want of sucli appropriate organs, they must be less acute *s that of
• ' •

c •'

general

and precise than in animals tliat possess them. touch.

Whether there be any other than the five senses com- whether

mon to man and the higher classes of animals may bej^jj^^^^

reasonably doubted, but we occasionally meet with pecu- othci sen-

liarities of sensation that can hardly be resolved into any
tSe Vve"

of them. Thus the bat appears to be sensible of the pre- coinmon.

• • . • • ii J. 'ii Suspected
sence of external o!.j -cts and obstructions tiiat are neither ;„ the bat.

seen, smelt, heard, touched, or tasted : for it will cau-

tiously avoid tliem when all the senses are purposely

closed up. And hence many naturalists have ascribed a

sixth sense to this animal. It is tqually difficult by any Whether

of the known senses of fishes or of birds to account for the toiy bird's

accuracy with which their migratory tribes are capable of"' fishes?

steering their annual course througli the depths of the

ocean or the trackless regions of the atmosphere, so as

to arrive at a given season on a given coast or a given

climate, with tlie precision of the expertest mariner.

Whilst with respect to mankind themselves we some- vvhethei

times meet with persons who are so peculiarly affected "3^'
?'^

by the presence of a particular object that is neither

seen, smelt, tasted, heard, or touched as not only to be

conscious of its presence, but to be in great distress till it

is removed. The presence of a cat not unfrequently pro-

duces such an effect; and the author has himself been a

witness of the most decisive proofs of this in several in-

stances. It is possible that the peculiar sense may, in

such cases, result from a preternatural modification in

some of the branches of tiie olfactory nerve, which may
render them capable of being stimulated in a new and

peculiar manner; but the individuals thus affected are no
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Class IV. more consrious of an excitement in this orsran of sense
I. Nature ...

, r> t i i

of the than in any other: and, tnnn the anomaly and rare oc-
brain, Its currence of the sensation itself, find no terms by which
ratnifica- ' ''

tionsand to express It.

tutls!'
'" Germany it has of late been attenipted to be shown

that every man is possessed of a sixth sense, tliough of a

very different kind from th(»se jnst referred to; for it is

a sense not only common to every one, but to the system

at large ; and consists in that peculiar kind of internal

but corporeal feeling respecting the gejieral state of one's

health that induces us to exult in being as light as a

feather, as elastic as a spring ; or to sink under a sense of

lassitude, fatigue, and weariness, which cannot be ac-

counted for, and is unconnected with muscular labour

or disease. To this sensation M. Hubner has given the

name of crenesthesis, and several of his romj>ati'iots that

of selbstgefuhU and gemehtgefuhl, '* self-feeling or gene-

ral-feeling ;" and its organ is supposed to exist in the

extremities of all the nerves of the body, except those that

supply the five external senses.* I scarcely know why
these last should have been excepted : for the sensation

itself is nothing more than a result of tliat general sym-

pathy which appears to take place between different

organs and parts of the body, expressive of a pleasurable

or disquieting feeling according as the frame at large is in

a state of general and uninterrupted health or affected by

some cause of disquiet.

II. Princi- II. As the ucrves thus generally communicate with
pie of sen-

j.g^ch other, and with the brain where this orffan exists,
sation and '

_

o '

motion, it has been a question in all ages by what means they

maintain this communication, and what is the nature of

the communicated influence? or, in other words, what is

the fabric of the nerves, and the quality of the nervous

power ?

* Comment, de Caenesthesi. Dissert. Aug. Med. Auct. Chr. Fred.

Hubner, 1794.

Nature and Origin of Mental Derangement, by A. Crichton, M. D.

2 vols. 8vo. 1798.
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Upon these points two very different opinions have been 9j^^?f . ^Y*

entertained from an early period of the world, ^^hi^h pie of sen-

under different modifications have descended to our own*^*'°" ^^^
motion.

times : for by many pliysiologists, both ancient and mo- Nervous

dern, tlie nerves have been regarded as solid capillaments, fabric,

. . • . ^- 1 ^ -I
whether

or tense and elastic strings, operating by tremors or oscil- soiiHchords

lations, like the chords of a musical instrument; and by °' ,'?°l'"^''

,
cylinders.

others as minute and hollow cylinders conveying a pecu-

liar fluid. The word nekve, which among the ancients Original

was applied to tense chords of every kind, and especially
[^e^te'f"^

°

to bow-strings and musical strings, affords a clear proof nerve,

liow generally the former of these hypotheses prevailed

anions; the Greeks* It was not, however, the hypothesis w.ypo^'^^'s
"^ * * ol Hippo-

either of Hippocrates or Galen; for by them, while the crates and

nerves were regarded as the instruments of sensation and *^^^^"'

motion, the mediwm by which they acted was supposed

to be a fine etherial fluid, elaborated in the organ of the

brain ; to which they gave the name of animal spirit, to

distinguish it from the proper fluid of the arteries which

was denominated vital spirit. Not," says Galen, " that supposed

, . .,...-,, , „ , ... an ctlierial

this animal spirit is ot the substance of the soul, but its fluid;

prime agent while inhabiting the brain."* But with re-

spect to the manner in which the animal spirit operates

upon the nerves they spoke with great modest}'; for

though they thought they had been able to trace a tubu-

lar form in some of tiie nerves, and particularly those of

vision, they had not been able to succeed in otheis. And
hence, says Galen, *» it is impossible for us to pronounce ^ut ex-

absolutely and without proof, whether a certain power ulemseives

may not be transmitted from the brain through the nerves ""'^*^"^*"

J. I ,.jv. I'OW It

to the different members; or whether the material of themaintain-

animal spirit may not itself reach the sentient and inov- *^'^ ^.'^°'^^'
*

_
•' munica-

ing parts; or, in some way or other, so enter into the tion with

nerves as to induce in them a change which is afterwards JJe bod\%^

extended to the organs of motion.""!

*= De Hippocratis et Platonis Decrcti?, Lib, Vii. A. Tom. i. p. 9fj7.

Ed. Basil. 1542.

t Id. Sect. C. D. 9G5>
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Class IV. [p a state not much less unsettled, remains the subject

pie of sen- at the piesent moment. Di*. Hartley, in the beginning
satioii aiif' „f the se\eMteenth ettiturv, revived the hypothesis that
motion. • •'

'^

Theqties- the nervesare bundles of solid rapillaments conveying
tioii still ill motion, sensation, and even perception, bv a vibratory
an unset- .. ' *.
tied state, power, anil sii|)porteu Ins oj)inion with great ingenuity

Hartley s and learning ;* but the (»pposite hypothesis that they are

oPvibiato-"''''Ute tubes filled with the animal spirit of the Greek
ly strings, physiologists, had acquired so extensive a hold ever since

the discovery of the circulation of the blood, which pre-

supposes the existence of tubular vessels too subtle to be
not able to traced by the senses, that it never obtained more than a
subvert tlip • • i n i •

hypothesis partial and temporary assent ; and hence, from the times
of Syden-

^^f Sydenham and Boerhaave almost down to our own daynam and •• •'

BdBihaavc the last has been the [lopular doctrine; is to be traced in

aiehdilow tl'^ general tenour of medical writings: and has been es-

cyimdeis pecially maintained by Sabatier and Boyer.

an'ani^nal '" effect, no fibres of the animal frame can be less

spirit. ada:>ted to a commiinication of motion by a series of vi-
Nervous '.

, a • i -i .j.

fibres un- bratious than th')se oi the nerves, since none exhibit a

^lIl^P*^^^^'' smaller degree of elasticity; and though we have little

as ineias- reason to confide in their tubular structure, or to believe

proof of
"" that any kind of fluid is transmitted in this way, the close

their being affinity which the nervous power is now known to hold

with several (if the gasses that chemistry has of late years
Little unfolded to us; and the wonderful influence which some
doubt how- . n o 1 • 1

ever of a 01 them posscss ovcr the moving fibres of the animal
nervous frame, seem to leave no question that the nervous power
and pecu- ... ' '^

.

liar riiiid ; itself is a fluid, though not, perhaps, of their precise

nature, yet resembling the most active of them in its

which, like subtilty, levjty, and rapidity of movement. Nor is there

gasses, upon this Supposition any difficulty in conceiving of its

stTnd"h!
transmission by solid fibres or capiliaments of a particii-

need of lar kind, the neurilemma of Bichat, whilst we behold the

seisforhl^therial fluids, now referred to, transmitted in the same

way by substances still more solid and unporous.

But there is another question, closely connected with

* Observations on Man, his frame, &'c. his duty, and his espectation?,

•J vols. 8vo. 1749.

transmis

sion.
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the present subject, that has also greatly interested phy. Class iv.

siologists both in ancient and modern times, and is not pieTf sen-

yet settled in a manner altogether satisfactory. sation and

It has appeared that the nerves are instruments both wheihei

of sensation and motion. Are these two effects produced sensation

by the same nervous fibres or by different? or by the a common"

same fluids or by different ? That there must be two dis-P""'^"^/"^

tinct kinds of fibres, or of fluids, is clear, because, as wetinct

shall have more particularly to observe when we comeji^g^wo
to treat of paralysis, the muscles of a limb are sometimes efiects must

deprived of both sensation and motivity at the same pe- fio°m^dfs-

riod, sometimes of sensation alone while motivity con- ''"'^' .^'^'^^^

tinues, and sometimes of motivity alone while sensation According

continues. And hence Hippocrates and Galen, the last ^ ^^^^

of wl»m has treated of the subject with great minuteness f'om dis-

in many of liis writings, while they speak of only onefib"sTpe-'

kind of animal spirit, speak of two kinds of nerves, those '^ted upon

of sense and of motion ; equally issuing from the brain, sLi'e^ner-

and mostly accompanying each other, and forming parts ^ °"s fl"''^-

of the same organs.

This distinction is supported by the concurrent obser- Ho-.v fai

vations and experiments of physiologists, and especially supported

1 ^1 • • J- J- n n ,. y.
* by modern

by the curious investigations of many of those of our own physioio-

day, among whom should be particularly noticed theP''"*

names of Fleurens, Rolando, Charles Bell, Magendie and
Shaw. M. Rolando attempted to show by a long train Rolando's

of interesting, but very painful, and hence unjustifiable province of

experiments, carried on through animals of almost every '^*^'^^'''"'"

kind, that the cerebrum is the ordinary source of sensa- beiium.'^"

tion, and the cerebellum of motion : for, according to his

observations, in every instance in which the former is

much broken down, or in any other way injured, drowsi-
ness, stupor, or apoplexy, is sure to follow -, the animal
being still capable of exercising locomotive power, but
without any guidance or knowledge of what it is about, or
where it is moving to. But the moment the cerebellum
is wounded, the locomotive power is instantly lost.* These

* Saggio sDpra la vera Struttura del Cervello. &c. e sopra le Fonzioni
della Sistema Nervosa. Sassarj, 1809,

tot, IV, 4
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ct,as3 IV. investigations were valuable as leading on to others more

pio of sen- accurately conducted and followed up by more correct

saiion and
(,Q„(.iujjjo,^g, That tilcse distinct portions of the brain

motion.
, -, . , ^ j i t»

„ , are endowed with separate powers, as observed by Ko-
Siich sepa-

n,^ . , . i , j.u

rate pow- lando, has been sufnciently ascertained by other patho-

confiimTd
log^sts ; and especially by M. Fleurens,* who does not

but con- seem, at the time to have been acquainted with Rolando's

rribecK ^^experiments, and consequently gives us the weight of an

unconnected testimony. But it seems to have been better

established, as M. Magendie remarks,| since these expe-

riments, that the converse of M. Rolando's constitutes

the law and order of nature : for sensation seems now

proved to be dependent upon the cerebellum, instead of

upon the cerebrum, while motivity takes its rise from

the cerebrum instead of from the cerebellum.

Followed Mr. Charles Bell has successfully followed up these

Beinn^o distinct and established powers of the two departments

the spinal of the brain, :|: into the spinal marrow, which he has suffi-

mauow.
• ^j proved to consist of a double chord ; an anterior

His demon- •' ^ j j x-
stiation. connected with the crura of the cerebrum, and productive

dio"rd' of of locomotion, and a posterior connected with the crura

the spinal of the Cerebellum, productive of sensation. And he has

I f
'"*

further shown that these two distinct powers are commu-
Likeme- „ , , , , ni
chanism nicated to every part of the body by nervous fabres ac-

to eve.7'^ cording as they issue from the one or the other of these re-

pait of the spective channels : that, for the most part, every nervous

" ^'
fascicle distributed over the body and limbs, has a double

origin, and issues equally from both the anterior and

Strikingly! posterior trunk of the spinal medulla; and is conse-

f^^jj^P^'^Q^^^quently alike sensific and motific : while those which pro-

tio dura ofceed from one alone, are limited in their power to the

peculiar property of their source, of which the portio dura

of the seventh nerve affords a striking example : being,

when uncombined, simply a nerve of motion, without the

* Archives Generales de Medecine, i. 11.

t Experiences sur les Fonctions, &c. Journ. de Physiologic, Tom. ll, lii,

passim, 1822, 1323.

t Idea of the Anatomy of the Brain. 1809.

the seventh

nerve
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attribute of sensation, but exercising motion over all the class i\ ,

organs of the face that are connected with the function of
pi", of "en-

respiration, wliether in the cheeks, lips, and nostrils ; and *'^^'"" ^""^

, . II • 1 f 1 • • • motion.
hence operating equally in the acts oi speaking, singing,

sucking, drinking, spitting, coughing, and sneezing. And
he has confirmed these discoveries by the striking fact,

that the nerves of the head, which issue like the spinal

medulla, from both departments of the brain, possess the

same double power, and are, in like manner, nerves of

sensation and motion ; of which the fifth pair offers a

notable example, bestowing at the same time sensibility

on the head and face, and performing various muscular

motions common to all animals : so as to be analogous to

a double spinal nerve, or rather to the spine itself, and en-

riched, like the spine, with ganglions in particular parts. ^°"onTem*

Many of these experiments have since been repeated, and poiaiy ex-

the results to which they have thus led, though in some fg^?!^*^'

respects opposed by other experiments of M. Fodere,*

have generally been confirmed by M. Magendie, Mr.
Shaw, Mr. Broughton, and various other anatomists

:

and we hence see the reason of those frequent decussa-

tions, and other interunions of nerve with nerve, by which

those possessing a single origin, and consequently a single

property, hereby exchange filaments, and become enrich-

ed with a new power, the respective filaments being enve-

loped in the same sheath.

There is much, however, in this recondite subject, that Much eiu-

still requires elucidation; and particularly in regard to
g^iij^yg"" j^.

that continuation of sense and motion, in many cases which ^^ res-

we shall hereafter have to notice, in which the brain, the con-

through a very considerable extent, both in its white and ''""^'^'^(^ "f

cineritious substance, has been found in a mollescent or powers in a

pulpy state; often indeed entirely disorganized, and as ^',^^[1^"^^,"

soft as soap ; while, in other instances, the spinal marrow, brain or

through an extent of six or seven inches in length, has,^^"^^^.

been found equally dissolved, and its chain completely de-

stroyed; one set of limbs being rendered rigid and mo-

* Recherches Exnerimentales. &c. Journ, de Physiologic. Jiiillet. 1823.
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Class iv.tjoniess, with an augmented sensibility, at the same time

pie of sen- that the sensation and mobility of tlie rest have been

fnotion!""^
scarcely interfered with. And hence a separate and spe-

cific power has, from an early age, been ascribed to the

nervous fibres themselves, while the brain has been con-
Hypothesis templated as their radix. This, in truth, was the pecu-
of Glisson, T , , , „ -^

*^

Haiiei, and liar hypothesis of Glisson, and nearly so of Haller, with
Gutanner. rgspect to the motory power ; and Girtanner, who trod

in the same footsteps, with a clear and comprehensive
mind, considerably enlarged upon it, and gave to the

visinsita moving energy the name of vis insita, as, by way of
as contra- .. , .

' ' J J

distinguish, distinction, he applied that of vis nervea to the energy

I'tlveZ
""' "^ power of feeling. And as he believed that other organs

Whycai- besidcs muscles, and indeed plants as well as animals,

bie fibre. ' ^^"^ possessed of fibres endowed with the same power, and
that a brain is by no means essential for their production,

he, in like manner, changed the name of muscular to that

of irritable fibre; and contended that a principle of irri-

tability is common to fluids as well as to solids, and co-

extensive with organized nature.*

By what means these fibres unite into solid masses or

hollow coats, and what are their respective powers when
thus complicated, shall be glanced at hereafter;! at pre-

sent, we must confine ourselves to their actuating prin-

ciple, whatever that may consist in.

Oxygeno Oxygene was at this time the popular aura of the phi-

lo'bTitT'^
losophers, as caloric had been a short time before. La-

piincipie, voisier had just proved its close connexion with several

of the vital functions, and hence the chemical divinity of

Girtanner was oxygene. He paid unbounded homage
to its influence, attempted to show that irritability, and

even life itself, are dependent upon it ; and that in the

animal system it is distributed to every part by means of

the circulating blood.

* Memoires siir I'Irritabilite, consideree comme principe de vie dans la

nature organises. Journ. de Phys. 1790.

t See the introductory remarks to Order III, of the present class, Net-
BOTICA, CiNETICA.
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But the still more striking properties of the galvanic ci-a3s IV.

fluid, began now to be discovered and to captivate the pie of sen-

general attention; and the time drew nigh in which
J^^l?"^^^"'*

oxygene was doomed to fall as prostrate before the shrine

of Galvanic aura as caloric had fallen before that ofnk fluid

oxygene. And it is curious to remark, how nearly this
jiscoverv

discovery was not only made but completed in all its Discovery

bearings, and by the very same means, about fifty years nearly an-

before the attention of Galvani was directed to the sub- t'^jpated

hall a cen-

ject ; for as we are told in the Philosophical Transactions tury before.

for 1732,* that the Queen's physician. Dr. Alexander

Stuart, being engaged in a course of experiments upon

the frog, observed upon thrusting the blunt end of a

probe into the spinal marrow, after decapitation, that

the muscles of the animal's body were thrown into con-

vulsive contractions; and that the same happened to the

muscles of the head when the probe was thrust into the

brain. And by additional experiments he advanced so

far as to infer that what the nerves contribute in mus-

cular motion, cannot be produced by oscillations or

elasticity, but must be owing to a fluid contained in them

;

but which fluid he was unfortunate enough to conceive

Avas a pure and perfectly defecated elementary water

;

using the word water, however, in a general sense, as

merely opposed to sal volatile, or fermented spirits,

which he thought the term animal spirits was calculated

to import.

Whatever be the nature of the active and etherial fluid

which was thus traced by Stuart, and has since been fully

established by Galvani, there can be no question of its

having a powerful influence upon many branches or di-

visions of the nervous system, though not upon all. Its Has a close

effects upon the muscles of an animal for some hours after with the

death are too well known to be particularized : and Dr-fn^uence-
Philip seems to have shown, by various trains of experi-b tnot

ments,f that it is equally capable of maintaining respira- beTh^e

samo,

* Vol. XXXVII. p. 324.

I- Phi!. Trans, 1815. ry, 5—90,
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Class IV.

II. Princi-

ple of sen-

eation and
motion.

Fanciful

and com-
plicated

conjec-
ture of

Rolando.

Result of

the inquiry

Nervous
system dif-

ferently

elaborated

but a se-

cernent

organ :

possesses

two or

more sets

of fibres,

secretories

or conduct-

ors of

different

fluids or
modifica-
tions of a
common
fluid.

tion, and the operation of several of the animal secretions,

especially those thatindure digestion,for as long a period.

But in drawing from such facts the corollary that the

** IDENTITY of galvanic electricity and nervous influence

is established by these experiments ;" he seems, like those

who have anticipated him in the same doctrine, to proceed

farther than he is warranted : for we have no right to say

more than that galvanic electricity is a stimulus exciting

the nervous influence into a state of continued secretion,

or continued action; which may possibly be done by

various other stimuli, as well as by that of galvanism.

M. Rolando, however, has proceeded farther than this ;

for while he regards the nervous fluid and that of gal-

vanism as identic, he contemplates the cerebellum and its

appendages as a galvanic machine in which the cerebellum

itself constitutes the formative pile, the medulla oblongata,

the conductor in which the fluid is accumulated, and the

spine and nerves the channels through which it is con-

veyed to the muscles for the purpose of exciting voluntary

motion. But this puts us into possession of only one

half of the powers of the brain,—the motific. For the

sensijic powers, M . Rolando has revived the old doctrine

of vibrations, already noticed, and conceives that all sen-

sations are commenced at the extrt>mities of the nerves,

and are conveyed from the circumference to the centre of

the system by vibrating chords.*

. Upon the whole the nervous system seems to present

itself, in the different classes of animals, under various

scales of elaboration ; but in every scale to be a secernent

organ through its entire range; operating by means of

two or more different sets of fibres, which may be secre-

tories or conductors of as many different fluids or modi-

fications of the same fluid.

In the higher and more complicated classes of animals

it consists of a cylindrical chord, or spinal marrow, a cen-

tral or ganglionic compages and a brain, all communicat-

* Coster. Archives G^nerales de Medicint, Mass, 1823.
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ing and acting in harmony.* In some of the inferior class ly.

classes we find the cylindrical chord alone, and in others pie o/senl

the ganglionic compages: while in the lowest of all we^^*'?"^"**

trace a variety of distinct and granular molecules, which

seem to act the part of nervous ganglions, though we
cannot discover their connexion.

The bi'ain has so much of the general structure and Brain ge-

character of a sland, as to be admitted to be an oracan of "^/f'|y.^'^""^ O mitted to

this kind almost without a dissentient voice in the present be a gland.

day. This is a point conceded even by Dr. Cullen, not-*^""^"'^

"Withstanding that by supposing the energy of the brain

to be a mere quality rather than a specific essence, and
to be incapable of undergoing any change of recruit or

exhaustion, he finds no adequate use for its glandular con-

formation. As we are justified, however, by all the force

of analogy in regarding it as a gland, though unquestion-

ably a gland of a peculiar kind, and as we are equally

justified on the same ground of analogy in regarding the

nervous power or energy by which it maintains a com-
munication with every part of the system, as a fluid of a
peculiar kind, we are almost driven to the necessity of

contemplating it as the source from which this fluid issues

and by which it is supplied as it becomes exhausted.

And more especially when we reflect upon the enormous
proportion of blood which is sent from the heart to the

head, as the most extensive laboratory of the entire frame,

and which, according to Haller,f amounts to one-fifth, or

or on the lower estimate of Monro,:}: to one-tenth of the

entire current poured forth from the left ventricle of the

heart, while it is well known that the weight of the hu-

man brain is not more than one-fortieth part of the entire

body.

It is probable that the nervous fluid on its first secretion Nervous

and in its simplest state, is as homogeneous as that of the ^"'^ ^\

blood; but that, like the blood, it becomes changed byiilpsho-
mogene-

* De Nervi Sympathetici humani fabrica, usu, et niorbis, Scc. ,\uctore

J. Lobstein, Paiisiis, 1823.

t Elem. Physic, x. v. 20.

:j: On ths Nervous System, p. S.

oiis
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cl^s ly. particular actions, either of the particular parts of th»

pie of sen- brain, or of particular nerves themselves, into fluids pos-

moUon^"''
sessing (liflFerent powers, and capable of producing very

afterwards different effects. And as modern experiments have induc-
changedbyed US to believe with Galen, that the nerves are a contin-
particular .• o ,

actions uation ot the matter of the brain,* it is not improbable

deredTa-
*^^* many or all of them are endowed with something of

pabie of its secement power, and are capable of assisting in the

diffei^nt"^
secretion of the same fluid in its simplest state, or in some

eflFects. of its simpler modifications. And we may hence seethe

fihne^°a^
reason of that complicated mechanism which distinguish-

continua- es the higher classes of animals, and how it is possible

matter of^ for a nervous system to exist, though with inferior

the brain, powers, uudcr a less composite fabrication.

probably This, however, is not mere conjecture : for in acepha-
rhemseives Jqus and auencephalous monsters we are compelled to
secernent i

whence a admit it as a fact; and in different ramifications of the
nervous nervcs, we can trace such different effects actually pro-
svstem
may exist duced ; and as it has sufficiently appeared that the opera-
undera j-^^g power is a quick and subtle fluid, we are directly led

lively rude to conclude that such difference of effects must depend on
abrication

^ (]iYe|.gity of fluids or on various modifications of a com-

this. mon fluid in different trunks or ramifications : the last of

w^hich explanations is by far the simplest and easiest.

Hence And heuce, in certain parts of the system, tlie nervous

a'sensifiT
influence becomes capable of producing the effect of sen-

power and sation; in others of motion. And hence, again, thesen-

a motory. sific influence is rendered capable of exciting in one set

of organs a sense of sight, in others of hearing, smell,

or taste, while that of touch is diffused over the surface

generally.

Tills view This last by its extensive diffusion is, by Mr. Hunter,

wUiT
^"^ called common sensation; and his view of the subject is

Hunter's in perfect consonance with the present. " It is more than

probablc,"says he," that what may be called organs ofsense

(local organs) have particular nerves whose mode of action

* T)s Hippocr. ot Plat. Decret, Lib. iii. Tom. i. p. 921
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is dift'erent from that of nerves producing common sensa- ^J^^i^. ^^; •

tion ; and also different from one another ; and that the pie of sen-

nerves on which the peculiar functions of each of the or-
n^ct°"„

^'"^

gans of sense depend are not supplied from diflferent

parts of the brain. The organ of sight has its peculiar

nerve: so has that of hearing; and probably that of

smelling likewise : and on the same principle we may
suppose the organ of taste to have a peculiar nerve, al-

though these organs of sense may likewise have nerves

from different parts of the brain ; yet it is most proba-

ble such nerves are only for the common sensations of

the part, and other purposes answered by nerves."*

We see farther that for the purpose of elaborating the A brain

, neccessary
exquisitely fine and active fluid that, differently modi- where all

fied, excites the local organs of sense, and excites them in ^'^® ^°^^^
- o ' senses are

perfection, it is necessary that the nervous system should rompiete

exist in its highest scale of fabrication, and be crowned
^JJ.^^^"^"

with the apparatus of a brain, though this is not the only

use to which the brain is subservient : and hence it was

long ago pointed out by Galen, that it is from the brain

alone the nerves appropriated to the local senses take their

rise.f For though we have instances of the existence of

a few of these senses where the nervous system is found in

a less finished form, they are never complete in number,

nor apparently in acuteness.

The sense of touch, on the contrary, which, as we^ot neces-

have already observed, is regarded by Cuvier as produced only I ge-

by the sensific fluid in its simplest and least compounded "^'^^^f"^^
ol touch.

state, or as Galen has it:|: " is the dullest and rudest of all

the sentient powers," flows for the most part, as the latter

has also remarked, from the spinal marrow alone, since

it is from this column that the nerves of touch almost ex-

clusively arise. And hence we have little difficulty in

conceiving how a sense of this kind may exist inmoluscse,

shell fishes, and the larves of insects, which have no

• On the Animal Economy, p. 261.

t De Instrumsntis Odoratus. Edit. Basil. Tom. i. p, SCI

,

t Loco citat.

TOi. IV, 5 '
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Class IV. other iicrvous system than a medullary column* with a

pie of sen- slight increment at the upper extremity, or no increment
sation and whatever; and have no other sense, or none but in a very
motion. ' 'J

imperfect degree.

Motific, or The nervous power producing motion, and which has

powef'of a
pi'operly been denominated irritative, appears to be of a

lower de- still lowcr description than tliat of touch. It is henco

than'sen- common to the great mass of muscular fibres, and is

sific. probably capable of being secreted by these fibres genc^

rally ; so that every fibre supplies itself, where it receives

no supply from any other source. Yet the proper

source or reservoir of this modification of nervous fluid

seems to be a ganglionic system ; that which, in the

higher classes of animals we have already noticed as

formed by the curious structure and ramifications of the

intercostal nerve, and that which appears to be a copy

of it in worms and zoophytes, who have no other nervous

Hence the organization whatever. From the copiousness with which

ry^oiganT this Central system furnishes a recruit to the invo-

neither ex- ju„tj^j,y oi'gans with which it is peculiarly connected in

nor wear- mammals, we may see why these organs are able to

^^'^' persevere in one uninterrupted train of action, without

exhaustion or weariness from the beginning to the end of

Hence an ^'^^ > ^"^ ^^y Several of them, as the heart, the lungs, and

exhibition the stomach, should be able to exhibit proofs of irritative

power^'a^
° power for a considerable period of time after the death

tei- death, of the system, and especially when roused by particular

stimulants. Fishes in general have few pretensions to

this structure, arid hence they die sooner than most other

animals, and exhibit little muscular irritability after*

wards. Yet it is remarkable that in those genera which

make the nearest approach to a ganglionic system, as the

cod and carp, we have examples of a like power. Tho

Strikingly
fish-mougcrs of the metropolis have taken advantage of

exempli- this endowment in the cod-kind, and introduced the

J ' fashion of crimping or corrugating the flesh, by the sti-
Crimping , „. ... ,.
of cod-fish, mulus of transverse incisions; and m some curious ex-

Singuiar perimcuts on the cai'p, lately instituted by Mr. Clift, ho
^s^ance in

^^^^^^ j^ ^^^^^ leaping, whcn out of water, four honrs
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after a separation from the body.*= If the apparently c^assIv.

isolated molecules found in the make of the polype and pie of sen-

various worms are san&'lions of nervous irritation, ex- ^^^'°" ^'^'^

o o ' motion.

tending their vital influence through certain ranges or
j^^^^g

peripheries, we are also hence enabled to account for thespomane-

peculiar tenacity with which the principle of life adheres "ipn'^flifpol"

to them, and the wonderful power of reproduction which 'ypes and

, - 111 worms: and
belongs to detached segments. propaga-

The curious and striking experiments which have late- |I°'^^''y-"'^"

ly been made upon animals by Dr. Philip and M. Le Gal- rpj^j^
^.^^^^

lois, confirm the general view now offered so far as they supported

bear upon it. These have consisted in an examination sets of'ex-

into the different effects produced on the heart and lungs periments.

by suddenly destroying or cutting off the communication

of the whole brain; by slowly destroying it ; by destroy-

ing it in the posterior part alone ; and in the anterior

part alone; and by destroying, in like manner, the spinal

marrow at the neck, or where it unites with the brain
;

in its middle or dorsal, and in its lumbar region. The
animals operated upon were chiefly rabbits.

According to the experiments of M. Le Gallois,f ^'^P"*-

after the destruction of the brain, the action of the heart Le Gaiiois.

still continues for a considerable ^period of time unim-

paired 5 while on the destruction of the spinal marrow
at its upper or cervical extremity, this action becomes

instantly so debilitated as to be no longer capable of

supporting the circulation. Whence he infers that it is

from the chord of the spinal marrow, and not from the

gland of the brain, that the heart derives the principle of

its life and motions.

The experiments of Dr. Philip:j; are at variance with Experi-

the above of M. Le Gallois, and his conclusions are, bkp*^
^^

rnuip,
therefore, somewhat different. They seem to show that

both the brain and spinal marrow, may be destroyed, and
yet the heart continue to act forcibly and steadily, pro-

• Phil. Trans. 131.-'. p. SO.

t Experiences sur la Principe de la Vie, Sic,

t Phil. Trans. 1815, p. 15 and 444
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The brain and spinal marrow were destroyed bv a liot
motion. ^ ^ .

(.LASS IV. vided the lunars be excited by the artificial breath of a
If.Pinci • . p, ,,

''

pie of sen pair of bellows.
sation and

wire, the animal being first stupefied by a blow on the

occiput. Frogs and a few other animals were here em-

ployed as well as rabbits. It is not exactly stated how
long, under this process, the heart continued to beat.

Yet, contrary to what Dr. Philip seems to have expected,

hut in perfect concurrence with the hints I have just

thrown out, he found that certain stimuli applied to the

brain, whether in the anterior or posterior part of the

head, increased very sensibly the action of the heart,

the animal being still prepared as just stated. The same

effect ensued when the same stimuli were applied to the

cervical and even the dorsal part of the spinal marrow :

but not when applied to the lumbar.

Conclusion Dr. Philip hence concludes that there are three kinds

from'hiT of vital power : muscular, possessed by the lowest kinds

ownexpe- ^f animals that are destitute of both the others; nervous,

accordance or that which is here denominated the medium of touch
with the

simple feelinsj, - chiefly derived from, or dependent
pints now ^r o '' ii-i
proposed, upon the spinal marrow, and possessed by animals some-

what more advanced in the scale of life ; and sensorial,

constituting what we have just regarded as the medium

of the local senses, and appertaining to the higher classes.

He adds, that each of these may exist alone, and conse-

quently independently of the rest; but admits that where

the nervous principle co-exists with the muscular, it ex-

erts an influence over it, so that the latter may even be

overborne or destroyed by such influence ; and that when

the sensorial co-exists with both, it exercises over both

an equal degree of control,

in. Intel- III- But the nervous organ in its most elaborate and

iectuai perfect state, as in man, is not only the seat of sensation
principle,

^^^^j ^^j^j^j^^ ^ut ^f intelligence : it is the instrument of

communication between the mind and the body, as well as

between the body and the objects by which the body is

surrounded. And as a failure or irregular performance

of its functions in various ways lays a foundation for an
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extensive division of corporeal diseases, so a like failure Ci-ass iv.

or irregularity of pertorman< e in other ways lays a toun- lectuai

dation for as numerous a trai?i of mental maladies. principle.

Of the nature of the mind or soul itself, we knoWofthgn^^nj

little beyond what revelation has informed us: ue have J'"*
''"^^

*'
.

known, ex-

no chemical test that can reach its essence; no glasses cept from

that can trace its mode of union with the brain; no'^^^'^"°"'

analogies that can illustrate the rapidity oi'iU movements.

And hence the darkness that, in this respect, hung over

the speculations of the Indian gyranosophists and the

philosophersof Greece, continues without abatement, and

has equally resisted the labours of modern metaphysicians

and physiologists. That the mind is an intelligent prin- Nature

€iple we know from nature ; and that it is a principle en- [HI ^^]^

dowed with immortality, and capable of existing after i-'teiiigent

:

death in a state separate from the body, to which, how- its other

ever, it is hereafter to be re-united at a period when that
|^°^u\ti-

which is now mortal shall put on immortality, and death mate le-

itself be swallowed up of victory—we learn from the God "hTb'ody'^

of nature. And with such information we may well rest taughtoniy

satisfied: and, with suitable modesty, direct our investi-te. natural

gations to those lower branches of this mysterious subject*^""?'"""'"

that lie within the grasp of our reason.

I cannot, however, drop the subject altogether, with-controver-

out observins; that the discussion concernine the parti- ^'^* ?°":
. , I • a 11 ceining its

cular entity ot the mind, seems to have been conducted entity have

with an undue desjree of heat and confidence on all sides, °^'^" ^,^'
«J 'hibitedan

considering our present ignorance of whatever substance unbecom-

has been appealed to as constituting its specific frame. 'Jlfdconfi-'

Is the essence of the mind, soul, or spirit, material 'ence.

or immaterial? The question, at first sight, appears to.^'^^"^^'"

be of the utmost importance and gravity ; and to involve be material

nothing less than a belief or disbelief, not indeed, in its
"ja""'"^^'^"

divine origin, but in its divine similitude and immor-Theques-

tality. Yet I may v enture to affirm that there is no ques- isfactoTy

tion which has been productive of so little satisfaction, ^"^^ P"2.g-

or has laid a foundation for wider and wilder errors errors,

within the whole range of metaphysics. And for this
jj'"^^^^J^.'^^*

plain and obvious reason, that we have no distinct ideas affords a
distinct
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Class IV. of the terms, and no settled premises to build upon.

lectuai
^ Corruptibility and incorruptibility, intelligent and unin-

principie. telligent, organized and inorganic, are terms that convey

distinct meanings to the mind, and impart modes of being

that are within the scope of our comprehension. But
materiality and immateriality are equally beyond our

Essence ofreach. Of the essence of matter we know nothing, and

klTown
""^ altogether as little of many of its more active qualities

;

nor many insumuch that, amidst all the discoveries of the day, it

acttve"^^ still remains a controvertible position, whether light, heat,

qualities, magnetism and electricity are material substances, mate-
its relation . ~

. ,. iij. , .»
to light, rial properties, or things superadded to matter and of a
i.eat, mag- higher nature.
netism and '-'

electricity If they be matter, gravity and ponderability are not
not known,

ggggj^^jj^l properties of matter, though commonly so re-

garded. And if they be things superadded to matter,

they are necessarily immaterial, and we cannot open our

eyes without beholding innumerable proofs of material

and immaterial bodies co-existing and acting in harmo-

nious union through the entire frame of nature. But if

we know nothing of the essence, and but little of the

qualities of matter, of that common substrate which is

diffused around us in every direction, and constitutes the

whole of the visible world, what can we know of what is

Immaterial immaterial? of the full meaning of a term that, in its

^otaUv^un- strictest sense, comprehends all the rest of the immense
known. fabric of actual and possible being; and includes, in its

vast circumference, every essence and mode of essence

of every other being, as well below as above the order of

matter, and even that of the Deity himself ?

Whether Shall we take the quality of extension as the line of

heTdls" separation between what is material and what is imma-
ti active

prope

matter

'^^ teriai ? 'I'his, indeed, is the general and fa\ ourite distinc-

e'r/
°
tion brought forward in the present day ; but it is a dis-

tinction founded on mere conjecture, and which will by

Vi^hether no means stand the test of inquiry. Is space extended ?

bTiZ^e. ^^'^n on® admits it to be so. But is space material ? is

it body of any kind ? Des Cartes, indeed, contended

that it is body, and a material body ; for he denied a va-
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cuuni, and asserted space to be a part of matter itself: class iv,

but it is probable that there is not a single espouser of leriuai

this opinion in the present day. If then extension belong P'«ncipie.

equally to matter and to space, it cannot be contemplated sent day
^'

as the peculiar and exclusive property of the former ; and acknow-

if we allow it to immaterial space, there is no reason why be mcorpo-

\ve should not allow it to immaterial spirit. If extension
'^^^''

appertain not to the mind or thinking principle, the latter

can have no flace of existence; it can exist no where :

for WHERE or place is an idea that cannot be separated

from the idea of extension. And hence, the metaphysi-

cal immaterial ists of modern times freely admit that the

mind has no place of existence; that it does exist no
WHERE ; while, at the same time, they are compelled to

allow that the immaterial Creator, or universal Spirit,

exists EVERT WHERE, Substantially as well as virtually.

Nor let it be supposed that the difficulty is removed by Whethei

adding to matter the quality of solidity in conjunction rpropenv

with that of extension, and hence distinguishing it as°f'"^"ei-.

possessed of solid extent ; for the quality of solidity is

less characteristic of it than any we have thus far taken Apparent-

notice of; and is perpetually fleeing from us as we pursue '^ "°*

'

it. That matter is infinitely divisible we dare not say,

because we should hereby reduce it to mathematical

points, and because, also, there would, in such case, be

no certain or permanent basis to build upon, and to en-

sure a punctuality of material cause and effect : and hence.

Sir Isaac Newton was obliged to suppose that » is pos- but obliged

sessed of ultimate atoms which are solid and unchange- \^^ T/am^"

able. But of these the senses can trace nothing, andour^^-

admission is nothing more than conjectural.

Let not the author, however, be misunderstood upon Real cha-

this abstruse and difficult subject. That the mind has a
[Se'^'ind

DISTINCT NATURE and is a DISTINCT REALITY from the as deduci-

body; that it is gifted with immortality, endow^ed withna^tura™

reasoning faculties, and capacified for a state of separate ^"'^ reveal-

existence after the death of the corporeal frame to which dence;

it is attached, are, in his opinion, propositions most clearly

dedncible from revelation, and, in one or two points, acT-
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Class IV.

III. Intel-

lectual

principle.

but its ac-

tual es-

sence un-

known,

Gild the

question

concern-

ing it on
the one
hand has
engender-
ed pride :

on the

other is full

of gloom.

In almost

every view
of the sub-

ject, man
is a com-
pound be-

ing:

und pecu-
liarly so

regarded
br

umbrated by a few shadowy glimpses of nature. And that

it may be a substance strictly immaterial and essen-

tially DIFFERENT from matter IS both possible and pro-

bable; and will hereafter, perhaps, when faith is turned

into vision, and conjecture into fact, be found to be the

true and genuine doctrine upon the subject. ' But till this

glorious era ariive ; or till, antecedently to it, it be prov-

ed, which it does not hitherto seem to have been, that

matter, itself of divine origin, gifted even at present, un-

der certain modifications, with instinct and sensation, and

destined to become immortal hereafter, is physically in-

capable, under some still more refined, exalted, and spi-

ritualized modification, of exhibiting the attributes of the

soul, of being, under such a constitution, endowed with

immortality from the first, and capacified for existing

separately from the external and grosser frame of the

body; and that it is beyond the power of its own Creator

to render it intelligent, or to give it even brutal percep-

tion, the argument must be loose and inconclusive: it

may plunge us, as it has plunged thousands before, into

errors, but can never conduct us to demonstration. It

may lead us, on the one hand, to the proud Brahminical

and Platonic belief th it the essence of the soul is the very

essence of the Deity, and consequently a part of the Deity

himself: or, on the other, to the gloomy regions of mo-
dern materialism, and to the cheerless doctrine that it

dies and dissolves in one common grave with the body.

It is no fair objection, however, against the immateri-

alist, that by contemplating the mind as a distinct essence

from that of the body, man is hereby rendered a com-

pound being, possessing at one and the same time two

distinct lives mysteriously united in an individual frame,

and running in parallel lines till the hour of death. For

whilst the known and obvious laws and faculties of the

mind and body are so widely different, as they are ac-

knowledged to be on all hands, some such composite

union has been and must be allowed under every hypothe-

sis whatever. And least of all have the sceptical physio-

logists of the present day any right to triumph upon such
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an objection ; who, drawing no light from nature, and re- Class iv.

jecting that of sacred writ, contemplate the mind as form- loctuaV

ed of tlje same gross modification of matter as the body, P''"c'pi^-

and doomed to fall with it into one common and eternal'""*^ ^'^^p-

1 1 T-i • »
tical phy-

dissolution. For even these acute materialists, with all sioiogists

the aid ofphysioloeical, anatomical,and chemical research, ".^"'°'*^'°
• • "^ ' tunes,

instead of simplifying the human fabric, have made it

more clunisily complex, and i-epresented it sometimes,

indeed, as a duad, but of late more generally as a triad,

of unities, a combination of a corruptible life within a

corruptible life two or three deep, each possessing its own
separate faculties or manifestations, but covered with a

common outside.

This remark more especially applies to the philoso- Hypothesis

phers of the French school : and particularly to the sys- °^ ^"'"^^ =

tern ofDumas,* as modified by Bichat; under which moreofBichat.

finished form man is declared to consist of a pair of lives,

each distinct and co-existent under the names of an or-

ganic and an animal life ; with two distinct assortments of

sensibilities, an unconscious and a conscious. Each of

these lives is limited to a separate set of organs, runs its

race in parallel steps with the other; commencing coetane-

ously and perishing at the same moment.f This work
appeared at the close of the past century ; was read and
admired by most physiologists ; credited by many ; and
became the popular production of the day. Within ten

or tv\elve years, however, it ran its course, and was as

generally either rejected or forgotten even in France : and
M. Richerand first, and M. Magendie since, have thought Hypothesis

themselves called upon to modify Bichat, in order to
°^^^"^^'|j^J

render him more palatable, as Bichat had already modi- Magendie.

fied Dumas. Under the last series of remodelling, which
is that of M. Magendie, we have certainly an improve-

ment, though the machinery is quite as complex. Instead

of two distinct lives M. Magendie presents us with two
distinct sets or systems of action or relation, each*of which

* Principcs c\e Physiologic. 4 Tom. 8vo. Par. 1800-3.

T Recherchessur la Vie et la Mort, &c.

• OT , IV. ' 6
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m*r ^1^' ^^ *** separate and peculiar functions, a system of nu-

lectuai tritive action or relation, and a system of vital. To
principle,

^yjjicii is added, by way of appendix, another system,

comprising the functions of generation.* Here, however,

the brain is not only the seat but the organized substance

of the mental powers : so that, we are expressly told, a

man must be as he is made in his brain, and that educa-

tion, and even logic itself, is of no use to him. "There
are," says M. Magendie, "justly celebrated pei^sonswho

have thought differently ; but they have hereby fallen

into grave errors.*' A Deity however is allowed to exist,

because, adds the writer, it is comfortable to think that

he exists, and on this account the physiologist cannot

doubt of his being. " L'intelligence de Phomme," says

he, "se compose de phenomenes tellement differens de

tout ce que presente d'ailleurs la nature, qu'on les rapporte

a un etre particuliere qu'on regarde comme une emana-

tion de la Divinite. II est trop consolant de croire a cet

etre, pour que le physiologiste mttte en doute son exist-

ence; mais la severite de language ou de logique que

comporte maintenant le physiologie exige que I'on traite

de I'iutelligence huraaine comme si elle etait la resultat

de Paction d'un organe. En s'ecartant de cette marche,

des hommes justement celebres sont tombes dans desgraves

erreurs ; en la suivant, on a, d'ailleurs, le grand avantage

de conserver la meme methorie d'etude, etde rendre tres-

faciles des choses qui sont envisagees generalement com-

me presqu' au-dessus de I'espHt humain."—" II existe une

science dont le but est d'apprendre a raisonner justement

c'est la logique, mais le jugement errone ou I'esprit faux

(for judgement, genius, and imagination, and therefore

false reasoning, all depend on organization) tiennent a

I'organization. II est impossible de se changer a cet

egard : nous restons tels que la nature nous a faits.f

Hypothesis Dr. Spurzheim has generally been considered, from the

heim.""" concurre'nttenour ofhis doctrines, as belonging to the class

* Precis Elementairfde Physiologie. 2 Tom. 3vo. Paris. 181G. 1817.

* Precis Elerremaire, Ac. ^it supra. p3s?in>.
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of materialists: but this is to mistake his own positive Class iv.
', , • . . 1 , • •.. HI- Intel-

assertion upon the subject, or to conclude in opposition lectuai

to it. He speaks, indeed, upon this topic with a singular P'"^*^'?^®-

hesitation and reserve, more so, perhaps, than upon any

other point whatever; but as far as he chooses to express

himself on so abstruse a subject, he regards the soul as a

distinct bciHg from the body, and at least intimates that

it may be nearer akin to the Deity. Man is with him also

possessed of two lives, an automatic and an aximax :

the first produced by organization alone, and destitute of

consciousness ; the second possessed of consciousness de-

pendent on the soul, and merely manifesting itself by

organization. " We do not," says he, " attempt to

explain how the body and soul are joined together and

exercise a mutual influence. We do not examine what
the soul can do without the body. Souls, so far as we
know, may be united to bodies at the moment of concep-

tion or afterwards; they may be different in all indivi-

duals, or of the same kind in every one ; they may be

emanations from God, or something essentially differ-

ent."* The mind of this celebrated craniologist seems

to be wonderfully sceptical and bewildered upon the sub-

ject, and studiously avoids the important question of the

capacity of the soul for an independent, and future exist-

ence : but with the above declarations he cannot well be

arranged in the class of materialists.

The hypothesis which has lately been started by Mr. Hypothesis

Lawrencef is altogether of a different kind, and though rence^i'm-

undoubtedly much simpler than any of the preceding, p'^r, but

does not seem to be built on a more stable foundation, not more

According to his view of the subject, organized differs ^'^''^*'

from inorganized matter merely by the addition of certain

PROPERTIES which are called vital, as sensibility and

irritability. Masses of matter endowed with these new
PROPERTIES become organs and systems of organs, con-

stitute an animal frame, and execute distinct sets of

* Physiognomical System, &c. p. 253. 8vo. Lend. 1815.

+ Introduction to Comparative Anatomy and Physiology. &c, 8vc, ISlfi.
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Class IV. purposes or FUNCTIONS, for functions and purposes car-

lectuai ried into execution are here synonymous. " Life is the
pnncipie. assemblage of all the functions (or purposes) and the

general result of their exercise."*

Life, therefore, upon this hypothesis, instead of being

life^as a a two-fold or three-fold reality, running in a combined

^^en^oT stream, or in parallel lines, has no reality whatever. It

matter, oc- has no ESSE or independent existence. It is a mere as-

andTcci- scmhlage of PURPOSES, and accidental or temporary pro-
dentai : PERTIES : a scrics of phsenomma,! as Mr. Lawrence has

any real himself correctly expressed it;—a name without a thing.

essence: «. Wg know not," says he, "the nature of the link that
a mere as- ,

"^ .111
sembiage iHutes thcsc plisenomeua, tliough we are sensible that a
of pur- connexion must exist ; and this conviction is sufficient to
poses, or '

series of induce US to give it a name, which the vulgar regard

n!ena° ^^ *^'^ ^'o" "^ ^ particular principle; though in fact that

name can only indicate the assemblage of the phe-

nomena wliich have occasioned its formation.":):

Hence the The human frame is, hence, a barrel-organ, possessing

frame'a a Systematic arrangement of parts, played upon by pecu-
barrei- jij^p powers, and executing particular pieces or purposes ;

Hfe^he mil- and life is the music produced by the general assemblage
sic it plays,

^^j, ppgult of the harmouious action. So long as either the

the music vital or the mechanical instrument is duly wound up by a

whe^rt'he I'egular supply of food or of the wince, so long the music

machine will continue *. but both are worn out by their own action

;

will no Ion-
^^^^^ when the machine will no longer work, the life has

ler wori

the same close as the music ; and in the language of Cor-

nelius Gallus, as quoted and appropriated by Leo X.,

—redit in nihiluni, quod fuit ante nihil.

This hypo- There is, however, notiiing new either in tiiis hypothe-
thesis not

^j^, ^^, jjj ^j^g pi-esent explanation of it. It was first started
new : ' *

but started in the days of Aristotle by Aristoxenus, a pupil of his,

tJxenut a ^^" ^^^'^ admirably skilled in music, and by profession a

pupil of

^'hTtlufs'
* IntrndLiction to Comparative Anatomy and Physiology, &c. p. no.

i- Id. p. 122.

I Id. p. 12^.
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physician. It was propounded to the world under the Class IV.

name of the system of harmony, either from the author's lecluai^

"

fondness for music, or from his comparing the human P''"<'ipie.

frame to a musical instrument, and his regarding life as:""^''f'e«'

the result of all its parts acting in accordance, and pro- ..amed it

ducing a general and harm >nious effect. orhSmo^
How far Mr. Lawrence's revised edition of thishypothe- ny.

sis may prove satisfactory to other classes of materialists '^pp"=ed

I cannot tell : but if he should succeed, he will be more .ifher sects

fortunate than Aristoxenus who pleased neither the other "[.'"^'eri-

materialists nor the immateriahstsot Ins day. rrom theri.y:

latter, indeed, he could expect no countenance: but even

the Epicureans, though they held that the mind was cor- pspeciaHy

ruptihle, as formed of matter, which they had no reason cuiea^nsf"

to believe was then or ever would be otherwise than cor-

ruptible under any niodification whatever, held, at tlie

same time, that it had a substantive existence, distinct

from that of the grosser frame of tiie body, and possessed

of other and far liigher properties: being formed of the

finest, liglitest. smoothest, and njost moveable material

elements, and hence exquisitely etherialized and volatile:

—est animi natura reperta

Mobilis egregie, perquam constare necesse est

Corporibus parvis, et tevibus, atque rotundis.*

The atomic philosophers, therefore, joined with the who united

Platonists and Stoics in opposing the system of harmony,
piaJn'I'ists

and that chiefly upon the two following grounds, which i»d Stoics.

will apply with as much force to its present as to its pii- ^'''^''^

/. T-.. 1 . • 1 ,
giounds of

mary form. Pirst, admitting tliat an assemblage and opposition

exercise of all the functions of the machine are necessa- <'PP''cabie

to the same
ry to maintain the pheenomena of life, we are left asioctine in

much in the dark as e\er concerning the nature of the l^o^-^ca-'

prinriple by which this harmonious instrument becomes ''""•

gradually developed and is kept in pei'petual play. And
Hv'xt, that tlie life or vsell-being of the animal frame d«es

not depend upon an assemblage and exercise of ail its

functions or purposes, since the mind may be diseased

* T;ucret. De Rer. Nat, in. 204
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Class IV. while the body remains unaffected ; or the body may lose

lertuai some of its own organs, while the mind, or even the ge-

principie. neral health ot" the body itself may continue perfect.*

General j^ ^jj^ darkness, therefore, w hich continues to hang
result and "
general over the mysterious subject before us, I feel inromjietent
^^^^' to enter into the question concerning the actual essence of

the mind, and am perfectly content to take its general

nature, powers and destiiiy, from the only volume which

is capable of giving us any decided information upon the

subject ; to follow it up as far as that volume may guide

us, and to stop wliei'e it withdraws its assistance.

Anothei Closely Connected with the present question is another
subject ^£ nearly as much perplexity, and the consideration of

connected w'hich has uot been attended with much more success,
herewith.

^^^ which must not be passed by on the present occasion

without being glanced at.

By what Whatever be the nature or substance of the mind,
means the

j;he brain is the organ in which it holds its seat: and
inind mam o

. , , ••

tains an vvliencc it maintains an intercourse with the surrounding

whh^the'^^
^^*"'^' Now, it must be obvious to everyone who has

surround- attended to t!ie operation of his senses, that there never
ingwor

.
.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ direct communication between the

coinmunu mind, thus stationed in the brain, and the external ob-

cation: jects the mind perceives; which are usually, indeed, at

i^'^'y^^" some distance even from the sense that gives notice of
between ... ,

the exter- them. Thus, in looking at a tree it is the eye alone

and UiT^ that beholds the tree, while the mind only perceives a

external notice of its presence by some means or other, from the
objects,

visual organ. So, in touching this table it is my hand

alone that comes in contact with it, and communicates to

my mind a knowledge of its hardness and other quali-

What then ties. What then is the medium by which such communi-
js the nie-

nation is maintained ? which enables the mind to have a
duim of

11 1 J'
communi- perception of the form, size, colour, smell, and even dis-

''^^'°"'
tance of objects, correspondent with that of the senses

which are seated on the surface of the body ? and which

* Lucret. De Rer. Nat. in. 105-2fi6. Lactant. in Vit. Epicui. Polignac.

Anti-Lucret. Lib. v. 92S.
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at the same time that it conveys this information, pro-^^*ss iv.

duces such an additional effect, that the mind is able, atiectuai

its own option, to cal! up an exact notion or idea of P""*^'?'®*

those qualities at a distant period, or when the objects

themselves are no longer present ? Is there, or is there tempted to

not, any resemblance between the external or sensible
^^

^^P^^'"'

object, and the internal or mental idea or notion ? If former hy.

there be a resemblance, in wljat does that resemblance^"

consist ? and how is it produced and supported ? DoesExpiana-

the external object throw off representative likenesses ^°" °f

c]picuriis«

of itself in films or under any other modification, so fine

as to be able, like the electric or magnetic aura, to pass

without injury from the object to the sentient organ,

and from the sentient organ to the sensory, or mental

presence-chamber? or has the mind itself a faculty ofOf Aristo.

producing, like a mirror, accurate countersigns, intel-

lectual pictures or images correspondent with the sensi-

ble images communicated from the external object to the

sentient organ ? If, on the contrary, there be no re- of piato

semblance, are the mental perceptions mere notions, or 3^n<^ i^^er

intellectual symbols excited in the mind by the action gfs^tl

of the external sense ; which, while they bear no simili-

tude to the qualities of the object discerned, answer the

purpose of those qualities, as letters answer the purpose

of sounds ? or are we sure that there is any external ofBerke-
world whatever; any thing beyond the intellectual prin- i^y and

ciple that perceives and the sensations and notions that
"'"^'

are perceived ; or even any thing beyond those sensations

and notions, those impressions and ideas themselves ?

Several of these questions may perhaps appear in no
small degree whimsical and brain-sick, and more worthy
of St. Luke's than of a work of physiological study. But
all of them, and at least as many more, of a tempera-
ment as wild as the wildest, have been asked and insisted

upon, and supported again and again in different ages
and countries, from the zenith of Grecian science down
to our own day, by philosophers of the clearest intellects

in other respects, and who had no idea of labouring
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CLASS5 IV. under any such mental infirmity, nor ever dreamed of the
III. Intel- . „ , . , , . , , , , . ,

lectuai necessity of being blistered and taking physic.
principle. 'j^jjg nature of the questions theinsehes, therefore,
The obsco- ^ 1,^^, .,i,t j^y t|,e characters referred to, sufficiently ma-
nty of the ' •'

.

' •'

subject nifest the obscurity of the subject to which they relate :

the natiM^e
^"^ *" enter into the discussions to which they have

of the given rise, would lead us to an irrecoverable distance

proposed, fiom the path before us. Those who are desirous of

These hy- following them up and of witnessing an exposure of their

potheses absurdity, cannot do better than apply themselves to
thrown •'

t> r\ n • i n n Tk
down by the metaphysical writings of Dr. Reid, Dr. Beattie, Dr.
later wn-

(jami)bell and Professor Stewart: who if, on the over-
ters who ' '

have little throw of SO many Babel-buildings, they have not been

^n*eTtHb- able to raise an edifice much more substantial in their

lishing any stead, have only failed from the insuperable difficulty of

the attempt.

The diffi- No man was more sensible of this difficulty than Mr.
cuity felt Lopiie nor has taken more pains both to avoid what is
by Locke, *

vvhostudi- unintelligible and unprofitable, and to elucidate what

voidecTthe "^^J ^^ turned to a good account and brougiit home to an

abstruser ordinary comprehension. It was his imperishable Essay

s^u^b/ect,an%n Human Understanding that gave tiie first check to

elucidated
^|jg y^,\\f\ ^nd visionaiT conceits in which the most cele-

vvhat was ,,.. /.i x^ij^^- i

capable of bi'ated luminaries of the age were at that time engaged -,

ciucidatinn
pp^.j^Hpd mankind from the chasing of shadows to the

in hisEssay o t

on Human study of realities, from a pursuit ol useless and inexpli-

standing. ^able subtleties to that of important and cognoscible sub-

jects ; or rather to the only mode in which the great in-

quiry before him could be followed up with any reason-

able hope of success or advantage.

Character To this elaborate and wonderful work which has con-

*^^*'r feired an ever-during fame, not only on its matchless
work. p ..... 1 I 1

author, but on the nation to which he belonged, and even

the age in which he lived, the physiologist cannot pay too

close an attention. It is, indeed, of the highest import-

ance to every science, as teaching us the elements of all

science, and the only mode by v\ hich science can be ren-

dered really useful, and carried forward to ultimate per-

fection 5 but it is of immediate importance to every branch
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of physical knowledge, and particularly to that which is Class iv.

employed in unfolding the structure of the mind, and itsieciuai

connexion with the visible fabric that incloses it. It may, P"""^'?^^'

perhaps, be somewhat too long ; it may occasionally em-

brace subjects which are not necessarily connected w ith

it; its terms may not always be precise, nor its opinions

in every instance correct : but it discovers intrinsic and

most convincing evidence that the man who wrote it must

have had a head peculiarly clear, and a heart peculiarly

sound : it is strictly original in its matter, highly im-

portant in its subject, luminous and forcible in its argu-

ment, perspicuous in its style, and comprehensive in its

scope. It steers equally clear of all former systems : we Avoids all

have nothing of the mystical archetypes of Plato, the in- teUiglbie"

corporeal phantasms of Aristotle, or the material species jargon of

of Epicurus; we are equally without the intelligible times

;

world of the Greek schools, and the innate ideas of Des ^"^ clearly

developea
Cartes. Passing by all which, from actual experience tiie growth

and observation, it delineates the features, and describes'^"'' ^*^",
' tures oi the

the operations of the human mind with a degree of pre- mind from

cision and minuteness which has never been exhibited i'Ll^*^-'*^^

either before or since ; and stands, and probably ever ^nce.

will stand, like a rock before the puny waves of opposi-

tion by whicli it has since been assailed from various

quarters. The author may speak of it with warmth, but

he speaks from a digested knowledge of its merits : for

he has studied it thoroughly and repeatedly, and there

is, perhaps, no book to which he is so much indebted for

whatever small degree of discrimination, or habit of rea-

soning he may possibly be allowed to lay claim to.

Upon one point he is perfectly clear, and that is that Has been

the chief objections at any time urged against this cele-™^*^"^".'^®*"

brated production have proceeded from an utter mistake some as-

of its meaning, of which he could give numerous instances, po"ntsJ

if such a digression were allowable, from the writings of

many who have the credit of having studied it pro-

foundly. The remark applies to several of the most
popular psychologists of both North and South Britain,

but especially to those of the continent, and more parti- e&pedaiiy

^ in Franr?,
VOJi. IT. 7
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r^/'t^^ r^
* cularly still to M. Coudorcet, from whom the French in

III. Intel-
"^

. 1 P •

lectuai general have received an erroneous idea of several of its

principle, jgadlng doctrines. It is to this book the medical student

th*e^med*icai ®"S^^* to turn himself for a knowledge of the laws that

student the rcgulatc the dcvelopement and growth of the mind, as

ofufemmii:l^c should do to the labours of Haller or Hunter for a
as Haiisi knowledge of those that regulate the developement and

give that ofgrowth oftlie body, and I shall hence draw largely upon
the bodJ^ j|. tin-Qugh the remainder of this introduction.
What the rp|jg,

-^yIjqJq ^i,g„ Qf ^^q metaphysical rubbish of tire
mind IS r .'

when first ancicut schools being cleared away by the purging and
°'"'^

purifying energy of the Essay on Human Understand-

ing, mankind have since been enabled to contemplate

the body and mind as equally, at birth, a tabula rasa, or

unwritten sheet of paper ; as consisting equally of a

blank or vacuity of impressions ; but as equally capable

of acquiring impressions by the operation of external

objects, and equally and most skilfully endowed with dis-

Powers ov +j^ct powers or faculties for this purpose ; those of the

ihe mind body Dcuig the external senses oi siglit, hearing, smell,
compared ^^g^o ^jjQ touch : and those of the mind the internal
witn those ' '

ofthe body, senses of perception, reason, judgement, imagination,

and memory.
Pcssibi}^ a It is possible that a few slight impressions may be pro-

impressions duced a short time antecedently to birth; and it is

befo-
'^^'^ certain that various instinctive tendencies which, however,

birth; and havc uo Connection with the mind, are more perfect, be-

i^nstmctue causc iHorc ucedful, at tlie period of birth than ever after-

tendencies, wards; and we have also frequent proofs of an heredi-

tary or accidental predisposition towards particular sub-

jects. But the fundamental doctrine before us is by no

means affected by such collateral circumstances.

First im- External objects first impress or operate upon the out-

exteniTi^ Ward scuscs J
and these senses by means hitherto uiicx-

objects. plained, and, perhaps, altogether inexplicable, immedi-

ately impress or operate upon the mind, or excite in it

perceptions or ideas of the presence and qualities of sucli

Idea, what, objects ; the word idea being here employed, not in any

ployed by ^f the significations of the schools, but in its broad,

Loeke.
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popular meaning, as importing " whatever a man observes, j'^'^^^
^.^'•

and is conscious to himself he has in his mind ;"* what- leriuai

ever was formerly intended by the terms archetype, i)han- P""c'pie.

tasm, species, tiiought, notion, or conception, or whatever

else it may be which we can be employed about in think-

infic.f And to these effects Mr. Locke gave tl»e name of ^'^'^^s of

ideas of sensation, in allusion to the source from which

they are derived.

But the mind, as we have already observed, has va- Action of

rious powers or faculties as well as the body; and they o^ jtseu.

are quite as active and lively in their respective func-

tions: in consequence of which the ideas of external ob-

jects are not only j>erceived, but retained, thought of,

compared, compounded, abstracted, doubted, believed,

desired ; and hence another fountain, and of a very capa-

cious flow, fiom which we also derive ideas : viz. a reflex

act or perception of the mind's own operations; ^^'^l6nceJg|jg^^^l|

the ideas derived from this fountain arc denominated

ideas of rbfjcexion".

The ideas, then, derived from these two sources, and ^''^^^ ^'^

, . , , . • 1 111 1 therefore of
which have sometimes been called objective and sub- two kinds,

JECTIVE, constitute all our experience, and, consequently,
"'^^j'^J'^'f

all our knowledge. Whatever stock of information a manjective

:

may be possessed of, however richly he may be stored
^^fj "J|,'^

with taste, learning, or science, if he turn his attention f'om these

inwards, and diligently examine his own thoughts, he wills^^°;j.es.

find tliat he has not a single idea in his mind, but what
has been derived from the one or the other of these two
channels. But let not this important observation be for-

gotten by any one ; that the ideas the mind possesses will^'u'iber

be fewer or more numerous, simpler or more diversified, of the ideas

clear or confused, according to the number of the obiects^^^ possess,

,

'-' ^ measured
presented to it, and tije extent ot its reflexion and examina- by the ac-

tion. Thus a clock or a landscape may be for ever before ^^^ °' ''^°

our eyes, but unless we direct our attention to them, and
study their different parts, although we cannot be deceived

* Locke, on Human Understanding, B. i. ch. i. f 3.

+ Lorke. B. i. ch i. ^ S.
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lectual

principle.

Ideas of

two de-
scriptions

from each
of the

above
sources.

Simple
ideas,

xvhat.

Complex
ideas,

what.

Class IV. in their being a clock or a landscape, we can have but a

very inadequate idea of their character and composition.

The ideas presented to tlic mind, froTTi which soever

of these two sources derived, are of two kinds

—

simple

and COMPLEX.

Simple ideas consist of such as are limited to a single

notion or perception ; as those of unity, darkness, light,

sound, simple pain or uneasiness. And in the reception

of these the mind is passive; for it can neither make
them to itself, nor can it, in any instance, have any idea

which does not wholly consist of them ; or, in other words,

it cannot contemplate any one of them otherwise than in

its totality.

Complex ideas are formed out of various simple ideas

associated together or contemplated derivatively. And
to this class belong the ideas of an army, a battle, a

triangle, gratitude, veneration, gold, silver, an orange,

an apple : in the formation of all which it must be obvious

that the mind is active : for it is the activity of the mind

alone that produces the complexity out of such ideas as

are simple. And that the ideas I have now referred to

are complex, must be plain to every one ; for every one

must be sensible that the mind cannot form to itself the

idea of an orange, without uniting into one aggregate the

simple ideas of roundness, yellowness, juiciness, and

sweetness ; and so of the rest.

Complex ideas are formed out of simple ideas by

le ideas ^^"7 Operations of the mind ; the principal of which,

by various however, are some combination of them, some abstrac-

™pl°Sions. tion or some comparison. Let us take a view of each of

these.

And first of complex ideas of combination. Unity,

as I have already observed, is a simple idea ; and it is

one of the most common simple ideas that can be present-

ed to the mind ; for every object without, and every no-

tion within, tend equally to excite it : and being a simple

idea, the mind, as I have also remarked, is passive on its

presentation : it can neither form such an idea to itself,

nor contemplate it otherwise than in its totality : but it

Formed
out of sim-

Complex
ideas of

combina-
tion.
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can combine the ideas of as many units as it pleases, and class iv.

hence produce the < omplex idea of a hundred, a thousand, lectuai

or a hundred thousand. So beauty is a complex idea ;P"""P^^'

for the mind, in forming it, combines a variety of separate

ideas into one common aggregate. Thus Dryden, in de-

lineating the beautiful Victoria in his Love Triumphant,

Her eyes, her lips, her cheeks, her shape, her features.

Seem to be drawn by Love's own hand ; by Love

Himself in love.

In like manner the mind can produce complex ideas by complex

an opposite process; and that is by abstraction or'^j^*^^^

separation. Thus chalk, snow, and milk, though agree- non.

ing, perhaps, in no other respect, coincide in the same

colour; and the mind, contemplating tiiis agreement,

may abstract or separate the colour from the other pro-

perties of these three objects, and foim the idea which is

indicated by the term whiteness ; and having thus ac-

quired a new idea by the process of abstraction, it may
afterwards apply it as a character to a variety of other

objects ; and hence particular ideas become general or

universal.

Other complex ideas are produced by comparisott. Complex

Thus if the mind take one idea, as that of a foot, as a'^^*^°'"
coiiipari-

determinate measure, and place it by the side of another son.

idea, as the idea of a table, the result will be a formation

of the complex idea of length, breadth, and thickness.

Or, if we vary the primary idea, we may obtain, as a

result, the secondary ideas of coarseness and fineness.

And hence, complex ideas must be almost infinitely Hence

more numerous than simple ideas which are their elements IdTas far

or material ; as words must be always far more numerous '"°"^ """

, , , , . 1 1 « /.
merous

than letters. 1 have instanced only a few of their prin-thansim-

cipal kinds, and have applied them only to a few of theP'^*

great variety of subjects to which they are referable, and
by which they are elucidated, in the great work on Hu-
man Understanding.

It must, however, from this imperfect sketch, appear ^^^^^^ P°^-

obvious that many of our ideas have a xaturai corre- uuircorTe-
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Class IV. spoNDENCE, coiiffruitv and connexion with each other;
III. Intel- , , +1 *
lectuai and as many, perhaps, on the contrary, a natural re-
piincipie. puGNANCT, incongruity, and disconnexion. Thus, if I
spondence

; ^yere to SDcak of a cold fire I should put together ideas
or a natu- ^

» i

rai con- that are naturally disconnected and incongruous ; and

Exempli-
should Consequently make an absurd proposition, or, to

fied. adopt common language, talk nonsense. I should be guilty

of the same blunder, if 1 wer^ to talk of a square billiard-

ball, or a soft, reposing rock ; but a warm fire, on the

contrary, a white, or even a black billiard-ball, and a hard,

rugged rock, are congruous ideas, and consequently con-

Oflice of sistent with good sensa. Now it is the direct office of

trace out" t'^^t discursivc faculty of the mind which we call reason,

these con- to trace out thcsc natural coincidences or disjunctions,

Indincon- and to conncct or separate them by proper relations: for

griiities
;
a
j^ jg j^ ;,jgj; perception of the natural connexion and con-

iustoercep- « , i ^ . -if
tionof gruity, orof the natural repugnancy and incongruity ot
them a our idcas that shows a souud mind and constitutes real
proof of a

sound knowledge. The wise man is he who has industriously

a'smjrc'eof'^^^ in and carefully assorted an extensive stock of ideas;

real know- as the stupid or ignorant man is he who, from natural
" ' hebetude, or having had but few opportunities, has col-

lected and arranged but a small number. The man who
discovers the natural relations of his ideas quickly, is a

Wise man wian of Sagacity ; and, in popular language, is said, and
what. correctly so, to possess a quick, sharp intellect ; the man.
Ignorant q,j ^^g contrary, who discovers these relations slowly, we

call dull or heavy. If he rapidly discover and put to-

sagacitj. gethcr relations that lie remote, and, perhaps touch only

Man of in a few points, but those points striking and pleasant, he
duiness. jg ^ j^^^j^ ^f ^^-j^^^ genius, or brilliant fancy, of agreeable

wit'genius allusioH and metaphor; if he intermix ideas of fancy with

and ima- ideas of reality, those of reflexion with those of sensation,
^'"

'
" and mistake the one for the other, however numerous his

ideas may be, and whatever their order of succession, ho

Madman : is a madman ; he reasons from false principles, and, as

^^.^^jj^fi^jg
we say in popular language, and with perfect correct-

judgement, ness, is out of his ju<lgement.

Associa- Finallv, our ideas are very apt to associate or run
tion of

*
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together in trains j and upon this peculiar and happy dis- Class iVo

position of the mind we lay our chiefdependence in sow- leciuai

ing the seeds of education. It often happens, however, P"ncipic.

that some of our ideas have been associated erroneously,

and even in a state of early life, before education has com-

menced : and hence, from the difficulty of separating Sympa-
/. . . . 1 X- xi • ^1 1 • t'l'es and

them, most of the sympathies, and antipathies, the wJnms antipathies;

and prejudices that occasionally haunt us to the latest whims and
, nil prejudices.

period of old age.

Such, then, is the manner, in which the mind, at first General

a sheet of white paper, without characters of any kind, Ifn'^n.

becomes furnished with that vast store of ideas, the ma-

terials of wisdom and knowledge, which the busy and

boundless fancy of man paints upon it with an almost end-

less variety. The whole is derived from experience, the
EXPERIENCE OF SENSATION OR OPREEIiEXION j from the

observations of the mind employed either about external

sensible objects, or the internal operations of itself, per-

ceived and reflected upon by its own faculties.

These faculties are to the mind what organs are to ^»e'Ke fa-

. . . , ,7 culties to

the body : they are its ministers in the production, combi- the mind

nation, and resolution of different trains of ideas, and in
Taifs^aTe to

supplying it with the results of its own activity. We the body.

sometimes, however, are ant to speak of them as distinct 9^'^"/P°"
'

.
'^'"1 of as

and separate existences from the mind, or as possessing distinct ex~

a sort of independent entity, and as controlling one [,^^^""^'^,2,

another by their individual authorities, and occasionally, ou^iy.

indeed, as controlling the mind itself : for wc accustom
fie^^'"^^''*

ourselves to describe the will as being overpowered by
the judgement ; or the judgement as being overpowered

by the imagination ; or the mind itself as being carried

headlong by the violence of its ov/n passions. By all

which, however, we only mean or should only mean, that

the mind does not, on such occasions, exert its own fa-

culties in a fitting or sober manner, or that from some
diseased affection, it is incapable of doing so. For the Faculties

^ ix- Pit, • 1
'1 merely dis-

laculties ot the mnul are so many powers ; and, as powers, tinct pow-

are mere attributes of the being or substance to which ^'^',.^"''

they belong, and not the being or substance itself. These, from each

i otlier.
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Class iv. therefore, being all different powers in the mind or in the
III. Intel- ^ ' °

, .
,*^

,. , , . ,

lectuai man, to do several actions, he exerts them as he thinks
principle, g^ . j|jy^ ^j^g power to do one action is not operated upon

by the power to do another action : for the power of

thinking operates not on the power of choosing, nor the

power of choosing on the power of thinking : any more
than the power of dancing operates on the powerof sing-

ing, or the power of singing on the power of dancing,*

as any one who reflects on these things will easily perceive.

Sl\"otts
"^^^ ^"*^y '»^s ^ts feelings, and the mind has its fed-

feeiings as ings also ; and it is the feelings of the latter which we call

body*^ '^PASSIONS, a mere Latin terra for the feelings or suffer-

ings of colloquial language. The feelings of the body

are numerous and diversified, as those of simple ache or

ease, hunger, thirst, heat, cold, and a multitude of others.
These are Xhose of the mind arc still more numerous and more
called pas-

sions, diversified, for they comprise the multifarious train of

Numerous gi"ief, joy, love, hatred, avarice, ambition, conceit, and
^p^^ivei- perhaps hundreds more : all which, whether of body or

mind, Mr. Locke has endeavoured to resolve into differ-

ent modifications of pleasure or pain, according as they

are productive of good or evil.

Hence the But the analogy we are thus conducting between the

ject to va- mind and the body holds much farther : for as the latter
nous dis-

jg subiect tO DISEASES OF VARIOUS KINDS, SO alsO is the
eases as ^

well as the former. The body may be enfeebled in all its powers, in

^°^^' only a few of them, or in only a single one. So also may

Ja'seriimy ^^^ mind :
" The powers of perception and imagina-

be aisocon- tion/' observes M. Pinel, " are frequently disturbed with-

and"penna- out any excitement of the passions. The functions of
nent, peri- ^he Understanding, on the other hand, are often perfectly

recurrent, sound, while the man is driven by his passions to acts of
accidental ^urbulence and outrage." And these infirmities, whether
and tempo- '-' '

rary. of body or mind, may be constitutional and permanent,

periodical or recurrent, or merely incidental and tempor-
h uEtrate

• ^py.^
rp|^g body may be of a sanguineous temperament,

of a plethoric temperament, of a nervous or irritable tem-

* Torke, n. 129.

Examples.
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perament; and the mind may, in like manner, possess an^'^ss iv.

over-weening confidence and courage; be characteris-iectuai

tically dull and inactive ; or be ever goaded on by i.est-'^""'^'^'''

lessness and eager desire ; it may be quick in apprehen-

sion and taste, but weak in memory ; strong in judgement,

but slow in imagination ; or feeble in judgement, but rapid

in imagination : its feelings or passions may be sluggish,

or all alive ; or some passion maybe peculiarly energetic,

while the rest remain at the temperate point.

When the corporeal deviations from the standard of When the

high health are but slight, they arc scarcely entitled to thef,on'i p'ei-^

name of diseases,—but when severe or extreme, they be-^'^^' sound-
•' ness of

come subjects of serious attention. It is the same witli bodysiight,

the different states of the mind with which I have just|,'^jj^[[
^jj^

contrasted them. While several, or even all the mental eases; but

faculties are slightly weak or sluggish, or inaccordant with "eUre
01^"

the action of the rest, they are scarcely subjects of me- extreme.

dical treatment—for otherwise half the world would be^he same

daily consigned to a strait waistcoat : but when the samcuUies of

chancres become striking and strongly marked, thev are ^l'.^
™'"'^'

^ ^ "^ ' *^ shght ab-
rcal DISEASES OF THE INTELLECT ; and, in the ensuing enations

order, the genera will be found taken from the peculiar
^^J|[^gj^'

faculties of the mind that chance to be thus affected. but when

The mind and the body bear also, in many cases, a re- ma°"i(i[

ciprocal influence on each other; which is sometimes '^^^^'seas-

general, and sometimes limited to particular faculties or^,' . ,

^ ' The mind
functions. It is hence that fever or cephalitis produces and body

delirium ; and vapours or low spirits dyspepsy.
[y^influ-'^

The mind, therefore, like the body, becomes an inter- ence each

csting field of study to the pathologist, and opens to
^^^^ ^^,^

his view an additional and melancholy train of diseases, mind an

It is these which will constitute the subject of the first
lll^ce'of

"°

order of the class we have now entered upon, and which f^t"oy t^

are entitled to a deep and collected attention. o^leff

"'

vol.. iv=
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CLASS IV.

NEUROTfOA

ORDER I.

PHRENICA.

MmnntH nf£tttim tfir intellect.

ERROR, PERVERSION, OR DEBILITY OF ONE OR MORE OF

THE MBNTAl FACULTIES.

Glass IV. The vvord PHRENICA is Greek from the Greek noun (pgjjy,

Order I. «< the mind" or " intellect." The diseases comprised in
Pnrenica. j . i it
Affecting the order, are so closely associated with each other that,

[ect

"'^' however the ordinal names may differ in different sys-

Origin of tems of nosology, they are, for the most part, grouped
the ordinal

j,^ some form or other under a correspondent division,

r,
*

. And hence the present order will be found to run nearly
Comprises ^ '

diseases parallel with the Deliria of Sauvages, the Mentales of

a °sod^ated: Linneus, the Paranoise of Vogel, the Vesanije of Cul-

and hence Icu, and Still morc with those of Crichton, and the Alie-

unitedin nation raentale of Pinel: although the generic divisions

plans of are widely different from all of them, and are attempted
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to be rendered something clearer and more exact. The9^-^ss ^^'

order comprehends the six following

:

Phienka.
Diseases

I. ECPHRONIA. INSANITY. aflfecting

II. EMPATHEMA. UNGOVERNABLE PASSION.
lect!"*^

"

III. ALUSIA. ILLUSION.

IV. APHELXIA. REVER.Y.

V. PARONIRIA. SLEEP DISTURBANCE.

VI. MORIA, FATUiTY.

Each of these will be found to include vs^pious distinct '^^"^'^^*

character.

species of disorder proceeding from a morbid condition

of one or more of the mental faculties or feelings, or an

irrespondence of them to others,' sometimes originating

in a diseased state of the body, and sometimes producing

such a state, as has already been explained in the pre-

ceding proem.
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UENUS 1.

ECPHRONIA.

Xnsam'ty. (HcajincBS.

DISEASED rERCETTION, AVITII LITTLE DEUANGEMENT
OF TUB JUDGEMENT, OCCASIONALLY SUIFTING INTO

DISEASED JUDGEMENT WITH LITTLE DERANGEMENT
or THE perception; disturbing the mind ge-

nerally; DIMINISHED sensibility; IRREGULAR
REMISSIONS.

Gen. I. The generic term ecphronia, in the Greek writers
Oiigin of

ix,<ppmvi or iK(ppoaviyi, is derived from mippm *' extra men-
the generic "^^ * •»

term. tem"—literally " ont of one's mind," as t^<p^av, is " men-
tis compos" or ** in one*s mind." It is here used, as

among the Greeks, generically alone, in the ordinary

sense of insanity ; and is designed to include the t\Yo

following species

:

i. ecphronia melancholia. melancholv.

2, mania. • madness.

Spgpjgg Each of these species has been regarded by many no-
differently sologists as forming a genus of itself, for which there
arranged

, , . t-« i-i n . .1

by different seems to be no just reason. Dr. LuIIcn has thus ai^
writers. ranged them in his synopsis, but has given tliem a dif-
Arrange-

fej.gut arrangement, and a very subordinate place in hisment of
. .

Cuiien in- Practice of Physic, so that in the two works, he is, in

with hfm- *^^^ respect, altogether at variance with himself. In
self. both, his order is entitled vesania?, wliich, in the first, in-

cludes fatuity, mania, melancholy and sleep-disturbance

(oneirodynia), as distinct genera : but, in the last, takes

for its genera delirium, fatuity, and oneirodynia. Ho con-
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templates delirium, moreover, as of two kinds, one com- Gen. i.

, 1 .,1 i ii 1 ix 1 J. 11 Ecphroma,
Dined with fever, and one without; the latter, he tells us, i,>>,;jnity.

is what we name insanity; and under this latter kind^'^^'i"^"^-

alone, the apyrectic delirium or insanity, running sy-

nonymously with the present genus ecphronia, he pro-

ceeds to treat of melancholy and mania as species or sub-

divisions of it: throwing back the other kind of delirium

to the class of fevers, as unconnected with the subject be-

fore him. So that, properly speaking, Dr. Cullen's

order of vesanije should run parallel with the presejit

order phrenica; the genera of which should be delirium

and fatuitas ; while mania and melancholy should be the

species of delirium or the first genus.

Crichton, Parr, Young, Pinel, and most of the German Anar.ge-

writers, contemplate these diseases under the same sort ^ious "other

of specific subdivision. Parr, indeed, in his article writers.

MANIA, asserts that both constitute nothing more than
J^^^^gll.-^

VAKiETiEs of one common species: yet, with an incon- incon-

sistency which, amongst much that is excellent, is too^"^""""'

frequent to be met with in his Dictionary, he changes his

opinion in the article nosology, makes vesania the genus,

and arranges melancholia, mania, and even oneirodynia,

as separate species under it.

The distinffuishina: characters, as the two species are|^'®^'^"«='"'-
•3 '^ ' r ly and nia-

contemplated by the generality of nosologists, are clear, nia pa-

in melancholy the alienation is restrained to a few ol>j^cts *'^°p"°"^^"

or trains of ideas alone ; in madness it is general. And tinguisiied

it hence follows that gloom, gaiety, and mischievousnesSoihei by
'

may equally exist under both species ; according as these 'he general

propensities are limited to a single purpose, or are uncon- mofiern pa

fined and extend to every thing. Occasionally, however, *'^°'°S'^^^-

among ancient writers we find melancholy insanity limit- ly ^if^r-

ed to insanity accompanied with gloom or despondency, *"Hy ^|"

without any attention to the universality or partiality of some an-'

the disease : for an undue secretion of melancholia, which f'^"'
^^'^'"

' ters

;

is only a Greek term for black bile or choler, was sup-
^^1^^,^^ ^^

posed to be a common cause of mental dejection, and,pianation

where it became habitual, to produce a low or gloomyj,uopoput'

temperament: to which the term melancholic has con-'^"^ ^^'-
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Gen. I. tinned to be applied to the present daj'. And iienco the
Ecphronia. * ^

i . . . • • • •

Insanity, vulgar sense ot the term, which is in unison with this view,
Craziness.

jg ^^ variance with the technical and pathological. Yet

the pathologists themselves have not heen uniformly true

to their own import : for even Dr. Cullen, who has fol-

lowed the technical signification in his Synopsis, by defin-

ing melancholy as ** insania jmrtialis sine dyspepsia,"

sometimes adopts the colloquial meaning in liis Practice

of Physic, and hereby betrays a confusion wl»ich rarely
and been belouofs to him : while Dr. (now Sir Alexander) Crichton
followed , p
technically has given himself over completely to the po])nlar, or, as

toii^"^' " ^® would perhaps call it, the antient interpretation of the

terms ; distinguishing mania, not by the generalization

of the delirium, but by its raving fury or elevated gaiety:

and melancholy, not by a limitation of the delirium to

single objects or trains of ideas, but by its concomitant

dejection and despondency.
Expiana- There seems to be an equal incorrectness, though of a
tionofPi- '- *'

jieiiiione different kind, in M. Pinel, whose book is, neverthele.ss,
point in- of great merit. Delirium or wandering is made a pa-

thognomic symptom in his definition of the genus ; in other

words, a want of correspondence between the judgement

and the perception ; and consequently this symptom should

be found in every species which he has arranged under it.

M. Pinel, however, has given us one species which has

no such symptoms, and which is purposely intended to

include cases of what he calls mania without any such

discrepancy ; on wliich account he has denominated it

that of con- manie sans delire. All such cases, however, are reducible

deiidum ^^ modifications of rage or ungovernable passion, and
with iin- ought by no means to be confounded with mania ; the

oassi "n^ ^judgement being, in these instances, not at variance with

the perception, but overpowered by the predominant fury

or passion that has been excited. They all belong proper-

ly to our next genus ; under which they will be considered.

ofSm- Much difficulty has also been felit in defining ecphronia

giiishing or insanity, so as to draw^ the line between real disease

f"omhabi- and habitual waywardness or oddity j and hence whilfe

tuai oddity f^Qm^ definitions are so narrow as to set at liberty half the
(M temper.
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patients at Bcthlcin or theBicetre; others are so loose „ ^,*^'^-
f-

, . . -. iiPi Nephroma.
and capacious as to give a strait waistcoat to halt the world, insanity.

M. Dufour, undertook with great learning and inge- ^'^^'^'"^ss,

miity to prove that, as all our knowledge of an external
essenti^u

world is derived from the action of the external senses, 'diseased.

while mental sanity depends upon the soundness of these Dufour's

senses, mental insanity is alone to he referred to a diseased or diseased

condition of one or more of them. x\nd in proof of this *^°'\^^*>°"

- .
" of the ex-

he gives the case of a person who lost his senses because temai

he could not be persuaded that the objects he saw in con-^^"^*^"*

sequence of an incipient cataract, arose entirely from

that complaint. " When he found that he could not re-

move the dark web which appeared to him to be con-

stantly floating before his eyes, he fell into such frequent

fits of violent passion that he became quite insane. But
as soon as tlie disease was completed he became more
tractable, and submitted to the operation like a reasona-

ble man."

But this only shows us that

Ira furor brevis est,

or else that the insanity was caused, not by the cataract,

but by the frequent fits of violent passion. Thousands

of persons have had cataracts in every form, and other

external senses than the eye diseased in every form, and

have been born defective in several of these senses with-

out the least mark of insanity; while other persons, ap-

parently in tlie most perfect possession of all the five

senses, have been stark mad. And hence the doctrine

of M. Dufour, boasts of few advocates in the present day.

In insanity or delirium without fever, it is far more Hypothesis

obvious that there is a morbid condition of the judge-
j^u^^'co^.

ment, or of the perception, or of both. Mr. Locke, and diiiac, ov

after him M. Contlillac, refers it to the former alone, and

characterizes madness, in the general sense of the term, by

falsejudgement ; by a disposition to associate ideas incor- false

rectly, and to mistake them for truths; and hence, says^"
^^'"^'^

'

Mr. Locke, " madmen err as men do that argue right
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Gen. 1. f,.Q,jj wrona; principles."* Dr. Battie on the contrary,
Ecphionia. *^'

,

Insanity, refers madness to the latter faculty alone, and characte-
Craziness.

rises it by /flise perception ; but the perceptions in inad-

hypothesis "^^^ Seem, for any thing we know to the contrary, to be

or false frequently as correct as in health, the judgement or
perception.

pgj^gjjjjj,^g being alone diseased or defective.

Both hy- It is difficult to Say which of these two explanations of
p0th6S6S

imperfect, madncss is most imperfect. It is sufficient to observe that
and in

neltlicr of them, taken alone, describes a condition of the
wnat re-

spect, faculties strictly morbid, and consequently neither of

them defines madness. For we are daily meeting with

thousands of mankind who are under the influence of false

judgements, who unite incongruous or discrepant ideas,

and draw from false associations right conclusions, yet

whom we never think of regarding as out of their senses.

While on the contrary if false peireptions be sufficient to

constitute madness, every man is insane who mistakes at

a distance a square for a round tower, the bending azure

sky that terminates an extensive landscape for the sea, or

the distant rumbling of a heavy waggon over the streets

tor a peal of thunder : and we should none of us be safe

from such a charge for a single day of our lives.

Cuilens
Y)i\ Cullen seems to have embraced Mr. Locke's view

hvpothesis

apparently of the subject : for his definition of insanity (vesani«e) in

from°"^^ the latter editions of his Synopsis is " injured functions of

Locke's, the mind in judging {mentis judicantis) without pyrexy

h ""othesfs-
'^^ coma." Dr. Crichton, on the contrary seems rather

anini- to adhere to Dr. Battle's view, though he enlarges and

upon Bat- improves upon it; and hence his definition is "General
fie's; derangement of the mental faculties, in which diseased

perceptions are mistaken for realities ; with incoherent

language and unruly conduct."

Diseased is certainly a better term than /aise, which is

that of Dr. Battie ; but " unruly conduct" does not es-

sentially belong to madness, even under this excellent

writer's own explanation : for of the three species which

* B. u Ch. xi. « I'^.
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he comprehends under this disease as a genus, viz. mania ^*^^'- \-

furibiiiida, mania viitis, and melancholia, while the last, insanity!
'

as he afterwards illustrates it,* evinces these symptoms ^'^^''•^^-•

only occasionally, he expressly tells us of t!ie second, tliat k"?
^"^

'l!'
'

^
-i I -z ' nnition ijot

the diseased are "all happy, gay, and cheerful;" that true to Lis

*' good humour characterizes this insanity, and hence the "J^y
'^

patients are in general very tractable."!

But the chief objection to Sir A. Crichton's definition and not

ot insanity, is his limiting it, in respect to the mental compie-

faculties, to the power of perception while the iuds;ement|^'^".^!^°'"
^

1
JO limiting the

remains totally unaiiected. " In regard to lunatics," says disease to

he, in another place, " and men who are of a sound
Jj'l/^c'e'll-^

mind, the faculty of judging is the samein both^ but they tion.

have diffei'ent perceptions, and their judgements therefore,

must be different.":}:

Now if the faculties of perception, attention and memo-
ry be liable to derangement, as the same w riter admits,

and there be " a general derangement of mental faculties

in insanity," there seems no sufficient gruond for ex-

empting the faculty of judgement. And a little atten-

tion to the history of an insane patient will, I think, suf-

ficiently support the opinion of Mr. Locke and Dr. Cul-

len upon this point, and show that this, if not the faculty

chiefly diseased, labours under at least as much disease

as that of perception.

We have already observed in the proem to the present ah tiie

class, that all the powers of the mind are as liable to be af- '^"<^"''.'es of
* the mind,

fected with diseases, and diseases of various kinds, as those like all the

of the body ; and that either the body or the mind may be
"hf^b"o^cy^

enfeebled at the same time in the whole of its powers, in a capable of

few of its powers, or in a single power. A sound mind sup- g^sed
:'^

poses an existence of all the mind's feelings and intellectual

powers in a state of vigour and under the subordination

of the judgement, which is designed by nature to be the

governing or controlling principle. And thus constitut-

* Of Mental Deiangeraent. Book iii. Ch. iii. Vol. it.

r Id. Book I. Ch. v. pp. 181, 132. Vol. r.

t Id. Vol, r. p. 401.

• VOL. TV. 9
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Gv.y. I. ed, the mind is said to be in a state of order or arrange-

hisaiiiity!^' ment. It often happens that this order or arrangement is

CiazMiess.
s|jgjjtly broken in upon by natural constitution, or some

but slight corporeal affection ; but so long as the irregularity does
derange- „qJ essentially interfere with the mental health, it is no

eithei little more attended to tlian slight irregularities or disquietudes

t^o as net ^^ *^'® body. Yet whenever it becomes serious and com-
esse»tia!!y plicated, it amounts to a disease, and the mind is said,

with the
" an^ "lost correctly so, to be deranged or disordered.

mental This derangement may proceed from a morbid state of

jy health, any of the intellectual or any of the empassioned faculties

Upon this of the mind, for the perception may not correctly convey

tiie"en'!fin
^^^ ideas we receive by the external senses, or the judge-

genera are ment may lose its power of discriminating them ; or the
'^ ' memory may not retain them, or the imagination or the

passions may be in a state of unruly excitement : all

which will lay a foundation for different kinds or genera

of diseases, and in fact form tlie foundation of those ap-

pertaining to the present order.

The judge- jVi^ow an attentive examination into the habits of an

perception insaue pcrsou will show first, that the judgement and the
both fiis- perception are both injured during the existence of in-
eased in »

»^ '' "
insanity, sanity ; and next that though, from a violent or complica-

and some- ted State of the disease, the morbid condition often extends
times, ^Q some other, or even to all the other mental faculties,
though not

necessarily yet it does not necessarily or essentially extend to them :

tai'powers • ^^^ ^ madman may be furious or passionate, yet every

madman is not so; his memory may fail or his attention

be incapable of fixing itself, or his imagination be wild

j>o. are the and extravagant, but these do not always occur. The

an'd^p'eT-" faculties, howcver, of the judgement and the perception
(eption

jji-e affected in every case, though they are not always

equally at- equally affected at one and the same time : for the morbid

th"^l!ire P**^^^^ seems, for the most part, unaccountably to shift in

time. succession from tlie one to the other, so as ahcrnateJy to

leave the judgement and alternately the perception free

oi'nearly free from all estrangement whatever, the disease

being, however, always accompanied with irregular re-

missions j and often with such a diminution of sensibility
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tliat the patient is uninfluenced by the effects of cold, Gejv.i.

and hunger, and very gci^jrally unsusceptible of febi-ilci,|sani'tyr*

miasm. CrHzhiess.

Thus a madman will often mistake one person who isiiinstTateH.

introduced to him for another, and under the influence

of this mistake will reason correctly concerning him, and

although he may have been for years his next neighbour,

w ill ask him when he can^e from Ciiina or the East In-

dies, by what ship he returned homo, and w hether his

voyage has been successful. In all which the error may
be that of the perception alone. But if, as is frequently

the case, the patient address his visitor by his proper

name, he gives a ground for believing that he perceives

him aright, and that the error is that of t'.te judgement,

which tiius unites incongruous ideas, applying a visionary

history to a real and identified person. At another time, Fuiiher i.

he may, from the first, perfectly recognize tlie individual '"^'^^''"»-

so presented to him ; and to prove his recollection and the

correctness of his perception, may rapidly run over a

long list of his relations, and a long stiing of anecdotes

respecting his former life : after which he may suddenly

start, and looking at tlje visitors walking-stick, tell him

that that drawn sword will never save him from destruc-

tion, nor all the men that slept with him in the same bed

the night before—that his rival is now pushing forward

with all speed on a black horse with a large army behind

him, and that to-morrow he will fight and lose his crow'n.

In such a case, and it is by no means an extreme one,

the perception and the judgement travel soundly and in

harmony at the outset of the interview; but they soon

separate and abandon each other as far as east and west.

It is not always easy to say whether tiie fresh paroxysm jssot ai-

of insanity that thus suddenly displays itself is limited to ^'^y^ ^^^y

the one faculty or to the other, or is common to both, mine which

For if tlie perception suddenly wander, the judgement ^*'^"'*^','^

has a new train of ideas presented to it, and must neces- fault.

sarily take a new direction. Yet it is diflicult to con-

ceive how the judgement can be thus abruptly led astray

if it continue sotjnd ; and hence it is more probable that
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NEUROTICA. [0Ri>. I.

gkn.i. fije judgement itself is at fault, and admits a train of ideas

Insanity, wliicli, liowever coiigruoiis to tliemseives, are incongruous
Crazineis.

^^ tiiose fiimlshed by the faculty of perception ; or both

may equally wander, and accompany eacli other in the

visionary scene, as tiiey at first associated in the real. It

is obvious, however, if I mistake not, that both faculties

are affected in the derangement of insanity jointly or in

irregular succession.

How far a morbid state of the mental faculties may in

any case depend upon the mind itself, as distinct from the

sensorium or instrument by which it is connected with

the body, it is impossible for us to know till we become

acquainted with the nature of this connexion, and perhaps

also w ith the essence of the mind, which, in our present

state of information, seems to be a hopeless subject of in-

correct quiry. But we may possibly obtain some insight into the
ideas of * •' , , • • . • 1 r. x- 1 1

perception manner in which correct ideas ot perception are changed
how len-

j,^ their nature and rendered incorrect or incongruous by
oered in- *-" *^

correct by a diseased judgement, by attending to a process of varia-

fudeement • tion that is frequently occurring in perfect sanity and

acuteness of mind. "• The ideas we receive by sensation,"

says Mr. Locke, in adverting to this process, *' are often

in grown people altered hj the judgemiiit without our

taking notice of it." And he explains this position by

observing that when a ball of any uniform colour, as of

gold, alabaster, or jet, is placed before the eye, the idea

thereby imprinted in the mind is that only of a flat circle

variously shadowed, with different degrees of light and

brightness coming to the organ of sight. ** But having

by use been accustomed to perceive what kind of appear-

ance convex bodies are wont to make in us ; what altera-

tions are made in the reflexions of light by the difference

of the sensible figures of bodies, the judgement presently,

by an habitual custom, alters the appearances into their

causes^ so that fi'om that which truly is variety of sha-

dow or colour, collecting the figure, it makes it pass for a

mark of figure, and frames to itself the perception of a

convex figure and an uniform colour."* And the same

* Ht!ip, Tlnrierst. Book IT, Ch. ;-. 6 n.
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change occurs still more conspicuously in looking at an^Es. i.

engraving or a picture, in which the only idea presented hisLi""!^*

by the eye to tlie perception is that of a plane variously
Jr''^i^|^"*'^^'_

shaded orcoloured ; but which the jddgcment immediate- phiiueu.

ly changes and multiplies into other i(k^as<if life and mo-

tion, and running streams, and fathomless woods, and

cloud-capt mountains. And if itt a sane si ate \Ne find

the judgemejit capable of thus varying the ideas of per-

ception presented to it, we c; n have no great difficulty,

I think, in conceiving by what means such a variation

may be produced and may ramify into incongruities of

great extravagance in a judgement deranged by disease.

Nor is there much difficulty in conceiving how the^''^"*^^
•' O remissions

paroxysm should be subject to remissions or even inter- oiimei-
. . , , ii 1 ^1 missions of

missions more or less regular; or the derangement be^jg paiox-

limited, as we frequently find it, and especially in mclan-y^"" '»

II •! • -n-iTi insanity.
choly, to particular subiects or trains of ideas, bor first . ,

,

all diseases have a tendency to remissions or intennis-the disoase

sions ; but tliose connected with the brain or nerves moref°''^".''
^*

'
_

times to

than any others, as is evident in hemicrania, epilepsy, paivicuiai

hysteria, and palpitation of the heart. And next, tiiere -^gasV^
is no man in a state of the most perfect sanity whose
judgement is equally strong and exact upon all subjects

:

and few whose judgements are not manifestly influenced

and led astray by partialities, or peculiar incidents of a

thousand kinds; insomuch that we dare not, on various

occasions, entrust to a man of the strictest honesty and
the clearest head a particular subject for his decision,

whom we should fly to as our counsellor upon every other

occurrence. And it is not therefore vei'y extraordinary

that, in a morbid state of the mind, and particularl> of

that faculty which constitutes the judgement, there sliould

be an aberration in some directions or upon some subjects

which does not exist ppon others.

The corporeal indications differ as much as those of The corpc-

the mind, and generally as being governed by the latter. |.I,uons'"

We have hence sometimes, as an opening symptom, an '''"^ ^*

extraordinary flow of high spirits, at others extreme Ihrmind.
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fifT' i'
^^''^***** '^'^^ countenance is pale and ghastly, and strongly

Insanity.
* expivsHive of Iriwat'd emotion ; the speech hurried and tre-

Ciaziness. niulous, and the extremities bedewed with a cold sweat.

In other instances the eye glares malignantly, the face is

flushed, ajid e\incesa dreadful ferocity; the objects of

terror become objects of vengeance, and the patient is

furious. In some there is an unusual degree of suspi-

cion, ajid an anticipation of evil, and a belief in imagina-

ry plots or conspiracies. In others great irascibility and
malignity, and a desire to commit some act of despera-

tion, vengeance or cruelty. All this is often combined

with head-ache, giddiness, throbbing of the temples, or

impaired vision. There is little or no sleep, for the mind
is in a state of too much excitement, though at times the

patient lies listless and refuses to be roused.*
Remote Concerning therefore the remote or even the proximate
cause of " *

insanity, cause of the disease, we have yet much to learn. From

disease"
^ ^^^ ^'^^^ ^^^ '^^^'^^ taken in t!ie proem of the close con-

condition nexion between tlie mind and the brain, it seems reason-
of any P^ut , , . , , , ,. ., ,

of the able to conceive tfmt the remote cause is ordinarily de-

lon^?'^'^^
pendent upon some misconstruction^ or misaffection of the

How far cerebral organs : and hence every part of them has been

lishe" by scrutinized for proofs of so plausible an hypothesis, but
dissections, hitherto to no purpose whatever. The form of the cra-

nium, its thickness, and other qualities ; the meninges,

the substance of the brain, the ventricles, the pineal gland,

the commissures, the cerebellum, have all been analyzed

in turn, by the most dexterous and prying anatomists of

England, France. Germany, and Italy, but with no satis-

factory result. Tlie shape or thickness of the scull has

been started, indeed, as a cause, by many anatomists of

high and established rejuitation; but the conjecture has

been completely disproved by others, who jiavc found the

very structures supposed to be most certain of producing

madness, exist in numerous instances with perfect sound-

ness of intellect. A particular shape of the scull seems,

* Annual Report of the Glasgow Asylum fnr Lunatics, 1021.
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iiwleed, to be often connected with idiotism from birth Gen.i.

or soon after birth, but with ho other species of mental in*sani"ty!^*

deransjement wiiatever. Craziness.

Morgagni engaged in an extensive course of dissections Morgagni.

upon this subject, and pursued it with peculiar ardour:

and his results are given in his eighth epistle from the

second to the eighteenth article. In some cases the brain

was harder, in some softer, tlian in a healthy state; occa-

sionally the dura mater was thicker, and was studded

with soft, whitish bodies on the sides of the longitudinal

sinus. This sinus itself sometimes evinced polypous con-

cretions ; and tiie pineal gland, or several of the glands

in the plexus choroides were in a diseased state. Dr.

Greding,=* witli a like spirit of investigation, arrived at

a like diversity of facts. Meckel tells us that he found Meckel.

the brain denser and harder than usual ;f Dr. Smithy

descried a bony concretion, and P leticiz and various others

represent the brain as bony or calculous in various parts

;

while Jones, in the Medical Commentaries, found it softer Jones.

than usual with a thickening of the membranes and a

turgescence of the ventricles. From all which, nothing Nothing

precise or pathognomic can be collected, since all suchP'^*^'*^ ""^

morbid appearances have been traced under other diseas-mk his"

es as well as under insanity. imherto

-\K -rt- 1 • /> I 1 11 been col-
M. rinel is firmly decnled upon this point: and after lected.

a very extensive course of investigations he asserts, with P'"^^-

respect to the cranium, that there are no facts yet clearly

established which prOve the faculties of the mind (except

in the case of idiotism) to he, in any degree, influenced

by its size, figure or density : while with respect to the

contents of the cranium, " I ( an affirm," says he, "that
I have never met w ith any other appearances w ithin the

cavity of the scull, than are observable on opening the

bodies of persons who have died of ajjoplexy, epilepsy,

nervous fevers, and convulsions;" and his successors.M.

* Vermischte medicinisclie und chirurgische Schiii'ten. Altenb. 1781.

t Hisr. de TAcad. Rcyale des Sciences, &c. Ann. 1760. Berol. 4to. 170!.

t Med. Observ. end Inquir, Vol. vi.
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Gen, I. Esquirol and M. Georajet concur in the same remarks.
Ecplimnia,

i r> i

Insanity. 1 lie last, after having examined tlipep hundred lunatics
Ciazmess

^^^ j|,pjj. ,i,.cease, to Settle the point before us, thus con-

cludes :
" Toutes les alterations que nous avons observees

sur les alienees de la Salp'triere sont consecutivesau de-

veloppemeiit de la fnlle, excepte celles des cer\eaux d'i-

diotes, qui sont [)rimitives et liees a 1' etat intellectuel."

Hasiam. 'J'|ie observations of Haslam are nearly to the same

effect: for they concur in showing tliat, except in so con-

siderable a misforrnation of the srull or its contents, as

to induce idiotism from an early period of life, as in the

case of cretinism, nothing decisive can be obtained in re-

ference to insanity from any variations of appearance

that have hitherto been detected.

Greding. The dissections of Greding extended to not fewer than

two hundred and sixteen maniacal patients, the whole of

whom, however, died of disorders unconnected with their

mental ailments : three of the heads were exceedingly

large, two exceedingly small ; some of the scull-bones

extremely thick, others peculiarly thin ; in some, the

frontal bones were small and contracted, in others, the

temporal bones compressed and narrow.*

Whatpe- In a table containing an aggregate of the patients re-

^j^°gj °^^'/^ceived into the lunatic asylum at Bicetre during a consi-

ject to in- deral)le part of the French revolution, from 1784 to
sanity.

ijg^, by far the greatest number admitted were between

the ages of thirty and forty : next, those between forty

and fifty ; next to these, patients between twenty and

thirty ; then those from sixty to seventy ; and lastly, those

from fifteen to twenty; below which we have no account

of any admission whatever. Hence different stadia of life

seejn to exercise some control, and the period most ex-

posed to the disease is that in which the influence of the

passions may be conceived to be naturally strongest and

most operative. " Among the lunatics confined at Bi-

cetre," says M. Pinel, "during the third year of the

republic, and whose cases I particularly examined, I ob-

* \'eimischte Schriften. ut supra.
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served that the exciting causes of their maladies, in a Gen. i,

great majority of instances, were extremely vivid affec- in'sanU)"!^

tions of the mind ; as ungovernahle or disappointed ambi- f^^ixzine^---

tion, religious fanaticism, profound chagrin, and unfor- per'aniem"

tunate love. Out of one hundred and thirteen madmen, chiefly pm-

with whose histories I took pains to make myself ac- pu^^suhs

'

quainted, thirty-four were reduced to this state by domes- ^J^^^^^
''^^

* ' •' ... disease.

tic misfortunes : twenty-four by obstacles to matrimonial

unions which they had ardently desired to form ; thirty

by political events connected with the revolution ; and

twenty-five by religious fanaticism." Those were chiefly

affected who belonged to professions in which the ima-

gination is unceasingly orardently engaged, and notcon-

troled in its excitement by the exercise of the tamer

functions of the understanding, which are more suscepti-

ble of satiety and fatigue. Hence the Bicetre registers

were chiefly filled from the professions of priests, artists,

painters, sculptors, poets, and musicians : while they con-

tained no instances of persons whose line of life demands
a predominant exercise of the judging faculty : not one

naturalist, physician, chemist, or geometrician.

But there are other organs that also betray very pro- ^^'i'?""'5

minent signs of diseased action in insanity as well as thefromT'disT.

brain, as those of the epigastrium and the adioinine: re-*;?"^'^
'^•'"'

11 a. 1 . . • ditioii of
gions : and hence other physiologists have sought for a the cpigas-

remote or even a proximate cause of the malady in these, ,*,j',)^ °!
y,,

rather than in the encephalon. This was the case among domina!

several, though not the majority, of the Greek physicians
"'^^'"'

as we have seen already : and it is to this quarter that^'^"™'

M. Pincl refers the proximate cause in almost every in

stance in our own day. It is here he supposes the disease
^''''"•

to commence, and contends that the aftection of the brain

and of the mental faculties is subsequent to the abdominal
symptoms, and altogether dependent upon them: and in

proof of this he adverts to various dissections which have
shown a considerable derangement, not only in thefunc=
tion but even in the structure of one or more of the ab
dominal organs, and particularly a disjdacemcnt of the

transverse colon

proximate
cause ol'
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Gew. I. But this is to give a weiffht to the morbid appearances
Ecphroiiia • ,i •/. i . t i • i

Insanity, occasionally mamtested in tliese organs, above what is al-

Craziness. lowed to like niisformations in the cranium. Yet there

lon'^an/ ^an be no doubt that, in most cases of insanity, the brain
abdominal and epigastrium suffer jointly ; and that the disease may,

often af. and often does, commence in some structural or func-
fected tionary affection of the abdominal organs is perfectly clear

and the from the frequency of tliis complaint during pregnancy

feems oc-
^^^ "^ child-bcd : its being connected with a peculiar state

casionaiiy of the genital organs, as we shall presently have occasion

nate'in" ^^ sliow, and its following upon a sudden suppression of
either. the menstrual or hemorrhoidal discharge.

This asso- Nor is it difficult to account for this association of in-
ciationof fluence from the extensive distributioti of the parvagum,
influence * o »

explained, and more particularly of the intercostal nerve over the

abdominal viscera : on which account a like sympathy is

by no means uncommon in various other disorders. Thus
while a concussion or compression of the brain produces

nausea, sickness, and constipation, worms are frequently

found to excite convulsions or epilepsy.

Inference The fair rcsult of the whole inquiry appears to be, that
trom the . . . . , , , « n-
general in- msanity, in every instance, to adopt the language of Su*
quiry. ^^ CrichtoH, " arises from a diseased state of the brain

or nerves, or both :"* but that in many instances this

diseased state is a primary affection, and in others a

secondary, dependent upon a morbid condition of the

epigastric or some other abdominal organ : for, in what-

ever this morbid condition may consist, and whatever

symptoms it may evince, it is not till the sensorium has

by degrees associated in the chain of unhealthy action

that the signs of insanity are unequivocal. And, in like

manner, dyspeptic and other abdominal symptoms are not

unfrequently brought on by a previous diseased state of

the mind : and it is hence peculiarly difficult, and per-

haps in some cases altogether impossible, to determine,

where we are not acquainted with the incipient symptoms,

whether melancholy or hypochondrias, has originated in

* Of Mental Derangement, Vol. i. p. ISfi-
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the state of the abdominal viscera or of the cranium ; or in J^^^- h
other words, whether the one or the other be a primary I'n'sanUyr

or a secondary affection. Crazmess.

Wben, however, we are made acquainted with the ^^'^^ere the

history of the incipient symptoms, we have a tolerable
,he incipi-

clue to sfuide us ; and, for tlie most part, may safely de- "^"^ ^vmp-
° ' r- ' . . toms are

cide that the region primarily affected, is that wliich first dear, tho

evinces morbid symptoms: and hence, while we shall
[J'^^^^^ ,^

have little scruple in assigning the origin of mostfignedto

cases cf liypochondrism to a moibid condition of one orl.j'a^""'"'^

more of the digestive organs, we need have as little in

assigning the greater number of cases of mania to a pri-

mary misaffection of the brain or the nerves.

In what that misaffection consists is a question that has ? ;oximate

1 111 -1 1 n cause of
never been settled to the present hour, and Irom ourir.sanitv.

total inacquaintancc with the nature of the connexion

between the brain and the mind, it never will be in any
very satisfactory manner. The morbid changes, indeed,

which we have already seen are frequently to be traced

in the structure of the brain, show veiy sufficiently that

a considerable degree of diseased action has been taking

place there; but as these changes are also found in other

disorders of the head as well as in mania, and more es-

jjccially as we cannot tell whether they have preceded or

been produced by such action, they give us little infor-

mation as to the nature of the diseased action itself.

Dr. Cullen has offered a series of ingenious arguments CuUen's

to prove that mania consists in some inequality in the ex-^- P"'*^^^'"'

citement of the brain,* or of the nervous power,f and

in most cases in an increased excitement. Dr. Cullen's

idea of the nervous power, as we have already had occasion

to observe, is very far from being explicit : for he defines

it " a subtile very moveable fluid included or inherent in

a manner rue do not clearly understand in every part of

the medullary substance of the brain and nerves." "While

in other parts of his writings he represents it as never

* Pract. Phys. Vcl.TV, Aph. MPr.xiT

^ Id. -MnxTiv
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gf.n. I. either recruited or exhausted, and thus conceives it to

Insanity, posscss qualitics beyond the ordinary endowments of
j'taziness. living matter. Yet his general principle appears to be

well founded, and Sir Alexander Crichton has availed

himself of it in giving a fuller explanation of this highly

probable hypothesis : and, after appealing to the doctrine

Cricinon's which has already been advanced and supported in the

hf"h"
'

no-
preceding pages of the present work, that the nervous

babie ; and power is a pccuHar fluid secreted in the medullary sub-

whhThe^^ stance of the brain or the nerves, he endeavours to shovv'

pathoiogi- that the cause of insanities is a specific morbid action of

uiiies of the vessels which secrete the nervous fluid in the brain ;*

^;'^P'^sent and which may hereby be altered not only in quantity

T)ut in quality.!

From the quickness of the external senses, the irasci-

bility, heat of the skin, flushed countenance, and uncom-

mon energy which maniacs evince, we have reason to

believe this morbid action to be, for the most part, apre-

ternaturally increased action ; and we are hence able to

account for the various exacerbations and remissions

wjjich it evinces, sometimes periodically, and sometimes

irregularly. Yet as the health of the faculties of the

mind must depend upon a healthy energy of the vessels,

too scanty a secretion of nervous fluid must be as efiec-

tual a cause of n^ental derangement as too copious a flow

:

and hence torpor of the vessels of the brain may prove as

certain a cause of a wandering mind as entony, and, con-

sequently, typhous fever may become a source of delirium

as well as inflammatory. And as the various secretions

can only be elaborated from the blood, and are often af-

fected by its condition, we may see also how madness

may be a result of acrid narcotics and other poisons intro-

duced into the bloed by absorption, or a transfusion of

blood from animals of a diff*erent nature, of which Dionis

has given some very striking examples.
Proofs that rpj^j^^

^j^gj.^ jg ^ tendency not only to an increased
the senso- •' •'

rial power
^^ ^""'^' * Of Mental Derangement, Vol. i. p. 174.

+ ld. Vol. I. p. 1«9.
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secretion of sensorial power in the head in most cases of Ges i.

insanity, but to an accumulation of it from all parts of i.^san^^y'^

the body, and especially from the surface, is clear from^'^^'"^^^*

the patient's diminished sensibility to external impres- '•"^^ '"-

.

"^

. creased m
sions, and bis being able to endure the severest winter's insanity.

cold, and a fasting of many days, without inconvenience

or indeed consciousness. But that there is, in some Proofs that

cases, a diminished secretion of this fluid producing a '^'^ some-

general debility of the living fibre, is also clear from the minishet?.

great tendency manifested by some maniacs, whose

brain gives no proof of increased excitement, to a gan-

grene in their extremities, and, where they are uncleanly,

about the buttocks. The insensibility from this cause is

sometimes so considerable as to effect, not only the dif-

fuse organ of feeling, but some of the local senses as

well. And hence some patients lose their hearing, and

others are capable of staring at the meridian sun without

pain, or any change in the diameter of the iris.* Some-

times, however, the increased secretion of sensorial power
is so considerable as not only to affect the head, but to

augment the corporeal sensibility generally. And hence

Hoffman makes accumulated sensation an ordinary symp-
tom of this disease,! mistaking the exception for the

general rule : and Riedlin gives us an instance of a ma-
niac, who, instead of calling for and being able to endure

large quantities of snuff, sneezed and was convulsed on
smelling the mildest aromatics.+

It is a melancholy reflection that insanity is often the insanity

result of an hereditary predisposition. This, indeed, ?uu'of he-

has been denied by a few writers ; but their opinion "^editary

has unhappily been confuted by the concurrent voice of tion.'^^°^'

those who have thought differently, and the irresistible

evidence of daily facts. Mysterious as the subject is
^^'"strated.

we have perpetual proofs that a peculiarity of mental
character is just as propagable as a peculiarity of cor-

poreal ,• and hence wit, madness, and idiotism are as

* Blumenb. Bibl. i. p. 736.

t 0pp. Suppl'. II. 2.

i I.in. Med. 1696. n. 29.
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Gen. I. distinctly an heir-loom of some families as scrophula,
Ecphronia

, « . , « , ,

Insanity. Consumption and cancer of others. In most of the latter
Craziness. ^yg have already observed that something of a constitu-

tional make or physiognomy is often discernible ; and

the same is contended for by many authorities in the dis-

whethei ^^^^ before us. Yet, if we examine the marks accurately

manifested we shall find that thev merge, for the most part, into
by external , j.

' o • i

cigHs. the common symptoms ot a sanguineous, or a melan-

cholic temperament: either of which constitutions exer-

cises such a control over the disease as to give it a peculiar

modification whatever be the nature of the exciting cause ;

which is in truth of little importance to the consti-

tutional turn the malady may take, though well worth
rvrodifica- attending to in the moral treatment. " The violence

disease of the maniacal paroxysm,'* observes M. Pinel, " ap-
inore af- pgars to be independent of the nature of the excitinc:
fected by *^ *

, n • r. i i t

the tempe- cause ; or at least, to i)e far more influenced by the

'^"J^^^'^jjjgCon^itution of the individual, and the peculiar degree

exciting of his physical and moral sensibility. Men of a robust
( .iiise.

constitution, of mature years, with black hair, and sus-
JUustrated. ' j •'

ceptible of strong and violent passions, appear to retain

the same character when visited by this most distressing

of human misfortunes. Their ordinary energy is aug-

mented to outrageous fury. Violence, on the otiier hand,

is seldom characteristic of the paroxysms of individuals

of more moderate passions, with brown or auburn hair.

Nothing is more common than to see men with light-

coloured hair sink into soothing and pleasurable reveries j

while it seldom or never happens that they become fu-

rious or unmanageable. Their pleasing dreams, how-

ever, are at length overtaken by, and lost amidst the

gloom of an incurable fatuity. Those of the greatest

mental excitement, of the warmest passions, the most ac-

tive imagination, the most acute sensibility, are chiefly

predisposed to insanity. A melancholy reflection !—but

such as is calculated to call forth our best and tenderest

sympathies."

Insanity I* ^^^ loug been a current opinion that insanity is a
whether dlsease more common to our own rountrv than to any
mote coni-

nion t"
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other: and this opinion has of late been rendered more Gen.t.

seriously alarming by the following assertion of Dr.iusanUy!'^

Powell, secretary to the commissioners for licensing Iu-C'=*2'"es5.

natic establishments, and which is ffiven as the result of,^"^'^"^

his official tables of returns from 1775 to 1809 inclusive, countries?

divided into lustra or periods of five years each. " In- and uhe-

sanity appears to have been considerably upon the in- an increas-

crease : for if we compare the sums of two distant lustra, '"g "mala-

dy .

the one beginning with 1775, and the other ending with

1809, the proportion of patients returned as having been

received into lunatic houses during the latter period, is to

that of the former nearly as 129 to 100." " The facts

also," says he, " which present themsi Ives to the obser-

vation of the traveller, whatever direction he may take

through this country, and all the local information which

"we receive upon the subject supply us, as I am led to

think, with sufficient proof that the increase must actu-

ally have been very considerable^ though we cannot ascer-

tain what has been its exact proportion.'**

The first part of this opinion, or that which regards is not :.

insanity as a disease peculiarly prevalent in Enff-C!^^^^^"-
-' O disease ncr

land, does not seem to rest on any established basis : for, ^pparenth-

calculating with Dr. Powell, that the number of lunatic [entarii,

paupers, and those received into public hospitals, which, '"any

under the act of parliament are not cognizable by thecountrie?

commissioners, together with those neglected to be re-

turned, compared with the returns entered into the com-

missioners* books, bear the proportion of three to two,

Avhich is probably far above the mark, still the aggre-

gate number of insane persons for the year 1800, con-

trasted w^ith the general census for the same year, will

only hold a ratio of about 1 to 7300 : while if we take

with Dr. Burrows, the proportion of suicides committed

in foreign capitals as a test of the extent to which

insanity is prevalent in the same towns, which is never-

theless a loose mode of reckoning, though it is not

* MeJ. Trans. Vol, iv, p. 131. Art. Observations on the Comparative

Pre-jalence of Insanity at different period*.
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Gen. I. easy to obtain a better, we have reason to conclude that

insa'nUy! insanity is comparatively far less frequent among our-
Craziness. gelves than in most parts of the continent : the suicides of

Paris, Berlin, and i'openhagen, as drawn from tables

collected by Dr. Burrows for tl»is purpose, being in pro-

portion to the relative population of London as 5 to 2

for the first, 5 to 3 for the second, and 3 to 1 for the

third.*

Nor an in- Nor does the idea that insanity is an increasing dis-

diseasef EASE in our own couutry appear to rest on a stabler

E-xamiua- foundation. Taking Dr. Powell's result as drawn from

PoweH's ^"^1 ^"^ incontrovertible data, and compaiing the sup-

data which posed march of the disease with the acknowledged march

leTto a of the population, although the former may possibly be
contrary g^id to havc ovcrstepped the latter by a few paces, the

* difference will hardly justify the assertion, that " insa-

nity is considerably upon the increase." And if we take

into view the intensity of interest with which this subject

has for the last twenty years been contemplated by the

public, the operation of those feelings of humanity which

have dragged the wretched victims of disease from the

miserable abodes of prisons and neglected workhouses,

and placed them under the professional care of the super-

intendauts of licensed establishments, and above all, the

augmented number of such establishments in consequence

hereof, and the great respectability of many who have the

management of them, thus giving the commissioners re-

turns which by the power of their Act of 26 Geo. III.

they could not otherwise have been in possession of, we
may, I think, fairly conclude that this apparent overstep,

be it what it may, in the march of insanity beyond that

of the population of the country, is a real retrogression.

Adiniued At this conclusion, we might, I think, fairly arrive,

wnter him- ^ven if the data selected by Dr. Powell were full and in-

seif to be controvertible; but he himself has candidly admitted, that

me.*^" instead of being full and incontrovertible they " are sub-

* Inquiry into certain errors relative to Insanity* &c, p. 93. Svo. 182C
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iect to numerous inaccuracies, and that any deductions _g^''- ^

which may be made from them must be impcrtect.' It insanity,

is still more consolatory to learn that the direct deduc-^'^^'"'^''"-

tions from the parochial and district establishments are not

only not in accordance with Dr. PoweH's, but such as seem

to show that a retrogression, instead of an advance, has

actually taken place. Dr. Burrows has industriously col- ^"" °i'P°^"

lected many of these, and, as far as they go, they lead tOer tables of

such an inference almost without exception.* Yet it is pro-
^.J^|^^^^^

bable that even this inference does not give us the precise seem to

fact, and that it is as chargeable with an error on the fa.-
t^,.o°gres^sion"

vourable side, as the opposite account is on the unfavour- lather than

able; since the increase of licensed houses, whose returns

seem to li^ve swelled the list of the commissioners be-

yond its proper aggregate, has been considerably sup-

ported bjf a transfer from the establishments which have

thus fallen off. And hence, allowing the error on the General

one side to compensate that on the other, we are brought
'^^''"^''

to the conclusion which, after all, appears more natural,

that the career of insanity is only varied in its uniformity

by temporary contingencies, but that it is by no means a

prevalent disease in our own country.

SPECIES I.

ECPHRONIA MELANCHOLIA.

THE DTSCREPAIS-CY BETWEEK^ THE PEECEPTIOIf AND
THE JUDGEMENT LIMITED TO A SINGLE OBJECT,

OR A FEW CONNECTED OBJECTS, OR TRAINS OF

IDEAS : THE WILL WAYWARD AND DOMINEERING.

We have already stated that whatever be the exciting gen.i.

cause of mental alienation, the symptoms are, in every DiLTse
modified

* Inquiry, &c, ut supr. p. 66 et alibi. by the idio-

VOL. IV, 11
pyncrasy.
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Spec'\"
^"Stance, greatly modified by the prevailing idiosyncra-

Ecphrcnia sy, and hcnce, tlioHgh a love of solitude, gloom, fear, sus-
ATeian- picion and taciturnity are the ordinary signs of tlje pre-

sent species, these signs often yield to symptoms widely

different, and sometimes even of an opposite character;

and we hence become possessed of the four following

varieties

:

cholia.

Melari-

tholy.

M, Attonita.

Gloomy melancholy.

a Errabunda.

Restless melancholy.

y Malevolens.

Mischievous melancholy.

3 Complacens.

Self-complacent

melancholy.

Mute, gloomy, retiring me-

lancholy.

Roving, restless melancholy,

evincing a constant desire

to change the abode.

Morose or mischievous me-

lancholy ; occasionally ter-

minating in suicide or the

injury of others.

Self-complacent and affable

melancholy : occasionally

rejoicing in a visionary su-

periority of rank, station,

or endowment.

These va-

rieties ob-

served by
Fracasto-

rio.

The same variety of symptoms, as chiefly modified by

the prevailing temperament, are noticed by Fracastorio.

"The phlegmatic," says he, " are heavy ; the sanguine,

lively, cheerful, merry, but not witty ; the choleric are in

rapid and perpetual motion, impatient of dwelling upon

any subject. An acuteness of wit belongs to most of the

By Diodes, varieties, but not to all."* And hence Diodes in oppos-

ing Galen for holding, after Hippocrates, that gloom and

terror are pathognomic signs of melancholy, observes,

*• Upon serious consideration I find some patients that

have nothing of these qualities : and others that exhibit

every diversity of feeling ; for some are sad without being

fearful; others fearful without being sad; some neither,

and some both."
Singular Besides these modifications there is another of a very
modinca-

}yf tnifMf.r j^. r,ib. V
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peculiar kind noticed by Dr. Spurzlieim in order to show 9^'^'' ^'

that t!)e faculties of the mind are double, and that each Ecphronia

hemisphere of the brain contains a distinct set. As I ^''^i^"-

nave never met with an instance of this variety I mu.stAi ,au-

desciibe it in his own words. " Tiedeniann," says he, '''°^^*

** relates t!ic example rtf one Moser, who was insane on spu'izheim.

one side, and who observed his insanity with the other.

Gall attended a minister who, having a similar disease

for three years, heard constantly on his left side re-

proaches and injuries, and turned his head to that side in

order to look at the persons. With his right side he

commonly judged of the madness of his left side: but

sometimes in a fit of fever he could not rectify his peculiar

state. Long after being cured, if he happened to be

angry, or if he had drank more than he was accustomed

to do, he observed, in his left side, a tendency to his for-

mer alienation."*

It may appear strange to those who have not studied ^^"^^ii ox

iU '

•' * -4.1 I \^ +• *i * I
shrewdness

the subject with much attention tiiat persons who are pos-r,f remark

sessed of a diseased or even a defective iudsjement should "\^y
f/^'f^

at any time be of quick and lively apprehension, and thus judgement.

be witty without being wise. But the faculty of wit is

dependent not So much on the judgement as on the ima-

gination, and particularly on tbe memory, on tlie posses-

sion of a large stock of ideas stored up for ready use, and
brought forth with rapidity. **And hence," says Mr. illustrated

Locke, " some reason may perhaps be given of that coni-Lo™e
mon observation, that men v.ho have a great deal of wit

and prompt memories, have not always the clearestjudge-

ment or deepest reason. For w it lying most in the assem-

blage of ideas, and putting those together with quickness

and variety, wherein can be found any resemblance or

congruity, thereby to make up pleasant pictures and
agreeable visions in the fancy

; judgement, on the contrary

lies quite on the other side, in separating carefully, one

from another, ideas wherein can be found the least diffei-

* Physiognomonical System, fcc. a. 144. 8vo, li)]-:.
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Gen. I. ence, thereby to avoid being misled by similitude, and

Ecphroiiia ^Y affinity to take one tiling for another."* And henre,

Meian- \\q may easily account for that gaiety and those ebulli-

Meian- tions of a vivid fancy wliich so often assume the charac-
choiy. ter of wit in persons whose minds are deranged, and es-

occasiona^i
pccially in tlie sober faculty of the judgement.

vivacity ci Mirth and wit, however, though sometimes found in the
insane per- , .... .

.

,

sons. present species ol insanity, are by no means its common
Yettaci- characters ; but on the contrary, as we have already ob-

do'onf
^ ^ served, a love of solitude, gloom, and taciturnity, and an

more com- indulgence in the distressing emotions of the mind. And

them. lience,^ whenever hypochondrism merges into actual in-

sanity, it almost always takes this form ; as melancholy,

from a sort of natural connexion between the two, often

assumes many of the symptoms that essentially appertain

to the hypochondriac disease ; the morbid state of the

brain influencing the abdominal organs in the latter case,

as the morbid state of the abdominal organs influences

the brain in the former.

Common The disease shows itself sometimes suddenly, but more

niefan-^
° generally by slow and imperceptible degrees. Among

choiy. the earliest symptoms may be mentioned head-aches, fre-

quent attacks of giddiness, sudden confusion of ideas, a

great disposition to anger, violent agitations when irri-

tated, and an uncommon sensibility of nerves, whereby

the patient is apt to be carried to as great excesses from

causes of joy as from those of grief. Tliere is a desire of

doing well, but the w ill is w ayward and unsteady, and pro-

duces an inability of firmly pursuing any laudable exertion

or even purpose, on account of some painful internal sen-

sation, or the perverscness of the judgement led astray by

false or erroneous ideas wliicli command a firm conviction

in the mind.j And if the disease occur in a person pos-

Externiu scssiug that temperament which has been conceived to

SV^'e^y predispose to it, and was by the Greeks denominated

gtioiis, inelancliolic, the external signs become peculiarly marked

* On Human Understanding, Book ii. Cii. xi. } 2-

' riichton. of Mppt'il D(>ran!iement, nasbim.
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and prominent, "the patient," says Hippocrates, in Ius^'En-I.

book on insanity, " is emaciated, withered, and hollow- Ecphionia

eyed : and is at tlie same time troubled with flatulency ^^j'^j^"'

and acid eructations, with vertigo and singing in the Meian-

ears : gets little sleep, and when he closes his eyes is dis- ^ .° ^'

tracted with feartui and interrujjted dreams."

The FIRST VARIETY most commonly commences with*^. Mei-

this character, and creeps on so gradually that it is for attonita.

some time mistaken for a mere attack of hypochondrism ^}V^^
'®",

•^ ' tiling mel-

orlowness ofSpirits,* till the mental alietiation is at length anchoiy.

decided by the wildness of the patient's eyes, the hurry Of^^n com-
niGncGS

of his step whenever he walks, his extraordinary gestures, giaduaiiy

and the frequent incongruity of his observations and I'e- ^^^^1,^^^^"

marks. The first stage of the disease is thus admirably hyporhon-

expressed by Hamlet: "I have of late, but wherefore I
Well de-

know not, lost all my mirth, forgone all custom of exer- snibedMn

cise; and indeed, it goes sn hea\ily with my disposition, ^^"^'^*-

that this goodly frame, the earth, seems to me a sterile

promontory^ this most excellent canopy, the air, look

you, this brave overhanging firmament, this majestical

roof fretted with golden fire, w hy it appears no other thing

to me than a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours."

But while the external world is thus in general falsely „ ,

recognized by the perception or talsely discriminated by nance of

the judgement, the mind is so completely possessed hy "™^^^'"^^*^

some particular trains ofimaginary ideas that the attention ideas,

is perpetually turned to them, and the judgement mistakes

them for substances ; and, so far as it is sensible of sur-

rounding objects or scenery, is perpetually blending the

vision with the reality. It is not that the patient's ideas

are incongruous with themselves but w ith the woi Id around
him ; for the remarks of the melancholy man, v\hen his

attention is once correctl) fixed, are for the most part j»e-

culiarly shrewd and pointed. But in the gloom that hangs

over him under the variety we are now contemplating, he Love of

can rarely be brought into conversation, seeks for solitude, ^'l^"*^!
^"^

'solitude.

* Falret, de I'Hypochnndrie et du Suicide. Dassim. Svo. Paris. 1822.
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Gen. I. sits moping in one continued posture from morning to

tt e] Mel- ni§'»t ; or if he walk at all, seeks for orchards, back-lanes,

aiichoha
j^„(j ^j,p gjloomiest placcs he can find. *• One of the chief

attoHita. o I

Mute re- reasons," says Hippocrates in his epistle to Philopce-
tirmg me-

fjjp„pg "that induced the citizens of Abdera to suspect
lancholy. \

,. , Democritus of craziness, was that he forsook the city,
as noticed ' * '

by Hippo- and lived in groves and hollow trees, upon a green bank
crates.

^^ ^ brook side, or by a confluence of waters all day and

all night."

Extreme Sauvages under the variety of melancholia attonita

Satrva'geT.
gives an extreme case of the present modification, though

not from personal knowledge. " The patient," says he,

" never moves from place to place nor changes his pos-

ture; if he be seated he never stands up; if standing he

never sits; if lying be never rises. He never moves his

feet unless they are pushed aside by a bye stander : but

he does not shun the presence of man ; if asked a ques-

tion he does not answer, and yet appears to understand

what is said. He does not yi^^ld to admonition nor pay

any attention to objects of sight or touch : he seems im-

mersed in profound thought, and totally occupied by
foreign matters. Yet at times he is more awake: if food

be put to his mouth he eats, and if liquor be presented he

drinks." M. de Sauvages then adds, that this rare mo-

dification of the disease «)ccurred once to Dr. James, phy-

sician to the elector of Saxony, in a man about thirty

years old, who was ten-ified with tlie thouglit that the

Deity had condemned him. It continued for four months
during the autumn and winter; but the patient w^as at

length restored to his right understanding.*
Exciting Grief, and particularly for the loss of friends, discon-

tent, severe disappointment, the dread of some real or

imaginary evil, a violent and long continued exertion of

any of the pas ions, and deep uninterrupted study, have

frequentl} proved accidtntal causes or accessories of this

variety of melancholy, where the peculiarity of the con-

* Nosol. Med, Class vnr. Ord.iir.

causes.
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stitution has formed a predisposition, and have sometimes Gen. I.

pro(hiced it even where no such predisposition can be^K. jvig.'

traced. M. Maeendie met witli a sine:uhir exemplifi{a-'3"''hoiia
n o 11 I .

attonita.

tion of this from a cause lew would expect, tnough not Mute le-

difficult of solution. The patient, an intelligent and f^g^'^e- jj^""^^'!'*'

able man, though of a liighly nervous temperament, iiad j^triking

the misfortune, at the aae of thirty -six, to meet v^ith va- ^^^""p''^-

. , . "
1 X 1 1 • -PI cation from

nous crosses in business, and to have Ins wite become Magendie.

deranged in her confinement with her first child. All his

energies were devoted to the recovery of his wife, whom
h^ accompanied in travelling, which was recommended to

her; he nursed her with tender assiduity, and was a wit-

ness to all her sufferings of bodv and mind. In time she

recovered ; but he himself, instead of giving way to joy,

fell into a state of the most distressing melancholy—be-

lieved himself ruined, pursued by the officers of the police,

and about to take his trial for some heinous offence. Upon
every other subject his mind was sound. We have already Explained,

observed, that the sudden cessation of any habitual drain,

or other corporeal iiritation, has occasiojially proved a

cause of melancholy ; and we here find, that there is at

times as much danger in a sud(le?i cessation of mental as

of corporeal irrita ion, the excited mind being as little

capable of bearing the change in the one instance as in the

other. And hence whenever such an effect occurs in an

irritable frame, the individual should be instantly roused

to sotne new pursuit that may swallow up, though more

agreeably, the whole of the surplus of sensorial power he

has been in the habit of secreting. In the state above-de-

scribed, M.Magendie'spatientcontinued for many months

when, from some unknown cau^e, the disease upon the

mind was thrown upon the motific fibres; ami he was at-

tacked with a chorea ; the intellect recovering its powers

as the muscles of loco-motion were more and more thrown

into the most ridiculous but involuntary gesticulations.

He was restored from this and to perfect health by the

use of tonics, and especially the sulphate of quinine.*

* Magendie, Journ. de Physiologic. Ave. 1822.
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Gen. I. Other excitements by which the present species is pro-

at Erivje- tlucetl are immoderate exercise; insolation, or long ex-

laachoiia posure to tl»e direct rays of the sun ; sudden transitions

Mute re- froHi heat to cold ; powerful stimuli applied to the stomach.
tiling me-

j^, |.|,p pj^gp related by Swuva.ffes, the disease appears to
lancuoiy. •' ^ * '

have proceeded from a heated imagination exercised upon

false views of religion : and perhaps there is no cause more

common or more operative, especially in timid minds;

and more particularly still where the conscience is alarm-

ed by a review of a long catalogue of real delinquencies,

and a dread of eternal reprobation.

lUustiated Few persons have given a more striking example of

AbM de
*''^''' *''^" ^''® ^^^^ ^^ Ranee when first touched with re-

Rance : morse for the enormity of his past life, and before the

disturbed state of his mind had settled into that turn for

religious seclusion and mortification which produced the

and the appalling austerities of La Trappe. *' To this state of

austciities fpantic despair," says^ Dom Lancelot in his letter to La
Trappe. Mere Angrlique, of Port Royal, " succeeded a black me-

lancholy. He sent away all his friends and shut himself

up in his mansion at Veret, where he would not see a crea-

ture. His whole soul, nay even his bodily wants, seemed

wholly absorbed in a deep and settled gloom. Shut up in

a single room he even forgot to eat and drink : and when

the servant reminded him that it was bed-time, he started

as from a deep revery, and seemed unconscious that it was

not still morning. When he was better he would often

wander in the woods for the entire day, wholly regard-

less of tlie weather. A faithful servant, who sometimes

followed him by stealth, often watched him, standing for

hours together in one place, the snow and the rain beat-

ing on his head ; whilst he, unconscious of them, was

wholly absorbed in painful recollections. Then, at the fall

of a leaf, or the noise of the deer, he would awake as from

a slumber, and, wringing his hands, hasten to bury him-

self in a thicker part of the wood ; or else throw himself

prostrate, with his face in the snow, and groan bitterly.

,8 E. Me- The same causes operate in the production of roving

iTrrabunda. "^ RESTLESS MEiiANCHOLT, forming the sccond Variety,

Restless

mclan-
chojy.
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and exhibitins: a tnodificatioii which often depends ob- <^e.\. i.

Sffc 1

viously upon a difference of idiosyncrasy, though the^gE. Me-

cause is not always to be explained, and under the opera- '^'""^^"^''^^

. , , . ,
errabunda.

tion of which the patient has a constant desire to change Restless

his pursuit or his residence. And hence, while Albert
^^'lll*,"'

Durer is entitled to the approbation he has so long re- constant

ceived for his admirable picture of melancholv under the^'f^"® ^°,
'^ ' change the

guise of a pensive female leaning on her arm with fixed abode or

looks and neglected dress, Shakspeare has equally (copied
[^'Jj'jj^j^^jg^

from nature in his description of the beautiful and inter- in the cha-

csting Ophelia, who, instead of shutting herself up froniopheiia.

the world, and seeking silence and solitude, is represent-

ed as peculiarly busy and talkative, and unwittingly di-

vulging the fond secret of her distraction to every one she

meets, as well in verse as in prose. Sadness is the pre- Often

vailins; colour of the mind ; but it is often as Jaques ex- ^^'"ff^
^

o ' T most hu-

presses it, ** a most humourous sadness," so blended with mouious

sallies of pleasantry and wit, that it is impossible to listen
^'^'^'"^^^•

to them without smiling, notwithstanding the gravity of

the occasion. " Humourous they are," says Burton (and Description

unhappily for himself no one knew how to describe the^om

disease better,) " beyond all measure; sometimes pro-

fusely laughing, extraordinary merry, and then again

weeping without a cause
;
groaning, sighing, pensive and

almost distracted. Multa absurda fingunt et a ratione

aliena;* they feign many absurdities, void of all reason :

one supposeth himself to be a dog, cock, bear, horse, glass,

butter. He is a giant, a dwarf, as strong as an hundred

men, a lord, duke, prince. Many of them are immovea-
ble and fixed in their conceits ; others vary upon every

object heard or seen. If they see a stage-play, they run
upon that a week after; if they hear music or see danc-

ing, they have nought but bag-pipes in their brain ; if

they see a combat, tliey are all for arms; if abused, the

abuse troubles them long after. Restless in their

thoughts and actions, continually meditating,

* Frambes. Consult. Lib. 1. 1?,

vol. lY. 12
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^i'^"'- ^- velut segii somuia, vana?
Spec, I. i?- 4. -.

ys £ j^,jg_
ringuntm- species:

—

Idncliolia

eirabunda. morc like dreamers than men awake, thev feiffn a com-
llestless

^ J o
iiieiau- pany of entire fantastical conceits : they have most friv-

ciio'.y. oloiis thoughts impossible to be effected ; and sometimes

think verily that tijey hear and see present before their

eyes such phantasms or goblins they fear, suspect, or

conceive : they still talk with and follow them. * They
wake,' says Avicenna, * as others dream.' Though they

do talk with you, and seem to be very intent and busy,

they are only thinking of a toy ; and still that toy runs

in their mind whatever it be; that fear, that suspicion,

that abuse, that jealousy, that agony, that vexation, that

cross, that castle in the air, that crotchet, that whimsie,

that fiction, that pleasant waking dream. If it be offen-

sive, especially, they cannot forget it ; they may not rest

or sleep for it,* but still tormenting themselves, Sisiphi

saxum volvunt sibi suis."

Reflection How melancholy a reflection that the writer of this

abmede- Spirited description, should have drawn many of its fea-

scription in tures from himself: and that the work from which it is

to Burton copicd, engaged in for the purpose of diverting his

himself, thoughts, and replete with genius, learning, and the finest

humour, should only have exasperated the disease and

urged the pitiable patient, as there is too much reason to

fear, to an untimely end ! " He composed his book," says

Mr. Granger, " with a view of relieving his own melan-

choly, but increased it to such a degree, that nothing could

make him laugh but going to the bridge-foot, and hearing

the ribaldry of the bargemen, which rarely failed to throw

him into a violent fit of laughter. Before he was over-

come with this horrid disorder he, in the intervals of his

vapours, was esteemed one of the most facetious compa-

nions in the university."

The THIRD VARIETY, in which the alienation assumes

a morose or mischievous character, is perhaps the most

common form under which the disease makes its appear-

jftice. Sometimes the patient is extremely passionate and
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will quarrel furiously witli every one alike in wiiatevcr ^'^^- ^^

tone or manner he is addressed, and expresses liiraself ^"k. Mp-

"witli great violence of language, occasionally with gross '^"'''^"''^

unqualified abuse, but occasionally also in a style of re- lens.

partee that was never evinced in a sane state. More
n^Ta^ndio-

generally, however, he selects his objects of resentment : ly-

which are, for the most part, unaccountably taken from ^<^^'"f'P-

his nearest relations and kindest friends. Against these Lan^nago

he harbours the blackest suspicion and jealously, believing
s""ca^j™p

"*

that they are haunting him to take away his money or

his life, or to put him to torture. He loads them with Sometim<'s

every term of the deadliest hatred, or scowls at them with of dsTdi'y

°

contempt, and denounces them as fools and idiots. Under 'i^^t'ed

:

the distressing influence of this horrid form of the disease

the mother abominates her infant family, and the wife

her husband : the most chaste become lascivious ; and lips, i Tipn-

which have hitherto uttered nothing but the precepts andpl'ofa^ig!.''^

the language of piety, become grossly profane, and arc the "'^^s-

vehicles of oaths and impudence. The unhappy indi-Thepa-

viduals arc at the same time not only sensible of what tlicv ''^"^ ,°^^^'

say or do, but occasionally sensible of its being wrong, senMbie uc

will express their sorrow for it immediately aftcrwar<ls, ^'^'Ji* *' "ft II ilex*

and say they will not do so again. But the waywardness presses sor-

of the will, and its want of control by the judgement, looVir-'

urge them forward in spite of their desire, and they re- '^p-^^-

lapse into the same state almost as soon as they have

expressed their regret. Mr. Locke has, with great ability

pointed out the proper distinction between these two fa-

culties of the DKsiiiE and the will, and has exemplified the dtsirc

it by the chastisement with which an indulgent father
"/jj'"^!f,','

'^^

frequently finds himself called upon to visit an offending

child, and which he wills to perform thougli his desire is

in the utmost degree reluctant. The disease before us is

pregnant with examples of the same kind, and strikingly

shows the correctness with wliich this great master of his

subject analyzed the human mind.

We have already observed that the peculiar turn or ^'-^ mi

modification of the malady depends in general far less"^g"^^^';[','^

upon the immediate and exciting cause, than upon the'"? fT^j-
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GE-V. I.

Spec. I.

y E. Me-
lancholia

malevo-
lens.

Morose
melancho-

produces
less in-

fluence

than the

tempera-
ment.

constitutional temperament, or some operative principle

which we cannot always dcvelope. And in proof of this

it may be hinted that I have drawn the principal linea-

ments of the description just laid down from the case of

a lady of about sixty years of age, respecting whom I was

lately consulted, and whose exciting cause has been, mani-

festly, suppressed grief for the death of an only son, and

separation from a daughter who was the remaining solace

of her advancing years, in consequence of her having

married a gentleman whose station is in a remote part of

the globe. Possessed by nature of a high and command-

ing spirit, and of a peculiar degree of energy and activity,

she effectually succeeded, by a violent internal struggle, in

subduing the pangs that at first suffocated her ; and has

for several years talked of her daughter and her daughter's

children, for the latter has since become a mother, without

emotion. But with the loss of fine feeling for her daughter,

she has lost, at the same time, all fine feeling upon other

subjects; and her judgment has sunk amidst the general

wreck. The love of her nearest relations has turned to

contempt or hatred : the ardour and animation of her

mind, wliich restrain her from taciturnity and retirement,

have rendered her forward and invective ; rational expos-

tulation has yielded to sudden and unmeaning fits of

violence and blows, and the voice of piety to exclamations

that would formerly have shocked her beyond endurance.

She, too, is often sensible of her doing wrong, and in letters

of great sobriety and excellence, often complains of her

own conduct, and the burden she is become to her friends ;

but the intervals of sanity are only of a few hours'

duration, and with all her calmness she is sure to relapse.*

For many months she was entrusted in her own house to

the control of a professional female attendant, who, with

great dexterity, at length succeeded in obtaining a due

degree of authority over her without personal restraint

;

and under the regimen of perfect quiet and seclusion from

the world, she seemed to be in fair way of recovery ; but

* Compare with the Report of the Glaspow Asylum for hnnatics. 1821.
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the mischievous fondness of her nearest relations has since Gejt.i.
Spec r»

removed this faithful watchwoman, and her senses have^E. Me-

aa;ain been bartered for her liberty.
lanchoKa

The symptoms most afflictive to the relations of theiens.

])atient in this variety of insanity, is the tendency to behold
JJg7a°nf

them with indiflerence or even violent aversion, and torhoiy.

utter exclamations and employ language of the most
^^^I'^j^^^^

offensive kind to a serious and a delicate ear; and it isaudabu-

the symptom apparently most unaccountable to those wlio
t^'Jaee^ac-

have not studied tlie disease with much attention. I have counted

already remarked that in insanity the corporeal sensibility

is greatly diminished, but it is not more so than the moral ^

sensibility; and as the moral sensibility disappears, all

moral restraint disappears also: and for the very reason

that the insane man has little feeling of cold or hunger, he

lias also little feeling of decency or religion. In the

present variety the worst passions arc in a state of excite-

ment, and the language most freely employed is the lan-

guage of the passion thaf predominates, and there being

no longer any moral restraint, it is employed in its utmost

vehemence and coarseness. And as the fond affections

have given way to the irascible, it should seem to follow

of course, that the greater the love or friendship formerly,

the greater the hatred at present.

There is one consolation, however, though a small one This ine=

that we may reap from this distressing contemplation, and |.^^^'|°j^^j^

to which the friends of the sufferer should not be indif- capable of

ferent. It is that, with this blunted sensibility of mind, one con^o-

the patient has no pain from a consciousness of his de- lotion.

graded condition. And it is singularto observe, what may
also contribute to alleviate thedistressofthcsympathizing

lieart, how completely his unconsciousness prevails even

after a patient's restoration to health, so that few look

back upon what they have undergone with the horror that

would be expected ; while many, even in the apprehension

of a relapse, contemplate it, and turn their eye to the

abode of misery where they were lately inmates, without

dread.

Thfi FOURTH VARIETY or sELE-coMPi.ACENT mclan
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Gen. I. choly is perhaps less frequent than any of the rest ; hut it

d'E. Me- occurs occasionally, and is often accompanied with a high-
lancholia coloured and ruddy complexion, and other marks of a san-
compla-

t ' n
cens. guineous habit ; " Such persons," says Butler, " are much

^facent"
inclined to laughter, are witty and merry, conceited in dis-

meian- course, pleasant, if they be not far gone, and much given
°^" to music, dancing, and to be in women's company."

lioj,/''^" Aristotle gives the case of an inhabitant of Abydos, who,

labouring under this variety ofthe disease, would sit for a

whole day as if he had been upon a stage, listening to

visionary actors ; sometimes acting himself, and occasion-

ally clapping his hands and laughing as overjoyed with

the performance.* Such persons have not unfrequently

thought themselves called upon to undertake some des-

perate adventure, and are exquisitely elated with the new
and lofty character they are about to embrace.

The elated Thcsc stimulaut feelings are not unfrequently con-

ten con- nected with erroneous ideas of religion, and excite in the
nected mind of the patient a belief that he is supernaturally cn-

neous dowed with a powder of working miracles, or undergoing
ideas of

^i^g severest mortifications without injury. Tlie German
religion. •' •'

Striking Psychological Magazine is full of examples of this kind ;

case in ex- r^nj amoug othcrs relates the case of a gens-d'arme of
emplifica- „,. , --, nii i.
tion, Berlin, whose name was Gragert, oi a harmless and quiet

disposition, but rather of a superstitious turn of mind.

From poverty, family misfortunes, and severe military

discipline, he brought on a series of sleepless nights, and

a mental disquietude that, according to his own report,

nothing could dissipate but a perusal of pious books. In

reading the Bible he w'as struck with the book of Daniel,

and so much pleased with it tliat it became his favourite

study: and from this time the idea of miracles so strongly

possessed his imagination, that he began to believe lie

could perform some himself. He was persuaded more

especially that if he were to plant an a])ple-trec with a

view of its becoming a cherry-tree, such was liis power

" ].]h. ,le Rob. niir.
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that it would bear cherries. He was discharged from the <^en. i.

Spec I

king's service and sent to the workhouse where he con- je. Meian-

ducted himself calmly, orderly, and industriously for two ^^°''^

,

'' •' "
,

compla-
years, never doing any thing that betrayed insanity: atcens.

which time Dr. Pike examined him, that he might be dis-
pj^^^'J^°™"

cliarged and sent to Iiis family. He answered every meiancho-

question correctly, except when the subject concerned
^'

miracles : in regard to which he retained his old notions;

adding however, at the same time, tliat, if he found upon

trial after he was at home that the event did not corre-

spond with his expectation, he would readily relinquish

the thought and believe he had been mistaken; and con-

fessed that he had already removed one error in his mind

in this way; for there was an old woman whom he had at

one time considered as a witch, but whom he afterwards

discovered upon trial to be no such thing.

Upon the medical treatment of diseases of this kind i^^edicai

1 1 1 • o treatment.
we sliall not have to say much ; but as the plan chiefly

adviseable for the present species is equally adviseable

for the ensuing, it will be most expedient to reserve the

discussion of it till the latter has been described in its

order.

SPECIES II.

ECPHRONIA MANIA.

THE DISCREPAJfCY BETWEEN THE PERCEPTION AND
THE JUDGEMENT GENERAL; GREAT EXCITEMENT
OF THE MENTAL, SOMETIMES OF THE CORPOREAL

POWERS.

This species appears under almost infinite varieties of gen. i.

character, of which, however, it may be sufficient to Spec. n.

mark the following, modified for the most part by the
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Gen. I. predisposing causes that we have already noticed, as

Ecphronia ndodifyiiig the preceding species

:

Madness. » Ferox. Furious and violent madness.

V3 Exultans. Gay and elevated madness,

y Despondens. Gloomy, despondent madness.

3 Demens. Chaotic madness.

Exciting The exciting causes, like the predisposing, are chiefly
causes.

^hose already enumerated under melancholy ecphronia,

as sudden and violent mental emotion ; had passions in-

dulged habitually ; false views of religion, especially the

dread of reprobation and eternal punishment; sudden

reverses of fortune, whether from bad to good, or from

good to bad; preying anxiety, or lurking discontent;

deep protracted study, unrelieved from week to week by

an interchange of exercise or society, and breaking in

upon the hours of sleep; unkindly child-bed; a suppres-

sion of various periodical evacuations ; and sometimes

even a virtuous restraint of sexual orgasm in a vigorous

constitution, without taking purgative or other means to

reduce the irritative entony.

Puevpeiai Of these one of the most frequent causes, is that of

d'u^ce'd by°* child-bed, and recovery from child-bed, though it is not
sympathy : always casy to develope the immediate mode by which

chain of tlus chauge in the Constitution acts upon the brain ; for
sympathy

j^ ^^^ occurrcd not only where there has been some or-
Rot easy to •

be followed ganic affection from puerperal fever, a sudden cessation
"'^'

of the lochia, or a sudden relinquishment of nursing, but

where the recovery has been unattended with a single

unfavourable symptom, and the mother has ardently per-

severed in the office of a nurse. It shows us, however,

very sufficiently, how strong is the chain of sympathy

between the brain and many remote organs of the body,

and especially those subservient to the function of gene-

ration.

Piopor- M. Esquirol, not long ago, communicated a paper to

fiuence of the Societe de Medecinc upon this important subject,

this cause
: enriched with the results of the Hospital de la Salpe-

and effects , „ . ^ -irv • ^ i

on different triere, for the years 1811, 12, 13, and 14. During these
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four years, eleven hundred and nineteen women were ad- cien. i.

mitted, labouring under mental derangement : of whom Erpiuonia

iilnetv-two (nearly an eleventh part of the v/liole) had ^}''"'^-
* ' rMadness,

become deranged after delivery, during, or immetiiately

subsequent to the period of suckling. In the higher

ranks of society the proportion of puerperal maniacs lie

calculates to be not less than a seventh of the whole. Of
the abo\e 92 cases, 16 occurred from the first to the

fourth day after delivery : 21 from the fifth to the

fifteenth; 17 from the sixteenth to the sixtieth day ; 19

from the sixtieth to the twelfth month of suckling : and

in 1 9 cases it appeared after voluntary or forced weaning.

Of the above 92 cases, 8 were idiotic, 55 melancholic. Effects on

and 49 maniacal. The respective ages were as folldws :
'^''[':'^<^"'

A "J habits and
22 from 20 to 25 years; 41 from 25 to 30 years; and ages.

12 above 30. Fifty-six out of the ninety-two were en-

tirely cured, and thirty-eight of these within tiie first six

montiis. Fright was the most frequent cause.*

I liave said that a virtuously restrained orgasm in a Restrained

full habit, and where no steps have been taken to reduce
°^f,5p"'

^

tlie entonic vigour, has occasionally induced mania, snikinghr

There is a curious instance of the powerful effect of such irom Kc'in-

a state related by Kemnesius in his History of the"^^'"--

Council of Trent, which,though it did not terminate in

madness proved quite as fatal. In the year 1419, Rossa,

nephev,' to the King of Portugal, and Archbishop elect,

of Lisbon, was taken seriously ill at Florence. His
physici;viis told him that his disease proceeded from an
excessive irritation of the genital organs, and that he
would certainly die unless he committed fornication or

married. With a courage worthy of a happier issue, he

resolved on death, and met it williout breaking his vow
of celibacy.f

The fallow ing instance, however, will prove that mania Additionai

example in

theauthoi's
* Quuit.uiy Jdiinial of Foreign Rlodiciiie, IVo. i. p. 98. own prac-

T Kenr.icp. Conci'.. Tfident. Fart. m. Dc Ca^libatu iacerdotum.
tice.
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gexv. I. itself is sometimes a consequence of the same firmness of

Ecphronia mind. A clergyman of exemplary character, and one of

the most distinguished preachers I have the pleasure of

being acquainted with, was many years ago very unex-

pectedly attacked with a paroxysm of mania, the cause

of whicli it seemed impossible to unfold. He recovered in

about six months, and returned to a regular and puncti-

lious discliarge of clerical duty. He is a man of exquisite

taste, warm imagination, exalted and highly cultivated

mind. With these qualifications, in less than a year after

his recovery, hemajA'ied his maid servant, and the world

imagined he was gone or going out of his senses a second

time. A confidential statement of his situation soon

proved to myself that nothing could be more prudent or

praiseworthy than the step he had thus taken, and which

Ijad excited so much astonishment among his friends.

He was fully convinced, he said, though he had never

communicated it to any one, that the cause of his unfor-

tunate malady was a genital irritation, exciting to a con-

stant desire of matrimony, which he was not in a situa-

tion to comply with, and which compelled him to exer-

cise from day to day a severe restraint upon his feelings.

On being fully restored to health, he found the same mor-

bid propensity beginning to return. I felt, said he, it

would again drive me mad if I did not relieve it, and my
principles forbade me to think for a moment of relieving

it immorally. To what respectable family could I now
offer myself, having so lately been discharged from pri-

vate confinement ? The servant who lived with me was a

very excellent young woman : her disposition was amia-

ble, her mind well capable of cultivation, and her form

and manners by no means unpleasing : and hence, after

mature deliberation, I determined upon marrying her if

she herself would venture upon so perilous a risk. He
married her accordingly ;—has ever since, for upwards

c>f twenty years, enjoyed an almost uninterrupted share

of health, and has been more than ordinarily happy in

his family. CMher examples of a like kind are to be
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found in Paullini,* Martini,! and Vogel ;^ but it is un-
JJ^J-

^^j-

necessary to copy them. And hence castration has been Ecpinoni.-i

often advised, and submitted to, and occasionally with
^Jaliiress.

success.

It is from a like sympathy of action between the brain Accidemui
• * "^

.
causes of

and other parts of the body, that we meet with instances oiiier kinds

of the one or the other species of disease before us, pro-
^J^J|,^,"^"

duced occasionally, and, perhaps, in habits of great action.

sensibility, by suppressed irritations of much smaller

moment, as tliose of herpes, scabies, tinea ;§ a suppressed

hemorrhoidal flux;|l suppressed perspiration ; suppressed

plica,^ or an ulcer of long standing suddenly dried

up.**

FdriotjS mania, constituting the first variety, some-" '^•'^^^"'^
^ lerox.

times makes its attack very abruptly, and commences Furious

with the patient's being sensible of some indescribable ™^^'"'^^'*

movement in his head, wliich excites him to loud and commences

sudden shrieks, at the same time that he runs up and suddenly.

down the room, and mutters something to himself tiiat is

altogether unintelligible: though the symptoms even in

this abrupt and violent attack admit of much diversity.

Moie commonly, however, the disease is the work of ^^"'^f
'^°'"'

time, and its growth is thus admirably described by Dr. shows itself

Monro in his reply to Dr. Battle. "High spirits, as^'^''"^"^'*
* *^

c , . Origin as
they are generally termed, are the first symptoms ot this described

kind of disorder. These excite a man to take a larger ^3' Momo.

quantity of wine than usual, and the person thus afflicted,

from being abstemious, reserved, and modest, shall be-

come quite the coritrary, drink freely, talk boldly, ob-

scenely, swear, sit up till midnight ; sleep little, rise sud-

denly from bed, go out a hunting, return again immedi-

* Cent. iir. Obs. 14. t Observation!, cli. ii. 10.

+ Beobachtungen, p. 9. i Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. viii. Obs. 28. De-

scottes, Journ, de Med. T. Lxvi. Petit, Tiaite Oeuvre poslhume, T. ill.

II
Sanctacru.K, De Melancholia, p. 29. Lenlilius, Miscell. i. p. 36.

IT Hoffman, Beschreibung dei- Weicbselzopfe?. Scc. Eph. Nat, Cur.

Cent. I. II. Obs. 35.

** Forestus. Lib. x. Oh':.24.
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^E.v. 1. atch% .set all liis servants to work, and cniplov five times

ttE. Mania the iMiinbor tliat is nccoss«'\ry. In short, every thing he
^^'^°^' says or docs, betrays the most violent asritation of mind.
Furious J ^ J a »

machjess. whicii it is not in liis own power to correct. And yet,

in the midst of all this hurry, he will not misplace one

word or give the least reason for any one to think he

imagines things to exist that really do not, or that they

appear to him different from wliat they do to other peo-

ple. They who see him but seldom admire his vivacity,

are pleased with his sallies of wit and the sagacity of his

remarks ; nay, his own family arc with ditBculty per-

suaded to take proper care of him, till it becomes absor

lately necessary fi'om the apparent ruin of his health and

fortune."

This picture is drawn from a rank of life something

above that of mediocrity, but its general features of

ebullient spirits, and hurry and bustle, and "much ado

* about nothing," will apply to every rank. Such a person,

says Sir A. Crichton, in allusion to the present descrip-

sive*symp-tion, canuot be said as yet to be delirious, but that event

soon follows, and he has then the symptoms common to

the disease, symptoms which only differ from a difference

in the train of thoughts which are represented in his mind,

lie begins to rave and talk w ildly, and incoherently

:

swears as if in the most violent rage, and then imme-

diately afterwards bursts into fits of laughter, talks ob-

scenely, directs offensive and contemptuous language

against his relations and those around him j spits at them

;

destroys every thing that comes in his way ; emits loud

and discordant screams and continues this condtict till he

is (piitc exhausted. The state of rest which follows is

generally short and sleepless; the patient is obstinate;

lie will not speak a word ; and clenches his teeth if any

thing be offered him to swallow; or else cunningly pre-

tends to drink a little, but immediately squirts it out on

the person who offers it. Instantly he again breaks out

into all the wild and extravagant language and actions he

<:oiTimitted before. If kept in strict coercion he has

toiii.<;,
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often so much command over himself as to hehave mildly cieit. I.

Spec. If,

and modestly ; and were it not for the general expression a e. Ma-

of Ills countenance, and the peculiar glistening appear-
p^^^.f^'^"^'

ance and rapid movement of his eyes, he might impose on madness.

many of the bye-standers, and make them imagine that

the frenzy was over. The length of the paroxysm and Length of

o 1 . I • 1 . !•«• J • 1- • 1 1
paroxysm

oi the iiucrval varies greatly in different individuals, and inter-

But, generally speaking, the more violent the fit the soon- ^j*^'

^'^"^"

or it ceases from exhaustion ; and hence sometimes it

ceases in a day or two, and sometimes runs on to a month

or even more : returning at the distance of a few weeks

or at certain periods of the year.

In the SECOND variety or elevated madness, the ,5 E. Mania.

passions, and especially tlie irascible one.s, are less busy,
^^"^.jl'tg^'

and the imagination is chiefly predominant, and at work madness.

w ithout ceasing. It is hero we most frequently trace some- Train of

thing of the ruling pursuit of their former lives, so that the n-gqu^'entiy

covetous man is still conversant about purchasing lands ifiates to
* *-" the pur-

and tenements, and amuses himself with perpetually aug- suits of for-

mentiug his possessions : while the devotional character is
"'^^ ''^'^'

for ever engaged in a routine of prayers, fastings and ce-

remonies, visions and revelations, and fancies himself to

be inspired and lifted into heaven. The phantoms are all Pi^^ntoms

of a pleasurcable kind, and mostly such as afford the de-sureabie

luded sufferer a vast opinion of his own rank or talents. '""'^
'
°^^^"

* amorous.
Donatus gives the case of a lady at Mantua, who conceit- ,,, , ,^ .' '

Tllustratecl.

cd she was married to a king, and would kneel down and

affect to converse with him as if he were present with his

attendants ; and if she found by chance a piece of glass in

the street, she would hug it as a jewel sent her from her

royal lord and husband.* He relates another case from

Seneca of Senecio, a madman of considerable wealth, who
thought hini.self and every thing about him great; that he

had a great wife and great horses, and could not endure

little things of any kind ; so that he would be served witii

great pots to drink out of; great hosen, and great shoes

" De Hist. Med. IMirab. Lib. it. Cap, 1.
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Gen. I. bigger than his feet: "Like her," says Burton, "in

i8E. Mania Trallian, that supposed she could shake all the world

Elevated
^^^^^ ^^^ finger, and was afraid to clench her hand lest

madness, she should crush the world to pieces like an apple."*

The iiiu- Yet even here the train of thoughts or ideas which occu-

unconnect- pies the mind of the maniac in many instances throw no

cauTe*of
"^^ light whatever on the nature or origin of the complaint

;

the disease, and we can still less avail ourselves of them than in va-

rious cases of melancholy.

y E. Mania This is particularly observable in the third variety
^esponc-

Qj. j,j.spQjjjjj,jjrr Mj^jjjfEss ; for though this modification
Despond- of the disease may occasionally be produced by suspicion,

ness. terror, or a guilty conscience, it is far more frequently

State ofthe the result of a melancholic idiosyncrasy, or a debilitated

ly e.xpiana- state of the Constitution at the time of the attack, in con-
toryofthe sequence of which the sensorial fluid is secreted perhaps
exciting 1/.1 i/» r I

cause. even less freely, instead of more so, than in a condition

Pathology, of health : so that the patient sinks by degrees into a state

. of insensibility ; unless he should be roused with false

courage and find means to put an end to his existence

before this period arrives.

rf^E. Mania In DEMENTIA or CHAOTIC MADNESS this statc of SCn-

Chaotic
sorial exhaustion and consequent insensibility is still more

madness, obvious, though there is, perhap;^, less constitutional ten-

Pathology, dency to the depressing passions The judgement is here

more diseased and weakened than in any other form,

and, none of the kindred faculties assuming a paramount
power, there is a general anarchy and coiifusiou in the

ideas that flit over the sensory without connexion or as-

Descrip. sociation of any kind. And hence Pinel has admirably cha-
Uon from racterizcd it, as consisting in a "rapid succession or unin-

terrupted alternation of insulated ideas and evanescent and

unconnected emotions ; continually repeated acts ofextra-

vagance ; complete forgetfulness of every previous state

;

diminished sensibility to external impressions; abolition

of the faculty of judgement ; perpetual activity without

' Anat. of Melancliolv. Part i. Sect. ".
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object or design, or any internal sense of its taking <^en, i.

1 ,,„ Spec. II.

place."* /E. Mania

These maniacs are often ungovernable except by means Semens.

of coercion, but they are more easily restrained than those madness,

w ho are in a state of phrensy. They are intractable. Additional

and neither listen to entreaty or to menaces. Fear of ^^^^"'^*^'

corporal punishment, however makes them obey. They
willingly avoid the light, burying themselves under the

bed-clothes, or under the straw of their cells. They are

totally regardless of decency and cleanliness, and from

some strange motive are often found smearing themselves

over with their excrement. For the most part they have

little appetite, and refuse the food offered them ;
yet a

sense of hunger seems sometimes to return with great

keenness, when they will greedily devour their feces. Of

the nature of the ideas that take place in the sensory, and

are expressed by an unintelligible muttering, we know
nothing further than that, from the screams and bowlings

with which their jargon is accompanied, there can be no

doubt that they are often excited by painful sensations

of body or mind.

It is happy for those who suffer under this as well as <Jenerai

under the preceding form, that they rarely sustain a long
j^ ^^^^^.^

conflict
J the exhaustion of sensorial power by repeated ence to the

paroxysms soon leading to a total torpitude, and consc-neu.

quently a death of the sensorial organ ; though there are

instances in which a paroxysm of more violence than usual

has produced a favourable change, and suddenly restored

the patient to his senses.

In gloomy madness, in which there is often a chronic i" refei-

afFection of some of the abdominal organs co-operating tiii^.^i°

with a diseased condition of the brain, we find least to

justify hope ; the patients generally become weakened by
fresh paroxysms, and often sink into a state of idiotism.

The first variety, on the contrary, if the constitution in lefer-

have not been seriously broken down by intemperance, or^"" ^" '' "^

the patient be not suddenly carried off by the violence of

• Dr rAlienatiou RIentale, Chan, in iu ->. I"
'
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gew. I. the attack on its commencement, will often work its own

Ecphronia curc by its owu ai'dour ; atul will gradually soften into a
Mania, soberer state from mere mental fatieue. While in tlic
Madness, '-'

In refer-
niilder and more pleasureable modification of the second

ence to the variety, in which the secretion of sensorial power is upon
secon

, ^j^g whole perhaps less than in a condition of sanity (since,

though the stimulus of the disease may tend to increase

it a little, the total privation which the patient enjoys of

all the vexations, and anxieties, and wearing vicissitudes

of real life, reduce it to a moderated and even tcnour it

could not otherwise possess,) nothing is more common
than for maniacs to continue to a very advanced age. I

am at this moment interested in the case of a clergyman

Avho has reached Ifls ninety-sixth year, and has been in a

Disease State of quiet insanity for more than half a century.
most easily Yov the most part those are most easily as well as
cured whtin *

. . <. , i • j •

produced most rapidly cured, whose insanity oi whatever kind it

deiuai' ^^' ''^^ been produced by accidental causes, as intoxica-

causes, tiou, suddcn transition from cold to heat, retention of ha-
Hence the hitual discharges, or a i-evulsion by a transfer of morbid
frequent • n i » i .

and easy actiou li'om otlicr oi'gans. And hence the comparative
cure of facility with which a cure is effected in insanity after
puerperal •' •'

insauitj'. child-bii'th. Whilst, on the contrary, those arc least like-

Most diffi- ]y to obtain a i)ermauent recovery who possess an herc-

niovai ditary taint; the disease may indeed leave them for a

^

m' a^r d
*"'^^' ^"^» *^**^ predisposition remaining, they commonly

with an fall victinis to frcsh attacks after intervals of a year or

laint""'^ two, or even of a few months.

Term of " Mania and melancholy," says Dr. Gi-eding, writing

tadlbk
^^ while he was physician to the workhouse at Waldheim,

from six " have contiHued half a year with some, and remained

forty year's, forty ycars and upward with others, among whom one
or longer, patient Only in this w orkhouse attained the age of eighty-
First attack r.

, , ,jjfc

easiest rar- *^*^*

ricd off, es- The chaucc of recovery is considerably greater upon

und'c^r three tlie first than upon any subsequent attack, and especially

".":"^''!', ^'^ ^^^^ disease have uol exccedo<l throe months' duration

'<' Sclniftcii. ^
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when the patient is first put under medical treatment. If Ge.^. i.

it have, at this time, lasted a twelvemonth, the prospect Ecpino'nia

of success is dimini-hed hy half: if two years, not above j^^||'^-^

a fourth part as many recover; and if more than tvvocompaia-

years the expertation is small, though, where the second t'^e chance

year is not much exceeded, a cure is by no means to be term small.

despaired of.

The treatment of ecphronia has generally been dis- Curative

cussed under the two heads ofmedical and moral. Both uU khicb -.

have underffonea very ffreat improvement within the last 'neriicai
'^ •' '^ •

. .111 ^""i moral.
twenty or thirty years ; the first by being considerably

simplified, the second by being more thoroughly studied

and raised to a higher degree of importance.

Nothing can be more injudicious than the ordinary rou- Medical

tine of MEDICAL treatment, which, till within a few Formerly

'

years, was equally employed in almost all the larger lu-*°? '."^'^"

natic establishments in our own country and on the con-tive.

tincnt, especially at Bethlem, the Hospice d' Humanite,

and the Hotel Dieu ; and which consisted in a course of

venesections, emetics and purgatives administered in e\c-

ry case indiscriminately, and often, indeed, without even

the personal inspection of the consulting physician or

other superintending medical officer; and if to these

means of cure we add the occasional use of bathing in

various forms and various temperatures, we shall very

nearly have exhausted the merely medical process that

till of late was ordinarily had recourse to.

Upon the cruel and disgusting scenes which, from the

late parliamentary inquiry, and the report of the Com-
mittee which followed, are well known to have occurred

not long ago, in the largest and most celebrated receptacle

of lunatics in this metropolis, it is now unnecessary to

dwell. But from the official communication of M. Es-
quirol to the French government, concerning the residen-

ces for lunatics throughout France, it is perfectly clear,

that we have not transgressed in a greater degree than our

neighbours. Filth, straw, and dirty rags, were all these

miserable beings possessed in many depots to mitigate the

coldness of the air and the dampness of their paved,

TOL, IV. 14
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Gen. I. crammed, and suffocating cells. And in some instances

Ecpfron^ia they had neither straw nor rags, and were perfectly naked,

Mania, exccpt froni a layer of dirt. "J' ai vu," says M. Esqui-

Medicai ' fol, With just indignation, "un malheureux imbecile, tout

treatment,
jj^ g^ gj^jjg paJUe, couche sur le pave. Exprimant mon

etonnement d' iin pareil abandon, le concierge me repon-

dit que P administration ne lui passait, pour chaque in-

dividu, qu' une botte de paille tous les quinze jours. Je

fis remarquer a ce barbare que le chien qui veillait a la

porte des alienes etoit loge plus sainement, et qu' il avoit

de la paille fraiche et en abondance. Cette reraarqueme

valut un sourire de pitie. Et j' etois dans une des grandes

villes de France."^ It is satisfactory, however, to know,

that a more judicious and discriminative practice has in

all these asylums been introduced since the above period,

and that it has been followed by an abundant success.

Areducent Admitting the proximate cause of insanity to be in

and ho\v
" most cases an increased action of the vessels secreting the

faradvis- ncrvous fluid, vencsection and cathartics and a general
able. . . J. 1 »

reducent regimen seem indicated as an ordinary mean of

relief; and are unquestionably called for when the pulse

is full and strong, and the temperament is sanguineous :

and the success which has so frequently accompanied this

practice stamps it with the highest sanction it can receive.

venesec- But there is great reason to believe that even where the

*'°n d f^'-^
demand for blood-letting is unequivocal, it has been car-

has been Hcd to a mischievous extent, and ruined its own benefit.

extrava-
Thus Plater made a point of repeating it once a week,

gantiy : by and tells US that he has sometimes had recourse to it for

vemv
^^ seventy weeks running.f

times. Much cautiou. however, is necessary even in the first

Caution trial : for as a sound intellect depends apparently upon a

even fmm Certain degree of excitement in the sensorial vessels, and
the first : a Certain quantity of the fluid secreted, derangement may

take place also, as we have already observed, from dirai-

* Des Etablisseniens des Alienes en Fiance, et des nioycns d' ameliorer

le sort de ces Infortunes. Paris. 1819.

* Obserr. Lib. r. p. 8«.
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nished instead of from increased action, and diminished Gen. i.

instead of increased secretion. And such we haveEcphronia

reason to believe is the cause of delirium whenever it oc- ^l""'^'
Madness.

curs in profuse hemorrhage, and in typhous fevers; and Medical

it is obvious that in all such instances a reducent plan^'^^^"^®"''

must necessarily tend to augment instead of to carry otted instead

the disease. And hence the i)atient's general habit and "^^j^"^^'^!"^^^

temperament, the nature of the exciting cause, the pro-tion may

bability of visceral congestion, the violence or mildness j.^,."^""'

of the maniacal symptoms, the progress they have made, General

and the length of time he has laboured under them, are|?°'^"J^"^".,_

all to be taken into consideration before we can determine tion ante-

upon the expediency of bleeding even at first. And ifj^decislon.

when we have decided upon its propriety, no benefit be Occasions

produced from a second or a third repetition, we have no g^'^j^j^P
^^^^^'^

encouragement to proceed further, and should withhold not com-

the lancet altogether.

To a series of purgative medicines there is less objec- Purgatives

tion, provided they are not rendered too violent. TheJonabir*
abdominal viscera, it has already appeared, form in many ^"^^ '""'^

,. , . , _ 1 . 1 1 • n • ' useful.

instances an important link in the morbid chain ot action,

and are sometimes the primary cause of the disease : and

it is hence of great moment that they should be effectually

cleared of viscid or arimonious matter that may irritate

or clog them up. But, beyond this, by keeping up such

an increased action in the abdominal region as the organs

may bear without debility, we may diminish oi* change the

morbid action in the head by remote sympathy, or en-

tirely withdraw it by a revulsion. A spontaneous diar-Cx^cosionai

rhoea has been known in various cases to carry off the gpontane-'^

disease as by a charm : and the use of this class of me- °^'^ ^'"'-

dicines is the more necessary, as the bowels of maniacal
patients are apt to be extremely costive. If the black
hellebore of the ancients, which appears to have been a
different plant from that of the modern dispensatories,

were ever entitled to half the antimaniacal virtues ascrib-

ed to it, it was most probably upon the obvious ground
of its being a purgative attenuant and deobstruent.
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Gen. T.

Spec. II.

Ecphrouia
Mania.
Madness.

Medical
treatment.

Little de-

pendence
upon any
other class

of medi-
cines.

Emetics.
Blis'ers.

Narcotics.

Opium
doubtful

:

but re-

quires a

more dis-

r.rirpina-

fjve trial.

Dr. Dubnisson has lately revived the use of the modern

black hellebore in various species of mental alienation,

as chronic mania, melancholy, and hypochondrism : in

all which lie speaks of its effects, after an extensive trial,

as highly successful. He has given it also in every form,

as that of powder, decoction, vvatry extract and tinc-

ture; but perfers the extract as least irritating.* His

opinion, however, is not supported by the result of gene-

ral practice, and appears to be by far too sweeping and

indiscriminate. Spleissius, nevertheless, afSrms that in

his hands, when given freely, it proved sedative and pro-

duced sleep.f

Upon no other description of medicines can we place

any rational dependence. Emetics, narcotics, and other

sedatives, and antispasmodics, have been tried for ages

in every form and in every proportion ; sometimes alone,

and sometimes in conjunction with blisters and the warm
or cold bath. There are instances in which they have all

appeared to produce some benefit, but the far greater

number in which they have failed prevents us from plac-

ing any reliance upon them.

Of the narcotics, the chief that have been had recourse

to are opium, aconite, bella donna, and the stramonium.

Far more mischief than good seems to have followed from

the use of all of them, with the exception of the first,

which would probably be found a remedy of high value if

we could duly discriminate the proper states or modifi-

cations of the disease for its use. Dr. Cullen's experience

of it in mania he admits to be small, but he has correctly

estimated its general effects in telling us, that in some

cases he found it useful in moderating the violence of the

disease, but that in others he found it manifestly hurtful.

A monographist upon this malady could not, perhaps, be

engaged more usefully than in turning his attention to the

peculiarities which produce this difference. On the con-

* Des Vesanies ou Maladies Mentales

' Annotat in Zapat, Mirabil. p. 136.

Paris, 1816,
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tinent it has also been sjiven sometimes alone, but more ^^'^'^ !•

Spec. II

usually in conjunction with nitre or camphor or both ; but Ecphronia

in all these forms also with variable success.* mI^"^'iviadness.

Upon what ground St. John's wort was ever advanced Meriicai

to the rank of a powerful sedative I know not: but, in ' ™^"

'

' Hypencuni
this class, it at one time took the lead and held it tor formerly iu

ages. Its antispasmodic powers were regarded of so ["^11^^^^^^^,

high a character as equally to put to flight hysterics, without

hypochondrism, and madness of every kind, and espe-^"^"""
^"

cially that which was formerly described under the name
of dsemonomania,! whence, indeed, its technical name

of hypericum or fuga dsemonum, under which it was also

celebi'ated. It occupied a place in a late edition of the

pharmacopoeia of the London College, and was at one

time noticed as an antispasmodic even by Dr. CuUen,

who rejected it however, most deservedly, in his maturer

courses of lectures. Its only sensible qualities are those

of a slight resinous. bitter not worth the trouble of ex-

tracting.

Camphor is a sedative far better entitled to attention, Camphoi-,

and appears to have been tried with more extensive suc-

cess than any other medicine of the same tribe. It has

been given alone and in union with other sedatives, chiefly

with opium, nitre, and the mineral acids, none of which

however seem to have improved its powers. Berger, its effects

Fischer, and Herz, speak favourably of its effects abroad
; different

'"

and in our own country it has had equal commendations hands or

from physicians of distinguished talents. Dr. Mead cases!"

thought highly of it ; Sir Clifton Wintringham tells us

that he found it, given to the amount of half a drachm
in the evening, diminish the phrensy, procure sleep,

and produce perspiration. Unfortunately, however, here,

as in the case of opium, we have so many proofs of its

utter inefficacy, as to render us at present incapable of

placing any dependence upon it in any quantity or with

any auxiliary. Dr. Cullen had a patient who began with

five grains for the night's dose, and advanced it gradually

* Friborg. Coll. Soc. Med. Hafn. ii. p. 176.

* Abrah. Mayer, Arrhiv. der Practisnhen Arsneyknnde.
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Gen. I. to thirty, without any benefit, though without any in-

Ecphronia crease of the pulse. At this time it was carried by
Mania, accidcnt to forty grains, which produced syncope, and

Medical nearly proved fatal. The patient, however, recovered

treatment. fpQ^i \]^q accidental symptoms, but unhappily no im-

pression was made on the constitutional disease.*

^r! "'. «„H The warm and cold oath have also had their votaries,

told. but no certain benefit appears to have been derived from

either. The last may be useful as a tonic in a state of

convalescence, but has rarely produced real benefit dur-

ing the progress of the disease. Weber, however, thought

it useful, and published several cases to this effect.f

i^ce'appHed
Fi'oni an idea that the disease consists in an undue

to thehead, determination to the head, or an undue excitement of

i)y Wendt the vessels secreting the nervous fluid, Wendt| sur-

and others. pQyj^ded the head with cataplasms of pounded ice in the
D.^niel ap-

, A • i • i

plied ice to form of a night-cap; and Daniel, with a still more m-

aTd^vvarm S^^ious Spirit of adventure, applied cataplasms of the

bath to the same kind to the same organ while the body, with a view

tl^e'same ^^ eucouraging a revulsion more effectually, was plunged
tune. into a warm-bath. The process will be found described

in his Beytrage zur medicinischen Gelehrsamkeit, pub-

lately had Hshcd in quai'to at Halle in 1749. And I mention the

recourse to
fj^^t as an act of justice to the author, since tiie same

in our own n i , i • i • -n i •

country asproccss has 01 late years been revived m r ranee and in
a new djs- q^j. q^j^ counti'v, as E uew discovery. Daniel thought it
covery. •" •' «'

highly beneficial; and by its recent revivers it was at

supposed a one time held up as a specific : but whatever success may
specific;

jj^ j^ f^^ j.gj,g instances have attended it, the practice has

able to sup- not been able to work itself into public favour : and a

J^^pLil^
sober attention to its effects does not seem to justify its

further continuance. M. Pine! was at one time favour-

able to an employment of jets of cold water directed

upon the head while the body was immersed in tepid

water; but his successor M. Esquirol is decidedly of

* Mat. Med. Vol. u. p. 294.

1- Observ. Med. Fascic. i. p. 26. See also Act. Med. Berol. Dec. r.

Vol. VII, p. 61.

t Nachricht. Von dem Klinischpn Institut. zu Enlancien. 1783. 8vn,

5)reten

^jons
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1

opinion that it is injurious; and in many cases has in- Gew.i.

duced disorganization of the cerebrum, and rendered the Ecphronia

madness incurable. ^l"^^^'
, „ J ,

Maduess.
After all we have chiefly to depend on moral treat-

^^^^^.^^

MENT. Firmness on the part of the attendant, with con-t'eatment.

ciliatory manners, has done wonders; but a sense of
»"- be'nfpend^

thority must be maintained, though occasional severity ^h upon.

sliould be necessary for this purpose: yet it will rarely p,"a|,"ho*fi.

be needful to exceed the coercion of the strait waistcoat, 'y "^^h

It is needless to add that the diet should be of the ly man-

simplest kind, that every thing which can tend to pro-"^"^^-

duce excitement should be prohibited, and that in public in public'

institutions, the patients should be divided into proper ^ proper

classes. Amusements of every kind that may engage the ciassifica-

attention and encourage exercise in the open air, w ithout

rousing the passions or producing fatigue, should be pro-

moted by every contrivance that can be thought of. And
if the turn or previous occupation of the patient point toOccupa-

any particular pursuit, and especially to handicraft trades

and those that employ the mind without exhausting it,

as that of sawing, gardening, book-binding, or watch-

making, he should be enabled to pursue it according to

his own desire. The desire itself is a favourable symp-

tom, and has often led to the most beneficial results.

Judicious conversation and cheering advice are also judicious

of great importance ; and regular daily attendance on ?"^ cheev-
o r 7 o J

^
ingconvei-

religious services in the bosom of a private family, or sation and

with a few patients of a like standard in a public insti-^^^^^^i^".

tution, may be allowed, where the disease has assumed acence.

convalescent shape, and the service is performed soberly Atten-

and dispassionately.* This will at first, perhaps, ^^"llx^^^^l

only of use as promoting a habit of moral order and services,

quietism ; but every good man will indulge the hope that v°J'Jabie^'^'

it may afterwards introduce into the mind the higher

blessing of spiritual peace and consolation. Yet the Must not

attempt must not be begun too soon, and in no case till
"^^^Hl"^

the patient has acquired not only a spirit of subordination

but of tranquillity. Before this period nothing can be

* P«port of the Glasj^ow Asylum for Lunatics. 1820.
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Gen. I. so absurd as to attempt devotional instruction of any
Spec II.

Ecphionia kind ; for the subject of religion can only be addressed
Mania, ^q ^|,g peason or to the passions : the former of which

j^5oj.aj
does not exst in a state to be influenced, and the latter

treatment, of which, if they could be influenced at all, would only
Before con-

g^jjjl ^^ ^^^ excitcmcnt, and increase the disease. The
valescence,

no benefit clear duty of the priest and of the physician is in this case

tobeX- **"® ^"^ *'^^ same: it is to bring the mind home to the

rived from world arouud it : to draw it down and fix it upon things

means. of time and sense, instead of rousing it to things invisible

Explained, and eternal : to enable it to behold God in the materi-

alities of his works, instead of urging it to a contempla-

tion of him in the spiritualities of his word. To instigate

a madman to an abstract and elevated communion with

his Creator, who is incapable of holding an intercourse

upon ordinary topics with his fellow creature, is to cure

a frozen limb by pouring boiling water upon it, or to

teach the optics of New ton in a nursery.

Advantage In many cases the cure mainly depends upon with-

^g*^^j"g'^
'^^ drawing the patient's mind as much as possible from

from with- every former scene and every former companion, in set-

the pa-^ ting before him a new world, and giving an entire change
tient's to the Current of his recollections and ideas. There are
mind from . ... . .

all former particular cascs, however, and perhaps particular periods
scenes and ^j- ^jj^ disease, if we could accurately hit upon them, in
connex- .i r '

ions. which the sudden admission of a well-known friend or rela-

Yet in a tion, and a sudden recal of the mind to its former images

ceT TndTat ^^^ habits, tend to produce a most salutary excitement,and

particular disperse the maniacal cloud like a dream. Dr. Goochhas

the contra- given an interesting illustration of this remark in the case
ry has of a lady, twenty-eight years of age, of good constitution

servicea- but susccptible mind, who fell into a state of melancholy,

Interestin
^" *^^ ordinary sense of the term, a few months after a

case in ii- second child-bii'th, and at length became furious. "She
ustration.

^^^ i,ow," says he, " put under the care of an experienced

attendant separated entirely from her husband, children,

and friends; placed in a neat cottage surrounded by

agreeable country (it was the finest season of the year), and

visited regularly by her physician. For several weeks

she manifested no improvement; sometimes she wasoccu-
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pied with one notion, sometimes with another: but they ^kn. i.

* Spec IF

were always of the most gloomy description. At length Ecpiironia

it became her firm belief that slie was to he executed for |^^""'^-
AJadness.

her ci'imes jn the most public and disgi-aceful way ; every
^^^^_^^

noise she heard was that of tlie Vvorkmen erecting the treatment,

scaffold ; every carriage, the officers of justice assembling

at the execution. But what affected iter most deeply was

that her infamy had occasioned tlie disgrace and death of

her cjjildren and husband, and that his spirit haunted her.

As soon as the evening closed, she would station licrsclf

at a window at the back of the cottage, and fix her eyes

on a white post that could be seen through the dusk;

this was the ghost of her husband ; day and niglit he was
whistling in her ears. Several weeks passed in this way

;

the daily reports varied, but announced nothing liappy ;

at length her husband became impatient and begged to

have an interview with her, thinking that the best way to

convince her he was not dead was to show himself. This

was objected to; he was told the general fact that patients

are more likely to recover when completely separated

from their friends; and that if she saw him she would say

it was not himself but his ghost. But the husband was ob-

stinate, and an interview was consented to. When he

arrived at the cottage he was told tiiat slic had had a

tolerable night, was ratiier more tranquil, but that there

was no abatement of her gloomy notions. " As soon as

I entered the drawing-room, where she usually spent the

day (I copy his own statement which I have now before

me and which he wrote down at the time of the occur-

rence,) she ran into a corner, hid her face in a handker-
chief, then turned round, looked me in the face, one mo-
ment appearing delighted at tlse thought that I was alive,

but immediately afterwards assuming a hideous c?ipression

of countenance, and screaming out tljat I was dead and
come to haunt her. This was exactly wisat Dr.
had anticipated, and for some minutes I thought all was
lost. Finding that persuasions and argument only irri-

tated and confirmed her in her belief, i desisted, and tried

to draw off her attention to otiier subjects. It was some
TOX. IT. 15
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Gen. I. time since she had either seen me or her children ; I put

Ecphionia h^r ami under mine, took her into the garden, and began
Mama. ^o relate what had occurred to me and them since we
Madness.
,, ,

parted : this excited her attention, she soon became inter-
iVJoral M. '

^

'

treatiiieiu. csted, and I entered with the utmost minuteness and cir-

cumstantiality into the aflfairs of the nursery, her home,

and her friends. I now felt that I was gaining ground, and
when I thought I had complete possession of her mind, I

ventured to ask her in ajoking manner, whether I was not

very communicative for a ghost; she laughed ; I imme-

diately drew her from the subject, and again engaged her

attention with her children and friends. 'J^he plan suc-

ceeded beyond my hope; I dined, spent the evening with

]»er, and left her at night perfectly herselfagain." He went

the next morning in a state of intense anxiety to know
whether his success had been permanent ; but her appear-

ance at the window with a cheerful countenance soon re-

lieved his apprehensions. While he was there Dr.

came in ; he went up stairs without knowing the effect of

the interview, and came down, saying, " it looks like

magic !" With a view of confirming her recovery, she

was ordered to the sea-side to bathe. As soon as the day

of her departure was fixed, she began to droop again, the

evening before it she was very low, and on the morning of

her setting off was as bad as ever. This state continued

for several weeks in spite of sea-air and bathing, and

ceased as suddenly as it had done before, apparently in .

consequence of interviews with friends, calculated to re-

move the apprehensions by which her mind was haunted.

She has since then continued perfectly well, and has had

another child without the slightest threatening of her

former malady.*'*

Auexperi- This was a bold venture, and the physician must be of
ment thus ^ temper more than ordinarily sanguine who would pre-

lortunate, dict a like success upon every similar attenipt. Yet wc
"°*^'° ^^ have already had occasion to observe, that puerperal in-

copie.i. sanity is more easily recovered from than most other

forms of the disease.

" Med. Trauj. Vol. vl.
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UENUS 11,

F.MPATHEMA.

,

THE JUDGEMENT PERVERTED OR OVERPOWERED BY
THE FORCE OF SOME PREDOMINANT PASSION ; THE
FEATURES OF THE COUNTENANCE CHANGED FROM

THEIR COMMON CHARACTER.

The term empatuema is derived from the Greek 7rct6m», ^^^^' ?^*
' Derivation

'*passio," "affectio,*' whence iftvxita, **cui insunt atfec-ofthegene.

tiis seu perturhationes ; affectu percitus vel commotus." "*^
*^'^"''

_,_ , , , , , . i . . ,
All the fa-

We have already had occasion to observe that the va-cuitiesof

rious faculties of the mind are just as liable to be sepa- [1?^^^,^'"^
*^

rately diseased as those of the body : for as the faculty of disease as

digestion maybe impaired while that of respiration or the body,

secretion remains in perfect health, so may the perception The pas-

or the judgement be injured while the memory or then^in^

imas^ination continues in its former activity. It is thef?"'^^'>^,'^'^ •'
ble ; and

same with the pathetic faculties. These I have stated are to the

are to the mental part of the human frame what feelings |^g"inas are

properly so called are to the corporeal ; and hence both ^o ^^^^ body.

may be excited pleasurably or painfully ; they may be i"mMbid^ex-
rnorbid excess or in morbid diminution : and their influ- cess or di-

ence may equally vary according to the peculiarity of may be
'

the passion or the sense affected. Each will therefore E!^^*"'.'^' ,• biy excited

furnish a distinct division of diseases : the first constitutes or pain-

the genus before us ; the second will be found in the Mortid

ensuins: order. passions
•^ constitute

the present

genus.
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Gen. ir. The present aenus, however, has never hitlierto been
Empa- / IT 1 I-.. 1 •

thema. properly arranged or digested, rinel is constantly de-

abie°'as°'
scribijig the species that belong to it in his general re-

sion. marks and illustrative cases, but allots no jjlace to it in

This genus jjjtj nosological arrangement, with the exception of the
never hi* *~f tj i

therto pio- third species, which, as I have already observed, he has
periy ai- in-cffularly ranked as a subdivision of mania, under the
ranged or "^ *'

digested, name of manie sans delire, although he admits that the

^'^t^^'d^d^
judgement and pdi'ception, and, indeed, all the reasoning

by'pinei as faculties of the mind are in most cases undisturbed. In

ti'ons^oT
^^^^ manner, Sauvages has incorrectly merged the whole

mania, by family into a single species under the genus mania, to the

ineadv^rte wtter coufusion of both.

same, by It is not a little singular that Dr. Crichton, who has

as niodifi'- Written so excellently on the diseases of the passions, and
cations of

|^j^g illustrated his observations with such a variety of
insfinity*

examples, should both in his " Inquiry into the Nature of

Mental Derangement," and in his " Synoptical Table,"

either have assigned no place to these diseases, or have

transferred them, like Sauvages, to insanity,—under his

nomenclature, delirium; although, as I have just re-

marked, the perception and the judgement (a diseased

condition of which are usually appealed to as constituting

pathognomic symptoms of insanity) are, for the most

part, sti'ikingly clear in empathema, and often peculiarly

acute. This last faculty, indeed, is frequently perverted

by the prevailing emotion or passion of the hour ; ds

where a man under the influence of despair, reasons him-

self into the lawfulness and expediency of suicide ; but

the argument, though deflected, runs still in a right line;

or, in other words, consists of correct reasoning built on

a perception of false ideas as its premi.ses, of which we

have had various examples in the philosophical suicides

of Germany. In the greater number of cases, however,

the judgement, instead of being perverted, is merely

overpowered by the impassioned emotion ; there is neither

false judgement nor false perception.

Ungovernable passion or empathema, nevertheless.
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though not strictly insanity, is as much a mental derange- Gen. il

raent as insanity itself. th'ema,

Ungovern-

Ira FUROR brevis est, ^^^^^ P*^"
sion.

is as clear a trutli as is to be found in the whole learning Ungovern-

of the Roman empire ; and hence the elegant and tancitui sions

mind of the Greeks added the term mania to that express-
[J°",ffjy"°^

iveofany passion or emotion whatever, when in a state still a

/. . , . , , . . , .1 mental de-
ot Violence or misrule, as doximania, erotomania, chryso- ,angement.

mania,—and in this sense mania is often used in the col- How con-

loquial language of our own day. For poetry or vernacular [jy'^j^g^^

speech mania thus employed is intelligible enough ; but J^f^eks and
^^

^

I .f o ij
^ Romans.

it is not sufficiently correct for medical or physiological

purposes, under which predominant passion must neces-

sarily be distinguished from delirium.

The genus empathema has three species ; the first Species

characterized by the rousing power of the prevailing pas- tinguished.

sion; the second, by its depressing power; the third, by

symptoms different from both, and which will be explained

in its order.

1, EMPATHEMA ENTONICUM. EMPASSIONED EXCITEMENT.

2. ATONICUM. EMPASSIONED DEPRESSION.

3. INANE. HARE-BRAINED PASSION.
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SPECIES I.

EMPATHEMA ENTONICUM.

TSmpnmontti 32vnttmtnt.

THE iPREDOMINANT PASSION ACCOMPANIED AVITH IN-

CREASED EXCITEMENT, ARDOUR, AND ACTIVITY
,:

EYE Q,UICK AND DARING ; COUNTENANCE FLUSHED
AND TUMID.

Gen. 11. The varieties are innumerable : the chief are as follow,

M Lsetitise. Ungovernable Joy.

a Philaiitise. Self-love. Self-conceit.

y Superbise. Pride.

3 Glorise famis. Ambition.

t Iracundise. Anger.

^ Zelotypise. Jealousy.

The pas- All these, and, indeed, all other passions whatever, are

direct stim- as much direct and indirect stimulants to the mind as
uiants to provocative foods or drinks are to the body. Employed

occasionally and in moderation both may be of use to us,

and hence and are given to us by nature for this purpose : but when

"s^fui'oi "^S*^^ to excess they throw tlie system off its healthy

mischiev- balance, rouse it by excitement or depress it by exhaus-
°^^

' lion, and weaken the sensorial vessels by the wear and

tear they produce.

Hence pos- As those we are now contemplating are attended with
sesssome increased action, they have some few svmptoms in corn-
symptoms .11 I'fi.. I i»

in com- mon, how widely soever they may differ in others; ot

"fnon
: which the chief are an augmented temporature and an

accelerated pulse. If carried to such a degree that the

judgement loses its power, or in other words the man has

no longer any command over himself, they betray them-
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selves by their effect on particular features and particular Gen.ii.

organs, according as tlie emotion is of a painful or a Empathe-

pleasurable character, or as the pain or the pleasure pre- '"^ entoni-

dominates in those cases which partake of both. Empassion-

There are some organs, however, that seem to be^^ pxcite-
o '

' me lit.

equally affected under a vehement excitement of whatever s;o^etime9

may be the prevailing passion, as the brain, the heart, '^'^cover

and tlie lungs; for head-ache gnd apoplexy, palpitation by separate

and anhelation are alike common to sudden fits of extreme ^"S".^ °^ *^'

lecting se-

joy, terror, and rage. The thoracic effects are indeed parate or-

the most strikina: : and hence it is that the nrsecordiaf,^"^*
'-' * borne or-

have been more generally supposed in all ages and coun-gans equal.

tries to be the scat of mental emotion than the encepha-'j effected
• by a vehe-

lon ; and the state of the iieart, as light and jumping for ment ex-

joy, oppressed and breaking with grief, or black and a/j'^p^g"'

°

bilious with hatred, has been more commonly appealed s'ons.

to than that of the animal spiiits ; thouffh the latter is the ^^"^^
' «3 much of

cause, and the former tlie mere effect. our popular

It may be thought, perhaps, that the vulgar character ^^^^^^'^5°^°^'.

of the heart as indicative of iiatred or revenge, is merely whence

figurative and has no foundation in nature. But this is *^f
heart

'^ said to be
not the case ; for anger when long indulged is well known the seat^Df

to affect the functions of the liver, and has often laid a"^^^'^*^*

foundation for jaundice, and consequently for a deeper

colour as well as other properties of the blood that cir-

culates through tlie heart : a fact so well known, that the

seat of anger has, in the poetical language of most coun-

tries, been transferred to this organ, and bilious or cho-

leric and irascible ai'e conveitible terms in the popular

language of our own day.

We have endeavoured to account for the difference of Howriiffer-

effect produced by t!ie sensorial fluid in the different or- a"e "x^^Ue'd

gans of local sensation, by supposing some degree of by different

change to take place in the nature of this fluid by the

action of the respective sentient nerves at their origin

or extremity. It is possible that other changes may take whether

place in the sensoriura from the influence of peculiar p'"'*^"''*''^*

mental impressions, and that certain classes or ramifica-

tions of nerves may be more affected by particular ira-
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Gen. II. pressions than others. And we may hence account not

Empathe- oiily for the sympathy of the liver with the sensorium
ma entom-

y^ I,PP urged hy anger, hut for that of other organs under

Empas- other em passioned excitements ; and tl)is not merely

c'itement!
^''^'ther plcasutable or painful, but according to the

. .
,
peculiarity of the pleasure or the pain which forms the

01- painful, ' » 1 r
and ac- source of iucitation. Thus while anger stimulates the

the rrswr-^'^''''' ^^^^ ''^'^ ^ tendency to produce a diarrhoea and
live kinris iucontiuence of uriue

; grief disorders the stomach, and

and pain.' ^^^'^^'t'' the Iftchryuial glands; sudden fright divests the
Exempli- muscles of locomotion, and pi-oduces palsy; while mirth

throws them into involuntary action, and compels a man
to leap, laugh, and sing.

This, however, is to digress; for our present business

is to contemplate the mental rather than tlie corporeal

effects of the passions when urged to excess, or intem-

perately protracted.

a. E. ento- The instances of derangement produced by a sudden

I""'" '"^* FIT or IMMODERATE FLOW OF JOY are numcrous, and

Ungovern- uot dilBcult to accouut for. As this empassioned emotion,
^ J^y* when indulged with a rampant domination over the iudee-
Its stimu- o I do
lant effects. mPTit, IS a direct stimulus of a very powerful kind, acting

not only on the nerves but on every part of the body, it

cannot take place without producing great sensorial ex-

haustion, and consequently cannot be persevered in with-

out remissions of languor and lassitude, like the effects of

s • cecded
i^toxication from strong wine or spirits. The misfortune

by great is, that wlicu the elevating faculties of the mind, and espe-

cxha°us'iLn, c\ii\\y the imagination, are once let loose by the operation

sometimes of this passiou, and both run wild together, the mental
while the excitcment will sometimes continue after the strength of
mental ex- o
citement the body is completely prostrated. And when this strength

Whe^nie a ^^ Sufficiently recruited for the external senses to convey
permanent ouce uiorc to the perception true and lively impressions

aifce with of the ohjccts that surround tlicm, the perception which
impressions hj^j5 been also morbidly affected hy the violence of impas-
frornexter- .,, . .

nai objects, sioued paroxysms will not receive or convey them m a true

state, and a permanent derangement is the consequence.
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Cardan* ffivcs the case of an artisan of Milan, who Gen.ii.
o Spec. I.

having had the good luck to find an instrument that for-» e. enu>-

inerly belonged to Archimedes, ran mad with the fit of "":"'" '^*-

transport into which he was hereby thrown : and Plutarch, LUgovem-

in his life of Artaxerxes, has a like story of a soldier who,
'^f

^"^''

having had the high honour of wounding Cyrus in battle, [\e^\^^

'

became so overjoyed that he lost his wits from the moment.

Boerhaavef and Van Swieten^ relate cases of epilepsy

that have followed from the same cause.

Occasionally the exhaustion of sensorial power hereby Exhaus-

produced is so sudden and total, that the whole nervous times so

system seems instantaneously to become discharged of its^"^''^" ^"'^

contents, like a Leyden phial loaded with electricity when produce

.touched with a brass rod, and death takes place at the^^^*^''

moment. There are various instances on record in which

a like fate has followed upon the injudicious production of

a pardon to a culprit just on the point «f his being turned

ofi" at the gallows. Valerius Maximus relates two anec- Exempii-

dotes ofmatrons who, in like manner, died ofjoy on seeing ^ *

their sons return safe from the battle at the lake Thrasis :

the one died while embracing her son, the oth^r had been

misinformed, and was at that moment lamenting his death.

The power of surprise was added therefore in this case to

that of joy, and she fell even before her arras could clasp

liim.§ Marcellus Donatus, Pechlin, and other collectors

of medical curiosities are full of incidents of this kind : Furthei

and a case not very unlike occurred a few^ years since to

'

the present author, in the person of an intimate friend and
most exemplary clergyman. This gentleman, who had
consented to be nominated one of the executors in the will

of an elderly person of considerable property with whom
he was acquainted, received a few years afterwards, and

at a time when his own income was but limited, the un-

* De Sapieutia, lib. ii.

t De Morb. Nerv. lib. ix. cap. 12.

if Comment. Tom. iir. p. 144.

* Lib. IX. cap. 12.

VOL. IV. 16
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Gen. II. expected news that tlie testator was dead, and had left

a. E. eiito- him sole cxeciitor, together with the whole of his pro-

"j'^*:""" ^^"perty, amounting to three thousand pounds a year in

Un-overn- landed cstatcs. He arrived in London in great agita-
*^' ^"^'"

tion, and on entering his own door dropt down in a fit of

apoplexy, from which he never entirely recovered ', for

though he regained his mental, and most of his corporeal

faculties, his mind was shaken and rendered timid, and

an hemiplegia had so weakened his right side that he

was incapahle of walking farther than a few steps.

This emo- Could this passion he employed as a medicine, and

iisefui'rf it administered witli a due regard to time and measure,
could be from its powerful influence on the whole system, there
meted out -^

» i • i_

and eui- Can DC no doubt that it might be made productive oi the
ployed asajjjjjg^

beneficial eftects. And there is hence no reason for
medicine :

Has been hesitation in admitting many of the wonderful cures which
productive are reported to have been occasionally operated by its

lui cure?, sudden incursion. Corineus gives the case of a tertian

Exempli- **S"^ ^''"'^ removed ; Lory that of a stricture of the pylo-

fied. rus with incessant vomiting;* and Trellian, what we
should less have expected, a radical cure of melancholy.f

[i E. ento- In the SECOND VARIETY vve have noticed tlje predomi-

Phiiaiitiffi
n*"ce of SELF-CONCEIT. The Ordinary feeling here is still

Ungovern- of a pleasurable kind, but never amounts to the paroxysms

co'nceu. ^^ ^^^' pi'cceding : its effects therefore on the soundness of

the mind are more gradual, but in many instances quite

Descrip- as marked. It is a vain and preposterous estimation of

one's personal powers or endowments, accompanied with

so immoderate a love ofone's own self on this very account,

as to make the possessor blind to every instance of supe-

riority in another person, and hence to save him in a con-

siderable degree from the pain he would otherwise endure ;

for tiie self-conceited man is not easily mortified or hu-

miliated, and hence not easily cured of the nuilady.

"A wise man," says Mr. Mason in his Treatise on Self-

Dc Mflar.cholia. Tom. I. p. 37. + Lib. XH. p. 17.
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knowledge, " has his foible as well as a fool; but the Gen ii.

difference between them is, that the foibles of the one are^E. en'to-

known to himself and concealed from the uoi'ld : the ^jj^^^^^'^'''

foibles of the other are known to the world and concealed i ngovem-

from himself. The wise man sees those frailties in himself ^j,,;'|.g[^("

which others cannot ; but the fool is blind to those ble-

mishes in his character which are conspicuous to every

one else."* It was under the influence of this disease

that Menecrates, as we learn from -^lian, became so mad
as seriously to believe himself the son of Jupiter, and to

request of Philip of Macedon that he might be treated as

a god. But it is not always that the man thus deranged

falls into sucli good hands as tho^e of the Macedonian

monarch ; for Philip humorously determining to make the

madman's disease work its own cure, gave orders im-

mediately that his request should be comj)lied with, ami

invited him to a gi'and entertainment, at which was a

separate table for the new divinity, served with the

most costly perfumes and incense, but witli nothing else.

Menecrates was at first highly delighted, and received the

worship that was paid to him with the greatest com-
placency, but growing hungry by degrees over the empty
viands that were offered him, while every other guest was
indulged with substantial dainties, he at length keenly

felt himself to be a man, and stole away from the court

in his right senses.f

The passion ofpride has a close affinity to that of self- ^^' *'"*°"'"

' •' cum ou-
conceit : but is less confined to self-endowments, and is a i)crbite.

relative as the former is a personal vanity. The proud abi|°pr[de.

man may indeed have the same preposterous estimation Descrii)-

for some supposed gift of person, but the grasp of the "°"-

passion does not terminate here ; for he carries the same
estimation to every thing that in the remotest degree

appertains to him, and is hence as vain of his birth, or

family connexions, his wealth, his estates, his country,

* Part. I. Ch. VII. t Lib. xii. cap. 51.
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Gen. II. |,is office, his honour, or his religion : and he is hence

y E. ento- open ts ijiore numerous mortifications, and is in fact more
nicum Sii- frequently mortified than the mere eerotist. Examples of

Ungovein- a deranged mind from ungovernable pride are to be found
ab e piide.

j^ gyg^y rank of life ; but as those in the loftiest have the

jccttomoiecup of intoxication most frequently offered to them, and
luimeious ^ri^jj deepest of its contents, it is here, amons: kinsfs,

tions than and courticrs, and prime ministers, and commanders, that

cell r" ^^® ^^^ ^^ ^^^''^ ^'°^' *'*^ most striking instances of this

Where malady. Many a crown won by good fortune, and which
piiiicipaiiy

uiieji^t ijave been preserved by moderation, has been lost
to !5e found. O

,

by the delirium of pride and vain-glory ; of which the

^
xemp 1-

jj|g^Qj,y ^£ DeiYjetrius of Macedonia furnishes us with one

of the most memorable examples : who, in his disgraceful

fall, was obliged to abandon, among the other idols of his

heart, the unfinished robe which was to have hung over

his shoulders, containing a magnificent embroidery of the

sun, the moon, and all the stars of heaven, designed to

have represented him as the sovereign lord of the whole.

Pride of There is, however, another kind of madmen, to adopt

w"hatf'^ the words of Butler,* opposite to these, " that are

insensibly mad and know nothing of it ; such as affect to

contemn all praise and glory, and think themselves most
Exempli- free when they are most mad : a company of cyhics, such

as monks, hermits, and anchorites, that contemn the world,

contemn themselves, contemn all titles, honours, offices,

and yet in that contempt are more proud than any man
living. They are proud in humility, proud in that

they are not proud.—They go in sheep's russet, many

great men that might maintain themselves in cloth of

gold, and seem to be dejected ; humble by tlie outward

carriage, when as inwardly they are swollen full of pride,

arrogancy, and self-conceit. And therefore Seneca ad-
Pnidentiai

^jgg^Jj |^jg friend Lucilius in his attire and gesture, his
advice oi

.

Seueca. outward actions especially, to avoid all such things as arc

* Anat. of Melanch. Part, i. Sect. ii. Vol. i. p. 189.
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most notable in themselves ; as a ragged attire, hirsute Gen. ii,

liead, horrid beard, contempt of money, coarse lodging, y e. emo-

and whatever leads to fame that opposite way."*
M^bi^^""

When the passion of pride is united with that of ardent Ungovem-

desire after somethins: beyond us and above us, it consti- ^^*^ P" ^'

^
if E. ento-

tutes the next feeling of ambition : and hence this alsonicum

is an inflating emotion, a tympany of the mind, and may
^^n^ir

be called pros/)ec/ire vanity, as pride is re/afire vanity, Ungovem-

and self-conceit personal. It is the more dangerous to the fjo,^/™

*"

understanding in consequence of the double force with Desciip-

which it overpowers tlie judgment: and hence the slave ^'°"*

of inordinate ambition is far more restless, and in a far cjangeTous

higher descree of excitement, than the slave of either of \° *''^ ""
XI 1 1

deistand-
the other two kinds of vanity ; and as being dependent ing than

upon a greater number of contingencies, he is most of all
^('g'^^gce^.

open to reverses and downfalls. ing.

Examples are not necessary, and would be a waste of cases so

time. Whenever the stimulant ideas or thoughts that l^"""""""
^^

^ to render

arc connected with any one of this train of passions pass examples

over the mind, tlie blood, as is justly observed by Sir A. g^"^*^*^^"

Crichton, rushes with impetuosity to the head, the senti-

ent principle is secreted in preternatural quantity, and

the excitement is at last so often renewed, and increases

to such a degree, as to occasion an impetuous and perma-

nent delirium. But when the expectations and high de- stiii more

sires, which pride or vanity naturally suggest, are blast- 1^'^|]?^'^°"^

cd 5 when these passions are assailed by poverty, neg- pointmenf,

lect, contempt, and hatred, and are unequal to the con- and pro-

test, they now and then terminate in despondency or set- desponden-

tled melancholy.! ^^'

But if such be a frequent effect of the stirring passions e e, ento-

of a pleasurable kind; it is not difficult to conceive that "*'^"'? ^'^^"

tliose accompanied with pain, as the passion of angek, andungovem-

all its compounds, suspicion, revenge, and especially jea-^'^'^^"°^'^'

lousy, must make a much wider inroad upon the domain of

a well-ordered mind, and introduce confusion and derange-

* Epist, V. ! Of Mental Derangement, Book iit. Ch. ir.
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Gen. II. ment. Nor is the effect conflned to the head ; for a sti-

«E. ento- mulus thiis violent affects the entire system, and, as we
uicum iia-iiave already ohserved, has a peculiar sympathetic influ-

yngoveiii- ence on the liver; producing in many instances a very
able anger,

(jjjjeascd secretion of hile, and alterinsj it in a very short
and Its '

. .

com- period not only in its quantity but in its quality. At the
pounds,

gj^jue time, every \cssel is exhausted of its irritability,

chicvo'usin and the whole strength is so prostrated, as occasionally
their result

tf> ]ead ou to obstinatc faintinsfs, convulsions, and death.
thtin the o ' '

pieasiua- The expressions and gestures are always violent and
bie emo-

oQensive, and arc similar to those of maniacal rage; the

Violent eyes are red and inflamed, the countenance is flushed,

and exten- g^vollen^ and distorted, and the person is ungovernable.

leai eflfects. Such was the case in 1392 with Charles VI. of France,
ExempHfi- who, being violently incensed against the Duke of Bre-

tagne, and burning with a spirit of malice and revenge,

could neither eat, drink, nor sleep for many days toge-

ther, and at length became furiously mad as he was rid-

ing on horseback, drawing his sword, and striking pro-

miscuously every one who approached him. The disease

fixed upon his intellect and accompanied him to his death.

^E. ento- In JEALOUSY, as in ambition, there is a combination of
nicnm Ze- instating passions, and the combination is still more com-

Ungovcrn- plicated; for it is a compound of suspicion, hatred, eager

Tousy^^
desire of revenge, occasionally intermixed with love. To

Descrip- ^^^^ climates it appears to be endemic, and there is not
tion. perhaps an eastern dynasty that does not offer numerous

examples of its sanguinary phrcnsy, and diabolical career.

Remedial It is not often, howevcr, that any of the varieties of
means.

jj^jg sppcigg terminate in permanent insanity, although

the csise of Charles VI. of France forms an excci)tion to.

Principally t!ie general rule. As moral treatment appears to be of

I'dscipiine : morc benefit in tiic preceding genus than medical, it is

almost the only treatment that can be recommended in

ungovernable passion ; though the violence of the excite-

ment should unquestionably be reduced by venesection

and purgatives. Aftci- this, time and perfect quiet must
be chiefly depended upon : yet judicious conversation,

and more especially a judicious choice of subjects may ac-

,
complish much. A deaf car is generally turned to the
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precepts of the moralist, but if attention can be obtained 9^^- ^^•

for them, Epictetus and Mason's Self-knowledge, Pas-Empatiie-

cal's Thoughts and Lord Bacon's Essays, will furnish
'"^ ''"*°"'-

O •' ' cum.

valuable remedies j and so also, and of a much more pow- Empassion-

erful operation, will the still betti^r penned ethics of ament.

book w hich in every Christian country should be upper- Treatment.

most in the mind without any susfsestion. Moral casti- ^"'^ especi-

?. • ,
ally a le-

gation, however, if not too sudden or severe, is that v. ise of

which generally works most effectually; and few madmen
i°fo|.J[°ne

of this kind hare been able to meet a serious reverse

of fortune or condition in life without being the better

for it, if not destroyed by its fij-st shock. Self-conceit,

Avhich is a mere product of self-ignorance, is best removed

by an acquaintance with the world, and especially with

men of real talents and genius, in which sphere the man
who labours under it w ill soonest learn his own empti-

ness, and the means of remedying this defect. And
hence the advantage of a public education over a private

one ; in w hich talents are brought into a fair competition

with talents, and every one learns to appreciate his pow-

ers, not by the standard of his own vanity, but by the

stamp of merit that has passed the mint.

SPECIES II.

EMPATHEMA ATONICUM.

THE PREDOMINANT PASSION ACCOMPANIED WITH DIMI-

NISHED EXCITEMENT, ANXIETY AND 1,0VE OF SOLI-

TUDE : EYE FIXED AND PENSIVE : COYNTENANCE PAIE

AND FURROWED.

The mental emotions productive of these effects are at Gen. it.

Spec. II.

least as numerous as those which harass the frame by in- "/
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Gen. ir. creased excitement. Tlic following may serve as ex-
bPEC. II.

Empathe- amplcs :

ma
Atoni- tc. Desiderii. Ungovernable Love.
cum. i . n • k •

Empas- /3 Ann famis Avarice.
sioned Anxietudinis. Anxiety.

sioii. § Moeroris. Heart-ache.

£ Desperationis. Despondency.

All these As increased sensorial excitement produces various

excite some symptoms in common, whatever be the nature of the go-

coipoieai verning; passion at the time : there are also various symp-
symptoms ° *

_ , , . , .^ , ,

jii.toms common to decreased sensorial excitement underincomnior

each of these depressing passions : as a greater or less

degree of torpor in every irritable part, especially in the

circulating and absorbent systems; whence paleness of

the countenance, coldness of the extremities, a contrac-

tion and shrinking of the skin, and general surface of the

body : a retardation and smallness of the pulse, want of

appetite, deficiencyof muscular force, and a sense of lan-

guor which overspreads the whole frame.

a. E. atoni- The ardent desire which is distinguished by the name

deiii, of LONGING, is directed towards objects of various kinds
Ungovern-

^|^g^^ j^,,g absent, and equally relate to places and persons.
able long-

, . iii-
iiigor love. It is a painful and exhausting emotion, as compounded oi

hope, love and fear, and peculiarly agitates the jjrsecor-

dia : and hence the striking and beautiful apophthegm of

tioifvaJf- *^^^ ^^^^^ maUf " Hope deferred maketh the heart sick."

ous

:

It is felt by children at a distance from home, and who
anditsope-

j^j.g gaffcr to rctum to the embraces of their parents : by
ration in '^

i

all periods foreigners who have a strong and inextinguishable love
*^' *'^^ for their country, and are anxious to return to the scenes

and tlic companions of former times : and by the youth-

ful pair who have vowxd an eternal attachment, and arc

sure that they cannot live without each other, but whose

union is opposed by bars that are felt to be insurmount-
producing ^|g^ ^^^j heuce the present variety includes the three
home-sick- i J

iiess ; couu- modifications ofhome-sickness, country-sickness, and

nls/'mid lovE-sicKNEss. The fii'st is for the most part transitory

;

love-sick- tije second, the hcimwehr of the Germans, has some-
ness.
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times, and especially among the Swiss, when their man- Gen. ii.

nerswere simpler, and their domestic virtues and feel- ^.u^aioni-

inffs much stronger than the\' seem to have been of late^"'" ^'^^'^

years, produced not only a permanent melancholy but Um^ovem-

liectic fever. Yet it is to the third that our attention is ?'^'° ^T^*mg or love.

chiefly called on the present occasion, from the greater rpj^^
j^^^

frequency of its occurrence and the severer and more most fie-

tragic effects to which it has led, where obstacles havelJI^Q";"'
^"

arisen in its progress. severe.

We have, on the present occasion, nothing whatever P'^^ent

. I .,, ., • n - , . , . emotion of
to do with the gross passion oi concupiscence, which is leve totally

as different from that of pure and Genuine love as liaiht!?'^""'^'A o o tiom gross

from darkness. The man of lust has indeed his love, butconcupis-

it is a love that centres in himself and seeks alone his
*^^""'

own gratification ; while the passion we are now speaking

of puts self completely out of the field, and would volun-

tarily submit to every pain, and sacrifice even life itself,

in promoting the happiness of the beloved object. Yet, 'ii^ugh in-

eonstituted as we are by nature for the wisest and best of with a pure

purposes, a pure corporeal orgasm still cnweaves itself '^°'p°"=^^

with the sentimental desire, though subordinate to it in "

virtuous minds, and the flame is fed from a double source.

" Nuptial love," says Lord Bacon, "maketh mankind;
friendly love perfecteth it : but wanton love corrupteth

and embaseth it."*

What it is that first lights up this flame is of no im- Origin of

portance to the present subject. A peculiar cast of form tio'^ir^no

or of features acknowledged by all to be moulded accord- •mp'^rt-

ing to the finest laws of symmetry, and productive of af^^. ,i,g

high degree of external grace or beauty ; or a figure or aju^'iiement

manner that to the eye of the enamoured beholder gives o^ve?power.

token of a mind adorned with all he can wish for: or an*^^' ^hate-

ill 1 1 /• 1 • n , . v^'' 'li^ ini-
actual knowledge, from long acquaintance, of the exist- mediate

ence of such internal cultivation and excellence, mav be'^^''.^'^
*''

' .f excitement.
equally causes ol the same common effect. And hence xhe escit

this is of little or no account; for t!ie passion being once'^'^ feelings

•jiji-i , . r, . . . t^ive rise f^
excited, the judgement runs a risk t<f being overpowered romantic

VOL. 2^. 17

iiieas of the
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Gen. II. i)y its warmth and violence ; and the moment it is over-
Spec II.

a. E. atoni- powei'cd, the new train of ideas that are let loose upon the
cumDesi-

^sivcy^ are of a romantic character: and as soon as any
derii.

Ungovern- obstacle starts up as a barrier in the vista of hope, instead

^''cl^or'iove
^^ being damped or repressed, they grow wilder and more

tio°n: by vivid, till at length the sensorial system is worn out by
obstacles ^he veheuience of its labour ; and though the excitement is
growing "

.

wilder and really Icss than at first, because there is less vascular vi-
more vi-

g^^j, ^^^ |^g support, it is stiU greater than ever compared

whence the with the Weakened state of the sentient organ.

mind led Yet lovc-sickness itself, whatever mischief it may work

the body in the corporeal frame, by sleepless nights, a feverish
exhausted, puigp, and loss of appetite,* and however, from the ex-

ifebrnf'^
^ alted state of the imagination, and the increased sensi-

state foi- bility of the body, it may transpose the reality of life into

raJeV' ^ ^^Vi^ of visionary existence, and so far produce mental
leads to derangement, rarely leads to direct insanity, so long as

whUe'a^' there is the remotest hope of the attainment of its object.

hope of at- gjj^ jf \^f^^^ be Suddenly cut off by an inexorable refusal,
taming the .« « -it
desired the intervention of a more fortunate rival, the conceal-

remai'^ns
™6nt of the object of adoration, or any other cause what-

But if in ever, the mind is sometimes incapable of resisting the
this state of

gjjQpjj thus produced by the concurrent yet opposite pow-
excitement * " " .,.•,
all hope be ers of dcsire and despair ; and m a moment m which the

cut off diesJ'^^S^™^"* is completely overwhelmed, the love-sick ma-
pair often niac calls to his aid the demoniacal passion of revenge,

and° some- ^'^'^i almost at hazard, determines upon a plan of murder
times sui. directed against his rival, his mistress, or himself. The
cidc or

other story of Mr. Hackman and Miss Rae will at once, per-
murder. haps, occur to the rccoUection of most of the author's

fijd.""^''
readers in proof of this assertion. He himself had some

acquaintance with the former; and is convinced from

•what he knew of him that nothing but a paroxysm of in-

sanity could have urged him to so horrible an act.

/3E. atoni- The operation of the passion of avarice when it has
cum Auri-
famis.

Ungovern- * Schurig. Gyneaolog. p. 94.

able ava* Horstius, An Pulsus aiiquis ainatorius concedenrhu
^''=*-

Bilizer, De Natura Amoris. Gioss. 1611, 4to.
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once obtained an ascendancy over the mind is altogetliei* gp^^' jj*

of a different nature from that of the preceding variety,^ e. atoni-

though it often produces a wider and more chronic alie- f^mig

""'

nation. It has not a stirring property of any kind be-Ungovern-

longing to itj but benumbs and chills every energy of nee.

the body as well as of the soul, like the stream of Lethe ; The emo-

even the imagination is rendered cold and stagnant ; a"^ g °t'he^i' op-

the only passions with which it forms a confederacy are posed to

the miserable train of gloomy fear, suspicion, and anxiety,
cedin'.^!

The body grows thin in the midst of wealth, the limbs

totter though surrounded by cordials, and the man volun- J?^^"'^'"

tarily starves himself in the granary of plenty, not from a

want of appetite, but from a dread of giving w ay to it.

The individual who is in such a state of mind must be

estranged upon this point, how much soever he may be

at home upon others. Yet these are cases that are daily

occurring, and have been in all ages : thougli perhaps

one of the most curious is that related by Valerius Maxi- Singular

mus of a miser who took advantage of a famine to sell a^^^"'^
^'

mouse for two hundred pence, and then famished himself

with the money in his pocket.* And hence the mad-

ness of the covetous man has been a subject of sarcasm

and ridicule by moralists and dramatic writers in every

period, of which we have sufficient examples in the writ-

ings of Aristophanes, Lucian, and Moliere.

There is another mental feeling of a very afflictive, and j,e. ato-

too often, like the last, of a chronic kind, which is fre-"'*^""^... Anxietatis.
qucntly tound to usurp a dominion over the judgement, Ungovem-

and to imbitter life with false and visionary ideas, and ^^^^ ^"^''

that is a habit of anxiety or PRETiifG care ; which
not only drives the individual who possesses it mad, but

runs the risk of doing the same to all who are about him,

and are harassed with his complaints and discontents.

This is sometimes the effect of a long succession of mis- Occasional

fortunes or vexatious troubles; but seems in some per-
'^^"^*'''"

sons to depend on a very high degree of nervous sensi-

bility, united with a choleric or melancholic tempera-

* Lib. vn. Cap. vz.
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gev. II. rnent. Theiraa:e, wealth, or situation in life is of no im-
SPF.C II

y E. atoni- portancc, and though their digestive powers are good, and
cum ti^gy are not hypochondriacs, they are alhvays apprehen-

Ungovern-* sive and full of alarm, and flee from every appearance of
able anxi-

j^y j^^ ^jj^^ \vould froni an apparition, or even sooner. In

the language of Butler, who knew too well Jiowto describe

tion. them, ** The old are full of aches in their bones, croups

and convulsions; dull of hearing, weak-sighted, hoary,

wrinkled, harsh, so much so that they cannot know their

own selves in a glass, a burthen to themselves and others.

If they be sound they fear diseases ; if sick weary of their

lives. One complains of want, a second of servitude,

another of a secret or incurable disease, of some deformity

of body, of some loss, danger, death of friends, sliipwrcck,

persecution, imprisonment, disgrace, repulse, contumely',

calumny, abuse, injury, contempt, ingratitude, unkind-

ness, scoffs, scouts, unfortunate marriage, single life, too

many children, no children, false servants, unhappy chil-

dren, barrenness, banishment, oppression, frustrate hopes,

ill success

;

Cseterade generc hoc, adeo sunt multa, loquacein,

Delassare valent Fabinm.

" In the mean time," continues the younger Democritus,

"thus much I may say of them, that generally they cru-

cify the soul of man, attenuate our bodies, dry them,

wither them, rivel them up like old apples, and make them
as so many anatomies."*

<rE. ato- Nothing can be more different than this constitutional

Mffi'rmi5. pining, and the pains produced by heart-ache, or the

Ungovern- reality ofseverc grief. The foi'mer is talkative andque-

ache, rulous ; the latter is dumb and flies from company. The
Contrasted Sensorial exhaustion is so considerable that the mind, with

ruio'us''

'^*
**^ attention upon the full stretch, has scarcely strength

anxiety. enou2:h to collect the train of ideas on which alone it

resolves to dwell ; and hence all conversation is irksome,

the presence of a friend disquieting, and the deepest so-

"= Ana*, of Melanrholv, Pavt t. Sort. II. Snh";. x •
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litiule is anxiously sought for. And not unfrequently the Gen. ii.

discharge of nervous power is so considerable and sudden j If a'toni-

as to produce a general torpor of the brain ; which, if it do c"m Moe-

not happily terminate in quiet sleep, is the inlet of apo- ungovem-

plexy. Even in the former case the inirritability of the^^J^^
he^xt-

nervous fibres continues to such an excess that the sufferer Descrip-

has no natural evacuation for perhaps several days, feels *'°"-

no hunger, cannot be persuaded to take food, is incapable
^J'^'^g'^'™^^

of sighing and sheds no tears. And hence the appearance apopiex}
.,

of tears and sighings are good omens, and are correctly re- oftg^ ^^

'

ffarded as such ; since they show that the general torpitude other cor-

• •
• • +1 *> I- * • + -fi *i • P°'^«^i

IS giving way m the organs that most associate with this evils.

painful emotion of the mind to a slight return of irrita- T®^""^ ^"^

n o t 1
Sighs a

bility. As soon as tlie flow of the sensorial principle is a good omen,

little increased the prjecordia struggle with great anxiety, ^"^ ^^^^'

and the heart is overloaded and feels ready to break or

burst, whence the name of heart-ache, so appropriately

applied to this variety ofsuffering. Sometimes, also, hys- Yet somc-

teric flatulency oppresses the respiration, and convul- ^'""63 con-

sions, and, not unfrequently, death itself ensues. Of this ensue and

last effect Erndtl has given numerous instances.* Butif^^^'!?
'-' itself.

recovery should take place it is usually long before the in case ©i

iudsjcment re-assumes its proper sway in the mind, and the "^ecovery

1 X IX XI ... the mind is

temporary derangement altogether ceases. At times, in- long before

deed, this never returns, and the pitiable sufferer only
|tVba""^^^

lives through the shock to endure the severerevilof con-ance : and

firmed insanity : of which Shakspeare has given us an^g^er'""^^

admirable copy in the character of King Lear finely im- Finely ex-

agined to be a result of filial ingratitude. f™Ki\ig

Despair makes a near approach to heart-ache in the^^^"^-

overwhelming agony it produces, and its pressing desire cum Des-

of gloom and solitude, but, generally speaking, the feeling perationis.

is more selfish, and the mind more hurried, and daring, able de-

Despair, as it commonly shows itself, is utter hopelessness sp°"'^ency.

from mortified pride, blasted expectations, or a sense of ho^vv^d'is-

personal ruin : heart-ache is either hopelessness from at'"S"''shed

,. . 1 . 1 . . rx,, ffoiTi the
sense of some social bereavement, or relative ruin. The preceding.

* Rplntio dp Mnibis anno 1720 Wnrsavirr niratip. Prcsd. ITHO.
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Gen. II. gamester who cares for no one but himself may rage witli

« E. atoni- all the horror of despair ; but the heart-ache belongs
cum pes- chiefly to the man of a warmer and more sjenerous bosom,
perationis. •' o '

Ungovern- stung to the quick by a wound he least expected, or borne

*pon(fe^ncv
'^"^"> ""* ^y ^''^ ^"^^ ®^ fortune, but of a dear friend or

Illustrated, relative, in whom he had concentrated all his hopes. The
well-known picture of Beverley is drawn by the hand of

a master: and he is represented as maddened by the

thought of the deep distress into which his last hazard

had plunged his wife and family: but if his selfish love

of gaming had not triumphed over his relative love for

those he had thus ruined, he would not have been involv-

ed in any such reverse. While Beverley was in despair

;

it was his wife who was broken-hearted.

Causes in- The sources of this most agonizing emotion are innu-
numerabie. merable, and from the total shipwreck of all hope on

which it is founded there is no passion of the mind that

Suicide a drives a man so readily to an act of suicide. To live is

rrsuh^"'
horror ; the infuriated sufferer feels himself an outcast

from God and man, and though his judgement may still

be correct upon other subjects, it is completely over-

powered upon that of his actual distress, and all he

thinks of and aims at is to withdraw with as much speed

as possible from the present state of torture, totally re-

gardless of the future, or falsely satisfying himself by a

perversion of his judgement, that there is no crime in his

doing so.

Guilty One of the severest causes of despondency is a con-
conscience.

gj,|gj^j,g labouring under a deep sense of guilt for some

—undivulged crime

Unwhipt of justice.

its effects And SO sevcre has the anguish been, in many cases, that
in driving a

^j tormented wretch thus haunted by himself, and hating
culprit to a

1 1 •!

surrender the light of heaveu, has been compelled, as the less evil

"o j^uS'.^ of the two, to surrender himself to the laws of his coun-

The feeling try, and court the disgrace of a public execution. Yet
sometimes

^^ miserable feelins; has sometimes followed from
irom inia- "

. r i
• • i**

ginary an ideal cause, especially in a mind of natural timidity,
causes :
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or constitutionally predisposed to a gloomy view of na- Gew.ii.

ture. For such, by a mere exercise of their own medita-
^ E^^toni-

tions, but far oftener by the coarse, but erapassioned ora- ^um Des-

I
• J J L 1- 1 J. I

perationis.

tory of itinerant preachers, are induced to believe that the ungovem-

Almighty has shut them out for ever from the pale of ^^^^^^^'^^

mercy, and that the bottomless pit is yawning to receive
^j. ^^^^^

them. And under the influence of such an impression ideas ex-

they too frequently work themselves up into a state of
|^tj',^gja.nt

permanent insanity, or hurry themselves by their own Preachers,

hands into the horrors of a fate from which they feel as-

sured that no repentance or power of religion can save

them.

In the midst of great public calamities the passion ofcommon ia

ungovernable despondency is apt to become epidemic,
jY^^^'^p^^^:

and particularly, as M. Falret has well observed, where ties,

the constitution of the atmosphere, from being moist and

hot, and consequently relaxing and debilitating, favours and pecu-

its spread. In 1806 the feelina: of desperation was so^'^^^y. •" *

common at Paris, that sixty suicides occurred during the atmos-

months of June and July ; at Copenhagen, in the course P^^^'^*

of the same entire year, three hundred : and in 1793 about

thirteen hundred at Versailles alone.* The sensation,

however, whether general or individual, is most acute

where there is little corporeal exertion, and consequently

where there is time to cultivate and brood over it. Hence

suicide is frequent in the distress of sieges, in the first

alarm of civil commotions, or when they have subsided

into a state of calmness, and the mischiefs they liave in-

duced arc well pondered ; but it seldom takes place in

the activity of a campaign, whatever may he the fatigue,

the privations, or the sufferings endured. On tlse fall of Fall of the

the Roman empire, and throughout the revolution of^'°"^^"
* ' o empire.

France self-destruction was so common at home, as at last Revolution

to excite hut little attention : it does not appear, however, °^ France.

to have stained the retreat of the ten thousand under

Xenophon, and, according to M. Falret, was rare in the

French army during its flight from Moscow.

Falvet, tie rHvnochondi;i: .
- i.-.-jdc. Evo. Fa.if. 182C,
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Gen. n. In all these varieties of cmpatbema the art of the phy-

Empathe- sician Can do but little, and in many of them nothing
ma atom- w'hatevei'. Yet where tlie heart suffers acutely and tlio
cum. •'

Empas- mind is deeply dejected, sedatives and antispasmodic cor-

pression.^"
^ials may occasionally be found useful ; and, as the ab-

Remediai dominal viscera are greatly liable to be affected, the ap-

treaiment. petite to fail, the liver to be congested, and the bowels
Medicine rendered costive, these organs must be watched, and such

much relief be afforded as they may stand in need of. Where
'f'^^^

'

aperients are required the warm and bitter resins will
but may * ^

sometimes generally answer the purpose best, alone or combined

edacTvan- with rhubarb. Where love is the cause of disease, and
tageousiy. the fair patient is young and delicate, suppressed men-

struation, or even chlorosis is by no means unfrequent,

followed by h} steria and other nervous affections that

produce considerable trouble.
Moral re- jjj q\\ c^ses of mental dejection, however, a kind and
sources. . , .

judicious friejid is by far the best physician : medicines

may do a little, change of scene and country, of custom

and manners, a little also; but the soothing of tenderness

and indulgence, and the voice of that friendship which

knows how to discriminate opportunities, and seasonably

to alternate admonition with consolation will accomplish

more in the way of cure than all the rest put together.

The despondency produced by the real sense of a guilty

conscience or the visionary belief of eternal reprobation,

may derive important and most salutary advantage from

religious instruction when conducted with a judicious

attention to the exigency of the case. But much cir-

cumspection and adroitness arc requisite upon this point,

for so rooted is the feeling to be extirpated that no ordi-

nary means wil! suflicc for its eradication, while, if itbft

• forcibly snapped off, it will shootout the wider and grow

ranker tlian cvci".

Excit.MiLut Xhe excitement of an opposite passion, or train of
of ciipc&iic ,. ,. , u- 1 • 1 -ii

pasbionsjor feelings, has soBictinses been accompanied with success:
budden re- forthcrc aic iustunccs in which theslavcofimaginary pain
verses liavc p . .

sometimes and misery has for ever forgotten his sense of visionary

cspedaiw ' gi'i^vanccs uiiikr the btrokc of poignant and real affliction

:

under eva-
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and the miser, when reduced by a sudden reverse of for- Gen. ii.

tune to actual beggary, and thus completely disencum- Em^pTtiic-'

bered of the load that has hitherto so mucli oppressed "^|^
"^o"'-

him, has returned to his sober senses, and learned a jus-Empas-

ter estimate of worldly possessions. p°p"!ion!"

The same attempt has often been recommended in dis- Tieatment.

appointments under the passion of love ; and, according "^'.^f
^'"^

to the concurrent report of the poets of ancient and grievances,

modern times, many of whom profess to be w ell versed in How far

success Tu 1

this kind of discipline, it has very generally been attended i„ hopeless

with success. Where the emotion has more of a cor- '°^^-

poreal tljan a sentimental origin, this may easily be con-

ceived ; and it is possible that it may also sometimes have

occurred under a purer feeling : though, for the honour

of the human heart, I do not think this is much to be

trusted to. Where the choice between two young persons Contingent

of fair character is really imprudent, yet the affections Hn^^vere/

arc so rivetted as to bid defiance to all forcible attempts better,

to unfetter them, a promise of consent on the part of the

reluctant parent at the distance of a given period of time,

as a year and a half or two years, with an undertaking

on the part of the lovers neither to see nor correspond with

each other in the mean time, an engagement easily fallen

into, has answered in many instances to which I have

been privy. The ardour has gradually cooled on the one

side or the other, the judgement has been more impressed

with the nature of the imprudence, or a more attractive

form has interposed, and settled the question irretrievably.

While, on the contrary, if the fidelity should hold on both

sides to the end, and the passion be heightened instead of

depressed, as in this case there is most reason to suppose

it would be, hard, indeed, must be the heart that would

extend the restriction farther, and that would not wish

joy to so deserving a couple.

VOL. IV. . i 8
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SPECIES III.

EMPATHEMA INANE.

WATWA.KD AND UNMEANING PASSION, URGINC TO INDIS-

CRIMINATE ACTS or VIOLENCE : AIR HURRIED AND

TUMULTUOUS ; COUNTENANCE FLUSHED J EYES GLAR-

ING AND TROMINENT.

Gek. II.

Spec. Ill,

Synonym
of Pinel.

Common
origin.

Striking

example.

This is the manie sans delire of M. Pinel : a case of

frequent occurrence but incorrectly named in thismanner,

since, in the opinion of all other nosologlsts, and perhaps

all other pathological writers, the character of delirium

(that is of diseased judgement, diseased perception, or

both) is essential to mania.

M. Pinel ascribes this species principally, and with great

force of reason, to a neglected or ill-directed education

upon a mind naturally perverse or unruly : and gives the

following striking example : An only son of a weak and

indulgent mother, was encouraged in the gratification of

every caprice and passion of which an untutored and

violent temper was susceptible. The impetuosity of liis

disposition increased with his years. At school he was

always embroiled in disputes and quarrels ; and if a dog

or a horse offended him he instantly put it to death.

This wayward youth, however, when unmoved by pas-

sions, possessed a perfectly sound judgement. When he

came of age, he proved himself fully competent to the

management of his family estate as well as to the dis-

charge of his relative duties, and even distinguished

himself by acts of beneficence and compassion. But his

deep-rooted propensity to quarrel still haunted him, an<!
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wounds, law-suits, and pecuniary cbmpensations were the ^en. ii.

general consequence. At last an act of notoriety put an Empathe-

end to his career of violence. Enraged at a woman who
|2^

'ma-no.

had used offensive language to him, he tumbled her into brained

a well. A public prosecution followed, and, on the tes-
p^^^'°"'

timony of a great many witnesses who deposed as to his

furious deportment, he was condemned to perpetual con-

finement at the lunatic asylum of Bicetre.

On the commencement of the French revolution, when Further

the mob broke open the doors of the prisons and the luna-

tic hospitals, to liberate all whom they thought unjustly

confined and under restraint, a patient labouring under

the present species in the Bicetre asylum, pleaded his own
cause so rationally, and pathetically, and so artfully

accused the governor of the asylum of cruelty, that the

armed rabble commanded him to be instantly liberated,

and scarcely suffered the governor to escape with impunity.

The patient thus restored to freedom was led about in

triumph amidst the reiterated shouts of * Vive la Repub-

lique !' The sight of so many armed men, their loud and
confused noise and tumultuous conduct, soon roused the

visionary hero to a fresh paroxysm of fury. He seized,

with a vigorous grasp, the sabre of his next neighbour,

brandished it about with great violence, and wounded his

liberators indiscriminately. Fortunately he was soon

mastered ; when the savage mob thought proper to lead

him back to his cell, and with shame and reluctance ac-

knowledged their own ignorance and misconduct.

The mode of treatment may be collected from the Remedial

J. 'ororess.
preceding pages.
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GENUS III.

ALUSIA.

KllMston. ?|aUuciniitton..

THE JUDGEMENT PERVERTED OR OVERPOWERED RY
THE FORCE OF THE IMAGINATION; THE SPIRITS

PERMANENTLTELEVATED OR DEPRESSED ; THE FEEL-

INGS OF THE MIND DEPICTED IN THE COUNTE-

NANCE.

Gen. hi. Alusia is here derived from the Greek «xy«j, "aherra-

t'ent'dc"*
tio," from cixva)^ " errabuiida mente aflBcior,"—"jnqiii-

iiaiue. etus aberro :" whence the Latin term allucinatio or hal-

lucination According to the rule which renders the

Greek «, by the Latin y, the name of this genus ought

rather perhaps to be alysis ; but as the Latins have them-

selves retained the v in alhicinatio, it is here suffered to

continue in alusia, making a similar exception to that

already observed in lues. The Greek term is preferred

to the Latin, as the name of the genus, for the sake of

Synonyms. Uniformity. Sauvages, and after him Sagar, have em-
ployed hallucinatio as the name of an order ; Darwin and

Crichton as that of a genus, and, consequently, running

parallel with the genus before us. Wherever the genus

exists, hypochondrias or hypochondriasis is usually pla-

ced under it. It is so by Sauvages, Sagar, and Crich-

ton ; and it occupies the same place in Linneus, who has

merely adopted the term imaginarii instead of hallu-

cinationes.

Alusia embraces the two following species :

1. ALUSIA ELATIO. SENTIMENTALISM.

MENTAL EXTRAVAGANCE.

2 ' HYPOCHONDRIAS. HYPOCHONDRISM.

LOW SPIRITS.
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SPECIES I.

' ALUSIA ELATIO.

SbcuttmcntaliBw J^ental SSjrtra^jjjgancr.

romantic ideas of real life ; ardent and exact-
ed fancy ; pleasurab1.e feelings j frequent
pulse; great activity ; eye keen and lighted
up; countenance confident and animated.

The merit or demerit of this species, named from the Gen. iir,

rhetoricians elatio, and with them importing "elevated, Spe^hfs

exalted, magnificent style or imagery," must, I fear, "^^t°

mainly rest with the author himself. It is, however, ,nd p°a^tho-

strictly derived from nature, and is intended to fill up '"s^*

what has hitherto been left as a vacant niche by the

nosologists. Alusia, or hallucination, like ecphronia or Analogy to

insanity, comprises a list of affections that are characte-®'^P'"°"'^-

rized by two opposite states of" nervous action, entonic and

atonic, or in the language of Dr. Cullen excitement and

collapse ; elatio is intended to include the former of these,

as hypochondrias, the ensuing species, is, the latter.

They stand in the same relation to each other as elevat- R^eiation of

ed and dejected madness or melancholy. Both are unit- spedesTo"'^

ed with a peculiar modification of the digestive function, f'^*"
^"^n-

but possessing opposite bearings ; being in the former

strikingly active and energetic, and in the latter strik-

ingly sluggish and languid. Hence under the first species

the patient is able to endure enormous fastings, and to

support life upon the scantiest and least nutritive diet>

either of which would be destructive under the second.
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Gen. hi. This species embraces the following varieties :—

E/atTo^
* Heroica. Chivalry. Romantic gallantry.

Sentimen.
fi Facetosa. Crack-braincd wit.

Mental ex 3^ Ecstatica. False Inspiration.

travagance. J Fanatica. Fanaticism.

f
A. Eiatio The affe of the first of these varieties, that of chivaiey

heroica. "-"

Chivalry, or ROMANTIC GAiLANTRY, has nearly, if not altogether,

ganantry*!
*^^parted. It may be regarded as a generous and high-

Descrip. Spirited flight of the imagination that gives a visionary
tion. colouring to the external world, and combines, without a

due degree of discrimination, ideas of fact with those of

fancy. Like many of the varieties of empathema or un-

governable passion, it may lead to or be combined with

ecphronia or insanity.

Sentimen- | |,ave sometimes had to attend patients who, having

ists some- spent the greater part of their days and nights over the
times nake

j^Qg^ Captivating novels of the present day, had acquired

proach to SO mucli of this falsity of perception as to startle their
'*

friends around them, and to give evident proofs that they
* were of a mind occasionally deranged, though, when the

attention could once be seriously engaged, capable of be-

ing brought down to the soberness of external objects

and real life. These have commonly been ladies un-

married, or without a family, about the middle or a little

beyond the middle of life, of a nervous temperament,

fine taste and fancy, but whose education had been di-

rected to subjects of superficial or external ornament

ratlier than of intrinsic excellence. Their manner has

been peculiarly courteous, their conversation sprightly

and figurative, and their hand ready to aid the distrest.

But it has been obvious that in all they were saying or

doing they had some ideal character in their minds, whose

supposed air, and language, and manners, they were co-

pying; and the distrest were always most sure of relief

and of a relief often beyond the necessity of the case,

whose story was combined with some perilous adventure,

or sentimental catastrophe.
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In former times, however, when the wild and daring Gen. in.

spirit ofromance formed the subject of popular study, and « a. Eiatio

heioica.

The spinsters, and the knitters in the sun, RomanUc
And the free maids that wove their threads with bones, gallantry.

Were wont to chaunt it, But far

more coni-

this bewildering triumph of the imagination over thCcharacter-

iudffement was far more common, and carried to a much '^^"= '"
•f o ' (ormer

higher pitch. The high-toned and marvellous stories of times.

La Morte d'Arthur, Guy of Warwick, Amadis of Gaul, d^ ring the

The Seven Champions of Christendome, and The Mirror Go^hi°o.

of Knighthood ; the splendid and agitating alternations Norman

of magicians, enchanted castles, dragons, and giants, re-

doubtable combatants, imprisoned damsels, melting min-

strelsy, tilts and tournaments, and all the magnificent im-

agery of the same kind, that so peculiarly distinguished

the reign of Elizabeth, became a very frequent source of

permanent hallucination. The historian of Don Quixote Cervantes

adhered strictly to the tenour of his times in representing lure'ofDo'

.

the library of this most renowned knight as filled with ^"'''°*^

,

romances of this description, and himseli as being per- feeling of

manently crazed by an uninterrupted perusal of them. ^^^ "™^*' •

And^that the same morbid effect was not confined to

Spain, and was, indeed, common to our own country we
know from the severe, but just invectives of Ascham and hence

against this class of writings, and his complaints of the *^^ '"^'^'^-

disordered turn thej had given to the public mind : and Ascham.

still more from the necessity Shakspeare felt himself un- proved fur-

der in making all his maniacal characters, whether really ^''^' '^f"™

11 *''^ reading
or but pretendedly so, deeply versed in the prose or justly allot-

poetical romances of the day, and throwing forth frag- ^J g°hX"^
ments of exquisite force or beauty in the midst of their speare's

wildest and most discordant ravings ; Lear, Edgar, and

the heart-broken Ophelia are in this respect alike gifted?

and show to what sources their reading had been directed.

Without an attention to these casual glances it is impos-

sible to understand the meaning of the sentiment, and its

force or feeling is lost upon us, as in the following burst
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Gen. III. of Ophelia which consists of a string of quotations or al-

^A^.^EiaViolusions to picturesqiie customs:

heioica.

Chivalry. " You must sing Down a-down an you call him adoivn-a. O, now
Romantic

^^ve wheel becomes it ! It is the false steward that stole his
gallantry.

master's daughter."

We have not space for the explanation, hut it may be

found in the commentators, or in the interesting and

elaborate history of " Shakspeare^s Times," by my early

and valued friend Dr. Drake.

8 A. Eiatio The SECOND VARIETY of the present species, that of

facetosa. CRACK-BRAINED WIT, is derived rather from the peculiar

biained temperament of the individual, than from any particular
^^'^* habit or train of reading; for in general, fevv persons have

given themselves less time to read, study, or even think,

Desciip- than those who are possest by it. It is characterized by
^'°"' high spirits, a sportive and rampant imagination, and a

flow of facetious ebullient wit incapable of restraining

itself. It is hence often poured forth on most improper

occasions, and hesitates not to sacrifice a friend at the

shrine of a jest.

Exempli- There are some persons who possess by nature so per-
*'^^'

petual a tide of excitement that • heir high spirits seem sel-

dom or never to ebb, and so irresistible a propensity to this

kind of verbal merriment that no change of circumstances

can deprive them of it. Sir Thomas More, who perhaps

overflowed with this disposition in a very high degree, is

well known to have been facetious on his own scaffold.

Ready wit It is not alway s however, nor, as we havejust observed,

sariiy co^ii-
®^^" ^^^ ^^^ vcioHi part, that the man of ready wit is, like

iiected Sir Thomas More, a man of ready judgement, or sound

sound learning. The apprehension necessary to constitute the

l)ften™^"^'®"^
is widely different from that necessary to constitute

\yideiy dis- the Other, as we had occasion to remark under a former

il

:

genus : and hence vivacious sallies, taunts, and repartees

and hence not only may co-exist with a deranged condition of mind,

in^ade-^ but are frequently a result of it. And on this account
langed ^he court jcster of former times, whose office succeeded
mind. ^ '

,

to that of minstrel, was commonly denoniinatca the kinj? .^
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fool, as uttering from the unbridled liberty of speecb tliat ^.^^- i^f-

was allowed hiui, humorous flashes of rebuke which no,3A. Eiatio

man in his sober senses would have ventured upon : and i^.'<^«'f^sa.

W'hich seemed, to adopt the language of Jaques, who was brained

himself not unjustly accused of wearing the same livei-y,
^^''*

,,,,,*' On this ;ic-
tO show that count lli8

court wit

ill his brain or jester

Which 16 us dry as tlie remainder bisket
edrool'"'^

*

After a voyage, he hath strange places cramm'd
With observations, tiie vvliicb he vents

In mangled forms.

The THIRD VARIETY, or ECSTATIC ILLUSIOiS', is also ^ A. Klaiio

a pleasurable hallucination : and consists in a sense of false ^f^'atica.

inspiration, or a visionary boast of some preternaturaUpiration.

endowment, in the course of which the judgement is so far
t^o,^^"'''

perverted as to mistake the energetic notions of the imagi-

nation for realities; so that the victim of the delusion be-

lieves in apparitions, affects an intercourse with the world

of spirits, or lays claim to a power of working miracles.

This morbid afflatus has often been aped by cunning Has ouen

impostors to serve their own interests with the multitude : by'^cunmng

and there is no great difficulty in conceiving that it is in '"^postors.

many cases a real and serious hallucination, when we re-

flect on the ease with which such impostors themselves arc

capable of deluding the populace and working them up into

false ecstasies, and especially of inveigling them into a

hearty belief of their own miraculous powers. When the How po-

passions of men are once set afloat, and the subject pre-
'^J^^^^

'"

sented to them is full of the marvellous and the terrible, Prisons.

they are too apt to confound the false with the real, and are

prepared to proceed to whatever extremities the magician

may choose to lead them. We are told by Lucian that H]a?uLaou.

when Archelaus, a celebrated Greek actor, jjcrformed the

part of Aijdromeda in the tragedy of Euripides, several

of the spectators were seized with a delirium ; some at

the time of performance, others a day or two afterwards

;

during which they did nothing but declaim in a theatrical

manner, and piteously lament the fate of the persecuted

YOI, IV. 19
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Gex. u I. princess. Burton, therefore, has some reason for remark-

-^ A.EiItioi»S that what the impostors before us, or the brain-sick

erstatka. euthusiasts whom they imitate, once broach and set on
False in- . , t r i i i- • ji

spiratioi). foot, " be it nevcr so absurd, lalse, and prodigious, the

common people will follow and believe. It will run like

murrain in cattle, scab in sheep. Nulla scabies supcrsti-

tione scabior ; as he that is bitten by a mad dog bites

others, and all in the end become mad. Either out of

aifection cT novelty, simplicity, blind zeal, hope, and fear,

the giddy headed multitude will embrace it, and without

farther examination approve it."*

ment^ami ^^'^^ genuine enthusiast is always possest of a warm
habit usu- imagination, and generally of a nervous temperament,

sary
"g*^^^" and delicate frame ; and a long series of elevated abstrac-

prociuce it. tiou on I'cligious subjects. Combined with protracted fast-

ing, has ordinarily been the harbinger of the fancied affla-

tus. Such was the discipline by which the lovely, and
Exeinpiifi- blooming, and sincerely devout Saint Teresa was prepar-

Teiesa.
^ ^d for ccstasics and visions, and led to impose upon her-

self and all that beheld her j and seriously to believe, in

the fervour of her mind, that her body was lifted from the

earth : and that she heard the voice of God, saw our

Lord with St. Peter and St. Paul standing on her left

hand ; by the first of whom the cross, which was at the

end of her beads, was miraculously transformed into four

large gems, incomparably more precious than diamonds;

with many other, marvellous revelations which we can-

not find room to detail. Though it should be noticed

that devils appeared to her as well as blessed spirits, whom
she always kept at a distance by sprinkling holy water;

and that she was an eye-witness to the joyful escape from

the flame of purgatory of the purified souls of father Peter

of Alcantara, father Ivagnez, and a Carmelite friar.f

Cuie dim- It is not necessary to produce other examples, though
'^"^*' many might be brought from our own times. « A cure is

extremely difficult to be obtained ; and I am afraid that

'* Anatomy (it Melancholy, Part m. Sect, f" ' '

t Buyer's jAVPf- ol" t.hfi .Saints, ii' !opn.
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even Mr. Locke's admirable chapter on Enthusiasm <"'En. iir.

Spec I

would be read to no purpose. In one instance the enthu-^, a. Eia-

siast seems to have been brought home to himself by a''**
^csta-

pleasant and ingenious stratagem of his supeiintendant False in-

at Venice. 'I'his visionary had conceited himself to be'P"^^'°"'

Elias, and like the propliet, had determined upon fasting effected bv

forty days. The keeper fearful that he would never hold ^'-''tasen'-

out, and that he should lose his patient, dressed up a man
in the attire of an angel, who was introduced to him in

no ordinary manner, and informed him that he was com-

missioned from Heaven to bring him food. The suppo-

sititious Eiias took it, was afterwards allowed to find out

the trick, and thus, at the same time, found out his own
imposition upon himself.

From the influence which we have seen such enthu-'f ^•?'^'*°
tanatica.

siasts, or even pretended enthusiasts, capable of produc- Fanaticism

ing upon the mind of the multitude when roused by the

solemnity and awfulness of the revelations that are sup-

posed to be disclosed to them, we can easily see how^

PAWATicisM, constituting the fourth variety of the

present species, may obtain an ascendancy, and even rage

with all tiie ramifying power of an epidemic : consisting Descrip.

of religious flights of the imagination, predominant over

the natural feelings as well as the judgement, excited by

the calls or doctrines of those who affect to be preter-

nj^turally gifted, or who possess an equal influence over

the mind by the high sanction of priesthood, profound

learning, or any other respected authority : and often

urging to a voluntary and inappropriate submission to

severe privations, mortifications, and tortures ; or to the

torture and massacre of those who profess different creeds.

Examples, as in the last variety, may be found in every Chiefly a

, ,. . . ,. „ . . p .
•' delirium of

age and religion, but chieily in times ot gross ignorance ignorant

and barbarism ; where the general mind has been too little !|"^ '^^'^
' "^

.
barons

informed to distinguish between truth and sophistry, and times.

the passions have been undisciplined to restraint. It is
fj^lg^gj^^"^

hence of no importance what religion or superstition is to°^'heprin-

\ 111 ciples ap-
be inculcated, for those that are true and those that arcpeaied to,

false have been equally laid hold of by enthusiasts an(l°^"°""'
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Gkn. in. impostors to produce the same end, and effect the same

>A. E!a- triumph by means and machinery that could only be
lio ecsta- furnished from the infernal regions. Hence the blood
tica. "
False in- and raviiig of the prophets of Baal ; the Curetes or Phry-
spnation.

gj.^^^ priests, and the delirious votaries of the Indian Jug-
portance in a;ernaut ; the cruel and senseless penances and punish-
producirg ^ ... „ , , .

the effect, nicnts Sustained in many ot the convents and nunneries

Piopiiet! ofof Lamism, and still more so in those of many catholic

„,
' '. countries. Hence the terrible sufferins:s of the Wal-

Phrygian *-'

priests.' deuscs, tlic fuHes of St. Bartholomew's day, the fires of

indKui Smithfjeid, and the dark and doleful cells, the whips, and
Juggernaut . in. iiii«pi
Lamism, 'Wires, and pincers, and pullies, and all the internal para-

Suffeiings phemalia of the Inquisition. Hence, in ancient times,

"J/1^^^ the matrons of Canaan and of Carthage were instigated
Waldcn- *-"

j •/.

ses. to tlirow their own children into the flames, and sacrifice

St.Baitho-them to the gloomy deity whose anger it was held neces-

daT"
'^ sary to appease ; and hence in more modern days, Philip

Inquisition II. of Spain, was goaded to impeach a son, of whom he

Philip II. was little worthy, before the Chamber of Inquisitors, to
pain,

jjggpgjjjj their condemnation of him, and to take effectual

care that he should be poisoned, as soon as his sentence

had been pronounced.

Cure to be The cure of these diseases belongs rather to colleges

ciiiefly^by of general instruction than of medicine. Individual cases

general of cnthusiasm and fanaticism have existed, and will pro-

mJdTdir bably continue to exist, in all ages; but when the general
fusion of

lYjind is well informed, and the social feelings and virtues,
genuine ,..1 i- ji ^iif.
knowledge, are duly estimated and widely cultivated, the wild-nre

will burn in vain, and meet with little or no fuel to sup-

port its rage.
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SPECIES 11.

ALUSIA HYPOCHONDRIAS.

gloomy ideas of real life ; dejected spirits ;

anxiety; dyspepsy; languid pulse ; indisposi-

tion TO activity ; eye oblique and scowling ;

COUNTENANCE SAD AND SULLEN.

The term hypochondrias is taken from the anatomical ^'^^^" \"'

compound hypochondria, to which region the disease was Expiana-

formerly supposed to be altogether confined. Hypochon-
specific

drias is here used instead of hypochondriasis, the common ^emi.

name, because, as already observed on various occasions,

iasis as a termination is limited, nearly with this single

exception, to denote in the medical vocabulary a peculiar

family of cutaneous diseases, as pityriasis, psoriasis, ich-

thyiasis, and many others. The author has felt the less

difficulty in proposing this change, as hypochondriasis is

of comparatively modern invention, and is not to be

met with in the Greek or Latin writers; by whom the

complaint is usually alluded to or described as a species

of melancholy, or rather as a disease of the melancholic

temperament.

It constitutes the third sort or species of this malady ^°^g7by
described by Galen, and which he regards as connected Galen in

with a peculiar state of the stomach; though, from its ^p^gy with

mental symptoms, he does not incline to contemplate it
^'°^^'=^-

as Diodes, a contemporary physician of reputation, had

done in his Book on Gastric Affections, as a simple dis-

ease of this organ. The controversy has been in different The con-

times continued to our own day; and it does not seem to not yet

settled.
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Gebt. Ill, be even yet universally settled vvhetlier hypochondrias

Aiusia should be regarded as a mental or a dyspeptic malady.
Hypochon-

]y|^ Esqiilro], and M. de Villermav,* contemplate it in the

Hypochon- latter light, M. Georgetf and M. Faint, though a pupil
drism. Low

jjf jy|^ Esquirol, refer it in every instance to the brain as
spirits. i •'

its primary seat.:j: In Pinel the disease seems to be in-

ranged by eluded under alifnation mentale, and its different varie-
Pmei. ^jgg ^Q jjp distributed, though without particular remark,

amidst the five species into which he has divided that

genus.
Close re- f|,e ppesent swecies bears so near a resemblance to
semblance

i p i

to some several of the varieties of genuine melancholy as to be
varieties of^jf^g,^ distinguishable from them with great difficulty : and
genuine " 0^7
meian- the more so as it is no uncommon thing for hypochon-

mayVriei- '^"^s ts terminate in melancholy, or for melancholy to be

nate from combined with hypochondrias.^ Both may be the re-

sult of a predisposing constitution, or may be primarily

induced by accidental causes where no such constitution

exists : and the predisposition and the accidental causes

of the one may become those of the other : for the tem-

perament known by the common name of melancholic,

and characterized by a lean and dry corporeal texture,

small and rigid muscles, a sallow skin, brownish-yellow

complexion, little relieved by redness of any kind, deep-

black and coarse hair, eyes sunk in hollow sockets, large

prominent veins, especially in the hands and arms, with a

tendency to solitude and private musing, is a common pre-

cursor of both. And in like manner a sedentary life of

any kind, and especially severe study protracted to a late

hour in the night, and rarely relieved by social inter-

course, exercise, or nugatory amusements ; a debauched

and dissolute habit, or excesses in eating and drinking,

may become causes of either of these maladies, from ac*

cessory circumstances that cannot be traced out even

where the predisponent temperament does not seem to

* Tif?Lite des Maladies, Nerveuses, &c.

t Sur la Folie—Physiologie du Cerveau.

I De I'Hypochondrie etdu Suicide, &c. 8vo. Paris, 1022,

* Falret. de rHypocltondrie, &,c, ut supr^ passim.
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exist. But it is very justly observed by Sir A. Crich- g^*^"^'

ton that even in those, " whose health is much deranged, AUisia"

true niHancholy seldoni arises, except mental causes of "{^^3°^''°"'

grief and distress join thenjselves to the corporeal ones : Hypochon-

and this constitutes one of the characters which distin- Lo^^^pir.

guishes melancholia vera from hypochondriasis. The its.

former mav be said to be alvvays excited by mental causes, Descnp-
J >' '' ' tive char-

and consists in various phjenomena of grief, despondency, acter.

and despair; whereas the latter most commonly arises

from corporeal causes, and its mental phsenomena con-

sist of erroneous ideas entertained about the patient's

own make or body."*

The corporeal causes arc usually a diseased condition ^ ,
1 •' Ordinary

of one or more of the diges'ive organs, and especially, as corporeal

we shall presently have to observe, a displacement of some '^^"^^^•

part of the colon. It is also not unfrequently a result of

the sudden cessation of some periodical or other habitual

discharge, as that of an issue, or of a hemorrhoidal flux,

a chronic ulcer, or some external eruption.

The melancholy man seldom lives long, and his dis-

order often commences in the meridian of life. He fre-

quently terminates his days by violence, or at the utmost

never attains old age. The hypochondriac seldom be-

comes affected till after the meridian of life, and very

generally continues to the stage of longevity.

The common corporeal symptoms are a troublesome Diagnos-

flatulency in the stomach or bowels, acrid eructations, ^"^^*

costiveness, a copious discharge of pale urine, spasmodic

pains in the head and other parts of the body, giddiness,

dimness of sight, palpitations, general sleeplessness, and
an utter inability of fixing the attention upon any sub-

ject of importance, or engaging in any thing that demands
vigour or courage. The mental feelings, and peculiar

trains of ideas that haunt the imagination and overwhelm
the judgement, exhibit an infinite diversity, and lay a

foundation for the three following varieties :

' Of MfiiUtil Derangeineht, Vol, in, \i. 19,',.
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Gen. iir. « Autalgica. Vapours.

/3 Pert?esa. Weariness of life.

y Misaiithropica. Misanthropy. Spleeif.

* A. Hypo- In the riRST variety, which is commonly tiistin-

au°a)aiclf.
g"i^he(] by the name of vapours, or low spirits, the

Vapours, patient is tormented with a visionary or exaggerated sense
Descrip- ^f pains or some concealed disease ; a w himsical dislike of

particular persons, places, or things; or groundless ap-

prehensions of personal danger or poverty.

Esempiifi- Greding gives an account of a medical practitioner who
^ '

applied to him for assistance, under an impression that

his stomach was filled with frogs, which had been succes-

sively spawning ever since he had bathed, when a boy,

in a pool in which he had perceived a few tadpoles. He
had spent his life in trying to expel tins imaginary evil,

and had travelled to numerous places to consult the first

physicians of the day upon liis obstinate malady. It was

in vain to attempt convincing him 'that the gurglings or

borborygmi he heard w'ere from extricated and erratic

wind. He argued himself, says M. Greding, into a great

l)assion in my presence, and asked me if I did not hear

the frogs croak.

Additional 1 have at this moment under my care, a hypochondriac

'°"of about fifty years of age, who affords a sufficient proof

that Moliere drew his Malade Imaginaire from nature,

and hardly added an exaggerating touch. His profession

is that of the law ; his life has been uniformly regular,

but far too sedentary and studious. Without having any

one clearly marked corporeal affection, he is constantly

dreading every disease in the bills of mortality, and

complaining one after another of every organ in his body

;

to each of which he points in succession as its seat : es-

pecially the head, the heart, and the testes. He now

suspects he is going to have a cataract, and now frightens

himself with an apprehension of an involuntary seminal

emission. It is rarely that I have left him half an hour,

but I have a note to inform me of some symptom he had
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forgotten to mention, and I have often five or six of these ^en. in.

in the course of the day. The last was to state that^ a. Hypo-

shortly after my visit he had had a discharge of three
'^^l^^l^"^^

drops ofhlood from the nose—a change which he thought Vapours.

of great importance, and requiring immediate attention.

His imaginary symptoms, however, soon disappear, pro-

vided they are listened to with gravity and pretended to

be prescribed for; but not otherwise. Yet in disappearing

they merely yield to others that can only be surmounted

in like manner. His head is too much confused to

allow him to engage in any serious study, even if

it were prudent to recommend it to him : but on all

common subjects he is perfectly clear, and will converse

with shrewdness and a considerable extent of knowledge.

His bowels are sluggish : his appetite not good though

he eats sufficiently ; his sleep is unquiet, but he has

enough of it without opiates j his pulse is variable, some-

times hurrying on abruptly, and without any obvious

cause to a hundred strokes in a minute, but often very

little quicker than in a state of health. His tongue varies

equally, and is irregularly clean, milky, and brownish,

and then suddenly clean again. He is irritable in his

temper, though he labours to be calm ; and is so rooted

to his chamber that it is difficult to drag him from it.

He has now been ill about ten weeks, but it is during the

winter, and the season is too severe and inclement for him
to venture abroad. I look forward to his restoration in the

spring from exercise, change of air, and a course of tonic

medicines. I have not found him complain of dysphagia

glohosa, or that sense of suffi)cation from the feeling of

a constringing ball in the throat which is so common
to hysteric patients, and which, from its being often also

traced in the present disease, has been called by Pechlin

suffi)catio hypochondriaca ;*• but his spirits are in a state

of almost perpetual depression.

A superficial and injudicious perusal of medical books. An iujudi-

addressed to those who are not of the profession, has
•^"'"s peru-

y ' sal of rne-

been a frequent source of this affection. M. Viller- dicai books

* Lib. r. Obs. 31.

vol. IT= 20

a frequent
cause.
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Gen. hi.

Spec. II.

* A. Hypo-
chroiulrias

antalgic;!.

Vapours.

Exempli-
fied from
Villermay.
J. J. Rous-
seau.

may distinctly states as one of its causes among his

own countrymen a " lecture habituellc de Buchan."
Rousseau admitted tliat this was a powerful cause of

hypochondrias in[respect to himself. "Having read," says

he, '• a little on physiology I set about studying anatomy

;

and passing in review the number and varied actions of

the parts which compose my frame, I expected twenty

times a day to feel them going wrong. Far from being

astonished at finding myself dying, my astonishment was

that I could live at all. I did not read the description of

any disease which I did not imagine myself to be affected

with : and I am sure that if I had not been ill I must

have become so from this fatal study. Finding in every

complaint the symptoms of my own, I believed I had got

them all, and thereby added another still more intoler-

able—the fantasy of curing myself."

The uhinis that are sometimes seriously entertained

under this variety of the disease, are so truly ludicrous

that "to be grave exceeds all power of face." One

santiy lu-
t'li^^s himself a giant, another a dwarf; one is as heavy

dicious. as lead, another as light as a feather. Marcellus Dona-
tus makes mention of a baker of Ferrara who thought

himself a lump of butter, and durst not sit in the sun nor

come near the fire for fear of being melted. They are all

extremely timid, and their fears are exercised upon trifles,

or are altogether groundless. Some suspect their nearest

and deare#t friends of designing to poison them: others

dare not be alone in the dark last they should be attacked

with ghosts or liobgoblins. They dare not go o» er a bridge

or near a pool, rock or steep hill, lest they should be

tempted to hang, drown, or precipitate themselves : and

if they come to a place where a robbery or a murder has

heen committed, they instantly fear they are suspected.

Trincavellius had a patient that for three years together

could not be persuaded but that he had killed a man, and

at length sunk into a confirmed melancholy, and made
away with himself for fear of the gallows.*

Fancies
entertained

by the jia-

tient often

extrava-

Marcelliis

Donatus.

rrincavel-

lius.

"^ Cons-ii. Mil, Lib. i.
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It is a melancholy reflection that the wisest and best c-en.iit.

of mankind arc as open to this affliction as the weakest, ^ a. Hypol

and ncihaps more so. Pascal himself was at one time'^''""'''"^^
' • antalgica.

SO haltuciiiated with hypochondrism, as to believe that he vapourf.

was always on the verge of an abyss into which he was

in danger of falling. And under the influence of this

terror, he would never sit down till a chair was placed

on that side of him on which he thought he saw it. and

thus proved tlie floor to he substantial.

It is frequently induced by too free a use of spirituous Often in-

liquors, the stomach and other digestive organs hcing a"'^^^^,g^s

hereby debilitated and almost paralysed; and where this "f^P'''t"-

IS the case the disease is apt to terminate m that exhaust-

ed state of the nervous system generally, and delirious

condition of the brain, which by some writers lias been

called delirium tremens; in which the mind and body t)eii"U'n

exhibit equal feebleness, combined with a high degree of wi.ai,
'

irritability, and the patient often falls a sacrifice in a few-

days: previous to which, he is worn out with convulsive

struggles, succeeded by a cold and general perspiration;

tlie pulse increases in rapidity and becomes thready, and

the twitching of the tendons subsides into a tremor that

spreads over the whole body; the countenance is pale and

anxious, the patient mutters with incessant rapidity, and

the DELIRIUM is constant, though easily interrupted by-

questions addressed to him. In one case, says Mr. Blake,

who has given a good description of the complaint, the

mind was so diseased that the patient after being desired

to put out his tongue, continued for nearly half an hour

to push it out and draw it in alternately in quick succession

whenever I looked towards him.* If before this extremi-

ty takes place a sound and refreshing sleep creep gradu-

ally over the frame, the irritability subsides, a healthful

quiescence succeeds to general commotion, and the mind

and the body become by degress re-invigorated.

Under the second variety we meet with a totally dis-/^/- ^ypo-
-' cnondnas

peitaesa.

* Edin. Med. and Surg. Jomr.al. Oct. 1823. n. 501

.

\yeaiines6

of life-
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Gen. in. tinct set of morbid feelings and ideas ; for the patient is

i6 A. Hypo- here oppressed with a general listlessness and disgust;
chondrias ^n irlvsomcness and weariness of lite, often without any

Weariness Specific reason whatever. This is the melancholia Jln-

of life.
glica of Sauvages, who describes it as common to our

b^^aitva-
®^^" countrymen ; under the attack of which, says he,

ges to Eng-" languid, sorrowful, tired of remedies of every kind,

chiefly" ^'^^^ Settle their affairs, make their wills, take leave of

their friends by letters, and then put an end to their lives

by hanging, poison, or some other means : exhibiting a

wish to die, not from insanity or severe grief, but tran-

quilly from a mere tsedium vitse, or irksomeness of exist-

This ac- encc." This may occasionally be the case ; but by far the
count not . ,*„..,. . i

strictly greater number ot suicides in our own country proceed,

cvjiiect: not from hypochondrism, but a despondency produced by

occasion-'^ real losses, and belong, therefore, as I have already ob-

aiiy- served, to the genus empathema. Yet tliis miserable up-
Common gjjQ^ occui's in a fcw instances from the feeling, or rather

ill-advised the Want of feeling here assigned : the perpetrators of the
retirement j^q^.j^ jjeej being generally those who having been ac-

tant pur- tively engaged in the hey-day and meridian of life, have

those'who retired upon their fortunes with a view of enjoying them
are not i,| quiet; but who unhappily find themselves fitted for any

foTquiet thing rather than for quiet ; who have no taste for read-
life,

jj^g^ reflection, or domestic tranquillity, and are too proud

to return to the bustle of the world and the excitement of

nicely balanced speculations. There is here a want of

the habitual stimulus to a secretion of sensorial power;

in consequence of which, the individual sinks into a state

of low spirits and becomes unhappy. A like issue fre-

quently follows upon a life devoted to all the pursuits of

sensual gratification, in the course of which the individual

has exhausted his stock of enjoyments, and worn out his

powers of body and mind before he has reached little

more than the midway of his existence. Every thing

now palls upon his senses, and he has neither taste nor

energy to engage in more rational pursuits. " A ride out

in the morning, and a warm parlour and a pack of cards

in the afternoon, are all that life affords," said a patient of
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Dr. Darwin's to him, a man of polished manners, about Gen. in.

fifty years of age. He got tired of these in a few months,

and having no other resource, shot himself.*

Burton has well described the state of mind of many>A. Hrpo-

that are tormented with this most wretched malady :f ,„isan-

but still more so those affected with the third variety, 'J^',"P'<^^'

. 1 . 1 • Spleen.

which is strikingly accompanied with peevishness, gene- Aiisan-

ral malevolence, and an abhorrence of mankind. " They ''"^py-

are soon tired with all things; they will now tarry, now (^0^"'"'

begone; now in bed they will rise, now up, then go to

bed ; now pleased, and then again displeased ; now they

lik^, by and by dislike all, \\eary of all ; sequitur nunc

Vivendi nunc moriendi cupido, saith Aurelianus :-\. discon-

tented, disquieted ; upon every light occasion or no occa-

sion object ; often tempted to make away with themselves;

they cannot die, they will not live: they complain, weep,

lament, and think they lead a most miserable life : never

was any man so bad. Every poor man they see is most

fortunate in respect of them : every beggar that comes to

the door is happier than they are; jealousy and suspicion

are common symptoms in the misanthropic variety. They
are testy, pettish, peevish, distrustful, apt to mistake, and
ready to snarl upon every occasion, and without any
cause, with their dearest friends. If they speak in jest

the hypochondriac takes it in good earnest; if the small-

est ceremony be accidentally omitted he is wounded to

the quick. Every talc, discourse, whisper, or gesture he
applies to himself. Or if the conversation be openly ad-

dressed to him, he is ready to misconstrue every word

;

and cannot endure that any man should look steadfastly

at him, laugh, point the finger, cough or sneeze. Every
question or movement works upon him, and is misinter-

preted, and makes him alternately turn pale and red, and
even sweat with distrust, fear, or anger."

As in this species the body is more affected than in

* Zoonom. Vol. iv. p. 90. Edit. 8vo.

t Analysis of Melancb. Part i. Sect. in. i.2. t Lib. i. Cap. vi.

r
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,Pen.iii any other division of mental alienation, more may often

AKusiaHy- be accomplished by medicine; though we must by no
pochondri- means be inattentive to moral discipline. The skin is

^
Hypochon- very frequently (old and without a free secretion, and

Low"spi- hence, general frirtion wiih rubefacients and the warmer
I'ts. diaphoretics have often been found serviceable. The di-

tieatment. gestive oj'gaus are almost alwaj'S torpid, and sevei-a! of

Remedial them, especially the stomac h amf liver, secrete their re-
process. specti\e fluids noton!\ in too small a quantity, but of an

phoreticE. Unhealthy quality, so as to be too viscid, too dilute, or

morbidly stimulant. Some kind of aci'imony, indeed, is

almost always found in tlie stomach, and particulai-ly that
Warm ape of acidity. And hence aperients, carminatives, and par-

and caimi-ticularly the tonic plan which has already been recom-
nanves. mended under limosis Dyspepsia, are manifestly called

for, and will often be found serviceable.

Singular Fost-obit examinations have also fiequently pointed out
misplace- another local cause which otherwise we should little ex-
meit of the

coUn often pect : ai}d that is a displacement of the transverse colon.

fUsiectlon
^' P*"^'' ^^ ^'^ '*^^'^ already observed, regards this as a

very common cause of insanity in all its forms ; but there

can be no question tiiat it is a powerful and ready cause

of the present species of mental alieniition. M. Esqui-

rol, who has found it as frequently as M. Pinel, tells us

that this displacement sometimes consists in an oblique,

and sometimes in a perpendicular direction of the intes-

tine, so that its sinister extremity lies behind the pubes;

whilst it has sometimes descended into the form of an

inverted aorta even below the pubcs aufl into the pelvis.

Generally No disease of the organization has been found in any

dbTt
°' instance, and hence the change of place must proceed

and hence from relaxation and debility alone, where the mispo-

effe*ct.^"
-sition is not connate; on which account it may, in some

instances, be an effect, as it is certainly a cause in others.

Tight pain It is Under these circumstances that we chiefly meet

gastrlum' with that pain in the epigastrium to which we have al-

from this ygady adverted, and which gives the feeling of a tight

cord surrounding the body in the line of distress; and
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when such a symptom, therefore, occurs, we have reason 9^^- ^^^•

to suspect the cause of the disease to he produced byAiusiaHy-

some derangement of the colon in resj)ect to position, po.^hon-

Underthe operation of such a cause the art of medicine Hypochon-

can do but little: temporary ease, however, may be ob- ^''^^-^ ^°*

tained by llie pressure of a belt broad enough to sup- Medical

port the whole of the lower belly ; and it is possible that*'^''^*™^"^'
. iii-i-ioi „Howtobe

the intestine may gradully right itself under a course otpainated.

the warmer tonics, as columbo, canella alba, and cassum-

muniar, or lose its morbid irritability by habit. But

these are rare terminations; for more generally the dis-

placement increases, and the disease itself gains ground

and becomes more incurable.

Congestions from weakness of vascular action in one or l^isease

more of the abdominal viscera, are a frequent result of the neved by

present complaint, and not unfrequently a primary cause :
m'^nscai

and hence we may see why the bleeding piles should herbage,

serviceable in so many instances as to obtain from Alberti°p^jj^J^j^^^

the name of medicina hypochondnacornm,^ and why the aims.

leeches repeatedly applied to the anus, as recommended Chronic

by Schoenheyder, should often have a like beneficial ef- to^bet'e-*^^

fect.f This is of the greatest importance where the dis- "ewed
wh6n€vei*

ease has been preceded by a periodical flow of blood suddeaiy

from the hemorrhoidal veins: and should point out to us °^^''^"'^*^<^'

the necessity of renew ing any other discharge oi* external

irritation to which the system may have been accustomed.

Opium is a very doubtful medicine, though strongly Opium

recommended by Deidier and other respectable writers;

and readily had recourse to by hypochondriacs themselves

to relieve their distressful sensations. Dr. Cullen asserts

peremptorily that he has always found a frequent use of

opiates pernicious in hypochondriacs ::j; and in many in-

stances in w liich 1 have myself been tempted to employ

it, I have been compelled to withhold its further use from

its doing more mischief than good. It has often, in -such

* Dissert, tie Hcemorrhoidibus. Halle. 171G.

t Act. Soc. Med. Hafri. ii. p. 313.

t Mat, Med. Vol. ir. r>. 245, Edit. 4to.
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Spec"/'
^^^^^* been exchanged for other sedatives, but rarely with

Aiusia Hy- any decided advantage.

dfia'l°"
Exercise of all kinds should be encouraged in every

Hypochon- modification of the disease, but especially exercise on

sphal.^ horseback, though it is seldom in the first and third va-

Exercise, I'iefy \ve can succeed in getting a patient to try it. The
especially ^jg^ should be governed bv the principles already laid
on noise- " '

/
back. down for treating indigestion. V

Moral ma- In the MORAL MANAGEMENT, assidtious kiudness and
nageraent.

consoling Conversation produce a deeper effect than they

seem to do. Loquacity is always hurtful, but a talent

for cheerful discourse, intermixed with interesting and

amusing anecdotes, frequently draws away the patient's

attention from himself, and becomes a most useful pallia-

tive. In the antalgic variety, in which he is perpetually

haunted with a feeling of some dreadful disease which

exists no where but in his own fancy, the hallucination,

when we possess his confidence, should be removed by a

candid statement of the fact, and, if necessary, friendly

In tiic au- expostulation : but the moment we find the prepossession
talgic va- . , , ....ijij.
riety some- IS too stroug to be removed by argument, it is better to

times ne- Jjumour the conceit and to pretend to prescribe for it. It
cessary to .

"^ ' ...
Jmmourthcis sometimcs necessary, indeed, for the hypochondriac is

raucv'
"^ often possessed of great cunning, to drop all pretensions

whatever, and to put him in good earnest upon a course

of medicines for a disease we know he is as free from as

ourselves. Thus a firm belief that he has an inveterate

itch is a common delusion with a patient of this kind, and

it will be often found impossible to persuade him that he

is cured till his whole body has been repeatedly rubbed

Exempli- over with sulphur or hellebore ointment. I had lately
^^'''' under my care a special pleader of considerable eminence,

who in the course of this affection would have it that he had

the pox. I at first argued the point with him day after day,

but to no purpose; he felt certain that he should never be

well till he was not only salivated, but had used tonic in-

jections for a gleet which he said accompanied it, though

he had no discharge whatever. It was in vain to deceive

him by supposititious medicines, for he was a man of con-
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siderable learning, and well acquainted with medical pre- ^^^'- 'i^*

parations, and I hence allowed him his heart's desire ; he Aiusia Hy-

rubbed in mercurial ointment every night, and for an in-pochon-

Jection used a solution of zinc. In a week he persuaded Hypochon-

himself he was well, and begged permission to desist from Lo\™spir-

a farther use of tiic remedies ; a permission which was >ts- Moral
,., ^ 1 1 • treatment.

readily granted him.

In the second variety, or tasdium vitse, where the time ^Tieatment

seems to hang intolerably heavy on the patient s hands, ondvarie-

from his bavins: in a mistaken search after ha])piness, *^' °'.*^'^''

relinquished a life of constant excitement and activity for

the fancied delights of rural retirement and quiet, the best

and most radical cure would be a return to the situation a return to

that has been so unfortunately abandoned : but if this can- P'*.^^ P"i-
, I 1* I 1 1 • I • • suits :

not be accomplisiieu the patient must be put into a tram
or new

of pursuits of some other kind. If he be fond of thcpur.suits

sports of the country, he sliould weary himself in the day '^"sagcd m
, ^

' •' *' with great
time with hunting or shooting, or even horse-racing rather vigour.

than be hypochondriacal from idleness j and spend his Country

evenings in the bustle of dinner-parties, or cards. And
^°'

^

if he be capacificd for higher and more useful occupations,

let him plunge headlong into the public concerns of the or a rou-

parish and its neighbourhood, becpme a member of its ''"^ °f

select vestries, a trustee of tlse highways, or a magistrate of duties.

the district. The habit of excitement must for some
time be maintained, though it be afterwards let down
by degrees: and the intermediate steps arc of no great

importance so far as they answer tbeir pui'posc. We are

not at present arguing the case upon a pi-inciplc of ethics

or of religion ; but merely upon a ]!rinciple of moral

medicine. Yet I have often known persons of the above ^^^^^^^ J^'... ' suit of the
description broken in by degrees to a love of domestic above in

quiet, for which they were by no means fitted when they

first entered upon it : and \vho. with a love of domestic

quiet, have settled also, as a soberer stage of life has ad-

vanced, and reflection has gained ground upon them, into

a love of strict moral order, and the higher duties of a

conscientious Christian, to which at one time they seemed
as little disposed.

TOL. ITo 21

various

cases.
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GENUS IV.

APHELXIA.

INACTIVITY OF THE ATTENTION TO THE IMPRESSIONS

OF SURROUNDING OBJECTS DURING WAKEFULNESS.

Gen, IV. Aphblxia is derived from a^iXxa " abstralio, retralio,

the^generic ^^'oco, abduco ;" and is in use among the Greek writers.

term. ^lie subjcct IS almost if not altogether new to nosology.
Subject ai- aj,^ has seldom been dipt into by physiologists. Dr.
most new * j i j o
tomedi- Darwin occasionally touches upon it in various parts of
*^'"®'

his " Zoonomia," and Dr. Cricbton in his *' Inquiry into

the Nature of Mental derangement," and it is well de-

scribed and illustrated by La Bruyere in his " Charac-

ters ;" but it yet remains to be analyzed and reduced to a

nosological method, and examined in a pathological view.

A few leading ideas upon this subject have already been

thrown out by the author in his comment upon the

Means of P^^^^^^^^ definition in the volume of Nosology; and of

our be- these he will avail himself in treating of it more at large.

quaVnt^ed*^
In order to our becoming acquainted with the existence

with an of surrounding objects, or of an external world, as it is
external o a ^ 7

world ; callcd by psychologists, three things are necessary : sound

external external senses; a secretion of the nervous fluid, ap-
senses.

patently under different modifications, whereby they

tionofner-are made capable of being roused or excited by tlie

vous fluid
; different objects addressed to tliem j and an exercise of

thTfaruit°y
*^® faculty of attention to the impressions wliich are

of atten-

tion.
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thus produced. The will has, or ought to have, a power gen. iv.

of calling this, as well as every other faculty of the mind, Revery.^"

into a state of exertion or of allowing it to he indolent ; Powe. of

and it is chiefly upon this want of power, or the same5^,^^„^^^^."'

power intensely exerted, that the i)hsenomcnon of revery ing 'lie

, , ... . I /i /- 11 • • attention:
depends ; thus giving rise to the three toJlowing species

j^^^.^ ^^^

of mental aberration :
pe'^tis upon
this power

1. APHELXIA SOCORS. ABSENCE OF MIND. intensely

GX6rlGci or
2. INTENTA. ABSTRACTION OP MIND. wanted!

OTIOSA. BROAVN-STUBY.

In the first of these, the attention is truant and does Distinctive

not yield readily to the dictates of the will : in the second, *^^^'^''^'^'^'"*

it is rivctted at the instigation of the will itself to some

particular theme unconnected witii surrounding objects:

and in the third, it has the consent of the will to relax

itself, and give play to whatever trains of ideas arc upper-

most or most vivacious in the scnsorv.

SPECIES I.

APHELXIA SOCORS.

TRUANT attention; WANDERING TANCY ; VACANT OR

VACILLATING COUNTENANCE.

This is an absence or vacuity of mind too common at Gen. iv.

Spec. I.

' liluslrated
schools and at church; over tasks and sermons; and ^^^^' ^"

there are few readers who have not frequently been sen-

sible of it in some degree or other.

In reading books in which we are totally uninterested,

composed in a tedious and repulsive style, v. c arc almost

continually immersed in this species of revery. The will
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G.EV. TV. (Joes not exes't its power; the attention is suffered to

Apheisia Wander to something of stronger attraction ; or the iina-

sorois.
ffi„jition is left to the play of its own nugatory ideas : and,

Absence of i^ a- ''
mind, thougli we contlnuc to read, we have not the smallest

I

knowledge of tlie argument hefore us : and if the subject

to which the train of our thoughts is really directed he of

a strikingly ludicrous character, we may possibly burst

into a laugh in the middle of a discourse of great gravity

and seriousness, to the astonishment of those around us.

Sometimes "j^j^jg jg ^ common case, and may lead to great embar-
ihe will ' •' "-'

loses its rassment. We have nevertheless thus far supposed that

w"a^t'or *''*^ ^^''^ ^^^^^ "^^ exert its power, and suliiciently rein in

habit. the attention to the subject addressed to it. It not un-

frcquently happens, however, that the will, for want of a

proper habit, has lost its power either wholly or in a very

great degree, and cannot, with its utmost energy, exercise

a due control over the attention ; and it also happens in

Snmeiimes other cascs, from a peculiarity of temperament, or morbid

of atten- statc of body, that the faculty of the attention itself is so

f "bi^T
f'seble, that it is incapable of being steadily directed for

longexer- more than a few minutes to any object of importance
"°""

whatever, with all the effort of the will to give it such

direction.

Either case rJ^^^ mind, under either of these conditions, is in a de-

jutio us to plorable state for all the higher purposes of reflection and

'"'',"J;^'^
"'^' knowledge, for which by its nature it is intended; since

and invi- it is upon the faculty of attention that every other faculty

fhe^oJher" Js dependent for its vigour and expansion ; without it the

faculties, perception exercises itself in vain ; the memory can lay

wp no store of ideas; the judgement draw forth no com-

parisons ; the imagination must become blighted and

barren : and, where tliere is no attention whatever, the

case must necessarily verge upon fatuity.

Attention i„ early life the attention, like every other faculty of

fancy; but the mind, is weak and wandering, is often caught witli

othei- fa
*l»fficulty, and rarely fixed upon any thing. Like every

ci.itiesca- other faculty, however, it is capable of being strengthened

?r-romi^on ^^^ concentrated ; and may be made to dwell upon al-

most any object proposed. But this is a work of time,

\
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and forms one of the most important parts of education :

^^^^^\;
and, in the course of this discipline, it should not beA^pheixia

forgotten that the faculty of attention, when it first shows
'^"^"J^;^

itself, is more readily arrested by some subjects than by of mind.

others, and that it is hence of great moment to ascertain How this

those subjects, ajid to select them in the first instance.S ac^-

The habit is what is chiefly wanted, and the quicker this compiish-

is acquired, the more time we gain for transferring the

same habit to other and perhaps more valuable purposes

afterwards.

This is a point seldom sufficiently considered in thcButtfas

course of education ; and for want of such consideration,
||'^^J^'"^j[°'^

far more than half the time of many boys becomes an en- tended to.

tire blank, and is lost, and not a few are suffered to remain

blockheads in the particular department to which their

hours of study are directed, who might discover a con-

siderable capacity and genius if the department were

changed for one more adapted to their own taste, or, in

other words, more attractive to their attention.

There is a very singular instance of habitual absence Singular

of mind related by Sir A. Crichton, in a young patient f^a^hua;
"

under the care of Dr. Pitcairn and himself, which, though absence of

some other circumstances appear to have combined with

it, is ascribed considerably to the error of education ^e^gg^^J^,

are now speaking of, that of not duly studying the pecu-from er-

liar bent of a mind in many respects singularly consti- education

tuted, and drawing forth and strengthening the faculty

of attention, which was in an especial degree weak and

truant, by an employment of such objects and pursuits

as were most alluring. This patient was a young gentle-

man of large fortune, who, till the age of twenty-one, and
he does not seem to have been much more at the time of

describing his case, had enjoyed a tolerable share of

health, though of a delicate frame. In his disposition he

w.-is gentle and calm, but somewhat unsociable. His ab-

sence of mind was extreme, and he would sometimes wil-

lingly sit for a whole day without moving. Yet he had

nothing of melancholy belonging to him ; and it was easy

to discover by his countenance that a multiplicity of
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Gen. IV.
Spec. I.

Aphelsia
socors.

Absence
of mind.

Defect in

this case

not only in

the mode
of educa-
tion but
probably
chiefly in a

natural de-
fect of the

attention

itself.

thoughts were constantly succeeding each other in his

imagination, many of which were gay and cheerful ; for

he would heartily laugh at times, not with an unmeaning

countenance, but evidently from mental merriment. He
was occasionally so strangely inattentive that, when push-

ed by some want which he wished to express, if lie had be-

gun a sentence, he would suddenly stop short after getting

half way through it, as though he had forgotten what else

he had to say. Yet when his attention was roused, and

he was induced to speak, he always expressed himself in

good language and with much propriety ; and if a ques-

tion were proposed to him which required the exercise of

judgement, and he could be made to attend to it, he

judged correctly. It was with difficulty he could be made
to take any exercise: but was at length prevailed upon

to drive his curricle, in which Sir Alexander at times ac-

companied him. He at fust could not be prevailed upon

to go beyond half a mile : but in succeeding attempts he

consented to go farther. He drove steadily, and when
about to pass a carriage took pains to avoid it : but when
at last he became familiarized with this exercise he would

often relapse into thought, and allow the reins to hang
loose in his hands. His ideas seemed to be for ever va-

rying. "When any one came across his mind which ex-

cited anger, the horses suffered for it; but the spirit they

exhibited at such an unusual and unkind treatment made
him soon desist, and re-excited his attention to his own
safety. As soon as they were quieted, lie would relapse

into thought; if his ideas were melancholy, the horses

were allowed to walk slow; if they were gay and cheer-

ful, they were generally encoui'aged to go fast.*

Something may in this case perhaps be owing, as sup-

posed by Sir A. Crichton, to an error in the mode of

education : but the chief defect seems to have been in the

attentive faculty itself, and its labouring under a natural

imbecility which no mode of education could entirely have

removed. We have had frequent occasions to observe

'' Of Mental Derangement, Vol, i. p. 281.
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that the powers of the mind vary in different individuals Gen. iv.

as much as those of tlie body : and we have already of- ^ Aphcixia

fered examples of weak or diseased judgement, weak or\°^o's-
.

*
. . Absence ot

diseased perception, and weak or vehement imagination, mind.

In the case before us, the mental disease seems to have

been chiefly confined to the faculty of attention ; and we

shall presently have to notice a similar imbecility of the

memory, and even of all the mental faculties conjointly.

SPECIES II.

APHELXIA INTENTA.

^tstrartion of SUtntr.

THE ATTENTION AVOUND VP AND ElVETTED TO A PAIl-

TICULAR subject; WITH SYMPATHETIC EMOTION OF

THE MUSCLES AND FEATURES CONNECTED WITH ITS

GENERAIi DRIFT.

In this species the faculty of attention, instead of being Gkn. iv .

feeble, or contumacious to the will, is peculiarly strong, p^^^j^j'^^'^^

and vehemently excited, and acts in poifoct co-operation attention

with the will itself. And in many instances the sensorial y^'i^y'^

""

energy maintained is so great, and demands so large a'*'°"gv „^-^
,

^ and in full

supply of sensorial power, as apparently to exhaust thcco-npeia-

entire stock, except indeed the reserve which is in almost '!°"^"'Ji''
> the will.

all cases instinctively kept back for the use of the vital or sensorial

involuntary organs. And hence, all the external senses '^"'^'^sy £»

f n great as
remain in a state of torpor, as though drawn upon for often to ex-

their respective contributions of sensorial power in sup. iiaust the

port of the predominant meditation : so that the eyes do stock, ex-

not see, nor the ears hear, nor the flesh feel ; and the 1;*^']:^'^'^^^'^

muser may be spoken to, or conversation may take place reserve for

around him, or he may even be struck upon the shoulders, organ's

:

without any knowledge of what is occurring.

Abstraction of mind snav bo nrodi'.ciMl l>v varinus ran
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GEif. IV. ses, but the following are the chief, and formtvv'd distinct
Spec. II. . .•

Apheixia varieties:

^""•^"'^- » Aphelxia a pathemate. From some overwhelming
ADStrtlC"

,

tion of passion.
mind. ^ Aphelxia a studio. From intense study.

(t A. inten- Qf THE TiRST VARIETY wc have already offered abun-
ta a pathe-

, . , n. , . ,i
mate. daut examples in the two preceding genera : and especially
Reveiy

jjj ^j^g cases of unffovemable loy or rapture, ffrief and
from over- o «* •' i ' o
w helming despoudeucy ; under the influence of which the affected

ThTindi- P^rson Is oftcn as much lost to the world around him, as

viduai if he w^ere in a profound sleep and dreaming ; and only

as much hears, sees, and feels the vivid train of ideas that possess
lost to the themselves of his mind, and rule it as a captured citadel.
world as in

. i . • i

a profound To thcse aloue tlie attention is directed ; here it exhausts
iieep. ^u j|.g power, and the will concurs in the exhaustion ; in-

somuch that tlie patient is said in some cases to have

stared at the meridian sun w ithout pain ;* and in others

to have been undisturbed by the discharge of a cannon.f

/3A.intenta We meet with like proofs of this variety of revery in

Revery°
™3,ny cases of intense study, and especially upon abstract

from in- subjects, as those of pure mathematics, in wijich all the
^erise s ii-

j,g^gQj,j,^g r.,i^^ more serious faculties of the mind, as the

perception, the memory, and the judgement, as well as

the attention, are jointly called into action, and kept

equally upon the stretch. Of the power of this variety

of revery in rendering an individual torpid and almost

dead to all around him, w-e have a decided instance in-

instiinced Archimedes at the time of his arrest. When the Roman

'"cdes.
" aJ'my had at length taken Syracuse by stratagem, which

the tactics of this consummate eirgineer prevented them

from taking by force, he was shut up in his closet, and so

intent on a geomeirical demonstration, that he was equal-

ly insensible to the shouts of the victors, and the outcries

of the vanquished. He was calmly drawing the lines of

a diagram when a soldier abruptly entered his room, and

clapt a sword to his throat. " Hold friend," said Archi-

medes, "one moment, and my demonstration will be

Bhimenb. niM, i, n. T3R- ' * Darwin, Zconom iii.Tt. ii. 2.
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finished." The soldier, surprised at his unconcern at a Gen. iv.

. Spec. II.

time of such extreme peril, resolved to carry him before^ a. inten-

Marcellus^ but as the philosopher put under his arm a ^^^5^^"''^°'

small box full of spheres, dials, and other instruments,fforain-

the soldier, conceiving the box to be filled with gold,

could not resist the temptation, and killed him on the spot.

SPECIES iir.

APHELXIA OTIOSA.

lEISURELY LISTIESSNESS ; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER 0¥

THE ATTENTION AND THE JUDGEMENT TO THE SPOR-

TIVE VAGARIES OF THE IMAGINATION : q,UIESCENT

MUSCIES ; IDIE GRAVITY OF COUNTENANCE.

The attention is equally summoned into action, and dis- gk.v. iv.

missed at the command of the will. It is summoned in ^7^^- "'•

The Sitter.-

tlie last species ; it is dismissed when a man voluntarily Hon here

surrenders himself to ease and listlessness of mind ; dur- ^,"°^^?,f J'y'
the will to

mg which period, moreover, in consequence of this indul- bs quies-

gence in general indolence, the external senses themselves
"'"'

unite in the mental quiescence, and a smaller portion of sons why

nervous fluid is probably secreted for the very reason that ^^^^, ^^^^•'

iidl sfinses

a smaller portion is demanded; and hence the active are vacant

senses without are as vacant and unstrung as the active g"g'^'jf^

senses within, and as blunted to their respective stimuli.

The first playful ideas that float over the fancy in this

case take the lead, and the mind relaxes itself with their

easy and sportive flow. It is the studium inane of Dar- studium

win,* who seems, however, to have in some degree mis- Darwin*:

applied the name, or to have confounded the aberration fif'm'>:a''iy

described

hy Cr,-.v-

* ZoGuom. in. i, ii. 2. and again iv, ii. iv. ?.
'"""•

vol.. TV. go
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gexv.iv. with that of ecphronia or alusia. Cowper has admira-
Spec III

Apheixia hly described it in the following verses :

Brown- Laugh 3-e who boast your more mercurial powers,

studv. That never feel a stupor, know no pause,

Nor need one ; I am conscious, and confess,

Fearless, a soul that does not always think.

Me, oft, has fancy ludicrous and wild,

Sooth'd with a waking dream of houses, towei"?,

Trees, churches, and strange visages, express'd

In the red cinders, while with poring eye

I gazed, myself creating what I saw.

Nor less amused have I quiescent watch'd

The sooty films that play upon the bars

Pendulous, and foreboding in the view

Of superstition, prophesying still,

Though still deceived, some stranger's near approach.

'Tis thus the understanding takes repose

In indolent vacuity of thought.

And sleeps, and is refresh'd. Meanwhile the face

Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask
Of deep deliberation, as the man
Were task'd to his full strength, absorb'd, and lost.

With tiie
j,j tlie indolent mind sucli indulgence is a disease, and,

indoJcnt

such ill- if not studiously watched and opposed, will easily become
diligence a

^ jj^bit. In the studious and active mind it is a whole-
disease :

with the some relaxation ; the sensory, in the correct language of
studious a tjie poet "sleeps and is refreshed," grows fertile beneath
wnolesonic
leiaxa- thc salutary fallow and prepares itself for new harvests.
tion

:

rpj^
jg jg ^lore particularly the case where, in conjunction

where'the^ with an attention " screwed up to thc sticking place," and
attention is long continued there, a spirit of ardent emulation is at the
spurred on '-' *

by a spirit Same time stirring, and distracted between the hope and

as win as
^'^^^' of gaining or losing a distinguished honour or reward.

by the will. I have Seen this repeatedly in young men who have been
Illustrated, striving night and day, and week after week, for the first

prizes of our English universities ; some of w horn have

indeed succeeded, but with a hectic exhaustion that has

been recovered from with great difficulty ; while others,

in the full prospect of success, have been compelled to

relinquish the pursuit, and to degrade.

simi'!'.--^-.
Yet even without this conflict of feeling, where the
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attention alone has been too lonsj directed to one or to a ^'^-^^ i^"-

Spec I!I
variety of recondite subjects without relaxation, the mind Apheixia

suffers considerably, and its powers become shaken and o'iosa.

L>r(iivr.-

confused; of which we have an interesting example in study.

the case of Mr. Spalding, a scholar of considerable '^"^'0"

eminence in Germany, as drawn by himself and com-od to men-

municated to the editors of the Psycolosiical Magazine.* ^^^P".""^"''^

His attention, he tells us, had been long kept upon the ally pro-

stretch, and had been still more distracted by being con-^^',^^^^
'^""'

tinually shifted from one subject to another, when being Exem;ii\-

called upon to write a receipt for money paid him on ac-

count of the poor, as soon as he had written the two first

words, he found himself incapable of proceeding farther.

He strove all he could, and strained his attention to tlie

utmost, but to no purpose : he knew the characters he

continued to make were not those he wislied to write, but

could not discover where the fault lay. He then desisted,

and partly by broken words and syllables, and partly by
gestures, made the person who waited for the receipt,

understand that he should leave him. For about half an
,

hour, a tumultuary disorder reigned in his senses, so that

he was incapable of remarking any thing very particular,

except that one series of ideas of a trifling nature, and
confusedly intermixed, forced themselves involuntarily on

liis mind. At the same time his external senses continued

perfect, and he saw and knew every thing around him.

His speech, however, failed in the same manner as his

power of writing, and he perceived that he spoke other

words than those he intended. In less than an hour he

recovered himself from this confusion, and felt nothing

hut a slight head-ache. On examining the receipt on

which the aberration first betrayed itself, be found that,

instead of the words " fifty dollars, being one half year's

rate," he had written "fifty dollars, through the salva-

tion of Bra—" the last word being left unfinished, and
without his having the least recollection of what it was
intended to be.

* Crichton's Inquiry into Mental Derangement., i. ?3T.
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GENUS V.

PARONIRIA.

^1 ceg=lifi5turljance.

THE VOLUNTARY ORGANS CONNECTED WITH THE PASS-

ING TRAIN OF IDEAS, OVERPOWERED BY THE FORCE

OF THE IMAGINATION DURING DREAMING, AND IN-

VOLUNTARILY EXCITED TO THEIR NATURAL OR AC-

CUSTOMED ACTIONS ; WHILE THE OTHER ORGANS RE-

MAIN ASLEEP.

Gen. V. Paroniria; from vttfz and oKt^ov, signifies, "depraved,

the geneiic disturbed, or morbid, dreaming." So in Dioscorides,*
^eun.

^vffnu^oij Signifies, "tumultuosis et malis somniis mo-

lestans."

Essential j„ treatinsj of the eenus ephialtes, or niffht-mare.f I
distinction

.

» o »i

between cndcavoured to explain its course and nature ; and hereby

or nrght-
pointed out the essential distinction which exists between

mare, and that disease and the present, and the impropriety of unit-
ihe present . . , . n
species : mg the species which belong to both of them under one
hence erro- head, as Dr. Cullen has done in his eenus oneirodynia,
neously . • , j% . />.. ••
united by since, wiih the exception of their occunng in the night
Cullen. ^^^ during sleep, and therefore involuntarily, they have

little or no connexion or resemblance in cause, symptoms,

or even mode of cure.

The three following species are so clearly and decidedly

of one and the same family, as to prevent all dispute in

* Vol, n. p. 127. t Vol. I, Ord. n. Gen. v.
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their present position. They are here, however, asso- ^^^r X-

dated for the first time in a genus distinct from ephialtes. sreep°dis-

1. PARONIRIA AMBULANS. SLEEP-WALKING.
The^e^af^

2. LOQUENS. SLEEP-TALKING. fections

only to be
3. SALAX. NIGHT-POLLUTION. fully un-

The nature of these singular affections, and the means ^y a know
by which they are produced, have never yet been explain- 'edge of the

J 1 If T I 1 1 *• physiology
cd, and rarely, so far as 1 know, has any explanation of sleep

been attempted. To understand them fully, it would be !^"^ '^'^^^"''

necessary for us to enter into a minute developement of General

the physiology of 'sleep and dreaming, which the limits gg"^?^^"^^",

of the present work will not allow. On some future oc- a deve-

casion the author may, perhaps, follow it up into such aoT'ti™!""

detail : but a few sjeneral remarks must suffice for the **^^^® °^
^ the boch-

OCCaSIOn before US. and mind.

In sleep, accompanied with dreaming, the faculties of ^^^"y *^^,

the mind bear a pretty close parallel with those of the ties of the

body as to the effect produced upon them. Some of them, ^eifas^of

as the will, the perception, the judgement, are in a state the body at

of general torpitude, like the voluntary organs of the bo-tolpid"'^

dy : while the memory and the imagination, like the vital °''^®'^^ '^

• 1^ *r>xiii- ••• ..^ State 01
or involuntary organs oi the body, are in as high activity activity.

as ever. The sensory is hence as much crowded with '^""^^''^^
* sensory

ideas as at any time; but, destitute of a controlling pow- crowded

cr, they rush forward with a very considerable dearree of ^^'J*^
.l*^®^^

irregularity, and would do so with the most unshapeablethe control

confusion, but that the habit of association still retains whencT
some degree of influence, and produces some degree of'^^''^*'^^

J a- • ^1 • 1 <. • ... preserve
consonance and proportion in the midst ot the wildest and some sort

most extravagant vagaries. And hence that infinite va- °^ catena

, . , tion in

riety that takes place in the character of our dreams; dreaming.

and the greater regularity of some, and the greater irre-
J

",^^^[,^,,3

gularity of others. Hence a combination of thoughts or ' 'o»e and

ideas sometimes only in a small degree incongruous, andiesT!e^?
at other times most frantic and heterogeneous ; occasion- '^'•

ally, indeed, so fearful and extravagant as to stimulate ideal's""""

the external senses themselves into a sudden renewal nf ^°™?^'"^"
, . _ . so vivid
their 1unctions, and consequently to break off abruptly and wild

the sleep into which they were thrown. muiatS'the
senses and
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Gen. V. Now as the stimulant force of our ideas in dreaming,
Paroniiia. jg often Sufficient to rouse the external senses eenerally,
Sleep-dis- ,, „ ,, . .^
tuibances. and to awake us all of a sudden ; it may be of such a

rouse them kind, and just of such a strength, as to excite into their

fromsieep.
^^icustomed actiou the muscles of those organs or mem-

Sometimes hers only which are more im siediately connected with the
only a sill- train of our dreams or incoherent thouffhts; while every
gle sense o ' ^

thus rous- other organ maj' still remain torpid. And hence the mus-

^^^y^"'^ cles chiefly excited being those of speech, some persons

talk, or the muscles chiefly excited being those of loco-

sieep-taik- motion, other persons walk, in their sleep, without being
"'Sj conscious, on their waking, of any such occurrence.*

walking or And by the same means we may easily account for the

bunsm"^ third species of the genus, or that which consists in doi'-

and ni<^ht "1^"* and involuntary salacity.

pollution.

SPECIES I.

PARONIRIA AMBULANS.

SomuaniftuUism. .Slcea)=toalittnfl.

THE MUSCLES OF tOCO-MOTION EXCITED INTO THEIll

ACCUSTOMED ACTION BY THE FOllCE OF THE IMAGI-

NATION DURING DREAMING.

Gen. V. In profound sleep all the faculties of the mind, as well as

in^Tio'-
^* ^^^ *^^ voluntary organs of the body, are in a state of in-

found sleep activity or torpitude, and the only organs that preserve

powers of their active tenour are the involuntary ones : so that in

a'Vbod^
this state there is neither thought nor idea of any kind.

except the

involunta- * Hennings, Von den Triiumern und Nachtwandlern. Weimar 1784.
ry organs,

Horst, De Natura, Differeiitiis. et Causis eorum oui dormientes ambn-
mastaieof, . ' . ,,„„'

'

torpitude. lam, &r. Leips. l.';9f?. 8vp
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In dreaming some of the mental faculties only sleep or ^^w. v.

are torpid, while the others, like the involuntary organs Faroiiiria

of the body, continue wakeful or active : the somnolent o™''"^^"^** boranam-
faculties, we have already observed, are the will, the per- buiism.

ception, and the judgement ; the wakeful are the memory
^vafy"j,„

and the imagination. i„ ^ream-

It would not be difficult, if we had time, to show why ""s some of

the involuntary organs do not require rest, or, in other faculties

words, become torpid like the voluntary ; nor why the ""'y sleep,

will and the judgement sooner associate in the general the percep-

sleep of the external senses than the imagination, but |j°g°? ^"^^

this would carry us too far into the subject of animal pljy- ment:whiio

aiology. There are two physiological remarks, however, nalion con-

which it is necessary to make in explanation of the mor- ''""^s

bid affection immediately before us. The first is, that
pj„f ^j^.

sleep is a natural torpitude or inertness induced upon the cult to

organs of the body (with the exception of the involun- the°hivo-^

tary) and the faculties of the mind by fatigue and ex-'""'^'^y °'".. ill .1 •! 1. -gansdonc
naustion. And the next is that, m the production 01 require

sleep, it is not necessary that all these powers of body ^^^'-
"°*^

and mind should have been equally exposed to exhaus- win and

tion: for, such is the effect of association and habit, thatlJjgi^^Jlon.

as soon as one faculty or organ feels fatigue, or becomes er become

exhausted, the rest participate in the same condition, and than ti'a

the sleep or torpitude becomes common to the whole. It i^^g'"^-
tion.

IS hence the body is made drowsy by mental study, and
g^ j^ ^

the mind by corporeal labour; that muscular exercise natural tor-

wearies all the senses, and the exertion of the senses dliced by

wearies the muscles : though there can be no doubt that f^t'gueand

the general tendency to sleep is also partly superinduced
^j^^ ^^^

by the indirect exhaustion sustained by the organs or fa- ha"stion of

culties that have been less employed, in consequence ofpowers of
^

the share of sensorial energy which, as from a common the body

stock, they have themselves contributed towards the only se-

support of the more active and hence more debilitated
the'!esuit"^

powers. ofassocia-

Now it sometimes happens, either from disease or pe-
5!°e",^JgJ"

culiarity of constitution, that all the external organs ofsomeofthe

sense do not associate in the general action that has taken external
-' organs 01

^"jKeclouct
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Gen. V. place, or yield alike to the general torpor to which it

Paroniiia* gives rise ; and that the auditory, the optica], or some

Somn'*"!*
other sense, continues awake or in vigour, while all the

buiism. rest are become inert ; as it does also, that such particu-

waUung. ^^^' sense, like the muscles of particular members, as ch-

in every in served a page or two above, is awoke or re-stimulated

soc?SeTri
^"*^ action in the midst of the soundest sleep by the pe-

the torpor culiar force and bent of the dream, while the rest still

the''?e?tf sleep on and are unaffected.

and some- If the external organ of sense thus stimulated be that

of them of sight, the dreamer may perceive objects around him,

J^^J^^'^^JjJ'^-
and be able to distinguish them: and if the tenour of

the rest the dreaming ideas should as powerfully operate upon

Sp.""^
^° *'^^ muscles of loco-motion, these also may be thrown into

If the their accustomed state of action, and he may rise from

sense be ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ make his way to whatever place the drift of
sight, the his dream may direct him, with perfect ease, and free
dreamer « , tt -n • i- ,. » .

may per- »'om danger. He will see more or less distinctly in pro-
ceive ob- portion as the orffan of siajht is more or less awake : yet
jects while *

.

° "^ ,

asleep: and from the increased exhaustion, and of course, increased

om'ofthe t^H'o*' ^f the other Organs, in consequence ofan increased

dream act demand of sensorial power from the common stock, to

upon'the
^ Supply the action of the sense and muscles immediately

loco-mo- engaged, every other sense will probably be tlirown into a

cies, he deeper sleep or torpor than if the whole had been quie-

whL the*^'
scent. Hence the ears may not be roused even by a

rest of the sound that might otherwise awake the sleeper. He may

body are ^^ insensible, not only to a slight touch, but a severe

dormant, shaking of the limbs ; and may even cough violently

mancy 'of without being recalled from his dream. Having accom-
fhe sleep- piished the object of his visionary pursuit, he may safely
jng organs *

*i ^i ••ri.
hereby in- retum, evcn over the most dangerous precipices, for he

aiid'wb'
^^^^ *^^"* distinctly, to his bed ; and the organ of sight

being now quite exhausted, or there being no longer any

occasion for its use, it may once more associate in the

general inactivity, and the dream take a new turn, and

Irritability consist of a new combination of images.

often a pre Somnambulism occurs in many persons without any
disponent manifest predisponent cause, though it is generally con-
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nected with a considerable irritability of habit. A nior- Gen. v.

bid state of the stomach, where this habit exists, has very parmiTria*

frequently proved an exciting cause : of which Dr. Yeates ^mbuians.

has given us an example m the case ot a young gentle- buiism.

man of ten years of asfe related in the Medical Transac- ^^%^\'
'' ^ walking.

tions.* He was of a delicate frame, often troubled with Morbid

sickness; sometimes rejected his food undigested, after ^^'^^^ °{ ^^"^

,. ,. t ... . ,i.r >
stomach

having lam two days in his stomach; his bowels were often an

costive, and the stools were dark, offensive, and ill-form- '^•^^'^'"s
' ' cause.

ed. The sympathetic symptoms were frequent head- Exempli-

aches with occasional stupor, general coldness of the^*^^*

skin, and limpid urine. After being in bed for about two

hours he was wont to start up suddenly as in a fright,

dart rapidly into the middle of the chamber, or of the

room adjoining, and walk about with much agitation.

In this state he would run over quickly, but incorrectly,

the transactions of the day ; and he once attempted to

spell a word which in tlie day time he had spelt wrong,

in doing wliich he jumbled a number of letters together.

When spoken to he would make a rational reply ; and in

one of his sleeping perambulations he called for an epi-

tome of the History of England which he was in the

habit of reading : the nurse brought him a book, but

not the one he called for : on perceiving tlie difference he

immediately threw it from him with great violence, and

with expressions of anger and disappointment. On these

occasions his eyes were wide open, though he did not

seem conscious of seeing, nor of his situation at the time.

It was, says Dr. Yeates, a perfect slate of dream through-

out, though partaking of the acts of the waking state, for

he would avoid objects walking about the room. His

face was quite pallid at the time.

In this case much of the nervous hurry and agitation Joducecf
seems to have depeiided upon the debilitated and irritable l^^".

"e'^.\o"s

state of the patient's frame. But where the affection and LnS'
proceeds from idiosyncrasy, or where there is no disturb- J^'^^,^g""y

ance of the general health^ the dreamer often proceeds sieep-waik.
where no
such irrita-

* Vol. V. Art. xx^iir. p. 444 bility, the

VOX, TV. 9S "^T""^"*-" -*' -^"^ eften pro-
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Gen. V. far more coolly and collectedly : and the eye-lids, instead

Paionhia* of being Wide open as though staring, are often not more
ambuians.

^|^j^^^ half-uncloscd. In some cases even less than this

;

iniiism. which has given occasion to marvellous stories of somn-

waikin^
ambuHsts walking over dangerous places, or avoiding

dangerous objects with their eyes completely shut all

ly and col- the time.
lectediy. fhe remedial treatment it may be necessary to pursue

are more^ vve shall defer till we have briefly noticed the succeeding

operant species, as the same treatment will apply to the whole.

frotii their

winking,
————

.

have some-
times been SPECIES II.
described

as closed

Remedial PARONIRIA LOQUENS.
treatment.

THE MUSCLES OF SPEECH EXCITED INTO THEIR ACCUS-

TOMED ACTION BY THE FORCE OF THE IMAGINATION

DURING DREAMING.

Gen. V. ix is not necessary to dwell upon this species, as we have
' already explained the general principles of the inordinate

principle actiou in the preceding pages. As the train of ideas

"^nSer'the
which form the dream, when peculiarly lively and imme-

preceding diately Connected with the organs of locomotion, may
species,

stjmyiate tliose organs into their accustomed activity, and

thus give the dreamer a pow'er of walking without con-

Organs of sciousness j in like manner if a similar train of dreaming

mulcted by ideas be immediately connected with the organs of speech,
the train ot||jggg ^^^y ^jso be equally influenced, and the dreamer be
dreaming •' ^ j

ideas. able to talk without being conscious of it, or having any

recollection of such exertion when he awakes. And as,

for reasons already specified, the organ of sight is some-

times, in the same way, roused from a state of sleep or

torpitude to a state of wakefulness, while all the other

external senses continue somnolent, or, from idiosyncrasy

or some local or accidental cause, do not join in the gene-

ral repose, but continue vigilant during its dominion

—
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the organ of hearing may he roused in the same manner ^^^^^ J^

or exhibit the same anomaly ; and, in this case, the Paroniiia

dreamer, who, under the influence of the last species of j,°g'"p"!^',]..

affection, is able to see as well as to walk, is able, under '"§•

the present, to hear as well as to speak. Examples, ^^s^^.'^^'^^

indeed, are given in which a by-stander obtaining some sometimes

clue into the train of thoughts of which, the dream is com- f.fthe
^

"""^

posed, has been able, not only to keep up an irregular wakefui-

conversation, but, by dexterous management and the art- whence th'

ful assumption of a character which he finds introduced
'abie"to

into the dream, to draw from tlie dreamer the profoundest'icar as

well as to

secrets of his bosom, the dreaming ideas generally con- speak.

sisting of those on which the dreamer is most employed
^o^'.^se'^''^

when awake, or which lie nearest his heart. I have never quence of

met with a case of this kind in my ow n practice, but it is

given as a fact by various physiologists from the time of

the Greeks and Romans to our own dav.

SPECIES III.

PARONIRIA SALAX.

4atCg!it=|JoUutfcrT.

THE SEXUAL ORGANS EXCITED INTO VENEREAI. ACTION
BT THE FORCE OF THE IMAGINATION DURING DREAM-
ING.

By Sauvages this affection is absurdly placed among thcGEw. v.

species of gonorrhoea, wiiich, with great looseness of^^^*^*"^'

generic character is defined "passio cujtis prjeripuura ^f"^^
symptoma est fluidi puriformis vel seminijormis effluxus roneonsiy

atillatitius ex urethra." This definition is, indeed, widcges?''"'""
enough to embrace the affection before us ; but the ab-
surdity consists in intermixing a natural discharge pro-
duced by the ordinary orgasm with morbid discharges, in
which, in most cases, there is no orgasm whatever. Dr. ^nd by

Cullen, however, has continued to assign the same place
^""''"'

and the same name to the present species, and tliis with
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Spec* ih
Still greater inconsistency; since lie has struck out of his

Paioniiia definition of gonorrhoea the epithet seminiformist and

wlght-poi-
^**"^"*®*^ it to a "fluxus humoris ex urethra praster

lution. naturam.^' So that he has heen obliged to break his own
bounds to introduce this natural flux into the place ho
has allotted it. And hence in his laying down the treat-

ment of gonorrhoea in his Practice of Physic, he takes no

notice of his gonorrhoea dormientkim, as though feeling

that it was altogether a different subject.

Physiology We have already observed that whatever part of the

animal frame is immediately connected with the tenour of

the somnolent vision, it is often roused, under particular

circumstances,from the general sleep or torpitude in which

it had participated, and becomes wakeful while every

other part perseveres in the common repose. During
Ideas of sleep, moreover, our ideas are often more lively and opera-

more lively t^ve than during wakefulness, and this on two accounts ;

than in first, bccause from the uninterrupted activity of the invo-
wakeful-

.

iiess, and luntary organs there is a more ready secretion of sensorial,
^^'^' as well as of most other fluids, in a state of perfect tran-

quillity; and next, because the ideas that predominate at

the time are not broken in upon or weakened by exterior

impressions and disturbances. It is, on this account,

when the faculty of the judgment is stimulated into ac-

tivity, instead of the ear or eye or the motory powers, a

man has sometimes been able to solve difficulties in dream-

ing which proved too hard for him when vigilant. And
to this effect Dr. Spurzheim : " somnambulists," says he,

" even do things of which they are not capable in a state

ofwatching; and some dreamingpersons reason sometimes
Interesting better than they do when awake.* A singular and amus-

cadon.' ing instance of this occurred not many years ago to a very

excellent and justly celebrated friend of the author's, the

Reverend William Jones of Nayland, Suffolk, who,

among other branches of science, had deeply cultivated

that of music, to which indeed he was passionately attach-

ed. He was a man of an irritable temperament, ardent

* Physiognomical System, p. 175. 8vo. Loncl. 1315.
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mind, and most active and brilliant imagination: and gkn.v.

was hence prepared by nature for energetic and vivid Paronina*

ideas in his dreams. On one occasion during his sleep, ^^'^j^^^^-

he composed a very beautiful little ode of about six stan- lution.

zas, and set the same to very agreeable music : the im-

pression of which was so firmly fixed in his memory, that

OB rising in the morning he set down and copied from his

recollection, botli the music and the poetry.

It is hence not diffiruit to conceive that members so Hence sex-

irritable as the sexual organs, when once the imagination |^^^|^"'^sasm

leads energetically to the subject of concupiscence, should dreaming

occasionally participate in the vision, and prove their'
''^^^

sympathy by the result.

In some morbid states of the body, and especially when Seminal

accompanied with local irritation, produced by inflam-timesdur-

mation, fibrous entony, the debility of old age, or a habiting sleep

of vicious indulgence, a seminal flux has sometimes taken ous causes,

place without any connexion with the dream, and some-^"^ ^'"^

*. -' does not
tmies without either erection or turgescence; but this belong to

does not constitute the affection immediately before us ; ^^^^V^^^^"'

in which the stimulant power lies in the sensory and is

propagated from that organ to those of generation.

The Roman poet who so admirably unlocked the na- The fact

TURE OF THINGS to his Contemporaries, by following the
th"e°Gree°k^

footsteps of nature herself into most of her deepest re- and Ro-

1. ,it. • .!• ••. ji mans, and
cesses, directed his attention to this subject, among other

physiological facts, and has elegantly explained it in the elegantly

above manner; adducing, at the same time, another in-
^^''L^„"yg',

stance of the influence which the ideas of dreaming some- tins,

times exercise over the organs connected with them, de-

rived from the evacuation of the bladder which frequently with an-

takes place in children whose dream is directed to this na- °f a^siml^ai

tural want, and who image to themselves the ordinary ves-l^'n^*

sel employed for such purpose, as at liand for their use:

Purei saape, lacuni propter seu dolia curta,

Sonuio devinctej, credunt se extoUere vestem

;

Totius humorem saccaium corporis fundunt

;

Quom Babj^lonica, magnifico splendore, rigantur.

Turn, quibus setatis freta primitus insinuantur,

>Semen iibi ipsa dies membris matura creavit.
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Gen. V. Conveniunt simulaci*a foris e corpore quoque,

Pa^roniria

*

NuntiiK prseclari voltus, pulchrique coloris,

salax. Qui ciet inritans loca turgida semine multo,
JNight-pol- ut, quasi transactis ssepe omnibus i*ebus, profundant,
lution. '

. . . . n *
1* luminis ingenteis nuctus, vestemque cruentent.*

Medical I» the medical treatment of all these species of paroni-
treatment. j.j^ ^,g must nevei' lose siffht of this principle that, altboueh
Gener;-! . . i • i- • ,•

principles m many instances their predisponent cause is a peculiar

tended Vo
i^iosyncrasy or habit, their exciting cause is, in all cases.

Irritation, general or local irritation ; and that this irritation is of

in^ cause : ^wo vcry Opposite kinds, which it also becomes us very
which may particularly to attend to, namely, that of entony or ex-

or atonic, cess of powci", and that of atony or deficiency.

Remedial ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ former that Lucretius alludes, and which is

process by far the most common exciting cause : and where this

entonic ir- Gxists, our fii'st indication is to reduce the superabundant
ritation. vigour by venescction, purgatives, laborious exercise, and

a limitation to a plain and spare diet. While, on the

„ contrary, where the exciting cause is debility, our atten-

atonic irri-tion should be directed to a tonic course of medicines,
tation.

g^j^^i particularly to thosf tonics which prove sedative at

the same time that they strengthen the system. Several

of the mineral acids are entitled to this character, and

especially the sulphuric : and a still greater number of

the vegetable bitters, and particularly the extracts of

hop and lettuce. Dr. CuUen, indeed, as we have already

observed, supposes a sedative power to exist in all the

bitters, though not equally in all. How far Uie Prussic

acid might be employed for this purpose I cannot say

from personal practice : but if it really consist, as it is

supposed to do, of the sedative principle of the lauroce-

rasus or bitter almonds, it may possibly prove a very

serviceable remedy.

Undue ac- Qur next object of attention should be to prevent all

tion of undue accumulation of the sensorial principle during
power to sleep, and this may be accomplished in two very distinct

vented. and oppositc ways. The first is the use of a hard mat-

Hence trass, with so small a covering of clothing that the sleep
hard mat-
trass

* Pe Rer. Nat. iv. 1020.
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may be somewhat less sound than ordinary, and conse- Gkn. v.
Spec III

quently more easily broken off. For the force of ourpaionida'

dreaming ideas will always be in proportion to a certain ^^}^^-

degree of soundness in our sleep : I say a certain degree, lution.

because if the fatigue or exhaustion, or torpitude, be ex-
Treatment,

treme, the sleep will become profound or lethargic, all the

faculties of the mind will participate in it, and, as already

observed, there will be no ideas or dreaming whatever.

And hence the second mode of preventins: an accumu- a"^ "^f-
cotics.

lation of sensorial, and especially of irritable power, will

be the employment of narcotics till the morbid habit is

destroyed ; for these, when carried to a sufficient extent,

diminish vascular action, and consequently take off sense

and motion so completely as to extinguish the vital prin-

ciple altogether, and hence not only to suppress all power

of dreaming, but even life itself.

I had lately under my care for the last species, a very illustration

modest and regular young man, who was a student of

Christ's College, Cambridge, and was alarmed at the idea

of having his constitution undermined by its continu-

ance. He was rapidly growing, of slender make, and of

a relaxed habit. Nitre, which has been so often recom-

mended as a sedative, in this case did no service : but

under the use of a pill composed of one grain of opium

and five of camphor taken nightly, and draughts of

myrrh, and infusion of columbo acidulated with sulphuric

acid, he lost the tendency in a fortnight, after having

been subject to tlie discharge for many weeks. His

bowels were kept at the same time constantly stimulated

by the pill of aloes and myrrh : and the cold-bath formed
a part of his regimen. Pagania and De Cazelles* have

recommended electricity; but the author has never tried

its effects, having uniformly succeeded without it.

Where either of these species, but particularly the two Where a

former, are connected with a morbid state of the stomach, aSmlf
the disease must be attacked in this quarter, as it was^i^epri-

with great judgement and a favourable issue in the caseers7muTt

quoted from Dr. Ycates. ^^ ?"»<='-

pally at-

' Joitrn. de Medicine, Tom. i.xsiv,
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GENUS vr.

MORIA.

jFatuitg.

DEFECT OR HEllETUDB OF THE UNDERSTANDING.

oki\. VI. MoRiA is a Greek term from f*ap»iy "stultus, fatuus." It
Origin and . . n • -wt t

use of the IS here Imuted to its proper signification. Vogel em-
geneiic ploys it, thouffh with a differnt termination (morosis in-

Employed stcad of moria) in the same or very nearly the same
hitherto in gense : but he is almost the only medical writer that does
different

tt, t».t i t-i ^
significa- SO. By Nenter and Sauvages moria is used to denote
tions: melancholia complacens (self-complacent melancholy),

confuTion'
whilc by others it is employed synonymously with anoea

to medical or idiotism. To complete the confusion, morosis (amen-

turT
^ ^ *^^ MorosisJ is the name given by Sauvages to mental

imbecility (moria imbecillisj, though, as already observ-

ed, he had just before used moria in the sense of melan-

choly. It is precisely in the signification now offered

that tlieterm is employed by Erasmus, in liis celebrated

treatise entitled *' Moriae Encomium'* or " The Praise of

Folly," which he dedicated to Sir Thomas More.
Derivatives Mora, moror, viorosuSf morositaSf are derived from this

common common soTU'ce ; and uniformly import '"'waywardness,
root. tardiness, dulness, impediment j" though the lexicogra-

phersj not having hit upon the right path, have wandered

in different directions without being able to satisfy them-

selves. In Sauvages and Sagar, morositates arc in fact

" corporeasmorioE," defects or hebetudes of the bodily

faculties.

How dis- The preceding genera are founded upon a morbid per-

Ivofn the*^'^
version or misrule, a diminished or excessive excitement

p.eceding of onc or more of the powers of the mind operating upon
genera.

^j^^ nnnti itself or upon the body. The present is found-

ed upon a natural or permanent dulness, or hebetude of
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one or more of the same powers, producing a deficiencv in ^}'^^'- ^ ^•

1 1 , 1 . t 1 I- it Moria.
the understanding, which, however, may be regarded as Fatuity.

tlie general frame or constitution of the mind, in the samo

manner as the body is the general frame or constitution

of the organs which form its separate parts. Moria thus

explained, will be found, as- a genus, to embrace the two

following species :

—

1. MORIA IMBECILLIS. IMBECILITY.

2. DEMENS. IRRATIONALITY.

remarks

SPECIES I.

iMORlA IMBECILLIS.

Jilctttal JlmiJCCiU'tw.

THE DEFECT OR HEBETUDE PARTIAL, OR CONFINED

TO PARTIGUIAR FACULTIES OF THE UNDERSTAND-

ING.

We have already ohserved that all the faculties of the gew. vr.

mind are as subject to a diseased disturbance as the or- ^-^^- 1\

gans of the body : and hence all of them are liable to he General

affected by the present species. The whole of the va

rieties, therefore, under which mental imbecility is ca-

pable of being contemplated might form an extensive list

:

but it will be sufficient to confine ourselves to the foui*

following

:

« Stupiditas. Dulness and indocility of the ap-

Stupidity. prehension; torpitude and po-

verty of the imagination.

/3 Amnesia. Feebleness or failure of the me-

Forgetfulness. raory. <

y Credulitas. Weakness and undue pliancy of

Credulity. the judgement, with a facility

of being duped.
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Gew. VI. J Inconstantia. Instability and irresolution of
Spec. I. ^. , , xi n

Fjcklencss. the will.

tt M. imoo- In STUPIDITY there is generally a dulness in several of

pifii'tas." t^»e faculties besides the apprehension and the imagina-

Stupidity. tion; and sometimes, perhaps, in all of them: but then

Generally {^ originates in these, and the rest are for the most part

cuitiesbe- Only sccoudarily dull, as not being furnished with asuffi-

sides the
pje,,^ number of ideas or in sufficient rapidity for their

tion and usc. Thus the judgement of a heavy or stupid man is

sion oMuse "^^^^^ ^^ sound in itself as that of a man of capacious com-

inthisva- prelieusion ; and more so, perhaps, for a reason we have
"^'^'

already observed under alusia /acefosa, or crack-brained
,Yetthe -^ ^j ^^^1^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^f facetious quickness of parts:
judgement '

.

often but the heavy man requires time and patience to collect

though ^'is ideas, and compare thcrn with each other ; for they

slow

:

are neither furnished to him in a free current from his

sounder memory or his imagination, nor does he readily apprehend
than in qj, jj^y j)q](J ^y( them as they are offered from external ob-
facetious ,

•'

. •.,.«>•,. .

quickness, jccts to his perception, which, in eifect, is little more than
Explained,

j^ synonym for the apprehension—the apprehension being

Apprehen- the perception in a state of exercise, or exertion. There

relation ^^ hcnce a material difference in physiology, though, per-

to the haps little in practice, between ignorance and stupidity.
peicep ion.

^^^^ fornier is want of knowledge from want of its ordi-
Difference i • >i r i i

between nary means ; and by the usc ot such means may, perhaps,
stupidity gQQj^ jjg gotten the better of: the latter is dulness in the

ignorance, use of such knowledge as by ordinary means has been

acquired and exists in the sensory, though in a state of

Exempiifi- stagnation or dormancy. Mr. Locke has made the same

Locke? distinction, though he has justly enough observed that,

for all practical purposes the man of stupidity had almost

as well be without his knowledge as with it. '* He," says

this admirable writer, " who, through this default in his

memory, has not the ideas that are really preserved there,,

ready at hand when need and occasion call for them,

•were almost as good be without them quite, since they

serve him to little purpose. The dull man, who loses the

opportunity whilst hB is seeking la his mij>d ^o^* +hos*^
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ideas that should serve his turn, is not much more hanny ^^.v. VL
SPKC. I

ill his knowledge than one that is perfectly ignorant. It a. m. inibe-

is the business of the memory to furnish those ideas which '^!','.'^ ^'""

it has present occasion for, and in tlie having tiiem ready stupidity.

at hand on all occasions, consists that which we call in-

vention, fancy, and quickness of parts."*

Stupidity or dulness of apprehension may he idiopa- causes of

thic; but it may also proceed from want of education, or ^^"i"''''y3

1 • • 111 1 r- 11 t <> I • „some iflio-

education irregularly conducted j lor all the faculties ofpatiuc

the mind, like the muscles of the body, become invigorated
'''^^'=''°"

and are rendere<l more alert by a well disciplined exercise, proper edi>

And hence stupidity is a natural result of idleness; as it<^^*'°"-

is more particularly of idleness in conjunction with an un-

due use of w ine and fermented liquors, which have a pro-

verbial power of besotting the understanding. It is also Local or

produced temporarily or habitually by various corporeal ^g^"
^'*'

diseases; as hemicrania, ciironic inflammation or dropsy

of the head, gout in the head, and sometimes repelled

cutaneous eruptions or habitual discharges.

Stupidity, like wit, is propagable; and hence we fre- is piopa-

quently see it run from one generation to another ; and
"^

not unfrequently it forms a distinctive mark in the mental

character of districts or nations : in many cases, indeed,

where they border closely on each other. The Dutch have iiiustrater:

at least as much solid sense as their neighbours theFrench;

but they are certainly less quick ; or, in other words, they

have a duller fancy and apprehension. BcEotia in respect

to chorography was merely separated from Attica by
Mount Cithseron ; but in respect to genius the two coun-

tries were as far apart as the poles. So in the Pacific

Ocean, the natives of Otaheite learn every thing with fa-

cility ; the natives of New South Wales have no aptitude,

and learn nothing. The residence of a few missionaries

amongst them for a short term of years, has nearly civi-

lized the former; the actual possession of the country for

a far longer period, by a British public and a British go-

rernment, with a perpetual intercourse, and the kindest

* Essay conrernine Hum, T^nclprst. B. II. Ch. X. Spct. ?.
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%^'^,'^i'
<?"couragemcnt, lias made little or no impression upon the

'"'"'*
latter.

/gM.iinbe- ^ rAiLURE OF MEMORY. Iiowevcr, Avliicli forms tlie
ciiiis Am- '

nosia. , SECOND SPECIES of mcntal imbecility before us, is a far

i^^sF Ob- severer evil tlian duliiess of perception with poverty of

livion. imagination : for as all the sources of information to which
A woi'se ^ve have been nriw cannot be always immediately before
evil than i

.

stupidity. US to excitc tiic perception, we must necessarily draw upon

our recollection for those which are not so, and whose

Theme- ideas or impressions we stand in need of. And hence
movy in |}jc R)cmory is the ereat storehouse of intelliffencc; and
f.ome per- '' "

, . . , i,

sons m one sense at least the Platonic doctrine is universally
st.nngiy

|j,yp ^j^j^^ « j^]l knovvlcdffe IS reminiscence." There arc
retentive. o

some minds in whom this faculty has been peculiarly rc-

".c.vton. tcntive, as that of Newton, who made it answer the pur-

; N^scai. posc of iutuition ; and of Pascal, who is said never to

have forgotten, till his health failed him, any thing he

had ever done, read, or thought of.

Retention Retention of memory, however, is a different property

how differs' from that of quickness. They may and often do co-exist^
from quick-

j„,|. ^j^^.^ ^^p ^\^q fcuud Separate : for there are many per-

sons wdio can well catch hold of an entire song, an entire

sermon, or a series of speeches in parliament, and can re-

cite them almost, if not altogether, verbatim immediately

afterwards, but who lose all recollection of them in a day

or two : while there are others who arc obliged to pause

over the subject submitted to them, or to have it repeated

for several times before they can get it by heart, yet who,

when they have once fixed it in the memory, retain it as

rxair.pics. long as they live. Mr. W. Woodfall, the celebrated re-

porter of the parliamentary debates, was an instance of

the former of these talents, in regard to his powers of

apprehension; the well-known Jedediah Buxton of the

latter : though it should be remarked that Mr. Woodfall

retained with as much ease as he first fixed speeches in

his memory.

Failure of Failure of memory takes place in a variety of ways.

'"lowsTt '^ ^^ sometimes general, and extends to every subject;

self in va- but it IS frequently far more manifest on some subjects,
lions ways.
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than on others. Salmuth mentions a case in Avhich the
^f^^* Y^'

affected person had forgotten to pronounce words, hut/9M.imbe-

could nevertheless write them.* Mr. J. Hunter was sud-^'"!'^;'^"'"

denly attacked with a singular affection of this kind in roigetfui-

December 1789, v hen on a visit at the house of a friend vioiV.

in town. *' He did not know in what part of t!»e house

he was, nor even the name of the street w hen told it, nor

where his own iiouse was : he had not a conception of apy

thing existing beyond the room he was in, and yet was

perfectly conscious of the loss of memory. He was sen- J" ^'^^?^^*^

sible of impressions of all kinds from the senses, andword^.

therefore looked out of the window, although rather dark,

to see if he could be made sensible of the situation of the

house. The loss of memory gradually went off, and in

less than half an hour his memory was perfectly reco-

vered."! This might possibly be connected with a gouty

habit to which Mr. Hunter was subject, though not at

this time labour! ns: under a paroxysm. The late Bishop Fo'Tetfui-

of Landaff, Dr. Watson, gives a singular case of partial family

amnesia in his father, the result of an apoplectic attack.
"^™^^'

" I have heard him ask twenty times a-day," says Dr.

TTatsoii, " * w hat is the name of the lad that is at college ?'

(my elder brothci) ; and yet he w"as able to repeat, with-

out a blunder, hundreds of lines out of classic authors.:};"

And hence, there is no reason for discrediting the story

of a German statesman, a Mj*. Von S. related in the

seventh volume of the Psychological Magazine, who hav-

ing called at a gentleman*s house, the servants of which

did not know^ him, was under the necessity of giving in

his name ; but unfortunately at that moment he had for- Forgetful.

gotten it, and excited no small degree of laugliter by
"^^an's own

turning round to a friend who accompanied him, and say- '^ame.

ing, w ith great earnestness, " pray tell me who 1 am,

for I cannot recollect."

From severe suffering of the head in many fevers a^'^nerai
forge tful-

.. „ ^, ,, ness often
.*Cent. II. Obs.41. produced

+ Sir Everard Home's Life prefixed to his Treatise on the Blood, Inflam- ^i' lever?,

mation, &c. 4to. 179-1.

t Anecdotes of the Life of Richard Watson, D. D., Bishop of Landaff,
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Gen. vi. great inroad is frequently made upon the memory, and

/8 M. inibe- it is long before the convalescent can rightly put together

ciiHs Am- aU ^i,g jjjpj^f. of jijj. pj^„t lifp^ gycj, ^vas one of the eftects

Forgetful- of tiie plague at Athens, as we learn from Thucydides,
ness. Obli-

^ g^ ^^^ ^^g^ iT^utcrun "TtttpocvTMX ccvxa-ircttrxi tuv Trccvran

Example efftotui' x.j.t i^yvoniffxt a^ati ti eivrevi- xxi revs S7r«Ti)0£j«t.'? : *' anCl

cydkiea!" many, on recovery, still experienced such an extraordinary

ohlivion of all things that they knew neither tliemselves

Singular nor their friends." A few years ago a man with a brain-

getfuiness fevcr was taken into St. Thomas's Hospital, who as he
°f^*P'*'^^" grew better spoke to his attendants, but in a language

and recov-they did not understand. A Welsh milk-woman, going

disused""^
by accident into the ward, heard him, answered him and

conversed with him. It was then found that the patient

was by birth a Welshman, but had left his native land in

his youth, forgotten his native dialect, and used English

for the last thiity years. Yet in consequence of this fe-

ver he had now forgotten the English tongue, and sud-

denly recovered the Welsh.

Further Boerbaave, however, gives a still more extraordinary
illustration instance of oblivion in the case of a Spanish tragic author

who had composed many excellent pieces, but so com-

pletely lost his memory in consequence of an acute fever,

that he forgot not only the languages he had formerly

learnt, but even the alphabet : and was hence under the

necessity of beginning to read again. His own poems

and compositions were shown to him, but he could not

be persuaded that they were his production. Afterwards,

however, he began once more to compose verses j which

had so striking a resemblance to his former writings that

he at length became convinced of his being the author of

them.*

Impaired The memory may also be prematurely impaired (for in
by nume-

j^ j natural defect) by various other causes. Idle-
rouscauses o I J

ness or inattention will do it, as in the case of stupidity,

as will also an over-exertion of the faculty, injuries of the

head, rheumatic, or gouty pains in it, dyspeptic maladies,

* Prselect. Acad, in Justit. Med. ex Edit. Hallen. Tom. iv. p. 463. See

also Cricht. Of Ment. Derangement, i. 370,
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various narcotic poisons, prostrating hsemorrhages, or ^en. vi,

want of food, and libidinous indulgtMire.* /SM.imbe-

Deppndent upon this last cause Sir Alexander Crich-"'''^ ^^-

ton has given a single example of what may be called Forgetful-

perverse oblivion in an old attorney, nearly seventy years
".^.-^n/^^"

of age, v\ ho, though married to a lady much younger singular

than himself, kept a mistress whom he ^ isited every night. 1"^*^"';%.

He was suddenly seized with great prostration of strength, nousindui-

giddiness, and forgetfulness ; but the last was of a pecu-^^"*^®*

liar kind and consisted in tlie mistaking the name of one

thing for that of another; so that if he wanted bread he

would ask for his boots, and though enraged at the latter

being brought to him, he would still call out for his

boots or shoes. In like manner if he wanted a tumbler

to drink out of, it was a thousand to one but he would

call for the ordinary chamber utensil, or, if this were

wanted, he would call for a tumbler or a dish. This

gentleman, however, was cured of the complaint by large

doses of valerian and other cardiacs.

In CREDULITY, Constituting the third variety of the j, M.imbe-

irabecility before us, the faculty of the judgement is the ^'^^j'.^^^^^"

chief seat of disorder. It is unquestionably more gene- Credulity.

rally to be found among ignorant people than those whose Found
.1 II 1 -ii 1 1 i /> I 1 J bothamoDg

minds are well stored with tlie elements ot knowledge jthe igno.

but, as we also frequently perceive among the former a
"^^"J

^""^

most obstinate and wilful incredulity, and among the lat- formed, but

ter extraordinary proofs of the present failing, it cannot ^^^^^ ^i^^

be regarded as altogether an effect of a general want of former.

ideas : it is in reality a hebetude or indolence of the judge- Among the

ment or power of ratiocination, which induces a man to voluntary

take things upon trust and allows others to think for him,^^'-'

not for want of ideas, but for want of comparing one idea

with another, those of probability with those of improba-

bility, and fairly striking the balance ; in consequence of

which, under the influence of this mental oscitancy, he

readily yields himself, body and soul, to the opinions of

others, and follows such opinions blindfold j as those who

* Dissert, de Meraovia; Lsesione ex nimis Vener. TJsii. Alt. 1695
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Gen. VI. yi,i,t their eyes must be led by those that see, oi' else fall

j,M.imbe->nto the ditch.

Tu'rta^'^"
This is voluntary credulity; yet many have been so

Ciediiiity. loiig accustomcd to it, that it has all the effect of a chronic
From being jii^p^^P^ and is as ditficult of cure as the most obstinate,

may be- Thercarcsomc men, however, whose judgement is more

chronic
morbidly dull by nature, than from inactivity or a neg-

diseasc. Icctcd cducation ; or may possibly have been rendered so

More gene- ()y intemperance; who are deficient in natural skill to use

pathic. the evidence they possess of probabilities ; and being in-

capable of carrying on a train of consequences in their

heads, and of weighing exactly the preponderance of

contrary proofs and testimonies, are easily misled, and

rendered the dupes of every plausible sophist, and the

playthings of every impostor. " There are some men,"

says Mr» Locke, "of one, some but of two syllogisms,

and no more ; and otiicrs tliat can but advance one step

further. These cannot always discern that side on which

the strongest proofs lie ; cannot constantly follow that

which in itself is the more pi'obabie opinion."*

eT M. imbe- There is another imbecility we have noticed, as strange-

consuntia.ly interfering with the integrity of the understanding;
inconstan- rj,^(|

|i,j^|- jg picKLENESs, or an instabilitv and irresolu-

Ordinary ^^"" ^^ ^'^^ ^^'''^' '^ '*^ faculty of the wiU requires not

cause. only to be directed aright in infant life, but to be forti-

fied and strcngtiiened by a course of exercise and disci-

Eiucida- pjine as much as any faculty whatever. This we may
say as physiologists ; but as moralists we may speak a

bolder language, and maintain that it demands the spur

and trammels of education even more than all the other

faculties put together, since it is designed by nature to

be the governing power and to exercise an absolute sway

over the rest, even over the desire itself, by which, how-

ever, it is moved in all ordinary cases.

A child whose inclinations have never been reined in,

is perpetually letting the will and the desire run together,

and changing both every moment ; and if this disposi-

' Human Unueistancl. Book IV. Ch.xix. ') 3-
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tion be suffered to grow into a habit, it will produce the J^iv.vi.

fickleness of which we are now speaking, and form a}"MVimiie-

character on which there can be no reliance ; whose de-
^l,'^'^^^^'"^";^

termination of to-morrow cannot be known from that of incon-

to-day: because the will itself, void of all firmness or^''^""^-

resolution, is the sport of every transient incident, every

interposing uneasiness or pleasure: and which, hence,

becomes its own torment still more than the torment of

those around it; since being ever instigated by the feel-

ings of the moment, and sacrificing the future to the pre-

sent, it often purchases a fleeting gratification, and of

subordinate value, at an expense of permanent and sub-

stantial happiness.

Upon the remediai process for the mental infirmi- Ttemediai

ties which appertain to this species, little is to be said in the diseas-

a work of medical instruction. So far as they relate to ^f
o/M6-

'' na imbe-
corporeal causes, and we have pointed out various causes ciiiis, or

of this kind that apply to several of them, those causes ^^^^^'

should be minutely inquired into, and, as far as possible, Medical,

removed or palliated : and whatever will tend to invigo-

rate the entire frame, as the metallic tonics,* regularity

of diet, sleep, exercise, and above all, cold bathingf must

supply the rest. To the arms of mental and moral in- Moral.

struction, however, the sickly understanding must be

chiefly entrusted; and, where these are properly applied,

the mind may often be rendered sufficiently sound for all

the ordinary purposes of life, and even for some of its

elegancies; though it may never be distinguislied for

terseness, brilliancy, or comprehension. The leading

aim should be to lay hold of the strongest faculty, and

to make the direct-cultivation of this an indirect cultiva-

tion of the rest.

* Agrkola, cornmut. in Poppium, Tr. de Argento, p. 136.

t Daiiter, Vun Gtbranche des Kalten Wassers,

VOL. IV. 9.5
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Gen. VI.

Spec. 11,

SPECIES II.

MORIA DEMENS.

^Witltssntsn, Krratfonalftj).

DEFECT OR HEBETUDE OF All THE FACULTIES OF THE
UNDERSTANDING.

Of this species we have three varieties that seem to re-

quire a distinct notice :

—

« Stultitia.

Silliness. Folly.

^ Lerema.

Dotage. Superannuation.

y Ancea.

Idiotism.

Shallow knowledge, va-

cant countenance, light

frivolous fancy : for the

most part with good

nature ; sometimes with

ohstinacy.

Impotence of body as well

as of mind from pre-

mature old age ; child-

ish desires and pur-

suits ; drawling speech

or garrulous babble,

composed of ideas for

the most part associ-

ated by previous habit.

General obliteration of

the mental powers and

affections; paucity or

destitution of ideas

;

obtuse sensibility; va-

cant countenance; im-

perfect or broken arti-

culation ; with occasion-

ally transient and un-

meaning gusts of pas-

sion.
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The difference between the understanding of some men gex. yi.
tJp-pr; IT,

and that of others is extreme ;
yet it is not every minute Mdiia'de-

variation from the standardof soundness that constitutes
l^^.'J*^-^^

a disease whether in mind or body ; but as soon as, in ness.

either case, such variation becomes a marked or serious ^"j^^'""'

evil it is entitled to this name ; and, in the subject before

us, falls within the range of the first of the preceding

varieties.

This, which is what we ordinarily denominate siiii-a M. de-

NEss is generally a natural infirmity, and in some families '^^^^^_

'

appears to be hereditary. A well directed education. Silliness.

however, may do much, as there is commonly some fa-
Qg^gjaiiy

culty that will bear cultivating better than the rest, and a natmai

which points to the particular line to which the study of
l^f^g,^^^^^.

the individual should be especially addressed, and in w hich b'e of pai-

- ^ 1 1 TT ^ • -J. j^- liation by
he may appear respectable. He may have imitative pow- judicious

ers, and make a good painter or engraver, though he may ™^"^§^*

not have creative powers, and make a good orator or poet.

He may be fond of arithmetic, and fitted for trade and

accounts, though he may not possess a taste for scientific

subtleties, or be well calculated for any one of the pro-

fessions.

Dotage, when a mere result of old age, is hardly to/3 M. de-

be regarded as a disease, and is rarely accompanied by Lerema.

any effervescence of the passions. But it often appears Dotage.

prematurely, and is especially accelerated by excessive „uaUoni

indulgence in corporeal pleasures; sometimes by violent Causes,

mental emotion, as anger, or by long continued grief.

Under the two former of the causes, there is often com- Descrip-

bined with it an incessant garrulity, a very high degree of""""

passionate, but unmeaning effervescence, and puerile mo-

bility. M. Pinel gives a striking example of this in a Further

person whom he had frequently an opportunity of seeing. j/o„^ Pinei^

" His motions," says he, " his ideas, his broken sentences,

liis confused and momentary glimpses of mental feeling

appeared to present a perfect image of chaos. He came
up to me, looked at me, and overwhelmed me with a tor-

rent of words without order or connexion. In a moment
he turned to another person, whom, in rotation, he deaf-

ened with his unmeaning babble, or tlireatened witii an
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gk.v. VI. evanescent look of anger ; but as incapable of determined

s M. de- and continued excitement of tbc feelings as of a just con-
mens nexloii of idcas, his emotions were the effect of a moment-
Lereina.

Dotage, ary eftVrvescence, which was immediately succeeded by

nuaUmi* ^ Calm. If he went into a room, he quickly displaced or

overturned the furniture, without manifesting any direct

intention. Scarcely could one look offbefore he would be

at a considerable distance, exercising his versatile fondness

for bustle in some other way. He was quiet only when food

was presented to him. Even at night he rested but for a

few moments." A strong desire of food, howevef, is by no

means common under this species: it is perhaps most fre-

quently met with in the dotage of old age j but in prema-

ture lercma we often find the appetite entirely banished,

and a resistance to food of all kind when offered.

M.de- Idiotism, the THiKD VARIETY, is oftcn the result, as

mens \\e luivc already observed, of an original misformation of

Idiotism. the crautum, sometimes in respect to thickness, more fre-

Often fiomquently in respect to shapes by both which the internal

s"ructuie of cavity, and consequently the capacity of the brain, is un-
thecra- duly diminished.

'

The internal causes are habitual inebriety, excessive
At other

, , , .

times from and enervating pleascires, violent agitation ofthe passions,

causes^'
whether pleasureable or painful, as overwhelming joy,

startling terror, deep and protracted grief, or furious an-

ger; tumours within the cavity of the cranium; inju-

dicious management in ecphronia, and especially an ex-

cessive use of the lancet. To which some add suppressed

discharges or eruptions, as blennorrhoea,* and itch,f and

the drinking of human blood.:]:

More fre- Idiotism, however, is more frequently congenital, than

coneemtai
accidental ; and it is melancholy to think that it is also

sometimes hereditary. Of those who are idiots from birth

Often many, moreover, are sooner or later afflicted with palsy or

"aisvM«''^
epilepsy, or both; a clear proof of the existence of some

epilepsy, organic affection of the brain or nerves : the former being

* Ehrmann, Beytrage zur anfklarung des Trippers.

I Wantner, Journ. de Medicine, Tom. lvi. p. 115.

% Sennert, Institut. cum Paralis. Vitel. 1667. 4to. Z^iciit. Lusit, Prax.

Med. Adm. i. lU, Obs. 79.
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sometimes partial, and confined to tlie face only or extend-
gp^^'^^'/^J;

ing down one of the sides. Idiots rarely attain old age ;> M. de-

they seldom exceed the term of thirty years ; and when An^a.

paralysis or epilepsy are concomitants, they usually die i^'o^'S'"-

at a much earlier jjeriod.

In idiotisra the ideas of sensation and of reflection ap-Descrii)-

pear to be equally inaccurate. There is a vague, unsteady,
''°"*

wandering eye, seldom fixed for any length of time upon

any one object ; a stupid expression of countenance in

which no sign of intelligence is pourtrayed ; a gaping

mouth from which the saliva flows constantly : a perpetual

rolling and tossing of the head ; no memory, no language,

no reason. The idiot has all the animal instincts, and

some of the passions. Of the last, joy, fear, and anger,

are those with which lie is most frequently affected, but

these are of a very limited kind. His joy is unmeaning

mirth ; his fear, a transient qualm ; his anger, a momen-

tary fit of violence. The toys of children, and the gra-

tification of hunger and thirst, are his only pleasures

;

bodily pain or fear of bodily pain his only distresses. It

is said that idiots have sometimes shown a strong sexual

appetite: but this is not common, for they rarely seem

to attend to any distinction of sex.*

The treatment, where medical assistance can be of any Treatment,

use, must chiefly depend upon the nature of the cause.

Blistering and internal stimulants to increase the action

of the nervous system, and augment the habitual torpitude

of the abdominal viscera which are usually affected in this

malady, offer the fairest chance of advantage. Accidental

commotion of the brain, an occasional cause, has occa-

sionally also proved serviceable, as has likewise a frac-

ture of the cranium. Hence too fevers have relieved the

disease ; and active paroxysms of mania have proved a

complete cure; and I once knew a cure effected in a lad

W'ho fell from the first floor of a house into the street

;

the torpitude or obstruction, or whatever was the cause,

being hereby removed.

* Ciiclitoii, Of Mental Derangement, i. p. 3M.
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CLASS IV.

NEUROTICA.

ORDER II.

iESTIIETlCA.

MutamB alfcctius tiie Sensation,

DUIiNESS, DEPRAVATION, OR ABOXITION OF ONE OR

MORE OF THE ORGANS OF CORPOREAL SENSE.

Class IV. JEsTHETicA is derived from a«r««v#jK««, ** sentio, et, pro-

„ . prie, sensu corporis." The term applies, however, to all the

significa- external senses, and, in the language of Galen, peculiarly

ordinal
^ ^ expresses » etujhrtx.ri ^vvxi^t;, *' the powcr or faculty of sensa-

term and
^io„,>' It must, also, be admitted that it is occasionally

its com- . • ¥ . T^
pounds, applied to mental sensation, as in Isocrates to Demonicus,

How used oi.T« T«v ttcuvwv yvufAnv M(rhs-^, *' tluis will yoii J^eel their

by iso-^" ™i"^ ^^ inclination."

crates

:

The term has hence been used in different significations

by different medical writers. It has seldom, indeed, been

applied to tbe mind, but has strangely varied between ex-

pressing sensation generally, and the sense of touch alone.

by Young: In Dr. Young's excellent volume on Medical Literature

it runs for the most part parallel with its meaning in the

present work, and im])orts diseased action of all the cor-

poreal senses; but, with this appropriation of the term,

tbere seems to be an incorrectness in applying it, as the

same author does immediately afterwards, to defective

memory, which he names dyssetbesia interna, and ranks

in the same list or genus with defect of the external senses.
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Sauvages, and after him Sagar and Cullen, have applied class iv.

tZyssesthesise to a morbid state of the corporeal senses ge- ^sthetica.

nerally : whence ajisesthesise should in their hands have diseases
•' '

,
affecting

expressed atony or total inactivity oi these senses gene- the sensa-

raJly. But while rfj/ssesthesise extends to all the senses/'""*

awsesthesia is by the same writers limited to the single and slfgen

sense of touch ; with no small perplexity to the young

student.

In the Physiological Proem to the present class we have

taken so full a survey of the connexion which exists be-

tween the brain and the corporeal senses by means of the

nerves, that it is not necessary to say more upon the sub-

ject at present : and I shall only therefore further ob-

serve in these preliminary remarks that where one of the Where one

senses is deficient, and especially where naturally defi-
^jg^^j

'^^^'

cient, the rest have very frequently been found in a more others of-

than ordinary degree of vigour and acuteness ; as though ifariy^vigo-

the sensorial power were primarily derived from a com- ^°^^-

mon source, and the proportion belonging to the organ,

whose outlet is invalid, were distributed among the other

organs.*

The genera, under the order before us, are taken in a Order oi

regular series from the corporeal senses themselves in a^''^^"^"'"Sc i genera.

state of morbid action, and are in number six: of which

the first five are derived from the five external senses,

and the last from a diseased state of particular branches

of the nerves distributed over the frame generally for the

common and pleasurable feeling of health in the different

organs through which they are dispersed.

I. PAROPSIS. MORBID SIGHT.

11. PARACUSIS. HEARING.

III. PARGSMIS. SMELL.

IV. PARAGUSTS. TASTE.

V. PARAPSIS. TOUCH.

VI. NEURALGIA. NERVE-ACHE.

* Trinckhusius, De Csecis sapientia ac etudilione, claris mirisque caecoruni

quorundam actionibus. Gerce, 176'2. Meckren.Observ. I\Ied. Chir. cap. xx.
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GENUS I.

PAROPSIS.

SENSE OF SIGHT VITIATED OR XOST.

Orffifof
P^i^oPsis is literally "diseased or depraved vision," from

the generic ?r«g«, male, and oypti, visus ; as paracusis, " diseased or
^^'™' depraved hearing," from 7rag«, and ««awi.

Diseases of rpj^^ ophthalmic monographists, by making every va-

unneces- ricty of afFcction a distinct disease, have most unmerci-

Jip^jl'^j"""^- fully enlarged the list under this genus.* To say no-

thing of Campiani, Taylor has in this manner mustered

them at two hundred and forty three,f while Plenck has

contrived to multiply them to nearly six hundred.:!: Upon
a comprehensive view of this subject, it will, I think, be

found that this formidable number may be reduced to the

twelve species following

:

1. PAROPSIS LUCIFUGA. NIGHT-SIGHT.

2. NOCTIFUGA. DAY-SIGHT.

3. LONGINQUA. LONG-SIGHT.

4. PROPINQUA. SHORT-SIGHT.

5. LATERALIS. SKUE-SIGIIT.

6. ILLUSORIA. FALSE-SIGHT.

7. CALIGO. OPAKE CORNEA.

8. GLAUCOSIS. HUMORAL OPACITV.

9. ' CATARRACTA. CATARACT.

10. SYNIZESIS. CLOSED PUPIL.

1 1 . AMAUROSIS. DROP SERENE.

12. STRABISMUS, SQUINTING.

* Campiani, Raggionaineiiti sopia tutti i Mali dcgli Occlii desciitti, &c.

Genoa, 1759.

t Catalogue of two luiiidvRd auJ foity llnce diseases of tlie Eyes. Edin.

Vol. 1749.

t Doctrina de JNTovhis Omilorum. 8vo. Vienii. iJd Kd. 178?.
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Most ofthese fall rather within the province of the oph- c.en. i.

thalmic surgeon than of the pliysician ; but, as their gene- ^foTkr*

ral nature ought to be known to every practitioner, wos'gi"-

shall proceed to give a glance at each of them in their ^^'y^^o/t^gk

order. The maladies of the eye dependant on inflamma- general na-

, . ture as uis-

tion, and constituting ophthalmy, have been already treat- tinct fiom

ed of in Class III, Order II, HiEMATicA, Phlogotica. "'^I'S'^^^^i

SPECIES I.

PAROPSIS LUCIFUGA.

VISION PAINFULLY ACUTE I\ A STRONG LIGHT ; BUT
CLEAR AND PLEASANT IN A DEEP SHADE Oil THE
DUSK OF THE EVENING.

The specific term lucifuga is so distinct as at once to ^^^- f.

point out the general nature of the affection wliilc consti- Specific

tuting a very prominent symptom. The author, hovv-|!^'"^J"sii-

ever, has found a necessity for introducing this new name, ing a new

'

not more from its own clearness than from tl»e confusion
'^'J'"'*

which has taken place among earlier writers in distin- arising'""

guisliingthe disease by two directly opposite terms, nycta- '^°'" *''^

lopia and hemeralopia, according as these terms have names

been used in a literal or a technical and implied sense. "^j'f'"P'^
i- ana heme-

Tlie Greeks called it by the former name, literally night- raiopia.

sight, in consequence of the person labouring muler it be-'^'"^'''^'°^'-

ing only able to see at night, or in a deep shade ; while

nyctalopia has been used by most modern writers in the

opposite sense of niglit-sight-ac/ie, agreeably to the tech-

nical or implied meaningofopm when employed patholo-

gically,* in which case it always imports diseased vision,

as though a contraction of the term paropia or paropsis :

whence nyctalopia has necessarily been made to import

day-sight, instead of night-sight, or that imperfection of

vision in which the eye can only see in the day or when-

ever there is a strong lig!it. And hence hemeralopia, the

VOL, IV. 26
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hkn. I. opposite to nyctalopia, lias been used, with the same con-

Pampsis
* fusion and contradiction of signification ; by the Greeks

kicifus^a. importing day-sight, being taken naturally or literally ;

sight. by the moderns day-sight-uche, and consequently night-

sightf being taken technically or by implication ; and

hence Sauvasjes, " Graecis hemeralopia; neotericis nycta-
Luscitas of . ,, » • ji . •. p ti j<.

Beer. lopia." It IS the iuscitas 01 Ueer.*

Ejrposuie The discasc is dependant upon a peculiar irritability

sumig a of the retina, produced by two very different causes : a

iit;'it a sudden exposure to a stronger light than the eye has been

why.
'" wont to sustain ,• and a deficiency of the black pigment

which lines the choroid tunic. If the iris be weak and

torpid it is enlarged ; if strong and contractile, dimi-

nished.

From the first cause this disease is common to those

who live almost constantly in dark caverns or chambers,

as mines, dungeons or other prisons ; or who have re-

cently had a cataract depressed or extracted, the growth

of which has still more effectually excluded the light from

Perpetual falling on the retina. And in all these cases we find it

nictitation, accompanied with a perpetual nictitation, from the sym-

pathy which prevails between the retina and the orbicu-

lar muscles of the palpebrse.

Frequent Ramazzini asserts that this complaint is common to

among ita- the peasants of Italy who are employed in agriculture
j

sants!^^ but in whom he is able to trace no other peculiarity than

a considerable enlargement of the pupil.f It is not

Ex lained
difficult perhaps to assign a reason for such an affection

among these people, though Ramazzini is silent upon the

subject. The sky of Italy is peculiarly bright, its atmos-

phere peculiarly clear, and its temperature relaxingly

warm. The peasants of Italy, therefore, are exposed to

the joint operation ofalmost every cause that can produce

habitual debility in the iris, and irritability in the retina.

pg, ^^ And we find these causes acting with renewed power at

the time when the disease chiefly makes its attack, which

* Lahre von der Augenluaiiklieiten, als Leitfaden zu seinen oflentliclien

Vorlesungen entvvonfen. Qwey Bande. 8vo. Wien. 1817.

t De Moibis Attj.ficuni. &:-n.
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wc arc told is on the return of spring, or rather at the Gen.t.
^ SPFC I.

vernal equinox, when a douhle flood of day breaks on Paropsis

them. And such is the dimness it produces that thel"!^''"S'^-

peasants lose their way in the fields in the glare of noon ; sight.

but on the approach of night, they are again able to see

distinctly. It is hence necessary for them to keep for ^^"^^ 'fi-

some weeks in the shade or in comparative darkness, till

the eyes recover their proper tone : and the weakness, and
consequently the disease, subsides. And hence Ramazzini

tells us tliat in the course of the succeeding month, or,

in other words, after they have taken due care of them-

selves, tlte peasants recover their siglit. The glare of the Produced

sun, in tropical regions, and especially where reflected l'e^,^e"J"ve

from bright chalk-hills, has often produced the same
effect.

A deficiency of the black pigment is occasionally found Deficioiuy

in persons of a fair complexion and light hair; and, as thcpij^cnt

retina is hereby deprived of tlie natural shade titat sof-^ pause

:

tens the light in its descent upon this very sensible mem-'
brane, its morbid irritability is not to be wondered at.

Albinoes, who are without the common pigment that lies Hence

between the cuticle and cutis in other ncrson.s, are al- '-^'"mon to

ways deficient m this also; and hence arc peculiarly

subject to the present disease. In old persons the same .SomGtimes

deficiency is sometimes traced, but without painful vi-^"""'^'"

sion : for at this time of life the optic nerve is become Constitutes

more obtuse. In horses this want of pigment constitutes '^"^ ^y""''-

what is called a waU-eije.. hoxsoL

The disease is occasionally found as a symptom in Found as a

ophthalmy, various other irritations of the optic nerve, h, '"arfous

and hydrops capilis ; and sometimes terminates in amau- diseases,

rosis.*

Acuteness of niglit-vision is natural to various animals
x-j-aturai to

that prowl in the dark; as cats, lynxes, lions, and per-fi^'^f'"'-

haps, all the feline genus; which save their eyes from prowl iu

the pain produced by broad day-light, by a closer con-'''s'i^-

traction of their irids than mankind are able to eifcct;

expanding them gradually as the night shuts i!i. till by

^ Pi'.o. Do Mr>1. Biasil. Lib. ii.
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gei\. I. tj^e extent of the expansion, tliey arc able to see much
raiopsis ' better than mankind in the dark. Owls, bats, cock-

T^Jkht-"
roaches, mothes, sphinxes, and many other insects, have

sight. a similar power.

Treatment Where the disease proceeds from an accidental irrl-

:identai tabJHty of the retina, sedativc applications,- as the tinctureace

causes, of bclladonua, and internal sedatives, as hyoscyamus

and conium, have often proved serviceable, and the more
when fiom gQ \vhcn Combined with the bark. In old asre, or an early
defective , , . „ ,

pigment, deficiency of the black pigment that covers the choroid

tunic, medicine has very little chance of success, and all

we can hope for is to afford occasional relief by pallia-

tives, if the irritation be violent,, or accompanied with

inflammatory symptoms.

SPECIES II.

PAROPSIS NOCTIFUGA.

i3a3)=Stsftt.

Vision dull and confused in the dark : but clear

and powerful in broad dat-light.

Oen.i. This species, the nyctalopia of neoteric authors, is said

Epidemic in to be endemic in Poland, the West Indies, Brazils, and
^?*'^'°"'* ^^" the intertropical regions generally.* Its cause is pre-

Ordinaiy ciscly the reverse of that of the preceding species j and
cause. proceeds from too great, instead of too small, an habitual

exposure to light, whence the retina becomes torpid, and

requires a strong stimulus to raise it. At noon-tide,

therefore, it is sensible to the impressions of objects j but

does not clearly discern them in the shade or towards the

close of day.
Pecuiiaiiy Day-sisjht is also said, in a work of allowed autho-
frequent

»

in some rity,f to be endemic in some parts of France; and par-
parts of

France : * ITantesierck, Recnyil d' Observations de Medicine, i. ii.

T Mem. de la SncietP Uoynle dc Med. 17J16.
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ticularly in the neighbourhood of Roche Guyon on the gen. i.

banks of the Seine. And so general is its spread there, Pa^jpsjs
'

that in one villaee, we are told, itaflfects one in twenty of "octifuga.
"

. Day-sight.
the inhabitants, and in another, one in ten, every year.

It makes its attack in the spring, and continues for three °f
^" '^'="

T o' turning pe-

months : sometimes, though in a slighter degree, return- riodicaiiy.

ingin the autumn,- and there are individuals who have

had annual returns of the complaint for twenty years in

succession. It passes off after having run its course, or Explained.

rather, perhaps, after having been treated with due medi-

cal attention, without any inconvenience, excepting a

weakness in a few eyes that renders them impatient of

wind and strong light. The soil is here a dazzling chalk,

and the keenness of the first reilected light, after the

dreariness of the winter, as probably one cause of so

general an evil. Perhaps, however, there is no part of

the world in which this disease is found more commonly,
comjJ^o^nTy

or more decidedly, than in Russia : but then it is rarely at times in

found except in the Russian summer, when the eye is
"^^'^'

exposed, almost without intermission, to the constant ggason,

action of light, as the sun dips but little below the horizon,

PvHd there is scarcely any interval of darkness. The
malady, again, mostly makes its appearance at this time

among the peasants, who protract their hard labour in the

fields from a very early to a very late hour ; and at the

same time exhaust and weaken themselves by their daily

fatigue. The sight is soon restored by rest, a proper Easily

shade, and bathing the eyes with an infusion of any bitter

and astringent vegetable. Dr. Guthrie, in the Memoirs instance of

of the Medical Society of London, from which this ac-'*^^*^^"?
•/ '

nearly led
count has been taken, gives also an example of the disease to exten-

having appeared suddenly a few springs before in a de- serLu" mis-
tachment ofRussian soldiers, who, being ordered to attack chief.

a Swedish post, at the moment of its incursion had nearly

destroyed one another by mistake. These men had been

harassed by long marches, and been exposed night and
day to the piercing glare of an uninterrupted scene of

snowy mountains, both which causes had concurred in

producing this effect.
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Gen, I. Sir Gilbert Blane has found it occasionally occur in

Paropsis scorbutic patients ; but no such disease appeared in the
noctifugn. Russian soldiery. Hens are well known to labour under
JJay-signt. _

•

this defect naturally ; and hence they cannot see to pick
Amongst ,, ••,i,r., . ,

hens a na- Up Small grains in the dusk oi the evening, and so em-
turai de- ploy this time in going to roost : on which account the

whence disease is sometimes called hen-blindness.

bulldne'ir
^^ *^^^® species tonics and gentle stimulants offer the

Curative ^^^^ means of cure. The bark may be freely employed
piocess. internally, and blisters externally, with the vapour of

camphor, ether, or carbonated ammonia; and occasion-

ally mining the ball of the eye with a few drops of the

tincture of opium, the citrine ointment, or a minute por-

tion of prussiate of iron, also in the form of an ointment.

When en- In mostof the endemic cases it seems to be an intermit-

mostly in. t^"*» ^^ *^'^ preceding species appear tc he occasionally :

levmittent. and in such circumstances a free use of the bark is the

plan chiefly to be depended upon.

Sight some- When the sight is once stimulated by the full light of

and vivid the day, it occasionally becomes peculiarly acute and
Exempli- Yivid. Plenck asserts that he has known some men la-
"cd. 1.1

jjouring under this disease, evince so high an excitement

of vision as to be able to distinguish the stars at noon.

Singular Di'. Hcberdeu has communicated a singular case of this

^^^? jf , species which it will beHbest to give in his own words.*
periodical ' '-'

day-sight. " A iiian, about thirty years old, had in the spring a ter-

tian fever, for which he took too small a quantity of bark,

so that the returns of it were weakened w ithout being en-

tirely removed. He therefore went into the cold bath, and

after bathing tw ice he felt no more of his fever. Three days

after this last fit, being then employed on board of a ship

in the river, he observed, at sun-setting, that all objects

began to look blue, which blueness gradually thickened

into a cloud ; and not long after he became so blind as

hardly to perceive the light of a candle. The next morn-

ing about sun-rising his sight was restored as perfectly as

ever. When the next night came on he lost liis sight

* Medical Ttansactions. \o]. r.
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again in the same manner ; and this continued for twelve g^EN. u

days and nights. He then came ashore where the dis- Parops'is

*

order of his eyes gradually abated, and in three days was
^ly^^ht.

entirely gone. A month after he went on board another

ship, and after three days' stay in it the night-blindness

returned as before, and lasted all the time of his remain-

ing in the ship, which was nine nights. He then left the

ship, and his blindness did not return while he was upon

land. Some little time afterwards he went into another

ship in which he continued for ten days, during which

time the blindness returned only two nights, and never

afterwards."

As this distinguished writer has not undertaken to case ex-

account for this singular affection, it may seem, perhaps, P'^'^^^-

presumptuous to drop a hint upon the subject. Yet it

should not pass unnoticed that the man was in a state of

great nervous debility, and probably irritability, as its

effect. He had formerly been employed, we are told, in

lead-works, and had twice lost the use of his hands.

And not many weeks from the time the above account

closes, he complained of loss of appetite, weakness, short-

ness of breath, and a cough ; which, together with other

complaints, gradually increased upon him, so that he

died before the end of the year. I have observed that

nyctalopia nodifuga is often an intermittent affection.

In the present case it was distinctly of this nature, and

evinced a decided quotidian type. We are not acquaint-

ed with the exciting cause of this intermittent ; but we
know that when once a circuit of action has been estab-

lished in a weakened and irritablehabit, it adheres to the

system with alinost invincible tenacity, and is re-called

with the utmost facility upon a repetition of such a cause.

And hencf t!ie unif ;."ti ivtui'n of the" affection on ship-

board where it commenced till a cure was obtained.
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SPECIES III.

PAROPSIS LONGINQUA.

2ilong=j5tflfit.

VISION ONXT ACCURATE WHEN THE OBJECT IS TAB OFJF.

Gen. I. This is the dysopia proximorum of Cullen, the vuc
' longue of the French.

Seat of Iw both the preceding species tlie morbid affection

affection geems chiefly to appertain to the retina ; in the present

iris, as that spccics it belongs chiefly to the iris, which is habitually
of the pre-

jjiated, and not easily stimulated to a contractile action.
ceding two ' •'

is the re- "For it is Well known," observes Dr. Wells, "to those
*""** who are conversant with the facts relating to human

vision, that the eye in its relaxed state is fitted for dis-

tant objects, and that the seeing of near objects accurate-

ly is dependent upon muscular exertion."

The species offers three varieties as follow :

oi Vulgaris. Iris relaxed, but moveable.

Common long-sight. cornea mostly too flat.

^ Paretica. Iris incontractile, pupil un-

Unalterable long-sight. changeable, from partial

paralysis.

7 Senectutis. Cornea less convex ; relaxa-

Long-sight of age. tion and hebetude common
to all the powers of the eye.

K P. longin- The FIRST VARIETY is common to every period of life,

garis. in which the iris is affected with an habitual relaxation ;

Common ^^^ jj^^y )jq sufiiciently understood from the remarks

already offered.

jgp.iongin- The SECOND VARIETY coHstitutcs the disease called

S/^*^^' IMMUTABILITY OF SIGHT by Dr. Youug J* and is ad-

* Phil. Trans. Year 1793.
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mirablv described by Dr. Wells in tbe Philosophical Gew. i.
"^ ... J. f Spec. III.

Transactions, m an interesting case ot a young person ^p.iong;,,.

about thirty-five years of age, whose retina was as sensible n.'^^ p^te-

to the stimulus of light as ever; yet who, from a paresis, unaUer-

or permanent dilatation of the pupil, saw near objects with
gtghJ""^"

considerable confusion, but remote objects with perfect Singular

accuracy. The power of moving the upper eye-lid was
*^fj^^^[g°j""

also lost. It was an extreme case of the disease before us, with para-

complicated with partial paralysis of the adjoining mus-
!f^^'j|]|^g^^

cles, and may be imitated by applying the tincture of muscles.

belladonna. It was easily remedied by the use of spcc-[^^^'""-

tacles with convex glasses, by means of which the patient How re-

was able to read without difficulty in a printed book, medied.

whose letters he was scarcely able to distinguish from

each other before the spectacles were applied.

The THIRD VARIETY or that produced by old age,^?. longin.

constitutes the presbytia, and presbyopia of medical
j'"j^gf^"^*^'

writers, from vjfiaQvi^ senex ; and here the hebetude and Long-sigiu

relaxation,while short of paralysis,extend usually through
^he^^

the retina, iris, and, indeed, every part of the complicated tjytia of

organ of the eye ; on which account the cornea becomes
"g^s"^

^^^'

less convex in its form and less pellucid in its trans-

parency.

In the present, as in the other varieties of this affec- Remedial

tion of the eyes, the best remedy for supplying the de- ^ *"*

ficient convexity of the cornea, as well as the deficient

irritability of the iris, is convex spectacles ; adapting their

power to the precise demand of the eye and increasing it

as the demand grows more urgent.

vol,. IV. ar
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* SPECIES IV.

PAROPSIS PROPINQUA.

Short-m'0ht.

VISIOX ONLY ACCURATE WHEN THE OBJECT IS NEAH.

Gew. I. This is in most respects an opposite disease to the pre-

MosT ^an
ceding ; for it not only produces an opposite effect, but

opposite proceeds, in the main, from an opposite cause. In tb«

"heTformer • foj^^^r the iris is for the most part relaxed and weakly j

here it is sound, often too much contracted : in the former

the cornea is, in almost all cases,"^ too much flattened, in

and hence the present it is too convex or polarized. The best pal-

medLrby Hative, therefore, is spectacles of an opposite character
opposite ^Q those recommended under the preceding; species ; and

Cured by ^^^h these we must satisfy ourselves till age brings us a

age
; natural relief, by taking off the entony and depressing the

but often comea. Unfortunately, however, this is a relief that

t^"im)orari^
^^^^ "^* always continue for many years ; since the excess

3y. of tone becomes too much lowered as the age advances,

and the sight grows imperfect from this cause.

Called Mice are said to have this kind of vision naturally, and
myopiasis, hence one of the technical names for it is myopia or myo-
as mice are . . • Ui. »»
supposed to piasis, literally " mouse-sight."
possess )t

jjj j^j^g common technical terms for the present and the
naturally.

*^

Great con- Preceding species, tliere is the same kind of confusion in

fusion in respect to the colloquial terms by which these diseases
the com- * -ij .*ii '^i.
mon tech- are distinguished as we have already shown to exist be-
mcai terms.

^^ggjj the technical and colloquial names of the first and

second species.

Thus paropsis longinquai the long-sight of the com-

mon idiom, is the amblyopia, or dyopia proximorum of

Sauvages and Cuilen, literally "morbid sight of near
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objects ;'* while p. propmgwa, the short-sight of the coiii-Gen.i.

mon idiom, is the amblyopia, or dyopia rfissifontm of paropsis'

the same writers; literally "morbid sight of objects p^oj^'^"]^^-

far off." In the terms now offered the technical and sight.

colloquial ideas run parallel.

SPECIES V.

PAROPSIS LATERALIS.

Sfeeiu-siaftt. St'Qfit ^sfecSu.

VISION ONLY ACCURATE WHEN THE OBJECT IS PIACED

OBLIQUELY.

In this species the patient can only see in an oblique ^^^'' ^-^

direction, in consequence of some partial obfuscation of Disease

the cornea (usually perhaps from scratches or slight scars)
^^p^^^"^ •

or of the humours through which the light is transmitted,

or from a partial paralysis of the retina. This must not Ho\y to be

be confounded with strabismus, or squinting, as it some- gujshed

times has been, but which proceeds from a different fio^ stra-

cause, and is accompanied with different phsenomena. or squint-

In skew-sight or lateral vision, the axis of the eye affect- '"s*

ed usually coincides with that of the sound eye, though it

runs somewhat obliquely to avoid the obstruction in the

tunic. In strabismus the two axes do not coincide, and Strabismus

the judgement is formed from the strongest eye alone,
fojl'o^^^^'f

^^

If, however, in lateral vision, the obstruction be such as

to make the optical axis of the affected eye at variance

with that of the sound eye, squinting must he a necessary

consequence of the disease.
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SPECIES VI.

PAROPSIS ILLUSORIA.

iFalsc stgfu.

IMAGINARY OBJECTS FLOATING BEFORE THE SIGHT;

OR REAL OBJECTS APPEARING WITH IMAGINARY
QUALITIES.

ciEN. I. This species, thus defined, clearly includes two varieties
Spec. VI. ^g f^^^^^^ .

tc Phantasmatum. Appearances of objects before

Ocular spectres. the sight that have no real

existence.

/3 Mutationis. Real objects apparently changed

Ocular transmuta- in their natural qualities,

tions.

Both these varieties offer a very numerous family of

distinct illusory perceptions, which require to be noticed

in their order.

aP. iiiuso- Of the OCULAR SPECTRES, Constituting the first va-

ta^mauim. RiETY, onc of the most frequent forms is that of dark
Ocular SPOTS. Thesc are the muscse volitantes of many authors ;

DaiV^pots. 5tnd "are sometimes," says Dr. Young "if not always
The mus- occasioned by an opacity of some of the vessels of the
cse voli-

tantes of .vitreous humour near the retina. They are seen in a

authors
^"^^ ligl^t, and cannot, therefore, as Sauvages has justly

Cause. remarked, be caused by any thing in the anterior part of

Apparent the eye ; and they may often be observed to change their

^oskfoV^
form with the motions of the eye; which they could not

accounted do if they did not depend on some floating substance.

Their apparent change of position, when we attempt to

follow them with the eye, is a necessary consequence of

the motion of the eye itself which contains them."*

• Delius, Diss. Phantasmata ante oculos volitantia. effectMS ociiloriim

fiingularis. Krlang;. 1751.
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If, however, these phantasmata depended upon vas-
gp|"yf

cular opacity of any kind, it is difficult to account for .t p. niusol

their mobility. And hence Demours is, perhaps, "^ai'erJ^^^Phg^Jj;-^^

the mark in ascribing them to small portions of Mor-Ocuiar

gagni's humour that have acquired an increase of densi-'P^'
^^^'

ty, weight, and refractile power without losing their ^^"PP°'^^^^^

transparency.* And in this view of their formation Mr. ed in the

Guthrie coincides.! Morgagni

Another form these ocular spectres exhibit is that of by De

net-work; hence called suffusio redicitfam by Sauva- Guthrie.

ges, and visus rectiGidaris by Plenck. This is sometimes Ocuiar

permanent; sometimes transitory; and is probably, as ^P^^JJ^jf.^

conjectured by Sauvages, produced by a morbid affection oi yisus

of the arteriolse of the retina.

A third form is that of sparks ; and hence called by Sparks or

Sauvages suffusio scintillans. It proceeds generally from scintiiians.

a blow or excess of light.

The eye is also troubled with an imaginary sense of I'azziing

DAZZLING, constituting the myrmaryge oi the (jtreekryge.

writers. Its usual cause is supposed to be a plethora of

the minute vessels of the eye.

Sometimes from the same cause the ocular spectres irridescent

assume an irridescent APPEARA^CE ; or exhibit, in sj^^^igfo'^'

splendid succession, all the colours of the rainbow. Thiscoiorjs.

Sauvages calls suffusio colons. It is occasionally a regu-

larly intermittent affection, or returns at stated periods,

and particularly in the evenings ; and occasionally the

morbid appearance is confined to a single colour. Dr.

Heberden has given a curious example of an affection of

this kind in a lady of advanced age, who took lodgings

on the eastern coast of Kent in a house that looked im-

mediately upon the sea, ilnd was of course very much
exposed to the glare of the morning sun. The curtains

of the bed in which she slept, and of the windows, were

of white linen, which added to the intensity of the light.

When she had been there about ten days, she observed

* Traite des Maladies des Yeux, p, 409.

' Leotiires nn the operative Surgery of the E}'e, p. 211. five, lS2f^.
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*

s^^'^'vr
®"^ evening at the time of sun-set that first the fringes

et P. iiiuso-^ of the clouds appeared red, and soon after the same co-
ria phan- jgyp ^j^g diffused over all the obiects around her, and es-
tasmatum. *' '

Ocular pecially if the objects were white, as a sheet of paper, a
spectres.

^^^^ ^^ cards, or a lady's gown. This lasted the whole

night ; but in the morning her sight was again perfect.

The same alternation of morbid and sound sight continu-

' ed the whole time the lady was on the coast, which was

three weeks, and for nearly as long after she left it; at

which time it ceased suddenly and entirely of its own
accord. Excess of light upon a delicate and irritable

habit, appears to have been the cause of this singular af-

fection. The retina was too strongly excited to throw off

the impression easily—and that of the red rays of the de-

scending sun, constituting the last impression communi-

cated, remained after the sun himself had disappeared.

The circle of action may be easily accounted for by an

uniform return of the same cause.

/3 P. iiiuso- The SECOND VARIETY of FALSE SIGHT, or that in

ti'oiiTs"^^*
^'^^icli real objects appear changed in their natural quali-

Ocuiar ties, IS by Plenck denominated, in consequence of such
transmuta- , x i

•

tions. change, metamorphopsia.
Metamor- Sometimes the change exhibits error of form ; and

Plenck!
° the objects appear too large, too small, cut in half, or

Error of distorted.
form.

r, . . n 1 . 1

Error of Sometimes error of motion : m consequence ofwhich
motion, they seem to be dancing, nodding, or in rapid succession.

Error of Sometimes error of number : and then they appear
nuin er.

^oublc, triple, or otherwise increased or multiplied ;
Thediplo- ..,,. ,.«r, i i

pia of sau- constituting the diplopia of Sauvages and many other
vages.

writers.

Error of Sometimes error of colqur, in which case one hue
colour.

jig mistaken for another, as red for green, or green for

yellow, or every hue appears alike. Examples of this

imperfection are not unfrequent. Mr. Scott has given a

singular instance of it in one of the volumes of the Phi-

losophical Transactions,* and Dr. Priestly in another.^

*• Vol, Lxvni. 1779. p. 611. + IH. L-Jcvii. 1777. p. 2fi0
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The last is especially worthy of notice as in some degree
^^^^^y^^

a family defect; and was communicated to Dr. Priestley p. niuso'-

by Mr. Huddart of North America. Of five brothers
[j^J^;;'^'

and two sisters, all adults, three of the former were af- Ocuiar

fected with it in a greater or less degree, while the re-
[[

maining two and the two sisters possessed perfect vision,
g-^^^^^^^.

One of the brothers could form no idea whatever ofexampie.

colours, though he judged very accurately of the form

and other qualities of objects ; and hence he thought

stockings were sufficiently distinguished by the name of

stockings, and could not conceive the necessity of calling-

some red and others blue. He could perceive cherries

on cherry-trees, but only distinguished them, even when
red-ripe, from the surrounding leaves by their size and

shape. One of the brothers appears to have had a faint

sense of a few colours, but still a very imperfect notion :

and upon the whole they seem to have possessed no other

distinguishing power than that of light and shade, into

which they resolved all the colours presented to them ;

so that dove and straw-coloured were regarded as white,

and green, crimson, and purple, as black or dark. On
looking at a rainbow one of them could distinguish it as

consisting of stripes, but nothing more.

Dr. Nicholl of Ludlow has published a case in the^^unLer
*

, illustrateu^

Medico- chirurffical Transactions,* of the same kind, in a case

though the imperfection seems to have been confined to
^.""h'^pa!.

one or two colours alone. The patient could easily dis- '^ops's lon-

ginqiia.

tinguish the green of the grass or the leaves of the trees,

but, like those in Mr. Huddart's statement, he confounded

with the green the red-fruit or flowers which happened

to be intermixed with it. The false-sight in this case

was also connected with paropsis longinquM for the pa-

tient saw objects at a greater distance than other people,

and more distinctly in the dark. The irids were here,

also, grey, with a yellow tinge round the pupil.

The causes of these varieties are not always assignable : pfjg^fun^

,

manv of them, however, are the same as have been point- signabie

:

" sometimes
those ofthe

* Trnnsact. ofthe Metlico-Cbir. Soc. Vol. ix. precedin<»

fc, -/aiicties.
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Gen. I. ed out under the varity of ocular spectres. Diplopia, dr

^p. iiiuso- errors of number, have often been occasioned by long
ria muta- exposure to severe cold, sometimes by local spasm, some-

Ocuiar times by hydrocephalus.* Baumer gives a case pro-

JF^"^*™"^^' duced by a wrong position of the pupil.f Raghellini

Particular
^n^^ther caused by a double pupil.:}: In Lentin is a sin-

causes of gularly complicated example of objects seen triply.§

ermTof
"' The chief diagnostic of many of these illusions is their

number, mobility, || which distinguishes them very decidedly from
Tripiopian.^ljg jj^t spots perceived in the eye, and which depend
How far re- » * jr..
mcfiiabie. on an opacity of the lens, or a defective state oi the

The chief retina. They sometimes precede amaurosis or cataract,

ink,°hei°r though uot Very often ; and when they have reached a
mobility, certain point, cease to become more troublesome, or ra-
in time

ther, from habit, to be troublesome at all, and are little
cease to be '

trouble- attended to : for if cataract or amaurosis do not soon fol-

^°'"^'
low, there is no reason for expecting either of them ; a

predispose consolation of no small moment, as no certain remedy
to any ijr^g hitherto been discovered.
worse com- . ,. . , . ~ . .

plaint. In other cases, and especially where the misanection is

not structural, but dependent upon an entonic or an atonic

condition of the optic nerve, muscular fibres, or blood-

vessels, benefit has been derived, in the first instance,

from local bleeding, blisters, and sedatives ; the sedatives

being employed both generally and topically : and in the

last instance by stimulant collyriums, and general tonics.

Many of these varieties of false-sight, and especially

ocular spectres, are also found as symptoms in several

species of dinus, syspasia, syncope, plethora, cephalitis,

dyspepsy, and various fevers ; some few of the filaments

of the great sympathetic passing off, at its origin within

the cavernous sinus to the orbit, and uniting with the

lenticular ganglion.^

* Justi, Baldinger, N.Mag. Band. XI. p. 446.

t Art. Hafn. i. Art. xxvii.

I Lcttera al S. Coechi sopra I'offesa della vista in una Donna, Venei-

i748, 1749.

i Libr. II. Obs. 20.
||

Guthrie, Lectures, &c. ut supra, p. 212.

^ Cloquei, Trajt6 d'Anatomie Description. Blork, Bcscbreisbung de.s

Taenster nonverpaates, Ac. Leip. 1817.
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SPECIES VIL

PAROPSIS CALIGO.

DIMNESS OR ABOLITION OF SIGHT PROM OPACITT Or

TUB CORNEA, OR srOTS Urox ITS SFRFACE.

Gr,_\-. f.

The Latin term cAiiiGO sufficiently explains the nature spec.vii,

of the disease, by importins; " dimness, darkness, cloudi- ^'"''q"ftn»'
' •/ i <3 ' colloquial

ness, obscurity." In old English this opacity, as well as name v.eb-

the pterygium,* was denominated a " v. cb of tlie eye,"
*^-"''"

from its apparently commencing in an obscurity of tlie

hyaloid, or choroid membrane, and giving the idea of a

film spreading across the sight; whence Shakspearc in

King Lear, " This is the foul fiend Flibbertigibbet ; he

gives the web, and the Piw, squints tlie eye, and makes
the hare-lip." The vvs is a variety of the synezcsis,

" closed or contracted pupil," or of one species of amau-

rosis, and will be noticed in its proper place. „ .

The exciting or immediate cause of this disease is rare- cause rare-

ly discoverable, as for the most part it makes its approach
a^|g°.'^"p\^'^

imperceptibly ; it is often, however, a common conse- commoa

quence of old age. Judging from the last species, we may q°etfce of

place the usual proximate cause in a varicose er con-oitiage.

gested state of tlie vessels of the cornea, or hyaloid tunic Pi"^;'»t''f

Y
7 . proximate

from debility, whence moreover the finer and more atte- cause.

iiuate parts of the secerned fluid are alone carried off, and ^^"^^
f^^

the denser and grosser left behind. Hence stimulants

and tonics, as blisters, weak solutions of brandy, cam-

phor, alum, and nitrate of silver, are often found useful

in the present day j as the saffron-coloured, or golden

^^ Vol. 11. CI. III. Ord.ii. Sp. 1.

VOL. IV. as
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ge:;. I. acrid juice of the clielitlonium majus^ or greater celau-
bPEC. VII. '' J •> o
Paropsis (line, (Hlutcd with water or milk, was fi>rmeriy.

Opake "^''^ disease is often accompanied with or preceded by
cornea. congestion of the vessels of the head, and consequently a
Chehdoni-

st,jpi(] pain and lieavineps : and in some cases there is
xim niajus. * *

Sometimes reason to apprehend that this affection of the head is it-

apparentiy gg|f ^}^g cause. or rather that an obstructed liver is the
caused by '

congestion primary cause, from which the overloaded state of the

liea'd^i of^J'^o<^"^'6ssels in the head originates. But where the pain

the liver, j^ h^q ijgad is acutc, and has followed instead of preced-
Remechai

^ || obscurity, the affected membrane has probablv
process in o •'

'

i -

this case, yielded to inflammation. Leeches or cupping-glasses

should be Iicre freely applied in the first instance, as well

A tedious as bHsk cathartics and mercurial alterants, and after-

wards the stimulant plan just noticed. It is, however,

generally a tedious disease at best, and mostly incurable

:

Exempli- ^"d ^hc autlior has at this moment a patient who has

^^^^- laboured under the whole of the above symptoms for some

months, though it is not long that he has had the care of

her. She has tried local bleeding, purgatives, and at

night an equal mixture of Plummer's and the mercurial

pill; with the vapour of ether applied to the eyes three

times a-day, and apparently with advantage.

Pulsatilla Baron Stoerck strongly recommended an extract of the

or^pa-^que- P^squc-flower, pulsatllla nigricans, the anemone Pulsa-

flower. tilla of Linneus, for internal use ; and from the success he

ascribed to it, the plant found its way into the Edinburgh

Anemone pharmacopcsia. The anemone prafensis would probably
pratensis. ^^g^gp ^s well. Thcse plants in their recent state have

very little smell ; but their taste is extremely acrid, and

when chewed they erode the tongue and fauces. Other

German practitioners, however, as Schmiicker, Bergius,

and Richter, have tried even the pulsatilla without suc-

cess, though they have carried their doses to a larger

extent than Stoerck ventured upon. Small and frequently

Tartarized ^^^P^^*^^^^
doses of tartarized antimony appear, upon so

antimony many testimonies, to have been successful in various cases,

fioses. that it is a remedy well worth a trial. Dr. Rowley used
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it with success upon an extensive field of practice.*
^^^J^-^l^

Gleize employed it with equal success alone,! and Hufc- i aropais

land as satisfactorily in combination with warm bathing, opafe*

and the internal use of millepedes 4 the last of which, comea.

however, may be spared without any serious risk. The

disease lias sometimes disappeared spontaneously, or with-

out any known cause.

Where the disease has become permanent, it may be rfowdis-

distinguished from a cataract, and hence a useless opera- hic iVom

tion be avoided, by a greenish hue of the iris if previously ^'^ '^'^'^

'

blue or grey, or a reddish, if previously brown. The iris

moreover remains immoveable, as the debility has now ex-

tended to itself, and from an irregular contraction of its

fringe, the pupil acquires a broken, and for the most part

angular or elliptic shape.

In newly-born infants spots on tlie cornea are occa- Spots on

• ,, ., 1.1 .1 1^ ^^'^ cornea
sionally met with, which soon vanish spontaneously :^ of npwiy

probably the rays of light acting as a salutary stimulus
f°',ts'."'

upon the occasion. soon van-
ish, and
whv.

SPECIES VIII.

FAROPSIS GLAUCOSIS.

flumoral (©iiacitg.

BIMNESS Olt ABOLITION OF SIGHT TROM OPACITY OF

THE HUMOUKS.

GEif. I.

Glaucosis is a Greek term from yXtvMi, "blueish orspEc.viil

ffreenish-tinted," from the common colour of the obscn- ^p®*^'^?,
" nfime, its

rity. It was also called by the Greeks glaucoma, and oiigin and

by the Romans glaucedo. Glaucosis is here preferred to JolT.'"

"

* On the Principal Diseases of tiie Eyes,

t Nouvelles Observations, &c. % Von BlatfaerA, p. 1-5?.

^ Td,u. Med. Commvn. 11. 30.

/
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gt.w. I. fflaiicoma, because the final oina imports usually, and,

J'aujjjsis f'oi* the sake of simplicity and consistency, ought always

i/umorar' ^^ iiuport, cxtciMial protuberance, as in staphyloma, sar-

opacity. coma, and various others noticed in detail in the volume

of Nosology.

prox/nme '^^''^ spccics is probably produced in most instances by
cause. a torpitude of action in the absorbents that carry oft' the

waste fluid of the humours, similar to that described

under the last species; and is sometimes benefited by a

scii'ife'it!'
^^^^^ stimulant and tonic plan of treatment. Sennert calls

it indeed a calfgo, and distinguishes it by its proceeding

from a defect of the aqueous humour—cali'go a defectu

hinnoris aquei; by which he seems to mean that the tor-

pitude belongs ratlier to the excretory than the absorbent

vessels ; but, in this case, the cornea would appear de-

pressed or flattened, which is rarely if ever a symptom.

,Vf rs^H."!!! Mr. Gluthric has united the two diseases in the same

manner as Sennert, describing both under the name of

Glaucoma, which he defines *' an alteration of the com-

ponent parts of the vitreous humour, accompanied by de-

rangement of structure of the hyaloid membrane of the

retina, and tunica choroidea, the vessels of which are

always more or less in a varicose state."*

Carried off Both this and the preceding species have sometimes
^P°j''^jj"'^r ceased spontaneously,! without any apparent cause;

a fever, and Hclwig^ gives an instance in which the cessation was

not only spontaneous but sudden. They have also been
How (lis- carried off by fever. In the caligo there is often a sense
tingiiisha- .

"-'.

bie from of fulncss, stiffness, or other uneasiness, and occasionally

of pain. In the present affection little disquiet of any

kind is complained of. Collyriums of the astringent

minerals or metallic earths, or other stimulants are often

serviceable, when persevered in.§

* Tjectures on the operative Surgery of the Eye, p. 214.

t I-Iagendorn, Observ. Med. Cent. i. Obs. 56. Franc. 1693, 8vo. Eph.

INTat. Cur. Dec. I. Art. Ii. Obs. 166.

$ Obs. 23.

i Collezione d'Osservazioni e Riflessioni di Chirurgia di Giuseppe Fin-uni.

Poitprc in Medicina e Chiruvgia, ice. Toai. iv. Fioma, 1G03.

\

caligo.

Treatment.
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SPECIES IX.

PAROPSIS CATARPvACTA.

DIMNESS OR ABOLITIOKT OF SIGHT FROM OPACITY OF

THE CRYSTALLINE LENS.

The cataract as it is now called, was by old English Gen. r.

writers named pearl-eye or pearl in the eye, and is ,^5^^'

so denominated by Holland, the faithful translator of eye of old

IMiny. Catarracta, as a Greek term, is usually derived ^,".sii^^g^^

from KoiTx^'fciFa-u, " to disturb, destroy, or abolish." x^rag- catarracta

'pxxr-/ji or xttTa^xKTV!?, however, was employed by the Greek ^^^f"'^^

writers themselves to signify a gate, door, or loop-hole, pj.,^
*

and the bar which fastens it, and becomes the impedi- meaning of

ment to its being opened. And it is probably from this ^ ° *^""'

last sense that the term cataract was first applied to the

disease in question, as forming a bar to the eyes which

W'ere called the loop-holes or windows of the mind by

various philosophers, as we learn from Lucretius, who
thus closes his opposition to their view

:

Dicere porro oculos nullam rem cernere posse,

Seel per eos animum utforibus spectare reclusis

Difficile est.*

To deem the eyes, then, of themselves survey

Nought in existence, while th' interior mind
Looks at all nature through them, as alone,

Through ivindoivs, is to trifle

—

Whence, perhaps, Shakspeare in the speech of Rich-

mond :

—

To thee I do commend my wakeful soul

Ere I let fall the ivindows of mine eyes.

* De Rer. N.vt. iil. 369,
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Gen. t. The Greeks tl«mselves, however, called this disease
Spec. IX. ^*
Paiopsis indifferently hypochyma, apochysis, and hypochysis.
Catairacta rpjjg

earlier Latins, suffusio : while catarracta seems first
Cataract. '

Called by to have been made use of by the Arabian writers, and
the Greeks ^j^g probablv introduced into the medical nomenclature
hypochy- ^

*'

ma, apo- by Avicenna. Yet the more common name among the

^'^^^^^,'^"3! Arabians was gutta obscura, as that for amaurosis was

Catarracta gutta sereiia ; the pupil, in this last species, being serene
probably qj. transparent.
first used '

by Avi- The Arabians, who had adopted generally the humoral
cenna

:

pathology of Galen, conceived both these diseases to be

common the result of a morbid rheum or deSuxion falling on a
Arabian particular part of the visual orb, in the one case nroduc-
terrawas 7,,., .1, /.

gutta ob- lUg blindness with obscurity, whence the name of an
scura. obscure rheum or gtitta ; and in the other without ob-

niean"n§ ofscurity, wiicnce the contrary name of a transparent or
gutta ob- serene rheum or ^utta. But as various other diseases,
scura and . 1 t ^ , • . , 1 «
gutta se- and particularly ot the joints, were also supposed to now
rena. from a like cause, and were far more common, the terms

gutta and rheuma were afterwards emphatically applied,

and at length altogether limited, to these last complaints

:

whence the terms gout and rheumatism which have de-

scended to the present day, as the author has already

had occasion to observe under arthrosia podagra.
For gutta the Arabian writers sometimes employed aqua;

and hence, cataract and amaurosis are described by many
of them under the names of aqua obscura, and aqua

Serena; and the former, by way of emphasis, sometimes

under the name of aqua or arqua alone. For gutta

obscura the modern Germans have revived the terms

o X and
"^^^ ^^^ CERATONTx whcrc the lens is peculiarly hard

ceratonyx Or hOHiy.*

Germans? ^^^ opacity producing a cataract may exist in the

lens alone, the capsule alone, or in both j thus laying a

foundation for the three following varieties :

* See Langenbeck's Prufung der Keratonyxis, einer nenev Melhode, kc.

Gotting. 1311, 8vo.
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«5 Lenticularis. The opacity existing in the lens Geit. t.

Lenticular Cataract. itself, and confined to it. Pam'p'^s'is

(i Capsularis. The opacity confined to theC^tarrac-

Capsular or membra- capsule, or membrane of the cataract.

nous Cataract. lens,

y Complicata. Tlie opacity common to the

Complicated Cataract, lens and its capsule.

We are told moreover by Richter* of a cataract of Cataract of

„,, . ,1 ' ^ j.^.-iij.j I'l the humour
the humour of Morgagni, or the interstitial fluid which of Mor-

lies between the capsule and the lens: whence this hasS^s^N

also been copied by Plenck, Professor Beer, and Sir

William Adams into the list of modifications; but rather

as a possible than an actual case ; for none of these prac-

titioners give a single example of such a variety ever

having occurred to them with certainty, though Beer sus-

pected it in one case.f

It is sometimes accompanied with a sac inclosing a Sometimes

small body of pus or ichor, and is probably the result of the
^;i'°,;^j;^^"*

inflammation that produced it. In tliis case it forms thesae, con-

cataracta capsulo-lenticularis cum bursa ichorem conti-
!^';'^"pfJJ"^"'

nente of Schmidt.:}: Beer affirms that this sac is commonly cuiariy

seated between the lens and posterior part of the capsule, Schmidt."^

and very rarely between the former and tlie anterior part.§ Beer's seat

Professor Beer seems to have refined a little too much °^^''^ ^^^^

in his divisions and subdivisions of cataract, for he not catLd^'ju^.

only assigns a distinct place to the Morgagnian, and this ^ivisions of

pustular cystic, but to a cystic form v, ithout pus, to a

siliquose, and a trabecular; while he further partitions

the capsular into two separate forms, according as it is

before or behind in the capsular chamber; thus giving hcmgninB

lis a catalogue of nine distinct forms of what he calls the^°'J'l^""/'
«-" ... ""'d luiii for

true cataract; while he allots four other subdivisions to his spuri-

what he denominates t'le spurious cataract: meaning "^^^^^j"

hereby some other obstacle to vision, the seat of which is

* Vonder Ausziehungdes grauen Staars. Gott. 1773. Svo.

T Lehre von den Aiigenkrankheiterj Band ii. Sect. 5Q,

% Ucber Nachstaar und Iritis, &c. Wien 1801.

? Lclirevpn der Auseukrankheiter. Band ii. n. 501. 1^15.
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Gen. I.

Spkc.IX.
Paropsis
Catar-
lacta.

Cataract.

Cataracts
differ in

colour and
consis-

tency.

The con-
sistency

not to be
gathered
from the

colour :

soft cata-

ract, what;
hard ca-

taract.

without the crystalline capsule, between its anterior

hemisphere and the iris, and consequently constitutes a

distinct disease, embracing several modifications of par-

opsis Glaucosis,

Cataracts are of different colours and of different de-

grees of consistency from circumstances influencing the

morbid action with which we are but little acquainted:

and as little with the occasional causes of such action,

though old age seems to be a common predisposing

cause. They are, therefore, black, white, leaden-hued,

ferruginous, green, amber; as they are also fluid or

milky, soft, firm, hard, horny, and even bony, for they

have been sometimes found of this last tcsture.^^ They
are not unfrequently the result of an hereditary taint,

adhering to generation after generation, and appearing

either congenitally, or by a very general predisposition

afterwards.

From the colour of the cataract no conclusion, in the

opinion of that acute observer Mr. Pott, can be drawn in

regard to its consistence; but he thinks that when the

opake crystalline is perfectly dissolved so as to form a

soft cataract, it is somewhat enlarged ; and that when
such dissolution does not take place, and a hard cataract

is produced, the crystalline is in some degree lessened.

The hard cataract has also been distinguished by the

name of ripe, as the soft by that of %innpe. " But if wo
would think and speak of this matter," observes Mr.
Pott, " as it really is, we should say that a dissolution

or softening of the crystalline lens is by much the most

common effect; and that seven times out of nine, when
it becomes opake, and tends to form a cataract, it is

more or less softened : the softening sometimes extending

through the whole range of the lens and sometimes

through only a part of it; while, however, tlje part that

remaiits undissolved is rarely, if ever, so firm as the cen-

tre of the sound crystalline.*' Mr. Pott proposes it as a

* Wenzel, Traite de la Cataracte avec des Observations. Paris, 1786.

Guthrie's Lectures, &c. on tlie Eye, p. 208.
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question, whether cataracts, which have been found per- gejt.i.

fectly soft, have not in general grown opake by slow dc- Paiopsis

grees ? and whether those which Iiavebeen discovered to^'*^^"^'^*

be firm have not become opake hastily, and been preced- Cataract.

ed by, or accompanied with, severe and deep-seated pain Whether

in the head, particularly in the back part of it ?* racts of

There is no ophthalmologist, however, who has paid ^'°^^
^

so much attention to this subject as Professor Beer; and|^^^,
^^^ ^,

though his divisions are perhaps a little too minute, yetrai.id

the microscopical accuracy witli which he has followed
^^"^^

up all the modifications of the cataract are entitled to our accurate

most serious attention. He aerees with Mr. Pott that a 0™"'^'*^--°'
*-' Beer.

hard cataract is always comparatively small, though he

adds that every small cataract is not necessarily hard.

He is peculiarly minute in examining all the qualities

which the disease may exhibit of position, colour, shadow, The veriu-

shape, range ; together with the mobility and degree of ^^'1^°^
°^ ^

prominence of the iris ; and till all these characters have

been accurately weighed, he hesitates to determine as to

the variety of the cataract; or, in effect whether it be a

cataract at all. Tiie shadow cast by the iris constitutes

his leading clue. If the lens in an opake state maintain Characiei

the size it possest when transparent, there is a manifest
"j^^^Jj^g^^^j

shadow thrown back upon the surface of the cataract by at times by

the iris. If the cataract be less than the natural lens,
'^ '"^*

this shadow is broader than usual. If tlie opake lens be

swollen no shadow is present, as the capsule is pushed

forward into contact with the iris, and the j)osterior

chamber is abolished. And by carefully comparing all

the signs that lie before him, he is able to indicate with

certainty, in every instance, the seat, the size, and the

consistence of the cataract.

"We have already observed that a cataract is occasion- ^""letimes

ally the result of an hereditary taint; in other instances it froVhere-

originates spontaneously, or from causes we cannot trace. ^'^^'J"

It has, however, often followed upon convulsions, chronic occasional
causes,

* Chirurgical Obseivations relatire to the Cataract, &c. 8vo. 1775. Lor.-

don.

VOL, ly. 29
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Gen. I. head-ache, syphilis, rheumatism, suppressed perspiration,

Paiopsis and in a few instances trichosis Plica, or matted hair.*
catarrac- j|. jj^g ^|gQ appeared as an effect of inflammation, produc-

Cataract, cd by a thunder storm.f

Siiiquose The siliquosc or bean-shaped cataract is usually the

cali^e^and
i^^sult of a wound or rupture of the capsule, through which

character, the aqucous liumour is admitted to the lens. In children

this mischief is occasionally produced by those fits of

convulsion to which they are subject as soon as born, and

during which the muscles of the eye-ball are affected

with violent spasms4 At this age the opacity is a light

gray, and evidently has its seat in the anterior capsule,

which is shrivelled and wrinkled. In adults the opacity

is chalky, when the capsule has been wounded; otherwise

it is dusky or yellowish ; and the kernel of the lens usually

remains, while its surface and circumference are dissolv-

ed. The opacity is flat; and the shadow of the iris broad.

From its occurring occasionally in infants soon after birth,

it is often confounded with a genuine Congenital cataract.

lias been Like PAROPsis Glaucosis or humoral opacity, it has

.'^"I'jg^yPj""" sometimes ceased spontaneously, or without any manifest

ceased sud- causc ;§ and Helwig gives an instance in which the cessa-

cln\ed°^fi' ^^o" was uot Only spontaneous but sudden. i|
It has also,

by a fever, at times, been carried off by a fever.^

Hence me- There is hcncc, specious ground for conceiving that
dicine some uiedicinc might be discovered capable, by some gene-

supposed ral or specific action, of producing a like change, and
servicea-

pj.Qyij,g a remedy for the disease; and the more so as we
find ganglions and other accidental deformities frequently

removed from the extreme parts of the system by external

but no ge- 01' internal applications. But no such remedy has hitherto

nerai or ^jggj^ dcscricd, or at least none that can be in any degree
specific re- ^
medy has
been disco- ^ j^^ ^^ Fontaine, Ciiirurg. Med.

the cura- •" R'cbter, Chir. Bibl. Band. vi. 153. | Beer, ut supra.

live pro- § Haggendorn, Observ. Med. Cent. i. Obs. 50. Franc. 1698, 8vo. Ludolf,

ress hither- Miscell. Berol. Tom. iv. 258. Walker, On the Theory and Cure of a Cata-
ro pursued.

^^^j_

II
Observ. Physico-Med. 23, Aug. Vind. 1880. 4to.

*^ Ve!schiiis. Episagra. 20.
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relied upon, excepting in those cases of supposed but mis-
^^^^'^^

called cataracts, which have consisted in a deposition of paiop'sis'

'

lymph from an inflammation of the iris and ciliary process-
c^larac'!'

es : for recourse has been had to mercurial preparations both

external and internal, as well as almost every other metallic

salt, aconite, the pasque-flower, or pulsatilla, to protract-

ed vomiting, electricity, and puncturing the tunics of the

eyes, but without any certain advantage.* This is the This to ip

• I .• lanientec,
more to be lamented, because whatever surgical operation because of

may be determined upon as most adviseable, there is no^'^« iii-suc-

. j^ cess of

guarding, on all occasions, against the misciiievous effects many ope-

which may result, I do not mean from the complication or '^^^'""^',

•' ' •
_

even wlien

severity of the operation, for this, under every modifica-fiexieron^-

tion, is simpler and less formidable than the uninitiated
g^^i^^*^

°^''''

can readily imagine ; but from the tendency which is causes of

sometimes met with, from idiosyncrasy, habit, some pecu-^

liar acrimony, or other irritable principle, to run rapidly

into a state of ulcerative inflammation, and in a single

night, or even a few hours, in spite of the wisest precau-

tions that can be adopted, to endanger a total and per-

manent loss of vision. I speak from personal knowledge, illustrated,

and have, in one or two instances, seen such an effect fol-

low, after the operation had been performed with the

utmost dexterity, and with every promise of success; and .

•where a total blindness ha,s taken place in both eyes, the

operation having been performed on both ; neither of them
being quite opake antecedently, and one of them in no-

thing more than an incipient state of the disease, and the

patient capable of writing and reading with it. And Hence aii

hence it is far better, in the author's opinion, to have &."F^V}?"^* ' shoulrl be
trial made on one eye only at a time, and thiit the worst, had re-

vvhere both are affected and one is still useful, than to^^.Tr-,?

subject both to the same risk ; for the sympathy between i'""-

them is so considerable, that if an inflammatory process

from any constitutional or accidental cause should shosv

* Beytiage ziir Chirurgie und Augenheilkunst. Von Fran^ R^isiniev.

At. Gottineen. 1814,
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cP^^'rb itself in either, the other would he sure to associate in
bPEc. IX.
Paiopsis. the morbid action.

Cataracf
^ The usual modes of operating for the cure of a cataract

Usual are three ; that of couching or depression : that of extrac-
inodes of tion ; and that of, what is called, absorption.* The first
operating. ' ' '

Couchin'T ; was well know^n to the practitioners of Greece and Rome j

01 depres- and is ablv described by Celsus, who advises, in cases
sion. V '

Extraction, where the lens cannot be kept down, to cut it into pieces

Absorption, with the sharp-edgcd acus or needle, by which mean it

Couching vv'ili be the more readily absorbed. And, from this last
known to

, ,

'' /..,..,, ,•

the Greeks remark, wc have some reason tor believing that even the
and Ro- third of the above methods, that of absorption, w^as also

Probably l^^^owH at the same time ; as it is probable, indeed, that

absorption: the sccond, or the operation by extraction, was likewise
j

tiaction. since we find Pliny recommending the process of simple

removal or depression in preference to that of extraction

or drawing it forth; "squammamin oculis emovendam
potius quam extrahendam,"| which Holland has thus

honestly, though paraphrastically translated " a cataract

or pearl in the eye is to be couched rather, and driven

down by the needle, than quite to he plucked forth."

Depression jn the East, however, both these plans appear to have

tion known been pursued through a much longer period. Both are
iiiimemo- noticed by the Arabian writers in general, and especially

intheEast.by Avicenna and Rhazes ; and both seem to have been

practised from time immemorial in India, and, according

to the account of the cabirajas, with wonderful success.

Dr. Scot was informed by one of the travelling operators,

who, however, spoke without a register, that in the ope-

ration of depression this success was in the proportion of

a hundred who were benefited to five who obtained no

Will burg's

operation

advantage whatever.

Upon the ordinary operation of depression M. Wlll-

o'f reciina- burg scems to have made a considerable improvement, by
'""'

pressing the cataract backwards and downwards into a

particular position where it is less likely to ascend or touch

' Guthrie, Lect. on the operative surgery of the Kye, p, 184. 8vo, 1823.

• Nat, Hist, Lib. XXIX. Can. i
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the retina ; and to this mode of operation is given the g^^^*
^

name of recusation. Paropsis

The operation of extraction seems to have derived no Catanac-

small improvement from the method of Sir William Cataract.

Adams, who, after detaching the cataract, first passes it Method of

through the opening of the pupil into the interior cham- \^^^,^ovlT

ber hy means of his needle, and then extracts it by an '^y Adams:

opening on the outer side of the cornea, instead of by

one in its interior part.

The simplest and least irritating of these operations, Method of

however, is that by absorption, as it is now commonly most ad-"

called, as it was named precipitation by Maitre-jan,* on ^iseabie

:

his first noticing the disappearance of portions of the xhe pied-

opake lens; but which in effect is neither absorption nor p1^^.^'°" °f

• •. . , 1- 1 J- »» T» MajtreJau.
precipitation, but solution, or dissolution, as Mr. Pott

correctly described it. But it should be known to the poJer of

operator that while the solvent power of the aqueous ^^e aque-

humour is wonderfully active, that of the vitreous is weak mour high-

and inconsiderable : and hence the solvent or absorbent '7 active

:

, „ . 1 I T. 1 1 I • .
^hat of the

plan, first practised by Buchhorn, and since in our own vitreous

country by Sir William Adams, consists in dividing the^^"^™^"'^

cataract, after its separation, into small fragments, andpj.;jjj,j
j^

passing them with the needle by which they are thus of this me-

divided, through the pupil into the anterior chamber, practised

which constitutes the seat of the aqueous humour, appar- "^y Adams.

ently in perfect coincidence with the method first practis-

ed by Gleize, and since recommended by Richter.f The Cataract

fragments thus deposited are usually dissolved in a few
^.g^^'apf^i.

weeks; and where the cataract is fluid they have often 'y f''ssoiv-

bcen dissolved and absorbed in a few seconds; and some-rjed'cff!

times even before the needle has been withdrawn. The
division is here made through the cornea, previously

illined with belladonna to dilate the pupil, and it is to this

method of operating that M. Buchhorn gave the name
of cERATONYXis.-j: The first inventor, however, of the ^^"^^t^-

plan in its simplest state was Conradi of Nordheim. "'""'

* Traitedes Maladies de rOeil. Edit. sec. Troves. ] 711.

i Chirurgische Bibliothek. Band. x.

+ Buchhorn de Keratonvxide. Halae, ir>06.
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SPECIES X.

PAROPSIS SYNIZESIS.

Gen. I.

Spec. X.
Origin of

the specific

term.

« P. Syni-
zesis sim-

plex.

Simple
closed pu-
pil.

[i P. Syni-

zesis com-
plicata.

Complicat
ed closed

pupil.

Atresia

iridis of

Schiiiidt.

Form of

the pupil

changed
by the

DIMNESS OR ABOLITION OF SIGHT FROM CONTRACTION

OR OBLITERATION OF THE PUPIL.

The term synizesis is derived' from <rm^u, ** consido

coeo, coalesce ;" and was used among the Greek gram-

marians, before it obtained an introduction into the medi-

cal vocabulary, to signify the coalescence of two or more

syllables into one. This species exhibits two varieties

:

a Simplex. Simple closure of the

Simple closed pupil. pupil.

/s Complicata. Closure of the pupil com-

Complicated closed pupil. plicated with cataract,

or opake cornea.

The pupil becomes closed or obliterated from a gra-

dual contraction and, at length, coalition of the muscular

fibres of the iris ; from inflammation of the surrounding

membranes ; or from protrusion of the iris. In all these

cases it is a simple obliteration of the pupil. It

is complicated when the obliteration is combined with

an opacity of the cornea, or with a cataract. When the

disease is an effect of inflammation, it forms the atre-

sia iridis of Dr. Schmidt of Vienna, who further sub-

divides it into complete, incompletCi and partial, according

as the vision is totally destroyed, impaired, or confined

to a part of the pupil.*

The natural form of the human pupil is circular, this

being the natural form of the fine fringe of the iris by

* TTpbov Nnrhs«nar und Tritis Narhsfanr npftiationen. 41". Wifn. !^0T.
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1

which it is surrounded. But in a very few instances the ^^^- 1-.

fringe, or rays, of the iris has evinced a different figure,^ p. syiii-

and the pupil, in consequence, has been found oblong, or
^ji^J^jJ^"'""

heart-shaped.* The first has occurred most frequently : Compiica-

and according to Albinus has sometimes preceded lossofp'^pij^'"^^''

vision.f Block gives an instance in which the disease Has been

was congenital and hereditary.;}:
'^Snulunri

If the iris contract irregularly, sometimes only a few of hereditary,

its fibres spread across the pupil, while others are retract-

ed : and hence we have examples of double or more than Double

double pupils, though of smaller dimensions than the na- ||"P(J^fj,g^]^

tural circle. Solinus gives an instance of two pupils here-

by produced,^ and Janin of not less than five.]! Dr. Pupil five

Plenck, who very unnecessarily multiplies diseases, con-

fines the term synizesis to a total contraction of the pupil ;

and makes its partial contraction a distinct affection, compiica-

which he calls mvosis : and the second or complicated 'ed closed

. pupil.

variety, another distinct affection which he denominates jviyosis of

synechia. But this is to perplex rather than to simplify
s'^jlg'l.'^,*;^

the subject. what.

Medicines in this disease are of little avail. In the Medical

, treatment
first variety an external application of the tincture otofthe first

belladonna, or a solution of stramonium, which is said to^^"^*^-

answer the same purpose,|| has occasionally effected a

cure by destroying the contractile action ; and dilute so-

lutions of brandy, camphor, or sulphate of zinc, by their

tonic or stimulant power. When the disease does not The second

yield to this mode of treatment, or consists of the com- appertains
•' to surgerv.

plicated variety, it belongs manifestly to the art of sur-

gery, and its removal must be sought for in books on that

subject : among the best of which may be mentioned, Mr-

Guthrie's Lectures on the Eye lately published, and Pro-

fessor Beer's Essay on Staphyloma, and artificial pupil,

* Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. iii. Ann. vii. viii. Obs. 21.

t Anat. Acad. Lib. vi. cap. 3. % Medicinische Berraerkungen, p. 1.

i Vide Marcel. Donat. Lib. vi. cap. ii. p. 619.
||
Memoircs, &c.

IT Annual Report of the Liverpool Institution for Diseases of the Eye.

Bv Alexander Kannay, M,D, 18^2.
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Gen. I. published in 1804,* and his Doctrine of the Diseases of
Spec. X.
/3P. Syni-theEye published in ISlZ.f According to the nature

pikata."""
^^^^^ coalition, Beer employs three varieties of operation,

Compiica- incisiou, excision, and separation, which he distinguishes

ted closed by the names of corotomia, corectomia, and corodia-
^"'^'*

. LYSIS. The first is the simplest, and that most usually had
Corotomia,

'^
•'

corecto- Fecoursc to. In the second, an incision being made with a

odTa'iysi's.
cataract knife, close to the edge of the cornea, and not

larger than the third part of its circumference, the iris, if

it protrude, is laid hold of by the hook ; or if no protru-

sion take place, the hook introduced through the incision,

is made to lay hold of the pupillary edge of the iris, which

drags it through the wound when a sufficient portion of

The last, it is removed by a pair of scissors. In the third method,

method, which is that formerly proposed by Dr. Reisinger, the

operation is performed by a double hook or hook forceps.:|:

SPECIES XI.

PAROPSIS AMAUROSIS.

i3rop Serene.

DIMNESS OR ABOLITION OF SIGHT WITH AN UNALTER-
ABLE PUPIL, USUALLY BLACK AND DILATED ', BUT
WITHOUT ANY OTHER APPARENT DEFECT.

gex. I. This is the gutta sERENAof the Arabic writers, whence
Spec XI
The gutta ^^6 term " Drop Serene" of our own tongue ', terms we
Serena of
the Ara- * Amicht der Staphylomatoien Metamorphosen des Angef. und der Kiin-

stlichen Piipillen bildung.

t Lehre von der Augenkrankheiter, &c. ut supra.

j: See also D. Weller's Treatise Ueber kiinstliche Pupillen, und eine bc-

sonderc Metbode, diese fertigen
; published in Langenbeck's Neue Biblioth-

ek. 6. II. St. 4. See also Dr. Schlagintweit Ueber den gagenwcirtigen Zu-

stand der klinstlichen Pupillenbildung. &c. Mnnchen 181C.
*
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have already explained under paropsis catarracta. gen. l

Milton is well known to allude to this affection in luspa,op'sis
*

beautiful address to light, as he does also to the cataract ^™^^^rosi?,

by him called suffusion^ as the Latins call it siiffusio : serene

.

but it is singular that, in the course of this allusion, he Confound-

seems doubtful as to which of the two diseases he ought t^on with'

to ascribe his own blindness :
cataract c;

Thee I revisit safe

And feel tby sovereign vital lamp ; but thou

Revisit'st not these eyes, that roll in vain

To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn.

So thick a drop serene has quench'd their orbs,

Or dim suffusion veil'd.*

The term amaurosis is derived from the Greek OdgU; o:

lifAitv^tiy *' obscurus, caliginosus, opacus." The most'gj^,^^^'^'^"'"

cominon cause is aparalysisof the retina, usually in con- Orf'inary

junction with a paralysis and dilatation of the iris. Oc-

casionally, however, the iris is rigidly contracted ; its

debility being accompanied with great irritability ', and

hence, offering two varieties ; to whicli a third may be

added, from the disease assuming, at times, an intermit-

tent type.

tc Atonica. With permanent atony, and

Atonic amaurosis. dilatation of the pupil.

/3 Spasmodica. With a permanent contrac-

Spasmodic amaurosis. tion of the pupil.

'/ Intermittens. With periodical cessations

Intermittent amaurosis. and returns.

It would be easy to admit other varieties ifwe were lo other r o-

attend to all that has been written on the subject, and
|Jo^[jfJ]°i\-

adopt all the opinions that have been delivered ; for we some

are told of cases in which the pupil has not been perma-
^"''^'^^'

nently immoveable, but has contracted on exposure to an
intense light ;t and of others in which the pupil instead

of being black has evinced a pale or nebulous appear-

* Par. Lost, iii. 21.

t Caldani ad Haller. v. Richter, Kov. Coram. Soc. Goett, Tom. iv, 77-

Hey, Medic. Observ. and Inquir. Vol. 5. p. 2. ^
^•51=- IT- .'^.O
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Gen. I. ance.* In the first of these exceptions the disease has
SP£C. XI.

Paropsis not Rcquircd completion : and the other is allowed for oc-
Amaurosis, casionally in the definition. It will often be found no-

serene, thing more than an incipient cataract.

but mostly Plenck makes a distinct disease of an unalterable pu-
rcsolvable ., . , . , . . -. , . . , , ,.

into diffe- pu With ov Without injury ot the vision under the name oi

of"thfon" MYDRIASIS. When accompanied with injured vision, it

or other of is evidently a variety of amaurosis ; and it is questionable

MydriasH* whether an unalterable pupil is ever to be traced without
of Plenck, defective vision.

T, *, Under the one or other of these varieties amaurosis
tound as a

symptom in is also found, Occasionally, as a symptom or sequel in

specie" o" hysteria, syspasia, lues, and local rheumatism.
paropsis. It is probably to the spasmodic variety of this species,

eye, what,' that Shakspeare chiefly alludes by the term pin or pin-

eye, the pupil being sometimes contracted to nearly the

diameter of a pin's head ; though the synizesis is equally

entitled to the name. I have quoted one example already

under P. Caligo, which he calls w'eb-eye: another is

contained in the following couplet

:

Wish all eyes

Blind with the pin and web.

ticsf"°^
The existence of an amaurosis is known by the specific

symptoms of the pupil being peculiarly black and dilated^^^

Com- and the want of contractibility in the iris on exposure to

mcncement
g^ gl^j.Qj^QP lis;ht. Its commencement is often accompanied

and pro- o e» *

gress, with pain in the head, which diminishes as the disease

increases. Yet it occasionally steals on without pain ;

and if it be confined to one eye only, it will sometimes

exist for months or perhaps years, without a person's

being sensible of it ; as, in such cases, it is only traced

by the patient's accidentally closing the sound eye alone

and then finding himself in darkness, or by some other

incident.

Confound- The black cataract has sometimes been confounded

ona°Uy with "^^^h it, or mistaken for it, of which we have just noticed

black ca- an instance in Milton, as has also that modification of the
taract :

* Richter, Nov. Com. Sac, Goett. Tom. JV. n, 77. Goett, Cases, Ed.i;,

p. 5?.
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capsular cataract, in which the posterior lamina of the ^^^'-^^

capsule is alone opake. Paiopsis

The occasional cause is, therefore, for the most part
^ro^^ce?'^'

incapable of being followed up.* Richter contends that it lene.

is often dependent upon a dyspeptic state of the digestive "ith cap-

organs; and it has at times occurred suddenly upon a pie- lact!

thoric state of the vessels, apoplexy, CQphalsea, a blow on Occasional

p XI cause.

the head, or some other injury of the sensoriuni. It has

sometimes succeeded to paropsis ludfuga, and sometimes

purulent ophthalmy. From the stronger stimulus of the

light, it is more frequent among soldiers or labourers in

tropical than in temperate climates. It is also well known
to be temporarily produced by the juice of the solanuni or

atropa Belladonna ; and in one or two instances perma-

nently from an accidental immission into the eye of the

poison of a serpent or spider.f It has likewise been in-

duced by a flash of lightning, by insolation or undue ex-

posure to the rays of the sun j by a suppressed catarrh,

suppressed hemorrhages, or venesection when rendered

habitual ;:|: by suppressed exanthems, and eruptions of

various kinds, especially porrigo, herpes, and scabies
j

by some sudden strain or other violence ; or by some
overwhelming passion of the mind as wrath or terror.^

It has also appeared as a sequel or metastasis upon fe- Sometimes

vers : and succeeded to the use of poisonous cosmetics. ^ sequel oi

rF\t o • I • 1 • 1 II 1
metastasis

Ihere are a tew cases in which it has proved hereditary.!) of ether

Professor Beer^ is minute in describing the modifica-
u^^'^"^^'

" o Hasprov-
tions that proceed from plethora, and a morbid state of efi hereni

the digestive organs; but gives a still more copious de-
^'^'

tail of that which depends upon local rheumatism, and^*^^""^'"'"

which he, hence, calls the rheumatic amaurosis. InthisoiBeei.

he remarks that the pupil is perfectly clear, and the iris

=* Lehre von den Augenkrankheiter, &c. von, G. J. Beer, 8vo. VVien.

t Bosman, Beschreibung von Guinea, p. 269. Boyle, Tract, de. Concord.

Medic. Specific.

$ Heister, Wahrnehm. B, ii. p. 441. Bresl. Sainml. 1726. i. 503.

i Herculanus, Comm. in Rhazis. Lib. ix. Richter. L. c. p. 81. Schaar-

Kchraid, Med. uud Chir. Nachrickteniii. n. 18.

11
Redlin, Curat. Med. Millenar. n. 822. Oeheme de Amaurosi. p- 20,

*^ L^hre von den Augenkrankheit. &;c. ut supva.
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SpEc!*xr.
""filterable, slightly dilated, and thrust a little nearer

Paropsis the nosc and the eye-brow than naturally, so as to be in

Drop"se-'^ a small degree displaced inwards and upwards. The
i^ene. tears flow on slight occasions, and the light is often trou-

blesome, accompanied with an aching pain in the eye-

ball. The movement of the eye is impeded, and more in

one direction than in others. This modification rarely

proceeds so far as to perfect blindness.
PiognoE- The prognostics are generally unfavourable, except

where the disease exists as a symptomatic affection.

"Where we can decidedly trace its existence to plethora

Treatment, whether entonic or atonic, or to some violent injury to
Bleeding,

^j^g head, bleeding and purgatives are clearly indicated :

and though they have frequently failed in the former,

tlicy have often proved of the utmost success in the lat-

ter, when pursued with great activity. Where however

there is great weakness in the exquisitely tender organ

of the eye, palsy is often induced before these evacuations

can relieve the oppression, which is indeed a frequent

cause of their failure in such cases. In the spasmodic
x^metics.

Yj^,,igty active emetics frequently repeated, and resolutely

persevered in at each time till the system becomes weak-

ened, as in the treatment for the epidemic ophthalmy.

Blisters
^^vo Certainly been at times found successful. Blisters

and ster- and stemutatorics also demand attention : the first should

""'^'°'^'^*' be applied to the temples; the second is best formed of

turbeth mineral with about ten times its proportion of

mild snuff, or any other light powder. The vapour of

ammonia, ether, or camphor, mixed with hot water, has

Moxa. sometimes also afforded benefit : as has probably the use

of moxa frequently repeated, so warmly recommended by

Baron Larrey. " By this remedy," says he, " not only

lias the progress of amaui'osis been arretted, but in some

cases removed, even where the blindness was com-

riapho- plete."*
leiic rj^j^^ rheumatic form is frequently treated with success,
Dover s ., . i. i • t» i

powder and principally by diaphoretics. Beer employs guaiacuni

Sir?!

''^'^
a"*^ camphor combined, during the day, and Dover's pow-

' Recut'ilde Memoires dc Chirnrsjic. fcf, Paris. Svo. 18-V
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der at night : and with these he has recourse also to g^^c 'x\
blisters, placed in succession behind the ear, on the tern- Paropsis

pie, and over the eye-brow, so as to maintain a catena- Dmp"*^"^'^'

tion of counter-irritative actions. Both this and the pie- ^^ene.

thoric modification, in which local bleeding isof tlie utmost stimulants

benefit, are frequently hurried on to a complete develope- injurious ia

ment of disease, and a total insensibility of the retina by difications'

stimulants, and particularly by galvanism and electricity, stimulant

Where it has followed on repelled eruptions, it has also setons^*

been occasionally found to yield to setons and blisters, or^^*^""^^-

a restoration of the suppressed efflorescence; and, as in The occa-

other diseases, what has sometimes proved the source of ^'°"^^^^

its production, has been found its best remedy; so that some case?,

the cause has become the cure. Thus it has at times 3
°

°ai^^'„r«

yielded to the violence of a fever, to that of a sudden »" others.

blow on the head, to a strong light, to a paroxysm of

convulsions. Electricity, and especially voltaism, has Electricity,

probably been serviceable in some instances ; at least the

assertions to this effect are very numerous, though in va-

rious cases both these have sometimes been altogether

unsuccessful, and, as just observed, sometimes highly

mischievous. Nor is the magnet without its recommen- Magnetism

dations, having been applied to the upper part of the spine,

while minute bags filled with iron filings were placed on

the eyes ;* and, in an imperfect case of the complaint,

Weber conceives he derived benefit. The chief dependen- internal

cies besides these have been on camphor, cajeput, musk, '^"'cs and

, , . , , 11 ,, 1 ..1, stimulant?,
mercury, iron, bark, arnica, and externally the pulsatilla

nigra. Of the arnica or German leopard's bane, Pellier,

as well as Collier, speaks warmly. The latter recom-

mends it in all nervous atonies, whether general or local.

He employed the flowers of the plant in decoctionf in the

proportion of about half an ounce to a pint of the strained

* WiJrkung (les Kunstlichen Magnets, &;c. p. 24, 2i>. Ilell. v. Nootna-

gel, 1. c, } 22. Eph. Nat. Cur. Dsc. ii. Ann. v. Obs. 247.

t Prodigious Enlargement and Diop«y of the Eve. Dc. Lavard. Phi!.

Tran?. 17.^7-8. Vol. 50. p. 747.
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Sr^c'xi
^*^"^^» which may be taken in a day or a day and a half.

Paropsis Richtci', Schmiickcr and other German writers declare it

Drop"'°^"'
*** ^^ ^^ "^ avail. The pulsatilla is certainly better en-

serene, titled to attention. " I would recommend it," says Dr.
reatment.

QyU^jj ^yj^jj j^jg ugual liberality, "to the attention of my
entitled to countrymen, and particularly to a repetition of trials in

triahr*^^
that disease so frequently otherwise incurable, the amau-

rosis. The negative experiments of Bergius and others

are not sufficient to discourage all trials, considering that

the disease may depend upon different causes, some of

which may yield to remedies though others do not."*

When distilled \vith water it gives forth a terebinthinate

substance resembling camphor, which necessarily pos-
Euphrasia sesses a Stimulant, and hence a medicinal power. Whence
little enti- •/»».,. i . • i . i i i

tied to the the euphrasia officinalis, or eye-bright, obtained the cha-
iiame. ractcr it once possest as a specific in this disease, it is

difficult to say. By Hildanus and Lieutaud, however, it

was chiefly confined, even in its zenith of popularity, to

the amaurosis of old age. Its chief sensible quality is

Rue. that of being a mild astringent. Rue, which rivalled it

at one time, and by Milton is put upon a level with it, has

far better pretensions when used externally in the form

of a potent infusion ; for it unites the properties of volatile

pungency and bitterness : both which, as concentrated in

strong chamomile tea, I have occasionally found highly

serviceable in an incipient state of this disease produced

by weakness ; though, as already remarked, none of these

should be employed in several forms of the disease.
Narcotics. "pi^g narcotics, if they have ever been serviceable in any

way, can only have been so in the spasmodic variety. Of

these aconite has been chiefly popular in Germany : it has

been strongly recommended by many writers of reputa-

tion, and has sometimes been given by gradual augmenta-

tion to the amount of a drachm daily.f Chevillard

Union of combined the use of antimonials with blisters : but cold
antimo-
nials and ,. ,, ,,,,.. „
b-'ineri^.

" ^^°'* ^^^^- ^o'- "• P^" "• Ch. V. p. 216.

t Penbnrhtuncen iiiiii nntpifiirhiinffen. &c. Band. ii. Niirninb. ITfiT.
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applied externally, and cold bathing as Fecommended by <"'Ejf. i.

"Warner, will often be as much entitled to our attention, paropsis
'

as any other process. mop"'"'''"

Dr. Powell relates a case of sudden loss of vision, pre- serene.

ceded by an acute cephalsea, in which an emetic was found,

,

.. , •!.. Instance of
during the act of vomiting, abruptly to restore sight to temporary

the right eye (for both were affected) with a sensation as
JP"^J.J|j^J^

if a flash of lightning had taken place ; but the vision was emetics

:

soon again lost. More than a twelvemonth afterwards :'^"'^°^P^'*
•J tial recove-

the patient returned to emetics; when, after the use of ry of the

the second, the pupils of the eyes recovered the power of "Q°^°^/g£

dilating and contracting on exposure to light, and pre- t'le iris.

served it till death, but the power of vision was not re-

stored. During the whole of this case of blindness, the

sense of hearing was peculiarly acute.* The discovery of Hearing

Dr. Bock, that a few nervous filaments appertaining to the acute."

great sympathetic nerve are thrown off while this nerve Explained,

is within the cavernous sinus, and entering the orbit unite

with the lenticular ganglion, will enable us satisfactorily

to account for these remote influences ; the ear, as is fre-

quently the case, sympathizing with the morbid state of

the eye either directly of reversely.j

SPECIES XII.

PAROPSIS STRABISMUS.

Squinting.

OPTIC AXES OFTHE EYES NOT COINCIDING ON AN OBJECT.

This disease, in colloquial language now called squintings Gen. l
w as formerly denominated goggle-eye^ whence the word Fofm;JJ''

named
* Trans. Med. Vol. V. p. 226. goggle-eye:

t Beschreibung des fiiensten Nerven paares und seiner Verbindungen mit

vnderen Nerven, &c. von D. A. Carl Bock. Leipsic, 1817.
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s^^' xn S'^^S^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ applied to the glasses wliicli are used by

Paropsis
' persons affected with the complaint. The French call

g'''^^j^j?||'"^ these glasses masques a louchette} literally squinting-

whence the ^"'^^^** The technical term stabismus, is derived
term gog- from the Greek c-tp*?*?, " tortus oculis," or *' slsjht-
les, by the

French tWlsted."

queslTou-
^^^ optic axis is an imaginary line passing from the

chette. centre of the vitreous humour, lens, and globe of the eye
Origin of to the object of vision. In perfect vision the optic axis

caiterm. of the onc eye is in unison with that of the ether j and.

Physiology Consequently, they converge or coincide at the same point

;

Tct^a"^-
^^^ ^^^ object which would otherwise appear double, as

pear single being seen by each eye, is contemplated as single. lu

seen1)y
Order to this coincidence, the muscles of each eye must

both eyes, constantly assume the same direction, their position and

configuration be precisely alike, and the sight be of an

equal pow er and focus : a deviation from each of which

postulates must necessarily produce squinting, or an in-

Eoth eves
accordant action of one eye with the other. From com-

from habit, mon and early habit we acquire an equal command over

in the same ^^^ Hiuscles of both, and are able to give them any direc-

action: tion, or powcr of direction, and to fix them upon any

difficult to object we please. And such is the force of habit that
give them a tjiey Q,t length involuntarily associate in the same action,

direction, and it is difficult for us to give to the one eye a different

direction from that of the other; or, in other words, to

assodatio)™^^^ their optic axes diverge instead of converge. In

in persons pcrsous bom blind no benefit can be derived from this

ivhTnce"the
""^ty of actiou, and hence it is never attempted ; and the

difficulty of muscles being never subjected to discipline, the eye-balls

eyes^o the ^'oll at random, and wander in every direction. In con-
same ob- sequence of which one of the most difficult tasks to be ac-
ject on ,

their ob- quircd by such persons, after obtaining sight, is that ot

si^'ht"^
keeping their eyes fixed, and giving the same bearing or

A like convergent line to each. And hence, again, they see

habit
°

things double at first, and in a state of great confusion.

where one When one eye is naturally stronger, or of a more fa-

nauiraiiy vourablo focus, or more frequently employed than the

tha"tr
®^'^®^'» *^ among watch-makers and jewejlers, the latter,

Otbpr,,
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from comparative neglect, relapses into an undisciplined
g^'^:'^j/,f

state, and less readily obeys the control of the will. Itsparopsis

muscles do not assume the same direction as those of the ^'^'^'^"^'

eye employed ; and if they do, in fhe two former cases. Squinting.

the object still appears double; and hence, the neglected,
^i'^!^^^^<'"J^«'

or weaker eye, wanders aud stares at one or at various ob- alone

iects, while the eye relied upon is fixed upon some other/'"^*^ *°'
" whence the

And it is this divergence of the optic axes, this inaccord- weaker eye

ance of directioo, or looking at different objects at the"'^"^^^

same time, that constitutes the present disease. proper di-

It is obvious, therefore, that strabismus may have three '^^!'°"'
' ' •' This inac-

VarietieS : cord ance

« Habitualis. From a vitiated habit j or the
jJ,^;;fj'J;^J'

Habitual squinting. custom of using one eye, squiminfi.

and neglecting the other.

/8 Atonicus. From debility of the affected

Atonic squinting. eye, whence the sound eye

possesses a different focus

and power of vision; and

is alone trusted to : in con-

sequence of which the w eak

or neglected eye insensibly

wanders as already stated,

y Organicus. From the eye being differ-

Organic squinting. ently constructed in form

or position.

The FIRST of these varieties constitutes the ni*- ^ p. stra-

STAGMUS of Dr. Plenck, and its cause is sufficiently ob-P'^,"?"* ,.

J . , ,
habitualis.

vious. In the second the sound eye is alone trusted to, Habitual

because it is the only eye on which any dependence can
t[|e n"s"a'<r

be placed ; and hence the weak eye, neglected by the will, mns of

wanders insensibly, as in the preceding order we l»ave^'p"'^gj^^

seen that any one of the mental faculties will wander inbismus

like manner under the same want of discipline. In the ^\onic"^*

THIRD VARIETY the difference ofform or position respects squ'"t>ng-

the situation or figure of tlie one eye compared with the^j^^^g^"^"

other, or of the particular parts of the one eye compared organicus.

with those of the other : in consequence of which the one squim'in".

is favoured and the other thrown into disuse,

vol,. IV. 31
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Gejt. I. In this last variety a complete cure is hardly to he ex-

y P. Sua- pected. In the second it is attended with considerable

orgSiis.
•difficulty

'f
and in the first is rather to be accomplished by

Organic what, in mania, we have called moral treatment than by

Mode of
™P<^»cine. A constant and resolute exertion on the part

treatment, of the patient to obtain a command over the weak or

irregular eye is of absolute necessity, while the neglected

eye itself, if weak, should be strengthened by tonics and

Sdom^ gentle stimulants. Goggles, though often recommended,
setvicea- are seldom serviceable, and especially to children j for

although the sight must hereby be restrained in each

eye to a common line, the child will still use the sound
A more ef- eye alone, and leave the irregular eye unemployed. It is
fectiveplan ... . ^ , . . . . « .

proposed, a better plan to affix some object near the orbit of the

affected eye at such a distance that it may constantly

catch and draw off the pupil from the inner angle to the

outer. But the method that I have myself found by far

the most eflFectual, is to blindfold the sound eye with a

blink for a considerable part of every day ; and thus force

the affected eye into use, and a subserviency to the will.

I recommend this simple plan most strongly, and espe-

cially in the case of children ; and may venture to predict

that it will be sure to succeed in the first variety of the

^sease, that of habit, and frequently in both the others.
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GENUS II.

PARACUSIS.

JHortJiK mrarins.

SENSE OF HEARING VITIATED OR lOST.

Paracusis is a term of Hippocrates derived from w«§«»6v«, gen. ii.

** perperam, depravate, vitiose audio." The mechanism theVneric

of the ear is as complicated as that of the eye, and as ad- ^^""*

mirably adapted, in all its parts, to the perfection of the
P'^tsioIo-

sense which constitutes its function. Its lobes, its en-

trances, its openings, its various drums, its minute and /

multiplied foramina, its delicate bones, all contribute to

one common effect. Even the surrounding bones, and ^°"^f.
^^^'^"

«-' ' rounding
still more than this, the teeth, are, in no small degree, the ear,

auxiliary to the same object ; as the experiments of M.
^i^J^tge^i^

Perolle, given in the fifth volume of the Turin Transac- auxiliary

tions have abundantly established : as they have, also, ° ^^^""s^

that bone in general is a far better conductor of sound

than air, alkohol, or water.

We may hence learn one very important use of the Hence one

four minute bones deposited in the posterior chamber of "^'^ "'^.^''^

•• * bones in

the tympanum, the loss of any one of which impairs the the cavity

hearing, and, in some instances, has produced total deaf-pgnum?'""

ness : of which we have a striking proof in the case of a case in

lad, described in the Philosophical Transactions, who 'i'"^'^'^^"

, . I'll- tion.
had parted with the incus on one side, and both the incus

and malleus on the other, by means of an ulcerated sore

throat that opened a passage from the fauces into each

ear, and through which the bones were discharged. The
tympanum, on the boy's recovery, seems not to have lost

its vibratory power, for he was sensible of violent or sud-

den sounds, but altogether insensible to conversation, and
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GEiv. ir. apparently as deaf in the ear that had only parted with

Morbid the incus as in that which had parted with both bones.*
hearing. From the complicated organism of the ear it follows

the jfaT^
" necessarily that, like the eye, it must be subject to a great

often bear variety of diseases ; while many of the diseases of the

sy to those One scnse must bear a striking analogy to those of the
of the eye.

othe|.. Thus painful and obtuse hearing and deafness
ii!\j-strated. j^^j jjg ^^jU compared with painful and obtuse vision and

blindness. As the eye is at times affected with illusory

objects, so is the ear with illusory sounds; and as, when

the optic axes do not harmonize, as in strabismus, the

same object may be seen double, so may the same sound

be heard double when the action of the one ear is inac-

cordant with that of the other.

Sympathy And hcncc it is not at all to be wondered at that a pe-

the^enses culiar degree of sympathy should exist between these

of sight senses, and the state of the one be frequently affected by

ing^
" that of the other. Bartholine gives a case in which deaf-

Aherna- ness and blindness alternated with each other,f and we

deafness
^hall presently have to observe that a temporary affection

and blind- of the eyes may sometimes be produced by particular
ness.

noises.

From the As the orgau of the ear, however, is less exposed than
depth of

ijj^^ pjp ^j^g py^,^ ^yg j^j.Q fg^j. jpgj. acquainted with the imme-
the organ

. .

of hearing diate seat of its diseases, and even with tlie exact bearing

diserse'o*!-
which every particular part sustains in the general phse-

teniess nomenou of hearing. It was at one time supposed that

than in dis- the nicest power of discriminating sounds, or, in other
orders of ^vords, that accuracv of distinguishing which constitutes
vision^ "

.

Whether what is Called a musical ear, is seated in the cochlea;

{,g^j^"J^
'

^'^ birds, however, whose jierception is exquisite, have no
most dis- cochlea. It has since been conceived by Sir Everard

tive part ofH^me that it is the membrana tympani in which this fine

tiie organ feeling is peculiarly lodged,:}: and that it depends upon

membrana the muscularity of this membrane: yet the same feeling
tympani.^ has remained, and in a high degree, in persons whose

membrana tympani has been ruptured.

* Vol. M. No. £0. 1761. t Epist. Cent, iv, No. 40.

I Phi]. Trans. Year 1800.
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Paracusis as a genus includes the following species : Gen. ii.

Paracusis.
1. PARACUSIS ACRIS. ACRID HEARING. Morbid

2. OBTUSA. HARDNESS OP HEARING. hearing.

3. PERVERSA. PERVERSE HEARING.

4. DUPLICATA. DOUBLE HEARING.

5. ILLUSORin. IMAGINARY SOUNDS.

G. SURDITAS. DEAFNESS.

SPECIES I.

PARACUSIS ACRIS.

HEARING PAINFUILY ACUTE AND INTOLERANT OF THE
LOWEST SOUNDS.

This occurs occasionally as an idiopathic affection in Gen. ii.

nervoi.is and highly irritahle idiosyncrasies, and bears a occm^
^

striking analogy to tlMit acritude of sight which we have idiopathi-

noticcd under paropsis ludfuga. It is the hijpercousiSf nervous

or, as it should rather he, the hiiperacusis of M. Itard, 'diosyncra-

who also regards it as an idiopathic affection in various Hypercou-

Cases.* sis of Itard.

It depends upon a morbid excitement, sometimes of

the whole of the auditory organs, but more generally of

some particular part, as the tympanum, or the labyrinth,

and particularly the cochlea, or some of the internal

canals. In many instances it seems confined to the

branches of the nerve ; and Bonet gives an instance of

it from the very singular cause of a triple auditory nerve

formed on either side ;f in which case there is sufficient

ground for its idiopathic origin. It is found more fre-

* Tiaite dcs Maladies dc TOreille, et de rAudition. 2 Tomes, 8ro. Paris,

1821.

: Sepulclir. Lib. 1. Sect. xi^:. adj. Obs. 7.
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Gen. II. quently however as a symptom of ear-ache, head-ache,

Paiacusi& epilepsy, otitis, cephalitis, and fevers of various kinds.
acris. The sensation is sometimes so keen as to render into-
Acrid bear-

ing, lerable the whisperings of a mere current of air in a room.
Found as a qj. the respiration of persons present, while noises before

in various unperceivcd become highly distressing.
diseases. j jj^yg j^^ ^his moment before me a most impressive

sometimes description of this effect, in a letter from a young lady of
intolerably about twenty-eight years of age, of an irritable habit,

! great genius, and a highly cultivated mind, who about a

illustrated, twclvemouth ago was attacked with a cephalitis which

proved severe and alarming. The brain has hereby been

weakened, but the mental powers are rendered more acute;

and the external senses, especially those of hearing and

seeing, strangely sympathize with each other. " You
think me," says she, in this letter, " unfit for study, but

study I must, whether I am fit for it or not, otherwise

my mind preys upon itself, and no power can prevent my
thinking, which is almost as bad as reading. Last night

I was kept awakoifor some hours by so powerful an excite-

ment of the brain that I really thought it would have

taken away my senses. The pain is very acute, but I do

not mind that so much as the distraction which accom-

panies it. It usually comes on with a most painfully

quick hearing. I feel as if the tympanum was stretched

so tight as to make the least sound appear almost as loud

as thunder ; and a loud noise is just as if I received a

blow quite to the centre of the brain. This really is not

Singular imagination but actual sensation. Moreover a noise af-

wTiftile^
fects my eyes so much that I am obliged to darken my

sense of room wheu at any time 1 am under tlie necessity of hear-
^'^ '* ing any thing like a noise ; a loud sound affects my eyes,

and a strong light my ears. They seem to act recipro-

cally. My head is certainly not so bad, nor any thing

like it, as it was at Clifton, but still the sudden attacks

I have from over-exertion of the mental powers, or upon

any other excitement, make me always fearful I shall lose

mv senses."
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Injections of warm water, or a few drops of almond oil gen. ii.

dropped into the ear will occasionally succeed in affording Paracusis

relief, by relaxing the spastic tone of the vessels. B"t^"l^^

cold water, and cold applications about the ear, and even hearing.

pounded ice where there is no tendency to a periodic Remedial

rheumatism, by directly ind\icing torpitude, will at times,
^'^°'^^^^

have a better effect : laudanum may also be introduced

into the ear, and a blister be applied to its immediate

vicinitv.

SPECIES II.

PARACUSIS OBTUSA.

flartrnesfif of f^caring.

HEARIIfG DULL AND CONFUSED ; AND DEMANDING A

CLEAR AND MODULATED ARTICULATION.

This may proceed from organic defect; from local de- Gew. ii.

bilitv, in which case it is called nervous deaeness ; or^

from some accidental obstruction in the external tube orivrJNervous

passage, as that of mucus, wax, sordes, or any other ex- deafness,

trinsicbody : or, in the internal or Eustachian tube, from*
^^'

mucus, inflammation, or ulceration and its consequences.

It is also found occasionally as a symptom or sequel in po^nd as a

^ arious fevers, in hemiplegia, apoplexy, otitis, lues, and symptom

polypous caruncles or concretions in the passage of the disease's.

ear L_and has followed on drinking cold water during

great heat and perspiration of the body, of which several

examples are given in the Ephemeridcs of Natural Cu-
riosities. Among the cases of organic defect one of the

least common is atresia, or imperforation : yet Albucasis* ^°'^^'""^^

gives us an instance of this, as does Bartholinef and by impei-
• foration.

* Vide Marcell. Donat. Lib. vi. Cap.il. p. 619.

t Hist. Anat. Cent. vi. n, S6.
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Gen. it. Henckel.* And among the more singular obstructions

Paracusis of an accidental kind may be mentioned insects and tlie

obtusa. grubs of insects or worms, Bartlioline mentions a leech
Hardness "^

oi hearing, which was once found to have burrowed in the ear : and
Sometimes Walkcr a Small stone which had unaccountably become
ov nisccts.

Medical lodged there and was discharged by a lit of sneezing.f
treatment. rj^j^g

^,^,j,g must depend upon the nature of the cause.

All foreign bodies must be carefully removed or destroy-

ed, and the cavity of the ear be washed by means of a

syringe. Accumulations of wax may be softened by oil

of almonds and alkohol, which will dissolve whatever re-

sinous part it possesses ^ and a like inunction will be found

the best means of destroying insects. Atonic or nervous

deafness will often bid defiance to our utmost exertions

:

but it will sometimes yield to local stimulants and tonics;

of the former, are alkohol, etlier, camphorated spirits,

essential oil of turpentine combined with olive oil, and

the tinctures of the gum-resins, as myrrh, amber, kino,

balsam of Tolu, and blisters about the ear. Of the lat-

ter, cold water, and solutions of alum, white vitriol or

other metallic salts.

Where hardness of hearing is habitual and cannot be

trumpeu radically cured, we can only endeavour to diminish the

evil by advising a hearing trumpet, which is, in fact, an

instrument formed upon the principle of imitating the

Principle cavities of the labyrinth of the ear itself, and the object

tion. of whicli is to collect a large body of sonorous tremors,

and send them to the tympanum in a concentrated state,

by means of a convergent tube, or, in other words, to in-

crease as much as possible the vibratory power of the

sound. Now sound is well known to be propagated in

straight lines, and hence persons partially deaf will al-

ways hear most distinctly when directly opposite the

speaker. For the same reason tlie trumpet itself should

be formed as nearly as possible in a straight line; though

we are sometimes, for tiic sake of convenience, obliged to

deviate from this direction, and to bend the tube into tlse

* JV Anmcvk. i, ' Obsery, Me^lico-Chiwrg. XX. 8vo. 1710.
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segment of a circle, by which some degree of power is
^^-^^ ^f

always lost. Tlie metal of which the tube is made should Paracusis'

be that which is found most sonorous, or, in other words,
Jlj^^^l'^^^-^^

•which most completely reflects, instead of absorbing, the of hearing.

sound ; and while the funnel or larger aperture is as wide H"\v form-

as possible, the extreme end of the pipe cannot be toOarWantage-

small. M. Itard has found that a parabolical figure lias°"siy.

no advantage over a conical or pyramidal tube : but that

the tube is assisted in producing distinctness of sounds

by an insertion into it of slips of gold-beater's leaf, at

proper distances, in the manner of partitions.*

SPECIES III.

PARACUSIS PERVERSA.

THE EAR ONLY SENSIBLE TO ARTICULATE SOUNDS WHEN
EXCITED BY OTHER AND LOUDER SOUNDS INTEKMIX-

ED WITH THEM.

This is a very extraordinary hebetude of the organ, Gen. ii.

though it has occasionally been met with in most coun- phy^fo.

tries. Where it exists, the ear, as in other cases of im- i°by-

perfect hearing, requires to be roused, in order to dis-

criminate the articulate sounds addressed to it, but finds

the best excitement to consist in a great and vehement

noise of almost any kind.f It consists, according to Cause and

Sauvages, who seems to judge rightly concerning it, in a ^^3^' °^ ^^'°

torpitude or paresis of some parts of the external organ

which, in consequence of this additional stimulus, convey

the proper sounds addressed to them beyond the mem-

* Traite de Maladies de rOieiilo et de rAudition. 2 Tomes, Taris, 1&21.

+ Feilizin Richter Chir. Bib). Band. ix. p. 555,

VOlo ly. 32

isease
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Geiv.ii. brane of the iympamnn, in the same manner as the drow-
Spec.IIT.

» I

Paracusis sv OF tliose wlio are sluggish in waking, do not open their
j-erversa. ^ycs, 01' admit the light to the retina unless a strons:
perverse •j ' a o
hearing, glare fu'st Stimulates the exterior tunics. It seems, how-

ever, sometimes to depend upon an obstruction of the

Eustachian tubes.

Some Under the influence of this species it occasionally hap-

tcr'stlmlw P^"^ ^^^^^ particular sounds or noises prove a better stimu-

lants than Jus than others, though equally loud or even louder; as the

music of a pipe, of a drum, or of several bells ringing at

Illustrated, t^'® same time. Holder relates the case of a man who never

heard but when he w^as beating a drum ;* and Sauvagcs

a similar case of a woman who, on this account, always

kept a drum in the house, which was constantly played

upon while slie was conversing with her husband. The
latter gives another case of a person who was always

deaf except when travelling in a carriage, during which

time, from the rattling of the wheels, he was perfectly

capable of hearing and engaging in conversation. And
Stalil gives an instance of like benefit derived from the

shrill tones of a pipc.f

Mode of ^" ordinary cases of practice, if we can once hit upon a

treatment, stimulus that succccds in giving temporally tone to a de-

bilitated organ, we can often avail ourselves of it to pro-

duce a permanent benefit, and sometimes a complete resto-

cjj^^jjjyjQf ration, by raising or lowering its power, continuing its

Bound power for a longer or shorter term of time, or modifying

ihe exigen-it in some other wa}', so as to adapt it to the particular
''^ exigency. And it is hence probable that if any of these

sojiorous stimuli were to be employed medicinally, and

prove
^^''*^' ^ ^^"® respect to length of time, and acuteness of tone,

a perfect fjjgy might, in some instances, be made the medium of

jiiusJ^atg^
obtaining a perfect success. Dr. Birch, indeed, gives

an instance of such success in a person who only heard

during the ringing of bells ,• and who, by a permanent

use of this stimulus, recovered his hearing altogether,
j

Voltaism may here also be employed in many cases with

Phil. Trniis. 1668. No. 2G. v Collet. Casual. N. Tfi. ± Hist. Vol. iv.
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a considerable promise of advantage ; and especially in Oex. ii.

Si? It' C I A f

connexion with tlie ordinary routine of general and local Pi-iacusis

'

tonics and stimulants, as cold, and cold bathing, pungent P«"eisa.

J . \ Pciveise

masticatories, and injections, bai'k, valerian, alone or hearing,

with ammonia, and a free use of the siliquosc and coni-
GeJ^'ej!.^"''

ferous plants as a part of the common diet. and locai

stimulant*

r>tii Toni'.'s.

SPECIES n

.

PARACUSIS DUPLICATA.

THE ACTION OF THE ONE EAR INACCORDANT WITH
THAT OF THE OTHER ; SOUNDS HEARD DOTJBI.Y, AND
IN DIFFERENT TONES OR KEYS.

This pravity of hearing depends upon an inaccordance ^^'^* "^

of the auditory nerve on the one side with that on the Piiysioiogy.

other : so that the same sound produces, on each side, a

very different effect, and is consequently Heard, not ho-

motonously, or in like tones, but heterotonouslj, or in se-

parate and unlike. And hence this species of morbid

hearing, as I have already observed, has a considerable

parallelism with that of strabismus or squinting, in which Anaiagous

the optic axis of the one eye is not accordant with thatmusor

of the other, whence the same object is seen double, and squinting.

often in a different position. Sauvages has given two or
g^^°^^^Jj,

three very curious examples of this affection. A musician

while blowing his flute heard two distinct sounds at every

note. The sounds were in different keys, and conse-

quently not in harmony ; and as they were heard simul-

taneously, the one could not be an echo of the other. On
another occasion he was consulted by a person who for

several months had been troubled with a hearing of two
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gex. II. distinct voices Nvhenever he Avas spoken to ; the one at

raiaciisis least an octave higher than the other, but not in unison
.lupiicata. ^vitii i^. and hence producinj? a harsh and insupportable
Doable i- j

i c> x i

hearing, uiscordancy.

Medical This affection is mostly temporary, and, as proceeding
tieatment.

altogether from a morbid condition of the auditory nerve,

has been cured by blisters and other local stimulants.

From not being attended to, however, in due time, it has

sometimes assumed a chronic cliaracter, when it is remo-

ved with great difficulty : and in a few instances it has

been connected with a constitutional irritability of the

nervous system ; in which case a plan of general tonics

must co-operatjs with local applicationr^o

SPECJES y.

PARACUSIS ILLUSORIA.

INTEBNAT. SENSE OF SOUNDS WITHOUT EXTEKNAL
CAUSES.

gkk. II. This is in most instances strictly a nervous affection, and

Analogous bcars a striking analogy to paropsis illusoria, or that illu-

to paropsis g^py ^j. f^lse slght in which unreal objects of various forms,

mostly a' colours, and other sensible qualities appear before the

!iSctk)n • ^y^^? '^'^^ morbid state is often confined to the auditory

and the nerves, or some of the branches alone ; yet it is not un-

be'ircai m frequently the result of a peculiar irritability tliat extends

general, through thc wholc of the nervous system. And occa-
Somctimes

gjQjjgHy it proceeds from an obstruction of one or both the

by obsmic- Eustachian tubes. M. Itard ascribes it to two other

Eustachian causes, both of which are highly questionable : a peculiar

mbes. gtate of the blood-vessels, local or general, and an impeded
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motion of the air in the tympanal cavity.* The sounds geij. ir.

hereby produced differ greatly in different persons, and pmopsis
*

sometimes in the very satne person at diffei'ent periods : i''"®""'**... ' Imaginary
but it IS sumcient to contemplate them under the three sounds,

following varieties, all which the French express by the

term bourdonnements :

» Syrigmus. A sharp, shrill, successive

Ringing, or tinkling. sound.

fi Susurrus. An acute, continuous, hissing ^
Whizzing. sound,

y Bombus. A dull, heavy, intermitting

Beating. sound.

Heister recommends, in cases arising from a debility of Medical

tlie local nerves, to fumigate the ears with the vapour of
"^^^*'"^"*'

a hot vinous infusion of rosemary and lavender; and,

where a spasmodic affection of the inner membrane may
be supposed to follow upon such debility, he advises a si-

multaneous use of diaphoretics internally. If it proceed

from an obstruction of the Eustachian tubes in conse-

quence of spasm or inflammation, the fumes of tobacco

drawn into the mouth, and forcibly pressed against these

tubes by closing the lips and nostrils, and then urgently

sniffing the vapours upward to the palate, have often

proved serviceable by taking off the irritability on which

the spasmodic or inflammatory action is dependent. Sti-

mulating the external ear by blisters, or aromatic injec-

tions has sometimes availed though not often. Chronic chronic

cases are extremely difficult of cure; though I had lately
^^^^^^^J?'^^

an elderly lady for a patient, who, after having at different cure

:

times suffered from each of these modifications of illusory

sounds'for several years, and tried every remedy that

could be suggested in vain, at length lost the distressing but have

sensation by degrees, and without the assistance of any ^^^5^^^^*^^

medicine. neousiy.

* Traite des Maladies r}e 1' Oreille, et de 1' Audition. 2 Tome?, 8vo.

Paris, 1821,
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SPECIES VI.

PARACUSIS SURDITAS.

TOTAL INABILITY OF HEARING OR DISTINGUISHING

SOUNDS.

Gen. ti. In the preceding species the sense of hearing is in various

H^^*d ff^
ways depraved or impaired ; in the present it is altogether

from the abolished ; and may proceed from causes which offer three

specfes."^
distinct varieties of affection :

d Organica. From organic defect or impedi-

Organic deafness. ment.

/5 Atonica. From local debility or relaxa-

Atonic deafness. ation.

y Paretica. From nervous insensibility.

Paretic deafness.

A P. Siir- The ORGANIC DEFECT or impediment may exist in the
ditasorga-

j^^^pp qj, i„ner entrance or in the cavity of the ear. The
nica.

^

>>

Organic outcr entrance has in a few instances been imperforate;*
ea ness.

^^^ p^^ more generally illined and blocked up with indu-
Causes. >j i i

Sometimes rated wax, excrescences, concretions, or some other sub-

in the out- stance. The inner entrance or Eustachian tube has been

trance. Sometimes also found imperforate on both sides, but more
Sometimes frequently obliterated by ulceration,! or closed by the

or EustT-
'^

mucous secrciion of a catarrh, or the pressure of theton-

chian tube, gjjg [^ whatever way morbidly enlarged. If the defect or

impediment exist in the cavity of the ear, its precise na-

ture can seldom be known during the life of the patient,

and if known would rarely admit of a remedy. It often

consists of a malformation of the helix; and, as we have

already seen under parotitis, in a loss of the articula-

tion or substance of one or more of the tympanal bones.

* Gels. De Medicin. Lib. vii. c. G. Biichner, Miscell. Phys.-Med. p. 318,

1727.

t Haller. Elem. Phv?. Tom, v. n. 280.
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Atonic deafness, or that dependent on local debility ^^^- il-

Spec, VI
or relaxation, may be superinduced by a chronic cold, ab- ^ p. surdi-

ruptly plunging the head into cold water in a heated \^j'^^|^""'^*

state, a long exposure to loud and deafening noises, or citainess.

the sudden and unexpected burst of some vehement sound ^
^"^^.^*

'
1 I 1 1

Sometimes
upon the ears,* as that of a cannon or a thunder-clap,tin the ca-

where the constitution is in a state of great nervous irri- ^'*> °^*^^

tability : in v.hirh state moreover it has in a few instances

heen produced by a violent fright.:}: It has also pro-

ceeded from an atony of the excretories of the outer ear,

inconsequence of which there has been neitiier wax nor

moisture of any kind. And it has followed as a sequel

upon various fevers and inflammations, especially cepha-

litis and otitis, rheumatic hemicrania, and other nervous

liead-aches, repelled gout, and repelled cutaneous erup-

tions.

Paretic deafness may be regarded in many cases as y p. sui-

nothine: more than an extreme of atonic deafness; and '1"*'*^ p^'^^'^"

^
. tica.

almost all the causes producing the one, \\hen operating Paretic

with greater violence or upon a feebler frame, may also'''^^^''®^^'

produce the other. It has not only been induced sud- ti-,^„"e^of

denly by loud sounds, and violent frights, but by a vehe- ^''^ pieced-

„ „ . , I, 1 1 I
„ing variety,

ment fit of sneezing, and, Irom sympathy, by the use ot

powerful sternutatories ;§ the olfiictory nerve hereby be-

coming insentient through all its branches.

Deafness has often been transmitted hereditarily: ofS°™^,!'™"'
• 1 • • 4» 1

hereditary,

which numerous and unequivocal instances are to be lounu

in Hoffman,
II
Morgagiii,^ and other writers of establish-

ed reputation.

The most usual causes of total deafness are beyond the often im-

powcr of the medical art to relieve; and hence the disease '^'^'^"^^'''®*

runs very generally through the whole period of life.

Where the cause is an imperforation of either of the pas-

sages, an opening has been often effected with success.

* Schulze, Diss, de AuditusDifficultate. Sect. 23.

•i- Borelli, Observ. Cent. iv. Par. 1656.

t Eph. Nat. Cur. Cent. ix. Obs.6.

«; Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. ix. Obs.26,

jl
Consult, et Respons. Cent. i. cas. 40.

^ De Sed, et Caus. xMcrb. Epist. xlvjii. Art. 43.
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Gen. II. Many other impediments, as of indurated wax, or in-

y P. Surdi- farction from inflammation, are in general removeable still

tas pare- more easily ; and some obstructions have been suddenly

Paretic Carried oft' by a fall or otiier violent concussion of the
deafness,

jjgj^j
rpj

q.j.^,^^ diffirulty, howevcr, is in ffettina; at such
Treatmeul "^ •^

'

» o o
^

when ca- impediments when they are formed in the tympanal cavity.

paiiiaUon.
^^''^ perforation of the mastoid process, recommended by

Perforation Riolanus, has been practised occasionally with success,

of the mas-
^jjj especially by the Swedish anatomists Jasser and

toid pro- 1 J ^

cess. Hagstroem. But the difficulties are so considerable that

Puncture the plan has usually been superseded by a puncture of the

membrane, membrane, or by injecting the Eustachian tube, as first

Injection ofproposed by an unprofessional artist, Guyot of Versailles,
the Eusta-

j^jjj| gincc followed ui) successively by Cleland, Petit,
chian tube. * •i J ' '

Douglas, and Wathen. Of late, however, even this has

been droptj though now once more revived in France by

M. Itard,* and in great Britain by Mr. Buchanan.f
Stimulants In deafness from atonic relaxation almost all the stimu-

* lant and tonic methods pointed out under the preceding

species have been tried in turn, occasionally with pallia-

Fumes of tive success, sometimes altogether in vain. The fumes
tobacco Qf tobacco snitfcd up the Eustachian tubes from the
sniiiea up '^

the Eusta- mouth, in the manner described under the last species

' were recommended by Morgagni,:j; and many other wri-

ters of earlier times, and have occasionally been found

Obstruc- beneficial in our own day ; the spasm or other obstruction
tion in gf ^jjg fl^g tubcs ceasing of a sudden, and with the sensa-
these tubes .

*^

has some- tion of a Smart snap that almost startles the patient. And

e'd s^uddTn-
^^ Sight has sometimcs been restored in amaurosis by a

ly, or by violent fevcr, or a flash of lightning, so has deafness from

Sa^whic'h' atony, approaching to paralysis, been recovered by a
often be- jjije fever or a thunder-clap ;§ ordinary causes being thus

causes. transferred into extraordinary modes of cure.

Mode of Among the stimulants most useful, where the deafness
treatment.

* Ut supra.

t Engraved Representation of the Anatomy of the Human Ear, &c.

Hull, 1823.

if Epist. Anat. vii. Art. 14. Epb. Nat. Cur. Dec, |. Ann. vi. Obs. 110.

» Bresl. SanijDl. 1718. p. 1541.
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is (lepciident upon debility of tlie membrane of tlie tyra- pEiv.ir.

paniim, or the nerve of hearing, liave been the aura of paracusis*

voltaic electricity, applied two or three times a-day for '^^'"l"^^;

half an hour or longer each time, and persevered in forTieatment.

many weeks; a series of blisters continued for a long Voltaic

period, and a diluted solution of nitrate of silver. Yet a
uj-g^g^^

chronic ulcer forming in the ear, and discharging plenti- Solution . t

fully, has often proved more effectual than any of these. »''ia'e oi

Mr. Gordon, in the Edinburgh Medical Commentaries, ^.u' O ' Chronic

relates a case of total deafness produced suddenly on auker.

soldier in good health, by plunging overhead into the sea :

which, after a long routine of medicines had been tried in

vain for three months, yielded to the use of mercury as

soon as the mouth began to be affected. A gentle saliva- Case of

tion supervened, his hearing was graduallyrcstored, and Hy^^^S
in six weeks from its commencement he returned to his

duty perfectly cured.* The excitement of the salivary

glands seems, in this case, to have extended by sympathy Explained,

to the Eustachian tubes, or whatever other parts of the

organ of Iiearing vs ere diseased.

When the Eustachian tubes are imperforate or irre- Puncture

coverably closed, which niav commonly be determined by °^ ^^^
*^ • ' "^ membrana

an absence of that sense of swelling in the ears which tympani a

otherwise takes place on blowing the nose violently, Rio- ^,"'1^'''^^*^^.

lamus, and afterwards Cliisselden, proposed a substitute 'aiioi; or

for the canal by making a small perforation through the chian tube'

membrane of the tympanum ; and Sir Astley Cooper has

boldly put their recommendation to the test. The arti-

ficial opening does not destroy the elasticity of the mem-
brane, and it has hence been occasionally attended with

success 5 and perhaps would be always, if it were to be its proper

limited, as M. Itardf has shown it ought to be, to a''"'''^''°"'

permanent obstruction of the Eustachian tube, unaccom-

panied with inflammation, or any other cause of deafness.

And it is from a wanton application of this remedy to as opposed

other cases, that it has so often been tried in vain since *°^"**''^ss

feir Astley Coopers successtul sanction. ton em-
ployment,

* Edin. M^d. Corn. Vol. in. p. 80.

t Traite do Maladies de rOreillcs et dc rAudilion.&c. 2Tumes.Paiis,1821.

VOL. lY. 33
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GENUS III.

PAROSMIS.

il^lorbitr Smell.

SENSE OF SMELL VITIATED OR LOST.

fGEN. iiT. This is the parosmia and anosmia ofmany writers; from

and^'ene-' '"'i"'
" male," and o^a, « olfacio," analogous with paka-

ric deiiva- cusis and PARopsis : anosmia, however, will not include
^'°"'

one of its species, and the present termination is preferred

on account of its analogy with that of the parallel terms.

Under this genus may he arranged the three following

species

:

1. PAROSMIS ACRIS. ACRID SMELL.

2. OBTUSA. OBTUSE SMELL.

3. EXPERS. AVANT OF SMELL.

SPECIES I.

PAROSMIS ACRIS.

^tvta Smell.

SMELL PAINFULLY ACUTE OR SENSIBLE TO ODOURS NOT
GENERALLY PERCEIVED.

Gen. in. trENERALLY speaking, the sense of smell in all animals

Spbc. I. is in proportion to the extent of the Schneiderian or ol-
ysio o|y.

£j^p|.Qj,y. ndeijibrane with which the nostrils are lined, and

over which the branches of the olfactory nerves divaricate

and ramify. And hence this membrane is much more ex-
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tensive in quadrupeds and birds, which chiefly trust to tlic
^^^^J"^'

sense of smell in selecting their food, than in man ; foritpan.sm'is'

ascends considerably higher, and is, for the most part,
^l^^'j'-

possessed of numerous folds or duplicatures. It is licreby smcii.

the hound distinguishes the peculiar scent thrown forth

from the body of the hare, and the domestic dog recognizes

and identifies his master from all other individuals.

Yet the nerves of smell are not only spread in great
J^^^^^"'^

abundance over the olfactory membrane of all animals nearly

possessing such an organ, but they are distributed so near

the surface as to be almost naked; and hence in every -'^"'} ''^"ce

class they are easily and hourly excited into action, being ,i,ui:itc.i

covered Avith little more than a layer of bland, insipid

mucus, thin at its first separation, but gradually harden-

ing by the access of air into viscid crusts, and which is

expressly secreted for the purpose of defending them.

From this nearly naked state it is that they are stimu-''>' ^''^111 I't'est nro-
lated by aromatics, however finely and impalpably divid- matics lin-

ed : whence the violent sneezings that take place in many P"jP^''.'y
o i J pulverized;

persons in an atmospiicre in w hich only a few particles

of sternutatories or other acrid olfacients are floating

:

and hence also the rapidity with which a sympathetic ac-and lapia-

tion is excited in the neighbouring parts or in the system w^sym-"

at large, and the refreshment which is felt on scenting the P^'''y.a"ci

pungent vapour of carbonate of ammonia, or vinegar, orycfresi"-^

the grateful perfume of violets or lavender, in nervous'"'^"''

head-aches or fainting-fits. The fetid odours are well Hence also

known to affect the nostrils quite as poignantly as thCanVil'xS-
pleasant ; and to produce quite as extensive a sympathy :

^'^'^ effect

and hence the nausea, and even intestinal looseness which odours.

often follows on inhaling putrid and other offensive ef-

fluvia.

Under peculiar circumstances, how ever, the ordinary Under pe-

apparatus for smell possesses an activity, and sometimes cum'^''"-

even an intolerable keenness, which by no means belongs ^'^"^"''''

to it in its natural state. M. Virey, who has written a comes el-

very learned treatise upon the subject of odours, asserts j^^^'j^^^^

that the olfactory sense exists among savages in a far Said to ix-

higher degree of activitv than anions; civilized nations,
''"^""
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*s?Kc.T.'
^^'°^° faculty of smell is blunted by an habitual exposure

PaioEtnis* to strong odours, or an intricate combination of odours.

Acrid
^"^ ^y *''^ ^^^ of high-flavoured foods. And he might

suieiJ. have added that this sense, like every other, is capable of

S civil-
cultivation, and of acquiring delicacy of discrimination by

izedna- use ; that savages, many of whom make an approacli to

why?
^"

*^'^ ^^f^ of quadrupeds, employ it, and trust to in a similar

Sense of manner; and that tliis is, perhaps, the chief cause of the

aTothevs,
'^'•^ercnce he has pointed out. It is in like manner relied

capable of upon by persons who are deprived of one or two of the

t?on7inore other external senses, as those of sight or hearing, or
fully relied both : not merely in consequence ofmore frequent employ-

those who mcnt, but from the operation of the law we have already
aredepriv- pointed out, that where one of the external senses is de-
ot sight or

hearing. stroyed,or Constitutionally Wanting, the rest, in most cas-

es, are endowed with an extraordinary degree of energy, as

though the share of sensorial power, naturally belonging

to the defective organ, were distributed among the rest

iliiust'raUon
^"^ modified to thcir respective uses. One of the most

of this re- interesting examples that I am acquainted with of this

transfer of sensorial power is to be found in the history,

first given to the public by Mr. Dugald Stuart, of James
Mitchell, a boy born both blind and deaf; and who, hav-

ing no other sen.ses by which to discover and keep up a

connexion with an external world than those of smell,

touch, and taste, chiefly depended for information on the

fir.st, employing it on all occasion.s, like a domestic dog,

in distinguisliing persons and things. By this sense he

identified his friends and relatives ; and conceived a sud-

den attachment or dislike to strangers according to the

nature of the effluvium that escaped from their skin.

" He appeared," says Mr. Wardrop, who has also pub-

lished an account of him, " to know his relations and inti-

mate friends by smelling them very slightly, and he at

once detected strangers. It was difficult, however, to as-

certain at what distance he could distinguish people by

this sense; but, from what I could observe, he appeared

to be able to do so at a considerable distance from the

object. This was particularly striking when a person en-
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tered the room, as he seemed to he aware of such entrance ^^^* ^^^•

before he could derive information from any other sense Paro

than tliat of smell. When a stranger approached hira he
^"^^

eagerly began to touch some part of the body, commonly
taking hold of his arm, which he held near his nose ; and

after two orthree strong inspirations through the nostrils,

he appeared to form a decided opinion concerning him. If

it were favourable, he shewed a disposition to become more

intimate, examined more minutely his dress, and express-

ed, by his countenance, more or less satisfaction. But if

it happened to be unfavourable, he suddenly went off to a

distance with expressions of carelessness or disgust."*

The Journal des Scavans for 1667, gives a curious Sex, age,

history of a monk who pretended to be able to ascertain, quauues^

by the difference of odour alone, the sex and age of a said to be

person, whether he were married or single, and the man-bie by this"

ner of life to which he was accustomed. This, as far as ^*'"^®.^^?'^''"

the fact extended, may possibly have been the result of keen.

observations grafted upon a stronger natural sense than

belongs to mankind in general ; and is scarcely to be

ranked in the list of diseased actions. But among per- Hence of-

sons of a highly nervous or irritable idiosyncrasy, I have ^f"
distres-

met with numerous instances of an acuteness of smell acute, and

almost intolerable and distractins: to those who laboured pait'cuiar-

, .
ly to per-

under it ; which has fairly constituted an idiopathic affec- sons of a

tion ; and sometimes nearly realized the description of the habi°"^

poet, in making its possessors ready at every moment to ^^'ho have

Die of a rose in aromatic pain. neath the

smell of a

Mr. Pope seems to have written this line as a play of "^^"^^'.^^

,

* r ^ described
fancy at the time, but the writings of various collectors of by Pope.

medical curiosities abundantly show that he has here This de-

described nothing more than an occasional and sober fact.'no\'fan"j.

Thus M. Orfila gives us an account of a celebrated f"'-

painter of Paris of the name of Vincent, who cannot re- ^;\^'"pies
*

_
ofitscor-

main in any room where there are roses without being in icctness.

* History of James Mitchell, a boy born blind ajid deaf, tec. By James

Wardrop, F.Pv.S. Ed. 4to. ISlf?.
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Gek. III. a short time attacked with a violent cephalsea succeeded

Parosrais by fainting.=^ And M. Marrigues informs us that he

AxrW 11
®"^® knew a surgeon who could not smell at a rose with-

out a sense of suffocation, which subsided as soon as the

rose was removed from him ; as he also knew a lady who

lost her voice whenever an odoriferous nosegay was ap-

plied to her nostrils.f

We have observed that a keen stimulation of the olfac-

tory nerves is often productive of a very powerful sympa-

thetic actiofi in other organs. There are few persons

who, on inhaling the fine particles of black hellebore and

colocynth, while in the act of being pounded, would not

feel their effect on the intestines by a copious diarrhoea

;

but where the acuteness of smell exists which constitutes

the present disease, whether limited to particular odours,

or extending to all odours equally, the sympathetic action

Singular IS sometimcs of a very singular description. M. Valtain
effect of the ^jyes the history of an officer who was thrown into con-
odour ef " *'

pinks : vulsions and lost his senses by having in his room a bas-

ket of pinks, of which, nevertheless, he was very fond.

The flowers W'ere removed, and the windows opened, and

in the course of half an hour the convulsions ceased, and

the patient recovered his speech. Yet for twelve years

afterw ard he was never able to inhale the smell of pinks

like effect without fainting.:}: And M. Orfila relates the case of a lady
of the of forty-six years of age, of a hale constitution, who could

linseed, never be present where a decoction of linseed w^as prepa-

ring without being troubled in the course of a few minutes

afterwards with a general swelling of the face, followed

by fainting and a loss of the intellectual faculties ; which

symptoms continued for four and twenty hours.§

Predispo- The prcdisponcnt cause of the species before us is a

"f the'^pre- nervous or irritable habit. The occasional causes are

sent spe- local irritation from a sliajht cold, in which the contact of
CIGS*

Occasional
^^^ ^^^ alonc, as inhaled, often produces sneezing ; or ex-

causes.

* Surles Poisons, Tom. ii. Cl.^v. i 972.

t Journ. de Physique, year 1780.

1 Hygiene Chirurgicale, p. 26. * Suv les Poisons, loc. citaf.
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coriation of the mucous membrane of the nostrils from Gen. hi.
Spec I

the use of sternutatories in those not accustomed to them. Parosmis*

It is often the result of idiosyncrasy; and perhaps at^^".®-

times, as in paracusis acriSf of a superfluous distribution smell.

of olfactory nerves. As a symptom it is often found in Sometimes

opththalmia and rheumatic hemicrania. id[osyn-°

Where the disease is connected with the habit, the^'^^^y-

nervous excitement should be diminished by refrigerants 9^'^"
•' " found as a

and tonics, as the shower-bath, bark, acids, neutral, and symptom

several of the metallic salts. And where it is chiefly lo-
jjIsIasS!'

cal, we may often produce a transfer of action by blisters Medical
in the vicinity of the organ : or relax the Schneiderian treatment.

membrane, and moisten its surface by the vapour of warm
water. The sniffing up cold water will also prove ser-

viceable in many instances, by inducing torpitude at first

and additional tone afterwards. Dr. Darwin advises

errhines for the first of these purposes, that of exhausting
the excitability and blunting the sense.'

SPECIES II.

PAROSMIS OBTUSA.

#tjtttj8c Smell.

SMELIi DIJLl, AND IMPEKFECTIY DISCRIMINATIVE.

sequence of an habitual use of sternutatories, which ex- Sometimes

haust, weaken, and torpify the nerves of smell, as long * natural

exposure to a strong light weakens and impairs the vi-

sion, and sometimes destroys it altogether. To those un- produced

accustomed to sternutatories, the mildest snuffs will ])ro- ^^ * '°°
.' * free use of

duce such an excitement as is marked by a long succes- stemutato-

sion of sneezing, which is nothing more than an effort of
"^^'

the remedial power of nature to throw off the offending
^'^"^^'^'^^'
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Gen. III. material ; while those who have habituated themselves to
Spec II

Parosmis snuff for years, can hardly be excited to sneeze by the
obtusa. most violent ptarmics.
Obtuse
smell. The evil is here so small that a remedy is seldom

Remedies souglit (or in idiopathic cases : and in sympathetic afFec-

soudu for
• ^^^**^» as when it proceeds from catarrhs or fevers, it

when sym- usually, though not always, ceases with the cessation of

usually ' t^® primary disease. It is found also as a symptom in

temporary, hysteria, syncope, and several species of cephalsea, during

which the nostrils are capable of inhaling very pungent,

aromatic, and volatile errhines, with no other effect than

that of a pleasing and refreshing excitement.

When Where the sense of smell is naturally weak, or conti-

so^ine'tmes
""®® ^° after cataiThs or other acute diseases, many of

relieved by our cephalic snuffs may be reasonably prescribed, and

snufts.'^ will often succeed in removing the hebetude. The best

are those formed of the natural order verticillatse, as rose-

mary, lavender, and marjoram ; if a little more stimulus

be wanted, these may be intermixed with a proportion of

the teucrium Marum ; to which, if necessary, a small

quantity of asarum may also be added ; but pungent

errhines will be sure to increase instead of diminishing

the defect.

SPECIES III.

PAROSMIS EXPERS.

Want o£ Smrll.

TOTAl INABILITY OF SMELLING OR DISTINGUISHING

ODOURS.

Gen. III. This species is in many instances a sequel of the preced-

s^^e*times *"»? f^** whatever causes operate in producing tlie former,

a sequel of when Carried to an extreme or continued for a long period,

ingSedet™»y '^^^0 lay a foundation for the latter. But as it often

Sometimes occurs by itsclf, and without anv such introduction, it is

idiopathic.
'
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entitled to be treated of scparatel>'. It offers us the two Gen. in.
Spec. Ill

.

following varieties

:

Parosmis

a. Organica. From natural defect, or acci- vva^,ucf

Organic want of smell. dental lesion, injurious to s^"<=i'-

the structure of the organ.

/S Paralytica. From local palsy.

Paralytic want of smell.

The FIRST VARIETY occurs from a connate destitution "-^•^^^^'^'^

organica.

of olfactory nerves, or other structural defect; or from Organic

external injuries of various kinds : and is often found as
s^^"i|,°^

a sequel in ozsenas, fistula lachrymalis, syphilis, small- How pro-

pox, and porphyra. The second is produced by neg-
""

lected and long continued coryzas, and a persevering in- paralytica

.

dulffence in hishly acrid sternutatories.
Paralytic

'^ o ^ want 01

The author once knew a very beautiful and elegant smell,

young lady who had from birth so total a want of smell,
^J|?g(j^"°*

as not only to be incapable of perceiving any difference
j^^jg^j^.^ ^j-

in the odours of different perfumes or flowers, but of the disease

sweet and corrupt meats j and who could inhale very

powerful errhines without sneezing. Though this affec-

tion seemed to have been connate, and dependent upon

a natural destitution of the nerves of smell, the Schnei-

derian membrane had something of the thickening which

is ordinarily produced by catarrhs, and the lady always

spoke as though under the influence of a slight cold.

When this affection is a sequel of local irritation as iMode of

« . , .• 1 .• treatment,
from a coryza or catarrh, warm stimulating vapours, as

of vinegar or frankincense, are often useful. If produced

by syphilis the fumes of cinnabar may be inhaled by the

nostrils; or a sternutatory may be used composed of

turbeth mineral and ten times the quantity of any mild

and light powder, as orris-root. >

vol. TV. 34
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GENUS lY.

PARAGEUSIS.

JMorbitr STaste.

SENSE t)r TASTE TITIATED OR lOST.

Gen. IV. Parageusis is derived from 7r«g», " male," and yiva,

Origin of n gustum prsebco," whence Trx^otyivw, and consequently

term. vx^xyivTii. The author has preferred, with Vogel, the
ynonyras.

ppegg^^ termination to parageusia, as analogous to the

names of the preceding genera of the order before us.

Associa- ^^ ^'*® senses of taste and smell there is a considerable

tion be- association, partly perhaps resulting from the proximity

sense" of ©f their organs and partly from an affinity in the modifi-

taste and cation of the sentient fluids with which they are supplied.

Ill f d
'^^'^ young lady I have just noticed who was destitute,

or nearly so, of the sense of smell, was equally destitute

of that of taste, and could not distinguish by this criteri-

on between beef, veal, and pork; and consequently in

Tongue respect to all these had no preference.

"°|y
'®

The chief organ of taste is the tongue, but this is not

jhough the the onlv organ, nor is it absolutely necessary for an exist-

of taste : CHce of the scnsc. The Philosophical Transactions give
as taste „g examples of persons who possessed a perfect taste after

jnained the tonguc had been wholly destroyed; and Professor

Ton^ue^has
Bluiwenbach, in his Comparative Anatomy, affords us a

been lost; similar example in an adult whom he visited, and who

existTdT "^^'^s born without a tongue. Consonant with which many
Some ani- insects appear to have a faculty of taste, though they

pear to^ havc no organ of a tongue : and among these the gustatory
have a function IS supposcd by Professor Knoch to be performed

taste that by the posterior pair of palpi or feelers. While, on the

tongue"
other hand, there are many animals possessing a tongue

Other ani- who do not usc it as an organ of taste. All birds posses?
mals pes-
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a tongue, for even the pelican, which has been said to Gen. iv.

be tongueless, has a rudiment of this member : yet there Morbid

are but few birds, comparatively, t!iat taste or are able ^^s'«^-

to taste with this organ. Parrots, predaceous and J,°J|S"^^5''

swimmins: birds are an exception to this remark ; for they pioy it as

„ . , , !•,> .11 .an organ of
possess a soft thick tongue, covered with papillse, and taste.

moistened with a salivary fluid, and select that food which ^^^^' ^'^^^^

•^ ' thus em«
is the most agreeable. Yet in by far the greater pro- pioy it.

portion of birds we do not find the tongue appropriated

to this purpose. In many of them, indeed, it is stiff,

horny, and destitute of nerves. The tongue of the Toucan.

toucan, though sometimes several inches in length, is

scarcely two lines broad at its root : it has throughout

the appearance of whale-bone and its margins are fibrous.

The tongues of the woodpecker and cock of the woods ^^^^^^ ^^^
are equally hard and horny: in themselves they are cock of the

short, and in a quiescent state, lie backward in the^^""*^'*

mouth, and are covered with a sort of sheath issuing

from the os hyoides or the esophagus : but they possess

a mechanism which renders them extremely extensile,

and capable of being thrust forward to a considerable

distance. That of the woodpecker is sharp-pointed with

barbed sides, and is darted with great rapidity out of the

mouth to an extent of some inches; by which means it

follows up such insects as the animal is in pursuit of,

through all their crannies in the bark of trees ; sticks

them through with its apex, and in this state drags them

out for food. T!ie chameleon has a ton2;ue of a some- ^'^^"^s*

leoria

what similar kind, which, in like manner, answers the

purpose not of taste, but of preying for food. It is con-

tained in a sheath at the lower part of the mouth, and
has its extremity covered with a glutinous secretion. It

admits of being projected to the length of six inches

;

and is used in this manner by the animal in catching its

spoil, and especially in catching flies. It is darted from

the mouth with wonderful celerity and precision ; and

the viscous secretion on its extremity entangles minute

animalcules^ which constitute another portion of its food

A
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ge-v. IV. The tongue, when it forms an organ of taste, as in

Morbid man, is studded, and especially on its upper surface and
taste. lateral edges, with innumerable nervous papillae issuing

when'an"^ f*'^™ a peculiar membrane that lies beneath, and has a
organ of near resemblance to the skin in other parts, but is softer

ded with and more spongy. Its extf^rnal tunic or cuticle is an
papillae: exquisitcly fine epithelium, which is moistened, not by

w°ilhafine ^" o'^J fluid, like that of the surface of the body, but a
epithelium, peculiar mucus which proceeds from the foramen caecum

of Meibomius, and the rest of the glandular expansion

of Morgagni.
Hence We have here, therefore, a more exquisite sense of

bie of loucii touch than on the general skin, whose papillae arc not

\a^mffi of
*^"^^ smaller but dry.

the skin. There can be no question, also, that the sentient fluid

^^^^^".'^^"' with which they are supplied is differently modified from

er.tiy mo- that of the skiu j and hence the provinces of the two
'' '^ senses, though they occasionally approach each other,

riering it are Still kept distinct ; and the tongue becomes a discerner
capable of

^^ certain qualities, which the skin cannot discriminate :

discerning *

qualities as sour, swcct, rough, bitter, salt, and aromatic.

mpmaj'o^f Thus much we know ; but we do not know the cause

the skin of that different effect, or, in other v;ords, of that variety

P
""

of tastes which different substances produce upon the pa-

cause ofdi-pillse of the tongue, and which constitute their respective

fla^'^u s*^
flavours. It was supposed by the Epicureans, and the

unknown, doctriuc has descended to the present day, that all this

^^'e^Icu*^
depends upon the geometrical figure of the sapid cor-

jeans still pusclcs J
and particularly so with respect to saline bodies,

thTrresenI which are cubic in sea-salt, prismatic in nitre, and equally

tiay- diversified in vitriol, sugar, and other crystals. It is suf-

tioE^'^u'ir-
ficient, however, to annul this explanation to observe,

founded, that many Crystals of very different forms are alike insi-

pid ; while others of the same, or nearly the same, shape,

possess very different flavours; as also that the flavour in

any of them continues the same even where we are able

to change the figure; as, for example, by rendering com-

mon nitre cubical. The cause of flavours, therefore, ap'
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pears to reside in the elementary principles of substances ^^^' ^^\-

that lie beyond the reach of our senses. Morbid

But the variable condition of the peculiar covering of taste.

the papillse of the tongue, together with the condition of g^g'^""^'"'

the adjoining organs, which concur in the purpose of the ^y the

tongue, as also the changeable nature of the saliva, andihe tongue

of the substances lodged in the stomach, all concur in ^"^=*^j°'"-

I 1 a '"§ organs,
influencing the taste, and giving a character to the flavour, w hence

And hence the same flavours do not affect persons of all ^^^ ^^"^^
.A navoursai-

ages nor of all temperaments ; nor even the same person feet differ-

at all times. In general whatever contains less salt than
^"ft8^ent*ivl

the saliva does, seems insipid. The spirituous parts of and the

plants are received, in all probability, either into the so^at^ dif-

papillse themselves, or into the absorbing villi of the "^"^^"^
"^ * *^ times.
tongue ,• and hence the rapid refreshment and renovation whence

of strength, not easy to be accounted for otherwise, ^^e quality
a f J ' of being

which these stimulating materials produce even when insipid,

they are not taken into the stomach. fl?Trnnnc

It is from the diversity of flavours bv which nature P^^ts of

has distinguished different substances, that animals are DhrerMty

taught instinctJy what is proper for their food: for, "^
'^l*^^"^^

speaking generally, no aliment is unhealthy that is of an animals

agreeable taste j nor is any thing ill tasted that is fit for
["^Jj^^':''^'*^"

the food of man. We here take no notice of excess by proper

which the most healthy foods may be rendered preju-];^°'!j"jifj,e,.t

dicial, nor ofmineral preparations which are not furnished unheaiiby

by nature but prepared by art And hence the wisdom that is of

of Providence incites man to select the nutriment that is
agree-

best fitted for his subsistence equally by the pain ofg^^.^
^j^^,^

liunger, and the pleasure of tasting. Man, however, Quad.u- .

is often guided by instruction and example as well as by T^*
^'^"-'^

. , , ,
* V a more

Ills own instinct : but animals which arc destitute of such disciimina-

collateral aids, and have to depend upon their instinct a"Veiras
alone, distinguish flavours, as we have already observed ^^"eii than

they do smells, with a far nicer accuracy than mankind ,• hence
^"'^

and, admonished by tliis correct and curious test, abstain>^^^^'?y ^'-

more cautiously than man himselffrom eating what would n"rrhive

be injurious. And hence herbivorous animals, whose*"""'""'-"' onous
vegetable food grows often intermixed with a great di-piTus

when in-

termixed.
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Gen .
IV versity of noxious plants, are furnished with much longer

Paiageusis. ... it, /. t

Morbid papiUse, and a more delicate structure of the tongue than

mankind, as they are endowed also with a more accurate

sense of smell ; both which, indeed, they jointly rely

upon for the same purpose.

The sense of taste, therefore, which possesses so close

an analogy to that of smell, is subject to a similar train

of specific diseases, and consequently the genus para-

geusis must contain the three following species :

1. PARAGEUSIS ACBIDA. ACRID TASTE.

2. OBTUSA. OBTUSE TASTE.

3. EXPERS. WANT OF TASTK.

SPECIES I.

P1A.RAGEUSIS ACRIDA.

^crCij 3raste.

TASTE PAINFULLY ACUTE OR SENSIBLE TO SAVOUHS

NOT GENERALLY PERCEIVED.

Gen. IV. The senseof taste, like that of sight, smell, or hearing, is

Spec. I. capable of acquiring a higher degree of accuracy by use

:

mstrim- ^^^ hence those who are in the habit of tasting wines by
proveabie this organ, perccive a variety of flavours, or modifications

of flavour, which another person not versed in such trials,

and ex- is insensiblc of. We also perceive that the nerves of
hausted by t^ste, like those of every other sense, become exhausted,
labour. •

, » .

and consequently torpid, by much labour and fatigue.

And hence the nicest discriminater, after having tried a
variety of wines, spirits, or other pungent savours in quick

succession, is far less capable of judging concerning

them, and has at last little more than a confused per-

ception of gustatory excitement.
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Morbid acuteness of taste, however, varies essentially Gl:^, ly.

from accuracy of taste: for under particulaV states ofparageuEis

irritation, pungent savours, of whatever kind, give equal
^^^^f^'

pain to the tongue, which at the same time is altogether taste,

incapable of distinguishing between them. Morbid

This painful acuteness may proceed from two causes : of taste

^^

a morbid or excessive secretion of sentient fluid, or a de-fi»stinct

ficient secretion of the peculiar mucus that lubricates the curacy of

lingual papillae j in consequence of which the latter are*^^*^-

exposed in a naked state to whatever stimuli are intro- ^^"^?f'
^

*
_

morbid or

duced into the mouth. The former is sometimes found, excessive

though for the most part only temporarily, in bigljly
^g^g^^'fJI'''

nervous and irritable constitutions, and especially during flui^i

;

a state of pregnancy ; the latter in an acrimonious condi- ^jen^ eg.

tion of the stomach accompanied with creat thirst and a"«''°" ?^

1 T. 1 1 1 f lubricatino;

parched tongue. Both these causes, however, very ire- mucus,

quently co-exist ; as in ulcerated sore throats, or other ex- Both cau-

coriations of the mouth, in which the papillse are in aff^f""'^^"

state of the keenest excitement, while the tongue is sore exist.

either from a defective secretion of mucus, or from its

being carried off by a morbid and augmented action of

the absorbents as fast as it is formed.

In this state of diseased action, moreover, it not un- mucus
frequently happens that the mucus itself is secreted in a sometimes

morbid and acrimonious condition ', and the palate, in- ous when

stead of being soft and smooth, becomes harsh and m-secreted-

gous or furrowed, exquisitely irritable, and intolerant of

the slightest touch or the mildest savours. I have some-

times met with this distressing affection, apparently as an

idiopathic ailment, or at least unconnected with any ma-
nifest disease of the stomach or any other organ ; and
seemingly induced by a rheumatic pain from carious teeth.

It is, however, far more frequently a symptom of acri-

monious dyspepsy, porphyra, and chronic sypliilis.

In treating this affection we should, in the first in- Medical

stance, direct our attention to the state of the stomach, treatment,

and clear it of whatever sordes may probably be lodged Emetics,

there. This may sometimes be done by aperients ; but

ni^'hen we are sure of an acrimonious defcedation in this
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Gen. IV. orsjaii, it will be the shortest way to commence with an
Spec. I. *^ ,

Parageusis emctlC.

Acr^^' ^^^^ ^^^^^ symptoms may, in the mean while, be re-

laste. lieved in two ways. First, by changing the nature of the

f^Tii^!' morbid action, or exhausting the accumulated sentient
applica- o
tions. power by acid or astringent gargles, or a free use of tho

coldest water alone : for which purpose also sage-leaves

and acrid bitters have often been employed with advan-

tage. And next, the naked and irritable tongue may bo

sheathed with mucilages of various kinds, and thus a

substitute be obtained for its natural defence. And in

many cases both these classes of medicines may be con-

veniently united.

Auention When the affection is a symptom of some other dis-

mai'y cHs-
^^^^* ^^ ^" ^'^® ^^^^ ^^ sypbilis and scurvy, it can only be

ease when curcd by curiug the primary malady. Carious teeth, if

inatic. such cxist, should be extracted; and if the palate be

rugous or spongy, scarification should be employed co-

piously and repeatedly.

SPECIES II.

PARAGEUSIS OBTUSA.

TASTE DULL, AND IMPERFECTLY DISCRIMINATIVE.

(Jew. IV. This species rarely calls for medical attention. It oc-

Soniet^iines
^"^'^ somctimes idiopathically, and seems to be depend-

idiopathic
: ent on a defective supply of nerves, or nervous secretion

nected subservicut to the organ of taste. I have seen it under

J^''^^g^g"gf
this form in various instances; and, as already observed,

smell. have found it connected in a few cases with obtuseness

of smell. The patient has not been altogether without

taste or smell, but both have been extremely weak and
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incapable of discrimination. In the case alluded to at the ^'^'^- ^v.
. . Spec 11

conimencenient of this species, the individual could d is- parage usis

tinguish the smell of a rose from that of garlic, and the
"^^l'^^'

ilavour of port wine from that of mountain or madeira ; taste,

hut she could not discriminate between the odour of a

rose and that of a lily, nor between the taste of beef.

Teal, or pork, and consequently gave no preference to

either of these dishes.

As a symptom this affection occurs in almost all the Found frf-

diseases that are accompanied with hebetude of smell, as
'^"''"'^^'

^^

catarrh, hysteria, and several species of cephal^a.

SPECIES III.

. PARAGEUSIS EXPERS,

S^*ant of arastr.

TOTAL INABIIITY OF TASTING OR DISTINGUISHING

SAVOURS.

As an utter want of smell is sometimes a natural or con- 9^^* ^^ •

genital effect, so in a few instances is an utter want ofsometimes

taste, and unquestionably from the same cause, an abso- "^^'"^^

lute destitution of nerves or nervous power subservient genital:

to the gustatory organ. This default is altogether im- ^^'^ *'i^"

!• 1 1 • i n jj J 1 .
immedica-

medicable : as is also tor the most part the same when a bie.

result of palsy general or local: though here stimulant Sometimes

gargles or masticatories, as mustard-seeds, horse-radish, ofVaTsj^

pyrethrum, and camphor, have sometimes succeeded in ^nd may

restoring action to the torpid nerves. When, however, paluatbH,

it occurs, as it sometimes does from a long use of tobacco,

whether by smoking or chewing, or of other acrid nar-

cotics, these stimulants will be of no use.

In fevers, various exanthems, and inflammations, this ^ *^™p°"
^ ra.ry syirip-

species exists temporarily, partly perhaps from a dimi- to™ '"^

-,_ various
^'«fi- IVo 35 complaints.
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Hen. IV. iiished or morbid secretion of sensorial fluid, but cliiefly
SPEC. III.

ipavasciiois from a conversion of the mucus of the tongue into a dry,
expeis. hard, or toush and viscid sheath ; the lins:ual absorbents
Want of "^ ' o
taste. drinking up only the finer parts of the mucus, and leaving

the coarser to agglutinate upon the surface of the organ.

And where there is much increased heat and action, tlic

epithelium or cuticle of the tongue itself becomes often

peculiarly thickened and coriaceous or leathery. Acids,

in the form of gargles, are the pleasantest means of re-

moving this morbid substance, but they will often suc-

ceed best if rendered viscid and converted into a soap by
mixing with them a little almond oil, which may at tho

same time be sweetened with honev.
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GENUS y.

PARAPSLS.

iHoi*iJi«J SToucU.

SENSE OF TOUCH OR GENERAL FEELING TITIATED OR

LOST.

Parapsis is derived from the Greek terms, »rag« and ^^^- ^ •

• < mi ,1.1 Origin ot

ccTrro^ui, " pcrperam tango.' llie common technical tiis geneiic

name for the genus is dyssesthesia hut not quite correct- ^*^'™

"

ly ; since this word, as we have already had occasion to differently

observe, is also employed to express morbid external
^"^^^^gl^^^',

sensation of any kind, whether of touch, taste, smell, applied.

sight, or hearing : while by Dr. Young it is equally ap-

plied to one at least of the faculties of the mind, as in

dyssesthesia interna, which he characterizes as " a want

of memory, or confusion of intellect."

This genus embraces three species as follow

:

1. PARAPSIS ACRIS.

EXPERS.

ILLUSORIA.

ACRID SEarSE OF TOUCH OR

GENERAL FEELING.

INSENSIBILITY OF TOUCH OR

GENERAL FEELING.

ILLUSORY SENSE OF TOUCH OB

GENERAL FEELING.
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SPECIES I.

PARAPSIS ACRIS.

THE SENSE 0¥ TOTJCK PAINFULLY ACUTE OH SENSIBLE

TO IMPRESSIONS NOT GENERALLY PERCEIVED.

Ofn.
y. Thi^ species of morbid sensibility shows itself under

almost innumerable modifications: but the four following

are the chief

:

« Teneritudo. Soreness.

/2 Pruritus. Itching,

y Ardor. Heat.

d Algor. Coldness,
tf p. acris i„ |],e gj.gt variety br that of soreness there is a feel-
1 GllCi'l"

tudo. ing of painful uneasiness or tenderness, local or general,
Aerid

^^^ being touched with a degree of pressure that is usually
sense of ^ or J

soreness or unaccompauied with any troublesome sensation. This is
tenderness.

Qfjgjj g^,j idiopathic afFcction ; but more generally a symp-

tom or sequel of fevers in their accession or first stage, in-

flammations, or external or internal violence, as strains,

bruises, and spasms.

Pathology, It is not always easy to account for this feeling, and
Different i 2.1. • • • j. i- x j
circum- pcrhaps the cause is, m every instance, more complicated
stances ^jjan we might at first be indiiced to suppose. It occurs

which the whcre there is distention of the vessels, wiiere there is

affection contraction ofthem, and where there is neither. Wherever
occurs.

Feeling of it exists, howovcr, it is a concomitant of debility, and may,
corporeal

iy, jjiany instances, be regarded as the simple pain of de-

comfort, biiity, the uneasiness of an organ thrown oli irom its ba-

de Tnd^ent.
^^"^® "^ health. The general health of the body depends

in a very considerable degree upon the harmonious co-

operation of its respective organs; insomuch, indeed,

that this harmony of action, as we had occasion to ob-
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serve in the Physiologial Proem prefixed to the present gen. v.

class, was supposed by a distinguished school of ancient ^t p^acVis.

philosophers, and is still supposed by many P'\>'siolo-
J^'^^^'^'^'^l'^^"

gists of the present day, to constitute the principle of of soreness

life itself. Regarded as an universal principle the hypo- ^g^^'"^"'

thesis is unfounded, though in many respects beautiful

and plausible.* Yet notwithstanding that the life of the

animal frame does not altogether depend upon an har-

monious co-operation of the whole of the organs that

enter into its make, much of the comfort of life has such

a dependence ; and we trace the same principle in the

minutest and comparatively most trivial parts of the

animal functions as manifestly as in the largest and most

complicated organs. Where every portion of a member,

however subordinate in itself, as a toe or a finger, works

well or healthily, there is a feeling of ease and comfort,

but wherever it works ill or with diificnlty, there is a Feeling of

sense of disquiet, and, under peculiar circumstances, of al,^d"te*n-

tenderness or soreness. A change in the diameter of a*^^"^"^^^

vessel whether by dilatation or contraction, provided it by various

be moderate and gradual, is accompanied with no uneasy <=*"-^^-

sensation whatever ; but if either be violent or sudden, a

feeling of soreness is a certain result, of which we have

daily examples in strains and spasms. There may per-

haps be no great difficulty in accounting for this : but the The chief

more common cause of tenderness is of a different kind, ed"anddc-

and a cause which often operates when neither of these ^'^'^''^'^'''

are present though it is often combined with them.

In order that every part of an organ may play upon Consists in

every other part v.'ith a feeling of ease and comfort, it iSpo'Xuo^i

well known that throughout the entire system, not only ot the ex-

every surface, but every, even the minutest, interstice in the sm^-^

°

the tunics of the minutest vessels, is supplied by a soft f^*^"^
^."'^

intRrstic6s
and lubricous fluid, which is poured forth by secernents of organs;

of exquisite subtilty, and having executed its purpose and
'^'•'^jshed

f)ecome waste matter, is carried off by equally subtile ah- supply of

their unc-

tuous fluid,

^ Vt supra, p. 14.
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fjE?^. V. sorbents, and succeeded by a fresh secretion of the same
Spec. I. „ .

,

« P. acris nUIU.
Tenentu- ]Vow in all cascs of external or internal violence these

Acrid sense are the vcsscls that first give way and are rendered inca-

o/tendTr-^ pable of fulfilling their function. The secernents that

ness. supply this lubricous fluid become weakened, and pour
lu all cases

fQj,jjj
r^ smaller quantity of it than is sufficient for a free

or violence • •'

these are and easy play of one part of an organ upon another part,

that^fim
^ ^"'^ hence there is a tenderness or soreness from the

give way fi'iction of sidcs or surfaces against each other, and their

\vUh their coming into naked contacts' But as the corresponding
corrcs- absorbents are equally weakened, they cannot carry off

absorbent?, the whole of the fluid that is actually secreted, how much
vvhose tor- gocver diminislied in quantity : and hence, while they
pitude CO- .

* -^ "^

operates in imbibe the subtler and more attenuate particles, they

rhelen"^ Icavc the grosscr behind; which not only become so

of sore- many sources of impediment, but, from forming part of a

mobile and lubricous effusion, are transformed into so

many harsh and stationary goads. And hence another

cause of that soreness which accompanies all cases of vio-

lence, as well internal as external, and particularly upon

external pressure. The effect ofsuch pressure, as forcing

upon each other naked and highly sensible surfaces, may
be easily conceived; but there can be little doubt that the

chief sense of soreness, in the case of external pressure,

principally procceds, from thus forcing against each other the naked
existent in and unlubricatcd sides of the vasa vasorum, which, in this

vasorum. manner deprived of their usual inunction, are incapable,

without uneasiness, of yielding even to the ordinary im-

petus of a vis a tergo, or the touch of the common fluid

they convey.

Sometimes I* appears probable that some such morbid change in

seems to the natural powers of these excretories and absorbents

out vio- takes place occasionally without any strain or violence
ience. whatever, and from causes we cannot follow up ; for we

sometimes meet with a like sense of soreness without any

forcible injury. But that these are the vessels which pri-

marily and most readily give way under the operation of

violence is clear from their being frequently, even from
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slight accidents, altogether deprived of tone, and vender- Jen. v.

ed completely torpid ; so that while the absorhents carry a""acris

oft' no part of whatever fluid is effused, the excretories J^neritu-

open without resistance, and from mere relaxation to the Acrid

impetus behind, and admit fluids of almost every kind,
'^"^'^J^^^ ^^,

as coagulable lymph, yellow serum, and occasionally tenderness.

even red blood: whence the extensive swelling that some- Proofs that

times takes place almost immediately upon a strain orgehfirsl^"

bruise, and the diversified hues it exhibits. The diversity g've wajr

of hues, however, appears chiefly as the swelling subsides ; operation

for as the subtlest, which are the most limpid, particles °''^v'°^^"'^<^'

are first carried off by themselves, as soon as the absorb-

ents begin to resume a healthy action, the grosser, wiiich

are the coloured particles, as the yellow and the red or

purple, are left nearly alone, and consequently in a more

concentrated state, and require an elaborate subdivision

befoi'e they can be fitted for removal.

From all which we may easily trace the principle that Hence gcn-

renders warmth, gentle friction, and such stimulants as ia°„ts'form

spirits, balsams, and essential oils, of general advantage, f'e best

wherever the kind of tenderness we are now describing

occurs, and is unconnected with inflammation.

The sense of itching, )fhich may be defined a painful^ p. acris

titillation, local or general, relieved by rubbing, is t;om- ^^"1^'"^"

monly a result of some mechanical or morbid irritant sense of

applied externally or internally to the part affected
; Ggjg^^^u

though sometimes, unquestionably, dependent upon a mor- produced

bid sensibility of the nerves of feeling themselves. If the
f,f(.a]'^o|!'^"

summit of tlie nerves or their extreme points be alone morbid

touched, the effect is tickling or titillation, as in"" ^" °

• Sometimes
the velllcation of the skin by a feather; if it descend a by a mor-

little below the summit it is accompanied with a vibrato-
ji'^y^Qt^^^g"

ry feel which we call tingling, as when the beard of "eives of

barley-corns creeps unobserved by us up the arms ; and Mechanic-

if it reach still deeper, it is combined with a sense ofaistimu-
... ,, ,11 lants.

piercing, which we call pricking, as when the keen
gin^pje

hairs of several species of dolichos or cowhage are handled tickling.

or blown upon the skin by a light breeze.
Tmgiing.

In many cases all these modifications of itching are the
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Gew. V. effect of some acrimonious secretion on the surface of tlie

/3 p. acris body, or of an acrimonious change in the common matter
Pruiitus. Qf perspiration in consequence of its lodging in the cuta-

sense of Hcous follicles longer than it should do. The papulous
Itching. ErFLOREscENGEs vve shall have to treat of under the

.vlw 'lil third order of the sixth class will afford abundant exam-

pies of both these causes of itching, as they will also of

an intolerable itching, apparently produced by, or closely

connected with, a morbid sensibility of the cutaneous

nerves themselves. For the present we can do nothing

more than refer generally to various species of exormia,

as lichen and prurigo ; and of ecpyesis, as impetigo and

scabies. It is, moreover, highly probable that the disor-

der called riDGETs is sometimes chiefly dependent on a

morbid sensibility of the summits or extreme ends of the

cutaneous nerves.

round as a This affection is also found as a very troublesome

fn'various
symptom in pernio and other cutaneous inflammations, as

diseases, likewise itt urticaria and other rashes.

y P. acris Thc scnsations of heat and cold may be explained at

Acrid sense the Same time. An easy and pleasureable warmth de-

of iieat. pends, in a state of health, upon a moderate temperature
Easy and q£ ^j^^ atmosphere, w hich cannot be very accurately laid
pleasurea- * ' j j

bie warmth down, becausc, from habit or constitution, or some other
^' ^^*'

circumstance, different persons enjoy very difterent tem-

peratures. Now it is the well known property of heat

and cold to disturb the temperature, whatever it may be,

that affords ease and comfort to the nerves of feeling;

and to produce disquiet as they either raise or depress it.

Heat a And this both of them do in two distinct ways. Heat is

hrhant. a strong irritant, and even if it made no change in the

Mode of
IjuIi^ of a living organ,or thejuxta-position of its particles,

cause of like all other irritants it would still excite a troublesome
uneasiness.

fggii,jg^ amounting at length to acute pain, if raised to a

considerable range beyond the ordinary scale. But it

does, in every instance, excite a change in the bulk of

living organs and the juxta-position of their particles ; for

mTtwo-^ it enlarges the former in every direction, and only does

fold man- ^^jg ^y Separating the particles from each other j in which
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forcible and sudden divellication we have a second source Gkn. v.

of the troublesome and acute sensation which so constant-^ p. acris

ly accompanies a temperature when carried very consi- ^'^^^j'^g^j^

derabJy above the point of health. of heat.

Heat, as an idiopathic affection, occurs chiefly in P^e-Wheu^an

thoric and irritable habits. In the former it is relieved affection,

by blood-letting, and evacuants of neutral salts: in the
'JJ]^^

'^^^'^^'"

latter by mild diaphoretics, and afterwards cold bathing

and other tonics.

As a symptom it is found, also, in the second stage of Found also

fever, in inflammation, and entonic empathema. wm in^va-

CoLD is also a strong irritant, though it acts by the"ous dis-

opposite means of heat. When the atmospheric tempera-
j, p ^'^^.^

ture is too high it is a pleasant and reviving agent, inas- Aigor.

much as it both reduces the heated medium, and restores
of "oid!"^*

the particles of the affected organ from a state of dis- coid a

quieting tenseness to their usual scale of approximation. f^'^T^'^^j

If the cold be pushed farther, it may go a little beyond Mode of

this and still be pleasant and healthful : for the organ or ^<=^'°" ^"'^

1 • f t 'J 1 • cause of
the general system may be in a state of morbid relaxation, uneasiness.

and, consequently, in their actual scale of approach, the

living particles may be too far remote for the purposes of

high elasticity and vigour. And it is in such a condition

as this that cold chiefly shows its stimulant power, and

is so generally resorted to as a tonic. But if the agency 9p"^*^^

of cold be carried farther than this, it produces uneasi-foid man-

ness to the nerves of feeling by a process precisely the"*^'' ^®"

reverse of that we have just shown to be pursued hy heat, the pro-

and consequently in a two-fold manner. First by sink-^^^""^

ing the warmth of the organ, or of the system, below its

scale of case and comfort, and next by forcing the living

particles into too close and crowded a state, and not

allowing them sufficient room for play.

Cold, as an idiopathic affection, is chiefly local, and^^'^^'^' •' '
chiefly-

most common to the head and feet. It is temporarily seated,

relieved by warmth and stimulants, and particularly by
"^^^^"athJc

the friction of a warm hand ; and, where it can be used, affection -.

the exercise of walking. It is permanently relieved by ye"^^'
llie warmer tonics, as sea-bathing and aromatic bitters.
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Sp^ c V Considerable mischief has often been produced by a

J p. aciis* sudden exposure of the feet to severe cold, and especially

Amd sense
*" <lelicate and irritable habits, unused to such applica-

of cold. tions : as colic, cephalsea, catarrh, fevers of various kinds.
Mischief of and, in a podagra! diathesis, gout. But the application

exposure to of scverc and sudden cold to the head or stomach by
cold. drinking ice or cold water, and especially when the indi-

vidual is heated and perspiring, has been followed with

more alarming effects, and even with death itself. Mau-
riceau relates an instance of death produced during bap-

tism, by applying to the head the water of the baptismal

font.* But this must be a rare occurrence ; while the

fatal effects of drinking ice or iced water in a state of

heat are innumerable.
Singular n jg observed by Dr. Fordyce,f and the observation

Fordyce. is quotcd and called curious by Dr. Darwin, " that those

people who have been confined some time in a very warm
atmosphere, as of 120 or 130 degrees of heat, do not feel

cold, nor are subject to paleness of their skins, on com-

ing into a temperature of SO or 40 degrees ; which would

produce great paleness and painful sensation of coldness

in those who had been for some time confined in an at-

Expiained. mosphere of only 86 or 90 degrees. The cause is not

difficult of explanation. The sensorial power is exhaust-

ed, and the nerves of feeling rendered torpid by a long

exposure to a heat of 120 or ISO degrees, and the turgid

capillaries, whose dilatation produces the general blush,

lose their power of constriction or collapse ; while in a

heat of 86 or 90 degrees neither of such effects takes

place.

coU] as a Cold, as a symptom, is found in the first stage of fever,

symptom, j^ syncope, hysteric syspasia, nausea, and atonic empa-

various thema 5 in all which the affection is general.
diseases.

* Tom. IT. p. 34S, •=• OnSiropU Fererj p. 16S.
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SPECIES II.

PARAPSIS EXPERS.

mntmimun ot S:oucU or CScncval JFrcling.

THE ORGAN OF TOUCH TOTALLY IMPERCIPIENT OF

OBJECTS APPLIED TO IT.

Under this species, by some writers denominated am- Gen. v.

blyaphia, we may mention the two following varieties : -pj^g ^ni-

a Simplex. Confined locally or generally blyaphia

1VT . . /» J 1
of some

JVumbness. to the organ ot touch : some- svriters.

times accompanied with un-

easiness.

/S Complicata. Complicated with insensibility

Complicated insensi- in several of, or all, the other

bility. senses.

Occasional and local numbness is common to most* p. expers

persons. A tight bandage, or accidental pressure of one j>{'3bness.

limb upon another, by obstructing the JBow or activity of How pro-

the nervous fluid will often produce this, when the limb^"^^'^ °5"
* casionallv.

is commonly and emphatically asserted to be asleep. A
very slight motion, however, takes it off, when tlie irre-

gular flux of the sensorial power, on its first return, pro-

duces a sense of pricking, as though a ball of needles were

in the limb and pushing in every direction. Where such

numbnesses, hov.ever, occur without pressure or any ma-
nifest cause, they well deserve watching and resisting by

tonics or stimulants local or general ; for they clearly

show a tendency to paresis if not to paralysis.

But there are some persons who possess by nature a idiopathic

numbness or privation of the sense of feelins; in particular "'"^
^^l'

organs or parts of the surface, which appears to depend numbness.

on a natural destitution of the nerves of touch wherever

such insensibility is to he found. And her.re thev are
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Gen. V. able, in such parts of the body, to prick or cut them-

u p. ex'pers sclves, or to run pins to any depth below the skin with-
Simpiex. q^^ p^j,,^ I jjg^y^ ggg^ several striking examples of this
Numbness. * „„. ^ . ,, ii

peculiar affection. Sometimes the numbness has been

fected may limited to a single limb, but common to the whole of it,

orwolnd^ as the hand, for example, which at the same time has

cd without possessed a full power of motion. Sometimes the insen-
^^'"'

sibility has been universal, or extended over the whole

io°af:'™^^ surface. Lamarck relates a case in which this want of

sometimes feeling was confined to the arm; but at the same time

e- , was so complete that the man who laboured under it had
Singular ^
example, no pain during the progress of a phlegmon ; and who, on

another occasion in which he broke his arm, felt nothing

more than a crash, and merely thought he had broken

Farther the spade he was at work with. Dr. Yelloly has de-

tion.
^^'

scribed another interesting case in the third volume of

the Medico-Chirurgical Transactions. The patient, aged

58, had been first affected in Jamaica about three years

before, and the affection had become permanent. "The
hands," says Dr. Yelloly, " up to the wrists, and the

feet half-way up the legs, are perfectly insensible to any

species of injury, as cutting, pinching, scratching or

burning. The insensibility, iiowever, does not suddenly

terminate; but exists to a certam degree nearly up to the

elbow, and for some distance above the knee. He acci-

dentally put one of his feet, some time ago, into boiling

water, but was no otherwise aware of the high tempera-

ture, than by finding the whole surface a complete blister

on removing it. The extremities are insensible to elec-

trical sparks taken in every variety of mode."

^ p.expevs As an example of the second modification or in-
compiica-

geiisibiiity ijj the organ of touch, complicated with in-

Compii- sensibility in several other senses, we may mention the

numbness, following which Sauvagcs has copied from the Academy

Striking Collections : " The patient, a delicate young man, was
examples, suddenly in the morning deprived equally of speech and

of the sense of touch, without any assignable cause or

premonition. Punctured and pricked in different parts

of his body, in his head, neck, back, shoulders, breast,
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arms, abdomen, he felt nothing whatever, and even^E^N- v.

laughed at the singularity of the phsenomenon; as, with^p.expers

the exception of numbness, and cutaneous insensibility, Jg°™P''*

belaboured under no' kind of disease. The complaint Compu-
• ij 1 i cated

continued two days, and eeems to have yielded to vene- numbness.

section."

Insensibility of touch, either simple or complicated, is 0°"
?orm

also felt as a symptom in apoplexy, palsy, catalepsy, o another
*' * 1 i » 1 . in various

epilepsy, syspasia, and syncope. compiaintF

Where the numbness is complete and constitutional, it Remedial

lies beyond the reach of medicine; where it is recent and

less extreme, it will often yield to friction alone, or with

camphorated oil or spirits to heat, especially that of the

warm-bath, ether, volatile alkali and water, and the vol-

taic stream, or small shocks of electricity.

SPECIES III.

PARAPSIS ILLUSORIA.

KUusorg ^cnsfc of Eoxitli.

IMAGINARY SENSE OF TOUCH, OR GENERAL FEELING

IN ORGANS THAT HAVE NO EXISTENCE.

This is the pseudjesthesia of Ploucquet; and is f»'e-
g^^^'^ff

quently found among persons that have suffered amputa- Pseudaes-

tion ; who for a long time, after the loss of the separated pioucquet,

limb, have still a sense of its forming a part of the body, Expiana-

and suffer in idea the same kind of pain or other incon-

venience they endured before its removal.

It proceeds from that close sympathy which peculiarly Pathology.

prevails between the extremities of the livinff fibre in all Founded
•^ " on a parti-

organs whatever, and which, as we have already had oc-cuiai law

casion to show, extends also between the terminating
°j,y^j7i^fl^

links of various chains of action that run into organs at a operating
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Gen. V. considerable distance from each other. Of the first we
Cnvjifi Til

Paiapsis have an example in the constrictive pain produced in the

iihiTor*
glans penis when the neck of the bladder is irritated by

sense of the lodgement of a calculus upon it. So if the fauces or
^"""^ • upper end of the esophasjus be tickled by a feather, the
on the ex- f*^ , ,, , , .„ , .. , . j
tremities ofstomach, at the lower end, will be excited to nausea and
vessels or gickness ; and if the stomach itself feel suddenly faint and
organs. •'

Illustrated, enfeebled, the rectum will at the same time give way, and

involuntarily discharge its contents. Of the second kind

ren«jtr" ^^ Sympathy, or that which shows itself between remote
organe. organs engaged in a common chain of action, we have a

striking instance in the swelling of the mamm% on the

irritation of the uterus in pregnancj ; and we had occa-

sion to point out another equally striking, when treating,

nnder the last class, of several species of marasmus, in

which the chylific and assimilating organs, constituting

the two extremities of the great chain of the nutritive

function, maintain, on various occasions, a wonderful

harmony both of energy and weakness.*
Morbid im- And hcnce, in a diseased limb, the pain which origi-

once^effect- nates in the part affected is often extended, or even trans-
ed, often of ferred, by sympathy to its tendinous extremities, where
long con- ,, , . . . . . -

tinuance the morbul impression remains in many instances long
even after after tlic diseased portion of it has been removed. Nor
removal , *

of the is this protraction of the impression to be wondered at,
cause.

|.^j, ^yg ^j.g perpetually witnessing cases, in which, when a

morbid impression has once been established, it continues

Illustrated, to manifest itself in the same manner. Thus, when dust

has been blown into the eye, a sensation of pricking is

just as much felt in the conjunctiva for some hours after

the dust has been washed out, as w'hen it was actually

goading tlie tender tunic : and in like manner when an

ague has been once generated in the animal frame by

an exposure to marsh-miasm, the patient will be still

subject for many weeks, or perhaps months, to the same

return of febrile paroxysm, how widely soever he may re-

* Vol. II. Cl. III. Ord. IV. Gen, III. Spec. I- Marasmsis Atrophia; and

Spec. ITT-. M. Climficterirn?.
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move from the tainted region, and thus free himself from Gen. v.

the cause of the disease. pIZ%\s^'
In the case hefore us the illusory feeling becomes fain- 'I'usoria.

ter by degrees, and as the affected fibres return to a healthy sense of

condition. And if in the mean time it be very troublesome, *°"ch.

it may generally be relieved by a moderate use of nar- treatment,

cotics.

A like imaginary sensation is occasionally felt, as around as a

symptom, in hypochondrias, and various other mental af- ^^"'1^'°"^ "'

fections ; in which ideas of pain and distress are mistaken mental

for realities, and produce as severe a suffering.
affections.
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OENUS VI.

NEURALGIA.

ACUTE SENSIBILITY AND LANCINATING PAIN IN THE
COURSE OF ONE OR MORE BRANCHES OF NERVES IN

AN ORGAN ; MOSTLY WITH AN IRREGULAR MOTION

OP THE ADJOINING MUSCLES; RECURRENT IN SHORT

PAROXYSMS WITH INDETERMINATE INTERVALS, OR

REMISSIONS.

Gen. VI. The term neuralgia from uv^o*, " nervus," and «;iy»f,

gene'dc* " dolor," has been for many years employed with great

term. accuracy to express a division of diseases which will pro-

bably hereafter be found to be peculiarly numerous, and,

in some modification or other, to appertain to most of the

organs of the animal frame.

Only one The term Neuralgia has of late been employed by

this"species various Nosologists to express this group of diseases, es-

known till pecially by Professor Chaussier of Paris, and Dr. Meglin

A second of Strasburg. Yet, till of late, only the Neuralgia of

d^Tt^d'"
^^^ ^^^^ seems to have been known to any Pathologist;

theau- M. Chaussier however has added the second of the pre-

soiogyr° sent species under the name of Neuralgia Plantaris.

A like view Since the publication of the volume on Nosology I

Chaussier. havc been consulted on a very striking disease of the

A third spe. same kind, occurring, with a few local peculiarities of

b/added.^° f"^**"i'6> in the female breast, and we are hence put into

possession of another species, making the entire number

three that have now exhibited themselves under precise

and determinate characters. These species, therefore,

are as follow

:
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1 . NEURALGIA FACIEI. KERVE-ACHE OF THE Gen. Vf.
JN'euralgia.

FACE. IVeive-

2. PEDI». NERVE-ACIIE OF THE '

FOOT.

3. MAMMiE. NERVE-ACHE OF THE

BREAST.

There can be little doubt that other organs besides

these are subject to the same mis-affection ; and it is not

improbable that accident, on a minuter investigation of

the subject, may shew that almost every part of the body

may become a seat of Neuralgia. M. Recamier has of

late met with a painful and intractable disease of the

uterus, which he has regarded as of this kind, and has

denominated uterine JWuralgia, though he docs not

speak of it with much decision.*

The corporeal senses which have hitherto passed within

the range of our observations, as the seats of different

ffenera of diseases, are external, and serve to convey im- „^ '

T • I
Nerves oi

pressions peculiar to themselves. It is, however, suf- general

ficientlv known to every one that there is not an orejan in l^^flT.^L- -I o what ; as

the body but is possessed of nerves productive of a very distin-

different kind of sensibility from any of these, less dis- fio',n ^hose

tinct, perhaps, and elaborate, but the index of its \veal°^ °^^*''"^^

leeliu"',

or wear, its comfort or disquiet : and which may be suf-

ficiently expressed by the name o{ general feeling. It is

possible, indeed, that this general feeling may, in some

degree, be differently modified in every organ ; but as the

distinctions, whatever tliey may be, are not nice enough

for us to trace out and arrange, as they are in the local

senses, it is sufficient for all the purposes of pathology to

regard this feeling as common to all the sentient organs,

and consequently as one and the same. "We have already

taken some notice of it in the proem to the present class,f

and have observed that it has been described by somej^^ ^^"'^'
•' tion named

physiologists under the name of csenesthesis, and by thecrenesthe-
Eis; selbst-

*,Tciblc^u dos i\Inlnc]it;s obseivecs a rHotel-Dicu, rlans les Salles de Cli-?". Ger-
isiques, fcc.Par L. Martinet, Revue IVIfc'icale, &r. 1224. mans.

t Ante. p. 22.

VOX. IV, 3f
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Gen. vr
Neuralgia,

Germans is deiiominated gemenigefulil, or general feel-

Neive-'' ing. Dr. Hubner published an inaugural dissertation on

this subject in 1794, in which he enumerates its proper-

ties at some length.* I have never seen this treatise,

but Sir Alexander Crichton, who has, describes it as a

very ingenious production.
Species of j^ jg thcsc uervcs of general sensibility that seem to
disease ap-

.

" •

pertaining coHstitute the scat 01 diseasc m the three species we are

sent' ec^nus
"^^^ about to enter upon, and consequently indicate that

seated in the preseut is their proper place in a system of physiolo-
these . , ,

nerves. glCal UOSOlogy.

SPECIES I.

NEURALGIA FACIEI,

^rrbc^aclie ot tlir jFacr.

XANCINATING PAINS SHOOTING FROM THE REGION OF

THE MOUTH TO THE ORBIT, OFTEN TO THE BAR, AND
OVER THE CHEEK, PALATE, TEETH AND FAUCES J

WITH CONVUXSIYE TWITCHINGS OF THE ADJOINING

MUSCLES.

Gen. VI. This is the trismus maxillans, or t. dolorijicus of M. de

l^non^ms
Sauvagcs, for it is not necessary to make a distinction

between them, as Sauvages himself has done ; by Dr.

Fotliergill it is denominated dolor crucians faciei. As the

French give the name of tic to trismus or locked-jaw,

they distinguish this first species of neuralgia, affecting

the nerves about the jaw, by the name of tic douloureux,

by which term the disease is, perhaps, chiefly known even

in our own country in the present day. I shall have oc-

casion to observe more at large, under the genus trismus,

* Commentatio de Cceneslhesi Dissert. Inaug. Medica.—Auctore. C. F.

Hubner. 1794.
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1

that the word tic is commonly supposed to be an onoma- <^eiv. vi.

topy or a sound expressive of the action it imports ; dc- Neuralgia

rived according to some, from the pungent stroke with
^^^';.''j^^.,,^

which the pain makes its assault, resembling the bite of of the face.

an insect; but, according to Sauvages and Soleysel, from Tic dou-

the sound made by horses that are perpetually biting the what.'

manger when labouring under this peculiar affection, meaning of

We do not, however, appear to be acquainted with the
j!|^

^^o"^''

real origin of the term.

From the symptoms by which this complaint is distin-^>J1^PJ""^^p^_

guished it is not difficult to decide concerning both its cies sufii-

seat and nature. The character of the pain is very pfi- a-^ale it"

culiar, and its course corresponds exactly with that of thef^fat and

nerves. The second branch of the fifth pair is, perhaps,

more frequently affected than either the first or the third, course

But the portio dura of the seventh pair, which is distri-^'^^"'^"^^

buted more extensively upon the face, nnder the name of '

""

pes anscrina, is more frequently the seat of affection than

any of the branches of the fifth pair seem to be ; which is

a matter of no small regret, as it is difficult for any ope-

ration to reach this quarter effectually, although it is a

difficulty which we shall presently find has in one instance,

at least, been encountered and surmounted. When, how-

ever, the disease is seated in the seventh pair of nerves

we can be at no loss to deci<le concerning it, in conse-

quence of the course and divarications of the pain, which

commences with great acutencss in the fore-part of the

cheek towards the mouth and al?e of the nose, sometimes

spreading as high as the forehead, and ramifying in the

direction of the ears. At othci' times the forehead, tem- Line of pain

pie and inner anale of the eye on the side affected, and '^,^'^"6';,* "^

the differ-

even the ball of the eye itself, form the chief lines of pun- em bran-

gent agony, while from irritation of the lachrvmal gland '^'"'* "',„o o ^ ' •' o nerves are

the eye weeps involuntarily. In this case we may rea- affected,

sonably suspect the disease to be seated in some part of

the superior maxillary nerve, constituting the second

branch of the fifth pair. And it is hence obvious that the

radiation of the pain must vary according to the nerves

or norvous twigs that are affected.
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^FEc^i^
The disease has been occasionally mistaken for rlieu-

3feiuaigia matism, hemicrania, and tooth-ache : yet the brevity of

^g^^r'^g'gpj^g
the paroxysm, the lancinating pungency of the pang, the

of the face, absence of all intumescence or inflammation, the compa-
Diseasehasrative shallowness, instead of depth, of its seat, and its

taken for invariable divarication in the course of the facial nerves

or their offsets, will always be sufficient to distinguish it

from every other kind of pain.

How dis- Of its exciting causes \vc know but little. It seems
jiguiEia-

gQjjje^jjyjgg J.Q jj^yg ijgg,^ produced by cold, and sometimes

Cause lit- by mental agitation in persons of an irritable tempera-
tie kno^vn.

^ig^t. But it has been found in the robust as well as in

the delicate, in the middle-aged as w ell as in the old. In
Sometimes a fcw cases the irritation has been local, of which Mr.

Jeffereys has given a very striking instance in a young

eti. woman who, when only six years old, fell down with a

tea-cup in her hand, which was hereby broken, one of the

checks lacerated, and a fragment of the tea-cup imbedded

nnder the skin. The wound healed, though slowly and

with difficulty ; the buried fragment of the tea-cup was

not noticed, and consequently was not extracted. From
an early period a violent nervous pain returned nightly,

and one side of the face was paralytic. These dreadful

symptoms were endured for fourteen years: at the end

of which time an incision w^as made through the cicatrix

down upon what was then found to be the edge of a hard

substance, and which appeared, wlien extracted, to be the

piece of the tea-cup above noticed. From this time the

neuralgia and paralysis ceased ; the affected cheek re-

covered its proper plumpness, and the muscles their due

power.*

It is possible, as suggested by M. Martinet, that, as a

symptom, it may sometimes occur in what he calls, and

perhaps correctly, an inflammation of the nerves, or a

thickening of the neurilemma in some particular organ, of

which he has given various examples, accompanied w ith

a reddish or even .violet tinge, and studded with minute ec •

- T..ond. Med, mvl Pln-s. Joiirn. Mar. 1823, n. U'P.
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cliymoses.* But that this is not the only, or even the ^en. vi.

ordinary, proximate cause is clear, since in the cases al- Neuralgia

luded to, pressure upon the part is intolerable, while in
^t^',!;!;

idiopathic neuralgia it is commonly consolatory, and con- ache of

siderably diminishes the agony. ^^ ^^^'

Andre appears to have been the earliest writer who re- Nature of

marked this painful affection with accuracy ; and he sue- ^^^t point-

ceeded in removing it permanently by applying a caustic
^'j

j°g'*^*'^^

to the infra-orbitary, or maxillary branch of nerves in one attacked

casein which a previous division of the nerve by the^^'^"^
^''^'

i •' cess.

scalpel, as practised by Marechal, had produced only a

temporary cure. Andre, who resided at Versailles, pub-

lished his account in 1756, whimsically enough intervening

it in a treatise on diseases of the urethra. A few unsatis-

factory experiments and operations were given to the pub-

lic in the course of the next fifteen years, chiefly by French

practitioners, from which little of real value is deducible.

In 1776, Dr. Fothergill, in tlie fifth volume of Medical Afterwards

Observations and Inquiries, communicated a very full g^j-^g^j^r

and elaborate description and history of the disease : since Fothergiii

:

which time M. Thourct and Pujol have each published atiyThouret

valuable paper on the same subject, in the Memoirs of the
^""^ "^"

Society of Medicine of Paris, containing various cases col-

lected and described with great minuteness ; and we have

already adverted to tiic more recent publications of Dr. by Mcgiin

Meglin and Professor Chaussier. andChaus-

It has of late been suspected that in some cases, atgeatof

least, of this disease, the seat of irritation might be at the'"''=^t.'°"

origin instead of at the extremity of the nerve; an idea suspected

that has arisen from the powerful sympathetic action ma- '^"'?^
^

-' ^ oiigin of
nifested by the eye and the stomach forming the bounda-, the nerve,

ries of the chain, upon which subject we shall have to

speak at large when treating of the genus ectasia in the

ensuing order. " The nerves," remarks Dr. Parr, « that

supply the eye externally, and the slight connexion of

the intercostal with the brain, are nearly from the same
spot in the cerebrum, and it did not seem improbable, iji

* Memoire snr rinflammntinn des Nerfs, &c. 1324,
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GEsr. VI. the case alluded to, that the disease may have really been

Neuralgia at the origin of the nerve, although felt as usual at its

feciei,^ extremity." Dr. Parr was, in consequence, induced to try

ache of arsenic, and in one instance, lie tells us, with a decidedly
tie ace. good effect. It is also said to have been since found ser-

^n"^^tj.jgj
. viceable in a few other cases. In Mr. Thomas's hands,

however, we shall presentlv perceive that it completely

andmer- failed. Mcrcury is also reported to have occasionally

' proved successful, and especially when carried to the ex-

even to tent of salivation ; though in numerous instances it has
salivation.

^^^^ ^^.j^^j ^^^^^ ^^ ^j^jg ^^^^ ^ff^^^ without any benefit

whatever.

When about thirty years ago animal magnetism was a

fashionable study in France, it was had recourse to for

this disease among others, and had its day of favour as a

popular remedy.* Of late, however, neuralgia has been

attempted to be cured in France by an external use of

Acetic acetic ether ; while irj Germany Dr. Meglin has employed

pills composed of the extract of henbane, and sublimed

and zinc, oxyde of ziuc, and according to his own statement with

great success. But, beyond controversy, one of the most
Subcarbo- valuable medicines that have hitherto been tried isthesub-

iron.» carbonate of iron, for the first use of which, so far as I

know, we are indebted to Mr. Hutcliinson,] who com-

monly employs it in doses of a drachm three times a day.

The instances of success appear to be very numerous,

though this also, like all other medicines, has often failed.

The action of the iron seems to depend upon its tonic

power, the most valuable quality we can desire. But

there is another energetic medicine which has also a fair

claim to attention from a very different property—thatof

Prussic subduing the sensibility, and this is prnssic acid. Mr.
acid. Taylor, of Cricklade, Wilts, has made repeated trials of

this powerful sedative in various cases, and apparently

Avith more rapid relief than is afforded by the carbonate

of iron. He commenced his career with a drop of Schcele's

* EcVmb. Med. and Snrg. Jonin. July isa."?.

t Cases of Neuralgia Spasmodica, Scc. Bv B. Hutchinson, Szc. 8vo. I.nnd.
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preparation in twenty-four hours, in divided doses : but ^^^ y

•

as he grew better acquainted with the effects of the medi- Neuralgia

cine, he gave a drop for a dose at first, and then increased
^^l^^^\

the dose to two drops, repeating it three times a day. In ache of the

one or two instances he has carried the quantity, by a
^"'

gradual augmentation, to twenty-four drops a day, in the

course of a month's use : and very often to five and six

drops a day, by adding a drop to every day's account.*

Time alone must determine whether the cures thus ob-

tained will prove as permanent as those effected by the

tonic power of the subcarbonate of iron. To induce ease,

however under any circumstances, and for any period of

time, in the midst of so much torment, is an invaluable

blessing.

In effect, neither narcotics, nor tonics, nor any other -'^o "^^di-

class of medicines that has hitherto been employed, can depended

be in every case depended upon for a radical cure, though
"^^/^a*^"^

^

some of them, and particularly the subcarbonate of iron, cure in all

are worthy of high commendation. " My father," ^"^^^"

says Dr. Perceval of Dublin, in his manuscript Percevai.

comment on the present author's Nosology, " was subject

to neuralgia faciei for several years, and used a variety

of medicines without relief. He was worse in close damp
weather, and much worse when his mind was occupied.

At length he had an issue inserted in the nucha, kept his

bowels free with James's analeptic pills, and exchanged

a town residence for the country. In this situation he

soon threw off the disease, from which he was free for a

considerable time before his death." Change of scene, a Occasional

transfer of morbid action, and a recruited cheerfulness of may b'e^^

spirits are valuable auxiliaries in the present as in every fo"n<^

other nervous affection : but I much question whether

these alone have ever operated a cure. A spontaneous time alone

cure is the work of time alone ; and time, though often a n\*turar

long and tedious period is requisite, will generally accom- ^""^^ »f

plish it, and probably did so in the case before us. The an.

fact is, that the nervous system in every part, and every

'' Edinb. Med. and Surg. Join n. July 1S23,
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Gen, VI. ramification, becomes gradually torpefied by access of ac-

JVeuiaigia tion ; and as the eyes grow blind and the nostrils inolfa-

jVer^
*- cient by strong stimulants applied to them, so the nervous

ache twigs of every kind, after a long series of irritation from
tie ace.

^jjg present disease, become exhausted of power and ob-

tuse in feeling : and it is probably by hastening this state

that the most active stimulants, and the warmer tonics,

produce whatever benefit is to be ascribed to them.

Acupunc- How far acupuncture or needle pricking, the zin-king

ture. of the Chinese, which we have already described under

chronic rheumatism, might be useful, has not yet been

determined. It has, at least, a fair claim for experiment,

before having recourse to a curative attempt by the knife.

chietiadi- This radical cure consists in a division of the af-

caicure toi'gpj.gj |jranches, provided they can be followed home.
be found in ' * •'

a division Dr. Haightou completely succeeded, some years ago,

fected
^ in a case in which he divided the sub-orbital branch

nerves. of the fifth pair ; and Mr. Cruicksliank and Mr. Tho-

mas more recently in a case of considerable complica-

tion, and where the affection was evidently not confin-

ed to the different branches of any single nerve. This
Interesting

jg^g^ (>ase is giveu hj Dr. Darwin, whom the patient
case relat-

i i

ed by Dar- had intermediately consulted, in the second part of his
"'" Zoonomia, and is one of the most interesting sections of

the work. The patient, a Mr. Bnsworth by name, was

between thirty and forty years of age. When he first

applied to Dr. Darwin he complained of much pain about

Disease at the left cheek-bonc. Dr. Darwin suspected the antrum

taken
-^ maxillare might be diseased ; and, as the second of the

grinding teeth had been lately extracted, directed a per-

foration into the antrum, which was done, and the wound

kept open for two or three days without advantage. Af-

terwards by friction about the head and neck with mer-

curial unguent, he was for a few days copiously salivated,

and had another tooth extracted by his own desire, as

also an incision made in such direction as to divide the

and niedi- artery near the centre of the ear next the cheek, which
cines tried ^^y^ j^jg^, .^ c],ancc of dividing a branch of the affected
invam, *^ n •

nerve j but without success. Internally opiates were
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administered in large quantity when the pain was exceed- <^k^'- vr.

ingly violent : bark being used freely in the intervals, but NpAualgiil

without effect. 1^"^'-
°

,
Aerve-

The pain spread in various directions irom a point m ache of

the left cheek a little before the ear, sometimes to t!ie ^^^ '^'^' •

nose, and forepart of the lower jaw, and sometimes to tlie the disease.

orbit of the eye on the same side ; the under part of the

tongue being at times also affected. It returned on some

days many times in an hour, and continued several mi-

nutes; during which period, it is well worth observing,

as showing the connexion between an irregular sensitive

and an irregular irritative power in the same muscles,

the patient, says Dr. Darwin, seemed to stretch and exert

his arms, and appeared to have a tendency to epileptic

actions, so that his life was rendered miserable to him-

self to support, and to his friends to witness. The com-

plaint gradually grew worse, and Mr. Bosworth removed
to London for the purpose of again putting himself under

Mr. Cruickshank's care, and of submitting to any opera-
i,nder"the'

tion he should recommend. The pain was now intolerably c^ie of

acute, and almost unremitting; and opiates afforded himsiia",'ik a.ui

little or no relief though taken to the quantity of six tea- '^'^°'"'^^'

spoonsful of laudanum at a time. The operation of

dividing the diseased nerve was therefore determined

upon.

"As the pain," says Mr. Thomas in his letter to Dr.

Darwin, after its completion, " was felt more acute in the

left ala of the nose, and the upper lip of the same side,

we were induced to divide the second branch of the fifth and ope-

pairof nerves as it passes out at the infra-orbital foramen. "^^^^^ "P°"
-ir • j^ ii 1- 1 • it ,, With par-
He was instantly relieved in the nose and lip ; but towards tiai

;

night the pain from the eye to the crown of the head

became more acute tlian ever. Two days after we wereFaithei

obliged to cut through the first branch passing out at the °Pbmm°'f
supra-orbital foramen : this aflforded him the like relief i°-

with the first. On the same day the pain attacked, with

great violence, the lower lip on the left side, and the chin
;

this circumstance induced the necessity of dividing the

ihird branch, passing out at the foramen nientale. During
yoii, lY, S8

; suc-
cess.
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^jT.y.vi. the whole pcrioO, from the first division oF the nerves,

^ieuralgia hc had frequent attacks of pain on the side of the tongue;
^-^'^"^'- these, however, disappeared on divieion of the last

ache of nerve.
the face. " Tijc patient vvas evidently bettered bj each opera-

tion ; still the pain was very severe, passing from the

car uiider the zygoma towards the nose asid mouth, and

upwards round the orbit. This route proved pretty

clearly that the portio dura of the auditory nerve was

also affected, at least the uppermost branch of the pes

anserina. Before I proceeded, continues Mr. Thomas,

to divide this—Mr. Gruickshank had operated hitherto

—I was willing to try the effect of arsenic internally, and

he took it in sufficient quantity to excite nausea and ver-

tigo, but without perceiving any good effect. I could

now trust only to the knife to alleviate his misery, as the

pain round the orbit was become most violent ; and there-

Adtiitiona! fypg intercepted the nerve by an incision across the side

Serves. of the nose, and also made some smaller incisions about

the ala nasi. To divide the great branch lying below

the zygomatic process, I found it necessary to pass the

scalpel through the masseter muscle till it came in con-

tact with the jaw-bone, and then to cut upwards ; this

relieved him as usual. Then the lower branch was

affected, and also divided ; then the middle branch run-

ning under the parotid gland. In cutting this, the gland

was consequently divided into two equal parts, and heal-

ed tolerably well after a copious discharge of saliva for

several days.

" I hoped and expected that this last operation would

have terminated his sufferings, and my difficulties ; but

the pain still affected the lower lip and side of the nose,

and upon coughing, or swallowing, his misery was dread-

ful. This pain could only arise from branches from the

second of the fifth pair passing into the check, and lying

between the pterygoideus iuternus muscle and the upper

and uiii- part of the lower jaw. The situation of this nerve
mate cure.

,,eji(jerf.,i ^hc operation hazardous, but after some at-

tempts it was accomplished." Tiiis finislied the series
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of operations, ami restored tlic afflicted patient to perfect 9^'*" V'
, } Spkc. I.

health. KemJilgia

I have dwelt the longer on tliis interesting case, because
J^J^'j^

it seems to show, first, that there is occasionally no certain ;ic»e oi the

cure but in the use of the knife ; secondly, that a delay in ^^°'

performing the operation only affords timefor the disease jemarik

to spread from one branch of the affected nerve to another,

and even to different branches of nerves in a state of

contiguity : and thirdly, that the disease betrays the spas-

modic character of the diathesis when minutely watched,

even in cases in which this character is most obscure.

Dr. Darwin objects properly enough to arranging this

disease as a trismus, " since no fixed spasm," says he,

" like the locked jaw exists in this malady." He adds,

indeed, that in the few cases he has witnessed, there has

not been any convulsion of the muscles of the face; but

in Mr. Bosworth's case he has expressly noticed the mor-

bid stretching of the arms, and the tendency to epileptic

actions. Its proper place, however, seems to be where it

is now arranged.

SPECIES II.

NEURALGIA PEDIS.

^crijc=acfte of t\xt .#0ot.

HACKING AND LANCINATING PAINS EANGING ABOL'T

THE HEEL ; AND TREMULOUSLY SHOOTING IN IREE-

GULAR DIRECTIONS TOWARDS THE ANCLE AND BONES

OF THE TARSUS.

This is the neuralgia plantaris of Professor Chaussier; Gew. vi.

who mentions a very decided case of it, to which Dr. c
^^^'^^''

Marino, a physician of Piedmont, had been long subject, exempiifi-

It commenced, he tells us, in early life; was relieved by^^'

the mineral waters of Vivadio ; and still more by the
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Gr^'. VI. pi-essure of a tight bandage. "With advancing years it

jJcuraigia* becainc less severe, the cause of which we have akeady
pedis.

exi)h\ined in the precedins: species, but never ceased alto-

ache ofthegether. It alternated with other nervous aftections, and
*'"''• was at length complicated with convulsive asthma.

Case from In calling the attention of the medical profession to

prese'lit''^
this spccics, by introducing it into the volume of Nosolo-

specipswasgy, so long ago as the beginning of 1817, I had my eye

Sbefi by directed to a very marked case which had tlien lately

the author, occurred to me in a clergyman of this metropolis, about

forty-five years of age, but otherwise in firm health and

cheerful s}»irits. He had for many years been a victim

to it. The paroxysms were short, and of uncertain re-

currence, but so acute as nearly to make him faint, and

at length compelled him to relinquisii the duties of tl»c

pulpit, for v^hich from his zeal and eloquence he was ad-

mirably qualified, but where he had frequently been

obliged to break off with great abruptness from the unex-

pected incursion of a fresh paroxysm. The pain usually

extended up the calf of the leg towards the knee, and rami-

fied towards the toes in an opposite direction, and was usu-

ally compared by himself to that of scalding verjuice pour-

ed over a naked wound. The tibial branches of the popli-

teal nerve, and particularly the plantar twigs, seem in this

species to have been the part chiefly affected, though it is

probable tliat some of the offsets from the peroneal branch

associated in some instances in the morbid action.

Curative Evcry therapcutic process that the art of medicine in the

vain. hands of the most experienced p'.iysicians of this metropo-

lis could devise, was in this case tried in a long and tedi-

ous succession in vain. Sometimes external and some-

times internal preparations, or a tight ligature, appeared

to afford a temporary alleviation, and to protract the in-

Amputa- tervals : but never any thing more. It was in consequence
tion ve- proposed by a surgeon of great eminence to amputate the
commend- I,., . ^ . . /... i-x. i

ed. leg, which was at one time on the point of being submitted

Objections to, though protested against by the present author, on
iir?,p.<i.

|^^,Q accounts. First, the uncertainty whether the morbid

condition of the nerve might not be seated chiefly in the
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origin instead of in the extremity of the nerve ; in which Gen^ vi.

case, amj)ntation could be of no avail ; and secondly, the Neuralgia

chance that in process of time the keen sensibility of the ^?^''^;_

affected branches would l)e worn out and obtunded by the ache of the

violence of the action. Such was the undecided and mi-
""*'

serablc condition of this patient at the time of noticing

his case on the publication of the author's \olume of No-

sology. Since tisis period, the prediction tliat the disease

^vould eraduallv wear itself out, has been completed : the^""'^^/^'
iy J I fectsd by

paroxysms are now slight an<l tolerable, and the inter- time,

vals much longer: and the patient has for nearly a twelve-

month been able to resume the duties of his profession

^vitho^t any interruption.

SPECIES III.

NEURALGIA MAMMiE.

Sctijc=acfic ot the iSvcast.

SHARP, XANCINATING PAINS DtVARICATI\'G FROM A

TIXED POINT IN THE BKEAST ; AND SHOOTING EQ^UAL-

lY DOWN THE COURSE OF THE RIBS AND OF THE ARM
TO THE elbow: THE BREAST RETAINING ITS NATU-

RAL SIZE, complexion and softness.

About the year 1820, I was requested by Mr. Blair, to oen. vi.

.1 ' 1 . n I SP! C. III.
examine a young\\oman, tlieneigliteen years oi age, ^^ho, mustration

for more than two years had been subject to a painful "'^'^^**'°'*
* which the

disorder of the breast that seemed equally to defy all pa- present

rallel and all mode of treatment. On examining into the
^^''^^'J^J^

nature of the symptoms, 1 found them as described in the

preceding definition. The organ was full-formed, soft,

and globular, without the slighest degree of inflammation,
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gew. VI. or hardness. When the paroxysm of pain was not pre-

Neuiaigia scnt it would bear pressure without inconvenience, but
rnammae. durina' the pain the whole breast was acutely sensible,

ache of the The paroxjsms returned at fust five or six times in the
breast.

coui'se of the day, ajid were short and transient : but as
Desciip-

^jjj. (ijsease became m^re fixed, it became also more se-
tion and
progress ofverc and extensive: for the agonizing fits at length re-
fhe disease.

^yj,j,pJ ^j. often as once an hour, and sosnelimes more

frequently : and from being con)j)aratively concentrated,

the lancinating shoots darted both (h)\vnward in the course

of the circumjacent ribs, and upwards to the axilla,

"whence they afterwards descended to the elbow, below

which I do not know that they proceeded at any time.

These fits w ere at length so frequent and vehement as to

embitter her whole life, and incapacitate her from pursu-

ing any employment; for it frequently happened that, if

she attempted needle-work, her fingers abruptly dropped

the needle a few minutes after taking hold of it, from a

mixture of pungent pain and tremulous twitching. The
twitching or snatches in the shoulder, for it at length

reached to this height, ware at one time so considerable

as to give the patient an idea, to use her own words, that

something was alive there; while, though the lancinating

pain did not descend below the elbow, a considerable de-

gree of trepidation reached occasionally to her fingers*

ends. Her general health was in the mean time unaf-

fected, and she was regular in menstruation.

I had no hesitation in regarding this as a non-descript

species of neuralgia; and as little in communicating my
fears that no plan of medicine we could lay down would

be more than palliative, even if it should prove thus far

beneficial, and that we must trust to time alone for a

cure, and that obtuseness of sensibility which I have al-

ready noticed as a common consequence of high nervous

irritation continued till the organ becomes exhausted and

torpefied.

Every remedial process, was nevertlieless, tried in se-

ries for the purpose of obtaining relief, if not full suc-

cess. Bleeding, local and general, frequently and pro-

General
health un-

affected.

Progncs-
licf.

Course of

medical
treatment.
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fusely repeated ;
purgatives of all kinds ; tonics and an- ^en. vr

tispasmodics of all kinds; the hot and cold bath; elec- Neuralgia

tricity and galvanism in every form; rubefacients, blis-|^'^;^^;J;j^^

ters, sc.tons, issues, and whatever else could he suggested, of the

were enlisted into service in succession. But every thing
''^^^*-

was equally without avail : nor do 1 know that even iiZs^pec7

temporary relief was obtained by any of these. Narcotics ""availing.

of all kinds proved impotent : drowsiness, indeed, and a

comatose stupor w ere hereby in various instances obtain-

ed, but the interval of wakefulness was as much as ever

tormented with the same racking paroxysms. From the Failure of

powerful influence of iiux vomica in many cases of ner-""''^'°'"'"

vous affection, to some of which we shall liave occasion

to advert hereafter, I had some hope of producing a slight

inij)ression on the nerves affected : but the hope proved

illusory : the patient took it in infusion as far as to about

eight grains at a dose three or four times a-day, till her

head was intolerably confused and every otlier part be-

came numb, but thepan»xysms were intractable.

The j)oor sufferer, 'whose relations were incapable of

affording the resources of private prfiCtice, tried one dis-

pensary after anotlier, and at length one of the largest

hospitals of this metropolis, without the smallest benefit,

and from each was discharged as incurable. About six

months since, however, being nearly four years from the

commencement of tlie disease at home, and having utterly

relinquished all medical means, with the exception of a Disease di-

seton under the breast, which was not dried up, she be- "^'"'^^^'^
' ' spontane-

gan to think herself rather better, and has continued toousiy.

improve ever since, till a week ago, when her mother

came to inform me she was worse again. This intelli-

gence greatly surprised me, till I learned that the seton

was now quite healed. It has since been opened and
theic is a hope of her again improving.

Thus far was w-ritten in the first edition of this work. Subsequem

The patient, under t!ie kindness of Sir William B lizard, '"f°'"'^*'0''

I • 1 »« concirning
obtained an entrance into the Margate Sea-bathing Infir- this case.

mary, and after five or six weeks use of the raarine-bath

returned home—not indeed entirely free from pain, but
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GEu.vi.jn comfortable ease, and al)le to resume the use of her

jNemaigia needle. About six months afterwards, however, the com-
manmce. n\f^\ni returned with as much violence as ever, and again
jNerve-ache "

!• • i

of the the most powerful tonics and antispasmodics were tried
breast.

j^ ^..^j^^^
rpj^p

sub-caibonate of iron, in the fullest doses

employed by Mr. Hutchinson, were had recourse to and

steadily persevered in, but to as little purpose as every

• other medicine. She has now again returned to the

Margate Infirmary, where I hear she has again found

benefit. In various cases, however, even in this species,

I have reason to believe tliat the iron has proved as

successful as in neuralgia faciei. And Dr. Alderson has

given another example, in a very striking instance of

mammary neuralgia, but in an older and less irritable

period of life.*

* Cases of Neuralgia Spasmodica, &c. By B. Hutchinson. &c. Svu.

London, 1822.
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NEUROTICA,

ORDER IIL

CINETICA,

Biutumu affecting the JWitsclcs,

IRREGUIAR ACTION OF THE MUSCLES OR MUSCUIAK
FIBRES j COMMONIiT DENOMINATED SPASMS.

Having, in the Physiological Proem to the present class, ct.ass i\.

glanced, as far as our space would allow, at the disputed
^^"^'^^^^^

question concerning the nature of muscular irritability, character

or contractility, to adopt the language of Dr. Bostock,?^"!"^'^"-
,., rr.... .1 .„ .

.lar fibres in
and its affinity with sensorial or nervous influence, it is a massy

now only necessary at present to take a very brief view^°'"'*

of the general character and mode of action of muscles

as they appear to the naked eye in a massy form, or, in

other words, as composed of an almost infinite variety of

minute fibres.

A muscle thrown into action, increases in absolute Effects or

weight, in density, and in power of resistance. It is
"'cuSnltJ-

also said to increase in absolute bulk ; but the experi- on muscle*

ments upon this subject are contradictory; the middle or
*'^^'"^^^^^^''

belly of the muscle, indeed, is at this time evidently

enlarged, but then its length appears to be proportionally

VOL. IV. 39
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Class IV.
jjiuiji^jgjjgj^ Muscles constitute tlie cords, as bones do

Cineiica. the levci'S, of the living frame ; and in most cases the mus-

a^fectTrfg
^^^^ grow tendinous, as the bones do cartilaginous, to-

ihe muscles wards their extremities; by whicli means the fleshy and
Constitute

j^jjj, Qsy^ous parts of the organs of motion become assimi-
11)0 cords ci ' o
the living latcd and fitted for that insertion of the one structure into

'"'^'
. the other upon whicli their mutual action depends : the

Approxi-
mate the extcnt and nature of tlic motion being determined by the
nature of nature of the articulation, which is varied with the nicest
bones as

_
,

'

the latter skill to answcr the purpose intended. Whether, how-

|.i°°auhrir^^^^'' ^''® substance of tendons consists of the same fibres

extieniities as the belly of a muscle but only in a state of closer ap-
structure pi-oximation and possessed of finer vessels which do not
of tendons. ' *

admit the introduction of red blood, or whether they

form a distinct system of fibres, merely attached to those

of the muscles, is at present undecided. It is certain

that tendons possess nothing of the peculiar structure

of muscles, and seem to be more nearly allied to the sim-

ple solid.*

Thoush It a])pears singular, at first sight, that the tendinous

Iia°ct^i*imn
^^''^s which thus Seem to be compacted into a firmer

muscles and more substantial cord than those of the muscles,

ken by sliould be sometimes broken by muscular exertion, while
their escr- ^\^q muscular fibrcs remain uninjured

;
yet this unques-

Expiained tiouably depends upon their greater rigidity, and, conse-

quently, inability of yielding to the force by which they

iJones are opposed. And hence it is that the bones themselves

luokei'i' hf ^''® sometimes broken in the same manner, as by a violent

the same jerk, or a sudden and spasmodic contraction, of which

we shall presently meet with examples, especially in the

patella, the ribs, and the arms. The muscles themselves,

however, are occasionally ruptured by a like irregular

violence and excess of power, as the recti abdominis in

tetanus, and the gastrocuemii in cramps.
jMuscuiar Muscular actioii, then, consists in a mutual attraction
action pro- . t, n o ^

ducedbyaand concentration of the constituent fibres ot muscles,
principle

j^^ ^ manner peculiar to living matter, for we cannot
l)eculiar to * o '

life

:

* See Dr. Eostock's FJcaieiitary System of Pliytiology, p. 67, Svo. lt;24.
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imitate it by any combination or action of mechanical cr^ss iv.

fibres. It is not, however, a contraction m every di-cnetica.

mension, since in this case the muscular volume would
^?°^^^^^^

be diminished ; but in length only, attended with a pro- the .nus°

portional increase of bulk, so as to preserve the absolute''
"'

volume unchanged, or nearly so.

It is easy to conceive, from these few remarks, that its force

, „ , . I
enormous :

the force exerted by muscular contraction may be enor- butovei-

mous ; but bv the mechanical physicians it was calculated ',^^'^^' ^y
• •» • the me-

in the most extravagant manner from premises in many chanicai

instances wholly chimerical. Thus Boreili estimated the P'>'='<^"^"^-

force with which the heart contracts, in order to carry pxampie's

forward the circulation of the blood, to be equal to not o'","^'?'^^'"

• 1 -t T.- • culaiion.
less than 180,000 lbs. at each contraction ; while ritcairn,

applying the same speculation to the function of diges-

tion, conceived that this process is accomplished .by a

muscular exertion divided equally between the stomach

and the auxiliary muscles that surround it, amounting

in the stomach alone to the force of 117,088 lbs. for

which " had he assigned five ounces," says Professor

Monro, *'hc would have been nearer the truth."*

Yet we do not want these visionary calculations to prove

the wonderful power possessed by muscular fibres; the

facts we have already adverted to, and others we shall

have to notice in the course of the present order, are

sufficient to establish their astonishing energy, without

having recourse to unfounded hypotheses, or exaggerat-

ed statements.

In general, says Dr. Parr, in a very excellent article

upon this subjectf, it appears that the force with which

a muscle contracts is in proportion to the number of its

fleshy fibres, and the extent of the surface to which these

fibres are iittached ; but its degree of contraction or the

extent of its motion is in proportion to their length.
^^^J^. Ya

The limits of contraction differ in the long and in thecontrac-

circular muscles ; for the former do not contract morCaTexhibi-

than one third of their length, but the circular fibres oft*'*' '" ''?^

" long and
circular

* Monro, Comp. Anat, Pref. p. viii. + Med. Diet, in verb. MuscuIuf. muscle?
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Class IV the stomach, which in their utmost dilatation maybe
cirietica.

' expanded to a foot in circumference, may, after much

affecw fasting, be reduced to the circle of an inch. It must,

the mus- liowevcr, be added that in circular muscles no fibres pass

completely round; bundles of fibres are collected and

end at different points, while some begin where others

end. Each may, therefore, admit of only a limited con-

traction, while the dilatation just mentioned maybe the

sum of the whole.

Action of
'^^^^^ action of muscles is never intermitted, and only

muscles diminished in the sleeping state ; though where the sleep

teitnitted is profound and lethargic the diminution amounts to al-

tut only most a Cessation, cxcept in the voluntary orsians. When
diminished .,, ....,,«.,
even ill muscics are not excrciscd, the sensorial or irritable fluid

sleep, nioves forward with an easy flow ; or in the words ofHaller

" the vis insita is very slightly exerted ;" but we can still

trace its influence by the position which the limbs assume

and discover the relative strength of the antagonising

muscles. Thus we find the flexors stronger than the ex-

tensors ; for, during sleep, the head falls forward, and the

body, legs, arms, and fingers are slightly bent. The

thisstate
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ additional strength is easily explained ; for

the flexors the flexors have stronger and more numerous fibres; their

ance'tiie
insertion is farther from the centre of tlieir motions, and

extensors, under a larger angle, which must increase when flexion

Illustrated. ]jag hcguu. Tliis Superiority of the flexors bends the

fetus in the womb into a round ball. The same superi-

ority of power continues, though in a less degree, after

birth, and hence frequent pandiculations are required to

give activity and energy to the extensors, which they

again lose in advanced age. On awaking from a sound

sleep the same yawnings and stretchings occur from the

same cause: and Bethel fancifully refers the crowing

This doc- of the cock and the fluttering of his wings to a similar

trine of use purpose. It is always useful in disease to examine the posi-

tomatoi- tion of the limbs during sleep, particularly thesleepof chil-

P^y- dren. If they deviate from the ordinary degree of flexure

to a more straight position, there is generally some irregu-

larity in the state of tone, and of course in the vital influx.
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The. irritability or contractility of a muscle is a very
qJJ^^j^JJJ"

different power from that of elasticity. The latter always cinetica.
"

depends upon simple re-action, and is never a source of ^^^^^^.^es

actual energy : it merely restores, in a contrary direction, the mus-

the force which had been impressed, and the effett which ';'''•

it produces can never be greater than the amoujit ol the my widely

cause. But in muscular contraction the meclianical t'f-
J'^J^'""^

feet produced is infinitely greater than the mechanical elasticity,

cause producing it, as when the organ of tlie lieart recent- compared,

ly detached from the body just dead is slightly scratched

in its inside by a needle, it will contract so strongly as to

force the point of the needle into its substance.* But

the chief proof of the difference between the two is that

the irritable power of a muscle is often excited without

any mechanical cause at all, and from the mere influence

of the will, which has no effect upon the simple elasticity

of organs. Hence, while contractility belongs to the

muscular structure alone, elasticity appertains to many
other substances as ^^ell, whether animal, vegetable, or

even metallic. Muscles also have their elasticity, but

the principle is altogether of a different kind, though

often confounded with the preceding by modern patholo-

gists; and particularly in their use of the term tonicity^ ^ouicity

which is often employed with little precision, and fre-gy',^^""^/'^

quently means nothing more than this common principle mpusiy

of elasticity, to which indeed it seems directly to be ap- licjty^

plied by Dr. Cullen.

The muscles of the body may be divided into two Voluntary

grand classes, voluntary or animal, and involuntary or
I'Jyg",^'^^'^

automatic. In the former we meet with some that are c"ntradis-

peculiarly remarkable for strength and continuity ofcon-JJominvo'^

traction, as the greater part of the round nuiscles : and '""^ary or

.Li 1 1 1 r. 1 .i. . .., .
automatic.

others as remarkable for mobility and vacillation ; among
which we may place most of the lojig muscles. These fhar'Srs.

properties are strikingly exemplified in a state of disease,

and call for paiticular attention ; the muscles characteriz-

ed by mobility presenting examples of atonic or agitatory

. * Fprdyce, Phil. Trans. 1788, p. 80.

•^ Rostock, Elem. Syst. of Piivsiolo^y, p. 163, 8vo. 1R24,
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Class IV. spasm ; vv'liile those that are conspicuous for continuity
ORDERIH. n ^. t • I^ 1 • i i • • 1 * *•

Cinetica. of action arc chiefly subject to rigid or entastic spasm.
Diseases Continuity of exertion, however, is eenerallv less cvi-
affecting

•'

. , • i

'
^

the mus- dent in the voluntary tlian in the involuntary muscles,
cies.

jjf which last some organs, as the heart, continue their

^/'^'*i"^"J^iy
efforts tit rough life without intermission; though all of

the invo- them rclax or remit occasionally or perioiiically. For

muscK this greater permanency and regularity of action they

and are indebted to the peculiar provision which has been
whence de-

rived, com- made for their supply of nervous power; for while the

pared with
^Qiyj^^^j.^ ,Yii,scles arc furnished in a direct line from the

tlie supply "' 1111 • 1 1 I 1

ofthevo- sensorium, whence indeed the close connexion they hold
luntary

j^j
jx

^| control tlie will exercises over tliem, and
nniscles. » »i«» n, v ?

their catenation with the prevailing emotion of the mo-

ment: the involuntary muscles are dependent chiefly on

the intermediate or ganglionic system described in the

proem to the present class, and are more remotely con-

nected with the sensorium : they are in consequence far

less influenced by the variable impulses of the mental fa-

culties, and are placed beyond the jurisdiction of the will.

And hence the tenour of their action is more equable,

more permanent, more uninterrupted, and less subject to

fatigue or weariness.

Though But as these organs arq by no means free from the
niore uni- pQ^gj, Qf injury, or diseased action, they are also subject

their ac- at times, in common with the voluntary organs, to those

subject^ abnormal motions whicii are ordinarily denominated

abnormi- spasms : and it is not a little curious to observe the uni-

cTai'iy^^^" form tendency which different spasmodic affections mani-
spasms. fgg^ towards some organs or functions rather than towards
Different *-'

organs and otliers. Thus the vital function, in which the heart and

thTsnb'-^
lungs are such prominent agents, is chiefly disturbed by

jects of dif- palpitation and syncope; the natural, or that in which

klnds^of the abdominal organs so generally co-operate, by hyster-

spasmodic jcs ; and the animal, extending through the range of the
m ions.

YQijjjj^ary oi'gaus, by tetanus and epilepsy. In the prose-

captions to cution of the present order, indeed, we shall see that this

!Sef"^''^^*^ocs not hold universally; that epilepsy, for instance, is

often a disease rather of the stomach or intestines, than

of any other organ, and that the heart is sometimes af-
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fectcd Willi rigid instead of with clonic spasm : but ^^ic
0^^^^^!^"^

rule holds generally and is not essentially shaken bycinetka.
"

., 1 .• „„ Diseases
these casual exceptions. affecting

Dr. Cullen has contended that in all spasmodic affcc- the mut-

tions the brain is the actual scat of disease, and that they!,";
.

. ... „.,, Cullen's

consist in some morbid modihcations ot its energy. " 1 be doctrine

scope and purpose of all that he has said," he tells "S, ^^'j^^^^^^'i^^^^

"is to establish the general proposition that spasmodic pend upou

affections, whether they arise primarily in the brain orin^jjl""'^!-'^

particular parts, do consist chiefly, and always in part, in the brain.

an affection and particular state of the energy of the brain :

and that the operation of antispasmodic medicines must

consist in their correcting this morbid or preternatural

state in the energy of the brain, by their correcting either

the state of preternatural excitement or collapse, or by

obviating the too sudden alteration of these states."

This proposition seems rather to follow from Dr. Cul- Origin of

len's singular doctrine concerning the mutable condition *|.V^jf°^'_

of the energy of the brain, and the immutable nature of counteii

the nervous power which is propagated from it by vibra-

tions, than from the clear face of facts before us. Spasms,
Jj'^g';"""*^"

in many instances, are altogether local; they are con- pointed

fined to particular muscles, or particular sets of associate
°^^'

muscles, and have no effect on the brain whatever so as to

disturb its energy ; of which we have examples in hic-

cough, priapism, chorea, and often in palpitation. They
depend upon some irritation existing not at the origin,

but at the extremity of the nerves : and, where such is

their source, even though the chain of morbid action

should at length reach the brain and affect its energy, as

in convulsions from teetliing, epilepsy from worms, or

some'palpitations from ossific or polypous concretions, all

the antispasmodics in the world will afford no relief so

long as the local cause of irritation continues to operate;

while the moment this is removed, where it is capable

of removal, as by the use of a gum-lancet or active an-

thelmintics, all the powers of the brain become instantly

tranquillized ; its faculties are rendered clear, its energy

is re-invigorated, and its motive power or sensorial fluid

flows forward in an uninterrupted ^tenour. The greater
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Class IV. number of spasmodic affections therefore, do not so much
OrDERIII. , -

, ni,. />jii-- ni
Cinetica. depend upon the state of the brain as oi the living libres

affect^^
that issue from it, and maintain a coi'respondence with it

;

the mus- for the stream may be vitiated while the fountain is un-

.
' touched. We have seen, indeed, in the proem to the

Argument
further present class, from the concurrent results of various phy-

ustrated.
gjological experimenters, that although, while the organ

of a brain exists, it exerts a certain influence over the

principle of muscular motion, this principle is far less de-

jjendent upon the encephalon than that of general feel-

ing or of the local senses : that it is found abundantly in

animals totally destitute of a brain ; and that hence, those

possessing a brain may be excited not only into abnormal

and spasmodic, but even into a continuation or re-produc-

tion of regular and natural, motions of various muscular

organs after the brain has been separated from the spinal

chain, by stimuli applied to this chain, or even by the

artificial breath of a pair of bellows.

Sensific We havc seen also that the nervous Blaments of the

fibres!"
' "^muscles are of two kinds, sensific and motific, the former

proceeding from the cerebellum, or the posterior trunk

Spinal of the spinal chord, to which it gives rise, and the latter

double
from the cerebrum, or anterior trunk of the same double

chord : and, as these two sets pf filaments do not necessari-

ly concur in the same affection, it is obvious that the mus-

cles of a limb, or of the whole body, may be throw^n into

the most violent agitation, or the firmest rigidity, without

much, or perhaps any degree of painful emotion, or in-

"VVhy often creased sensibility. And we can hence readily account

felt during for the little complaint that is made by patients upon this

ofTeTanus
^ubjcct, OH their being freed from a severe paroxysm of

orconvui- tctauus, convulsion-fit, or hysterics.

The following are the genera of diseases which will be

found to appertain to the present order

:

I. ENTASIA. CONSTRICTIVE SPASM.

11. CLONUS. CLONIC SPASM.

III. SYNCLONUS. SYNCLONIC SPASM.
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GENUS I.

ENTASIA.

(tonBtvitWbt &pusm.

lltREGVLAR MUSCULAR ACTION PRODUCING CONTRAC-

TION, RIGIDITY, OR BOTH.

Entasia is derived from the Greek e>T««r/f, " intentio," G'^^* '^•

** vehementia," "rigor," from tyrum, "intendo." By generic

many nosologists the genus is called tonos, or tonus, "^^"^^^^"^^.

which is here dropped in favour of the present term, be- ty explain-

cause tonus or tone is employed by physiologists and pa-^*^'

thologists, in direct opposition to irregular vehemence or

rigidity, to import a healthy and perfect vigour or energy

of the muscles ; and by therapeutists to signify medicines

capable of producing such or similar effects.

Tlie genus entasia includes the following species

:

1. ENTj^

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

PRIAPISMUS.
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SPECIES L

ENTASIA PRIAPISMUS.

permanent rigidity and erection of the penis

without' concupiscence.

Gen. I. The specific term is derived from the name of Priapus,

Oiicin of the son of Venus and Bacchus, who is usually thus repre-
the specific sentcd in paintings and sculptures, but with a concu-

How used piscent feeling. Galen applies the term also to females,
by Galen, as importing a rigid elongation of the clitoris without

concupiscence.

Peculiarly Spasm is, in all instances, a disease not of vigour, but of

of ciebHUy. <Iebility with a high degree of irritability : and there is

no case in which this is more striking than in the present

species. It has been found occasionally in infancy; but

it is far more frequently an attendant upon advanced

years. It has sometimes also followed upon cold, and

especially local cold, clap, dysury, and the use of can-

tharides as a cure for seminal weakness. It has at times

been a result of free living, and particularly hard drink-

ing. The spasms consist in a stiff and permanent con-

traction of the erectores penis, unconnected with any sti-

mulus arising from a fulness of the vesiculae seminales.

Sometinies Dr. Dfti'win says, he had met with two cases where the
•chronic,

erection, producing a horny hardness, continued two or

three weeks without any venereal desire, but not witliout

pain. The easiest attitude was lying ujwn the back with

the knees bent upwards. The corpus cavernosum urethrre

at length became soft, and in a day or two the whole

rigidity subsided. One of these patients had been a free

drinker, had a gntta rosacea on his face, and died sud-

denly a few months after his recovery from the present
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complaint. It is singular that this spasm should some- 5^^^^-
J*

times continue after death : at least we have accounts of Emasia

such cases in Marcellus Donatus and other writers. p"pS"^
As the disease is a case of both local and general de-Curediffi-

bility, its cure is in most instances difficult. Antispas- *^"'''

modics and tonics, are the only medicines that promise

relief, as camphor, opium, bark, warm aromatics, warm-
bathing, cold-bathing : but the whole are often tried

without effect.

SPECIES II.

ENTASIA LOXIA.

PERMANENT CONTRACTION OF THE FLEXOR MUSCLES

ON THE RIGHT OR LEFT SIDE OF THE NECK, DRAWING
THE HEAD OBLICtUELT IN THE SAME DIRECTION.

The term loxia is derived from the Greek, Ae|o5, " ob- spe^. n.

liquus, tortus ;" whence loxarthrus in surgery, an obli- Ongi" of

/,.. p 1-1 .1
o.'

specific

quity 01 a joint ot any kind, without spasm or luxation, term.

By the Greeks, however, the term was specially applied

to the joints or muscles of the neck.

This disease, in its genuine form, proceeds from an^^"^^-

excess of muscular action, particularly of the mastoid

muscle on tlie contracted side. But we frequently meet

with a similar effect from two other causes : one in which

there is a disparity in the length of the muscles opposed

to each other, and consequently a permanent contraction

on the side on which they are shortest ; and the other in

which, from cold or a strain, there is great debility or

atony on the side affected, and, consequently, an incur-

vation of the neck on the opposite side, not from a mar-
bid excess, but an overbalance of action.
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Gen. I.

Spec. II,

Entasia
Loxia.
Wry-neck. « Dispars.

Natural wry-neck.

/3 Irritata.

Spastic wry-neck,

y Atonica.

Atonic wry-neck.

« E. Loxia
dispars.

Natural
wry-neck

:

mostly
congenital.

Occasional
causes.

/3^E.Loxia
irritata.

E. Loxia
.T.tonica.

Spastic

wry-neck.
Atonic
wry-neck.

Mode of

treatment.

This species, tlierefore, offers us the three following

varieties

:

From disparity in the length

of the muscles opposed to

each other.

From excess of muscular ac-

tion on the contracted side.

From direct atony of the mus-

cles on the yielding side.

The FIRST VARIETY IS mostly congenital, though some-

times produced by severe burns or other injuries. And
alike effect occasionally issues from a cause that may be

noticed in the present place, though not connected with a

morbid state of the muscles ; a displacement of the mus-

cles from an incurvation in the vertebrse of the neck, by

which, though the antagonist muscles be of equal length

and power, those on the receding side of the neck are

kept on a perpetual stretch, while those on the protruding

side are in a state of constant relaxation. The other

TWO VARIETIES are commonly the result of cold, or in-

flammation, or a strain; often by carrying too heavy

loads on the head. M. Boyer gives instances of the dis-

ease produced by moral causes : and Wepfer relates the

case of a man who had a wry-neck, occasioned by a con-

vulsive action of the muscles on one side of the neck,

which appeared whenever he was tormented by chagrin,

but ceased as soon as he was restored to a state of men-

tal tranquillity.*

The cure must depend upon the nature of the cause.

In colds and strains, warmth, the friction of flannel, and

the stimulus of volatile or camphor liniment combined

with opium, will be found most serviceable, as tending to

diminish pain, and restore action to the weakened organ.

In direct spasms the same process will also frequently be

found useful, \ ut the application of cold water as a tonic

and antispasnt jdic will often answer better. Where the

Ticiite de MaJ idies Chiiurgicales, «&c. Tom, vii. 8vo. Paris, 1821.
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antagonist muscles are of unequal length, the case lies Gew. i.

beyond the reach of medical practice, and, if relieved at|^,^asia'

all, can only be so by a surgical operation. If the cervi- Loxia.

cal vertebrse be incurvated, but the bones sound, the dis- x/eatment*.

ease may not unfrequently be made to yield to a skilful

application of machinery by the hands of an ingenious

surgeon. It sometimes happens, however, that the bones

in this case are soft and occasionally carious, and the

slightest motion of the head is attended with intolerable

pain. Setons have here been found serviceable, with an ar-

tificial support of the head ; but this kind of affection is of-

ten connected with a constitutional softness of the bones,

of which we shaH have to treat in the first order of the

sixth class, under the head of vxnoaTiAjlexiUs.

SPECIES III.

ENTASIA RHACHYBIA.

^ttscular Histortioii ot tfic SpCuc.

PERMANENT AND LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE,

WITHOUT PARALYSIS OF THE LOWER LIMBS : MUS^

CLES OF THE BACK EMACIATED j MOSTLY, WITHOUT
SORENESS UPON PRESSURE.

Distortion of the spine is produced in various ways ;
Gen. i,

and it is chiefly owing to a want of due attention to this

fact, that so much confusion has of late prevailed respect-
^jn'^'s "f

ing the real nature of the particular case to be treated, spinal dis-

and the particular treatment that ought to be adopted.

The disease, under this general name, was first intro- Spinai dis»

duced before the public with any considerable degree of '""»"" ^^

notoriety by Mr. Pott, as connected with a palsy of the bed by

lower extremities, and as dependent upon a scorfulous ^°"

'

diathesis ; which at length fixed itself upon some part ofaliti'pro-^

ducing
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Gew. 1. the vertebral column, softened or rendered carious the

E^itasia hones that became affected; and hereby necssarily pro-
Khachybia (juced crookedness, and a morbid pressure upon the right
Muscular ,

' ir i o
distortion line of the spinal marrow.
orthe'spine r^j^j^

j^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ happens, and a like effect oc-
Riiaclietic

. ,, . i
•

i f it f
source. casionallv occurs in a very early period oi lite, trom a

rhachetic, instead of a scrofulous diathesis ; though from

the greater facility with which the principle of life is able

to adapt itself to deviations from the ordinary laws of

health, at this latter period than afterwards, a paralysis of

the lower extremities is less common ; and even the mis-

chiefs incidental to a misforraation of the chest less fatal.

So that while the disease of a hump-back can rarely take

place in puberty or later life, without a serious injury to

almost every function, we often find it occur in infancy,

without making much encroachment on the general health,

jn these In all cases of tills kind the malady is primarily and
cases the

idiopathically an affection of the vertebral bones ; and

primary af- there Is always to the touch a mollescence in their struc-

the bones, ture, or a manifest soreness and ulceration. And from the

peculiar contour of the vertebral column the distortion is

always from within outwards, forming what has been call-

Producing e(j an angular, in contradistinction to a lateral curva-

disui.tion, ture. So that the characters of the osseous gibbosity are

^^^^j^P^'"^^^'^ sufficiently clear and specific.

Muscular ^"* ^^^® musclcs of the vertebral column, and their ap-

ligcirncnt- pcndagcs, the ligaments and cartilages into which the

"uag^uouT liitter are inserted, are of as much importance to its heal-

coatoriiou. n^y coutour as its bones. And hence any morbid affection

in any of these moving powers may as es.sentially inter-

fere with the natural curve of the spine, and the well-being

of the constitution, as a disease of the vertebral bones.

These It is posv,ible that these are all affected in particular

organs instances, sometimes separately, sometimes jointly ,** but

affected there can be no doubt that the muscular fibres of the

^'"s'y? neck, back, and loins, those on which all the complicated

joauiy. movements of tlie vertebral column depend, and which
But nioEt

,, ' ,- * Copfilnnd s Ob^efvations on the bpinc, p. lo.
tliL- muscles ' r 7

r
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give rise to more than three hundred distinct muscles in Oen. i.

the whole, are most frequently thus enfeebled either in cnVasia
"*

part or in their entire ranse ; though an enfeebled state Rimchybia.

, „ , , . , .,., f.
Muscular

ol any of these organs must produce an inability ot pre- distortion

serving the spine in its natural sweep and equilibrium."*."^^

And where distortion proceeds from this cause the indi-

cations are in most cases as clear as where it is the result in these

of a diseased condition of the bony structure : f"r fij'st^j^g^j^^^j.JJ'p^jj

the morbid curvature instead of being from within o?ii- lateral

wardSf takes place laterally, the crookedness being mani-

festly on the right or the left side according as the mus-

cles on the one side or the other overpower the action of

their antagonists ; there is little or no soreness upon

pressure, unless indeed the bones or their cartilages

should ultimately become affected from the protracted

state of the disease ; and, the distortion being less abrupt

or angular than in tiie ossific gibbosity, the lower limbs

are not affected with paralysis.

The distinction therefore between the osseous and the Distinction

muscular distortion of the spine is clear and definite
; by the

and so far as regards the peculiar character of the cur-^''^^"^

vature was minutely noticed by the Greek writers, who
identified the first by the names of lordosis or ctrto- LordosiF,

SIS, according: as this curvature was anterior or posteri- J!,'^'*/*

.

' O I Cyrtosis,

or, and the second or the lateral curvature by the term what.

UYBOsis, from vtog fhybnsj incurvus. It is from this ^^^^'^['^'^'

term that the author has derived the name which he has

ventured to assign to the present species

—

rhachybia—
as an allowable contraction of rhachyhybiaf literally

spinal inflexion. Swediaur has denominated it from

the same source, htjboma Scoliosis.*

The distinction is very accurately pointed out by Mr. Well dis-

Pott, who,—while he affirms that *'the ligaments and ^ypou/
rai-tilagcs of the spine may become the seat of the dis-

order (scrofula) without any affection of the vertebrae ;"

in w hich case " it sometimes happens that the w hole spine,

from the lowest vertebra of the neck downwards, gives way

* Tom. II. p. 740.
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Gen. I. laterally, forming sometimes one great curve to one side,

Entasia ^^^ sometimcs a more irregular figure, producing general
Rhaciiybia. crookedness, and deformity of the whole trunk of the

distortion body, attended with many marks of ill health;"—yetad-
of the mi^g ^jjat paralysis of the lower limbs never accompanies

cases of this sort, so far as his experience had extended,

nor even that untempered, and mis-shapen structure of

the spine which occurs at birth or during infancy from a

rhachetic softness of the bony material. "I have never,"

says he, ** seen paralytic effect on the legs from a mal-

formation of the spine, however crooked such a mal-

formation might have rendered it, whether such crooked-

ness had been from time of birth, or had come on at any

time afterwards during infancy.—None of those strange

twists and deviations which the majority of European

women get in their shapes, from the very absurd custom

of dressing them in stays during their infancy, and which

put them into all directions but the right, ever caused

any thing of this kind, however great the deformity might

be. The curvature of the spine which is accompanied

by this affection of the limbs (i. e. that which takes place

from a diseased condition of the bones themselves, sub-

sequently to childhood, and from a supposed scrofulous

diathesis,) wliatever may be its degree or extent, is at

first almost always the same ; that is, it is always from

within outwards, and seldom or never to either side."

Pott's
Now it has unfortunately happened that, as Mr. Pott's

views too remarks were written chiefly to explain this last form

taken, arid of Spinal distortion, and addressed to the single cause of
why. scrofula, the hints he has given respecting distortions

from every other cause have been too often forgotten ; and

the moment a young female is found to have a tendency

to a vertebral distortion of any kind, it has too generally

been taken for granted that tlie bones were in a diseased

state, or on the point of becoming so ; that the patient

was labouring under the influence of a strumous diathesis,

which was manifesting itself in this quarter ; and all the

severe measures of caustics or setons, with an undeviating

permanent confinement to a hard mattress, or inclined
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plane, for many weeks or months, which a strumous af-
^^^^-^{^

fection of this kind calls for and fully justifies, has been Entasia

improvidently had recourse to, with a great addition to Jhachy-

the sufferings of the patient, and, in many instances, no Jiuscuiar

small addition to the actual disease which has been so^,f^J^"'°"

unhappily misunderstood. - ^pi'^s-

Mr. Baynton seems justly chargeable with having views of

adopted this general view ofthe subject, and extending it
^^y"'°" '•

indiscriminately to every case. Mr. Wilsou, who though of Wilson

:

he conceived the disease to originate in a rachetic rather

than a strumous diathesis, and had recourse, as we shall

observe presently, to a different mode of treatment, seems

to have stretched his parallel hypothesis over the same

extent of ground. And Mr. Lloyd, who has lately fa- of Lloyd

:

voured the profession with a valuable work on the same

subject, in like manner contemplates every case of spinal

distortion as issuing from a common and that a strumous

cause; to which cause also it has since as uniformly been

assigned by Dr. Jarrold.* Mr. Lloyd, correctly indeed, ^"^ J^^-

distinguishes between the angular and the lateral curva-

ture; and with equal correctness observes that "in the

former there is always some destruction of some portion

of the vertebral column, and often, for a considerable

time, progressive destruction of bone, cartilage, and li-

gament, and the vertebrje undergo precisely the same

changes as the extremities of other bones in scrofulous

diseases of the joints;" while he adds that "in the lat-

ter there is no destruction of parts, but merely an altera-

tion of structure;" that "a wasting of the muscles al-

"ways attends it in a greater or less degree;" and that

** it has been supposed by some authors that the cause of

the curvature is entirely in the action of the muscles.

But although," he continues, "this may be and most

probably is the immediate cause, I am much more inclin-

ed to believe that the primary cause is in the vertebrse

:

that scrofulous action is set up in them, which increases

their vascularity, and softens their texture."

* Enquiry into the Causes of the Curvature of the Spine, with Sugges-

tions, &c. 8vo. 1824.

Vf>T„ JT. 41
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Spe^iii
Here, then, is a distinct recognition of the two forms of

Entasia morbid distortion of the spine, to which I am anxious to
Rhachy-

^[Y^Qct the attention of the reader : and each of them is

Muscular allotted its peculiar seat, and diacritical signs ; the bones,

o'/th"'°" with manifest injury of the bones, and the muscles with

spine. manifest injury of the muscles. The rest is matter of
General mere hvpothesis, and needs not uree us into a discussion.
admission. "^ '^ "

• j i •

Two chief ^0 obvious and so much more common indeed is mus-
and dis- cular than osseous distortion of the spine, that other pa-

of spinal thologists, ffom this fact chiefly, have contended, that this

distortion, jg ^|,g Q„]y. fopm of the disease in its commencement.

SarTost S"c^^ w^^ *'^® opinion of the late Mr. Grant, of Bath, and
common; such is the Opinion of Dr. Dods, of the same city, in an

by som^^' interesting tract he has lately published on this subject :*

said to be while Dr. Harrisou refers its origin to " the connecting
the only
form of ligaments of the vertebrse. These," he observes, " get
contortion, relaxed, and suffer a single vertebra to become slightly dis-

G?Lnt°"
°^ placed ;" in consequence of which, he adds, " the column

of Dods: loses its natural firmness, other bones begin to press un-

son^^se'at- ^^^Y "P^" ^^^^ suri'ounding ligaments ; they in turn get

ed solely relaxed and elongated, by which the dislocation is in-

necting li- creased, and the distortion permanently established. The
gaments. direction becomes lateral, anterior, or postei'ior, accord-

ing to circumstances : but the malady has, in every in-

stance, the same origin and requires the same mode of

cure."f

Tills last There is much ingenuity in this explanation, and I

iike°tbe^'^ have no doubt that it is a correct expression of various
rest too cases of Vertebral distortion. It chiefly fails, like the

osseous Ijypothesis, in too wide a spirit of simplification,

and in allowing no other origin in any instance than that

which forms the key-stone of its own pretensions. Ad-
iiiustrated. mitting the disease to commence in the connecting liga-

ments, the associating muscles must soon be involved in

the mischief, while, if it commence in the latter, the

ligaments which unite them to the bones cannot long

* Pathological Observations on the Rotated or ContOited Spine, 8vo,

Tiond. 1824.

* J.ond. Med. and Thva. Jouvn. ]N'o. ccLxrv
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continue unaffected. So that the question is merely one
g^ ^J'-J"

of primogeniture, and imposes little or no difference in Entasia

the mode of treatment. Nay, even the bones themselves,
l^^""^^'^''

by being irregularly pressed upon, may at length suffer Muscular

in such parts from increased absorption, become thinner
'^fj°^*'°"

and more spongy, or even ulcerate and grow carious ; so spine.

as, in process of time, to give a direct proof of osseous or

angular contortion, though induced instead of taking the

lead.

One of the chief difficulties, in cases where we have no Whence

reason to apprehend a morbid state of the bones, consists ih^t occurs

in accounting for the chane;e that seems to take place in*" ^^^ le-
"

. lative posi-

the relative position of several of the vertebrse or theiruon ofva-

processes ; and especially in the greater elevation or pro- .'""^^^{,5^;^

minence of their transverse processes on one side, while processes,

those on the other are scarcely perceptible. And it is in Subject dif-

ferently ex-
truth chiefly to solve this question that most of tlie hy- plained:

potheses of the present day are started in opposition to by Hani-

each other. The idea of an actual dislocation of the ver-^°"

»

tebral bones, which enters into that of Dr. Harrison,

would sufficiently account for the tact, if sucli a disloca-

tion could be unequivocally shown. But while the change

of position does not seem in any instance to amount to a

complete extrusion of a vertebra from its seat of articu-

lation, the ease and quietude with which, underjudicious

management, it often seems to recover its proper position,

and to evince its proper shapes, are inconsistent with the

phsenomena that accompany a reduction of luxated bones

in every other part of the body.

The explanation therefore has not been felt satisfactory

to a numerous body of pathologists; and Dr. Dods hasbyDods.

hence offered us another solution, which is also highly

ingenious, and may perhaps in the end be found correct

in those cases in which the miscurvature is very consider-

able, and especially where it becomes double or assumes a

sigmoid figure. He supposes, in the first place, that the

whole disease in its origin is seated in the extensor muscles

of the back, or that part of them to which it is confined :

more especially in the quadratus lumborum, sacro-lumba-
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Rhacby-
bia.

Muscular
distortion

of the

spine.

the verte

brae.

s^^^'^iif
^^^' ^"^ lougissimus dorsi. He supposes, next, that the

Eatasia * right hand being habitually more exerted than the left,

the effect of such surplus of force, in consequence of our

throwing the body towards the left to preserve its centre

of gravity, and hence strongly contracting the muscles of

this side of the spine, must fall in a greater degree upon

those muscles, and more dispose them *' to suffer disor-

ganization and become contracted ;" and he hence accounts

for the greater frequency of contortion on the right side

Double ^^^" o" its opposite. He then proceeds to account for

curvature the single or double curvature which the contortion

for. effects, by remarking that the morbidly contracted mus-

cles of the left side, in overcoming the action of the mus-
Rotation ofdes of the riffht, do not draff the vertebrse forward to-

wards themselves in a direct line, but rotate the verte-

brje to which they are attached, because of the angles

formed, relatively, between the vertebrje and the pelvis

(the points of origin and insertion of these muscles), and

the force of their contraction acting upon moveable, hori-

zontal, or transverse levers, namely, the transverse pro-

cesses of the vertebrse.*

Morbid curvation of the spine, therefore, in the opinion

of Dr. Dods, does not consist in an evulsion of separate

vertebra from their natural course and position, but in a

twist of a great part or the entire column, by which means

the morbid lateral flexure is nothing more than the natural

sigmoid sweep of the vertebral chain, wrested mere or less

round to one side, as by the turning of a cork-screw.

Whatever displacement is met with in the ribs or the

other bones of the chest, is necessarily a result of this first

deviation from the line of health. ** All the ribs," he

observes, "have a double attachment to the vertebrae;

one, by their heads, to the bodies of them, and the other,

by their tubercles to the transverse processes. When
the vertebrse, then, are made to rotate upon each other,

in the manner described, by the permanent contraction,

and this, for example, to the right side, which is the

Effects of

such ro-

tatory

change.

TTt suprft, p. 03.
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more frequent direction they take, from the causes no- ^^^'^•,

ticed, they, by this movement, push out or backwards
£,^,asi'a

the heads of the ribs of the left side, and force their sternal Rhachy-

extremities considerably forward, because of the quick iMuscuiar

circular turn which the ribs iDake between their angles
^|^^*^"J*'°"^

and their points of attachment to the vertebrae, and the spine.

very small motion, from such a formation of them, requi-

site here to produce them. Together v\ ith this movement
of the ribs, which produces the projection of the left side

of the chest in front, they are also made, from their

double attachment to the vertebrse, to fall down and ap-

proximate, or, as it were, overlap each other, at their

angles. This causes that hollowness or sinking in of the

left side of the chest behind. The falling; down of the

ribs here described appears to me to be in part owing,

also, to the permanent contraction of the sacro-lumbalis

muscle, which is inserted into all their angles. While
these movements take place with the ribs on the left side

of the body, the very opposite, of necessity, happens to

those on the right. By the rotatory movement of the

vertebrse, the ribs on the right side have their heads con-

trary to those on the left, d^a^^ n inwards, and their ster-

nal extremities made to recede backward: while iheir

double connexion with the vertebrse causes them, contrary

also to those of the left side, to be raised up and separat-

ed from each other at their angles. This rising up and

separation of the ribs at tlieir angles, is what produces

the projection of the right side of the chest behind."

From this general change of position, and particularly Morbid si-

the twist of the ribs, Dr Dods accounts for the unnatural J^fi""?
situation of the scapulse, and in many instances of thei» ac-

clavicles and the sternum, with the falling down of thefo".

right shoulder. He observes, moreover, that though the

contortion of the spine most frequently takes place to the

right side, yet that it occasionally takes place to the left.

That the whole column is not always moved round, but

only a part of it; and that hence, instead of a profile of

three morbid flexures brought into view, which invaria-

bly follows in the former case, we have often a pro-

file of only two : and that where the muscles of both
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geh. I. sides of the column become contracted from position, whicli

Entasia sometimes takes place, the greater number of the verte-
Rhachy-

bral joints acquire an ancylosis, and the body is arched

Muscular backwards.
dhtojion rp,jgj,g

jg jjjy^jj ingenuity through the whole of this ex-

spine, planation, which plausibly accounts for that ridgy line of
Hypothesis projection so frequently felt on the left side of the loins,

when the morbid curvation is on the right, ascending

nearly to a level with the spinous processes, while there

is not only no such ridge on the opposite side, but even no

appearance of the transverse processes. Upon the hypo-

thesis before us these processes are conceived to be equally

elevated on the one side and depressed on the other, which

gives us the two phsenomena of an unnatural and ridgy

prominence in the former line, and of an unnatural dis-

appearance in the latter. The hypothesis nevertheless

(for at present it cannot be entitled to a higher appella-

tion) requires further elucidation and support : and, after

but cannot ^H, can never altogether reach the precise object at which

exclusive- it aims, that of establishing itself at the expense of every
*-^' other view, and especially of subverting the doctrines of

a diseased action of the other moving powers or their ap-

pendages, the ligaments of the spinal muscles, or the car-

tilages into which they are inserted ; a morbid condition

of which is often capable of proof from the very limited

area of pain and tenderness to which, on pressure, the dis-

ease seems to be confined : to^say nothing of the affection

ofthe vertebral bones themselves, in which, as already ob-

served, spinous distortion sometimes commences, though

from a very different source, and in which, even when

derived from the source now contemplated, it sometimes

terminates.

The miss- Thcrc can be no doubt, however, that the spinal distor-

ofd^i'stop"^ tion of the present day is a disease far more fiequently of

tion most the muscles and their appendages than of tl»e bones, and is
coramon in i. « p .i-i • • i.

the present the resultoi a want 01 equinbrium between the antagonist
day. forces on the one side and on the other of the vertebral
'^^ ^'

* column, as well those of the trunk as of the back ; in con-

sequence of which this column is deranged in its natural

sweep, and either twisted or deflected in particular parts,
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or in its whole length : all the other changes in the gen- Gej?. i.^

eral figure and deviations from the general health being Entasia
'

dependent upon this primary aberration.
Sa!*^''^

It is hence a disease of muscular debility or irregular, Muscuiav

and hence clonic, action in the fibres of the yielding mus- of^h"'""

cles, and an inability to resist the encroachment that is spine.

made on them by their more powerful antagonists.
debiHti^^

The complaint almost invariably shows itself from the the proxi-

age of puberty to that of mature life, though sometimes '^^^^^^

later; and is nearly limited to females, and among fe-com-

males, to those of delicate habits, and who are especially
'^^JJJ^*.

disciplined in the false and foolish rules for obtaining a the dis-

fine figure. It is hence a perpetual inmate in our public ^^^^'

female schools, and is by no means anunfrequent attend- chieflv

ant upon domestic education. ^°""^-

The progress of the disease may be so easily collected

from the physiological survey we have already taken,

that a few words in addition is all that is necessary to

be added.

The complaint first shows itself by a general listless-
progress.

ness and aversion to muscular exertion of any kind, and

an unwonted desire to lounge and loll about. No signs

of constitutional disease, however, are as yet manifest j

the nights are not disturbed, the appetite does not fail,

the evacuations are regular, and the pulse unaffected.

There is soon afterwards a sense of weariness, and even at

times uneasiness, about the back and especially the loins
j

and if the muscles of these parts be minutely examined,

several of them will give proof of flaccidity and extenua-

tion. If no steps be taken at this time to arrest the dis-

ease in its march, or if the steps taken be injudicious or

inadequate, the vertebral column will soon be involved in

the morbid action ; and especially, as Mr. Ward observes,

*' on the occurrence of any particular disturbance to the

constitution ;'** its numerous joints will lose their nicely

* Practical Observations on Distortions of the Ppine. Chest, and Limb?,

V. 36. 8vo. 1822.
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Gen. I. adjusted poise ; they will in various parts be left too loose

Emasia <>" ^'^^ one side, and dragged too rigidly on the other j

Rhachy- ^nd the elegant contour of the spinal chain will progres-

Muscuiar sively be broken in upon. All the other changes, whether

o'/the"°° "P°" ^'*® general form or the general health, which pro-

spine, gressively take place in the advance of the disease, are

Sequel of entirely consecutive upon the symptoms before us, and

and consti- may be anticipated by any one. From the morbid con-

mischief
*®^* which is thus continually going on between the an-

tagonist muscles, their internal organization must neces-

sarily become greatly affected, and the growing debility

which is manifest in the contractile and extensile power

of their aggregate fibre, will enter into every part of

every separate fibril, and affect their vis insita. The
flow of nervous power, instead of being uniform, will take

place in irregular jets ; and, for reasons already urged in

a preceding part of this work,* a clonic though occult

agitation, will succeed to a tenour of measured energy.

The debility and irregular action of one muscle will

spread by sympathy or association to various others ; and

from the derangement of the bones of the spine and the

chest, the functions of respiration and digestion, and con-

sequently, in a greater or less degree, all the other func-

tions of the body must be interfered with in their respective

powers, so that there is scarcely any other disease but may
follow : and the frame will become generally emaciated.

Occasional ^s the proximate cause is debility of the extensor

muscles of the back or loins on either side, the occa-

sional cause will consist in whatever has a tendency to

Too rapid produce such debility. Too rapid growth is a frequent
gro\yth: source of this complaint: a casual strain of the muscles
strains

:

"

j
chlorosis : on either side is a source not less common ; chlorosis or

any other constitutional weakness may lead to the same

effect ; and assuredly the use of stiff" Jind girding stays, or

any other part of that fashionable compression which is

designed in the school-discipline of the present day to

d^sdpUne ^^^^^^ the form into a somewhat different and more grace-

cf the day.
* Clonic Spasm, infra, CI, iv. Ord.iii. Gen. ii.
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ful shape than perhaps the niggard hand of nature has ^^''^'^'J;

intended—such as back-hoards, braces, steel-bodices, orEntasia

steel-crutches, spiked collars, neck-swings, and even edu- ,^1^^*^'^^'"

cation-chairs. The tendency of all these to produce de- Muscular

formity where it does not exist, and to aggravate it where [.J^thc

'°"

it does, is forcibly pointed out by Dr. Dods j who never- spi"e.

theless seems to censure, with rather more acrimony than

needful, the whole system of school-drilling education as

practised in many of our most fashionable establishments.

A course of discirdine for sjivina; grace and elegance to^°^f?''.

the growing foi-m, if conducted with judgement, devoid of pUne may

rigorous compression to the expanding organs, and al-jl^j.^^"'

lowing a sutticient alternation of relaxation and ease, so

far from being injurious to the health and strength of the

general frame, has a natural tendency to invigorate it.

But the greater frequency of the lateral distortion of the

spine in our own day, compared with its apparent rango

in former times, together with the increased coercion and

COinplication of the plan laid down in many of our fasliion-

ab^e schools for young ladies, seems clearly to indicate

that some part at least of its increased inroad is charge-

able to this source: and the following remarks of Mr. butap-

Pott upon the various instruments applied to a growing ca„-ied°too

ffirlin order to prevent a crooked shape, have a wider ^'*''" '"^"

1 . ... 1 1 1 J
ny places:

claim to attention in the present day than when they were as justly

first given to the world. *' These," says he, " are used
°'^"?,'^Y'^'

with design to prevent growing children from becoming
crooked or mis-sliapen ; and this they are supposed to do

by supporting the back-bone, and hy forcing the shoul-

ders unnaturally backwards. The former they cannot do;
and in all cases where the spine is weak^ and therefore

inclined to devi<ite from a right figure, the latter action of

these instruments must contribute to, rather than pre-

vent, such deviations, as will appear to whoever will,

with attention, examine the matter. If, instead of adding

to the embarrassment of children's dress by such iron

restraints, parents would throw off all of every kind, and
thereby give nature an opportunity of exerting her own
powers; and if, in all cases of manifest debility, recourse

VOL, lY. 4S
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Gen. I. ^vere had to friction, bark, and cold-bathinsf, with due at-
?PEc. in.
kiitasia tention to air, diet, exercise and rest ; the children of the
Rhachy- opulent would perhaps stand a chance of being as stout.

Muscular as Straight, and as well-shapen as those of the laborious
distortion j,QQj. »
of tlie P""' •

spine. The simple fart is that the system of discipline is car-

UncuUi- ried too far, and rendered much too complicated ; and

pared with ^RT, which should never be more than the hand-maid of

cultivated NATURE, is elevated into her tyrant. In rustic life we

have health and vigour, and a prett} free use of the liuihs

and the muscles, because all are left to the impulse of the

moment to be exercised without restraint ; the country

girl rests when she is weary, and in whatever position she

chooses or finds easiest; and walks, hops, or runs as her

fancy may direct when she has recovered herself; she

bends her body and erects it as she lists, and the flexor

and extensor muscles are called into an equal and har-

monious play. There may be some degree of awkward-

ness, and there generally will be, in her attitudes and

movements ; and the great scope of female discipline

should consist in correcting this. With this it should be-

gin, and with this it should terminate, whether our ob-

ject be directed to giving grace to the uncultivated human

figure or the uncultivated brute. We may modify the

action of muscles in common use, or even call more into

play than are ordinarily exercised, as in various kinds

of dancing; but the moment we employ one set of muscles

at the expense of another ; keep the extensors on a full

stretch from day to day by forbidding the head to stoop,

or the back to be bent ; and throw the flexors of these

organs into disuse and despisal ; we destroy the harmony

of the frame instead of adding to its elegance; weaken

the muscles that have the disproportionate load cast upon

them ; render the rejected muscles torpid and un])liant

;

sap the foundation of the general health, and introduce a

crookedness of the spine instead of guarding against it.

The child of the opulent, while too young to be fettered

with a fashionable dress, or drilled into the discipline of

oiip female schools, has usually as much health, and as
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1

little tendency to distortion, as the child of the peasant : ^^-^- ^•

„ , . ... . Si'EC, III.

but let these two,, for the ensuing eight or ten years, Entasia

chanare places with each other: let the young heiress of |.\'i=''^''y'^'^

opulence be left at liberty ; and let the peasant girl bodistoitioa

restrained from her freedom of muscular exertion in play
'^^^^^l^

and exercise of every kind; and instead of this let her

be compelled to sit bolt upright, in a high narrow chair

Avith a straiglit bacii that hardly allows of any flexion to

the sitting muscles, or of any recurvation to tlje spine;

and let the wholeof her exercise, instead of irrcgularplay

and frolic gaiety, be limited to the staid and measured

march of Melancholy in the Penseroso of Milton :

With even step and musing gait

;

to be regularly performed for an hour or two every day,

and to constitute the whole of her corporeal relaxation

from month to month, girded moreover, all the while,

with the paraphernalia of braces, bodiced stays, and a

spiked collar,—and there can be little doubt tliat, while

the child of opulence shall be acquiring all the health

and vigour her parents could wish for, though it may be

with a colour somewhat too shaded with brown, and an

air somewhat less elegant than might be desired, the

transplanted child of the cottage will exhibit a shape as

fine, and a demeanour as elegant as fashion can commu-
nicate, but at the heavy expense of a languor and relaxa-

tion of fibre that no stays or props can compensate, and
no improvement of figure can atone for.

Surely it is not necessary, in order to acquire all the Muscular

air and gracefulness of fashionable life, to banish from mTnTs^not

the hours of recreation the old rational amusements of*°'=°"^'^-
, ,,, J J t i 1 I n tent With
battledore and shuttlecock, of tennis, trap-ball, or any grace of

other game that calls into action the bending as well as^^"'^'

the extending muscles, gives firmness to every organ, and
the glow of health to the entire surface.

Such, and a thousand similar recreations, varied ac- ^"'=''
.

cording to the fancy, should enter into the school-drilling te°mix'""

of the day, and alternate with the grave procession and i'^'o'ldtTry

the measured dance, for there is no occasion to banish "^e.
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Gen. I. either : althoii&ii many of the more intricate and venturous
Spec. III.

' ^
, „ , , , , , . ^ • ,,

Kiitasia opcra uaiiccs, as the Bolero, should ue but occasjonaliy
Rrcchybia.

j^,j(] tnoderatelv indulffod in^ since, .as has been sufii-

di*ioition cie'utjy shown by Mr. Shaw, " we have daily opportuni-

ties of observing, not only the gooil effects of well-regu-

lated exercise, hut also the actual deformity which arises

from the disproportionate developement that is jjroduced

by the undue exertion of particular classes of muscles.*

It may be observed," continfies the same excellent writer,

''.that the ligaments of the ankles of some of the most

admired dancers are so unnaturally stretched that, in cer-

tain postures, as in the Bolero dance, the tibia nearly

touches the floor. So bad, indeed, is the effect occasion-

ally produced by a frequent sti'etching of the ligaments,

that the feet of many of them are deformed : for the liga-

ments which hind the tarsal and metatarsal bones together

become so much lengthened by dancing and standing on

the tips of the toes, that the natural arch of the foot is at

length destroyed."!

Such the Such then are the best preventive means against mus-

ventive cular or ligamentous distortion of the young female frame,
means. and especially of the vertebral column, in conjunction

Tvith pure aii", plain diet, and well-regulated hours of rest.

Remedial If» notwithstanding such means, a tendency to crookf^d-

liieans. jjpgg qj^ either side siiould manifest itself, evidenced by the

symptoms already pointed out, no time should be lost in

making an accurate examination of the spinal chain : and

if such tendency should be accompanied with pains about

the pelvis and lower extremities, our attention should be

particularly directed to the state of the vei'tebrse seated

in the centre of the different flexures of the column, but es-

pecially of the lumbar, for it is probable, in this case, that

one or more of them may be in a state of inflammation.
Cupping "Where this is the case, the usual means of taking off
sometimes . _ .. , . ,, i , ,. i

r.ecesEaiy. inflammatory action, and especially depletion, by cupping-

* On the Nature aud Tieatment of Distortions, fee. p. 15. Lonrl, 8vo.

1823,

t Id. n. 17.
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glasses, should be instantly had recourse to. But where Gf.n. t.

tlie cause is debility alone, and a want of equilibrium be- En^as^a"^*

tween antagonist sets of niusrles, rest, rerlination, gene- ^^achybia,

ral tonics, espenally myrrli, stfei, ana in many cases the distortion

sulphate of quinine, sea-batliins;, and in effect whatever "^.^'^^

J ' '-' spine.

may tend to introduce a greater firmness of fibre and
lyj^^g ^,qj,^_

seneral vigour of constitution, constitute the best planofmoniy
? . . tonics.
treatment.

To these should be added a series of friction, and espe- Friction

cially of shampooing or manipulation applied down thepooing:

whole course of the spine, and particularly that part of

it where the distortion is most evident: and it may be of

advantage, as proposed by Dr. Dods, to direct the course

of the manipulation in a particular manner to such trans- should be

!• I 1
applied

verse processes o{ the vertebiEe as aj)pear peculiarly ele- with dex-

vated, so as artfully, and by insinuation, to assist in re-*^"'y"

storing them to their proper position. It v\ill also be

found expedient in most cases to illine the hand with oil

or some other unctuous substance, in order to prevent the

friction from irritating or excoriating the skin.

Those who ascribe the disease to a strumous diathesis How treat-

in every instance, have of rourse a medical treatment of hl-id^as a

their own adapted to this view of the case. Such is thesfumous

practice of Dr. Jarrold who has lately written a treatise

upon this subject containing many valuable hints, but

who limits the seat of the malady to the intervertebral

cartilages, as he does its cause to a strumous taint. His

Materia Medica, therefore, for the piesent purpose, is

nearly restricted to burnt sponge and carbonate of soda.

^' Conceiving," says he that " there might be some relation pian of

between it and bronchocele, I have made use of similai" |-e-
•'^"^^'^ •

raedies."* To which he occasionally adds, when the debi-

lity is considerable,twenty drops of nitricacid daily. And,. „

with this simple process he tells us that he has been so sue- success.

cessful in a restoration of health, strength, plumpness and
uprightness, that «' medical treatm<nt is seldom further

required, unless the appetite and digestion be impaired."

Not acceding to this causation, I have not tried the

* Enquiry into the Causes of the Ciuvature of the Spine, A.c, ut supra;
1 -{]'->
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Gen. I. plan ; which seems here to have heen far more successful

Eiuas?a than in hronchocele itself; even when the more powerful
Rhachybia. aid of ioiline is called into ro-operation, which it is singu-

distoition l^r that Dr. Jarrold does not appear to have had recourse
of the

iq^ Tq all the confi'derate means, however, of recum-
spine.

Probably ^^ncy, friction, shampooing, pure air, and occasional ex-

less owing ercise, he is peculiarly friendly : and as these have of

rectthaii themselves effected a cure in the hands of various other
'*'^^"'"^"*" practitioners, it is not improbable that Dr. Jarrold is far
ry means. '^ '

more indebted to such confederates than he is aware of;

and that his auxiliaries have been of more service to him

than his main force.

Position. It has been made a question of some importance, which

is the best position for a patient to rest in who is labour-

ing under the complaint before us, or has a striking ten-

dency to it ; as also what is the best formed couch for

him to recline upon ?

Nature of All seem to agree that the couch should be incom-
<=«"<= 1.

pressible, or nearly so, in order that the weight of the

body may be equally, instead of unequally sustained, and

not one part elevated and anotlier depressed : and hence

a mattress is judged preferable to a bed ; and a plain

board is by many esteemed preferable to a mattress. It

Inclined is also very generally agreed that the board or mattress

Fnci^ned^" should form an inclining plane, so that the body, placed

position, directly on the back, may be kept perpetually on the

Curved po- stretch; while Dr. Dods maintains in opposition to this

posed by°
g^^P*"^' opinion, that the line should be horizontal, or

Dods. even curved ; that a position on the back is by no means

necessary, and that a posture of extension cannot fail of

being injurious, and adding to the strength or extent of

the disease.

Either may Either of these opinions may be riglitor wrong, accord-

SfJl?^"/ i".^ to the nature of the case ; and hence neither of them

casionaiiy.can be corrcct as an Universal proposition. Ease and re-

freshment are the great points to be obtained, and what-

ever couch, or whatever position will give tlie largest pro-

portion of these is the couch or the position to be recom-

mended: whether that of supine extension, or relaxed

flexure.

Dr. Dods. who refers all kinds of lateral distortion to
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debility of the fibres of tiie extensor muscles, proscribes
g^J^;/,j

an extended position in every instance j and, as already Entasia

observed, recommends a curved relaxing couch in its ^j^^'^^^'

stead, so that the patient may sink into it at his ease, in-Mu.cuiav

. n-ii 1 • • A distortion

stead of being put upon the stretch. The advice is good „f j^e

so far as the o])inion is correct, and the disease is depend- spine.

ent upon debility of the extensor muscles alone : lor here

nothing can afford so much ease to the pati«-nt as such an

indulgence. But it is not to be concede<l that the fibrous

structure of these muscles form the seat of the disease in

every case, and consequently the recommendation nnIU

not always ai)ply : for the flexor muscles may be affected,

or the debility lie seated in the extensor ligaments, or

the vertebral cartilages with which they are connected,

I have at this moment under my care a lady just of age

who, for four years past, has been labouring under a

slight affection of natural distortion, feeling much more

of it whenever she suffers fatigue, or is affected in her

spirits. A position strictly supine, and somewhat ex- ^^'"^"^'^^^^

tended, upon a hard mattress or a level floor is the only

posture that affords her ease, and takes oft* the sense of

weight on the spine, and oppression on the chest. She

lias often tried other positions but in vain. To this,

therefore, she has uniformly recourse after dinner,, and,

occasionally, at other times in the day as well. Pure

country air has also been of great service, but above all

things sea-bathing. She has just returned from an ex-

cursion around the Devonshire coast. The first day's

journey, though in a reclined position in an open landau-

let, with e\ery attention tliat could afford ease and ac-

commodation, proved so fatiguing, and produced so much

pain in the spine, that it was doubtful whether she would

be able to proceed. A better night, however, than was

expected, capacitated her for another trial, and the fa-

tigue was considerably less : on the third or fourth day,

she had an opportunity of beginning to bathe; and by a

daily perseverance in the same was enabled, soon after

reaching Teignmouth, to engage in long walks, climb

its loftiest hills, and enjoy the entire scenery : her appe-
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Gew.i. tite became almost unbounded, and her flagging spirits

Entasia Were restored to vivacity.
Rhacby-

jj j^, |,pp(.p peiffctiv rlcar tl>at while that position and

Muscular that mode of drcss arc most to be recommended which

onhe^'°" afford the highest degree of ease and comfort ; gestation,

spine. pure air, sea-bathing, and every other kind of tonic, vvhe-

Hence ges
|^j,gj. exterral or it ternal, are also of the utmost import-

tation, '

pure air, aure ; and that perfect and continued rest, in whatever

ina'^and' P***''tion it be tried, is far less efficacious than when in-

general terruptcd by sucli motion as can be borne, though with

combine some degree of fatigue, and the other tonic auxiliaries

with tile ji,<^t adverted to. In extreme cases, indeed, such exercise
preceding. ., , , , ,,, i-n^i ii-t
Rest inter-

^^*''' "^'''^ adverted to sliould be postponed till the debih-

ruptedia- tatcd and, most probably, irritable organs have lost some

continued :
p^rt oflheir disease : yet the motion of friction or mani-

exceptin pulation bv a skilful and dextrous haind, may still be ad-

cases. verted to, and should supply its place.

SPECIES IV.

ENTASIA ARTICULARIS.

ifHuiSCttlar Sttff=|oint.

PERMANENT AND RIGID CONTRACTION OF ONE OR MORE

ARTICULAR MUSCLES OR THEIR TENDONS.

Gen.t. The joints of the limbs are as subject to muscular con-

* tractions as the uerk: and, in many instances, from like

causes : the following are the varieties of aflfection hereby

produced

:

u Irritata. From excess of action in the

Spastic stiflT-joint. muscles contracted.

/3 Atonica. From direct atony in the yield-

Atonic stiff-joint. ing muscles.

y Inusitata. From long confinement or neg-

Chronic stiff-joint, lect of use.
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Besides the ordinary causes of cold, inflammation, and
^^^^-^^

strains, by which the first and second variety are produc- Entasi'a

ed, the former has sometimes followed upon a sudden ^^;|tj;^>^^j^^fj^-

fright,* upon drying up a cutaneous eruption, or check- stifr-joim.

ed perspiration-! Freind, also, mentions a case in which Causes,

it has been cured by a fright ;! and Baldinger one in

which it disappeared on the revival of a suppressed erup-

tion which had given rise to it.§ Khcumatism has often

produced it, and particularly the second variety, in the

joint of the knee and thigh-bone.

In a case of the latter kind, it was successfully attack- Treat-

ed by Richter,|l with a cautery of a cylinder of cotton.
™"^*

In this and the third variety much benefit is often deriv-

ed from repeated and long continued friction with a warm
hand, and partictilarly if illined with some stimulant bal-

sam or liniment. In an obstinate contraction of the fin-

gers succeeding to a fractured arm, Dr. Eason relates

an instance in which the rigidity suddenly gave way to

a pretty smart stroke of electricity after every other mean
had failed ; and the patient had the use of his fingers

from this time.^ Such exercise, moreover, or exertion

of the limb, should be recommended as it may bear with-

out fatigue. The cold-bath, as an antispasmodic, has

sometimes been serviceable in the first variety, and

more frequently, as a tonic, in the second.

Most men exhibit proofs of the third variety orchionic

chronic stiff-joint, from a neglect of using many of their ^''^"j°'"*_

muscular powers : for nearly a fourth part of the voluntary duced from

J

muscles, from seldom being called into full and active „gig"fgf

exertion, acquire a stiffness which does not naturally muscles
T ftpC tP ci

belong to t.iem, while many that, by exercise, might have

been rendered perfectly pliant and obedient to the will

have lost all mobility, and are of no avail. Tumblers Explained,

and buffoons are well aware of this fact, and it is princi-

pally by a cultivation of these neglected muscles that they

are able to assume those outrageous postures and gri-

* Starke, Klin. Instit. p. 32. t Paulini Cent, i, 39.

X Vit. Gabriel. » N. Magazin. Band. XI. 78.

I!
Chir. Bibl. Band. X. 219. ^ Edin. Med. Comment, v, p. Z4,

vol. IV. 43
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Gen. T. niaces, and exhibit those feats of affilitv which so often
Spec. IV. o

Eniasia aniusc and surprise us. It is a like cultivation that gives
artjcuians. ^|jr^|. nieasurcd ffrace and firmness as well as erect posi-

stiff-joint, tion in walking, by which the soldier is distinguished

incnt!"
from the clown ; and that enables the musician to run

with rapid execution, and tlie most delicate touch, over

keys or finger-holes that call thousands of muscular fibres

into play or into quick combinations of action, which in

the untutored are stiif and immoveable, and cannot be

forced into an imitation without the utmost awkwardness
and fatigue.

SPECIES y.

ENTASIA SYSTREMMA.

(tvnmp.

SUDDEN AND RIGID CONTRACTION AND CONVOLUTIOJf

or ONE OR MORE MUSCLES OF THE BODY : MOSTLY OF

THE STOMACH AND EXTREMITIES, YEHEMENTIY
rAINFUL, BUT OF SHORT DURATION.

Gen. I. Systremma, literally "contortio, convolutio," "globus,"

of^hiof^'
is derived from ffv^T^ifa, ** contorqueo," " convolvo in

specific fascem." Stremma, the primary noun, is an established
"'^'"'^'

technical term for " strain, twist, wrench ^" and the au-

thor has hence been induced to add the present term to

the medical vocabulary in the sense now offered, for the

inventei to purpose of superseding and getting rid o^ cramyus which

the barba- '*^s hithci'to bceu commouly employed, though at the

rous tenn same time commonly reprobated, as a term intolerably

barbarous, derived from the German krampf. The proper

Raptusof Latin term is, perhaps, "raptus nervorum;" whence

*,\^j^i
^""^' opisthotonia or opisthotonus is denominated by the Latin

writers " raptus supinus." But raptus is upon the whole

of too general a meaning to be employed on the present
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occasion, unless with the inconvenience of another term Gf.n.l

combined with it. Eutasi'a •

The parts cliiefly attacked with cramp are tlic calves
l^'^'"''-'^"'

of the legs, the neck, and the stomach. The common Cnxmn.

causes are sudden exposure to cold, drinking cold liquids p^/'"

during great heat and perspiration, eating cold cucurbi- aftactnd.

taceoHS fruits when the stomach is infirm and incapable Causes,

of digesting them, the excitement of transferred gout and .

overstretching the muscles of the limbs, in which last case

it is an excess of reaction produced by the stimulus of

too great an extension. Hence many persons arc subject in the last

to it, and especially those of irritable habits, during the "0^,'^,^.°^^^

warmth and relaxation of a bed, and particularly towards p-'^peciaiiy

the morning when the relaxation is greatest, the accumu- muscles.
^

latioji of muscular or irritable power most considerable,

and the extensor-muscles of the legs are strained to their

utmost length to balance the action whicii the flexor-

muscles have ffaincd over them during sleep. Cold night- ^"''^i c^"-
^ O i ° ses of

air is also a common cause of cramp, and it is a still more cramp.

frequent attendant upon swimming, in which we have
jj^J'^^^

P'°"

the two causes united of cold and great muscular exten- suiniming.

sion. An uneaso)osition of the muscles is also in many
cases a sufficient cause of irritation ; and hence we often

meet with very painful cases of cramp in pregnant women
down the legs, or about the sides, or the hypogastrium.

When the hollow or membranous muscles are affected, Symptoms

they feel as though they were puckered and drawn to a|)"i^"jQ^.

point 5 the pain is agonizing, and generally produces amembra-

violent perspiration : and if the stomach be the affected des are

organ the diaphragm associates in the constriction,^nd ^^'^^*^'^'^'

the breathing is short and distressing. If the cramp be^^''*'" '^^" "-' more fleshy

seated in the more fleshy muscles, they seem to be writhed muscles

and twisted into a hard knot, and a knotty induration is^^^^
affect-

perceivable to the touch accompanied witii gi-eat soreness,

which continues for a long time after the balance of power

has been restored.

In common cases where the calves of the legs are Mode of

affected, an excitement of the distressed muscles into

their usual train of exertion is found suflicient : and hence
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Gejt.i. most people cure themselves by suddenly rising into an

Entasia
* erect position. I have often produced the same effect

Systrem-
jjy,^ overcomc the re-action without lising, by forcibly

Cramp. stretching out the affected leg by means of other muscles,

whose united power overmatches tl^at of the muscle tliat

is contracted. Warm friction with the naked hand, or,

which is better, with the hand illined with camphorated

oil or alcohol, will also generally be found to succeed.

A forcible exertion of some remote muscles, which thus

collects and concentrates the irritable power in another

Vulgar quarter, will also frequently effect a cure ; and it is to

squeezine ^^^^^ principle alonc, I suppose, v.e are to refer the benefit

a roll of which is said to arise from squeezing strenuously a roll

explained, ^f brimstone, which suddenly snaps beneath the hold.

The briuistone snaps from the warmth of the hand ap-

plied to it ; but its only remedial power consists in afford-

ing a something for the hand to grasp vehemently, and

thus excite a sudden change of action.

Treatment Where the stomach is affected, brandy, usquebaugh,

stomach^^
ether, or laudanum afford the speediest means of cureji

aiiected. and it is often necessary to combine the laudanum with

one or the other of the preceding stimulants. Here also

the external application of warmth, and diffusible irri-

tants, as hot flannels moistened with the compound cam-

phor liniment, arc found in most cases peculiarly benefi-

cial. Exciting a transfer of action to the extremities, as

by bathing the feet in hot water, or applying mustard

sinapisms to them, is frequently of great advantage; as

is the use of hot, emollient and anodyne injections, whose

palliative power reaches the seat of spasm by sympathe-

tic diffusion, and often affords considerable quiet. Here,

also, the patient should be particularly attentive to his

diet and regimen, confining himself to such viands as are

most easy of digestion, and least disposed to rouse the

stomach to a return of these morbid and anomalous

actions; for a habit of recurrence is soon established,

which it is difficult to break off.

Treatment In pregnancy, where the crampy spasms are often

pregnancy, migratory and fugitive, the position should frequently
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1

Le cbancced, so as to remove the stimulus of uneasiness Gen. i.

Spec V
by throwing the pressure upon some other set of muscles : Emasia

'

and if tlie stomach be affected with eout, opium, rhubarb, Sysuemma
"-^ Cramp.

chalk, or aromatics shoiibl be taken on going to rest. g ^, ^.^^

The best preventives when the cause is constitution- ventues-

al, are warm tonics, and habituating viie affected muscles

to as much exercise as their strength will bear : and

hence the same forcible extension used in swimming which

produces cramp the first or second time of trial, will

rarely do so afterwards.

Cramp is also found, as a symj;tom, and as one of tlie ^ "^1^"^^^^^°

severest symptoms of the disease, in various species of ptom in

colic and cholera ; in which cases it must be treated ac- eases.

cording to the methods already pointed out under tho.se

respective heads.

SPECIES VI.

ENTASIA TRISMUS.

PERMANENT AND RIGID FIXATION OF THE MUSCLES

OF THE LOWER JAW.

This disease is by the French writers called tic. The ^„ _
•' Gen. I.

technical term is derived from the Greek r^i^u, '* to Spec. vr.

gnash or grind the teeth;" which, like the French sy- ^^^y^/^'

nonym, is supposed by the lexicographers to be an ono- Origin of

inatopy, or a v. ord formed from the sound that takes ^'^^
J"*^"'"'•' ' cal term.

place in the act of gnashing.

In truth it was to a disease in which morbid gnashing Both tiie

formed a symptom, that both the Greek and French
p,'^^,'Jjf"'^

term was originally a|)plicd; for the trismus of the oldtp'ms

ivriters consisted, not of a rigid, but a convulsive or J^l^il'd^to

agitatory spasm of the lower jaw ; an affection compara- » different

lively trifling, and rarely to be met with, and when it

does occur appertaining to the clonus of the present

nystem of nosology, the clonic spasm of authors in ge-
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if^^c vi
^^^^^' ^"'^ *^'^^ ^^ trismus or tic to import a state of

Entasia
' muscle dircctlv opposed to that w hich it first indicated, is

Locked-
^"^thcr striking proof of the incongruous cliange which

jaw. is perpetually occuring in the nomenclature of medicine,

for the want of established rules and principles to give

fixation and a definite sense to its respective terms.

and recent- Dr. Akcrman is the only writer of reputation I am
^^^°

^t*'^" acquainted with in recent times, who has used trismus

man. in its original intention ; or rather who has united its

original with its modern meaning. For he employs the

term generically ; and arranges under it the two species

of trismus tonicus, being that now under consideration,

and trismus clonicns, or the disease it originally denoted.

But this arrangement is uncalled for, and inconvenient,

and has not been received into general use : the term

trismus being, with every w riter of the present day, li-

mited to the first of these two species alone, notwith-

standing the origin of the word. And hence, as it is so

generally and completely understood, there would be an

German affectation in changing it for any other. The Germans
synonym, call it kinubakkenzwange, which is precisely parallel

with the TiOCKED-JAW of our own tongue.

Variously Dr. Cullcn in the first edition of his Nosology, made
j^"*! ""^su- frismus and tetanus, our next species, distinct genera,

ranged by but he altered his opinion before the publication of his

^,"J\^i"jg^j|
First Lines, and regarded them as nothing more than

distinct ge- degrees or varieties even of the same species. ** From

trismus the history of the disease," says he, " it will be evident
which was

^|,^^ there is no room for distinguishing the tetanus, opis-
also made o o i

a distinct thotouos, and trismus or locked-jaw as different species of
genus

: ^j^jg discasc ; since they all arise from the same causes,

tim°s both ^'^^ ^^'^ almost Constantly conjoined in the same per-

leduced to SOU."* In conscquencc of which, in the later editions of

a common Dr. Culleu's Synopsis, in W'hich the. supposed error is

genus. attempted to be corrected, the disease is introduced witli

a very singular departure from nosological method : for

first, tetanus is employed as the term for a distinct genus,

* Pract. of Phys. Bon!;, lu. Sect. i.. Chap. i. i Mtcj.xvii.
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defined "a spastic rigidity of many muscles;" and next ^^^' i-

undei' tills generic division are given no species what- Entasia

over but two varieties of decree aione, to the first of Tfismus.

t> 1 f 1
Locked-

Avhich is again applied the name of tetanus, defined jaw.

*•' the half or whole of the body afiTected with spasms ;"

and to the second that of trismus -, defined " spastic

ligidity chiefly of the lower jaw."

Passing by this .rregularity of method, the proper I'' opei;

view of the subject seems to lie in a middle course; in middle line

contemnlatina: trismus and tetanus, not as distinct genera, of airange-
i O '

.
nient, each

or mere varieties of a single disease, but as distinct spe- forming a

cies of a common genus ; and under this view" it is con-
spp"ieb\

templatcd in the present arrangement. Trismus bears
^^^^j^,^.

the same relation to tetanus as synochus does to typhus

;

the two former, like the two latter, may proceed from a

common cause and require a similar treatment ; and the

first may terminate in the last. But trismus, like syno-

chus, may run its course alone, and continue limited to

its specific symptoms. And as Dr. Cullen has thought

proper to make synochus and typluis distinct genera, he

ought at least to have ranked trismus and tetanus as dis •

tinct species.

Trismus is found in all aa:es, sexes, temperaments, and ^°"'';' g^-

,. T 1. . . r.
neiallyin

climates. In warm climates, however, it occurs tar more aii age?,

frequently than in cold; and chiefly -in the hottest
ofme'^n^s'^'n^i

warm climates. Dr. Cullen observes that the middle- climates,

aged are most susceptible of the disease, men more so

than women, and the robust and vigorous than the

weakly. Other animals are subject to this complaint asi,, other

well as man, particularlv parrots ; and from many of the ^"'"^^^^ '^^

causes* that aff'ect the human race. man.

These causes, for the most part, are chilliness and damp causes.

operating upon the body when heated, and hence sudden

vicissitudes of heat and cold ; wounds, punctures, lacera-

tions, or other irritations of nerves in any part of the

body, wlicnce it has not unfrequently followed on vene-

section when unskilfully performed,! and stillmore frc-

* Bajon. Abhandlungeu Von Krankheit auf der lusel Cayenne, &;o.

t Delaroche, Joiun. de Med. Tom. XV. p. 313. Foiestus, Lib. x. Ob?.

111. Sclienck, Ob?, l. i. N. 250.
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Gen. t. quentiy on amputation, worms or other acrimony in the

Eniasia stoMiach, and especially in tliose of infants. We have
Trismus, thus t|,e thr«'p foMovviiisr \ari('ties offered to us, \\hich.
Locked-
jaw. houe\er, cl)i(fly differ in symptoms peculiar to the period

of life in wliicli the tlisease is most disposed to show it-

self, or in the interval between the casual excitement and

the spastic action :

« Nascentium. Attacking infiints during the

Locked-jaw of infancy. first fortnight after birth.

(« Algidus. Occurring at all ages, after

Catarrhal locked-jaw. exposure to cold and damp,

especially the dew of the

evening,the symptoms usu-

ally appearing within two

or three days.

y Traumatirus. Occurring as the consequence

Traumatic locked-jaw. of a wound, puncture, or

ulcer ; chiefly in hot cli-

mates ; and rarely appear-

ing till ten days or a fort-

night alter local affection.

Pathoio- The pathology is highly diffii ult, if not mysterious,

'^•"^k diffi-
^"^ ''^^ hence been purposely' avoided by mo^t preceding

cult: writers. Dr. CuUen expressly avows that he "cannot
'"^

^*dto
^" ^"^ measure attempt it."* There is one principle,

be explain- however, to which I have frequently had occasion to

author'^rn
^^^^^^ ^'^^ reader's attention, which vvi'l help us in a con-

part, siderable degree to develope something of its obscurity,

thp^pTincf 3"^ to account mor especially for so remote a separation
pie of re- between the seat of primary irritation and thai of spas-
mote ac- .

, I . .

tion be- modic excitement, which constitutes, perhaps, its most
tween the embarrassing feature. The nrinciole I allude to is the
cnieisent '-> • •

of the dis- sympathy that prevails throughout the whole of any

ti^a^of"p^i, chain of organs, whether continuo is or distinct, engaged
mary in- j^ a commoii functiou, an-l which is particularly manifest

at its extremities ; so that let a morbid action commence

in whatever part of the chain it may, the extremities, in

" Pract. of Pbys. Book HI. gect. I. Chap. i. ^ Mcctxix.
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many instances, become the chief seat of distress, and gen. i.

Spec VI
even of danger. We had occasion to notice this law ofEntasia

theanimaleconomywhentreatingofpARAPsisiLXusoRiA, Trismus.

.». . nfi- jp J. • ' Locked-
or that imaginary sense of feeling and 01 acute pain m ajaw.

limb that has been amputated and is no longer a part of Analogies.

the body, which we referred to the principle before us :
Sympathy

•^

'

. . . p °' remote

and farther noticed, by way of illustration, the pain often organs

suffered at the glans penis from the mechanical irritation ^''j^^j"^'"'*'"

of the neck of the bladder by a calculus. So, irritating common

the fauces with a feather excites the stomach, and even action?

the diaphragm, to a spasmodic action, and the contents of

the organ are rejected. Irritating the ileum, as in ileac

passion, produces the same effect upon the stomach and

esophagus; at the same time that the other extremity of

the canal is attacked with rigid spasm, and consequently

with obstinate costiveness : while in cholera both extremi-

ties are affected in a like way, and we have hence both

purging and vomiting. It is to the same principle we
are to ascribe it that when the surface of the body is sud-

denly chilled, as on plunging into a cold bath, the sphinc-

ter of the bladder becomes irritated, and evacuates the

contained urine : and, in treating of marasmus, we had

occasion to show- that while, in one of its species, the

disease seems to commence in the digestive, and in another

in the assimilating organs, constituting the extreme ends

of a very long and complicated chain of action, it very

generall}^ happens tliat at which end soever the decay

commences the opposite end is very soon affected equally.

In a continued chain of nervous fibres, however, this Sympathy

principle of sympathy which induces remote parts, and
g^^i' ;^fi|"o^t-

particularly remote extremities, to associate in the same nervous

morbid action, is peculiarly conspicuous. Hence, if a^ '^''.

^

long muscle be lacerated in any part of its belly the ten- ed chiefly

dinous terminations are often the chief seat of suffering.
I"otres-^

As the ulnar nerve sends off twiggs from the elbow totremities.

supply tlie fore-arm and fingers, a blow on the internal
^'*"^"^*"^

condyle of the humerus gives a tremulous sensation

through the fore-arm and hand : and as the ulnar nerve
itself is only an offset from a plexus or rommissure of

vox. ly. 44
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Gf-n. 1. tiie cervical nerves which also sjive a larsje hranch to the
Spec VI.

Entasia scapula, a paralysis of the ring or little finger has some-

Lo Td^ times been removed by stimulating the scapular extremity

iaw. by a caustic applied at the internal angle of the scapula.

In inflammation of the liver, a severe pain is often felt at

the top of the shoulder, and in palpitation of the heart,

at the left orifice of the stomach. Both these are to be

accounted for by recollecting that the radiations of the

phrenic nerve extend in an upper line to the shoulder,

and in a lower to the diaphragm, which constitute its

extreme points ; and that one of its branches passes over

the apex of the heart. Now as the under surface of the

diaphragm participates, from its contiguity, in an inflam-

mation of the liver, the top of the shoulder suffers, as

forming the extreme point of the phrenic chain by which

these organs are connected ; and as the upper surface of

the diaphragm is in direct contact with the left and very

sensible orifice of the stomach, an uneasiness at the apex

of the heart becomes the cause of irritation to this orifice

in consequence of its connexion with the diaphragm, and

hence, of necessity, with the lower branch of the phrenic

nerve at its extreme distribution.

This lea- These remarks apply with particular force to the dis-
soning ap- ri .> i

plied to ease before us, and many others of the same class with

^'j^^'^jg^ggg. which it has a close analogy, as tetanus, lyssa, and
esof alike hemicrania. And, although from the intricacy of the

intersections and decussations with which various nerves

pursue their radiating courses, it is impossible for us, in

many instances, to determine why one line of connexion

suffers while another remains unaffected, yet in most in-

stances we may be able, by an accurate survey, to trace

the catenation, and hence to obtain some insight into

the physiology of these exquisitely curious, and compli-

cated disorders.

Illustrated jn mapping the nervous ramifications which give rise

' to trismus or locked-jaw, we must regard the ganglionic

system, consisting of the various branches of the inter-

costal trunk, and the numerous branches which unite with

it from the whole line ofthe spinal marrow, as constituting
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the centre ; and as, from tliis centre, we perceive ramifi- J^^^- f-

cations radiating in every direction to the face, the entire Emasia

length of the back, the upper and lower limbs, and the
J^'^'j^^^^;^-

thoracic and abdominal viscera, we see a foundation laidjav

even by a continuous chain, for an association of remote

parts and even extreme points in morbid changes, even

though we may not be able, satisfactorily perhaps, in any

instance, to trace out tlie individual line by which the

diseased action is carried forward, and to separate it from

other lines with which it is inextricably interwoven.

Thus, in the case of trismus wascm/imn, forming the first ^^'"^f*^^''""
,

° „ applied to

variety under the present species, the irritation of the the first

nerves of the stomach, which is very clearly the primary ^'^"'"^'

seat of disease in most cases, is propagated directly to the

central branches of the ganglionic system, by the tribu-

tary off-sets which the stomach receives from it. But
we have already observed, that the chief contribution to

this grand junction-canal is derived from the intercostal

nerve itself, in the first instance an arm from the trige-

minus or fifth pair of nerves, two branches of which ra-

diate upwards, constitute the maxillaris superior and

maxillaris inferior, and are lost in the musclesof thejaws;

so that the upper extremity of the nervous line distribut-

ed over the stomach is tlie nerves of the jaws themselves.

While various branches of the fifth occasionally unite with

the portio dura, or respiratory trunk of the seventh pair,

which divaricates not only to the diaphragm, but over

all the muscles that have the remotest connexion with the

respiratory system. And hence, agreeably to the law of

the animal economy we have just pointed out, the muscles

of the jaws, forming this extremity in the chain of morbid

action, are the organs in which we may expect an irrita-

tion of the nerves of the stomach in various instances to

manifest itself most strikingly.

In like manner we may account for the second and '^^'"^f'^^*'°"

third varieties of trismus, or that produced by a chilly the second

dampness, or irritative violence applied to the upper or^"^.^!!"^

lower extremities : for as these are all supplied by nerves
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J^^^%}: fi'oro the vertebral source, which, as we have already re-
SpEC. VI.

, J . «, , , n . ,

Eiuasia marked, gives oii branches from every aperture m the

Lock"ed-' ^P^"^ *^ **^® ganglionic system, and as this system, at its

jaw. upper end, terminates in the maxillary branches of the

fifth pair of nerves, the muscles into which these nerves

are distributed constitute one extreme point of a long

chain of nervous action, while those of the upper and

lower limbs constitute the other. And hence the same

law which produces a spastic fixation of these muscles in

certain irritations of the stomach, may reasonably be ex-

pected to operate with a like effect in certain irritations

of the upper and lower limbs. And as the intercostal

nerve, at its first rise from the common source of itself

and the maxillary branches, receives also, in its progress,

offsets from the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth pairs of

cerebral nerves, as well as from all the vertebral, and as

all these, in consequence of such an interunion and decus-

sation, are sending forth branches over the muscles of the

back, the chest, and the thorax, there is no difficulty in

conceiving, when a rigid spasm has once commenced in

the lower jaw, why it should be propagated through any
of the muscles appertaining to these parts of the system,

or even originate in them from any of the causes thatex-

equaHy'ap" ^^*® locked-jaw, and hence lay a foundation for tetanus

piicabie to as Well as trismus, both as a primary and a secondary dis-
.e anus,

g^gg^ ^^^J J jj^yg touched upon this subject now that we
may not have to repeat the present explanation when
treating of tetanus in its proper place.*

In the simplest state of trismus, indeed, there is some

degree of stiffness found at the back of the neck, and even

in the sternum. The disease, in some cases, shows itself

with sudden violence, but more usually advances gra-

dually : till at length the muscles that pull up the jaw
become so rigid, and set the teeth so closely together that

they do not admit of the smallest opening.

* See Cloquet, Tiaite d'Anatomie Descriptive. Bork Beschieibung des-

fuensten Neivenpaares und seiner Veibindungen niit anderen Nerven, vor-

zuP2;liet mtt riem rJanslienvstPTOP. Lpiiis. ISl".
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In tropical climates, for Dr. Cullen's remark that it is 9^^- '•

most common to the middle-aged only applies to the tern- «e. iris-

perate regions of Europe, children are particularly sub- 1"'^^^.°^^"

ject to this complaint, and with a few peculiarities which, focked-

thocgh producing no specific difference, are sufficient tOin^„°y^

establish a variety. The disease in this case is vulgarly Peculiarly

known bv the absurd name of falling of the jaw. lt^'^"\'"°n^o
tiopical

occurs chiefly between the ninth and fourteenth day from climates.

birth ; seldom after the latter period. Without any febrile
g.f

\y^ but

accession, and often without any perceptible cause what- absurdly,

ever, the infant sinks into an unnatural weariness, and,h^ja\v.

drowsiness, attended with frequent yawnings, and with a Descrip-

difficulty, at first slight, of moving the lower jaw ; which ^'°"-

last symptom takes place in some instances sooner, in

others later. Even while the infant is yet able to open

its mouth there is, occasionally, an inability to suck or

swallow. By degrees the lower jaw becomes rigid, and

totally resists the introduction of food. There is no pain-

ful sensation; but the skin assumes a yellow hue, the eyes

appear dull, the spasms often extend over the body, and

in two or three days the disease proves mortal.

The ordinary cause is irritation in the intestinal canal. Ordinary

Hence viscid and acrimonious meconium frequently pro-*^^"'^"

duces it ; as worms are said also to do, some months after

birth. It seems, moreover, in some instances, to have

followed from irritation in tying the naval-string, or^ts

not being properly attended to afterwards : in which case,

though the stomach may be affected by contiguous sym-

pathy, the disease makes a near approach to the third

or traumatic variety. Yet the appearance of the spastic

• action is as early as where the stomach is primarily af-

fected.

In cold and even mountainous countries this variety is Disease

also sometimes found. «*I am informed," says Dr. Cul-
'^unrt'll^''

len, " of its frequently occurring in the Highlands of ^o'^' and

o ii • 1 I T ^ • I • n • • , 'nouiitain-
hcotland ; but 1 never met with any instance of it in thcous coun-

low country."* Whether, according to the conjecture of *"^^'
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gew. I. this celebrated writer, it is more common to some districts
Spec VI
a. E. Tris- than to others, has not been sufficiently determined. " It
musna- geems," says he, *' to be more frequent in Switzerland
scentiiim

' ^ 7 1

Locked- than in France." Hot climates, hov\ever, constitute its

infancy. Principal domain : and hence it is not very surprising

that Bajon should place one of its chief residences at

Ca enne;* or that Akerraan should assert it to be an

endemic in Guinea.
/SE. Tris- 1,1 ti^p SECOND VARIETY of the disease, or that pro-
mus ca- 1. » 11 • I I

• p
tarihaiis. ceeding from cold or night dew, the symptoms olten ap-

locke'd-'^'
pear within a day or two after exposure to the exciting

jaw. cause. It is not common that the spasm extends to the

Desciip- muscles of the chest or back, so as to produce tetanus,

though there is often an uneasy sensation at the root of

the tongue v^ ith some difficulty in sw allowing liquids after

their introduction into the mouth, the disease thus mak'

ing an approach towards lyssa or canine madness in its

symptoms, as we have just endeavoured to show that it

does in its physiology. According to the observations of

Baron Larrey, indeed, this approach is in many instances

very considerable ; for he informs us that on post-obituary

examinations he has often found the pharynx and esopha-

gus much contracted, and their internal membranes red,

inflamed, and covered with viscid reddish mucus. Dr.

Hennen, however, does not place much dependence upon

any such appearances; he admits, nevertheless, that they

are to be traced occasionally, though he ascribes them

more to an increased flow of blood consequent on increas-

ed action than to any otlier cause.f

In this variety, from the slighter nature of its attack,

the patient not unfrequently recovers by skilful medical

treatment, and there are unquestionably instances of

spontaneous recovery:}: though cases of this kind arc very

rare. The intellect remains unaffected, there is little

* Bajon, Abhandlung. von Krp.nkheit. auf der Inscl Cayenne. &c. Erp.

1781.

+ Principles of Military Surgery, 246.

:j: Briot, Hist, de la Chirurpiie Militaire en France. &c. Svo. Re^anson,

mi?.
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quickness of the pulse, sometimes none whatever, and ^'^^- 1«

little or no disorder of any kind, though the bowels are /? e. Tiis-

usually very costive. If the patient pass the fourth or "|.[|^^j^^'^"

fifth day we may begin to have hopes of Ijim ; for thecuar/hai

spasmodic constriction will then frequently remit, or in-
'"'^''ed-jaw.

termit : but, as even in the last case, it is apt to return tics?""'

at uncertain intervals, there is still a considerable danger

for many days longer.

When, as in the third variety, the disease proceeds 3. e. Tris-

from a nerve irritated by a wound or sore of any kind, "^"fj^f
"'

the spasmodic synjptoms are much later in showing them- Traumatic

selves; and sometimes do not make their appearance till
°^ ^ ^

eight or nine days afterwards, occasionally, indeed, not appear

at all till the wound is healed. The disease is more dan- !^^Y
^'^^"

in the pire-

gerous in proportion to the delay ; the adjoining muscles ceding

of the face become more affected, and, as is already ob-^^''^^'^^

'

served, the spasms often shoot downward into the back pioportion-

or chest, and trismus is comidicated with tetanus. Xhe^'^^ "'°'^
• dangerous,

breathing is nasal and abrupt, the accents are interrupted Descnp-

and slow, and uttered by the same avenue ; the muscles tion.

of the nose, lips, mouth, and the whole of the face are

violently dragged and distorted, and the patient sinks

from nervous exhaustion and want of nutriment the jaw-

bone being set so fast that it will often break rather than

give way to mechanical force.

The disease, from this cause, is generally fatal : and Tins vane-

"we are indebted to the ingenuousness of Sir James f^ p"^'^'"
"-' ly fatal.

M*Grigor and Dr. Hennen for a confession that, what-

ever remedies were employed in theBritish army, whether

in India or in Spain, the mortality was nearly the same.

But as the treatment of the present variety and the ensu- Treatment

ing species should be founded on a like principle, we shalH^^ same as

o^i • 1 • ^ ••! 1 ,
for tetanus,

reserve this subject till we have entered upon a distinct a>Ki eserv-

liistory of the latter.
dose o?^
that sub-

ject.
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SPECIES VII.

ENTASfA TETANUS.

tetanus.

PERMANENT AND RIGID FIXATION OF MANY OR ALL

THE VOLUNTARY MUSCLES; WITH INCURVATION OF

THE BODY, AND DYSPNffiA.

Spec^vi'i
Tetanus is derived from mcctvu, vv^l)icli itself is a deri-

Origin of vatlvc froRi Tiita, " tendo, extendo." Like trismus it

term?^'^ '^ a term common to the early Greek vvriters, among
whom it was used synonymously with opisthotonus and

emprosthotonus, though the two latter were afterwards

employed to express two distinct modifications of the dis-

ease.

From peculiarities in the seat or mode of its attack,

this species offers us the four following varieties

:

« Anticus. Tetanus of the fiexor-mus-

Tetanic procurvation. cles. The hody rigidly

bent forwards.

fi Dorsalis. Tetanus of the extensor-

Tetanic recurvation. muscles. The body ri-

gidly bent backward,

y Lateralis. Tetanus of the lateral mus-

Tetanic transcurvation. cles. The body rigidly

bent laterally.

S Erectus. Tetanus of both the poste-

Tetanic inflexibility of rior and anterior mus-

the body. cles. The body rigidly-

erect.

Empios- The FIRST of these varieties is the emprosthotonus of
thotonus , ., ,, , . , , -1

vhat. early writers; the second the opisthotonos; the third
the pleurosthotonus of authors of a later date ; the fourth
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the proper tetanus of Dr. Lionel Clarke and a few others, ^e^- t-

To these varieties it has been usual to add the singular (lis- Ectasia
retanus.

rious other authorities is regarded as closely connected

ease called catochus ; which by Sauvagcs, Cullen, and va-
.{.^^^^^^

.... . •» . r«» -J i 'i' J.- Catochus
vnth this species. It has a near afiinity to it unquestion- ,,ow con-

ably, and Iience out of deference to concurrent opinions, ^^^.^^'^

it was suffered to stand as a variety of tetanus in the first these.

edition of the autlsor's Nosology, but with a note intimat-

ing that it seems rather to belong to the genus cakus of

the fourth order ofthe present class, and to be a modifica- ^J^ly
^'°"

tion of the species ecstasis, under that genus : and as subdivision

this appears to be its proper place it will now be lound

arranged there accordingly.

The general physiology, so far as it seems capable of General

elucidation, has been already given under the preceding Pj'ys'o^ogy

species ; the proximate cause being that of a peculiar irri- glanced at.

tation of a certain chain or association of nerves, chiefly Proximate

operating with the greatest violence at the two extremi-

ties of the morbid line. This irritation seems, in many
instances, to consist in inflammation ; and hence is made

a common cause by many of the most valuable writers of

the present day. Professor Frank seems first to have

started the idea, and he has been followed in succession

by Dr. Saunders of Edinburgh, Dr. Chisholm, Dr. James

Thomson, and Dr. Abercrombie, who have been upheld

in Italy by M.M. Brera, Rachetti, and Bergamaschi,

and in France by M. Esquirol. Bergamaschi* advances

indeed so far as to maintain that where wounds them-

selves, of whatever form, are the remote cause, a neu- Nemoste-

rostenia, as he calls it, or inflammatory affection of theBe%°a-

iierves, is still the proximate cause ; extending itself from^^schi,

the wounded part, by the nervous extremities, to the

spinal marrow and the brain, or, vice versa, from the brain

to the spinal marrow and principal nerves, and thence to

the parts that are subservient to loco-motion. Dissection,

however, is very far from giving proofs of such inflamma-

* Osservazioni Medico-pratiche sul Tctano.—Giorcale di Medicina

pratica del Sig, Cons. e. Prof, Cav. V. L. Biera,

TOX. lY. 45
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s^'^'^'vii
*^*'*y change in every instance : while in many cases the

Eiitasia dlscase is of too fugitive a character, and makes its sei-

Tetanus
^"^'^ '^'' **** disappearance too rapidly for the more meas-

ured progress of inflammation.

The exciting causes are also for the most part those of

TRISMUS ; though it appears in infancy far less frequently,

unless as a concomitant of that disease. Damp and cold,

therefore, and simple nervous irritation from wounds or

sores in hot climates and crowded hospitals, are the chief

sources of its production; and where these accessories

exist, terror seems to be a powerful auxiliary, and has

alone, in some instances, been sufficient for its produc-

Teiroi- tion. " Passion, or terror," says Dr. Hennen, "after

rprnverfui wounds and operations, has been known to produce the

auxiliary diseasc in some : and sympatljy, thougli a rare cause, in

others." It is said also to have been produced by insola-

tion or exposure to tlie direct rays of the sun,* and has

unquestionably followed, as M. Magendie, and numerous

other French autborsj have abundantly shown, from va-

rious irritant narcotics, as strychnine, or the extractive

of nux vomica, as also from galvanism, when raised to a

sufficient power for the purpose.

Lateral LATERAL TETANUS is very rarely to be met with, and

peculiarly seems to be rather a chronic than an acute malady. Fer-

nelius, who first described it,:}: gives a case in which it

occurred annually, but only in the w inter, during which

season tlie patient had two or three paroxysms daily, the

head was first attacked with a peculiar vibratory feeling

which gradually descended to the neck with a sensation

of cold, and by the time it reached the scapula, was im-

mediately succeeded by syn)ptoms of opisthotonus, and

afterwards of lateral contraction; during which the mind

and external senses were unaffected, but the fiexor-mus-

cles were so firmly fixed that no antagonist force of the

bystanders was able to overpower the contortion.

* Pathol.Lib. V, p.372.

t Desportes, Raffenean, Fonquier, Dupuy.

t Medical Observations and Inquirie?, Vol. vi.

iincom-
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Nor are either of the other varieties, in any degree, so ^^^h
frequent as trismus, exccj)t where they form a subsequent Kmasia

part of tlie general chain of morbid action. My observ-
Telanu=l

ant friend Dr. Henncn, confesses that during the whole oesciip-

period of hissuperintending the British hospitals in Spain ^'°"*

lie never met with biit one case of emprosthotonus, and ^,^^.^^1^^'^^

even tins he describes as an incurvation that rather ap-ai?o less

proached it than constituted the disease itself. " It was than tiis-

observed," says he, "at the same time and in the same '""*
^''f

"

^ « .
stnctlv ich-

hospital, with the various degrees of trismus: rigid opathlc.

spasms of almost every muscle of the body, and violent

periodical convulsions, all from similar injuries to that in

which it was produced."*

From the complicated manner, indeed, in which teta- Tetanus ;i

nus show^s itself, and its anomalous attack upon different con "piTcaf-

sets of muscles at the same time, it seems in many in-^.'^ ^'**'*^;

stances to put all the subordinate divisions of classifica- muscles.

tion at defiance. It is, in truth, for the most part a mixed
disease, affecting various and opposite sets of muscles

;

and this in many cases so equally that the spastic action

of the flexors just balancing that of the extensors, *' the

patient," to adopt the language of Dr. Lionel Clarke,

"seems often to be braced between opposite contrac-

tions." It is to this form, in<leed, that this last very in-

telligent writer has limited the name of tetanus as that

to which it applies most emphatically. Like Dr. Hen-
nen, he asserts that he had never seen a single case of

genuine emprosthotonus ; and that of the other two va-

rieties of w hich he treats, the opisthotonus and proper

tetanus, the former occurs most frequently.

In episthotonus or tetanic recurvation the symp- Tetanic

toms sometimes show themselves suddenly, but more [fo^,""^"

commonly advance slowly and imperceptibly : the patient Descrip-

mistaking the uneasy stiffness which he feels about the^^°"-

shoulders and cervi( al region for a crick in the neck, pro-

duced by cold and rheumatism. The stiffness, however,

* Military Surgery, p. 247. 8vo, Edinb. 1820.
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Spec ^vii
•"'^^'^''^sing, he finds it impossible to turn his head on cither

Entasia side without turning his body : he cannot open his jaws

Tetanus
without pain, arid he has some difficulty in swallowing.

A spastic and aching traction now suddenly darts at

times towards the ensiform cartilage, and thence strikes

through to the back, augmenting all the previous symp-

toms to such a degree that the patient is no longer able

to support himself, and is compelled to take to his bed.

The pathognomic symptom in this variety is the spasm

Tuider the sternum which is perpetually increasing in

vehemence; and, instead of returning, as at first, once in

two or three hours, returns now every ten or fifteen mi-

nutes. Immediately after which all the host of concomi-

tant contractions renew their violence and with additional

severity : the head is forcibly retracted, and the jaws

snap with a fixation that rarely allows them to be after-

wards opened wide enough to admit the little finger.

This vehemence of paroxysm may not, perhaps, last

longer than for a few minutes or even seconds : but the

spastic action prevails so considerably, even through the

intervals, that it is difficult for an attendant to bend the

contorted limbs into any thing like an easy or reclined

position. The breathing is quick and laborious, and the

pulse, though calmer and less hurried, small and irregular.

The face is sometimes pale, but oftener flushed, the

tongue stifif and torpid but not much furred ; the whole

countenance evinces the most marked signs of deep dis-

tress, and swallowing is pertinaciously abstained from, as

accompanied with great difliculty and often producing a

sudden renewal of the paroxysms. The last stage of the

disease is truly pitiable. The spasms return every minute

and scarcely allow a moment's remission. The anterior

muscles join in the spastic action, but the power of the

posterior is still dominant; and hence while every organ

is literally on the rack from the severity of the antago-

nism, the spine is more strongly recurvated than ever,

and forms an arcli over the bed, so that the patient rests

only on the back part of the head and on the heels.

During the exacerbation of the spasms, the lower extremi-
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ties, even while they continue riffid, are so violently ierk- Gen. I,

ed, that the utmost attention is necessary to prevent theEmasia

patient from being projer ted from I»is bed : and Despoi-tes Tetanus.

elves a case in which both the thia;h bones were broken _ ^
,.*

O *-
^ Both thigh

from the violent contraction of the flexor-muscles during bones have

a momentary remission of the extensors ;* similar results
e,7from"th"e

to which we shall have occasion to notice hereafter. violent

The tongue is in like manner darted spasmodically out tjo,, of the

of the mouth, and the teeth snapped suddenly and withfl^^o'"-
*

muscl€S»
great force ; so that unless a spoon covered with soft rags,

or some other inteivening substance, is introduced be-

tween the teetjj at such periods, the tongue must be mi-

serably bitten and lacerated. Tiie exertion is so laborious

that the patient sweats as in a hot batli : and the heat has

in some instances been raised to 110° Fahrenheit. The
pulse is at this time small, and irregular : the heart throbs

so violently that its palpitations may be seen ; the eyes

are sometimes watry and languid ; but more commonly

rigid and immoveable in their sockets : tlie nostrils are

drawn upward, and the cheeks backward towards the

ears, so that the whole countenance assumes the air of a

cynic spasm or sardonic grin, while a limpid or bloody

froth bubbles from the lips. There is sometimes deli-

rium, but this is not common ; the patient is worn out

under this laborious agony in a few hours ; though more

usually a general convulsion comes to his relief, and he

sinks suddenly under its assault.

In the ERECT TETANUS, in which there is a balance of Erect

spastic action between the anterior and posterior sets of
*'''^""^'

muscles, the progress of the disease is not essentially dif- tion!"^

ferent. The march of the spastic action, however, varies Spastic ac-

in some degree, as we have already observed, in almost *'°" '^°""

/. . , n siderably
every instance trom trismus to tetanus, and from one mo- varies.

dification of tetanus to anotlier : j et the course we have

now described is that which chiefly takes place where the

disease advances in something of a regular and unin-

terrupted progress. Its danger and duration are com- Prognos-
tics.

* Hist, dis Maladies de St. Domingue, ii, p- 171.
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Gen. I. nionly to be estimated from the desjree of violence of the
Spec VII
Eiuasia incursioM. Where this is very severe the patient rarely
TetHnus. gypvives the third day, and is sometimes cut off on the
Tetanus. •'

second, ore\en in six and thirty or four and twenty

hours. But, where the attack is less acute, the patient

may continue to suffer foi* a week before he reaches his

tragic termination. If he have strength enough to survive

the ninth day he commonly recovers, for the paroxysms

diminish in violence, the intervals of remission are longer,

and the muscles being generally more relaxed, he is able

to take a little nourisliment. Through the whole period

there is an obstinate costivcnes'>, partly from want of

food in the stomach, but chiefly from an association of

the moutlis of the intestinal excernents in the spasmodic

constriction.

General The general principle of cure is far more easily ex-
principie oppressed than carried into execution. It is thatof takins: off
cure two- *

. , .

"
fold : to the local irritation, wherever such exists, and of tranquil-

cailr°rita-'
I'zing the nervous erethism of the entire system. The first

rion, and of these two objects is of great importance in the locked-

iize"the gp j i^' <*i* trismus of infants ; for by removing the viscid and
neraiere- acrimouious meconium, or whatever other irritant is
thism 01 , , , . , . ~.

the system. lodged in the stomach or bowels, we can sometimes etiect

The first of a spccdy cure without any other medicine. Castor oil is

porunce in ^J ^^^ ^^^^ ^®^t aperient on this occasion, and it may be

the locked- given both by the mouth and in injections. But if this do

infants, wot succeed we should have i-ecourse to powerful ano-

Modesof dynes ; and of these the best by far is opium, which should
accom-

{jg administered from three to five drops in a dose, ac-
plishing ' '

this object, cording to the age of the patient. Musk and the host of

antispasmodics Ijave been tiied so olten with so little

success that it is not worth while to put the smallest de-

pendence upon them : nor has the warm or cold bath

produced effects sutficiently general or decisive, to allow

US to lose any time in trusting to their operation. They
may be employed, however, as auxiliaries; but our sheet-

anchor must be opium, which if the spastic action have

made much advance when we first see the patient, should

instantly be employed in conjunction with the prescribed
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aperient. By taking off the constriction from the intesti- ^en I,

iial cana!, and thus restoring and quickening the peristal- Entasia

tic motion, it may even expedite the dejections.
Tetanu^*

In trismus or tetanus from wounds or sores, the local Treatment

irritation is not so easily suhdued : nor is its removal of t>f trismus

so much importance, tlmugh in no case ot small moment.f.om

But, generally speaking, the spastic action is, in these in- rounds or

stances, as much dependent upon constitutional, as npon spastic

topical irritabilitv. and when it has been once excited it action here

• ti 11*.
I > I I

a^ much
Will run through its career, whether the local cause con- dependent

tinue or not. It is owins: chiefly to this fact that the best "P"" con-
o •'

_
stitutional

and most active plan of cure so often fails of success ; as topical

and the most cautious practitioners hesitate in their prog- ^nd^ience

nostications, whatever be the march of symptoms, for the"ften con-

first four or five days. " From the state of the pulse," ,he latter

^

says Dr. Hennen, " I have derived no clue to either the '^^^ <^^^^^''.

proper treatment or the probable event : it has, in the ^|.p"'^j®^*^^_

cases I have met with, been astonishingly unaffected, cuhy of

From the state of the skin I have been left equally in thecatfon.

dark. Sweating, which some have imagined critical, I

have seen during the whole course of the disease, and

attended with a most pungent and peculiar smell, while

in others it has never appeared at all : and suppuration,

which is generally interrupted, I have seen continue un-

affected by the spasms. Even the process of healing,

which, it would bereasonable to conclude, should be alto-

gether put a stop to, has gone on apparently uninfluenced

by the disease : and in the most severe case I ever saw,

which occurred after a shoulder-joint amputation, sent

into Elvas from before the lines of Badajos, the life of

the patient and the perfect healing of the wound w^ere

terminated on the same day." So powerfully does the

constitutional irrital)ility operate in many cases after the

disease has once displayed its hideous features, and ren-

der the local treatment of subordinate importance.

In numerous instances, however, a change in the con- ^"<^^' '"^"

ditioQ of the wound has produced a beneficial result ; and however,
'

hence various means have been resorted to for the purpose ?^'^"
'^'l'|'%

- 1 r favourable.;
ot effecting such a change, as local bleeding, anodyne



Needle-
punctuiing.

3tiO CL. IV.] NEUROTICA. [ord. nu

Gen, I. applications to allay the morbid sensibility; resinous, tere-

Entasia binthinate, or mercurial stimulants to excite a new action;
Tetanus, and amputation of the diseased limb. The first of these
Tetanus. '

Treatment three plans is the ordinary mode of practice, and in full

and hpnce plethoiic habits it has sometimes proved favourable ; the

an object secoud plan seems to have been very generally employed

Howto'b ^^ Baron Larrey, who occasionally used stimulants of a

attempted, far higher power, as pencilling the wound with lunar caus-

tic, or an application of the actual cautery. It is upon this

principle of counter-irritation that advantage has some-
times been derived from needle-puncturing, of which the

periodical journals have lately furnished us with various

.
examples :* and, by the French pathologists, from an em-

yc
°'"^pjo^,^g„|- of strychnine or the active alkaline part of nux

vomica, where the disease has not been primarily induced

ti^'^a
^'

^y t'''^ irritant.f Amputation seems to have answered
clumsy and jn a few cascs, if we mav give full credit to those who
clcsD6r3tc

*

remedy have chicfly tried and recommended it ;^ but it is at best

successful"
^ clumsy and desperate kind of remedy ; and, for reasons

already assigned, must be often altogether inefficient if

it do not add to the constitutional erethism.

tiona/ " ^^^^^ general treatmejit has consisted in a free use of

treatment. Opium ; salivation ; the hot or cold bath ; and wine or

ardent spirits, in some instances so far as to produce in-

be'en^cured^ toxication. Dr. Cross gives a case in which, after other
by intoxica- medicines had been used in vain, and every hope seemed

to fail, the patient was inebriated with spirits, and kept ia

An exciting this state for ten days, with the result of a perfect re-
state of re- coverv.'S A generous use of wine appears to be almost
gimen al- j'lii
snost indis- indispensable, and, considering the ordinary constitution
pensabie

: ^^^ which the disease occurs, the difficulty of supporting

the system by common means, and the great sensorial ex-

haustion which is perpetually taking place, it is far from

difficult to explain in what manner it operates beneficially

:

* London Med. Repos. Vol. xx. p. 403. Case furnished by Mr. Finch.

t M. Coze. Remarques sur la Nux Voraique, &c.

'I
Silvester, Med. Obs. and Inquir. i. Art. I. White, Med. Obs, and

Inq. II .\vt. xxxiv.

' Thomson's Annals of Philosophy,
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but intoxication is a frantic experiment, and, where it^*^^'''-?-
Spec. V li«

succeeds once, we have reason to apprehend it would kill Kutasia

in a hundred instances. ^!!!"':!'
Tet inus.

The warm and the cold bath have eaclj of them aTreatmeiu,

much better claim to attention: and their votaries are so ^"*. '"'°^^-
' cation a

equally divided that it is no easy matter to say which is desperate

most stronfflv recommended. The latter demands more ^'^p®'"^'^"'

, , . , 1 /» I . V\ arm an :

general strength in tlie system than the lormer: but nei- cold bath-

ther of them are to be depended upon except as an auxi-'"°-

liary. The cold bath has the authority of Dr. Lind in its

favour,* and has in some instances been tried with success

in America.!

Mercury, in various forms, has been had recourse to Mercury

from a very early period : and, on the autliority of Di''!(^as°o'^e'i;-

Stoll, has occasionally been used for the purpose of ex- cue saliva-

citing salivation. On what ground it has been carried to

this extent I do not know, except it be that a pretty free

flow of saliva from the mouth spontaneously has, by many
I)crsons, been regarded as a favourable sign. The disease,

however, does not seem to be accompanied with any symp-

tom that can be called critical ; and it is hence probable

tliat this spontaneous flow of saliva is nothing more than

a result of the violent action and alternating relaxation of

all the parts about the fauces. NcvertJjeless, salivation

where it has been accomplished, is said by many writers

to have been serviceable, thougli I know of no practitioner

who has relied on it alone. And, in reality, such is the

rapidity with which both trismus and tetanus usually

march forward where they have once taken a hold on the

system, that we have seldom time to avail ourselves of this

mode of cui-e, were its pretensions still more decisive than

they seem to be. It is most successfully employed after

copious venesection, and in conjunction with opium.

Opium, indeed, in every stage and every variety of both Opium

tetanus and locked-jaw, is the remedy on which AvearetoJ^'"';''^' *",
•^ •' be (Icneno-

place our chief if not our only dependence. But to giveed upon isi

every stage

* Essay oa Diseases in Hot Climates, p. 257.
catlo""'^"'^'

i- Tallnian. Araer. Fhil. Trans, i. >:xi. Cochran, Eclin. Med. Com. Vc!.

III. p. 183.

VOX. IV. 46
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Gen. I. it a full chance of success it should be administered in
Spec. vll. « ^ i . . o , «. •

Entasia Very trce doses, and it is not easy for us to be too free m
Tetanus,

j^-g ygg^ j^j |-|jg Edinbureh Medical Commentaries* we
letaniis.

_

"
Treatment, have a case in which five hundred grains were taken
to be given within Seventeen days, which is about thirty grains

doses.^
^^^

a-day : and in the Edinburgh Journal,! another case, in

Exempli- which, after smaller doses along with calomel, the practi-

tioner at last gave a drachm of solid opium at one time.

This, however, proved too high a dose ; for the induced

stupor was accompanied with very laborious respiration,

and nearly an extinction of the pulse, and the patient was

obliged to be roused by stimulants. He recovered ulti-

mately. Yet in the West Indies opium is often carried

with the most beneficial effects to as great an extent

as this, though not at once. Thus Dr. Gloster of St.

John's, Antigua, gave to a negro, labouring under tetanus

from an exposure to the nigiit air, not less than twenty

grains every three hours, in conjunction with musk, cin-

nabar, and other medicines : and continued it with but

little abatement for aterm of seventeen days, in the course

. of which the patient took five hundred grains of this nar-

cotic. For the first six days little benefit seemed to be

effected, but after this period the symptoms gradually de-

clined under the same perseverance in the medicine j and

in thirteen days more they were so much diminished that

no further assistance w^as thought necessary.
Opium ill If there be any thing which adds to the sedative power

sudorifics : of opium in this disease it is sudorifics, and particularly
especially jpgcacuan. And upon this subject Dr. Latham has given

as given by a Valuable paper in the Medical Transactions, in which
Latham,

j^^ offers examples of failure in the use of James's powder,

when used either alone or in alternation with opium ; but

of full success by uniting the two powers of the narcotic

and the sudorific, though he afterwards preferred ipeca-

cuan to James's powder, and prescribed it in the form of

the compound powder of this name. He gives cases in

•' Vol. I. p. 88.

" Edin. Med, and Surs, Joiirn, Is'o. Lxxi. Mr. Barr's rase.
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which he employed this compound in very severe attacks, ^^en- i^^^

and sometimes in what seemed to he its last stage of the Emas'ia

disease, with an immediate arrest of its symptoms, and
!1>[^;;|]J;

progressively a perfect restoration to health. His doses Treatment.

consisted often grains repeated every three or four hours.

In no instance was tliere any unusual inclination to sleep,

how long soever tliis treatment v/as continued, which in

one case was for a fortnight: nor was there any degree

of sickness, nor any other inconvenience, except that of

a perspiration troublesome from its excess.*

It is only necessary to observe further that during the Proper

treatment either of trismus or tetanus, a very particular ^^'"^g'^^^^^"

attention sliould he paid to ventilate the chamber with imponance

pure air : and especially to purify the air of close and

crowded hospitals, without which no plan of treatment in

the world can be of any avail. We should also remove, The bowels

if possible, the costiveness to which the bowels are so pe-
J°gyg^/Qf

culiarly subject, by some gentle aperient : for it sometimes costiveness

happens, not only in infantile trismus or tetanus, but in
ape^r^ents:

that from obstructed perspiration, or cold and damp-

ness, that the primary cause of irritation is seated in the

bowels: while, w^hatever accumulation takes place in this

quarter, during the course of the disease, may add to and

exacerbate the general erethism. At the same time no-^"''^'^stic

thing can be more mischievous than the drastic purges highly mis-

which practitioners are apt to give at the commencement *^'"'^^""^'

of this disease, consisting of jalap, scammony, and aloes.

"We have already seen that the general excitement is so Explained,

extreme that the slightest occasional irritation, even that

of changing the position of the head, is sometimes suffi-

cient to produce a return of the spasms : and hence

there can be nothing more likely to do iy;han the griping

effects of such acrimonious medicines. And it will be far

safer to pass by the constipation altogether, than to at-

tempt to remove it by such dangerous means. The best

medicine is castor oil, which may be given either by the

mouth or in the form of injections: and if tliis do not

* Med. Transact, Vol.iv. Art. ir.
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9^^* \ succeed, we may employ calomel. But the action of the

Entasia bowds fflust oiily be solicited, and by no means violently

lT"Z' excited.
letanus.

Ticatnient.

SPECIES Vlll.

ENTASIA LYSSA.

ivabies.

SPASMODIC CONSTRICTION OF THE MUSCLES OF THE
chest; SUPERVENING TO THE BITE OF A RABID ANI-

MAL ; USUALLY PRECEDED BY A RETURN OF PAIN AND
INFLAMMATION IN THE BITTEN PART : GREAT REST-

LESSNESS, HORROR, AND HURRY OF MIND.

gex. t. The Greek terra for rabies was lyssa : and the anti-

. .

'

.,
' quity of the disease is sufficiently established from its

Antiquity ^ .' .'

of the spe- being referred to several times under this name by Homer

an'cTof the i^ his Iliad, who is perpetually making his Grecian
disease herocs Compare Hector to a mad-dog xvv« ^uctohtsjo*,

^Noticed whicb is the term used by Teucer j while Ulysses, speak-

hS"'''^ ing of him to Achilles, says.

Iliad.

So with a furious Lvssa was he stunjj.

Lyssa pre- The author has ventured to restore the Greek term,

(r^dro^ho-
"^^ ®"'y ^^ being more classical, but as being far more

bia, its correct than the technical term of the present day, which

synonym ^^ hijdrophohia, or water-dread ; since this is by no means a

and why. pathognomic symptom ; being sometimes found in other

diseases ; occasionally ceasing in the present towards the

bia notT" close of the career ; and, though almost always obwrvable
constant amoug mankind, in numerous instances wanting, even
symptom • „ , » j i

being fre- irom the Commencement, in rabid dogs, wolves, and other
quently
absent in „ .,. . „^„
quadm- ^ Il.ad, TX.^.7.
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animals. " Constat repetita," says Sauvages, "apud Gen. i.

Gallo-provinciales experientia, canes luposque rabidos Ent^^Jia"^
•

bibisse, inanducasse, tlumen transasse, utolim Marologii, Lyssa.

et bis Foi'olivii observatum, adeoque nee cibuni nee potuin

aversari." The same fact is affirmed of rabid wolves in

a case given by Treeourt in his Chirurgical Memoirs and

Observations. Dr. James in like manner relates tbe ease

of a mad-dog that both drank milk and swam through a

piece of water;* and one or two similar cases are said to and said to

have occurred amon 2; mankind;! thous:h even here 3*^.^^°™^-

. . r. 1 1 ? , - times ab-
Spasmodic constriction of the muscles of the chest, and sent in

sometimes of the throat, seems to have been present.
"'^"'^'"''"

Dr. Vauglian, indeed, gives the case of a patient who
called for drink through the whole course of the disease,

and only ceased Id ask for it a short time before his

death.

I have occassionally met, on the contrary, with a few Hydiopho

obstinate cases of hydrophobia, or water-dread, without
["j'^^Jg"""^'

any connexion with rabies : one especially in a young found

lady of nineteen years of age, of a highly nervous tem- rabies!

perament, which was preceded by a very severe tooth- Exempii-

ache and catarrh. The muscles of the throat had no ^«''-

constriction, except on the approach of liquids, and the

patient through the whole of the disease, which lasted a

week, was able to swallow solids without difficulty; but

the moment any kind of liquid was brought to her a

strong spastic action took place, and all the muscles

about the throat were violently convulsed if she attempt-

ed to swallow.

Similar eyamples are to be found in Battini, Dumas,
Alibert, and several of the medical records, and particu-

larly one of great obstinacy in the Edinburgh Medical
Essays, which was chiefly relieved by repeated venesec-

tions,:}: as the preceding case was by large doses of opium.

* On Canine ^!adness, p. 10.

"r Fehr. Nachricht von einrr ibdslichen Krankhcit nach deni tollen Hunds-
bisse. Gott. 17S0, 8vo.

f Inflammation of the StomaHi with Hydrophobia, »S:c. by Dr. J, Tan-^s.

Ed. Med. Ess. i. n. 2:7.
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c^^^'vnr Hydrophobia is therefore too general and indefinite a

•Entasia term to characterize the genus before us, unless we mean

Rabies ^^ include under it diseases to which it is by no means

commonly applied, and which, in truth, have little con-

nexion with rabies. Hunauld has, indeed, employed it

in this extensive signification, and has hence made it

embrace no less than seven distinct species, of which

two only are irremediable j* and Swediaur has followed

his example.!

Pathology There is, even in the present day, so little satisfactorily

alvd*eva(ied^"^^"' and SO few Opportunities of acquiring anyprac-
by most tical knowledge concerning the general nature and patho-

and espe- ^ogj of rabies, that it might, perhaps, be most prudent
«'ajjy to imitate the modesty which Dr. Cullen has set us upon

this subject, and to let it pass withoiH a single remark.

at"emlted
^®^ ^^^ following hiuts, derived from the only three cases

by the pie- in which the author has ever been consulted, compared

thor.^" with the larger range of observation and practice of a

few other physicians, and especially the valuable work of

professor Trolliet of Lyons, together with the reflexions

to which they have given rise in his own mind, may af-

ford a little glimmering light into the principle of the

disease, and give an opportunity to succeeding patholo-

gists of describing it more perspicuously.
Close ana- fhe svmptoms enumerated in the definition, and es-
logy of lys- • 11 , . •

sa with pecially the constrictive spasm that oppresses the mus-

andteta-
^^®^ ^^ deglutition and of the chest generally, sufficiently

nus in its show that the present species of disease bears a very
mischief,

^lose analogy to the two preceding, in the mischief which

and in the
** ^xcitcs ; and, as by far the most frequent cause of the

nature of two preceding species is the irritation of a wound or

puncture on the surface of the body, it bears quite as

close an analogy to them in the nature of its cause as in

that of its effects.

whkh ^he ^^ ^^^^ ^®^" ^^ *° ^^ ^ ^^^^ Operating throughout the

extremities animal sjstem, that if a morbid action commence in any
of a conti-

nuous
chain of * Discouis sur la Rage, etscs Remedes. Chateaus Gontier, 1714, 12mo.

functions j. -ht -ht . •«» . r, , ,-,,
^ Nov. NosoJ. Meth.Syst. vol. i. p. 511.
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part whatever of a continuous chain of functions, or oiJ^^^'J-
* , ,. . . . Spec.VIII.
fibres, it often produces a peculiar impression upon its Entasia

extremities ; so that the extremities themselves form in
^^^^^'^

many instances, the chief seat of distress and even of
oj. fibres

danger : and this more especially where the one extre- ^^^^'^

mity of the chain becomes affected in consequence of the their extre-

primary affection of the other. And we have also en-
""tej^iaid

deavoured to show, from the general coarse and inter- down, and

mediate connexions of the nerves which supply the sur- app'eaifd

'

face of the body, and particularly the extremities, that'o-

they constitute a direct fibrous chain, of which those that appelkd
are, in all common cases, primarily irritated by wounds to in iiius-

or punctures in the spastic diseases before us, form the tdsmus

one extremity, and those which enter into the muscles of and teta-

the upper regions of the chest and the cheeks the other.*

It is not necessary, therefore, to travel over the same

ground again ; the reader may turn to it at his leisure

:

and he will find that we have hence endeavoured to trace

out something of the means by which trismus and tetanus

are produced by simple wounds or punctures in the limbs,

and especially in an irritable habit.

Now if the reasoning be sound, as applied to trismus f""^
^i"'^^-

,. , ,
ly applica-

and tetanus, it must be equally good as applied to lyssa^ bie to lys-

and will induce us to expect a more complicated tUsease^^^'^^'^JjJ^'^'jg

and a still more severe and desperate result ; as we have, reasons,

in the present instance, not merely an ordinary and me- "^posed

chanical, but a specific and chemical source of irritation capable of

. , . 1 •! 1 • -i i ii J. •, pioducing
to encounter, and so indecomposible in its nature that it a more fa-

is capable of lurking in the system, and apparently in^^i'^i-e^^^'

the part where it may chance to be deposited, for weeks

or even months without losing its activity : of continu-

ing dormant, if there be no sufficient irritability of

constitution or nervous fibre for it to operate upon, and

of operating as soon as such a condition may arrive

:

for that some exciting cause is usually necessary to rouse

it into action, will sufficiently appear in the sequel of this

inquiry. Sir Lucas Pepys, however. Dr. Bardsley, and

Sec tlie preceding Species a'i ini^
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Gen. I. various other writers have made it a question whether
iSpec.VIII.

Entasia the virus of rabics is ever originated, or produced spon-
Lyssa. taneouslv, or in any other way maintained than by a

Whether direct Communication from one animal to another; while
the disease M. Girard, of Lyons, has denied that there is any such
be cv6r

sponta- thing at all, and contended that rabies consists in nothing

Denied b
™^^'^ than an acute degree of local irritation, and its

many. cffccts ou a highly mobile and excitable constitution.

Girard of WTg jjave lonsf, howcver, had various examples on record,

and have recently been furnished with another by Mr.
Proofs ofaQm^^jjjj

jj^ whicli a dog chained up in a yard, and cut
sponta- ' ^ I J '

ucous ori- off froDi all medium of contamination by other animals,
^'"* has occasionally been attacked with genuine lyssa, and
Thisprin- exhibited its most decisive characters. Professor Trol-

elfby Troi- lifit, whosc cxtcnsive experience I shall soon have occa-
'••^f- sion to advert to more minutely, while he has no doubt of

its occasional spontaneous origin, limits its ajjpearanco

in this form to the dog, the wolf, the fox, and the cat,

believing that all other animals only receive it from the

one or the other of these by inoculation.*

Yet in most Nevertheless, whilst we are thus establishing that the

wound in- symptoms of rabies arc dependent upon a specific virus,
flicted dur-j^

jj^^y ^^^ jjg foreign to remark that most animals, when
ing rage, *»

much more roused to a high degree of rage, inflict a wound of a

"han'dur- ™uch more irritable kind than when in a state of tran-

ing tran- quillity : and we have numerous examples in which such

^'^\u^'u wound has been very diflicult of cure, and not a few in
as though "^ '

some pecu- which it has proved fatal ; as though at all times, under

Inmiy'^weie ^^^^^ * ^^^^^ ®^ cxcitemcnt, some peculiar acrimony was
secreted, secreted with the saliva. In the Ephemera of Natural

fied hfoth-
^ui'iosities, is an example of symptoms of hydrophobia or

cr animals, watcr-drcad, produced by the bite of a man worked up

into fury ;f and in the Leipsic Acta Eruditorum is an-

other instance of the samekind,:|: though neither of them

seem to have been fatal. Meekren,§ however, Wolff, ij

* iVoveau Traite de la Rage, Observations Ciiniqucs, Rccliercbesd'Ana-

lomie Pathologique, et Doctrine de cette Maladie. 8vo. Lyon. 1820.

t Ann. IX. X. App. p. 249. X Ann. 1702. p. 147.

' Observ. Cap. lxvxi.
j)
Observ. !Med. Chir. Lib. ii. ]>:. 5.
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and Zacutus Lusitanus* have each an instance of such a^ ^^^-J-

bite terminating m death, yet without hydrophobia. Le Eutasia

Cat gives a case of death produced by the bite of an en-
j^^'^;;^;

raged duck ;t and in a German miscellany of deserved

repute we have another of the same kind4 The in- f" which

stances, indeed, are innumerable; but it may be sufficient fatal but

to observe further that Thiermayer gives us two cases,
h^'[|).°"[,^j.

one in which the bite of a hen, and another in which that bia.

of a goose proved fatal on or about the third day,§ with-

out hydrophobia : and that Camcrarius has an instance of These

epilepsy produced by the bite of a horse.|) to be ac-

*

Marvellous as these facts may a])pear, it is more con- ^rediteii
•' *

*^
rather tiian

sistent with reason to accredit them than to impugn the impugned.

host of authorities to whose testimony they appeal. And Hence rage

it hence seems to follow that the passion of rage, w hose uJ. f^fl"!

influence is always considerable on the trachea and sali- enf;e on the

vary glands, has often a power of stimulating the one orgiandsf

other of them, among; most animals, to the secretion of^"'^^'''^'^^^' ^
. .

the secre-

an acrimonious and malignant virus with which the saliva tion of an

becomes tainted. ^'^^^
Rabies, however, has sufficiently shown itself to be dc-But the vi-

pendent upon a peculiar virus, and capable of producing '^'i'^ °f'^"--

vSpecific effects; to be sometimes originated, and sometimes cuiiar lo

received by communication. Now the only animals which lil^^^*
,•' •' Ihe only

have hitherto been ascertained to have a power of origi- animals'

Dating it are, as just observed, several species of the genus o"°in" t
"^

canis, as the dog, fox, and wolf, and one species of the are of the

genus felis, which is the domestic cat; it is probable, feih-e^

'^'''

however, there are others belonging to different classes '^'"'^^j

endowed with a like power; and some writers have at-probab!r

lempted to bring instances from the horse, mule, ass, ox, I:''^
J^°^^^^

, , , .

» 7 » 'belongs to
and hog, yet they are not instances to be depended upon, others.

In like manner. Plater, Doppert, and even Sauvages him-fened^to
self, have asserted the same of mankind, and have brought ^^ave a

forward a few casual cases in support of such assertion. bu^heTa-
ses alluded

• * Prax. Admif. Lib. m. Obs. 84. 88. t Recueil Periodique, n. p. 90. those of

t Samml. Med. Wahrnehin. B. ii. p. 98.
strongly

excited
4 In Goekelu Consil. et Obs. N. 19.

(| Diss, de Epileps. freq. p. 15. passions in

vol. IV, 47 ^^^''^
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Gen. I. These, liowever, are, in every instance, modifications of

Entas'ia cmpathema, and especially of rage or fright, grafted on a
Lyssa. highly irritable temperament, and hence associated with

hysterical, or some otlier spasmodic motions.

Remote or Of the remote or predisposing causes of this disease we
predispos-

i^^o^y nothinsT. The excitement of vehement rage, putrid
ing causes o o ' i

unknown, food, long Continued thirst fi'om a want of water to quench

cidems sus- ^t» severe and pinching hunger, a hot and sultry state, or

pected, but some Other intemperament of the atmosphere, have been,

sufficient 11 turn, appealed to as probable predisponents, but the
authority, appeal in no instance rests on any authority. That the
Illustrated,

gjjp^yjyg ^f vehement rage will often produce a peculiar

influence affecting the saliva, and rendering it capable,

by a bite, of exciting the most alarming symptoms of

nervous irritation we have just shown ; but these symp-

toms are not those of lyssa; and the virus, whatever

it consists in, appears to be of a different kind. Putri-

dity is, perhaps, the ordinary state in which dogs and

cats obtain the offal, on which, for the most part, they

feed : they show no disgust to it, and it offers a cause far

too general for the purpose. In long voyages, again,

when a crew has been without water, and reduced to short

provisions, dogs have been, in innumerable instances,

known to die both of thirst and hunger without betraying

any signs of genuine rabies. That a peculiar intempe-

rament of the atmosphere may at times be a cause, it is

impossible to deny ; but the disease, even when of spon-

taneous origin, has appeared under, perhaps, every va-

variety of meteorological change, and seems to be far less

common in hot and tropical regions than in those of a more
Rabies less moderate temperature: for it is not known, except by
common in j^-ojii • i I'i- 'lii
torrid than report, in bouth America, though it is said to have occa-

rate^T^
sionally appeared in the West Indies, as I have been re-

mates, peatedly informed by intelligent residents in those quar-

ters ; while M. Volney tells us that it is equally uncom-

mon in Egypt and Syria, and Mr. Barrow, at the Cape

of Good Hope and in the interior of the country, where

the Caffres feed their dogs on nothing but putrid meat,

and this often in the highest degree of offensiveness.
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It is not improbable that several of these may occasion- gest, i.

ally become exciting causes ; but it is hence obvious thatEntasia

they are not competent of themselves to produce the d's- j:^^?'.^-

ease. Some of them indeed have been put to a direct Several of

test, and have explicitly proved their incompetency. ''^^ ^j'o^e

Thus in the wards of tlie Veterinary School at A 1 fort, ever be

three dogs were shut up and made the subjects of express ^'^^1^^"^^^^^^

experiments. One was fed with salted meats, and totally of them-

restrained from drinking : the second was allowed nothing competent

but water; and the third allowed neither food nor drink '^ prp^^uce

of any kind. The first died on the forty-first day of the
p^.^^^^ ^^

experiment, the second on the thirty-third day; and the this asser-

third on the twenty-fifth ; not one of them evincing the

slightest symptom of rabies.

That the specific virus of rabies is less volatile and The speci-

active than many other kinds of morbid poisons is clear rabies less

from the fact that it is never found diffused in tlie atmo- ^^^^'^^ ^"^

. volatile

Sphere, so as to produce an epidemy; that it never ope- than many

rates on those who are most susceptible of its influence ex-
'"°''"'^

»
^

poisons,

cept when accompanied with a wound or inserted into the iign^^jjH

cutis;* and that, even in this case, it usually requires in that are

mankind, and probably also in other animals, some aux- ly sufter.

iliary excitement to enable it to carry forward the process Sometimes

of assimilation : for it rarely happens that all the men or "["g^^^^^^^^

quadrupeds that arc bitten by a rabid dog suffer from the out of

inoculation. Mr. Hunter, indeed, gives an instance in
^^'^"*^

"

which out of twenty persons who were bitten by the same also the

dog only one received the disease. This want of activity '°"» '"*^''"

.
"-'

*^
'' val that

is a happy circumstance, as it affords an important inter- usually

val for medical treatment, if we should ever be so fortu- beu,^e^|f

""

nate as to hit upon any curative process that may be de-'h« injury

pended upon. At the same time I cannot avoid again tOcii"ease^.

observe that as this virus is less volatile than most others, vi.us also

it is perhaps less indecomposible than any of them, and ^J^.^po^JbL'

hence is capable of remaining in a dormant and unaffect-'^an any

ed state, in any part of the system, into which it has been
°^ ?[

'

•' * J 7 2nd hence
received by insertion, for a far longer period than any capable of

lying dor-

mant for a
*Trol!ief, ubisuiira. longer peii-

od than
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Gen. I. other known contagion whatever. It is generally calcu-

Ectasia latcd, but I (lo not know upon what (lata, that of those
Lyssa. ^^ho are exposed to the venom about one in four matures
Rabies. f

the complaint, and the rest escape.

Whether When the disease has once fixed itself among a large
the acri- establishment of hounds, it has been said tliat the acri-mony be- '

comescon-mony of the poison becomes more concentrated and active;

and a^cdve operates through an unbroken skin, and even taints the

by muiti- atmosphcre. There is, however, no solid foundation for
pica ion.

^^^^ ^^ opinion^ and though the disease runs rapidly

foundation from One dog to another, and it may be difficult in many
lor such an^g^ggg

^^^ trace the marks of a bite, yet considering that
opinion. ' •' o

Whether ^^^ Smallest and most imperceptible scratch of a tooth

capable of may be a sufficient medium of infection, and that every

ceivfd inoculated dog adds to the sources from which it may be
v'ithouta derived, there is no difficulty in accounting for such ra-
wounu or

i

sore? pidity of spread without ascribing anomalies to the laws

by which it is regulated. Heister, indeed, has given a

Hc^stef
^^ ^^^^ ^^ lyssa, in one of the foreign collections, produced

in a man by his having merely put into his mouth the

cord by which the mad dog had been confined : but as in

this instance there was probably some ulceration in the

mouth at the time, there is nothing marvellous in its pro-
and by Pal-

jy^^^^Qj,^ Palmarius, In like manner, relates the case of
niaruis.

The effects a peasant who, in the last stage of the disease, commu-
jn these nicated it to his children in kissing them and taking leave

counted for of them.* Yet unless we could be certain that there were
upon the ^^ cracks or other sores on the lips, and no eruption on
common ^ *

law of the the checks of these children, the example affords no proof.
disease.

j ^^^ distinctly state that 1 have seen the same inter-

Proofs communication successively repeated between a rabid

young man and a young woman to whom he was be-

trotlied, and who could not be restrained from such a

token of affection, without any evil consequences ; not-

withstanding that the patient was labouring at that time

under hydrophobia and all the severest marks of the

disease which destroyed him in a few hours afterwards,

* De Morb. Contagios. p. 266. Pari?, 4to. 1518
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and had also a perpetual desire to spit his saliva about C!en. i.

the room. M. Trolliet asserts not only that the virus Emasia

will not permeate a sound skin, but that it is only con-R^^t^^^j

tained in the frothy matter communicated from the lips;

and that neither the blood, nor thesecretionsof any kind

are tainted with it, or give rise to the disease, whatever

scratch or other injury may be received during dissec-

tion.

It has, still farther, been doubted whether the virus it- Has been

self is capable of propagation from the human subject tOdenfedThat

any animal even by inoculation : but a bold experiment ''»^ "f"s

of M. Magendie and M. Breschet has completely settled pagated in

this question; for on June 19, 1813, having collected f"y '^'^y
^ *^ from the

upon a piece of hnen a portion of the saliva of a rabid human

man in the last stage of the disease, they inserted it under ^"^J^"^^'

the skin of two dogs that were in waiting, both of them dicted^bv

in good health; of which one became rabid on the 27th ^''P^""^
'-' mentsof

of July, and bit two others, one of which also fell a victim Magendie

to the disease just a month afterwards.
ch'^t'^'^^'

The general aggregate of the symptoms point forcibly Nervous

to the nervous system as the immediate quarter of dis- ^^^^^""''^

o 1 • • i> m/i immediate
turbance. buch was the opinion oi Morgagni, Culleii, quarter of

Percival, and Marcet; and such indeed is the common bance"

opinion of the present day. By many writers, however, but the ef-

the effects have been rather referred to the sanguiferous ^^'^** ^^^^^'

system and regarded as a fever; Mangor describes it assome wri-

a continued fever;* and Rush and many others as an^®'**")*^®
. «. . T» ,

sanguife-
mflammatory affection; Baner as a fever sui generis.^ rous sys-

Nor is the difficulty in the least degree removed by dis-Je^arXd
section, for nothing can be more at variance than the ^^ a fever

appearances in different cases. Generally speaking the flammatron

fauces and parts adjoining exhibit redness and inflamma- Question

tory characters. But while in some instances these are anj^'"^'''

so considerable as to be on the point of gangrene, inflamatory

others there is no inflammatory appearance whatever. Ss'^ac-^"'

Morgagni has examined and described bodies in both these "^"""'^^ ^'^-

* Act. Havn, IT. + V^rsuch ener neuRn Tbeorip, &r.
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Gew. I. states. Rolfinc gives one or two decided cases of the lat-
Spec.VIII.
Entasia tep sort :* while Feriar notices examples in which the in-
Lyssa. flammation of the fauces had spread over the whole eso-

phagus and even the stomach ;f and another writer has

recorded an instance in which it had descended to the

ileus, which was in a state of gangrene4 In some cases

the encephalon, and even the spiual marrow, has appeared

to be as much diseased as the fauces ; the vessels turgid;

the plexus choroides blackish ; the ventricles loaded with

no slfchTpl water : though in the cases examined by M. Magendie,
pearances. which Were confined to dogs, there was no appearance of

inflammation either in the brain or spine. Sometimes the

lungs have been inflamed, sometimes the liver, sometimes

the vagina; while the blood, according to Sauvages, has

been also found in a dissolved state, and, according to

Morgagni, in a state highly tenacious and coagulable.

From all which we can only conclude that owing to the

violence of the disease, every organ is greatly disturbed,

and those the most so that in particular cases are most se-

verely affected. Riedel asserts that among dogs a highly

Whether offensive fetor of a peculiar character is thrown forth from

nied whiii evcry part of the body :§ but I have not found this re-

an offen- mark confirmed by the veterinary practitioners of our own
sive fetor.

" "^ '

Seems to
country ; and it certainly does not apply to mankind,

have been with an exception or two that seem to depend upon some

cases from accidental circumstances; for Wolf informs us, that in

^it°^^b^^"
one of his patients, and a patient that ultimately recovered,

not a gene- the blood stunk intolerably as it was drawn from a vein;

mitant. ^nd a patient of Dr. Vaughan's complained of a most of-

fensive smell that issued from the original wound, but of

which no one was sensible except himself. In like man-

ner the patient,described by Dr. Marcet, towards the close

of the disease, complained loudly of an intolerable stench

that issued from his body generally, but without being

* Dissert. Anat. Lib. i. cap. xii.

+ Medic. Facts and Observations, Vol. i.

:j: N. Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. iv. Obs. 20.

« Art. Aoad. Mo^unt.Erf. 175T.
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perceived by any other person.* Dissection in this case gen.i.

A A *!• * 1
• Spkc.VIII.

produced nothing striking. Entasja

Dessault, in his treatise on rabies, tells us that he has ^^^^^'^

often met with numerous minute worms in the heads of
Hypothesis

those who have died of this disease ; and he hence regards of Des-
sault, who

such animalcules as its cause. But this w riter was a slave derives the

to the Linnean hypothesis of invermination, and applied
f'^^^^^^^j,

the same cause to syphilis, which he also supposed to bc^^icuies.

maintained by a transfer of vermicules from one individu-

al to another : and hence proposed to treat syphilis, lys-

sa, and itch, as diseases of a like origin, with the common
antidote of mercury ; and gives instances of a success

which no one has met w ith out of his own practice. The
cases, however, which he describes had not advanced to

the stage of water-dread ; and in all of them he thought it

prudent to combine with his mercurial inunction cold

bathing, and Palmarius's antilyssic powder.

Vander Brock and. after him, Rahn maintain that the Whether

return of pain and inflammation to the bitten part, on the
jl'r^ita^'ion

onset of the disease, does not occur from any virus w hich proceed

has hitherto been lying dormant there, but from the uni- mant^eml-

versal excitement alone. It may be observed, however, "'"""j o";

in opposition to such an opinion, that this local affection versai ex-

is in most instances a prelude to the general disease, and *^''^"^"'*

forms the punctum saliens from which it issues ; as though the ias°"as

the contagious ferment had remained dormant there, and''^^'"'"""-

was at length called into action by some exciting cause, it and gives

There seems, nevertheless, to be a slight departure ''^^ ^° '*•

from the general character of the disease in a few cases, i^^^feUne""

and particulaily in those that are produced by the bite '^•^•^s from

of a rabid cat, whether the latter have originated it, or*^^"'"^'

received it from a rabid dog, as tiiough by a passage

through the domestic cat the virus undergoes a similar

change to that which takes place in the virus of small-

pox, when passing through the system of an individual "^y wincii

which has previously submitted to the influence of cow- seJms trbe

pox: for, upon the whole, the disease appears to evince '^^"''"^'^

* * somewhat
lessmalig"

* MedicQ-Chir. Trans, i. 132, nant.
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SPEcfviii
^°"™®^'''^* ^^^^ malignity, to be more disposed to intermit,

Entasia and its spastic symptoms, and especially that of water-

rISs. d*'®ad, to be both less frequent and less violent : so that

Hence two *" respect to symptoms we may perhaps mark out the
distinct two followiuff Varieties

:

forms. '-'

« Felina. The spastic symptoms less acute

Feline Rabies. and frequently intermitting ; pro-

duced by the bite of a rabid cat.

/3 Canina. The spastic constriction, for the

Canine Rabies. most part, extending to the mus-

cles of deglutition, which are

violently convulsed at the ap-

pearance or idea of liquids : pro-

duced by the bite of a rabid dog,

wolf, or fox.

a. E. Lyssa There is a case of feline rabies, if it be rabies, in

Feline Morgagni, and which is copied from him into Sauvages'
Rabies. Nosology, in which the above distinction is so strongly
Example marked, that the author, in the first edition of his own
from Mor-

-.t
gagni. Nosology, was induced to follow M. de Sauvages* mode

of classifying it, and made it, after him, a distinct species,

though he deviated from the name under which it occurs

in this justly celebrated writer, which is that of Anxietas

a Morsu.* The history of the enraged cat is not given,

nor is it certain that the rage was that of rabies. The
master of the animal was attacked and wounded both by

its teeth and claws. The symptoms took place four days

In this case after the bite, and were confined to spasms of the chest

phobi^/° without hydrophobia ; nor do these seem to have been of

great violence, for they are described as *' magna prje-

cordiorum anxietas." Local and general bleedings were

and, on useless : a frequent repetition of tne warm bath afforded

convaies- relief: but it only yielded to an ephemera with copious
C6nC6 D6ri"

' ^ 9f A. *

odicaire- sweat. The intervals were lunar: for it returned with the

!^I!!!'^°"" fuil moon for two years : the bitten part, as usual, first
mencing m •> r '

the bitten becoming highly irritable, and the spasms or vehement
part, and
continuing
for two * Classis vii, Ord. i. v. 6.

vfiar?.
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:\iixiety of tlie priecordia supervening, which were now GK'V.i.

relieved by bleeding. After this period it returned with « e. Lyssa

evcj'Y fourth full monn for two vears more, and tlien^';''"^-

appears to have ceased. rabies.

A few instances of intermission, with a return of pe- a few in-

SlIlllCPS of
riodical paroxysms, produced by the bite of a rabid dog, penodicai

are also to be found in the medical collections: of which y'^^"'"*

have oc-

Dr. Peter's case, recorded in the Philosophical Transac- curr^d

tions* affords a striking example, the paroxysm return- ^|^""^

ijig for many months afterwards, severely once a fort- singular

night, orateverv new and full moon, and slightly at tlje'"^'^"""

quarters, or in the intervening weeks. Stile, indeed, by Peters,

asserts tliat he has met with an instance'of the same kind And hence

of intermission anwng dogs; and hence where the indi- ties seem

vidual recovers, both varieties seem occasionally to sub-^"'^'^^"'?^^"'to tenni-
sidc in this manner. nateimhi*

Dr. Fothergill has given two cases of unquestionahle'"^""®'^*
,

flc X- /. n .. . . 1 , . . . T Fothergill's
aiiection troni lelme rabies produced by tliesame anmial. two exam-

Thc cat first bit the maid-servant, and afterwards thef'*^.
°^'*^'

fectuin

master of the house, about the middle of February. Theuom feline

wound inflicted on the maid-servant remained open and
''^^''^^•

irritable from the first, and continued to resist every ap-the wound

plication for manv months: it healed however, at length, f'^.'^"^' ^"

J • . *
1

'

1 m, I ^°^h but
and no constitutional symptoms supervened. The wound no consti-

inflicted on the master healed easily and in a short time,
^"^'°"^'

•' ' symptoms.
but in the middle of the ensuing June, being four months in the other

afterwards, the usual symptoms of lyssa appeared, yet|'^^,^^°""'^

with comparatively slight and occasional water-dread : easily, but

insomuch that the patient, far from resisting the use of'^'^^V'
®"'

' o sued.

the warm-batli, sometimes called for it, expressed a high •

sense of the comfort it afforded him, and was able at times

to dash the water over his head with his own hands.

It terminated, however, fatally, and with the general

symptoms of distress which we shall give presently.f

In the Transactions of the Medical Society of Lon- Further ii-

doDfi we have a highly interesting case of the same kind,
[l^'J^'!;*''^

marked
* Phil. Trans. 1745. No. 475. case in the

t Neue Betrage zur Natur und Arzney-wiEEenscIiaft, B. in. 113.
^.^i' Trans"

t Med. Observ. and Inquir. Vol. v. actions,

voTi. IV. 48
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Feline

rabies.

Ge.^. 1. wliicb proved equally fatal, in seventy-four days from

u E. Lyssatlie timc of receiving the injury, and fifty-eig!it hours
leiina.

fpojjj ^l,e commencement of the disease ; all the symptoms
moreover exhibiting less violence than usually occurs in

canine madness, with little or no water-dread, and con-

sequently an ability to drink fluids to the close of the dis-

ease, though the muscles of deglutition, as well as those

of the chest, evinced always some degree of constriction,

with occasional exacerbations. The patient was a young

lady of eighteen years of age ; the attack was made in the

month of January, with both claws and teeth, by a domes-

tic cat that was lurking uuder the bed, and, which though

not known to be ill, had for some time before been

observed to be wild, and had been roving in the woods.

The fate of the animal is not mentioned. The lacerated

parts were incised and purposely inflamed by the applica-

tion of spirit of turpentine. The wounds healed, and the

general health of the patient continued perfect till the

beginning of the ensuing April, when she was suddenly

frightened by looking out of a window, and seeing a mad
dog pursued by, a crowding populace. This proved an

exciting cause. She instantly expressed alarm, anxiety,

and dejection of mind. In the afternoon she complained

of an unusual stiffness in moving her left arm, and its

sense of feeling was impaired ; she discovered an aversion

to company : tl»e irritations of noise, heat, and light, were

offensive to her : she avoided the fire, and forbade a

candle to be brought near her. The rigidity and insen-

sibility of the affected arm seemed to shoot in a line from

the middle finger wliich had been lacerated, and was ac-

companied with an acute pain which terminated in the

glands of the axilla, where she complained of a consider-

Little af- able swelling. Yet neither of the hands (for both had
fection of ]jQf>n iniured) were affected with discolouration, tension,
the parts o /

, n t i • • i i

piiginaiiy tumefaction, or any other mark of local injury, though a
jnjured.

jjegj^ge of lividity had been observed upon the lacerated

part of the finger a short time before the disease made its

Exeiting

cause
clear.

^ Vol. I. Art. IV. p. 78, 8vo. 1S16,
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appearance. She had a painful constrictive sensation in ^^ew. i.

her chest, and the respiration was interrupted by frequent a. e. I'yssa*

'

sighings. The spasmodic symptoms increased, and at^?'':^^'-

length the whole system, but especially tlic lungs, was vabiet.

affected witli violent convulsions : the breathing was ex-

quisitely laborious, but the paroxysm subsided in about

two minutes. Frequent sickness and vomiting followed :

the convulsive spasms about the throat obliged her to ^^^^"'j^j^^

gijlp what she swallowed, and she showed a slight re- throat, but

luct.ince, but nothing more, to handling a glass goblet, vvate.-

The pulse was 132 strokes in a minute; tlie skin was tiica^!.

cool, the tongue moist, the bowels open, the thirst urgent,

without any tendency to delirium. She was worn out. Fatal ter-

liowever, by sensorial exhaustion and distress, and at last

expired calmly at the distance of time from the attack al-

ready stated.

In the general progress of canine rabies, all tlie above ^ E. Lyssa

indications are greatly aggravated, and the mind often
caJi'"fe

participates in the disease and becomes incoherent. What- rabies,

ever be the exciting cause, the wounded part almost al-
c^?tinttivo

'-' ^ ^igns, and
ways, thougli not universally so, takes the lead in the general de-

train of symptoms and becomes uneasy, the cicatrix look- ^'='^'P''°"*

ing red or livid, often opening afresh, and oozing forth a

little coloured serum, while the limb feels stiff and numb.

The pjitient is next oppressed with anxiety, and depres-

sion, and sometimes sinks into a melancholy from which

nothing can rouse him. The pulse and general tempera-

ture of the skin do not at this time vary much from their

natural state. A stiffness and painful constriction are,

however, felt about the chest and throat ; the breathing

becomes difficult, and is interrupted by sobs and deep

sighs, as the sleep is, if any be obtained, by starts and

frightful dreams. Bright colours, a strong light, acute

sounds, particularly the sound of water poured from bason

to bason, even a simple agitation of the air by a movemen!;

of the bed-curtains, is a source of great disturbance, and

will often bring on a paroxysm of general convulsions, or

aggravate the tetanic constriction. The patient is tor-

mented with thirst, hut dares not drink; the sight or eyen
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Gen. I. idea of liquids makinjr him sluulder : his eye is Ijaajicaril,

/3 E. Lyssa glassy, fixcil aud turgid with blood from the violence of
caniiia.

^j,g sttusjffle : his mouth filled with a tenacious saliva.
Canine .

''''

rabies. in which wc have already shown, lurks the secreted and

poisonous miasm, and he is perpetually endeavouring to

Jiauk it up and spit it away from him in every direction ;

often desiring those around him to stand aside as ron-

SounfJ scious that he might hereby injure them. The sound

J^a^^g"'*"^
which is thus made, from the great oppression he labours

fromrcho- under, and his vehement effort to excrete the tough and

to exciete'^ adhesive phlegm, is often of a very singular kind; and,
phlegm, being sometimes more acute than at others, as w-ell as quick
has some- ,,. iir i iii-» i

times a re- auu suuden, and also frequently repeated, like every other
seaibiance ^otion of the body, has occasionally, to a warm and pre-

barkingof possessed imagination, seemed to be a kind of barking or

whence the y^^P'^S* ^"^^ hence, probably, the vulgar idea that a
vulgar idea barking like that of a dog is a common symptom of the

tient^sreai-*^*^*^^^^* The restlessncss is extreme, and if the patient
ly barking, attempt to lie down and composc himself, he instantly

starts up again, and looks w ildly round him in unutterable

Forcible anguish. " On going into the room," says Dr. Munckley,
delineation describing the case of a patient to whom he had been call-
iroin

Munckley. cd, and tlie author can bear witness to the accuracy of his

very forcible delineation, ' we found him sitting up in

his bed, with an attendant on each side of him : he was

in violent agitation of body ; moving himself about with

great vehemence as he sat in the bed, and tossing his arms,

from side to side. On seeing us he bared one of his arms

and, striking it with all his force, he cried oiit to us w itii

the greatest eagerness to order him to be let blood. His

eyes were redder than the day before; and theie was added

to the whole look an appearance of horror and despair

greatly beyond what I had pver seen either in madness or

in any other kind of delirium." The patient was, never-

theless, " perfectly in his senses at this time; an there

Avas not the least appearance of danger of his biting any

person^near him ; nor, among the variety ofmotions which

be made, was there any which looked like attempting to

snap or bite at any thing within his reach : and they wlio
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were about him had no apprehension ot'liis doing this."* Gen.i.

The patient had at this time reached the third day of the^sE! Lyssa

disease, and expired about two hours after Dr. Muncliley f^*"')!*.
' * *' Canine

had left him. rabies.

There is, however, a considerable difference in many Some of

of the symptoms which characterize the progress of this|^^^^g^j",'P'[j

malady, derived from difference of age, idiosyncrasy, orfi'sposed to

1 I

,

.•>•• -11 J differ in.

some other casualty, so that it is possible no two cases ,^jftpfent

precisely naralK^l each other. The volume of tlie Medical ^^s<^s.
* "^ '

. Exemph-
TransactioHS fiom which I have just quoted, contains fied.

tliree instances of lyssa coinmunicated by different practi-

tioners. In the first, which is Dr. Munckley's, no notice Bitten part

whatever is taken of the original bite, which was both poj effect-

in the hand and cheek, from a favourite lap-doa:, and^d:
, yet sucli

the patient does not seem to have had any return of pain affection

or irritation in these oracans. In the second case, which 1^"'"'^^,^^
"^

^ forms the

is that of a lad of fifteen years of age, the bite, which prelude.

was in the leg, was so small that it was scarcely percep-

tible at the time, and from first to last never gave the

least uneasiness-! In the third case, which is that of an

adult woman, the disease was preceded by t!ie ordinary

prelude of torpor, stiff'ness, and tingling in the bitten part,

shooting upwards to the trunk^ In the first case, the Commonly

patient's mind never wandered to the last moment of life,
Jl^ever'"^^

which is a common character of the disease ; in the se- wanders

:

cond and third, both were furiously mad, bit themselves, p"jie„t jg

the bed-clothes, and whatever else fell in their way. In sometimes

,, „ , , , I 1 1 I • iiinous and
all of them, however, there was a severe hydrophobia, ungovem-

and in all of them the pulse did not essentially vary n^'f'»
.

Pulse rare-

from its common standard. The first died on the third ly much

day; the two last recovered; the one under a treatment ^^Ig^J^^j^^

which consisted principally of opium, and the other under natural

that of salivation; leaving it therefore doubtful how far

the recovery may be ascribed to the natural powers ofthe

constitution, and how far to remedies so widely different

in their nature. Dr. Marcet's patient did not expire till

* Medical Transactions, Vol. ii. Art. v. p. B3.

'- ri, Arf. XII, p. 192. t Id. Art. xv. p. 22x\ '
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Gen. I. the sixth day after the appearance of water-dread, and

/3E. Lyssa Without any affection in the bitten part ;* and towards the
canina, closc of the discase he sometimes suddenly aulned half a
Canine

, ^,,. i-ii
rabies. pint 01 Water, or splashed it ovei* his body.

Great va- There is also, in these three cases, an equal and most

the'lmer-
singular discrepancy in the interval between theinclina-

vai be- tion of the wound and the incursion of the disease, orjin the

injury and language of Pi'ofessor Troll iet, its period of incubation.

the incur- The fii'st interval was about six weeks, which may be re-

di^ease. garded as the ordinary term : the second was only five

Ordinary ^j^yg . ^}jg third is not set down with any degree of pre-
interval

i tj ±

about six cision : the patient is only stated to have been seized
weeks. a ^bout the time that the second horse died" that had

been bitten by the same rabid dog : and hence this inter-

val consisted probably of about a fortnight.

Course and A like variation in the course of morbid symptoms dis-

symptoms tinguishcs the series of cases published by Professor

discrepant. Bi'era, and which took place in the month of November

1804, on the incursion of a wolf sufficiently proved to be

rabid. Generally the patients showed no desire to bite

or otherwise injure persons about them, but in one in-

stance such a desire was strikingly prominent. In one

instance also, though there was a fatal water-dread, there

was no flow of saliva. In some the horror extended to

liquids of every kind ', in others water alone produced it,

while wine was drunk with ease.t

This fiis-
This discrepancy seems to depend entirely upon the

crepaucy nature or presence of the predisponent or exciting cause

depend'enf that givcs energy to the virus, and without which it may
upon tlie

Jig jjg yfQ jj^yg already observed, for an almost indeter-

jientor miuablc period dormant, but undecomposed and still,

exciting
therefore as malisinant as when first eenerated. In the

cause, o '

.

three cases just quoted from the Medical Transactions,

Sometimes the lad who was soonest affected seems to have had a

operate"s^^ strong predisposition to the disease from the first moment,
from the and which alone became an exciting cause ; in the woman,
iirst almost
without an
interval. * Medico-Chir. Trans, i. p. 162.

i- Commentario Clinico per la cura dell' idiofobia, kc. Mem. Soc. Ital,

Scienz. Modcna Tom. xvii.
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who suffered about a fortnight afterwards, there was pro- GEir.r.

. . SPEC.VIII.

bably some degree of predisposition, but the immediate ,SE,Lyssa

exciting cause appears to have been over-exertion in
"^^"Ij"^');

walking, for we are told that " she was seized as she was i"bies.

going on an errand on foot, and had walked about two

miles."

There is a like uncertainty among quadrupeds. We a like un-

liave iust taken the interval often or twelve days as the "=*"'*'*'"'y

J •' among
common term ; but in the instance just referred to it may quadru-

have been considerably longer. According to Meynall,^^J^o„

the disease among dogs appears from ten days to eight interval

months after the bite. In Earl Fitzwilliam's hounds twelve

which were bitten, June 8, 1791, the interval varied from '}''^y\'-

' ' ' but has

six weeks to more than six months : and not much less been pro-

in Mr. Floyer's hounds, as described by Dr. James. Its?"o^/

is not therefore to be wondered at, that there should be eight

months.
a great uncertainty among mankind. And hence we
find it has occurred a week or fortnight after the bite, mankind

three weeks, a month, and sometimes six weeks, and even iias varied

three months; after which last period, however, notwith- week or

standing occasional instances to the contrary, the pa-^^^l^'S^t

tient is generally considered safe. There are two cases weeks or

published by Dr. Tracher in the American Medical and*^''^^,T .' months

:

Philosophical Register,* in which the injury inflicted after which

by the same dog, August 16, 1810, did not produce by- Js'^genena!

Crophobia in either instances till nearly three months ^y^^j^'^'^'^^"

afterwards, namely, November 3, and November 14, en- illustrated.

suing: and it is the more remaikable that the first case

was that of a child under four years of age ; the second,

that of an old man of seventy-three. Both terminated

fatally : the former case in six days, the latter in seven P'oi^ab'^
•' •' ' mean iii-

from the onset of the disease. Upon the whole wc may tervai.

calculate the interval as varying from five or six days to

as many months, the usual period being about the same

number of weeks. ^^j^^^
The academical journals, and monographic writers, '« cord of

jievertheless, have numerous instances of the malady ap- occurring

many
^"M'ol. r. n.457, years af-

ti^rwards

;
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Gen. T. pearing after a bite of many ycars's standing ; sometimes

/3 E. Lyssa twelve, eighteen, twenty, and even thirty years : but the
canina. cases wantauthoritv in most instances. I shall presently.
Canine •'

. , . , . ,

labies. however, have occasion to notice one m w hich it occurred

but most and proved fatal more than nine months afterwards: and

tiiorUy^"
tliere is another communicated by Dr. Pardsley to the

Singular Manchester Society, strongly entitled to credit, however

tardation difficult it may be to account for the fact, in which the
related by attack did iiot Commence till twelve years after the bite of
Dr. Bards- ''

ley : giving a dog supposed to be mad. The patient died in the Man-

of twelve*'
^''®''^^^*' Infirmary with decided symptoms of the disease.

years. He had been for some time antecedently labouring under

great nervous agitation and considerable depression of

spirits: and Dr. Bardslcy inclined to ascribe it to this

cause rather than to any specific poison lurking in the

system. But this is to suppose that lyssa is capable,

under particular circumstances, of being generated spon-

taneously in the human frame, while Dr. Bardsley, as

we have already observed, contends that it can)iot exist,

even among dogs, ex« ept by contact.

^ „. . There are few physicans whose experience seems to
TroUiets * •'

*^

extensive have been so extensive upon this melancholy subject, and
experience,

g^ ^p^j^gjy followed up by judicious and even original

views, and post-obit examinations, as that of Professor

Trollet, to whom I liave already adverted. Independ-

ently of a variety of single and unconnected cases thai;

had fallen under his care, he gives an account of a ravage

committed on not less than twenty-three persons besides

cattle and dogs, in the department of the Isere in 1807,

twelve of whom, for the most part terribly bitten in the

face, were conveyed to the Hotel Dieu at Lyons, in which

he was clinical professor, and, as such, were placed under

his immediate care.*

uaiTof
^^^^ general train of symptoms as the patients became

symptoms. Successively affected and died, after an active and judi-

cious treatment of preventive as well as curative means,

* Nouveaux Traile de la Rage, Observations cliniques, Rccherches

d'Anatomie pathologique. et Doctrine de cetta Maladie. &c. 8vo. Lyon,

1R20.
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did not essentially vary from those just related. The Gen. i.

local indications mostly but not always preceded. The^ E.^Lyssa

interval between the bite inflicted by the rabid wolf, and ^=^>""a.
*^ Canine

the access of disease, varied from a fortnight to five weeks, rabies.

and the patients uniformly sunk on the second or third Ordinary

day after a clear developement of the symptoms. In the
^{^^^^ ^^

preceding year, however, M. Trolliet had a case produ- disease.

ced by the bite of a mad dog, in which the disease did

not shoW' itself till ^re 7?iou//ts a?ifZ a half after the in-extfnsfou

fliction of the wound. The patient was a strong, robust °^'"'^'-

man, of thirty years of age, and the dog had died riiad in

the veterinary school at Lyons soon after the injury.

The first symptoms in this case w^ere the usual ones of

pain in the bitten part, which gradually extended to the

arm and neck. Two days afterwards the patient was
sensible of a vapour or aura which ascended from the

abdomen to the head accompanied with a general unea-

siness. The symptom of hydrophobia was manifested on

the day ensuing ; the depleting plan was, in this instance,

followed up with a daring urgency, and the man expired

on the evening of the same day.

M. TroUiet's post-obit examinations are numerous, and P"*"^ °b"
^ ' exaniina-

they uniformly give proof, like the dissections already tions.

noticed, of extensive mischief in various organs remotely

situated from each other ; the chief of which, however,

were the mucous memhrane of the trachea and bronchia?,

and the membranes of the brain, especially the pia mater;
all which, in direct repugnance to M. Magendie's obser-

vations, were infiltrated with red blood, and gave evident

proofs of inflammatory action ,• while tlie mucous mem-
brane of the bronchia; and trachea were covered over

with a frothy material of a peculiar kind, which M.
Trolliet supposes to be the seat or vehicle of the specific

virus, and which in his opinou is driven forward into the

fauces and intermixed with the saliva by each spastic ex~

piration from the chest. The other organs he found af-

fected as follows : the capillary vessels of the lungs were
penetrated with a larger quantity of blood than ordinarilyi

their substance was emphysematous, or contained an ac-

VOL. iv= 49
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Ger'. I. cumulation of air ; as did also the heart and large blood

^ E. Lyssa vcsscls in soHie instances. The blood itself was black,
canina. uncoagulating, and of an oily appearance. That taken

Rabies. froHi the veins during the disease coagulated into an en-

tire cake without any separation of serum. The mucous

membrane of the mouth and pharynx were of a pale grey

and lubricated by a gentle moisture ; they contained no

saliva nor any frothy material. The most singular fact

of the whole is that *' the salivary glands and the cellular

substance which envelopes them, afforded not the least

vestage of inflammation; nor the slightest alteration in

their volume, their colour, or their texture."

Troiiiet's '* i® this last circumstaucc that seems chiefly to have
hypothesis induccd M. TrolUet to venture upon a new hypothesis,

Liate^' and to suppose that the actual seat of the specific virus is

cause of ^|jg mucous membrane of the bronchise or lower part of the

trachea, rather than the fauces or the salivary glands ; and

had these last in every instance been discovered as clear

of any manifest morbid appearance as in the dissections

ofthis ingenious pathologist, there would be strong ground

for his conjecture : but, as we have already seen that in

some cases there have been found only slight marks of

inflammatory action in the bronchi^e, while the fauces

and esophagus, and occasionally the stomach and even

the ileus have been so inflamed as to approach a state of

gangrene, much further investigation is necessary before

the old doctrine should fall a sacrifice to the new. The
only fact we are at present able to collect from dissec-

tions, is a very extensive and violent disturbance through-

out the entire frame ; sometimes fastening chiefly on one

set of organs, and sometimes on another.
Medical rpjjg niode of TREATMENT is a field still perfectly
treatment * •'

ofthedis- Open for trial J
for at this moment we have no specific

h^appeVrs^ remedy nor any plan that can be depended upon, after

aiiogether ^^q disease shows itself.
unsettled.

Prophyiac- Antecedently, indeed, to this period our course is ob-

lic course yious, and particularly if we should be so fortunate as to
obvious. ' ^ "

The bitten ^6 consulted at the time of the bite : and should consist

part to be in endcavourins:, bv the promptest and most eflicacious
destroved. o' . » i
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means, to prevent the spread of the disease, hy wasliing ^'^n. r.

. the part well and thoroughly at the nearest spring or EntaJi.i

river at hand, and hy extirpating tlic virus hefore ahsorp-
{f f.^,;

tion has taken place. This has been done in various^
, ,'^ Propliylac-

ways : for the lacerated part has been sometimes ampu-tic tieai-

tated or dissected ; and at other times totally destroyed
""^"''

by the actual or potential cautery. The actual cautery, modeTmo-
by the means of irons heated to whiteness, was first adopt- posed.

ed and recommended by Dioscorides,* and afterwards

by Van Helmont, Morgagni,f and Stahl : the potential

cautery seems to have been proposed as a less terrific

mode of operation, and has usually been accomplished by
the means of lapis infcrnalis or decarbonated soda. It is

recommended by Schenck, Pouteau, and Dr. Moseley. A
notion, however, has obtained from a very early period

that the irritation produced by a cautery, whetlier actual

or potetitial, only increases the tendency to absorption:

and Trampel has endeavoured to prove this ::|; on which

account Hildanus and Morgagni have advised excision

in combination witli the cautei'y : the former proposing

to cut out the eschar as soon as it is formed, without

letting it remain for a spontaneous separation; and the

latter, far more effectually, recommending that inustion

should follow the application of the knife instead of pre-

ceding it.

Of these three modes of operating, the potential cau- Potential

tery is least entitled to be depended upon, for it is not^^o"*^]^^

sufficiently rapid in its action. Of the other two it is, depended

perhaps, of little consequence which is selected, and ei-
"^'°"'

ther of them will generally prove sufficiently efficacious

alone, if emjdoyed early enough to anticipate absorption,

and extensively enough to make sure of extirpating or

destroying every portion of the bitten part. There is

reason to believe that in many instances this has not been

done, so that Camerarius places as little confidence in the

actual cautery as in the potential : and Dr. Hamilton

* Lib. \i. \ De Sed. et Cans. Moih. Ep, viii. Art. 20.

+ Beobachtungen und Eifahiungen, &c. Band. ii. pasfim.
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gf.-v. I. almost as little in excision. And hence, another reason
SPEC' Vlll.

Entasia for employing both means in the manner recommended
Lyssa. jj„ MoFCjasni : in which case we shall find it unnecessary

Prophviac-*®
Superadd any of those irritant, exulcerant, orsuppura-

tic treat- tive applications which have been employed by many
"'^"

practitioners with a view of introducing a fresh local ac-

and actual tion, and maintaining a fresh local discharge, and which
cautery to j^ave chiefly consisted of cantharides, camphor, alliaceous
be employ-

. , . . r-t i i

ed jointly, cataplasms, resins, turpentine, or, as Celsus recommends,

culinary salt.* It may likewise be adviseable, as pro-

posed by Sir Kenelm Digby, and since his time by Dr.

Haygarth, to wash the wound again thoroughly with te-

pid water, or tepid wine and water, before the excision

is commenced. M. Portal, however, thinks, the applica-

tion of the cautery, whether actual or potential, may be

serviceable long after the wound has been inflicted, and

even after it lias healed, though he advises its use as

early as possible.j

A tight There is also another, and a very easy, and perhaps a

b'e^appfied '^'^'T salutary operation, which I would strenuously re-

where the commend from the first, even before the process of ablu-

adrait! ' tion. I mean that of applying a tight ligature to the af-

fected part wherever it will admit of such an application,

at a short distance above the laceratioji. I have never

had an opportunity of trying the benefit of such a mea-

its benefit sure in my own practice; but analogy is altogether in its

from favour, for it is well known to be one of the most import-
analogy. • ^

ant steps wo can take in confining the poisonous effects

of the rattle-snake, and other venomous animals, and of

mitigating its violence by the torpor which follows ; and

it has tlie sanction of many authorities of deserved credit,

as Hacquet, Percival, Vater, Wedel, and Trolliet.

Practice ^^> however, the local plan should prove ineffectual,

loose and our curative practice, as already observed, is still unfor-

fn^c^o^gm-^ tunatelyall afloat, and we have neither helm to steer by,

ous when
the consti-

tutional * Dc Medicina, Lib. v. Cap. xxvii. !' 1.

symptoms
-f Memoires sur la Nature et la Traitement de plusieurs Maladies. Tom.

^''P'^'"'-
jv. 8vo. Paris. 1S19.
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nor compass to direct our course. There is, indeed, no„ Gest.!.
Spfc VITT

disease for which so many remedies have been devised, Entasia

and none in which the mortifvinaj character of vanity of^y^^^.^'" •' Rabies,

vanities' has been so strikingly written on all of them. In Remedial

the loose and heterogeneous manner in which they have*'^^*'"^"^'

descended to us, they seem indeed to have follov.ed upon

one another without rational aim or indention of any kind.

Yet, if we nicely criticise and arrange them, we shall find

that this is not the case.

There are four principles by which physicians appear Summary

to have been guided in their respective attentions to tbis°^^''®.'^°'""^ •
. moil inten-

disease. That of stimulating and supporting the vital tions of

power so as to enable it to obtain a triumph in the severe '^"'^^'

conflict to which it is exposed. That of suddenly ex-

hausting the system by severe bleedings and purgatives,

as believing the disease to be of a highly inflammatory

character. That of opposing the poison by the usual an-

tidotes and specifics to which other animal poisons w^ere

supposed to yield. And that of regarding the disease as

a nervous or spasmodic, instead of an inflammatory,

affection, and, consequently, as most successfully to be

attacked by an antispasmodic course of medicines and

regimen.

The very popular use of volatile alkali and camphor, First inten-

may, by some, be ascribed to the first of these views, as^'?" = ,^o

•' '
. ^ ,

stimulate

being powerful stimulants ; yet, in fact, they were rather and sup-

employed from different motives, and fall within one or P°^"j^p^^^_

two of the principles of action which yet remain to be con- er.

sidered. But to this class of medicines, designed ex- Volatile

1 • I > 1 1 i 1 alkali,

pressly to support tlie vital jjower, and enable nature her-

self to triumph in so severe a struggle, belong expressly

the warm and cordial confections and theriacas that were

at one time in almost universal estimation ; as also various Cordial

kinds of pepper given in great abundance, oil of cajeput, ^°
^ ^^^ °"^

different preparations of tin, copper, and iron, and, incas: pun-,,.,,, . gent aro-
later periods, bark. matics.

In direct opposition to this stimulating and tonic plan. Second in-

was that of suddenly debilitating and exhausting the sys- Mention

:

tern upon the hypothesis that the symptoms of canine
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Gebt. I. rabies were those of violent and rapid inflammation.
Spec VIII
Entasia The practice of applying ice or the coldest water to the
Lyssa. head, and of submersion in cold water, belongs mostly to
Rabies.

i i •

Remedial thi« view of the subject, as used a century ago, though in
tieatmeni.

^|^g ^jj^^g ^jp Celsus, it was employed in a much slighter

suppos^ed degree to take off the spasm of hydrophobia, and to

inflarama- hueuch the thirst that accompanied it. " Miserrimum
tory ac-

i . • . •, ^ •• - j.

tion. genus morbi; in quo simul segcr, ct siti et aquse metu

Submer- cruciatur : quo oppressis in angusto spes est."* In this

water :^re- almost hopcIcss State, the only remedy (unicum remedium)
commend- Celsus continues, is to throw the patient instantly and

Celsus. without warning, into a fish-pond ; alternately, if he have

no knowledge of swimming, plunging him under the water

that he may drink, then raising his head, or forcing him
under it if he can swim, and keeping him below till he is

filled with the water ; so that the thirst and water-dread

To be sue- may be extinguished at the same time. But there is

Tbath d here, continues our author, another danger, lest the body
warm oil. of the patient, exhausted and worn out by the submersion

as well as by the disease, be throw'n into convulsions : to

prevent which, as soon as he is taken out of the pond, he

is to be put into warm oil.:}:

Cold sub- The bolder practitioners of subsequent times, in pursu-

laterTinies ^^S ^'^^ refrigerating plan, were regardless of convulsions,

carried to and perscvercd at all hazards in reducing the living power

ex^remer ^^ ^^^ ^^^t ebb ; believing that the nearer they suffocated

the patient without actually killing him, the greater their

Illustrated, chance of success. Hence Van Helmont kept the wretched

sufferer under water till the Psalm ''Miserere*' was sung

throughout, which, under some clioristers, occupied a much
longer time than under others ; and in the experiments

of the Members of the Academic Royale, we meet with

instances of a still more dangerous pertinacity; though

success is said to have accompanied one or two of them.

Thus, M. Morin relates the case of a young woman,
twenty years old, who, labouring under symptoms of Iiy-

drophobia, was plunged into a tub of \vater with a bushel

' IV ?iTcdicinri. Lib. V. Cap. xx\ti. ; Q. f ri'K. loro riiitt-
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of salt dissolved in it, and was liarrassed with repeated Gebt. i.

1 • Spec VIII
dippings, till she became insensible and was at the point Entasia

of death, when she was still left in the tub sitting against ^yssa.

its sides. In this state, we are told, she was at length
f^g^^^j^j

fortunate enough to recover her senses ; when much to treatment.

her own astonishment, as well as to that ^f tlie by-stand-
Jj^'^jlJ^'""

ers, she found herself capable of looking at the water,

and even of drinking it without choking.*

With respect to the warm oil-bath which Celsus re- Vv'aim oil-

commends in succession to that of cold water, the present gg^j^jce.

"

author can say that, in a single instance to which he was

a witness when a young man, it produced no benefit what-

ever. It was prescribed by a physician in consequence

of the recommendation of Celsus, but who certainly had

not read him attentively, nor was acquainted with the

scope of his reasoning. For in this case cold bathing had

not been tried antecedently, and consequently there was
no danger of those convulsions for which alone the Roman
physician enjoins the use of the oil. The experiment,

however, was so far perfect, that the tub was full of oil

and deep enough to reacli the patient's chin.

In connexion with the cold-bath thus persevered in to^"^^^''*:
* purgative?.

suffocation, the reducent or antiphlogistic plan was still

farther forwarded, at one time, by the use of strong

drastic purgatives, of which colocynth was, for a long

period, the favourite;! and at other times by a very bold nesections.

and perilous use of the lancet.

Bleedins: has lately been revived and carried to the ex- ^^evived in

tent of deliquium by large and rapid depletions, and the day :

operation has been repeated almost as long as the powers
of life would allow. Dr. Nugent employed it at Bath, in

1753, in one case, and the patient was restored, but

musk and other antispasmodics were largely employed at

the same time ,• and Dr. Shoolbred of Bengal has since had
two patients who recovered under this process ,• but he em-
ployed mercury at the same time, and it is by no means
certain either from the history of the patients, or of the

* Hist, de TAcadamie Royale, Ann. 1709.
'"'' Hellot, An de Moisis a Rabido Colocynthi; - I'lv. i-, Ib'b,
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Gen. I. dog by which they were bitten, that the disease was a

Entk^'sia "genuine lyssa.

Lyssa. Yet whatever benefits this practice may possess, it has

Remedial no pretensions to novelty : for there is not a single course

Sec^o^^^li-
^^ treatment ever invented for this intractable disease

tention. that has been for upwards of a century more exten-
without sively tried and retried, both moderately and profusely,

tcBsionsto or excited a warmer controversy upon its merits. Pou-
noveity.

p^j.^^ j^j 1699, cspoused the practice, and gives the case

^
xemp

'
- Qf ^ woman, who perfectly recovered by bleeding her to

deliquium, and afterwards confining her for a year to

bread and v/ater.*

Berger, in the same year, recommended bleeding, but

advised that the blood should be taken from the forehead.

In the Breslaw Collections for 1719, is the case of a cow

supposed to be rabid and said to be cured by profuse

bleeding. And the Philosophical Transactions abound

with similar histories, some of them purporting to have

been attended with similar success, derived from human
subjects : but most of them too loosely given or too inde-

cided in their symptoms to be in any measure entitled to

reliance. That of Dr. Hartley and Mr. Sandys was, at

one time, appealed to as demottstrative. It is the case

of a groom who was bitten by a df)g, supposed to be mad,

towards the end of November, and who sickened about

the middle of January ensning ; he had an aversion to

drink, and was conjectured to be labouring under rabies.

Venesection was here trusted to almost entirely, and

every repetition of the lancet seemed serviceable: in

consequence of which he lost a hundred and twenty

ounces of blood in the course of a week, by different de-

pletions, which consisted of sixteen or twenty ounces at

each time. The man recovered : but few readers will

believe him to have been really rabid when they learu

that although he had an aversion to drink, he swallowed

liquids : that his chief symptoms were sickness, trepida-

tion, a faultering speech and memory 5 and that, through

* Hist, dc I'Acadamie'deS 'Sciences. AS". 170?.
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the whole course of the disease, he attended, though with ^^Ge^.^^

some difficulty, to his duty in the stable.* Entasia

The Edinburgh Medical Commentaries are equally re-^y^^'J-^

plete with cases in which the same plan of evacuation had Remedial

been tried, but they are also equally unsatisfactory. se^olTd"^'

Thus, Dr. Tilton informs us that, having heard of the intention.

recovery of a patient from the disease before us, who had
f„']f3p|°gi'/

bled profusely and almost to death, by an accidental fall

from a high place, and a division of the temporal artery,

he employed venesection freely in a case of his own,

drawing off from twenty to thirty ounces at a time, and

occasionally bleeding to deliquium.f But the symptoms

are here also so doubtful that the result is of no im-

portance.

The practice, therefore, has been not uncommon forat^^iiu'eoi

least a century and a half; and had it proved as specific tice pmved

as some late reports would induce us to believe, it must^"""'*!
» discontinu-

have descended to us w ith a wider and more confirmed ance and

reputation, and formed the only course to be relied on. ^P^[^^'|''^

But the misfortune is that, however salutary at times, it

has often completely failed in the hands of unprejudiced

and judicious practitioners ; and where it has succeeded

it has generally been combined with other means that

have been resorted to at the same time. There is a case

of failure related by Dr. Plummer in the Edinburgli

Medical Essays 4 but it is not much to be relied on, as

not more than twent}' ounces of blood were lost at a se-

cond and accidental bleeding, and only ten a day or two
before by a prescribed venesection. Mr. Peters, however,

w ho employed profuse and repeated bleedings, sometimes

even to deliquium, had, in his day, so little dependence

on them alone, that he uniformly combined this remedy
with opium and mithridate, or other cordials, and in the

case which he has introduced into the Philosophical

Transactions, he ascribes the success which accompanied

his plan to this combined mode of treatment.^ In like Additional

examples,

* Phil. Trans. Year 1 737-0, i Vol. vi. p. 432.

t Vol. V. Part. II. 6 Phil. Trans. 1745. No. 47?.

VOL, IV

:

50
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Gkn. I. manner, Matichart, as quoted by Biihlmeier, while he
Spec VIII .

' i ^ '

Entasia 'adviscs bleeding, and to an extent proportioned to the
Lyssa.^ length of the interval between the infliction of the wound

Remedial and the attack of the paroxysm (and where the patient is

SeTond
"* of a melancholy temperament, even to deliquium), advi-

intention. ses, at the Same time, that the bitten part be scarified

;

and when this also has bled till nothing but serum es-

capes, that tlie wound be dressed with mithridate, theri-

aCa, or rue, and a defensive plaster 'put over it, and that

the patient take pills, compounded of mithridate and

other materials, to the number of nine every day for nine

months, keeping himself in a free perspiration, and cau-

tiously changing his linen.

Failure In the case of dogs, venesection, how liberally soever

^po^dogs ^^^^ use of, does not seem to be of much benefit. It has
by Magen- lately been the subject of a series of experiments at Paris,

others. Under the superintendence of MM. Magendie, Dupuy-
tren, and Breschet, who have carried it to deliquium, but

without any success whatever. And hence, though it

has unquestionably been serviceable, in many cases, the

practice cannot be regarded as a specific.

And abun- To close the whole. Professor Trolliet has employed
'^^"^'y P"'* venesection so extensively, and in such variable propor-
ved upon •' r x-

the human tions, from single or double bleedings of sixteen ounces

TroUiet!^^
each to not less than seven pmmdSf by different bleedings

in the course of a few hours, and in every instance so

entirely without effect, as reasonably to put the question

And the at rcst forever. And the more so as, in his hands, the

fuse\he° bolder the practice the sooner the patient fell a sacrifice

bleeding to it. We have a striking example of this in the case of

a fatal the patient just referred to, whose interval between the

infliction of the wound and the signs of the disease ex-

tended to upwards of five months. Early on the morning

in which the hydrophobia first appeared, blood-letting to

syncope was prescribed, and five pounds were drawn off"

before this effect was produced. The water-dread re-

turned with the return of recollection j and at eleven

o'clock on the same morning he was again blooded to the

amount of eighteen ounces, when he again fainted. The

issue.
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spasms of the chest and throat became more permanent. ^^^^:,Jv^
„ . , Spec.VIII.

At three o'clock fourteen ounces more were taken away Entasia

when deliquium followed, succeeded by a considerable
J^y^^^^.^^

augmentation of the spasms in extent as well as in vio- Remedial

lence. At seven in the evening the respiration became
se^^^^l^"^^;,

frothy as well as difficult, the difficulty increased, and mention.

the patient expired in a few minutes, about twelve hours

only after the commencement of the hydrophobia.

The poison of rabies has, by a numerous body of pa- Third in-

,.,., i^j/> 1-j.i. teruion : to
thologists, been contemplated as ot a nature akm to the counteract

poison of other venomous animals, and particularly ser- f*'^
P">£on

pents, and consequently best to be opposed by the usual or specific

remedies and specifics to which these are found most ^""*^°^^^"

effectually to yield. And hence, in the first place, the

use of the radix Mungo of Koempfer (ophiorrhiza Mun-
^^^^f

goSf Linn.) still supposed to be a specific for the bite of

the cobra di capello and the rattle-snake. In India and

Ceylon it is used to the present day as an antidote against

the bite of the mad dog : Koempfer highly extols it, and

Gremmius, who practised with great reputation at Co-

lumbo, employed it very largely.

Acids and alkalies belong to the same class of antilys- a^c'"-

sics. Of the former Agricola, who was hostile to the deplet-

ing system, preferred the muriatic acid, and regarded this

as a specific* even when restrained to a topical applica-

tion. Poppius preferred the sulphuric; but by far the

greater number of practitioners the acetous was held in

most esteem. Many combined this last with butter, and
used it both internally and externally : Wedel, with other

materials ;
" as a cure," says he, " for the bite of a mad

dog, let the patient drink vinegar, theriaca, and rue."t

The general sufiirage, however, was far more consider- Alkalies.

able in favour of the alkalies, and especially of ammonia
or volatile alkali. There is some reason for this prefer-

ence. It is well known that ammonia is a valuable me-

dicine, whether applied externally or internally, in a va-

riety of animal poisons. I have successfully used it more Useful in

many ani-

mal poi"

* Chirurg, p. 391. + Exerc. Semiot. Pathol. Cap. 8, sons.
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SPE^fvm
®^' ^®^® diluted in various instances, as a lotion against the

Entasia stlng of gnats, wasps, bees and vipers; and I have seen

Rab^s. ^* ^^ great service in checking the poison of the rattle-

Remedial snake, and restraining the extent of the inflammation.

Third in- 0" the Continent, and especially in France, the usual
tention. form in which ammonia was formerly employed in cases

ii;!"
^ of*Jyssa, was that of the eau de luce, a caustic spirit of

ammonia prepared with quick-lime combined with recti-

fied oil of amber, rendered more easily miscible by being

rubbed into half its weight ofsoap. This was in general

employed botli externally and internally,* though in the

Journal de Medicine, we have several reports of a suc-

cessful use of it when confined to an internal trial alone

:

especially one related by M. Hervet,f and another by

M. Rubiere.t
Mercury: Mercury, from its proving a specific in syphilis, and

mended by morc especially from its specific action on the salivary

afterward
§'^"ds, the immediate outlet of the poison of rabies, has

freely em- had a stroug claim to general attention; and has been

James /o-^'^^y extensively tried in various forms, and acquired a
externally jjigh degree of reputation. It was first recommended by

rally, and Dcsault of Bordcaux in 1736, and afterwards very confi-

regarded (Jcntly by Dr. Jamcs in our own country, as a certain cure
uoin cls ^ rt f . « « TT 1 • «

prophyiac- for man and other animals. He used it both as a pro-

•idoT-
^"'pl^yl^ctic at the time of the bite, and an antidote at the

commencement of the disease. He employed it as well

externally as internally ; but his favourite form was that

in quadru-of the turbcth mineral, in the shape of pills. He has

well a^s^n
published in tlie Philosophical Transactions, a full ac-

man. Gouut of his succcss witli this medicine on Mr. Floyer's

hounds, after they had made a trial of every other fa-

vourite and fashionable remedy in vain. These dogs, as

we have already observed, were affected with a severe

hydrophobia, which has been denied by some writers to

* Sage, Erfahrungen, &c. p. 49. Guettard, Memoircs sur differentes

Parties des Sciences et Arts. Paris. 1768. p. 122.

+ .loiirn. de Medicine. Tom. i.xii. t Id. Tom. t.xiv.
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be a symptom of the disease as appertaining to quadru- Gej? .i

peds. All the hounds, we are tol.i, that were salivated E.itas'ia

with the mercury, in whatever stage of the malady, re-
J^^'^^^-

covered, and the rest died.* His expeiimeiits on man- Remedial

kind are less complete: for they amount to not more \"^^'^j^"J-

than three, and in each of these the medicine was em-'«ntion.

ployed as a preventive, shortly after the infliction of the ^^|,'j.^^°

'^^

bite ; and hence, as the patients never became rabid, must pro-

we cannot be sure that they had received the contagion, '^^tfj,^

*'

or would have had the disease, had the mercury never His expc-

been employed. The muriate of the metnl was another |j""^3^^,

favourite form, w hich by Loisy, was used together with kind in-

.. comolete,
inunction.

The grand object was to excite a speedy salivation, and

maintain it so long as there was supposed to be any dan-

ger; and especially where the administration had been

delayed till the paroxysm had shown itself. Frank, Gir- Denied by

tanner, De Moneta, Raymond and a host of writers "pon
"?|^i"y^*°^^

the subject, deny, not only that mercury is a specific, but specific, or

that it has ever produced a cure, in whatever way it may "' ^"^ "^"^

'

have been employed. Kaltschmid, on the contrary, with butregard-

an uniustifiable confidence, calls it remedium indiibium ;! t^ ^y
w /.

Kalt-

and De Choiseul a methode sure et facile.^ In the for- >chmid and

tieth volume of the Journal de Medicine there is a rcla-
!^^,i^as°aa

tion in which mercurial inunction seems to have been sue- only and

cessful in a genuine case, and I have heard of one or two^ire?"^

other instances that have occurred in our own country.

As diuretics were supposed to possess a .strong alexia- Diuretics.

pbarmic power, or that of expurgating the system from

animal poisons in general, these have also had their vo-

taries, and been in high reputation, as a remedy for lyssa.

Cantharides were at one time the favourite medicine under Camhari-

this head, or some other stimulant insect of the coleop- ^^^^^"^
j^

optera.

* Phil. Trans. Vol. xxxix. Year 1735-G.

t Dissertatio de Salivatione Mercurial!, ceu indubio prroservationis et

ctirationis remedio adversus rabiem canianm. Jan. 1760.

1 Nouvelle Methode, sure et facile, pour le Traiteinent des Personncs at-

taqnees de la Rage. Paris, 1756.
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Gew. I.

Lyssa.

Rabies.
Remedial
treatment
Third in-

tention.

terous order, as the meloe, Ivtta, or one or two species of
Spec.VIII. ' . ' r

Eiitasia scarabseus ; which, like mercury and ammonia, were some-

times taken internally alone, and sometimes applied topi-

cally also, to keep up a perpetual irritation. Bohadsch

tells us gravely that the disease will always yield to ten

cantharides powdered and introduced into the stomach :*

Monconys, that the powder should be continued from the

bite to the time in which we may reasonably expect the

symptom of hydrophobia; and adds that this medicine,

which was regarded as an arcanum in his day, was a re-

medy of publicity over all Greece.j He might have

extended his theatre ; for Egypt was as well acquainted

with the geneial principle of this practice as Greece or

Hungary ; and it is a positive exhortation of Avicenna,

that whatever diuretic may be employed should be carried

to its utmost acrimony, even to the discharge of bloody

urine.:}: M. Axter of Vienna has of late revived the use

of cantharides, and tells us that he has for thirty years

employed this medicine with far more success than any

other, after having previously made experiments with and

been disappointed in the use of all other remedies, as

musk, camphor, belladonna, opium, or oil, used internally

and externally, and water-bathing. But it does not seem

that he can speak further than to its supposed prophy-

lactic powers, as he does not appear to have tried it in the

acute stage of the disease.^

Asii-co- The ash-coloured liver-wort (lichen terrestris cinereus

ver-wort or ^^") ^^^^ another diuretic of great popularity, and
lichen ca- which seems at length to have triumphed over the sti-

Linn.' mulant insects, and to have superseded their use; on

which account Linneus changed its trivial name from

cinereus to caninus. In our own country, tliis medicine

was at one time peculiarly in vogue. It was given in

powder, with arj equal quantity of black pepper, a drachm

and a half of the two forming the dose for an adult, which

Cantha-
rides re-

employed
by Axter.

* Posit. Zoolog. in Klinkosch. Diss. Select.

i Voyages, i. p. 40G. "^ Lib. iv. Fen. vi. Tr. iv.

4 Nonv. Biblioth. Gnrm. Medico-Chiringicalc. Paris, 18?.
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was taken for four mornings fasting, in half a pint ofwarm Gkn i,

cow's milk; the patient, however, was first to lose ninel^Sa"^'

or ten ounces of blood, and afterwards to be dipt in cold Lyssa.

water for a month together, early in tlie morning. And Medical

such was the general confidence in this plan, or rather in pj^^?'^"5"''

the antilyssic power of which the lichen was supposed totention.

be the most active principle, that its virtues formed one

of the most common subjects of eulogy in the Philosophi-

cal Transactions at the time when Mr. Dampier intro-

duced it to public notice at an early period of the history

of the Royal Society ;*' while, at the earnest solicitation

of Dr. Mead, the powder was admitted in the year 1721

into the London PharmacopoBia, under the title of Pul-

vis antilyssus ; who declares, that, " When united with lyssus.

the previous venesection, and subsequent cold-bathing,

he had never known it fail of a cure,f though he had

used it a thousand times in the course of thirty years'

practice."

How far emetics may be serviceable general trial has Emetics.

not, perhaps, been sufficient to determine. They have

often been found capable of relieving spasms of the

throat, and enabling the patient to swallow liquids when
every other plan has failed. They were hence recom- formerly

manded by Agricola, but only, perhaps on account of ^y ^gd!'^

their violence upon a weakened frame, as a sort of forlorn ^oia

:

hope, for he does not advise them till after the third day.

Dr. Satterley, however, has given a case in the Medical b^Sauer-"'

Transactions, which he regards as rabies, in which vomit- '^^y^ with

ingwas employed from an early period of the disease, buun^a

and with very decided advantage.:}: But there seems to^°"^*f"^

be a doubt whether the patient here referred to laboured

under genuine lyssa. He had been bitten three months
before by a dog, but the fate of the dog was not known : the

cicatrix betrayed no uneasiness or irritation precursive to

the disease, or during its course : the hydrophobia was re-

mittent, or intermittent, so that the patient drank liquids

* Mechanical Account of Poisons, Art. 3.

>Ghir«rg. parv. Wuriib.&c.ero. 1643. IVol. iv.p. 34^
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Gen. I. at times with tolerable ease : the spastic action ran to a
Spec. VIII.

*

Entasia greater extent over the muscular system than usual, so as

at one time to produce emprosthotonus, and. the patient

did not expire till at least a week after the attack: all

which are very unusual symptoms in lyssa, and have sel-

dom, if ever, been comftned in the same individual.

Fouitii in- In lyssa, however, the nervous system appears to be
tention : to ,,,,.,. , ,. ^, ^ i , • i i i • t

allay i\eiv- «hat which IS by lar the most severely tried, and to whicii
ous and

^j,g disease may be most distinctly referred. And hence
spasmodic . .

*' ''

iiregiiiari- it IS not to be wondcrcd at that antispasmodics and seda-

empiov-^°
tives should also have been had recourse to very exten-

mentof sivcly, and obtained a very general suffrage. In effect,

modic^and whatever benefit in this disease has at any time been de-

sedatives, rived from ammonia, camphor, or cold-bathing, it is more

easy to resolve their palliative or remedial power into the

principle of their being active antispasmodics, than to any

other mode of action. The more direct antispasmodics

and sedatives, however, employed in this malady were

musk, opium, bella-donna, nux vomica, and stramonium.

The last has been chiefly tried in India, where three

drachms and a half of the leaves infused in a very large

portion of water or other common drink, and swallowed

daily for three days in succession after the bite, was, at

one time, a very approved and popular remedy.

Musk, opium, and belladonna, however, are the anti-

spasmodics which have been chiefly depended upon in Eu-

rope. They have sometimes been given in very large doses

alone, but moie generally in union with other medicines.

Cullen seems doubtful of the powers of either, apparently

from not having had sufficient opportunities of witnessing

the disease, and their effects upon it, and hence refers us, in

both instances, without venturing upon any decisive opi-

nion of his own, " to the labours of the learned and indus-

littie de trious Societe Royale of Paris, who have taken much

t'obe^'iTc-
P^i"s» ^"^ employed the most proper means for ascertain-

ed on ing the practice in this disease."* With respect to musk
^'*^^'^"

he admits, however, that Dr. Johnston has given us two

Stvamo-
niurn.

Musk

:

* Materia Medica, Vol. ii, p. 2S2. 38".
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facts that are very much in favour of its power : and « I ^ ^^^-l'

have," says he, "been informed of an instar.ce in thisEntasia

country, ofsome large doses of musk having proved a cure
^^^j^;

after symptoms of hydrophobia had come on/'* Hilary Medical

says, "in these cases it acts as a sudorific ;" and Gmelin p^^J^f
"^•

regarded it as a specific antidote.f intention.

Opium, in like manner,when employed alone, was given ^S^^J^"^
in large doses, and we have numerous cases on record in efficacious

which this, like the preceding medicines, is said to have^''""
*"" '

"

operated a cure.:|: But unfortunately neither musk nor

opium, in whatever quantity employed, have been found

successful in general practice. Tode more especially has

pointed out the inefficiency of the former, in the largest

doses referred to ;§ and Raymond has confirmed his rc-

marks.ll But a late experiment of Professor Dupnytren
of the Hotel-Dieu, has given a still more striking and

incontrovertible proof of its utter ineflicacy, if not in all

cases of the disease, in certain states and circumstances.

Surlu,aman aged twenty -four, had been bitten by a dog Striking

sufficiently proved to be mad, had been cauterized imme- jll^eftbas"^

diately afterwards, and been discharged as supposed to be ^y intro-

cured. In about a month from the time of the bite, he to" the cii-

was attacked with rabies in its severest symptoms, and ^"^^*"'"'

conveyed to the hospital. Opium was the medicine de-

termitied upon, and as the constriction of the throat pre-

vented it from being given by the mouth, a gummy solu-

tion was injected into the veins, for which the saplisena

and cephalic were alternately made use of. Two grains

of the extract were in this manner thrown in, and the

patient was in some degree tranquillized for an hour or

two ; the dose was doubled towards the evening of the

same day. It was repeated at intervals, and at length

increased to eight grains at a time. The relief it afforded,

however, was never more tlian temporary : and he expired

*• Materia Medica, Vol. ii. p. 252. 330.

t Dlss.de specifico antidcto novo adversus eflectus morsu canis rabidi.

Tub. 1750.

t Dantzic, Gazette de Saute, 1777. p. 51. i Ar.naleii, is. p. 33,

II
Med. Obseiv. and Inquiries, Vol. v.

VOL. IV. 51
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<-.T.y. r. on the fifth day from the incursion.* M. Trolliet used
Spec. VIII
Eritasia it freely in the form of pills, in combination with bella-

J^yssn. donna. But in no instance liad he reason to boast of

Medical his success, though he gave, in some cases, twenty-seven

Tounh^"' gi*ains of opium, and nine of the extract of belladonna

iiuention. in the coursc t)f twenty-four hours. Professor Breraem-
Eeiiadon-' pWed the bclla-donna, but united it with mercury instead
Da in large «^ •' •'

loses com- 01 with opium : his doses were carried gradually to a great

meixiin

'

' *^^*^"^» insomuch that the patients at length took the

powdered root of the belladonna, to the amount of three

drachms a day ; and in about forty-four or forty-six days,

swallowed seven ounces and a half of this drug, and ten

grains of corrosive sublimate, besides rubbing in some
ounces of mercurial ointment.f The object was to keep

the system, as much as possible, under the influence of

mercury, evidenced by ptyalism, and of the narcotic effects

of belladonna, so long as the combination was continued.

Useful as a As a preventive it^scems to have been successful ; though
j.reventivc. several of the patients appear to have advanced to the first

symptoms of acute affection, having had some degree of

water-dread, and recurring irritation in the bitten parts,the

disease did not proceed beyond these initiary steps. But

we have no proof of success from this plan after the pa-

Triai.s of, thognomic signs had shown themselves. The warm-bath
opium and j^ Combined with the above practice. In like man-
iGiisk when *

combined, ner musk, opium, and belladonna, have been all nnited ;

wifh o"i?er^^"^ sometimes combined with camphor, oil of amber, in-

mean?, unction with olive oil,:}: or bleeding. Musk was also at

one time very generally combined with cinnabar, and in

tJiis form supposed to be peculiarly efficacious. The
famous powder employed by the natives of Tonquin, and

i onquiu introduced into this country by Mr. Cobb, on which ac-
pov.cieior ^ouut it was Called pulvis Cobbii or Tunguinensis, con-
pulvis ^

1 • /»

Cobbii. sisted of sixteen grains ofmusk with forty-eight grains ot

cinnabar, mixed in a gill of arrack. This, taken at a

* Orfila, Traite sur les Poisons, &c.

r Mem. Soc. Ital. Scienz. Modena. Tom. xvii.

1^ Vater^ Pi. rieOleiOlivarum efricacia contra raorsum cauls rabiosi, €x-

perimento Dresdse facto, adftructS, Viteb. 1T?0.
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dose, is said to have thrown the patient into a soiuul <"'En.i.

, . ^- . X. e * ji
SPEC.Vlir.

sleep and perspiration in the course ol two or three cmasia

lioiirs ; and where it did not, the dose was repeated till ^y^^f.a-

,. . ,
i.abu'?,

such effect was produced. And this medicine also was Medical

regarded as a specific during the short career of its tri- pom'tT^
'

uraph, and a cure was commonly supposed to follow theiiitemion,

administration of the medicine.

The sedative power of several of tlie preparations of '^•^^'^'•"'c^-

arsenic, however, had perliaps a fairer pretension thantioiu'.

any of these, and especially as, like mercury, it has for

ages been employed with decided benefit in Asia, in the

case of syphilis. Agricola mentions its use in his day,*

but the forms in which it was then employed were rude

and incommodious, and they do not appear to have been

followed with much success. It is to be regretted, how-

ever, that even in the elegant and manageable form of

Dr. Fowler's solution, it has not been found to be more
efficacious. It has of late years been tried internally in

various cases, and particularly with great skill, and in ^

full doses, by Dr. Marcet, but in every trial it has disap-

pointed our hopes. Applied externally, as a prevent-

ive, to the bitten parts, Dr. Linke, of Jena, thinks he

has succeeded. But as his trials were made on dogs

inoculated from the froth of rabid animals after death, no

dependence can be placed on them.

Under this head I may also observe tliat the Pnissic Pmssic

acid has occasionally been had recourse to, but without
^'^'^'

any apparent benefit. In the form of the distilled water
of the prunus Lauro-cerasus, it was not long since made
a subject of experiment at Paris by M. Dupuytren, who
injected this fluid into the veins of various dogs, and ap-

pears to have done so in one instance into those of a man

:

but in every case without effecting a cure.

There are two or three other remedies which it is diffi- Anomalous

cult to arrange, but which have also acquired a consider-
'^'"^'''"

able celebrity in the cure of lyssa; and hence it is neces-

sary to notice them.

"^ Comment, in Popn. t). 54.
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;?^''^v{li
The first is the Ormskirk medicine, so called from its

Entas'ia preparer, Mr. llili of Ormskirk, supposed, for the in-

Rabk's
ventor could not be prevailed upon to publish his secret.

Medical to consist of the following materials : powder of chalk,

Fourth^" ^^^^^ ^" ounce ; armenian bole, three drachms ; alum, ten

intention, grains ; powder of elecampane root, one drachm ; oil of
Anomalous anisc, six drops. The single dose thus compounded, is to

be taken every morning for six times in a a;lass of water,
Ormsi<irk jo o '

medicine : With a small proportion of fresh milk. If this be the real

formula, and the analysis of Dr. Black concurred with

that of Dr. Heysham, in determining it to be so, the in-

ventor seems to have contemplated the specific virus to

be an acid, for the basis of this preparation is unquesr

lis basis tionably an alkaline earth. And with regard to its occa-
alkaline,

gjo^al efficacy, the latter writer, following the general

current of the opinion of the day, informs us that this has

been so thoroughly established by experience, that there

can be no room to doubt it. Dr. Heysham himself, how-

ever, admits of various cases in which it failed, while in

many instances his successful ones do not afford proofs

of an existence of the genuine disease.*

The second of the anomalous remedies I have just re-

ferred to, might possibly have been introduced under the

head of the common antidotes for the bites of venomous

animals ; but as it has reputed povv'crs in some degree

peculiar to itself, it is best to notice it separately. This
Aiyssumoi is the alyssum, or alysma Plantago (madwort plantain,)
ma woit.

^^ established reputation in America as a specific for tho

bite of the rattle-snake, where it seems to rival the im-

prescriptible claims of the ophiorrhiza Mungos, though

its juice is generally given in combination with that of

the common borehound—an addition that certainly does

not promise much accession to its stength.

This species of alyssum has for some ages been a po-

pular remedy for canine madness, especially in the north

of Europe : and in a late communication to Sir Walter

Farquhar in the Russian tongue, translated and pub-

Diss. Med. Rabie Canins. 8vo.
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lishedin Mr. Bramie's Journal,* we are told that ii still Gew. i.

retains its popular sway and reputation over a great part Enusia

of the Russian empire : and that in the government of Lyssa.
* Rabies.

Isola it.has never failed of effecting a cure in a single in- Medical

stance for the last five and twenty years. The prepara- *'^''^*'"'^"'*

tion is simple: the root is reduced to a powder, and the remedies.

powder is to be eaten by being spread over hread and but-

ter. Two or three doses are said to be sufficient in the

worst cases : and will be found to cure mad dog.s them-

selves.

The butcher's broom (genista /mc/ona), and side-leaved^*'*'"^

scull-cap (Scutellaria laterifolia), have however rivalled

the reputation of the plantago ; and in our own day the

first is powerfully recommended by M. Marochetti of

Moscow, in the St. Petersburg Miscellanies of Medical

Science, as employed with great success in the Ukraine

;

and the second by Dr. S. Spalding ofNew York, who tells

us that it has been successful in America in upwards of

a thousand cases, not only in men, but in dogs, swine,

and oxen.

The next remedy I have to notice is also of extensive

use in the present day, and comes before us with no

mean authority. Whilst the medical practitioners of the

East are pursuing their plan of abstracting rabid blood Rabid

from the system, as the surest means of curing canine

madness, the physicians of Finland have undertaken to

accomplish the same effect by introducing rabid blood

into the morbid frame. In the second number of the

Hamburgh Medical Repository, Dr. W. Rithmeister of

Povvlowsk in Finland, has given an article in which he
has collected a multiplicity of striking cases and various

autliorities in proof that the blood of a rabid animal, when
drunk, is a specific against the canine hydrophobia, even
wiiere the symptoms are most strongly marked. The ra-

bid wolf-dog, or otlier quadruped, is, for this purpose,

killed, and its blood drawn off and collected as an antilys-

f^ic ptisan. Dr. Rithmeistcr's communication contains a

^' Journal of Sciences and the Arts, Tno. ix, n. 1 '."

blood.
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Anomalous

letter to himself from Dr. Stockmann of White Bussia,

confirming this account, and stating the practice to be

equally common and successful in his own country.

I will only add, that a discussion has lately taken place

between t\>o Italian physiciahs of distinguished reputa-

remedies. tion, Professor BrugnatelHof Pavia, and Professor Valetta
Chlorine, ^f Milan, upon the virtues of chlorine as an antidote for

the disease in question. The former has strongly recom-

mended it J* and the latter has denied that it is of any

use:f in answer, however, to which denial, Professor

Brugnatelli has adduced various authenticated facts, by

•which what he calls the specific powers of the chlorine

have been established and verified.:|:

I have thus endeavoured, upon a subject of so much

interest and importance, to put the reader into possession

of the general history of the practice that has hitherto

prevailed ; and he will at least allow that if the result be

highly unsatisfactory—as most unsatisfactory it is—sufch

conclusion does not result from idleness on the part of

the medical profession.

But how are we to reconcile the clashing and contra-

dictory statements which the present analysis unfolds to

us ? This is a question of uo easy solution. Yet there

are many circumstances which ought to be borne in me-

mory, and that will, in a certain degree, account for such

opposite views and decisions, without rudely impeaching

the veracity of any of the experimenters.

In the first place, it is possible that the morbid poison

itself, like that of plague or i)itermitting fever, may vary

in its degree of virulence, in certain idiosyncrasies, certain

countries, or certain seasons of the year : and hence that

Concilia-

tion of

clashing

opinions

and prac-

tice.

^vvicerbie ^ medicine which has proved useless in general practice,

in some
cases

may succeed in particular persons, particular places, or at

though not particular periods : or, if inactive in itself, may be em-
in others, ployed In SO much milder a degree of the disease that the

* Giornale di Fisica, &c. Pavia, Dec. 1816,

t Biblioteca Italiana. Gennaj. 1817.

t Giornale di Fi?ira, fee. Pavia. Febbraj, 1817.
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constitution may be able, in most or many instances, top'^^^- 1-
,J ^ " ' SPEc.viir.

triumph over it by its own powers alone. Emasia

It is a just remark of Celsus that omnis fere morsiis r^^S.
habet nuoddam virus:* and we have already given proof '^Jefiicai,1.11 .tieatinent.

that this is |)articularly the rase when the animal that^^^^
I •'

^
Cases sup-

bites is labouring under the influence of violent rage or posed to be

., ., . ,^1 i --ij. 5' nuine
other sensorial excitement: the symptoms incident uponiygga not

which produce a severe effect upon the nervous system, f'^^'^y^^''^» ^ '' hence some
and often simulate those of genuine lyssa. And hence, medicines

there can be little doubt that these symptoms have often fg^ cures

been mistaken for lyssa, and have ejiven a celebrity to the *hey never

r 111 perloimed.
medicines employed for their cure to which they were

variable

never entitled. In various cases, as wx have already seen, nature of

the disease commences almost coetaneously with the ex-toms in

ternal injury, or inoculation : in others, not till months or
j^^^^ ^^^^^

even years afterwards. In some instances the first sym- deception.

ptoms of the disease show themselves in the bitten part,

and even this in a very different manner, for there may
be a troublesome sense of numbness, or of irritation; and

this irritation may be confined to tiie cicatrix, or travel

lip the limb, and produce acute pain or spastic action :

while in other instances there is no local affection what-

ever through the entire progress of the malady. Ordi-

narily speaking, hydrophobia, or water-dread, is one of

the most common, as well as one of the severest symptoms

of the disease; yet there are instances, even where the

rabies has terminated fatally, in whicii water-dread has

not been once complained of. Most commonly, again, on

an early examination after death, the fauces and parts ad-

joining are found red and inflamed : but we have already

observed that Morgagni dissected patients in which there

was no such appearance whatever. And in two bodies

examined after death by Dr. Vaughan, the fauces, eso-

phagus, stomach, diaphragm, and intestines, were all in

a natural state.

There can be little or no doubt, moreover, where many Where
many per-

sons bitten

* De Medicina,Lii3, V, >
at the same
iime the
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Gen. 1. persons are bitten in quick succession by the same rabid

Entasia
' animal, that the poison is not equally introduced into all

Lyssa. Qf them. In some cases it may be expended entirely

Medical iipon the earlier victims, and hence the rest, though
treatment,

jj^g^^ ^^y j,q fj.gg fj.^^jjj the virusj whilc in others where

equally the teeth have to pass through various foldings of clothes,
applied to

jt jg possible that the virus \Yhich still remains may be

whence wiped ofF in its passage, and the laceration be nothing

been svp- ^^^^ tl*^" ^ clean M'ound from the first. And in all such

posed to cases a sanguine experimenter, without allowing for these

pvophyiac- circuiTistances, will be apt to persuade himself, whatever
tic power medicincs he makes use of, that the absence of the disease
iroin medi-

.

. i«> oii i.-ii
cines which is owmg to the eificacy of the plan or the medicine he has
they do "o*

pyggpj.jjjgjj g^j^^j which he is hence tempted to hold up to
possess. r ' r r

the world as an antidote or specific.

.Illustration Some of these remarks will best explain the very diflfe-

of the rent results of the same mode of treatment, in the eleven
above re- patients entrusted in 1775 to the care of M. Blaise of
marks. *^

Cluny, after having been dreadfully bitten and torn by a

mad wolf. The principal remedy was mercurial inunc-

tion, though combined with antispasmodics. The mer-

cury was carried on in all of them to salivation, and the

treatment continued for above a month in those that

lived long enough for this purpose. One died with great

horror and water-dread about the twelfth day from the

injury, and after the mercury had begun to act. A se-

cond perished under hydrophobia, furious, and at length

comatose, just at the close of a month, his mouth and

gums being slightly affected by the -mercury. A third

died nearly six weeks after the commencement of the

mercurial plan, having been taken away by his friends oii

the eighteenth day, apparently in a state of doing well.

The remaining eight, afterhaving exhibited greater or less

symptoms of spasmodic affection, but never amounting to

hydrophobia, are said to have recovered, and were dis-

charged accordingly :* but in a subsequent work M.BIaisc

informs us, that even one of these died in a paroxysm of

* Methode epvouvee pour la Traitement de la Rage
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hydrophobia six weeks after his discharge and supposed
g^ ^J^^,!:,

restoration to health.* Emasia

In all these cases the success is ascribed to the action
r^^^^;

of the mercury, and the want of success to some irreg- Medical

iilarity or other committed by the patient while under |'^^*""'""'

medical care. The enormities, however, are in general

rather far fetched, and not very convincing. Thus, in '^^ above
' ... 1 cases ca-

the last of the above cases, it is ingeniously observed pabie of

that the man who had been so long discharged as well,j?gj.'"°jjy^*

/our days only before the symptoms of hydrophobia ap- accounted

peared on him, had thrust his arm down the throat of
°'*

an ox which was said to be mad ; though no proof is

offered that the ox was really mad, nor is it pretended

that even this reputed mad ox inflicted any bite upon the

arm whatever. Who does not see, that in all these cases

the mercury may have been guiltless of exercising any

controul? that those who died may have died in con-

sequence of an effective lodgement of the virus in the

wound inflicted, and that those who survived, may have

survived because it obtained no admission to the bitten

part?

It is, moreover, highly probable that a spontaneous Rabies

cure is occasionally eff'ected by the strength of the con-peXapV,
'

stitution, or the remedial power of nature alone. The*^"'^^

fact appears to be, that the disease requires about six orneousiy.

seven days to run through its course, at the expiration of

which period the system seems to be exonerated by the

outlet of the salivary glands, of the poison with which it

is infested. And hence, if by any means it be able to

sustain and carry itself through this period, without be-

ing totally exhausted of nervous power in the course of

so protracted and prostrating a conflict, it will obtain a

triumph over the disease : and any prescribed medicine

made use of on the occasion will see"»n to have effected the

cure, and will run away with the credit of having done so,

till subsequent instances dissolve the charm, and prove
beyond contradiction the utter futility of its pretension?.

* Hist, de la Societe de Medicine, Tom, u.

TOL. X^^ 52
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Gen. I. I have already had to observe that the contagion of

Enm^" lyssa, though highly malignant, is neither very volatile

Lyssa. nor very active, and in every instance, perhaps, requires

Medical some exciting or predisponent cause to enable it to take
treatment,

gg-pct : but, as it seems to be more indecomposible than

vity of the ^^Y Other contagion we are acquainted with, it is capa-
poison and

jjjg Qf jyj^g, latent and undissolved for months, if not
length of -^ ^
interval ycars, till it mccts with a cause of this kind. And hence

oftenVpe- ^^^ ^^''7 '<*"& *"^ uncertain interval which sometimes

rates occurs between the attack of the rabid animal and the

occasional appearance of rabid symptoms, has often proved another
cause of ggurce of deception ; of which we have a singular ex-
deception. r 7 o

ample in Mr. Nourse's case, related in an early volume

cxcmpi!- of the Philosophical Transactions ;* which states that a
*^^-

lad, who had been bitten in the thumb by a mad dog,

took morning and evening for forty days a drachm of the

pulvis antilyssus already described, and bathed in the

sea for ten days in succession. He was in due time re-

ported to be well, and the cure was altogether ascribed

to the specific virtues of the antilyssic powder. He was

shortly afterwards cut for the stone, from which also he

recovered : nineteen months after which operation,

however, he was attacked with hydrophobia and the

other symptoms of canine madness, and fell a victim to

their violence. Had tliis patient died under the opera-

tion of lithotomy, or from any other circumstance in the

interval, the virtues of the antilyssic powder would have

obtained a complete, and indeed a rational triumph in this

instance : and even now there may be a question whether

the appearance of the disease was not retarded by the

Exciting P^^" pursued : though its specific power can no longer be

cause pre- maintained for a moment. The occasional exciting cause

not no-
° which, in this instance, at length gave activity to the

liced. dormant virus, is not pointed out to us. But it is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to account, without such a cause,

for the quickening of the lurking seminium of the poison

at this time rather than at any other. And the following

* No, 445.
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A'aluable remarks of Dr. Perceval, occurring in his manii- ^v-^'- 1-

script comment on the author's volume of Nosology in Entasia

relation to this subject, are in full illustration of the^Jf.''*-
"^ Rabies.

same opinion. Treat-

* A wine porter was attended, in Dispensary practice,
'^*^"*'

for a low fever: after a time appeared symptoms of lys- remarks

sa; and much inquiry elicited the recollection of his hav- and iiius-

ing been slightly bitten by a dog six weeks before. In Percevai."

the interval he was convicted of some fraudulent practice

in the cellar of his master, to whom he owed great obli-

gation, and was dismissed with disgrace. Anxiety on

this event seemed to produce the fever wluch terminated

in lyssa.

" Lately an officer in our barracks was bitten by a dog, Further

whose madness being recognized, the bitten part was ex- '!'"*^"^'

cised immediately; after an undisturbed interval of two

months he was advised to go to England to dissipate the

I'ecoUection of the accident : there he exercised himself

violently in hewing wood ; felt pain in the hand which

had been bitten; embarked for Ireland; had symptoms

of hydrophobia on board the packet, and died soon after

his arrival.

*'I have lately seen a case of hydrophobia treated in- in which

effectually by most profuse bleeding and large doses of
b[°eri[,^„

opium. Here too the bitten part was extirpated by caus- and large

tic within an hour. He was a man of steady mind, noro°[„^^^.-

could any occasional cause be assigned for bringing the "o use,

poison into action, except that a bilious diarrhoea was
suddenly checked.

"From the varying period of attack we might infer The innu-

that the influence of occasional causes is very considera- °"*^.^ °^,'"'
' casional

ble. In the last patient hydrophobia supervened exactly causes

live weeks from the time of the bite ; he lost a hundred
sf/e^rabi""

and eight ounces of blood in twelve hours which sunk

him much ; violent perspiration, and at length delirium,

attended the water-dread ; during the last twenty-four

hours he swallowed, and recovered his senses; and died

slightly convulsed whilst cutting an egg. These cases

seem to point out agitation of mind and feverish exf^ita-

tion as powerful occasional causps,'°
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. ^^^;J; In a disease so intricate as lyssa a very complex treat-
Spec.VIII. .

,> J r
]:ntasia mcnt IS by no means unpardonable : but it may fairly, I

Rkbies
think, be questioned whether the complexity and the

Treat- energy of the means employed to produce a cure may

Vioie* e
"^^* rather, in some instances, have had an opposite ef-

and com- fect, and have hastened and confirmed a fatal issue. A
SrinJans P^ti^nt bitten by a mad dog, having in vain tried and
employed persevercd in the use of the Ormsliirk medicine, was

babiy'"^° "cxt put Under the joint care of Dr. Watson and Dr..Fo-

"J"'f'™'^^
thergill. Having been bled standing, as long as he

inischiev- could stand, he was next immersed in a warm bath,

famif""^
where he was ordered to remain till he again became

Exempiifi- faint; a clyster of milk and water with a drachm of Do-
^^- ver's powder dissolved in it was injected as soon as he

was removed from the bath ; half an ounce of mercu-

rial ointment was at the same time rubbed into the legs

and thighs, and three grains of thebaic extract given in

the form of pills : two grains being ordered to be continu-

.cd every hour till he became sleepy.

To stand the brunt of a treatment thus vigorous would
demand no ordinary constitution, even without the co-

operation of any disease. But that the wretched sufferer

should sink (as he did, in a few hours) under the assault

of such a malady and such a mode of cure, cannot be

matter of surprise to any one.
Hence the f£\^Q whole subjcct is afflictive, as well in respect to its

treatment treatment as its progress. But how, after all, is a young

!'!fit 'arld*'^'
practitioner to proceed when he meets with a case of ra-

afflictive. bies ? This is a most important question ; and the fol-

lowing remarks, submitted with great deference as the

result of some little personal experience, and no small

degree of reflection, are meant to meet it, and to point

out the path, wliich, in the present unsettled state of the

General subject it may, perhaps, be most expedient to adopt.

result and From the whole of the preceding survey it is sufficiently
recommen- <, .t . • .. .nr.t n .

datovy Clear that we have no direct specific for the cure of the
process, disease ; and, hence, whatever plan we employ must be

specific^ palliative only. It appears also that the disease consists

and hence in a poisou of a pcculiar kind capable of assimilating some

T^ian is
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of the animal secretions to its own nature, and that the Gew. r.

new matter, or contagion, hereby produced, continues to Entasia

be eliminated for five or six days principally, i\ not en- ^y^^^'

tirely, from the excretories of the salivary glands, as the Treatment.

inflammation of gout unloads itselfon the extremities, and pursued

the specific matter of exanthems on the surface generally :
'^''" ^^

1. . ••/>!• -J prtlliative

and that, at the expiration ot this period, or as soon as only.

such depuration has been effected, the disease abates,

and the patient is restored. It appears, also, that the

disease is one of the most dangerous in the whole cata- Po'^on of
•^ lyssa of a

logue of nosology, and that few patients recover from it peculiar

under any plan of medicine that has ever been devised ; I'equires^

hut that, nevertheless, some patients have recovered under five or six

almost every mode of treatment, however incongruous lulown off

and contradictorv to other modes ; and hence, that many ^""^ P^i-

/> • 1 1 r. 1 1 lisps alto-
cases oi restoration must be rather referred to a natural, gather at

or spontaneous cure, than to the virtue of medicines. thesahva-

_ .
i"y glands

:

In this state of things it seems reasonable that our first after which

intention should consist, as in various other kinds of ani- a^batts?^^^

mal poisons communicated in the same manner, in sup- Hence the

porting the system generally, and the nervous part of it
^e^su™ mt-

more particularly, so that it may not sink under the vio- ed general-

lent excitement and augmented secretion which the organ
'gj|"|}y,^h^

of the nerves has to encounter during so perilous a nervous

struggle. And it is to this principle we have to resolve
'^^'

all the benefit which has at any time been found to result

from the use of the stimulant theriacas and other cordials

of the old practitioners. On t!»is account ether, ammonia,
and camphor, have a strong claim upon our attention, and
especially the two last, as thev may be given in a solid

form. All the pungent spices belona; to the same class, '^y'^^'^^'^cs

„„ 1 J 1 • 1 . . . ^ind diffusi-
as cardamum-seeds, and capsicum, and may be adverted bie stimu-

to as auxiliaries; nor should wine or even ardent spirits
'^"^®"

be refrained from, if the patient can be induced to swal- "y by tine'
low them ; moderately tlirough the entire course of the ^"A ^'^'^^"*

disease, but liberally and profusely as his strength de-*^*"''*

clines. Our grand object must be to keep him alive, and
prevent a fatal torpitude in the sensorium for a certain

number of days, at any expense of stimulants, or of sub-
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^^^,ji
sequent debility. Wine is profusely given with great

Entasia
' success ill the bite of the most venomous serpents of the

Rabies
East, and analogy justifies us in proposing it in the pre-

Treatment. s^nt instance.

The spastic Our upxt intention should be to diminish, as much as

brdimi'ni-
Possible, the spastic action of the chest and fauces, and to

shed by as prevent a return of the exacerbations. And to this end

as'pos^bir ^^ much quiet and comj»osure as we can possibly procure,

and a pro- under SO restless a state of body, seems imperatively called

tiiineces- for, and is far more likely to be serviceable than the fa-

sary exei- tigue of taking the patient repeatedly out of bed for the

purpose of plunging him either into a hot or a cold bath.

By seda- And though opium has never of itself, perhaps, produced
tives, and ^ cure, it seems adviseable to try it in liberal doses; and
especially ' j '

opium, the more so as several of the cases already adverted to

afford a direct proof that it is capable, occasionally, of

producing some degree of tranquillity for a short period.

In employing it, however, it seems most reasonable, from

with some ^"^^'»gy» to Combine it with some diaphoretic, and parti-

diaphore- cularly with ipecacuan in the form of Dover's powder,

Dover's sincc, at all times, the animal frame is most disposed to

powder. ]^q quiet and free from irregular actions, when there is a

general moisture upon the surface. In many cases of ra-

bies such a state of body has been found unquestionably

favourable; and in one of the instances already quoted

, from the Medical Transactions, the benefit was so strik-

ing that the practitioner could not avoid regarding it as

critical. It is possible, also, though no great stress can

be laid upon this remark, tliat a part of the virus itself

may be licreby eliminated, as in various other cases of

animal poisons.

Themor- To obtain and encourage such elimination should in-

to be, if deed be our first object, if we had any means of accom-
possibie, plishinaj it upon which we could fnlly depend. This, hovv-
climinatedlot J f '

_

from the ever, we have not ; but, as the quarter to whicli the virus

cMe%\'y '^ directed is the salivary glands, of which, indeed, we
means of have fuU proof in consequence of the saliva being the

ry glands fo^ics of the polsou apparently as soon as it becomes ela-

by the use borated : and as we have a medicine wliirh possesses a
of mfyrurv.
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specific influence on this organ, and is capable of aug- /'k-^-
J-

raenting its secretion to almost any extent, it seems ot the Eutasia

utmost importance that, while we endeavour to support
J^J^^^^/J-^

the system, and to allay the nervous irritation, we should Treatment

endeavour at the same time to quicken the elimination of

the morbid matter, by exciting the salivary emunctories,

and thus probably also carrying it off in a diluter and less

irritant form. It is ditBcult to withhold one's assent to^/^^'^P^'

all the numerous instances of cure which are so confi- vantage hi

1 1 n ii 1 ii p many cases
dently asserted to have followed upon the use ot mercury ,esoivabie

carried to the point of free salivation. , And hence, with- '"!°
^'^f

out allowing this medicine to be a specific more than any

other, we may indulge a reasonable hope of its forming

a good auxiliary, and should employ it freely, either ex-

ternally, internally, or in both modes simultaneously ; but

with as little disturbance to the patient as possible, till a

copious ptyalism is the result.

Fever, or inflammatory action, does not necessarily be- Fever, o.

long to lyssa in any stage: and the present mode of treat- toiyactioD,

mcnt is altogether grounded upon this principle. Either, '\^^ '°"^^"

however, may become incidentally connected with it from sociateii

:

the peculiar state of the habit or some other cause. Hence,

as a preventive, the bowels should be kept moderately ^o"be g1"ard-

open ; and wherever there is any just apprehension of ^f' against

plethora, or a turgid state of the vessels, and particular- aperients:

ly oPthe brain, blood should be drawn freely from the ^."^ ^°S"^'
•' ' •' times by a
arm, and, if necessary, be repeated. We hstve already free use of

seen'that such a state of congestion is sometimes produc- espedaifv

ed even at the onset of the disease, and is so forcibly felt when the

by the patient himself, that he earnestly entreats the me- I'^eais to^be

dical attendant to bleed him. Such intreaty should, per- flooded

haps, neverbe urged in vain : but the bleedings to deliqui- sense of

iim, which have of late years been so strongly recommend- J.°"s"-

ed, are a rash and dangerous practice, unfounded on ana-

logy, and by no means rest on any sufiicient assurance.

Such, in the doubt and darkness that at present beset impoi-

us, concerning the real physiology of lyssa, seems to be
|n"J|.medi-

the safest and most promising path we can pursue, when ate process

called upon for aid in so afiiictive a malady. Our best [Affliction of

the wound.
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Gen.. 1. time for action, however, and almost the only time we can
SPEC.VIll.
Entasia Improve, is immediately on the infliction of the wound :

Rrb e's
* tight ligature above which, with the double precaution

Treatment, of excision and cauterization, may in general be regarded

as an effectual preventive. 1 do not know, indeed, that

vip'e"pio- ^''^ profession is acquainted with any other. It has, how-
posed as an ever, been proposed in France, to fight off the poison of
antidote to , , • ^i j -xi ^i • i>

thatof mad Jyssa by prc-occupyiHg the ground with the poison oi a

^°S' viper, upon the principle of combating variolous with

vaccine matter : and for this purpose it has been sug-

gested that the part bitten by a mad dog should be again

bitten a little below the wound, as soon as may be, by a

venomous serpent, whose virus, from its greater activity,

will, in most eases, be certain of taking the lead, and

may, it is presumed, guard the constitution against any

subsequent effects from the wound of the mad dog. I have

., not, however, heard that this proposal has ever been car-

ried into effect, and the claim of ingenuity is, most pro-

bably, the whole it will ever have to receive.

Contagion J ought not, however, to conclude without noticing

oatarrh One Very extraordinary fact in the economy of morbid
said to poisons, and especially of that before us, which I have
emancipate r ' r .? >

dogs irom had confirmed by the testimony of several veterinary

%nTratiiig
practitioncrs entitled to credit. It is, that no dog who

rabies: has ever had the distemper^ as it is called, which is the
but not of canine catarrh or influenza, has been known to become
receiving it

by contact, rabid spontaneously, though he iscapableof receiving the

made"of^
disease by the bite of another dog. If this be true, for

this fact if which however I cannot fully vouch, we have certainly

another instance of morbid poisons mortally conflicting

with each other; and it might be worth trying how far in-

oculation with the matter ofcanine catarrh might succeed

in protecting a human subject after the infliction of a

CoUateiai
"'^^'^ ^^^^ > though in the dog, perhaps from a stronger

facts in predisposition to rabies, it seems to be impotent. In
support of

gQjjti, America, rabies, as already observed, is altogether

unknown, and I have hence been anxious to learn whether

the distemper be unknown there also: and, in answer to

this inquiry, it has been told me, by several intelligent resi-
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dents in that quarter, that this last disorder is so com- Gen. i.

Spec VIII
mon and so fatal, that two thirds of the dogs littered Entasia

there perish of it while pups : a remark which still fur- Lyssa.

. . . „ Rabies.
ther confirms the home-report concerning its iniiuence on Treatment.

rabies, and suflSciently explains the non-existence of the

latter on the shores of the Plata.

SPECIES IX.
r

ENTASIA ACROTISMUS.

i^tilisclriSjsucss*

FAILURE, OR CESSATION OF THE PULSE, OFTEN ACCOM-

PANIED WITH PAIN IN THE EPIGASTRIUM J THE PER-

CEPTION AND THE VOLUNTARY MUSCLES REMAINING
UNDISTURBED.

AcROTisMus is literally " defect of pulse," from x^otos, gen. i.

"pulsus," with a privitive « prefixed : whence the tech- ^^^.^" ^^'

nichal term crotophus or crotophinm, importing " painful the specific

pulsation or throbbing in the temple." Asphyxia is the^"^"^'

term employed for this disease by Ploucquet, and would sometimes

have been used in the present arrangement but that it^ony^^yg.

has been long appropriated to import suspended anima-'y«

tion or apparent death; a total cessation, not of the

pulse only, but of sense and voluntary motion.

This failure or cessation of pulsation sometimes ex- Failure of

tends over the whole system, and is sometimes confined fo^^gjV°'^5

to particular parts. In every case it imports an irregu- general,

larity in the action of the heart, or of the vessels that limited,

issue from it, and in most cases, an irregularity proceed- rmporting

ing from local or general weakness, and dependent upon the heart

a spasmodic disposition hereby produced in the muscular ^."'^.^"®'

tunic of the vessels. Of this last cause we have a clear

VOL. IV. 53
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^gen. I. proof in the universal chill and paleness that spread over

Entasia the entire surface in the act of fainting or of death, to

Acrotis- wliich fainting bears so striking a resemblance. Except,

Puisuiess- however, in the agony of dying, the spasmodic constric-
jiess.

^^y^ £yj. ^jjg nfiost part soon subsides, and the arteries re-

connected cover their proper freedom and diameter. Yet this is

wiih a ^y jjQ nieans the case always, for in violent hemorrhages,
spasmodic '' -' .-j '

disposition, and especially hemorrhages of the womb, the rigidity has

sometinvcs continued for several days, during the whole

of which time the heart has seemed merely to palpitate,

Exempli- and there has been no pulse whatever. Morgagni re-

lates, from Ramazzini, a case of this kind whicii extended

to four days. The patient was a young man of great

strength and activity even during this suppression. The
arteries were as pulseless as the heart : and, through

the whole period he was quite cold to the touch, and with-

out micturition. On the fourth day he died suddenly.*

Examples indeed are by no means uncommon in which

the spasm has existed for threc,f four, or even five days:}:

before deatlu

Other ini- Other irritations, besides that of weakness, have occa-

thaii'tiiat
sionally led to a like spastic state of the arteries. The

oi weak- stimulus of an aneurism of tlie aorta has produced it in

"ome^imes the brachial arteries, so that there has been no pulse in

causes. h^q wrlsts : and gout or some acrimony in the stomach

has operated in like manner on the arterial system to a

much greater extent: as lias likewise general pressure on

the larger thoracic or abdominal organs, from water in

the chest or cavity of the peritoneum. The cause, how-

ever, is not always to be traced, and hence Maicellus

Sometimes Douatus has givcn an instance whicli he tells us was nn-

afte'r'"ihe
accompanied with any disease wjiatever ;§ the irritation

irritation probably having subsided. Berryatt, in the History oi'

sided. the Academy of Sciences, has fjirnished us with a very

singular example of this disease w hicli was general as w ell

as chronic, and continued through the whole term of life

* DcSfdibus etCaiisis Mo.b. Ep. xi.viii. Lugd. Bat. 4to. 17G7.

t raiholoiiy, p. 25. + Pclaigu?, Med. Ja^iig;iiige. Band. v. p. 2o,

i Lib. vj. cap. ii. p. G20.
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In all which cases, however, though tlie heart itself should g^n. r.

, , , . Spec, jX.
seem to participate m the pulselessness, we are not to Emasia

suppose that it is entirely without any alternation of sys-
{\'jj^"Jj'^'^^''^

tole and diastole, but only that its action is indistinctness.

from weakness or irregularity. In treating of the nature Hmce has

of the pulse in the Physiological Proem to the third class, ,i,ro„gh the

we observed that it is in some persons unusually slow, "i^^ifo^"
' long lile.

and has been found, as measured by the finger, not more
j,, ^,,1

than ten strokes in a minute :* and that in many of these which

. , J.' •! rases the
cases the cause of retardation seems to be a spasticity or ^^3,1 pro-

want of pliancy in the muscular fibres of the lieart or j'^'^'y
*

. heats,

arteries, or both, rather than an actual torpor which is though in-

also an occasional cause. I have never met with any case ^''^^'"ctiy.

in wliich the ordinary standard of the pulse was not more fa^^ation

than ten stroke in a minute; but I have at this time a"^ /he
pulse not

patient of about tiiirty-six years of age, whose pulse has unco minon,

not exceeded twenty-four or twentv-six strokes, and has'°""''™''f„

often been below these numbers. Ke is a captain in the to only ten

Royal Navy, of a sallow comj)lexion and bilious temper- ^'^•"^jg'"
^

ament; till of late he enjoye,d good health, but about Esempiifi-

three years since was attacked with a fit ofatonic apoplexy ^^''

from wliich he recovered with difficulty. At an interval

of a few weeks from each otlier, he had several other fits;

on recovering from the last of which he instantly married

a young lady to whom lie had for some time been enga-

ged. He has now been married about fifteen months, has

a healthy infant just born, and has iuid no lit whatever.

His spirits are good, and he is residing by the sea-side,

whicli situation he finds agree with him best.

DrLatham gives a similar example in a merchant whose

pulse, though never intermissive, seldom, for ten or twelve

years that he had known him, exceeded thirty-two beats

in a minute; occasionally was as slow as twenty-two,

and at one time only seventeen. **I once," says Dr. La-

tham, "attended him through a regular fever, when hiSiiiugjj!a[jop.

pulse was not more than sixty, notwithstanding the

disease ran on for at least a fortnight with a hot and dry

gk '' Vol. n, p. 2].
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Gen. I. skin, white and furred and parched tongue, and occa-

Entasia ' sional delirium."*
Aciotisraus In many of these anomalies there is not only no per-
PulselesB- •

ness. ceptible pulse or a very retarded one, but often intermis-
in these gions morc or less recular, and occasionally a want of
anomalies o ' •/

^

often a Iiarmony between the stroke in some of the arteries com-

hTimo"!y pared with that in otliers. Rail gives a case in which the

ill the heart, the carotids, and the radial arteries all pulsated

different diflFerently
-.f

and Beggi another, in which the acrotism,

arteries. Qp want of pulsation, extended over the entire frame with

the exception of the heart, which pulsated violently .:j:

Acrotism This species is strikingly exemplified in the biographi-

exempHfied c^^ skctch of Mr. J. Hunter, drawn up and prefixed to

in J. Hun- his volume ou Blood and Inflammation by Sir Everard

lated in Home. Mr. Hunter for the four preceding years had
iiis life by annually suffered from a fit of the gout in tlie spring.

In the year 1773, this did not return, and having, on a

particular occasion, been greatly affected in his mind,

" he was attacked," says Sir Everard Home, " at ten

©'clock in the forenoon, with a pain in the stomach, about

the pylorus : it was the sensation peculiar to those parts,

and became so violent that he tried change of position to

procure ease; he sat down, then walked, laid himselfdown

on the carpet, then upon chairs, but could find no relief:

he took a spoonful of tincture of rhubarb, with thirty

drops of laudanum, but without the smallest benefit.

While he was walking about the room he cast his eyes on

the looking-glass, and observed his countenance to be pale,

and his lips white, giving the appearance of a dead man.

This alarmed him, and led him to feel for his pulse, but

he found none in either arm. He now thought his com-

plaint serious. Several physicians of his acquaintance.

Dr. William Hunter, Sir George Baker, Dr. Huck
Saunders, and Sir William Fordyce, all came but could

find no pulse : the pain still continned, and he found him-

"' Med. Trans. Vol. iv. Art. xx.

; Memorabilia Clinica. Vol. ii. Fasc. i. 6. Hall. 1792.

t 0pp. Pacchioni. Piom. 4to. 1741.
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self at times, not breathing:. Beins: afraid of death soon J^^^-J-
Spec. IX,

taking place if he did not breathe, he produced the vo- Et tasia

luntary act of breathing ; his working his lungs by the^"J*''^"

power of the will, the sensitive principle with all its effects Puiseiess-

on the machine not being in the least affected by the com-

plaint. In this state he continued for three quarters of

an hour, in which time frequent attempts were made to

feel the pulse but in vain. However, at last the pain les-

sened, and the pulse returned, although at first but faintly,

and the involuntary breathing began to take place. "While

in this state he took Madeira, brandy, ginger, &c. but

did not believe them of any service, as the return of health

was very gradual. In two hours he was perfectly re-

covered."*

This is one of the most extraordinary cases on record, ifl'^'®
*^^**

•' highly ex-
considering the extensive group of important functions traordina-

that were jointly affected, and the total freedom of thCg^^.j^"^
,

rest : and nothing can more strikingly prove how close is elucidative

the sympathy that in many instances prevails between sympathy

discontinuous organs. The chief disease seems to have o^'.^n p^-

prevailed in the heart, the chief pain in the stomach on twee/dis-'

its upper side ; and for this we may, perhaps, account, continuous

from a law of the animal economy we have so often of

late had occasion to keep in view, by which a morbid ac- explained.

tion affecting one extremity qf a nervous fibre, or bundle

of fibres, is, under particular circumstances, most severely

felt at the other extremity : for as one of the branches of

the phrenic nerve passes over the apex of the heart, and

is afterwards continued to the diaphragm which maintains

so intimate an association with the stomach, it serves as

a direct line of communication between each of these

organs ; and the painful impression imparted to the end
of the nervous twig that rests on the heart may, by this

law, be transferred to its other extremity that lies so con-

tiguous to the upper part of the stomach.

The nature of the pain and the collateral symptoms

* Sir E. Home's Life of Mr. Hunter prefixed to the Treatise on Blood,

&c. p. xlvi.
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Sp^'^ IX
^^^"^ sufficiently to show tliat this disease was of a spas-

Entasia modjc liind : for the deficiency of pulse was subsequent

nuis°
'* ^^' ^"'^ consequent upon the pain, and ceased upon its re-

Puiseiess- moval, while the deadly paleness of the face gave proof

of a constriction of the capillaries.

All such So far as mvown experience lias extended, such failures
cases com- „, 'i,i ... . , i

moiiiy con- oi the puIse, wiicthcr consisting in a total suspension, or
nected ^ pretei'natural retardation, and attended witli acute or
with a dis- •

_

'

eased state with very little pain, are dependent upon a diseased state

gir 'rrte^ries
"^ *''® larger arterics, or the hirger viscera of the thorax

or viscera, or abdomeu, and generally lead to sudden death. The

sudden' ^^^^ "^ the Captain of the navy which I have just related
death. and which was drawn up while the first edition of this

fie'd'"''''
^'^^^ wf^s in the press, I may now apply to, in illustra-

tion of this remark; for I have since been informed by

his sister that while at Swansea, apparently in as good

health as he had ordinarily enjoyed for several years,

he was attacked with a fit of apoplexy which carried

him off in less than an hour. Such, too, was the fate of

Dr. Latham's patient, for wo are told that " one day,

when in complete healtli, as he then considered himself,

he dropped down in the street and expired." And so sud-

den was the decease of Mr. J. Hunter, that feeling himself

unwell while in the course of his professional attendance

at St. George's Hospital, he went into an adjoining room,

gave a deep groan, and dropped down dead.

Mode of In all cases of tliis kind, therefore, the mode of treat-
treatment,

|pg„^ must depend upon the nature of the exciting or

predisponent cause as far as we are able to ascertain it.

where the Where the cause is constitutional, a sober, quiet, and re-

constitu- gular habit of life, with a due attention to the ingesta and
tionai. egesta, and particularly to a tranquillized state of mind,

will often enable the valetudinarian to reach his three-

score and tenth year, with cheerfulness and comfort : but

he must content himself with

the cool sequestered vale of life,

and not form a party in its contentions, and its glitter, its

bustle and "busy hum.*'
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Where the affection appears to be dependent upon a Gen. i.

particular state of any one of the larger thorcaic, or ab- Emasia

dominal organs, as the heart itself, the lungs, the stomach ^,^,g°'^'^'

or the liver, our attention must be specially directed to Puiseiess-

the nature of the primary disease. And in these cases it ^j^"

is often essentially relieved by some vicarious irritation, ciependent

as a seton or issue, a regular fit of the gout, a cutaneous eased^sta'te

ernption, or a painful attack of piles. During the pa- °f some

roxysm itself, the most powerful and diffusive stimulants larger

should be had recourse to, as brandy, the aromatic spirit
°'^^^"^'

of ammonia, or of ether, whicii is still better, and opium

in any of its forms.

Some persons are said to possess a natural power of ^""^^*'"^5®
*^ * * produced

thus keeping the heart upon a full stretch, and hereby spomane-

producing an universal deficiency of pulsation, and of si-°"^''^'

mulating death. Dr. Cleghorneand Dr. Cheyne both give

an instance of this. It should be observed, however, that

the individual in either case died suddenly : and one of

them. Colonel Townshend, within a few hours, after

having maintained this rigidity of heart for half an hour,

at the expiration of which time he consented to resusci-

tate himself, and awoke from the apparent sleep of death.

It should hence seem that the natural energy of the heart

sinks gradually or abru})tly beneath the mischievous ex-

ertion wherever snch a pov. er is found to exist.
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GENUS II.

CLONUS.

itlonic &9amn*

FORCIBLE AGITATION OF ONE OR MORE MUSCIES IN

SUDDEN AND IRREGULAR SNATCHES.

Ot'^faol
'^^^ Greek terms, KXem and xxomvtif import ** agitation,

the generic commotion, concussion." The clonic, or agitatory spasms

^ * form two distinct orders in Sauvaffes, and a sins^Ie e:enus
Synonyms. o ' o o

in Parr. Tlie first is unnecessarily diffuse ; the second is

too restricted. The two orders of Sauvages are in the

present arrangement reduced to two genera, and consti-

tute tliat immediately before us, and stnclonus, or that

which immediately follows. Dr. Cullen seems at one

time to have had a desire of distinguishing the diseases

of both these genera by the name of convulsions ; and of

limiting the name of spasms to the permanent contractions

or rigidities of the muscular fibres produced by spastic

action, constituting the different species of the preceding

coSsL"? genus. « I think it convenient," says he in his First Lines,

how distin- « to distinguish the terms of spasm and convulsion, by

cliTien.
^ applying the former strictly to what has been called the

tonic, and the latter to what has been called the clonic

spasm." Yet the whole are treated of in his nosological

arrangement, under the common name of spasmi, and even

in his First Lines, notwithstanding this distinction, un-

der that of •* spasmodic affections without fever." These

spasmodic affections are, indeed, subsequently divided

into a new arrangement of " spasmodic affections of the

animal functions:—of tlic vital;—and 'of the natural:"

throughout which an attempt is still made to separate

the term convulsion from that of spasm, and apply it to
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all clonic 01' agitatory motion of the muscles, Avliile 'rf^-'"'-

/•'•

coNVULsio is, nevertheless, retained in the Synopsis, as ciL.m ^

the technical name of that single species of disease uhich -!'''

is colloquially called convulsion-fit, and not extended to

any others. There is doubtless a difficulty in draNving

the line between entastic and clonic spasm in many cases,

from the mixed nature of the symptoms ; but if it be felt

of importance to take terms out of their general meaning,

and tie them down to a stricter interpretation, such in-

terpretation sliould be rigidly adhered to, or some degree

of confusion must necessarily ensue.

To understand the real nature of the spasms wc arc Piiysioiogi-

now entering upon, it may be expedient to recollect thatJj^'ip^P^Y

the nervous j^wwer or fluid appears to flow naturally, as spasms.

indeed we Iiave already observed in t!ie Physiological aq^. of,i,e

Proem to the present class, by minute jets, or in an un-"*'*;^""^

dulatory course, like the vibrations of a musical chord, jcis:

But the movement is so uniform, and the supply so re-

gular, in a state of health, and where there is no fatigue, but uhicij

that we are not conscious of any discontinuity "^ tenour,
'°j""j[j!"J,'_

and can grasp as rigidly and as permanently with ati"uityof

muscle as if tliere were no relaxation in its flow of power, action.

To prove the nature of the influx, however, nothing more

is necessary than to reduce the muscles from a state of

healthy tone to a state of languor, or to wear it down by

fatigue ; for in this condition all the muscles tremble, and

the stoutest man is incapable of extending his arm with

a small weight in his hand, or even of raising a glass of

wine slowly to the mouth, w ithout a manifest, and even a

painful oscillation.

The flow of the nervous pov.er, in a state of health, is ^'aiuiai

augmented by tlie application of various stimulants botli ra°e'ited%

mental and corporeal. The ordinary mental stimulus is^'^'Jo^'s

the will, but any other mental faculty when violently ex- Mental"
'

cited will answer the same purpose, though the action
^"'""'*"'^'

which takes place in consequence hereof, will, in some
degree, be irregular, as proceeding from an irregular

source, and will in consequence make an approach to the

character of spasms ; of which a violent excitement of
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Ge.\. ir. almost any of the passions affords examples sufficiently

Clonic evident, and especially the passions of fear and anger,
spa&m. under the influence of which it is sometimes found impos-

sible to keep a single limb still.

Corporeal 'pjjg ordinary corporeal stimulants are the fluids which
stimulants. ,.,.11

are naturally applied to the motory organs themselves.

Thus tlie air we bri'atlie becomes a suflirient excitement

to the action of the lungs, the flow of the blood from the

veins a sufficient excitement to that of the heart, while

the descent of the feces maintains the peristaltic motion

of the intestinal canal.

,
Where these stimulants are regularly administered,

and the organs to which they are applied are in a state of

Iiealth, the alternations of jets and pauses in the flow of

the nervous power, as we have already remarked, are

Uoiiormity luiiform. But in a state of diseased action, whether from

of Ilen^o^us
^ ™orhid secretion of the fluid, or a morbid condition of

fluid how the fibres that are to be influenced by it, this uniformity

witl!.^'^ is destroyed, and in two very different ways : for first, the

nervous energy may rush forward with a force that pro-

hibits all pause or relaxation whatever, and this too in

Production spite of all the power of the will ; and we have then a
of rigid or 1.. /.••« xx- ^i • ,

entastic production of rigid or entastic spasms, or those abnormal
spasm. contractions in different parts of the body of which the

preceding genus furnishes us with abundant examples :

and, next the pauses or relaxations may be too protract-

ed; and in this case every movement will be performed

with a manifest tremor. Where this last is the case,

moreover, the succeeding jet, from the accumulation of

nervous power that necessarily follow^s upon such a re-

tardation, must at length take place with an inordinate

force and hurry ; and the movement in the voluntary

muscles, when attempted to be controlled by the will,

rroduction must be irregular and often strongly m irked with agita-

sfve^o^" ' *"^"' S'^''"S "s examples of convulsive or clonic spasm.
clonic And as, moreover, in such a state of the nervous system
spasm.

^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^j. j^ t],p,,g ^yju often be found a contest
Mixture of *' *

both kinds between the retarding and the impelling powers; the

^°7er°' spasm will not unfrenuently partake of the nature of t' ?•
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two, the nervous energy, after having been irregularly Gkn. ii.

restrained in its course, will rush forward too impetuous- cioni!-'

ly, and for a few moments witliout any pause; and we^i'"^-'-

shall have either a succession of constricti\e and clonic

spasms in the same muscle or sets of muscles, or a con-

strictive spasm in some parts, while we have a clonic

spasm in others : and hence those violent and raniifj ing

convulsions wliich we shall have more particularly to

notice under the ensuing genus.

A sudden and incidental application of any iiTitantFuithei

power whatever, to any of the muscular fibres, will throw '''"'"°^'^'-

them into an inegular action not only in a morbid state,

when they are most prone to such irregularities, but even

in a state of health. Hence the involuntary jerk that

takes place in aH the limbs when a boat, in wiiicli we are

sailing at full speed, gets a-gro«nd without our expect-

ing it, or we are assailed unawares with a smart stroke

of electricity.

Now, whenever a forcible and anomalous movement of Tendency

this kind has once been excited in any chain of niusculjir!° ^ '^p®'
•' tition ot

fibres whatever, there is a strong tendency in them to'neguiai

repeat the same movement even from the first : and when when once

from accident or a continuance of the exciting cause itP'0('"cech

has actually been repeated, it forms a habit of recurrence ^^"^^^*,"

that is often broken off with great difficulty. Hence the Habits of

convulsive spasm of the hooping cough always outlasts
g^g'^p^JK^.^

the disease itself for some weeks, and is best removed by ed inhoop-

the introduction of some counter-habit obtained by a * ^''

change of residence, atmosphere, and even hours. A in paipita-

palpitation of the heart first occasioned by fright, in an *'°"
'

irritable frame, has in some cases continued for many
days afterwards, and in a few instances become chronic.

A habit of sneezing has sometimes been produced in f"
sneez

the same manner, and has followed upon an obstinate'"^'

catarrh ; after which the slightest stimulants, even the

sneezing of another person, has been sufficient to call up
fresh paroxysms, and in some cases which I have seen,

of very long and troublesome continuance.

Hiccough affords us another example of the same ten- 1" hJc-

couch.
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Ge.y. II. (lency to a recurrence of muscular abnormities. This is

Clonic usually produced by some irritation in the stomach, not
spasm. unfrcquently that of fulness alone : the irritation is by

sympathy communicated to the diaphragm, which is

thrown into a clonic spasm, and the spasm being a few

times repeated, the series of hiccuping becomes so estab-

lished, as, in many instances, to be broken through with

considerable difficulty.

It is to these physiological laws that most of the affec-

tions we are now about to enter upon are referable ; and
the concentrated view we have thus taken of their opera-

tion, will render it less necessary for us to dwell at much
length upon any of them.

The genus cionus comprises the six following species •-

1. CLONUS SINGULTUS. HICCOUGH.

2. STERNUTATIO. SNEEZING.

3. PALPITATIO. PALPITATION.

4. NICTITATIO. TWINKLING OV THl

EYE-LIDS.

5. SUBSULTUS. TWITCHING OF THE

TENDONS.

•6. I -A i'-. PANDICULATIO. STRETCHING,

SPECIES 1.

CLONUS SINGULTUS.

CONVULSIVE CATCH OP THE RESPIRATORY MUSCLES,

WITH SONOROUS INSPIRATION j ITERATED AT SHORT

INTERVALS.

Gex. II. Though the spasmodic action in this affection exists

Disoasc '
^ chiefly in the diaphragm, the principal seat of the dis-

principai- easc Is the stomach, when strictly idiopathic ; an obser-
ly seated

in the
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vation which was long ago made by Hippocrates, and has ^^'^;^}-

in recent times been more copiously dwelt upon by Hoff- cionus'

man : but which Mr. Charles Bell has been the first to s^.^^s-;^!^'^^^;

establish by experiments on the nervous system. " Vo- stomach

miting," says he, " and hiccough, are actions of the res- '^^^^1?^'''°"

piratory muscles excited by irritation of the stomach."*

Debility is perhaps the ordinary remote cause, and Remote

irritability, or some accidental stimulus, the exciting.
I'^l^'^JjJJg^;

Thus excess of food, and especially in a weak stomach, is

often a sufficient stimulus : and hence the frequency of

this complaint among infants.

For the same reason it is occasionally produced by

worms, acidity, or bile in the stomach. External pressure

on the stomach is another exciting cause : and hence it

has sometimes followed, on an incurvation of one or more

of the ribs,f or of the ensiform cartilage:[. of the sternum

produced by violence, and pressing on the coats of this

organ. The stomach, however, is not at all times the Morbid

only organ in wliich the morbid cause is seated that ex- somefimcs

cites the diaphragm to this spasmodic action. The liver seated

is frequently to be suspected. • " I have often," says Dr. o]°L^T

Percival, in his manuscript notes on the volume of No- than the

sology, " found hiccough symptomatic of an enlargement

or inflammation of the liver on the upper convex side."

It also frequently follows upon stangulated hernia; and,
gg'^^ll^^'^^^

''

according to Mr. John Hunter, in numerous instances

accompanies local irritation after operations of various

kinds. It has sometimes attended the passage of a stone

in one of the ureters, and has continued through its en-

tire course.^

The affection is often very troublesome, but it cures Spasm

itself in ordinary cases, and where the exciting cause
"tse," oris*

is lodged in the stomach ; for the spasmodic action very easily rc-

generally removes the accidental irritant; and if not, thc^''^'"*^'

* Experiments on the Structure and Function of the Nerves. Phil.

Trans. 1321, p. 406.

t Schenck, Lib. iii. Obs. 49. ex Fernclio.

% Bonei. Sepulchr. Lib. iii. Sect. v. Obs. 8. Appex.

^ Darwin, Zoonotn. iv. t, i. 7. .
-
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Gen. II.

Spec. I.

Clonus
Singultus.

Hiccough.

How to be
treated

wliere

comniou
means iail.

Hiccough
of typhus
and other

low fevers,

Chronic
hiccough.

Singular

examples.

disorder usually yields to very simi)le antispasmodics, as

a drauglit of cold water, or a dose of camphor or volatile

spirits. Where these have failed, a nervous action of a
diffeient kind, and which seems to operate by revulsion,

has often been found to succeed, such as holding the

breath, and thus producing a \oluntary spasm of a rigid

and opposite kind in the diaphragm; or a violent fit of

sneezing. An emetic*^ will sometimes answer tlie pur-

pose; and still more effectually, a sudden flight, or other

emotion of the mind.f If these do not pro\e sufficient,

we must call in the aid of opium: and in the intervals

have recourse to tonics internal and external, the warm
bitters, bark, pure air, exercise, and cold bathing.

We have already pointed out the tendency which these

irregular actions have to form a habit, and the more so in

proportion to the general weakness and irritability of

the frame; and hence, indeed, their arising so readily in

the later stages of tyj)hus and other low fevers, and their

continuing to the last ebb of the living power.

Even where the constitution is possessed of a tolerable

share of vigour, hiccough is too apt to become a chronic

and periodical affectioti ; and as the frequency of the

spasm is also usually increased with tlie frequency of the

series, it has sometimes become almost incessant, and

defied every kind of medical treatment that could be de-

vised. As a chronic affection it has been known to re-

turn at irregular periods from four:}: to four and twenty

years ;§ and as a permanent attack to continue without

ceasing for eight,|j nine,^ twelve days,** and even three

months.ft Dr. Parr tells us that he once knew it con-

tinue for a month with scarcely any internjission even at

night. '* The sleep," say he, " was at last so profound

* Rigaud, Ergo solvunt Singulti.m Vomitus et Sternutatio ? Paris 1601.

t Riedlin, Lin. Med. 16!)6, p. 276.

$ Bartholin, Hist. Nat. Cent. ii. Hist. 4.

} Aiberti, Diss. Casus Singultus chronici viginti quatuor annoruni,

Hal. 1743.

jl
Riedlin, Cent. i. Obs. 15. 1 Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. v. Obs. 108.

'** TiiJpius, Lib, IV. cap. 2.'5. tt Schenck, Lib. Jli. Obs. 49. ex Fernelio.
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that the convulsion srarcely awoke the patient." In a few Gen. II.

instances it has proved fata!. Potei ins mentions one :* cionus

and another, produced by cold beverage, occurs in the
^'.'J.s^^J^J

Ephemerides of Natural Curiosities.f

In the Gazette de Sante foi- 1817, is tlse case of a young

crirl who had been tormented for six months with an al-

most incessant hiccough. It ceasetl during deglutition,

but re-appeared immediately afterwards. The sleep was

frequently distuibed. M. Dupuytren.on being consulted,

after antispasmodics and the warm-bath had failed, ap-

plied an actual cautery to the region of the diaphragm,

and the hiccough immediately ceased ; hut pcriiaps terror

operated in no slight degree in this mode of cure.

SPECIES II.

CLONUS STERNUTATIO.

IRRITATION OF THE NOSTRILS, PRODUCING SUDDEN,

TIOLENT, AND SONOROUS EXPIRATION THROUGH THEIR
CHANNEL.

Sneezing is a convulsive motion of the respiratory Gen. ir.

muscles, commonly excited into action by some irritant „^^,^^^^-
"^ Patholosy.

applied to the inner membrane of the nose; in the course

of which the air from the lungs is sonorously forced for-

ward in this direction, as the lower jaw is closed at the

time. « In sneezing," says Dr. Young, "the soft palate

seems to be the valve which, like tiie glottis in coughing,
is suddenly opened, and allows the air to rush on with a
greater velocity than it could have acquired without such
an obstruction.":}:

It is a common and rarely a severe affection in its or- Has

dinary course. But from the habit Mhich irregular ac-b°e"omrr'
serious

* Cent. II. Obs, xxvii. t Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. lli. An. i. Obs. 43, disorucr.

IMed, Literat. p. 107,
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Gejt. II. tions of the irritable fibres are perpetually apt to assume,

Clonus as we have already explained, and particularly in a rc-

taUo"."
laxed and mobile state of them, sneezing has occasionally

Sneezing, bccome a serious complaint. Forestus, Horstius, Lancini,

and many of the German medical miscellaneous collec-

tions, give instances of its having been sometimes both

permanent and violent ; sometimes periodical ; and a few

cases wherein it proved fatal ; which last termination is

confirmed by Morgagni. The Ephemerides Naturae Cu-

riosorum contain one instance in which the sneezings

continued for three hundred times in a single paroxysm.
Ordinary The Ordinary irritants operating immediately on the
•
auses.

Schneiderian membrane or that which lines the inte-

rior of the nostrils, are sternutatories, a sharp pungent

atmosphere, indurated mucus, the acrimonious fluid se-

creted in a catarrh or measles, or a morbid sensibility of
But when ^jjg Schneideriau membrane itself. But the severest cases
severe,

usually have usually been produced by sympathy with some re-

bv°sympa-
^^^^^ Organ, as an irritable state of the lungs, stomach, or

thy with bowels. For the same reason sneezing often accompa-

tnote and ^^^^ pregnancy and injuries on the head, and sometimes
diseased the last stages of low fevers ; and is reported to have

Oi^ain of
pi'^^'®'^ ^ sequel to repelled itch. The benediction former-

the bene- ly bcstowed with SO much courtesy on the act of sneezing,

meriy"be°-' ^'^ ^^^^ ^^ have been congratulatory on account of its fre-

stowed on quent violence : but we do not seem to be acquainted with

the real origin of this custom.

Tendency As sucezing IS a Symptom of catarrh, if it be repeated
111 sneezing

f^j. gome time with quick succession in an irritable habit
to call into ^

action that has been frequently affected with catarrh, it will

bid"m'e'-
Sometimes, in the most singular manner, call sympathe-

raentsfor- tically iuto actiou the whole circle of symptoms with

sociated^ which it has formerly been associated, and the patient

with it. ^Yill seem at once to be labouring under a very severe

cold. An instance of this singular sympathy has occur-

red to me while writing. The patient is a lady of about
'

fifty years of age, in good health, but of a highly nervous

temperament. She began to sneeze from some trifling ^

and transient cause, and havinsc continued to snce?:e for
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five or six times in rapid succession, her eve-lids became Gen.ii.
" Spfc 11

swollen, her eyes blood-sliot, and full of tears, lier nos- clonus

trils discharged a large quantity of acrid sen-.m, ]ier ^."^"'"''^-

fauces were swollen and irritable, and a tickling and Sneezing,

irrepressible cough completed the chain of morbid action.

The sneezing at length ceased^ and, within a quarter of

an hour afterwards the wliole tribe of sympathetic symp-

toms ceased also.

Sneezins: in its ordinary production, though a coiivul- ^^^^'""['y
° ' '

1 1
3. liealthv

sive, is a natural and liealthy action, intended to throw action, but

off instinctively from the delicate membrane of the nos- f°'"tV"'^^•' trouble-

trils, whatever irritable or offensive material may chance some and

to be lodged there. But v.'hcn it proceeds from a morbid
]^^^l^

^'^°^^^

cause, or becomes troublesome from habit, we should use lequires

, ., removal.
onr endeavours to remove it. Remedial

When the complaint is idiopathic and acute, or, in treatment

otlier words, when the Schneiderian membrane is mor- 1,"
gg" '^

*

bidly sensible, or stung wit!) some irritant material, it

may be relieved by copiously sniffing warm water up the

nostrils, or throwing it up gently with a syringe, or

forcing up pellets of lint moistened with opium dissolved

in warm water, the pressure of w hich is sometimes of as

much service as the sedative power of the fluid itself.

If this do not succeed, leeches or cold epitliems should be

applied to the nose externally. But a free and sponta-

neous epistaxis, or hemorrhage from the nostrils, effects

the best and speediest cure, of which Riedlin has given

an instructive instance.* It lias been prevented from

returning by blisters to the temples and behind the ears,

and frequently sniffing up cold water in the course of the

day. It has also been attempted to be cured by pungent

sternutatories, so that the olfactory nerves may be ren-

dered torpid and even paralyzed by over exertion ; but

this has rarely answered : for when once a morbid habit

is established, it docs not require the primary cause or

stimulus for its continuance.

When the complaint proceeds from sympathy, the paiiiated

when the

* Lin. Med. 16?5.p. M8.

vol,. IV. ^5
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Ge.v. II. most effectual mean of removing it is by ascertaining the

Clonus state of tlie remote organ with which it associates, and

u!tio
" removing the stimulus that gives rise to it. This, hovv-

Siieezing. ever, cannot always he done ; and in such cases camphor
affection is "m free doses will often prove a good palliative, and if

tic. this do not succeed, we must have recourse to opium.

SPECIES III.

CLONUS PALPITATIO.

J^alpttatiou.

SUBSULTORY VIBRATION OF THE HEART OR ARTERIES.

Gew. II. Palmtjs or palpitatio is used in very different senses
Spec. Ill

Discre ant ^^ different writers. By Cullen and Parr it is limited

interpieta- to a Vehement and irregular motion of the heart alone.

ferent'no'- ^^y Sauvages and Sagar it is applied to an irregular

soiogists. motion " in the region of the heart." By Linneus it is

denominated " a subsultory motion of the heart or a

bowel—cordis viscerisve ;" and by Vogel is defined " a

temporary agitation of the heart, a bowel, a muscle, a

tendon, or an artery."
Sometimes ^\^q fij-gt of these views is too contracted, for palpita-

tracted : tious or quick abnormal beats are felt almost as frequent-

ly in many other organs, and particularly those of the

epigastric region. Yet as in these it seems in every in-

stance, however complicated with other symptoms, to

depend upon a morbid state of the heart itself, or of^the

t^oo^broar
arteries which supply them, or are in their vicinity, the

definitions that extend palpitations to other organs than

the heart and arteries, as separate from these, appear to

be as much too loose and out of bounds as the first defini-

tion is too limited.

The view now offered takes a middle course : it con-

m
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templates palpitation as depcn.lcnt on a diseased action
j;^Jj^'*-,j'-

of tlie heart alone, or of the larger arteries alone, or of ciomis

the 'one or the other associating with some organ more
J^;'|i|)[i|['°

or less remote: and hence lays a foundation for the three uon.

following varieties :

oi Cordis. Palpitation of tlie heart.

/3 Arteriosa. Palpitation of the arteries.

y Complicata. Complicated or visceral pal-

pitation.

The vibratory and irregular action, which we denomi-='C. PaVi-

, , tatio coi-
iiate PALPITATION OFTHE HEART, IS sometimcs sharp and dis.

strong, in which case it is called a throbuing of the ^'^'I'^f'•~'
_

tioi) of the

HEART, and sometimes soft and feeble, when it is called a heart.

FLUTTERING of this Organ. Both may possibly proceed Thiobbnig:

from two distinct causes ; tiie one a morbid irritability of
g^^j^ .^

its muscular fibres, orsome sudden stimulus applied to it, ''"cibie by

either external or internal, by which its systole becomes systole

harsh and unpliant, and evinces a tendency to a spastic '^'^'f!'
^"^

t% . ,, . 1 .p,. unpliant :

fixation ; and the other an irregular motion ot the entire
^,^^, ^^^ j^._

organ of the heart in the pericardium, by v\^ich it literally leguiai

strikes against the chest : the cause of which we do notihcorgHn

always know, though we see it very frequently occasioned "^""'.

by a sudden and violent emotion of the mind, and have the peri-

reason to believe that it is often a result of the spastic
'^^"^'""'•

systole or contraction of the h^rt which we have just

noticed. "When, however, the substance of the heart is

thus irregularly acted upon, and jerked backward and for-

ward from a cause extrinsic to itself, the palpitation is

confined to the paricardium, and the pulse does not par-

take of the abnormity.

The last is, perhaps, the most common proximate as first

cause of the palpitation of this organ, and we are in- P"'"!'^''^
* * O '

out; ^3y D,_

dcbted to Dr. William Hunter for having first pointed it w. Huu-

out to us. T!ie heart, in its natural state lies loose and ^^'"

pendulous in the pericardium : and when the blood which

it receives is, from an irritation of any kind, thrown

with a peculiar jirk into the aorta, the moment it reaches

the curvature of this trunk it encounters so strong a re-

sistance as to produce a very powerful rebound in conse-
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Gen. II. qucnceof the aorta beinej the first point asjainst the spine :
hPEC. III. * ,

'^ 1 O M

a. c. Palpi- the influence of the heart's own action is now, therefore,

{Hs.'°*^°'
thrown back npon itself, and tliis organ, as a result of

Paipita- its being loose and pendulous, is tilted forward against

heait. the inside of the chest, between the fifth and sixth ribs

on the left.*

Rebound ^he rcbound of so strong a muscle as the heart against
sometimes

i i /.

so strong the uiside of the chest must depend for its violence upon

heard
^^

*^*^ violence of the jerk with which the blood is spasmo-

dically thrown into the aorta ; and this has often been

so pow^erful as to be distinctly heard by by-standers.|

Castellus has given an example of this sonorous effect

:

and Mr. Dundas has observed it in various cases. " The
and agitate action of the heart," says the latter, "is sometimes so

iioth«, ^^^y strong as to be distinctly heard, and to agitate the

bed the patient is in so violent, that his pulse has been

counted by looking at the motions of the curtain of the

bed.":]: I have already observed, under the genus pak-

orsis, that the point of a knife when introduced into the

cornea, for the'fextraction of a cataract, has occasionally

been broken off by a spasm of the muscles of the eye.

Has some-^"^ ^^^ shall hence hear with less wonder that the heart

times dis- has sometimes palpitated with a force so violent as to

fractured dislocate§ or break the ribs,|| for both are stated to

the ribs; haveoccurred on respectable authorities, and, in one iu-
and rup- '-

lured its stance, to rupture its own ventricles.^ Upon the won-

trTdesr ' tlerful power of the soft parts, or rather of the muscles

over the bones, when tlirown into vehement spasmodic

action, we had occasion to observe in the Physiological

Proem to the present order: and it is hence that we have

sometimes had examples of the humerus, and other long

bones, being broken by a convulsion-fit. A contrac-

* See J. Hunter on Blood, p. 146. note.

t Castellus, P. Vascus. Exercitat. ad affectus Thoracis. Tr, ix. Toloso.

1614. 4to. Lettsom, Med. Soc. Lond. Vol. i. A Vega, De Art. Med. Lib.

III. Cap. 8.

J Trans. Medico-Chirurg. Soc. 1.27. i Horstii ii. 137—13!:'.

II
Schenck, Observ. 215. ex Fernelio.

D Portal, Memoires de Paris, 1784.
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tion of the left aurico-ventricular opening is sometimes ,gGEw.ii.

found to produce the phenomenon of a douhle pulse.* ^ c. Paipf-

I have said that we are not always acquainted with the ^^}''^^ '^°»-

remote or exciting causes of the palpitation of the heart. Palpitation

Violent emotion of the minil, as already observed, is ajgjj'j';

frequent excitement, and one or two others have been al-

ready indicated.! The first of these is perhaps the most

frequent cause; and hence we can readily admit with

M. Corvisart that palpitation, together with many other

diseases of the heart, have been far more frequent in

France, since the commencement of its late horrible re-

volution. M. Portal has, indeed, proved this fact by striking

various interesting examples -, from which the following
^^^ "^^^t

°^

may be selected as it is short. A young lady who had

suddenly learned that her husband had been cruelly mur-

dered by a band of the popular ruffians, was instantly

seized with a violent palpitation that terminated in a syn-

cope so extreme that she was supposed to be dead. This

apprehension, however, was erroneous. She recovered;

but the palpitation continued for many years : and she at

length died of water in her chest.f

The remote causes are rai'ely to be discovered till after Remote

death, and for the most part seem to consist in a morbid ^5^"^^^^'

structure of the heart itself, or the pericardium, by which consist in

last the muscular walls of the heart have either been ob- Structure

structed in their play, or have had too much liberty of°f the

action. The heart has sometimes been found ossified in ^^^^ ,.

its general substance, as in the case of Pope Urban thefied.

Vlllth ; and more frequently in its valvules or its con-

nexion with the aorta. It has sometimes been thickened

and has grown to an enormous size, which change of

structure has lately been distinguished by the name of hy-

pertrophy, and has been found in one instance of a weight

of not less than fourteen pounds.i A case occurred to.

* Hodgson on the Diseases of Arteries and Veins.

t Memoires sur la Nature et le Traitement de plusieius Maladies. Tom.

IV. 8vo. Paris 1819.

i Eph, Wat. Cur. Dec. ni. Ann, iii. Obs. 166.
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Gew. ir. the present author not long ago in a young lady of four-

«c. Palpi- teen, in whom it reached half this weight, and was the
tatio cor- cause of a most distressing palpitation, as well as of a ge-

Paipitation neral dropsy. By close confinement and quiet, and the

heart^
"^^ of elaterium and scarification to carry oflF the water,

she recovered an apparently good share of health ; but

the exercise of dancing, a few months afterwards, produc-

ed a recurrence of all the symptoms in a more violent and

obstinate degree, and she gradually fell a sacrifice to

them.

Other cau- In other cases the heart has been peculiarly small and

Ei^oDEdiy"
contracted, chiefly, perhaps, in the disease of tabes, or

to be met marasmus ; and consequently there has not been a suffi-

cient capacity for the regular influx of venous blood.

The space of the pericardium has often been morbidly

diminished by inflammation, or an undue growth of fat;

and hence, again, the heart has been impeded in its pro-

per action ; while occasionally it seems to have been filled,

or nearly so, with a dropsical fluid.

Organic Organic injury from external violence is also a frequent

Y^r^ft n
^'^"^^ 0^ palpitation. Yet it is singular to observe the

severe le- severity of lesion the heart and its appendages will some-

oiuaffect-
times yield to, when the constitution is sound, without

ing the life, affecting the life, M. Latour who, during the French
Exempli- war, was first physician to the Grand Duke of Berg, at-

tended a soldier who laboured under a tremendous he-

morrhage from the breast, produced by a wound from a

musket that had penetrated this organ. The hemorrhage,

however, ceased on the third day, the patient's strength

gradually recruited, and suppuration proceeded kindly.

It was nevertheless necessary to cut several pieces of frac-

tured rib away
; yet the wound cicatrized at the end of

three months, and the only inconvenience that remained

was a very troublesome palpitation of the breast that an-

noyed him for three years. Six years after the accident

he died of a complaint totally unconnected with the

wound. His body, however, was opened by M. Man-
sion, chief surgeon of the hospital at Orleans : and the

ball which had entered his breast was found lodging in
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the right ventricle of the heart, covered over in a great ^e^« ^•

measure by the pericardium, and resting on the septum a. c. Paipi-

metlium.* tatiocor-

dis.

To tliese causes may be added a scirrhous or other Palpitation

morbid structure of the lungs, and, perhaps, of the spleen, ^^^^^

liver, stomach, or intestin al canal ; for it is a frequent

accompaniment upon most species of parabysma : and in

these cases appears as a symptomatic affection alone.

For reasons already assigned it is also an occasional

symptom in hydrothorax : during which it show s itself

in a very violent degree upon mental agitation, especially

that produced by fright or vehement rage.

We should not, however, be hasty in deciding upon The leai

any structural affection of the heart, or of any of the^^jsundeT

larger organs that closely associate with it, nor in reality ^^°°^ =
^""^^

11 1 . T-. •. 1 ,
tl'e disease

Upon any incurable cause whatever, ror it has not un- recovered

frequently happened that a palpitation of long standing, ^'""^ ""^''"

and which has been regarded as of a dangerous kind, has

gradually gone away of its own accord, and left us alto-

gether in the dark. Dr. Cullen gives a confirmation ofed'^fr'^m'

this remark in the following very instructive ease: « A*^"'^^°-

gentleman pretty well advanced in life, was frequently

attacked with palpitations of his heart, which, by degrees,

increased both in frequency and violenee, and thus conti-

nued for two or three years. As the patient w as a man
of the profession he was visited by many physicians, who
were very unanimously of opinion that the disease de-

pended upon an organic affection of the heart, and consi-

dered it as absolutely incurable. The disease, however,

after some years, gradually abated both in its frequency

and violence, and at length ceased altogether; and since

that time, for the space of seven or eight years, the gen-

tleman has remained in perfect health, without the slight-

est symptom of his former complaint."t A case preciselv Confirmed

- ., , . r • 1 1
"^ bytheau-

Similar, and m a professional gentleman some\> hat beyond thor'spiac

the middle of life also, has occurred to the present au-^'"*

* Diet, des Sciences riledicales, Art. Rarcs.

t Mat. iled. Pai-t. it. Chap. Tiir. p. 357,
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GEif.ii. thor, with a spontaneous termination equally as favoura-

*c. Palpi- ble. M. Laennec's ingenious metliod of mediate aus-
tatio cor- cuiTATiON by the stcthoscope, as \vc have already ex-

Paipitation plained, will often be found of great importance in the

I'/art
different forms of this species of disease.*

fiC Paiui-
'^^^ same alternating spasmodic motion into which the

tatio arte- niuscular substance of the heart is occasionally thrown

PafpUaiion^y onc or other of the causes thus glanced at, seems, at

of the arte- times, to take place in some of the larger arteries, and

extends to a greater or less length in proportion to the

nature of the cause or the extent of the morbid irritability

by which they are affected, producing the second va-

Existence RiETT before US. That a morbid irritability may exist

hTitabiiity ^" ^ P^*'* ^^^" artery while the rest is free from any such

in an arte- condition is casy to be conceived, since a like partial irri-

be conceiv- tability is often found to exist in organs in wliich we are
edfrom capable of tracins; it in the most manifest manner. Yet
analogous * , . i , . . •

facts. even m arteries tliemselves we can sometimes ascertain

Yet some- the samc to the conviction of our senses ; as for example

biTo/fiur' ^^ *^® ^^^° ^^ phlegmonous inflammation ; in which, also,

proof, as in we find it accompanicd with the throb or alternating

nous^li- spasm and relaxation which constitutes what is meant by
flamma- palpitation. In a healthy and ordinary flow of the blood

In an ordi
^^^ough the arteries it is very well known that there is no

nary flow Sensible sei'ies of contraction and dilatations whatever;

througil'the
^"^ ^^'^ hB,\e already observed in the Physiological Proem

arteries no to the third class that there is no actual change of bulk of

change of ^ny kind, and that it is the pressure of the finger or of

thedianie- gomc other substance against the side of an artery that
ter m the p , ^ , • -rii
latter. alonc produces a feeling of pulsation. In phlegmonous

In phieg- inflammation, however, every one is sensible of a consi-

™°^°"^y",;derable change in this respect,* for there is often a very

such alter- smart and vibratory pulsation while the affected part is

change in perfect freedom, and no fjnger is applied to it : and

by^'tifr*
that this is a pulsation unconnected with the regular

throbbing : pulsation of the heart is perfectly clear, because it is frc-
vvhich can-
not be de-

rived from * See Vol. iii. CI. ill. Ord. IV. Qeii. iii. Spec. v.
the action

»

of the

hcaii.
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quently less uniform, rarely, if ever, synchronous with it,
g^J^'j"'

and, in most instances, twice as rapid. We have here, /3 c. p'aipi-

therefore, a full proof of a local excess of irritability in an
Jf.l^a/'"'"

arterial tube, and of a palpitation, or alternating spasm Palpitation

and relaxation, as its effect. rie^.

Yet inflammation is but one cause of such subsultoryinflamma-

action, or of the irritability which gives rise to it. With 'j°^' °^|^y^

other causes we are not much acquainted ; but we have rea- of this sub-

son to believe them very numerous, and wherever they actjolf:

exist, the artery operated upon will evince the same kind others nu-

of vibratory throb, though, in general, the stroke will uot 3^,^^°g"g\^.

be found quite so smart as that Vvhich takes place in thetive.

pulse of a phlegmon. It may appear singular that this The punc-

abnormal action, whether of the heart or arteries, should this abnoi-

evince so much punctuality in its vibvation; but there is
"^hg,^^g'°°

often a wonderful tendency to punctuality in all '.•-.termis- (derived,

sive affections whatever. We see it in hemorrltoidal dis-

charges, in gout, and above all, in intermitting fevers

:

and till the cause of such punctuality is explained in this

last instance, it will be in vain to expect an explanation

in the case before us.

In very irritable habits, or, perhaps, where thej-e is a p^'p'^.^^'O"

soiiQ6tHmns

morbid sensibility through the whole of the sanguiferous shoots from

system, the palpitation will not unfrequently shoot from ^'^^'^ \°

one artery to another : and one or two cases are given in

the Ephemerides of Natural Curiosities,* in which it ap-

pears to have been universal. It was so, indeed, in the and ins

very irritable organization of that singularly constituted ^®®"
'^""l'''

•' t' ^ J universal.

character J. J. Rousseau, if we may credit the account How f\u-

he gives of himself in relation to this subject : for he tells
gj'^/^'^J'^J

us that, after a peculiar paroxysm of high corporeal ex- Rousseau.

citement, he became, all of a sudden, sensible of a pulsa-

tion in erery part of his body, which from this time ac-

companied him without intermission : and he adds, some-

what extravagantly, that the throbbing was so distinct

and strong, that he was often capable of hearing as well

as feeling it.

* Epli. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. vi—vii.

vor. IV. 36
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Gex, n. The temporal arteries are peculiarly apt to concur in

;2C. Palpi- this migratory throbbing, and occasionally the carotid;
tatio tute- and the throbbins: of both is sometimes synchronous with

Palpitation that of the heart, and sometimes successive to it. Mr.

ri'es

"^ ^"^ Dundas has observed that this affection of the carotids is

Palpitation most common to pei*sons in the prime of life; and that,

biii-'of'^the
^" dissection, the heart is often found enlarged in its size,

tenrpoiai but without any increase of muscular power; an assertion

anci the' Collaterally supported by the case of the young lady de-

cavotid. scribed under the preceding variety. We here also, some-

times meet w ith polypous concretions, and very generally

adhesions to the pericardium.

Chain of And it is hig-hly curious and interesting to notice the

tTon often" ramifying chain of morbid action of whick the heart some-
singular, times forms the firfC link. I had lately a lady under my
^""^^'^^®'^"

care, of --loZicate constitution and highly nervous habit,

in the third month of pregnancy, who had for several

weeks past been uniformly attacked in the evening with a

violent palpitation in the heart, that continued for nearly

an hour or upwards ; it was then transferred to the tem-

ples, which throbbed with as much violence and for as

long a period of time ; vertigo followed with a tendency to

deliquium, immediately after which there was a general

reaction in the system ; the skin became heated and at first

very dry ; but the driness at length yielded to a gentle

diaphoresis, which concluded the morbid series ; for the

patient, at that time becoming tranquil, dropped into a

sound and refreshing sleep, and woke free from all these

symptoms in the morning.

In ti»is case, also, there was a considerable tendency to

that universal subsultus or alternating spasm of the ar-

terial system to which we have just adverted : for all the

arteries ofthe extremities pulsated or palpitated whenever

accidentally pressed upon by any substance, though it

required this additional stimulus to excite the spasmodic

action.

I'aipitation Arterial palpitation, however, is to be found, though
in the epi- not morc frequently, still far more alarmingly in the epi-

gioV."^ ' gastric region than in tlie jjcad; and appears to proceed
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from some particular excitement of the aorta, the supe- ^^^^^ ^Jj^

rior mesenteric, or some branch of tlie coeliac artery. Its,5C. Paipi-

beat has here some resemblance to that of an aneurism JfoJ"/"^'"

of these vessels, and has often been pronounced to be such Paipitmiou
' * of the ar-

without the slightest foundation, to the great terror of teiies.

the patient, and consequently to a considerable exacerba- Somptime?
* i ^ rnsembling

tion of the disease. It may, for the most j)art, be easily an aneu-
rism.

distinguished from an aneurism, by being destitute of any "

•111 t J I i • 1 ^low dis-

circum,scribed pulsatory tumour, that can be ascertained tmgui^iia-

by a pressure of the finger; by a smarter vibration in the
'''*"•

arterial stroke; and by that degree of irregularity in the

return of the stroke by which palpitation is distinguished

from pulsation. In some cases, indeed, the line of the

affected artery can be distinctly felt and followed up to

a considerable length ; and the vibration has occasion-

ally been so strong as to be visible to the eye, even at

some distance, when the surface of the epigastric region

has been exposed to view. " From a good deal of expe-

rience upon this subject," says Dr. Baillie, " I am enabled illustrated

to say that the iiucreased pulsation of the aorta in the epi- Baiiiie.

gastric region, very rarely depends upon any disease of ^^^"P '"'''I"

.

» .- 1 I .' pendent of
the aorta itself, or of its large branches in that place ; and any disease

that this occurrence is almost constantly of very little im- "„ uie^^^^

portance."* This distinguished physiologist tells us, fur-^"'^^-

ther, that he has had an opportunity of examining the

state of the arteries in the epigastric region after death, in

two persons who had this pulsation very strongly marked,
and who died from other diseases. In both cases all the

arteries were perfectly free from every appearance of

diseased structure. He was, also, some years ago, con-

sulted by an old man upon a paralytic affection ; who af-

terwards spoke to him incidentally concerning a palpita-

tion of the kind before us, to which he had been subject

for upwards of twenty-five years. The throb, on examina-
tion, was distinctly to be felt; and on the patient's first

perceiving it, and applying to Sir Csesar Hawkins, Mr.
Bromfield, and Dr. Hunter, the two former had declared

* Med. Tijiiis. IV. XIX.
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S^^c HI
^^ *^ ^^ ^" aneurism, while the latter, more modestly,

^c. Palpi- confessed that he did not know what it was.

dosa.^"^ Dr. Baillie, in the article now alluded to, has imitated

Palpitation the modesty of Dr. Hunter. " It is, perhaps, diflficult,"

lies.^^^'
^ says he, " to ascertain, in many instances, the causes of

this increased pulsation of the aorta in the epigastric re-

gion : but in most cases it will be found to be connected

M'ith an imperfect digestion, and an irritable constitution."

Hence the And hcnce, whatever may improve the digestion, and

difficult to render the constitution less irritable, will be of use in mi-
^e ascer- tigatiug the Complaint: and, above all, it will be fouml
tamed : but

, ,

mostly highly serviceable to remove the patient's anxiety on the

'^°id"d l^^
subject, whenever it can fairly be done. It is here that

pepsy. M. Laennec's stethoscope may be employed as a valuable
Advantage diagnostic, and will often enable us, better than any other

thoscope, means, to ascertain the real nature of the malady ; for an

account of which the reader may turn to the remarks on

phthisis.*

y c. Palpi Bui^ tjjg throbbing or pulsatory motion is often com-
tatiocom- . , J I , .

piicata. municated to other organs than the sanguiferous vessels,

ed^^ai'l^a'
^"^ foi'ms that Variety of affection to which we have given

tion. the name of COMPLICATED PALPITATION. This is clearly

Mostly dejjcndent, in many cases, upon the vicinity or close con-

by'the'^ nexion of such organs with the heart or arteries that
vicinity of

fQ,.jji tlic Seat of discasc : and it may also in other cases
such or- . . 1 1 T-» IT
gans to the be produced, as ingeniously conjectured by Dr. Young,
heart or ^y ^^^^ accumulation of fluid in the pericardium or tho-
large •' *

trunks of rax, which transmits a pulsatory motion from the heart
aiteries

. j|.gg|f ^^ whatever other organ or surface of a cavity such

perhapTby ^"1^ m^^J rcach ; iu the same manner as the fluctua-

thefluctua-tJQn produccd by a slight blow^ given to one side of the

fluid accu- abdomcu, when distended with water, is distinctly pro-
muiatedin p^g^ted to the oppositc Side. In the case of a middle-

operated aged woman, of a rheumatic habit, labouring under symp-

parpita^tion
^^^^^ ^^ general dropsy,! " a palijitation," lie tells us,

of the heart « was obscrved in the right hypochondriac region, and on

(Illustrated the right side of the neck, which cxiiibi ted a vibratory

.'lotn

"^'"U'lg. * Vol. III. CI. III. Ord. IV. Gen. Ill, Spec. v.

t Med. Trans. Vol. v. Art. xvii.
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motion more rapid and less regular than that of the pulse Gen ii.

felt at the wrist; and a similar vibration was observable ^^c.^Paipj.

in the heart itself : the pulsation in the neck was not con- ;''» com-

. /-Mil (ii'ata.

fined to the jugular veins ; it was more forcibJe and ex- c-.n>piici-

tensive than it could have been if it had originated from
J^'J.

p^'p*"

those vcsi^els ; and it had more the appearance of a violent

throbbing of the carotid artery; although in the axillary

artery the pulse was comparatively regular and natural."

Dr. Young found, nevertheless, upon making a strong

pressure on the right sideof tiie neck with a single finger,

that the motion of the carotid artery was very perceptible,

and totally independent of that of the superficial parts,

being precisely synchronous with the pulse at the wrist,

although it required considerable attention to distinguish

it from the more irregular palpitation. The symptoms,

however, of a dropsy of the chest or pericardium in this

patient appear to have been obscure ; and at the time

when the general hydropic enlargement, which had been

much reduced in the course of the autumn, began to in-

crease towards the end of October, the palpitation was
considerably less, as well as the pulsations in the abdo-

men and neck, though the motion of the heart was still

fluttering, the pulse at eighty, intermitting and very irre-

gular. On the death of the patient, which occurred soon

afterwards, a considerable quantity of fluid was found in

the pericardium, in the right cavity of the thorax, and in

the ventricles of the brain, but little or none on the left

side of the chest : the heart was inconsiderably enlarged,

and some of its valves, as also some of those of the pul-

monary artery, which were much ossified, so that a free

passage of the blood was impeded.

I have said that palpitation is sometimes dependent palpitation

upon a morbid irritability of the sanguiferous system in ^'""^''''"**

general. In some instances, however, we find it rather upon a ge-

dependent upon a morbid irritation and debility of the
"abuit'^of

entire frame, and consequently connected with a very the system.

irregular performance of many or all the functions of illustrated

the body. Of this highly comjilicated state of the dis-J,"
.^'*®"
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Gen. II. ease we have a striking example in Dr.Bateman's history

yc. Palpi- of himself as given in one of the volumes of the Medico-
tatio com- Chirureical Transactions,* which he ascribes to a poi-
phcata. ° 11.
Compiica- sonous action of mercury employed on his own person

tation'^'
copiously in tlie form of an unguent to relieve an amau-

rosis of the riglit eye, and which seems to have produced

something of the mercurial erethism described by Mr.
John Pearson,! as taking place in some singular idiosyn-

crasies, already noticed by us under the head of Syphilis4

Subsuitory In this case the heart and aTrteries were equally subject

the heart ^^ subsultory and violent motions, sometimes separately,

and aite- and somctimes synchronously, but inaccordantly as to the
rics somG"
times syn- number of the throbs in a given time, and almost per-
chronous, petuallv accompauicd with a most distressing sense of
sometimes f
separate, languor and sinking. There was also a very irksome

cough, an occasional sense of constriction across the re-

gion of the diaphragm, and such a difficulty of respira-

tion as to render an erect position at night imperatively

necessary. Life was, in this case, unquestionably a forced

state of being, and all the stimuli of the external senses

and of the will seemed necessary to excite the sensorial

organ to a secretion of vital fluid sufficient for the mere

preservation of life. And, hence, during sleep, or as soon

as these stimuli were cut off, there was such an increase

of languor, irregular action of the heart, and sinking, as

though in the act of dying, that it was at times necessary,

notwithstanding the extreme drowsiness of the patient

from a previous and long continued watchfulness, to in-

terrupt the sleep every two minutes ; since by this time

or even sooner, the failure of the pulse and the appearance

of the countenance indicated a supervening deliquium.

The powers of the stomach, from the repeated paroxysms

of the disease seem to have declined rapidly. Frequent

* Vol. IX. p. 227.

t Observations on the Effects of various Articles of the Matejria Medica

in Lues Venerea, ch. xii,

I Vol. III. Class III. Ord. iv. Gen. vii. Spec. i.
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supplies of food and cordials, as spiced wine, appeared at Gen. ii.

first serviceable in warding off the languor^ but at length y a Paipi"-

nothing: but fluids could be taken and retained without '^''^^'o^'-

f I 1 -ir
phcata.

increasing the disturbed action of the heart. Yet so ex- Compii-

treme was the sense of sinking and immediate dissolution,
[;|\'j^j^J|^^'"

that, on one occasion after a quarter of an hour's sleep. Languor

air was importunately demanded, and three glasses of un-'J]^^"i^.P°'^^"

diluted brandy were drank in five minutes, without much the most

relief J and afterwards ammonia and ether repeated every
st°mdl"nts

tejn minutes for two hours ; when the paroxysm rapidly uuavaiia-

declined after a copious discharge of limpid urine. The^ ^'

disease continued a twelvemonth before the patient felt, in

any essential degree, amended : and little benefit was de-

rived from medicines of any kind. It is well known,

however, that this acute pathologist, and excellent man,

has since fallen a sacrifice to a return of the complaint.

In a disease produced by so great a diversity of causes, ^o 2^"^-

often obscure, and very generally complicated with other treatment.

affections, it is impossible to lay down any one plan of

treatment that will apply to every case. Our first en- .^"""^"T*^*^ •' "^ indication

deavour should be to ascertain, as far as we may be able, where the

whether the palpitation be idiopathic or symptomatic ; and ^mpto-'^

if the last, while we endeavour to palliate the present dis-matic.

ti*ess, our attention should chiefly be directed to the pri-

mary malady. If acrimony or. any other morbid state of

the stomacli or bovvtis be suFi-: red, this, as far as possi-

ble, should be removed ; and if we have reason to suppose

hydrotkorax or any other kind of dropsy, the means here-

after to be recommended for this tribe of complaints should

be resorted to from the first. In pregnancy, the disease

will most probably cease upon a cessation of this state of

body, and usually, iiideed, ceases during thelatter months,

or after the period of quickening. And if it seem to be

chiefly dependent upon a general irritability of the sangui-

ferous system, or of the whole constitution, ttie seda-

tive antispasmodics, tonics, and especially the metal-

lic, quiet of mind as well as of body, regular hours,

light meals, pure air, and such exercise as agrees
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Gew.ii. iiest with the individual, will often' prove of essential
tPVC II L

Clonus service and sometimes effect a radical cure.

Pal' 'ta-'°'
Much of tlus plan will also be requisite where we have

tion. reason to apprehend some structural affection of the heart

menu" **** l^^g^'' blood-vessels : and when, from any incidental

Indication excitement the irritation is here more than ordinarily
where the troublesomc, recourse must be had to narcotics. Opium
disease is

' *^

idiopathic IS by far the best where it agrees with the system : but its

"urah"*^ secondary effects are often very distressing, and we can-

not employ it. In such cases we must find out, by trial,

what is its best succedaneum: the hop, henbane, hemlock,

and prussic acid, have all been essayed in their turn, and

sometimes one has succeeded where the rest have all

failed. But upon the whole the henbane has answered

far better and more generally under the author's own
hands ; and in one or two instances of great obstinacy he

lias known it effect a perfect cure when all the rest had

been tried in succession and had totally failed.

In Dr. Bateman's case, however, which was peculiarly

severe and complicated, the henbane, though it seemed

serviceable at first, taken in doses of from three to five

grains of the extract every night, gradually lost its effect

even when repeated three times a night in doses of five

grains at a time. The tincture of hop, in doses of thirty

drops every six hours, was next tried, but produced no

other effect than a slight drowsiness. Musk seemed most

successful in draughts of ten grains each ; yet even this

was of transient duration, and was abandoned as of no

use. Where the palpitation is accompanied with a dis*

tressing tendency to deliquium I have occasionally re-

lieved it by camphor pills, with the ammoniated tincture

of valerian or the aromatic spirit of ether.

Disease The disease has occasionally been carried off by a sud-

times been den attack of some other complaint, as gout, herpes, diu-
canied oft

j-ggig or the formation of an abscess : and hence, setons,
by other ' '

com- and issues have been recommended, and have occasionally
pi:iiiits. pi'oved serviceable. Zacutus Lusitanus found tlie latter

j)roduce a radical cure in a palpitation of the heart which
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he ascribed to the rapid healing of some chronic ulcers.*
^^^.^;-jY,

Schenck advises the wearing a bag of aroraatics at the clonus

pit of the stomach ;t and hence, perhaps, the origin of
P;;[[;;;j;_''

camphor-bags as a specific for irregularities of the heart tion.

of another kind.

SPECIES IV.

CLONUS NICTITATIO.

STiuiuhlittg ot tilt 332C=Ulf]S.

IIAPID AND VIBRATORY MOTION OF THE ETJi-IilDS..

To a certain extent, twinkling or winking of the eyes is Gen. if.

performed every minute without our thinking of it. It(jommoi/

is a natural and instinctive action for the purpose of "'ctitation

1 • 1 • • ri. it> •i'^ natural
cleansing and moistening the eye-ball, and rendering it action for

better fitted for vision. Dr. Darwin has some ingenious "^^^"'''"'^'
«-• poses

:

remarks upon this subicct. " When the cornea," says . „I o ^ J especially ,

he, "becomes too dry it becomes at the same time less for ibe pur-

transparent, which is owing to the pores of it being then PP!|^^°^j"J''

too large ', so that the particles of light arc refracted by cornea

the edges of each pore instead of passing tlirough it; in^yj^;,""

the same manner as lightls refracted by passing near the

edge of a knife. When tliese pores are filled with water,

the cornea becomes again transparent.":}; Moisture is, '^^^='"'^s^.

indeed, a frequent cause of transparency in various bo- suppir.

dies; and hence, in dying people whose eye-lids are be-

come torpid and do not nictitate, the cornea is sometimes
so dry that its want of transparency is visible to by-

standers. So when white paper is soaked in oil, and its ^ii''sff ateii^

*' Ptax. Hisf. Lib. vm, Obs. SO, t Lib. tt, Obs. ?1S

4 Zoonom. CI. I. i. 4. ^•

TOI. 17. 5"
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Gen. II. pores filled with this fluid from an opake body it becomes

Clonus transparent, and radiates the light that is thrown upon

TwinkHng ^* * ^^^ itself is most transparent when as much moisture

of the is dissolved in it as it will hold ; when void of moisture,,

indeed, it forms a dry mist, which is occasionally met
with in the morning, and through which distant objects

are seen indistinctly ; while, on the contrary, when dis-

tant objects are seen with perfect clearness, it is a sign of

rain. In a mist, distant objects are also seen indistinct-

ly* yet here the moisture is not dissolved in the atmos-

phere but merely suspended, and formed by the attraction

of cohesion into collected spherules. We may hence ac-

count for the want of transparency in the air which is

seen in tremulous motions over corn-fields on hot sum-

mer-days, and over brick kilns, after the flame is extin-

guished, while the furnace still remains light. It is this

dryness and want of transparency in the atmosphere

over the summits of hot and arid hills, in a bright un-

Biue shade clouded sky, as in Italy, which constitutes what is called

pairfting" ^J ^hc painters the blue shade of light, and which is

what. copied in most pictures of Italian scenery.

Morbid The Ordinary use of nictitation is therefore obvious:

how pro- but there are many persons who wink or twinkle their
duced : gygg f^p niore frequently than is necessary for the purpose
commonly •' i ^ ^ r r
by some of moistening the cornea, and in whom it forms an un-

tatron7' sightly habit. This has usually been produced at first

by some local irritation, as inflammation or dust in the

eyes, which quickens the natural action, and, where the

stimulus is considerable, renders it irregular and convul-

sive. If indeed the stimulus be very vehement, the na-

but which ture of the spasm is changed, and the eye-lids, instead of

if very se- irregularly opening and shutting with great rapidity,

the eye- become rigidly closed ; and such is the force with which
lids with ri-^{^g orbicular muscles contract themselves on some occa-
gid instead

of clonic sions that they will snap a steel instrument that happens
spasm

: ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ introduced between them : a fact that,
and has '

.

broken off as we have already observed, has m one or two instances

l^kn^fe"by ^occurred in performing the operation for extracting a ca-

irs force, faract. dfiring which the knife has been broken short off.
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We have seen in many of the preceding species of dis- Gen. it.

Spec IV
eases with what ease morbid actions are continued when cionuJ

once introduced into an organ: and hence when any per- ^'<=.^'tatio.

• * 1 winkling

manent irritation of the eye has excited and maintained of the eye-

for some days or weelss a quick repetition of twinkling,
^"^^'

this iterative action will often be found to become ha-

bitual, and remain after the irritation has subsided.

This morbid habit has been sometimes cured by a pow- Morbid

erful exertion of the will; but more generally by using how rei>"

one eye only at a time, and closing the other: the open^'^'^^'^.'^*-

eye being employed in examining an object lor a consi-
^g^gj g,

derable period with great attention and steadiness. Atreatmer.v

minute examination of the stars at night through a tele-

scope has a like corrective tendency and may be employ-

ed for the same purpose.

SPECIES V.

CLONUS SUBSULTUS.

SUDDEN AND lEREGUlAR SNATCHES OF THE TENDONS.

This affection is to the tendinous extremities of the mus- Gen. ir.

cles, in which the principle of irritation is often apt top^thoWv
accumulate, what palpitation is to the irritative fibres of

the heart and arteries : and hence, as we have already

seen, it is included under the general term of palpitation

by Vogel.

"We witness these starts or twitchings most frequently Affection

in extreme stages of debility produced by atonic fevers,
J^g^J^^g"!^"

and especially just before the act of dying. They are, in t'eme

such cases, weak convulsions interruptedly undulating debility,

from one limb or part of a limb to another, too feeble to

raise the limb itself, although sufficiently powerful to
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i^^'^- ^^- give slight but transient swellings to the belly of a mus-

cionus* cle, and consequently a slight involuntary flickering to its

T^witch-^*
tendons. In the ordinary close of life they are the pre-

ings. cursors of the fatal scene, the harbingers of the dying
affording struggle, and generally indicate that the will has lost its

tionai hold, and the power of sensation is rapidly ceasing : thus
proof of affording another proof, if other proofs were wanting, to

lion of a those adverted to in the Proem to the present Class, that

id"b'v^the"
^^^ irritative fibres are capable of secreting their peculiar

irritative fluid for themsclves, and of maintaining their function,

themselves. ""<ler particular circumstances, for a much later period

than the organs of perception and sensation, occasionally,

indeed, for some hours after the death of every other part

Why the of the body. And as debility and irritability often exhi-

motlons bit a joint march, the subsultory motions are apt to be-
stvonger comc Stronger, as the regular motion of the pulse becomes

frame be- Weaker, and at length work up those agonizing convul-

weaker
sions Under which the little and loitering flame of life is

Hence oc- sometimcs extinguished instantaneously. Such twitch-

casionaiiy ings of the tendons, however, do not always prove fatal:

cordials foJ^ they often show themselves where the case is not so
and anti- extreme : and hence, they may occasionally be allayed
spasmo- ' J J J J

dies. by cordials, antispasmodics, and warmer sedatives, and

are altogether lost in a favourable turn of the disease.

Jilisfve'^""
It occasionally happens that the debility producing

movements thcsc wcak couvulsive actions is local and habitual ; and

d^peiiH^ent i" ^"ch cases they may be seen to agitate and play over a
on local limi) without any influence on the system generally, and
^

'

'

^' without much injury to the limb itself. Such a state of
and do not .... . i , , . i . , . -^
interfere ncrvous coustitution may be produced by accident, but it

with the jg f(,j. j.jjg jjjQgt pj^j,^ strictly idiopathic : and there are few
general ^ j r
iieaith. practitioners, perhaps, who have not met with examples

of it. Dr. Darwin gives us an instance in the following

Illustrated words: "A young lady, about eleven years old, had for

win. ^ five days had a contraction of one muscle in her fore-arm,

and another in her arm, which occurred four or five times

every minute ; the muscles were seen to leap but without

bending the arm. To counteract this new morbid habit,

an issue was placed over the convulsed muscle of her arm,
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and an adhesive plaster wrapped tight like a bandage ^Jen. ii.

over the whole fore-arm, by which the new motions were cionus

immediately destroyed, but the means were continued
|"^^fj"{j^i^^V_

some weeks to prevent a return."* The author has some- Further

times seen it about one of the shoulders, but the ex- illustration.

tremities are its most usual seat; and he was lately con-

sulted by a lady of a strikingly irritable habit, who was

suddenly attacked with it in both her hands and feet, so

as to throw her into a considerable degree of alarm.

Upon inquiring into the patient's age and state of health,

he was informed that she was between forty and fifty,

that menstruation was on the point of leaving her, and

had of late appeared very irregularly, and that she had

a considerable oppression in her head. The cause was

therefore obvious, and the cure was not difficult : for it

yielded to a moderate venesection, and an habitual atten-

tion to the state of the bowels.

SPECIES VI.

CLONUS PANDICULATIO.

ilanufculatiou.

TRANSIEXT ELONGATION OF THE EXTENSOR MUSCLES,

USUALLY WITH DEEP INSPIRATION AND A SENSE OF

LASSITUDE.

This is, perhaps, the slightest modiiiration of spasmodic Gejv. if.

actions, but as it often occurs, as in nausea on the first why ^o^'e

stage of a febrile paroxysm, whether the will consents or rpgardedas

not, and is frequently and irregularly repeated, it cannot ^ic'^a^ctTon.

but be regarded as belonging to the present family on
many occasions. The muscles chiefly concerned are the

extensors of the lower jaw and of the limbs : the particu-

* Zoononiia. Catenation, Sect. xvir. i. S
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Gew. II.

Spec. VI.

Clonus
Pandicu-
latio.

Pandicu-
lation.

Oscitancy,

yawning 01

gaping.

Stretching.

Exciting

cause.

lar kind of pandiculation to which the first of these move-
ments gives rise being called oscitancy, yawning or

gaping; and that produced by the second, stretching.
The muscles are excited to this peculiar action by a
general feeling of restlessness or disquiet; and the spread

of the action from one muscle or set of muscles to an-

other is from that striking sympathy or tendency to

catenate in like movements which we so often behold in

different parts of the body without being able to explain.

It is possible, however, that the synchronous motion of

the muscles of the lower jaw and of the limbs, for it is

rarely that yawning and stretching do not accompany
each other, may be dependent upon the same line of in-

tercourse by which trismus so often accompanies a wound
in one of the extremities, and which we have already at-

tempted to illustrate ; the irritant power in the one case,

leading to a fixt or entastic, and in the other to a tran-

sient and clonic spasm.

Pathology. Pandiculation, considered physiologically, is an in-

stinctive exertion to recover a balance of power between
the extensor and flexor muscles, in cases in which the

former have been encroached upon and held in subjection

by the latter.

A very slight survey of the animal frame will show us

that the flexor muscles have, in every part, some prepon-

derancy over the extensors ; and that this preponderancy

is perpetually counteracted by the stimulus of the instinct

or of the will. We see it, from the first stage of life to

the last, and most distinctly in those states in which there

is most feebleness, and consequently in which the con-

trolling powers are least capable of exercising and main-

taining a balance. In the fetus, therefore, in which the

weakness is most pressing, the power of instinct is merely

rising into existence, and no h.\bit of counterpoise estab-

lished in the nascent fabric, every limb, and part of every

limb capable of bending, undergoes some degree of flex-

ure, and the entire figure is rolled into a ball, as the hedge-

hog liabitually rolls himself, even after birth. As the

fetus, however, increases in size and age, and the powers

Natural
preponde-

rancy of

the flexor

over the

extensor

muscles.

Shown in

the fetus.
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of instinct, sensation, and volition become more perfect, ^^^m. il

this general conflexure produces occasionally a sense of cionus

uneasiness ; and hence every parturient mother is sensi- ^^^^^'''''''

ble of frequent internal movements and stretchings of the Pandkuia-

little limbs of the fetus to take off the uneasiness by re- p°"'
* randicula-

storing some degree of balance to the antagonist powers, tion here

Afterbirth, and during wakefulness, the stimulus of the
^^^^Yofe^^^Te

will, directed rather to the extensor than the flexor mus- balance oi

cles, renders the counterpoise complete for all the pur- ^°^"*
*^ * *^ A like pro-

poses for which it may be necessary. But the moment ponderan-

we repose ourselves in sleep, and the will becomes inac-
bhth^^^'^

live and withdraws its control, the flexor muscles exer-

cise their preponderancy afresh, though in a less degree

than in fetal life, since the extensors, from habitual use,

have acquired a more than proportionate increase of power.

The preponderancy, however, when long exerted, still Pandicuia-

1 I o I. . , 11 .11 tion again
produces some degree ot disquiet, and hence, occasionally used to

during sleep, and still more vigorously the moment we restore the

begin to awake, we instinctively rouse the extensor mus-

cles into action ; or, in otlier words, yawn, stretch the

limbs, and breathe deeply, to restore the equipoise that

has been lost during unconsciousness.

In all these cases, pandiculation is a natural action ; it in all these

is an effect produced by the w ill when it is called to the dkui^aUon

particular state of these two sets of muscles, or by the '^ natural

.... ,. , p , . , 1. • action,
instinctive or remedial power oi nature, which supplies its

place, when it is dormant or inattentive, to restore ease

to a disquieted organ. But in an infirm or debilitated How far a

condition of the system it evinces a morbid and convul- cmvui'sST
sive character, and takes place without our being able to action.

prevent it even when the will uses its utmost effort to

resist instead of to encourage it.

How far its repetition may be of use in the shivering

fit of an ague, or in a nauseating deliquium of the sto-

mach, it is difficult to say. Yet we are at no loss to ac-

count for its frequency of recurrence : for as the whole

system is, in such circumstances, thrown into a sudden

prostration of strength, the extensor-muscles in conse-

riuence of being naturally weaker than their antagonists,
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Gen. ii. must become soonest exhausted, and e:ive way with a
Spec. VI.

' o j

Clonus more than ordinary submission to theii* power. And
Pandicuia-

|jgj^(,g we behold a painful retraction over the whole sys-

Pandicuia- tem, and the preponderancy assumes a rigid and spastic

Pre uenc
character,* and we may fairly conclude that much of the

of recur- yawning and stretching that ensues is for the purpose of

accounted getting rid of the constrictive spasm, though these coun-
^°'^- teractions themselves often run, in the attempt, into a

spasm of another kind, and become convulsive.

Yawning Yawning and stretching, then, are among the signs of

knce^and debility and lassitude. And hence every one who rc-

fashiona- signs himself ingloriously to a life of lassitude and indo-

gence. lence will be sure to catch these motions as a part of that

general idleness which he covets. And in this manner a

natural and useful action is converted into a morbid habit;

and there are loungers to be found in the world, who,

though in the prime of life, spend their days as well as

their nights in a perpetual routine of these convulsive

movements over which they have no power ; who cannot

rise from the sofa without stretching their limbs, nor

open their mouths to answer a plain question without

gaping in one's face. The disease is here idiopathic and

chronic : it may, perhaps, be cured by a permanent exer-

tion of the will, and ridicule or hard labour will generally

be found the best remedies for calling the will into action.
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U E N U S III.

SYNCLONUS.

Ssuclontc .Siiaism.

TREMULOUS, SIMULTANEOUS, AND CHRONIC AGITATION

OF VARIOUS MUSCLES, ESPECIALLY WHEN EXCITED
BY THE WILL.

We have already observed that clonus imports " agita* ^!^f • ^^^

tive," or "tremulous motion of the muscles;" and hence the^geneiic

SYNCLONUS means necessarily their " multiplied, con- ^^^"*'

junctive, or compound agitation, or tremulous motion."

The term is therefore intended to denote a group of dis-

eases more complicated in form, of more extensive range,

or more connected with the general state of the constitu-

tion than those of the preceding genus ; and it runs pa-

rallel with the clonici universales of Sauvages as far as cionici

they can be said correctly to belong to this family. The of"s^a"f
'"

species included under this genus will be found to be thevages.

following

:

1 . SYNCLONUS TREMOR.

2. CHOREA.

3. BALLISMUS.

4. RAPHANIA.

5. BERIBERIA.

TREMBLING.

ST. VITUS'S DANCE.

SHAKING PALSY,

RAPHANIA.

BARBIERS.

VOL. IV.
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SPECIES L

SYiNCLONllS TREMOR.

ZTrcmtJltug,

SIMPLE TREMULOUS AGITATION OF THE HEAD, LIMBS,

OR BOTH J MOSTLY ON SOME VOLUNTARY EXERTION.

Gen. III. The proximate cause of this disease is an irregular se-

Pioxiniate cretioii or flow of irritable power into the motory fibres of

cause. the muscles that constitute its seat. It is hence strictly

cause's"^ a disease of nervous debility, either general or local : de-

bility produced by sudden exhaustion, as in the case of

great muscular fatigue from violent exercise, severe cold

or a vehement exertion of the passions, and particularly

the passions of fear and rage ; or debility produced slowly

and insensibly by causes of tardy operation, as an inju-

dicious use of mercury, lead, opium or other mineral

and narcotic poisons ; an habitual excess in hard drink-

ing or sexual commerce, and, in some idiosyncrasies, an

immoderate indulgence in tea. And, as this disease is a
Why a result of debility, it necessarily occurs as a symptom on
concomi- . „ i i

tant of an the general spasm and prostration of strength that so pe-
ague fit. culiarly distinguish the accession of an ague-fit, and the

interrupted flow of sensorial power that takes place in

paralysis.
Habitual There are some persons, however, in whom the same
tremor *

sometimes convulsive actiou exists habitually without any morbid

som/o'r" ^*^*^ ^^ ^"y other organs, or any other inroad upon the

gans with- general health. I once knew a lady, considerably be-

fectm"/of yond the middle of life, who was strikingly affected

the general with this Complaint, iusomuch that the slightest volun-

tary exertion of any of the muscles threw the head and
arms into as great a tremor as if they had been hung
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upon wires, but who enjoyed at the time, and had for a ^e^'- in-

long term of years continued to enjoy, as perfect health Syncionus

as possible in every other respect; was lively, cheerful, ^f*^"^°^-

. r. .11. p • Trembling.
animated, possessed of brilliant powers ot ^conversation,

|jjy5jj.3,g^,

and able to use a more than ordinary portion of exercise

without fatigue.

The earlier part of her life had been passed in India,

but her constitution did not appear to have suffered from

this circumstance; and so gradual was the attack of the

affection, that though she had laboured under it for many
years, she could not date its commencement from any
given point of time. She at length died at the age of

seventy-two or seventy-three, her corporeal powers pro- -

gressively declining, and laying a foundation for a gene-

ral dropsy, while her mind continued firm to the last.

In all cases of this kind the course of the nervous fluid Physio-

in its passage through the motory fibres of the affected
^^

'

muscles, is morbidly interrupted at every jet, and where

the organ or the constitution is in a state of debility, it

flows also less abundantly as well as less uniformly. We
have already observed that this fluid, in its natural course,

flows only by waves or vibrations, and consequently with

an interposing pause or relaxation after every efflux : but

that the pause is instantaneous, and the supply so re-

gular as to answer the purpose of a permanent and con-

tinuous tenour. In clonic tremor the pauses are, how-

ever, prolonged, and for the most part irregular or un-

true to themselves; and the greater the retardation and

irregularity the more marked and alarmingthe spasmodic

shake.

In the case just adverted to, there was no other dis- Tremulous

eased action whatever; the nervous fluid was unquestion- ^ftenTe-''^

ably supplied in sufficient abundance, and the pauses, e^'.^r and

though prolonged, were uniform ; and it was singular to ' '

observe the influence the will possessed over the affected

muscles under these circumstances, and how completely

they were still under its controul: for in consequence of and under

the uniformity of the morbid interruptions, and f''om the
J['^^,^°^'^".j^g

force of habit, I have seen this patient, in the midst of a wii'
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Gen. III. shaking that threatened every moment to overturn what-

Syncionus ©ver she took hold of, raise a cup brimful of tea, or a
Tremor, giass brimful of wine to her lips by way of experiment.
Trembling. '-' tr y </ ir

Exempli- Without Spilling a single drop.

fled. Where the corporeal health is so little interfered with.

Where me- as in the present case, a course of medical treatment

ment may •HJgl'tj perhaps, do morc mischief than benefit. But
be of ad- where the constitution is generally affected, or the mus-

cles that form the seat of the convulsion are manifestly

debilitated, general and local tonics and stimulants may
sometimes be tried with advantage, though they frequent-

and of ]y fj^jj Qf producing any good effects. Sea-bathing

should con- and horse-exercise, a geneTOUs diet, change of air and
*'^'' scene, may be found useful auxiliaries in the general

treatment J and long continued and daily friction by a

skilful rubber, ammoniacal embrocations, blisters, setons,

and a course of voltaism or electricity offer the best pro-

mise, as topical means of relief. The affected limbs may
also be put into a train of gradual exertion for the pur-

pose of obtaining both strength and steadiness : and to

Balance of this end the head or shoulders may be occasionally made

vi^el^bts,
^° balance an easy weight for a given period of time, and

the hand to suspend or carry a wine-glass or tumbler

brimful of water.

Shampoo- Here also may be recommended the kneading-friction,
'""

or shampooing of the Egyptians and Turks, which has

of late become a fashionable refreshment in the watering-

places of our own country, and there can be no question

that the pungent and exhilarating essential oils which are

applied to and absorbed by the skin afterwards, add con-

siderably to the general efficacy. Something like this the

French have long been in the habit of employing under
Frictions the name of frictions seches."^ The horse-hair shirts and

periodical flagellations of the old Franciscan friars would

probably be found to answer the same purpose. But this

is a remedy which is not likely to be revived in the pre-

sent day whether from a medical or a moral call.

* Ardouin. Essai sur I'Usage des Frictions S^ches. Arc,
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SPECIES II.

SYNCLONUS CHOREA.

St. ^ituu'u 31ance.

ALTERNATELY TREMULOUS AND JERKING MOTION OF

THE FACE, LEGS, AND ARMS, ESPECIALLY WHEN VO-

LUNTARILY CALLED INTO ACTION J
RESEMBLING THE

GRIMACES AND GESTURES OE BUFFOONS J
USUALLY

APPEARING BEFORE PUBERTY.

The term chorea from x'i'?*
" chorus," " ccetus saltan- gkn. iir.

tium," is comparatively of modern date in its applica-
g^^^.^-J^*

tion to the present disease, nor is it easy to determine term of

satisfactorily who earliest employed it. It was first more^^^^^'"

limitedly denominated chorea sancti viti, under which

limitation it occurs in Sydejiham, and is still known in

popular language, being called in colloquial English, St. whence

Vitus's Dance, and in colloquial French, Dance de St. ^,^^'^*',^^-

Vitus s

Guy. According to Horstius the name of St. Vitus's dance or

Dance was given to this disease, or, perliaps, more pi'o-st"Guy^

bably to a disease possessing some resemblance to it, in

consequence of the cure produced on certain women of

disordered mind, upon tlieir paying a visit to the chapel

of St. Vitus, near Ulm, and exercising themselves in

dancing from morning to night, or till they became ex-

hausted. He adds that the disease returned annually,

and was annually cured by the same means.

The marvellous accounts of this dance, as related by Nature

old writers, are amusing from their extravagance. The ["j"^ '^'^'j^;^

paroxysm of dancing, we are told, must be kept up what- remedial

ever be the length of the time, till the patient is either (jg^c'dbe.l

cured or killed ; and this, also, whether she be young or

old, in a state of virginity or of parturition ; and in the

growing energy of the action we are further told that

stools, forms, and tables are leaped over without difficulty
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Gen. in. if they happen to be in the way. Felix Plater gravely

Syncionus t^Ils US that he knevv a woman of Basle, afflicted with this

Chorea, complaint, who, on one occasion danced for a month to-
st Vituss r ' '

dance. gether :* and the writers add generally that it was hence

Said to necessary to hire musicians lo play in rotation, as well

somet'ime" ^^ various stroug sturdy companions to dance with the

kept up fo. patients till they could stir neither hand nor foot.f

without The nearest approach to this kind of gymnastic mc-
ceasing. ^[dne which I am acquainted with in modern times, is a

ca^se^ap- singular case of the same disease described by Mr.Wood
preaching in the seventh volume of the Medico-Chirurgical Trans-

actions. The morbid movements were in measured time,

and constituted a sort of regular dance as soon as music

was struck up, but ceased instantly upon a change of one

time to another, or upon a more rapid roll of the drum,

which was the instrument employed on the occasion,

than the morbid movements could keep up with. Ad-

vantage was taken of the last part of this very singular

influence, and the disease was cured by a perseverance

Tarantis- in discordant or too rapid time. This form of the disease
"'"^'

appears to have a near relation to the tarantismus of

letto deiie Sauvages, which is the carnevaletto delle donne of Bag-
donne. jjyj^ j^j] gf them probably nothing more than modifica-

tions of the present. Linneus, and after him Macbride,

from the epithet of sanctus, as applied to chorea, or a

belief that such affections are induced by the immediate

agency of a superior order of beings, have applied to it

the name of hieronosos, or " morbus sacer"—a name,

however, which, by earlier writers, was appropriated to

convulsion-fits.

Probably '" Galen chorea seems to be included under a disease

synony- which lie calls scELOTyRBB, literally, "cruris turba or

thesreio- perturbatlo,"—*' commotion of the leg ;" and his descrip-

tyrbe of ^jq^^ which is as follows, is extremely accurate. " It is a

species of atony or paralysis, in which a man is incapable

of walking straight on, and is turned round to the left,

* De Mentis Alienat. Cap. iij.

- Pa-acel?. Pe Morb. Ainrnr.iiim. Tract, r. ."^chenck. Pe Mania. F.ib. r.
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when the right leg is put forward, and to the right, when gen. hi.

the left is put forward, or alternately. Sometimes he issynci'onus

incapahle of raising the foot, and hence drags it awk-^^^"^.^^^,^

wardly as those that are climbing up steep cliffs." dance.

One of the best general descriptions which have been

given us of chorea, is the following of Dr. Hamilton, con-

tained in his valuable treatise on the utility of purgatives :

" Chorea Sancti Viti attacks boys and girls indiscrimi-

nately ; and those chiefly who are of a weak constitution, t,orfroni

or whose natural good health and vigour have been im- Hamilton.

paired by confinement, or by the use of scanty or impro-^f^g^^j^ty

per nourishment. It appears most commonly from the appearing

eighth to the fourteenth year. 1 saw it in two young moniy

women who w ere from sixteen to eighteen years of asce. ^^"PI'^"3 •' o children.

The approaches of chorea are slow. A variable and often

a ravenous appetite, loss of usual vivacity and playfulness,

a swelling and hardness of the lower belly, and, in gene-

ral, a constipated state of the bowels, aggravated as the

disease advances, and slight, irregular, involuntary mo-

tions of different muscles, particularly those of the face, Muscles oi

which are tliought to be the effect of irritation, precede ll^suaUy^at-

the more violent convulsive motions, which now attract tacked

the attention of the friends of the patient.

"These convulsive motions vary. The muscles of Afterwards

the extremities and of the face, those movinsj the lower °''^^' ^^^~'

fles of

jaw, the head, and the trunk of the body, are, at different different

times, and in different instances, affected by it. In this
'^'"^^'

state the patient does not walk steadily ; his gait resem-

bles a jumping or starting ; he sometimes cannot w alk at

all, and seems palsied ; he cannot perform the common
and necessary motions with the affected arras. This
convulsive motion is more or less violent ; and is constant

except during sleep, when, in most instances, it ceases

altogether. Although different muscles are sometimes
successively convulsed, yet in general, the muscles af-

fected in the early part of the disease remain so during
the course of it. Articulation is now impeded, and is Anicuia

frequently completely suspended. Deglutition is also oc-
^e "uuuon

casionally performed with difficulty. The eye loses its impe^den'!"
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Gen. III. lustre and intelligence ; the countenance is pale and ex-

Syncionus pressive of vacancy and languor. These circumstances

^'^°5^.^|jg,g give the patient a fatuous appearance. Indeed there is

dance. cvcry reason to believe that when the complaint has sub-

Vatient ap- sisted for some time, fatuity to a certain extent inter-

?ur aS" rupts the exercise of the mental faculties."

sometimes Thermaier gives a case in which it was connected with

really so. a deeply melancholic temperament, and the limbs were in

Sometimes ^ state of Constant snatching and trepidation :* but this
has evin- . . . -, . i «
ced a deep IS a rare cdncomitant ; nor is fatuity a constant sequel oi

k^tenjp'e°r- ^* ^^^^ *" **^ '"^^^ obstinate and chronic form. The pre-

ament and gent author has met with various instances in which the

ti^pfda- disease has continued with considerable violence from an

The' mind
^^''^y Period to old age, without making any inroad what-

not unfre- ever on the mind, or even spreading to any other joints,

unfnflifen- li^hs, or muscles, than those at first affected. He once
ced where knew a man under the habitual influence of this com-
the disease , . , , , ...
is violent plaint who was a good orator, always reasoning with great

bituai!
clearness, and delivering himself with much animation.

Has ac- The movements of his arms were indeed in ungraceful

good oia- snatches, and the muscles of the neck frequently evinced
tors, ^ jji^g convulsive start, yet not so as to interrupt the flow

of his periods, or to abridge his popularity. He knew

nbiic mu-
^"*^ther person for many years severely afflicted with the

sicians and same complaiut, who was an excellent musician, public
singers.

s}j,gpr^ and composer of music J and this, too, notwith-

standing that he was blind from birth. The person al-

luded to is the late Mr. John Printer of the Foundling

Hospital. In walking he was always led on account of

fied""'^^
" ^^^ blindness, and used a staff on account of the unsteadi-

ness of his steps ; but, notwithstanding every exertion, his

gesticulation was extreme, and so nearly approaching the

antics of a buffoon, that it was often difficult for a specta-

tor to suppress laughter. Yet in singing and playing he

had a perfect command over the muscles of the larynx

and of the fingers ; his tones were exquisitely clear and

finely modulated j but his neck and head curvetted a little

* Consil. Lib, Jl. cap, xi.
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occasionally. He died when about sixty years of age, Gex. iit.

"without ever exhibiting any debility of intellect. Syncionu^

There is a singular form of this disease which has been ^^'^^^.^-
.

<J 5;t. Vitus S

called by some writers malleatio, consisting in a con- dance.

vulsive action of one or both hands w hich strike the knee Maiieatjo,

Whut.
like a hammer. In this case the hands are usually open,

but sometimes clenched. Morgagni* relates a case in

which it came on even in the sound hand, if the finger of

the affected one were extended. If the motion be forcibly

stopped, the convulsion becomes afterward still more vio-

lent and general.

Where the system is disposed to hysteria the paroxysm Sometimes

is sometimes extremely vehement, and partakes of the with hvs-

constitutional diathesis, making an approach to epilepsy, *^"^*

but distinguished from it by a continuance of conscious-

ness and sensibility. Dr. White, of York, has given us Singular

a striking example of this mixed affection in a lady forty- ti^e^sT mix-'

two years of age, who " had always a verj weak system ^^ '"^^s-

of nerves," and was rendered speechless for an hour or

two upon any sudden surprise. In November, he tells ^
us she was affected with a fresh paroxysm, which, upon
being sent for, he describes as follows :

—" She complains Descrip-

of a violent pain in the right side of her face, and of uni-
^'°""

versal erratic aches and soreness. There is a scorching

heat all over the skin, except from the feet up to the an-

cles, which are as cold as marble. Pulse not quickened
but full; mouth dry but no great thirst; body costive,

which is indeed her natural habit, so as to oblige her to

the frequent use of magnesia. She is regular as to the
menses, the return of which she expects in five or six days.
Appetite good, rather voracious : but her spirits always
low after a full meal, especially dinner. Has a violent

pain in the loins, which oftens shifts from hip to hip

:

the leg of the aching side being so much affected with
stupor and numbness, that she drags it after^her in walk-
ing. She falters in her speech at times, but this does not
continue long. All the muscles of the body evince con-

* De Sedibus, &c. x. 16.

TOS. IV. 59
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Gkn. III. vu]gjyg motions; not simultaneously but successively:

Syncionus tlius, her face is first violently affected, then her nose,

St.' Vh^'uVs
^y^-^Jt's and whole head, which is thrown forcibly back-

'iunce. Ward, and often twitched from one side to the other with

exquisite pain. From this quarter the convulsive action

removes first into one arm, and then into the other : after

which both legs immediately become convulsed with vio-

lent and incessant motions, and in this manner all the

external parts of her body are affected by turns. She is

all the time perfectly sensible, and knows what limb is

going to be attacked next, by a sensation of something

running into it from tlie part already convulsed, which she

cannot describe in words : but the foretoken has always

been found to be true, though the transition is surprisingly

quick. She is easiest in a prone posture. Such," con-

tinues Dr. White, " has been her situation upwards of

forty-eight hours, with scarce a moment's remission, by

which she complains of great and universal soreness. No
words can convey an adequate idea of her odd appearance:

and I do not in the least wonder that in the times of ig-

norance and superstition, such diseases were ascribed to

supernatural causes and the agency of demons."* Even
Dr. White himself applies to it, perhaps in imitation of

Sauvages, the name of hieronosos.
Fredispo- rpj^^ predisoonent cause of this disease is an irritability
neiit cause: * * *

chiefly de- of the nervous system, chiefly dependent upon debility,

the sto"
^"^ particularly a debility of the stomach and its collati-

raach and tious orgaus. Mostof the diseases of children are seated

tious or- in this quarter; and it is from this quarter, therefore, that
gans. chorea commonly takes its rise, and shows itself in an

early period of life ; the ordinary occasional causes being

bad nursing, innutritious diet, accumulated feces, worms,

or some other intestinal irritant.

Unkindly About the age of puberty there is another kind of ge-

tion^ano- "cral irritation that pervades the system ; and where this

tbe^ pie- change does not take place kindly, which is frequently

the case in weakly habits, the irritation assumes a morbid

* Edinb, Med. Comment. Vol, iv, p. Sil'j.

?T>onent,
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character, and is exacerbated by a congestive state of the '^^^^-
"J-'

1. 1
Spec. IT.

vessels that constitute its more immediate seat : and cho- Syncionus

rea takes its rise from this cause. g^ vuus's

In effect, where the predispnnent cause of an irritable f^^^'ice.

state of the nervous system is very active and predomi- An imtn-

. . « bletemper-
iiant, a local or temporary excitement ot any organ, and anient ;i

almost at any period of life, by increasing the irregulai*P^^^'J'^P°^-

flow or disturbed balance of the nervous fluid, will give which case

rise to the convulsive movements of chorea : and 'lenceitg^Yitlment

is that w^e find it so frequently united with an hysteric may pio-

diathesis. On this account, it has been produced by adlselsc.*^

fright,* by a wound penetrating the brain through the Local ex-

orbit of the eye,| by an improper use of lead, mercury, <;'^''.'"'^"'«

and some other metals, :j: and by suppressed cutaneous

eruptions.^

From this view of the aencral nature and origin of the i\Tedicai

•,. , f 1 .
treatment.

aisease, we can be at no loss to account tor the great be-Fistinten-

nefit whicli has been derived from a steady course of ^'"" ^"/^^'
•' stroy the

brisk purging in recent cases or those of early life : for local ini-

this, while it carries off the casual acrimony, or unloads
J^gl"^."' ^

the infarcted viscera, seems at the same time to act the steady

part of a revellent, and to prohibit the return of the pa- brisk

roxysm by a new excitement. It may appear perhaps P"'g^"s-

strange to those who have not thought upon the subject,

that where the disease has proceeded from intestinal irri-

tation, it should be carried off by intestinal irritation also.

But the irritations are of very different kinds : and it is

so far from following of necessity that, because one kind

of irritation applied to a particular oi-gan excites a par-

ticular effect in a remote part, another will do the same,

that the converse is more commonly true, and that any
other kind of irritation applied to the same organ, by
exciting a new action, will be the most effectual way of

taking off or preventing such effect. And it is upon this

* Stoll. Rat. Med. Part iii. p. 40J.

t Geash, Phil. Trans. Vol. liii. 1763.

I De Haen. Rat. Med. Part in. p. 202.

'" Wendt. Kachricht voji dem Kvankeninstitut zu Erlan;en. 17"".
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Grn. III. ground alone that wc often endeavour to cure rabies,

Syncioiuis ti'ismus, and tetanus, by laying open the original wound

St!°Vi^us's *° ^ considerable extent, or the application of some new
dance. stiiTiulus that may answer the same nuruose.
Medical ....
treatment. The princjj)le bciug a general one, it does not seem of

The paiti- much consequence what purgative is employed, provided

gath-e' of ^^ ^^ sufficiently powerful : though, where worms are sus-

110 great pectcd, the essential oil of turpentine, from its being a

ance : but good anthelmintic, as well as a good cathartic, will be
wheie found One of the best. It seems, indeed, to have been
vvornisaie

. ,

' '

suspected Occasionally serviceable where worms have not been the

turpentine
^ausc, for Dr. Powcll relates a case in which he corn-

preferable, pletely effected a cure in a girl of seventeen by a single

dose of a fluid ounce :* and hence its antispasmodic power
may at times co-operate with its purgative quality as well

as its vermifuge power.

I'urgative Sydenham, who recommended an alternation of bleed-

susd by' ing and purging, probably derived far more advantage
Sydenham from the latter than the former part of his plan : it has

tionwith been tound peculiarly advantageous m the hands of Dr.
bleeding

: Hamilton : and Dr. Parr, who ascribes to Sydenham the
but the last ' ''

lareiy call- first hint he obtained upon this subject, affirms that having
"^ '°'^' pursued the purgative plan with great activity through

sixty cases of the disease which occurred to him in a

course of twenty years' practice, he was successful in the

whole of these cases except onej and that in all but this

one he found the disease yield, not only soon, but with

few instances of a relapse.

Similar There is, therefore, no malady whatever, perhaps, that

^^h" "^h^"^
calls so peremptorily for stimulating the abdominal visce-

cause is ra into increased action ; and as chorea often precedes pu-

rnen'slrua.
l^^rty or occurs about this period of life, we have another

tiou. reason for directing an augmented stimulus to the lower

regions of the living frame, and rousing into energy the

Blistering
^^^'^^y development of the sexual organs. Even blistering

the sa- the sacrum at this period of life, is often attended with
crura,

'.Transact. Medico-Chir. Boc. Vol. v. p. 35P.
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success. Dr. Chisholm* affirms that he found it so after ^^^^au
a total failure of antispasmodics and the purgative plan : Syncionus

,, . , . p , Chorea.

and, as his patients were all eighteen years ot age or be- gt. vitus's

low, the success was probably dependent upon the prin- J^^^^^^.^^-^j

ciple here pointed out. treatment.

But it is necessary to attend to the state of the system
J„'°"^\";

generally as well as locally ; to take oiF the constitu- strengthen

i-.-i. II j.i.j.'i ^he system
tional weakness and irritability, as well as the topical generally,

acrimony, and especially where the disorder has acquired

a chronic character. And hence other remedies must be

had recourse to as well as purgatives. The German phy-

sicians have strongly recommended the use of antispas-
n,"dT«^^°

modics and sedatives, and especially musk, belladonna,

and foxglove, with a view of allaying the irregular ac-

tion, and Dr. Cullen speaks as decidedly of the benefit of

opium.f But the advantage derivable from these seems ^P'""'-

to be merely palliative ; and the stimulant tonics and al- aUerains"'

terants promise a better success.

The cuckoo-flower or lady's smock, cardamineprafen-^^^'^'^^"?'"'^
*' ^ piatensis

siSf so common to the meadows of our own country, was strongly

at one time supposed to be of essential service in the curCg", jjy^"
"

of this and various other spasmodic affections. Michaelis, Mkhaeiis

who is a great advocate for its use, employed it in the pro-

portion of a drachm every six hours.:}^ But it owed of

late its reputation in this country chiefly to the recom-

mendation of Sir George Baker, who published five cases and sir

of spasmodic diseases, two of them instances of chorea, in

which he conceived a most decided benefit was obtained

from the use of these flowers. In the hands of later prac-

titioners, however, they have not supported their credit,

and have consequently sunk into disuse. The leaves of Seville

the Spanish or Seville orange-tree as a stimulant and tonic uee" Uie

bitter are far more entitled to attention, not only in this *^^'"","*'',

remedy Ot

but in various other cases ofconvulsive spasm. They were De Haen,
Wester-
hoef and

* On the Climate and Diseases of Tropical Countries, p. 97. Ovo. 1822. Hoflman :

t Mat. Med. Part ii. Chap. vr. p. 246.

;- Plditer Chinn-2. RiW. B. v. v. 120.
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Gen. Ill, firgt recommeTided to De Haen by Westerhoef, who as
Spec. II.

''

Syncionus Well as Wei'lliofF employed them with cnnsldirable suc-

St"vitus's
ces^- ^"^ they were afterwards introduced by Hoffman,

dance. as a Valuable inarredient, into his celebrated stomachic
Medical
treatment, clixir ; and for the same reason formed a part in the com-
hissto- position of Why t's stomachic tincture. They were given

elixir. i" the form of decoction, and in that of powder; in the

last case the dose is from half a drachm to a drachm,

three or four times a day.

The metallic salts and oxydes have been tried in every

oxydes. form, with apparent benefit in a few individual cases, but

flowers°of without any decided or general success. The most po-

5|"^'
. ^ pular of these were at one time the flowers of zinc. Dr.

Cadinia of *

Gaubius. Gaubius first brought them into reputation, and gave to

the metal the name of cadmia; and according to his

statement they worked wonders in all clonic affictions

whatever, chorea, hooping cough, hysteria, convulsion,

and epilepsy ; on which account they w ere afterwards em-

ployed upon a still larger and more poj)ular scale by the

fixaTa.
famous empiric Lnddemann, under the name of luna
FixATA.* This medicine has, however, by no means

been able to maintain its high character; and even Stoll,

who once employed it as a favourite, at length abandoned

it as good for nothing, and returned to the belladonna in

its stead, which he employed in the form of an extract

from the juice of the root; giving it from a sixth to a

quarter of a grain every quarter of an hour, and, as he

afiHrms, with very great advantage.

at"Tcop- For the information of practitioners in general,however,

per may be it should be noticed that when the stomach has reached its

full doses of full dose of the oxyde of zinc, it will still bear a full dose
oxydeof of ammouiatcd copper in conjunction with it, by which

thes'to- means the metallic power may be very much increased.

b^ar' if'^'
Thus a delicate stomach will rarely bear more than two

grains of either of these without nausea ; yet it has been

found that the same stomach will continue at ease under

* PissertatioMedica inaug. deZinco. Aut. .Tarob, Hart. Ltigd. Bat, 4to,
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a mixed powder of two grains of the former, and two and Gen. iir,

a half of the latter, at a dose.* Syndonus

The preparations of iron have for the most part been S''^°';!^- ,

found too stimulant: but silver in the foim of its nitrate dance,

seems to have been radiraily successful in various well- 1^^^^."^*'

^

J treatment.

established cases. It has commonly been given in the hon,

guise of pills, fi'om one to five or six grains to a dose. Silver.

Yet the metal that seems by far most entitled to credit -'^'^^®°^'^*

in the present day, is arsenic; for it is difficult to resist

the evidence from various quarters in which it seems not

only to have produced benefit, but to have established a
perfect cure. It is commonly-given in the form of the

solution of the London College, in doses often drops to a
youth of twelve or fourteen years of age three times a-

day, increasing the dose as there may be occasion.

In this disease, however, as in various others, it will Diflfereni.

often be found, and the remark is well worth attending '^'"'"'^^'j^

o lequired for

to, that different remedies are required for different indi-'i'fffrentjn

viduals, even where the cause is obviously the same; and
'^' "^ ^*

that what produces no benefit in one case, is highly ad-

vantageous in another. Camphor in large doses has sue- illustrated,

ceeded where turpentine or the nitrate of silver has com-

pletely failed ; and a brisk purgative plan has sometimes

answered where all the preceding have proved of no use

whatever. It is hence we are to account for Dr. Cullen's

peculiar attachment to the bark, which he tells us he has

found * remarkably useful" and prefers to any of the pre-

parations of copper, zinc or iron :f while Dr. Powell in-Muskstac-

forms us that in a lady of seventy years of age of a very '^^ '° ^^^^

irritable habit, attacked for the first time with this com- afteJ every

plaint in severe paroxysms at night, he found musk, in °?*^^^, ™^'^^"

, „ ... cine had
doses often grains every six hours, succeed and produce failed,

a cure, when purging, blistering, the ammoniated spirit

of amber, nitrate of silver, ammoniated tincture of valeri-

an, castor, muriated tincture of iron, bark, and opium
had all failed.:!^

* Letter fiom Dr. Ocier to Dr. A. Duncan, Edia, Med. Com. iii. p. 191.

- Mat. Med. Part 11. Ch. 11. p. 112. 1. Medic. Transact. Vol. v. p. 19:.
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Gen. III. I am inclined, however, to think that reports of a suc-

Syncionus ccssful use of medicines under the circumstances here

s/'°v!uis's
^*"*^^» should be received with some degree of caution :

dance. for first tlic Very repose itself from so active a campaign

treatment, ^kf the Materia Medira maj ha\e proved the best means

Such state-, of cure ; and next, some mortal blow, though it did not

"^"[^g^'^^ immediately show itself, may have been given to the dis-

withcau- ease from so extensive an assault, before the plan of at-

and wh
^^^^ ^^^ changed, and the general charge, so to speak,

converted into an affair of outposts. And hence, the

musk, as being the last medicine employed, may have

run off with the claim of victory, as an empiric often does

when called in at the lucky moment for him, in which a

disease is on the point of yielding to the plan of a more
skilful though discarded practitioner.

Voitaism How far in this disease voltaism or electricity, as

ticity.
" warmly recommended by De Haeu, may be depended up-

on, it is difficult to determine. Like the preceding reme-

dies, either appears to have been serviceable in some ca-

ses, but they are far outlialanced by the instances in which
Gymnastic

^^ ]r^\e failed. It is very possible that in some instan-
exercise in ^ ^ •

measured ccs a long and punctual discipline of the affected limbs,

inents: where the disease is not very severe, to regular and mea-
as that of surcd movements, may progressively recal them to their
dancing, . , ,_ "o v

.

when kept wouted order and firmness, as a like discipline ot the
within due yocal orgaus in stammering has not unfrequently been

found to restore them to a regularity of utterance : and

with this view the gymnastic exercise of dancing, whose

movements are all uieasured with the greatest nicety, and

which was so much depended upon in former times, and

asserted to have been so successful, may be well worthy

of attention in the present day, provided it be kept with-

in due bounds, and he not carried to the ridiculous ex-

treme we had occasion to notice a few pages above.
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SPECIES Hi.

SYNCLONUS BALLISMUS.

TERMANENT AGITATION OF THE HEAD OR IIMBS WITH-

OUT VOLUNTARY EXCITEMENT; BODY BENT FORWARD,

WITH A PROPENSITY TO RUN AND FALL HEADLONG J

USUALLY APPEARING AFTER MATURITY.

This is the scelotyrbe festinans of Professor De Ge\. hi.
Spec, III.

Sauvages, and the shaking palsy of Mr. Parkinson.* synonyms.

The genus Tantarismus of Baligvi, seems to hold an

equal point between ballismus and chorea, and the

species usually arranged under it may be resolved into

the one or the other, and are done so under the present

arrangement.

The term Ballismus {fixXKufcoi) is not used in a me-O'ig'm'f

dical sense by the Greek writers, but occurs in Athenseusteim.

and various other authors, in the literal sense of tripudi-

atio, or "tripping, capering, curvetting on the toes;'*

from /3i«AX(^«, " tripudio, pedibus plaudo ;" and is, hence,

well designed to express the characteristic feature of the

patient's being thrown involuntarily, when he attempts to

walk, " on the toes and fore-part of his feet," to employ

the language of Mr. Parkinson, " and impelled, unwil-

lingly, to adopt a running pace :" or as Dr. Cullen, who Blended by

has indiscriminately blended this species with the pre-J,"tSe
ceding, expresses it, to " various fits of leaping and run- preceding

ning."t
'^'''''-

* Essay on the Shaking-Palsy,

t Pract, of Phys. Fart, 11. Book m. Cb, iii. arcccuir

vol. IV, 60
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gexv. III. Ballismus, however, though not found in the writings

Syndonus of the Greek physicians, has heen long established as a
Ballismus. technical term in the medical nomenclature of later times,
shaking- .

'

paify. in which it has been used, with little discrimination, to

import almost all or any of the species that belong to the

present genus.

s?Afs"'^^'^*^
Sauvagcs observes that while chorea, or scelotyrbe

Sancti Viti, attacks the young, ballismus, or scelotyrbe

Jestinans, attacks those in advanced life : and the remark

is founded on a just distinction of the characters of the

two diseases ; though there are other features also of as

striking a peculiarity, and which are here introduced into

j:>isease their respective definitions. Shaking palsy, as it is

ly named a called by Mr. Parkinson, who has adopted the colloquial

i)aisy. name, is by no means a correct designation ; for though

in the disease before us there is a weakness of muscular

fibre, and a diminution of voluntary power in the parts

affected, there is none of that diminution of sensation by
which PALSY is generally characterized. Mr. Parkinson's

description of the disease, however, is the best we have

hitherto had, and is as follows

:

Descrip- » gg imperceptible is the approach of this malady
tion from in
Parkinson, that the precise period of its commencement is seldom
Com- recollected by the patient. A slight sense of weakness

mont. with a proneness to trembling, sometimes in the head, but

most commonly in the hands or arms, are the first symp-

toms noticed. These affections gradually increase, and

at the period, perhaps, of twelve months from their first

being observed, the patient, particularly while walking,

bends himself forward. Soon after this his legs suffer

similar agitations and loss of power with the hands and

arms.
Progress. « ^g the disease advances the limbs become less and

less capable of executing the dictates of the will, while

the unhappy sufferer seldom experiences even a few mi-

nutes' suspension of the tremulous agitation : and should

it be stopped in one limb by a sudden change of posture,

it soon makes its appearance in another. Walking, as

it diverts his attention from unpleasant reflections, is a
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mode of exercise to whicli tlie patient is in general very Grk. hi.

partial. Of this temporary mitigation of suffering, how- syndomis

ever, he is now deprived. When he attempts to advance
fj^^'jj?'""'"

he is thrown on the toes and fore part of his feet, and im- palsy.
"^

pelled unwillingly to adopt a running pace, in danger of

falling on his face at every step. In the more advanced Acivancci

stage of the disease the tremulous motions of the limhs '^*^'

occur during sleep, and augment in violence till they

awaken the patient in much agitation and alarm. The
power of conveying the food to the mouth is impeded, so

that he must submit to be fed by others. The torpid

bowels require stimulating medicines to excite them into

action. Mechanical aid is often necessary to remove the

feces from the rectum. The trunk is permanently bowed ;

muscular power diminished; mastication and deglutition

difficult; and the saliva constantly dribbles from the

mouth. The agitation now becomes more vehement and

constant; and when exhausted nature seizes a small por-

tion of sleep, its violence is such as to shake the whole ^

room. The chin is almost 'immoveably bent down upon

the sternum ; the power of articulation is lost; the urine Fatal

and feces are discharged involuntarily, and coma with*^'"^^'

slight delirium closes the scene."

The remote cause is involved in some obscurity. Long Remoti;

exposure to damp vapour, by lying from night to night
*^^""'

on the bare earth, in a close unventilated prison, seems

to have produced it; and possibly other causes of chro-

nic rheumatism : and hence it has frequently supervened

on chronic rheumatism itself. Long indulgence in spi-

rituous potation has often given rise to it ; and probably

any thing that debilitates the nervous power.

And on this account miners, and others exposed to the

daily exhalation of metallic vapours, and especially those

of mercury, are frequent and severe sufferers ; of which

Hornung has adduced many interesting examples from

the quarrymen in Carniola.* It has also followed upon

* Cijta, p. 280.
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Gen. iir. worms in the intestines ;* and in this case, has some-

Syncionus times assumed a periodical type.f

Shak^'""^*
'^^^ P^''^ ®^ *^^ nervous organ more immediately af-

paisy. fected has, also, afforded some ground for controversy.
Seat of the Bonct ascribes it to a diseased state of some portion of

contio- the cerebrum, and has given examples of its being found,
verted.

q,^ dissection, to contain, in various quarters, proofs of

aslegavT- serum, sanies, and other morbid secretions.]: But the
ed by misfortunc is here, as we have already observed in similar

appearances after mania, that it is impossible for us to de-

termine whether these diseased fluids give rise to the dis-

Cervicai ease or the disease to them. And hence Mr. Parkinson

Snahnar- ^^^™^ to pay no attention to them, at least as a cause,

row, as re- and fixes the seat of the affection in the cervical part of

Parkhisoii. the Spinal marrow, from which he supposes it to shoot up
Question t,y degrees to the medulla oblongata. We have already

shown sufficiently in the Physiological Proem to the pre-

sent Cla^s, that the nervous fibres which ramify over the

extremities, whether sensific or motific, originate from the

chain of the spinal marrow j and we have also shown, in

discussing the diseases of trismus, tetanus, and lyssa, how
acutely one extremity of a chain of any kind, and parti-

cularly of a continuous fibrous chain, sympathizes with

another : and there can be no difficulty, therefore, in con-

ceiving that wherever the cutaneous ends of the nerves of

motion are torpified, or otherwise affected by any of the

Vertebral causes just adverted to, the vertebral column must itself

r^ust^^arti-
^'^'"^ seHously participate in the mischief, and consequent-

cipate in ly the Upper or cervical part of this column : and that from

this point the disease must ramify to the brain before the

general functions of the system become affected, as in its

latter stages.

Remedial The remedial process is not very plainly indicated.
process. Vesicatories, and other stimulants applied to the neck

or even the dorsal vertebrse, have appeared useful. A

the dis-

ease.

ries

* Commerc. Liter. Nor. 1743. p. 55.

t Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. ii. Obs. 143.

t Sepul. Lib. I. Sect. xiv. Obs. 7. 9.
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seton or caustic, and especially the actual cautery, as gew. iir

Spec III*

practised so generally in France, might possibly be of SyncioBus

more avail applied to different parts of the spine. Beyond ^[^"jif;;'^"/-

this an active purgative system, as strongly^recommended palsy.

by Riedlin, has certainly been found efficacious ;* and Actual

the solution of arsenic bids as fair for a favourable result '^^"l^'^y*

here as in the preceding species. Stark tried musk, andgatives.

carried it to very large doses frequently repeated every
^^,,,^1^^^^^

day :| but it does not seem to have produced any deci- aisenk.

sive success.
^^"*''*

Friction of the affected extremities resolutely persever- Local sti-

. -mulanls.

ed in by a skilful rubber, with stimulant embrocations ot

camphor or ammonia, should also be tried in an early

stage of the disease, and be alternated with the use of

the voltaic trough. Here, too. we may expect to derive Voltaic

advantage from a free use of diaphoretic and alterant
'°"^

apozems, as the decoction of the woods, and especially

where the disease is suspected to be of a rheumatic ori-

gin :—to which may be added a regular course of bathing Bath

in the Bath springs.
'^^'"^

SPECIES IV.

RAPHAN4^.

SPASTIC CONTRACTION OF THE JOINTS ; WITH TREM-

BLING AND PERIODICAL PAINS.

Of this species we know little or nothing in our own gen. hi.

country. It was first described by Linneus, w ho called q^?^„ l^
*

it Raphania, from his supposing it to be produced by specific

. . ...name, and
eating the seeds of the raphania Raplianistrumf a wild cause ofthe

raddish or sharlock that grows indigenously in our native
g'xed w^^
I,inne\is.

* Lin. Med. 4695, p. 101.

•^ Klinische nnd Anatomische Bfmerkiin?'en.
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Gen. Ill corn-fields as well as in the corn-fields of most parts of

Raphania. Europc. By otlior Writers, as Hermann and Camerarius,
Raphania. j^ has been ascribed to the use of darnel or rye^ infested

sources ^i^h the spur, or ergot, or some other parasitic plant,

urged by wMch WE have already observed, is a frequent cause

writers, of other vcry severe complaints, as mildew mortifica-
*^"*

Ijy ^^^ TioN (gangrsena ustalagineaj) and erythematous
to the use PLAGUE (pcstis erifthematica.)^ All these diseases, how-

grahi' of^^*^
^^®''' are so distinct from each other, that though there

some kind, can be little doubt of their being severally produced by

some poisonous material contained in the patient's food,

the poison must be of different kinds, and we do not seem

to be acquainted with the cause of this difference ; and

hence the question has given rise to much controversy,

and been discussed with some warmth on the Continent;

for, vvhile the greater number of writers refer the disease

to the raphania, or spurred rye (secale cornutum,) many
deny that it is produced by either of these,^ and Lentin

ascribes it to the honey-dew of various plants,|| concern-

ing which we shall have to speak in the fifth volume,

under paruria mellita. That it is a vegetable poison,

however, seems to be admitted by common consent, and

it is possible that the poison is not confined to a single

plant.

t d
That many poisonous plants have a direct tendency to

affect the nervous system and excite entastic or clonic

spasm, or a mixture of the two according to tlie peculi-

arity of the poison itself, or of the habit into which it is

introduced we have frequently had occasion to notice

already, and particularly under the head of eruptive
SURFEIT, (colica dbaria effloresce ns.)^ This is particu-

larly the case with several of the deleterious agarics or

funguses, some of which seem to operate chiefly on the

* Abhandlung von der Kviebelkrankheit, &c.,Cassell, 1775-3. Do Lall.

Lolio, temulento. Tubing. 1710.

+ Vol. 111. in loc. :}: Id. in loc.

^ Wichraann, Beytiag. zur Geschichte der Kriebeikrankheii. Leips.l771-S.

II Beohflf-hfnn'TPn einicror Krankhciten. A'". 1^ Vnl, t. n. ?ir!
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sensific nerves, and produce a general stupor: and others Gkn. iir.

, , T -j^ .• Spec. IV.
on the motory, and produce palpitations, cramps, or con- iiaphania.

vulsions over the whole system.* It is very probable, Raphama.

therefore, that the ordinary cause assigned for the pre-

sent species of disease is the true one.

There is an excellent paper upon this subject in the Rothnian?:

Amcenitates Academicsef furnished by Dr. Rothraan, ajn Amoeni-

pupil of Linneus, from which the disease seems to be not';'**^?
^'^^"

unfrequently epidemical, and always to commence in the

autumn. It is found, however, only among the lower

orders of people, and, in the epidemic referred to, is suf-

ficiently traced to impure admixtures with their grain,

and the employment of this vitiated grain in too new a

state. Dr. Rothman delineates the disease from actual

observation, and does not believe it to be a new malady,

as generally supposed, but thinks he has traced it in the Supposed

writings of various authors from the year 1596 to 17£7; early date.

which would establish, moreover, that it has been com-

mon to other parts of Europe as well as to Sweden. And
in confirmation of this we may observe, that Dr. Mer-
card:]: describes a disease very much resembling raphania

that appeared at Stade in the winters of,1771, 1772,

which was evidently epidemic, and accompanied with

symptoms of fatuity, or that narcotic effect which many
deleterious plants are sure to produce.

Dr. Cullen w-ho has generalized far too much his de- Begarcied

scription of chorea, in his Practice of Physic, seems to asa^^speclei

have embodied this species as well as the preceding in of chorea.

the common delineation, and hence, when he tells us that
" there have been instances of this disease (chorea) ap-

pearing as an epidemic in a certain corner of the coun-

try,"§ there can be little doubt that he alludes to the

species before us originating from the cause now assigned,

although, without some such interpretation as the present,

the passage is not very intelligible.

The disease commences with cold chills and lassitude, Orig'" ana
progress of

* See Heberden, Med. Trans, ii. 218.
'^^ disease,

t Tom. VI. Art. cxxiii. 1763.

t Medicinische Versuche. Zwcyter Theile, 8\'o. Leip/ip.

<'_ Part ir. Book iii. Chap. iii. mcccliit.
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Gen. hi. pain in the head, and anxiety about the prsecopdia.

Raphania. Thcse symptoms are followed by spasmodic twitchings
Raphania. ^nd afterwards rigid contractions of the limbs or joints,

with excruciating pains, often accompanied with fever,

coma or delirium, sense of suffocation, and a difficulty of

Close. articulating distinc'tly. It continues from eleven days to

three or four weeks; and those who die generally sink

under a diarrhoea or a paroxysm of convulsions.

Remedial The warm antispasmodics, as valerian, castor, and

camphor, appear to have been employed with decisive

success. An emetic, however, given at the onset of the

symptoms, as recommended by Henman, would probably

cut short the course of the disease, and mitigate its vio-

lence. This writer advises also blistering or bathing

with Dippeirs Animal Oil.* Camphorated vinegar, as

employed by other practitioners, would probably be found

a more useful embrocation.!

Towards the close of the disease purple exanthems or

vesications are said to be sometimes thrown out, which

approximate it to mildew-mortification, and the erythe-

matic pestis. both which, as we have already observed,

have been traced to a similar cause.

SPECIES V.

SYINCLONUS BERIBERIA.

SPASMODIC RIGIDITY OF, THE LOWER LIMBS IMPEDING
LOCOMOTION ; OFTEN SHOOTING TO THE CHEST, AND
OBSTRUCTING THE RESPIRATION AND THE VOICE ;

TREMBLING AND PAINFUL STUPOR OF THE EXTREMI-

TIES ; GENERAL EDEMATOUS INTUMESCENCE.
Gew. hi.
Spec. v. Bqntius seems first to have introduced the term beri-

Ungin of

generic BERI OF BERIBERIA iuto medical nomenclature^ and tells
name.

• Abhandl. von der Kriebelkrankhejt,
^ Nachricht. von dei- Kriebelkrankheit.
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US it is of oriental origin :* and Sauvages lias hence co-
f^^'^j/y

'

pied it into his list of "nomina harbara, sen nee Grjeca, Syncionus

nee Latina." Mangetus affirms that the disease was^^|;|J^^;|';-

known to Erasistratus, but certainly not under this name. Barbieis.

Eustathius, however, has «£§££?/, but in the sense of
J^J'J^J^-^

** concha or ostreum," " conch or shell,'*—and tells us that Sauvagcs.

it is a term of Indian oriein. He might have said, with Said to

n . , . ' o • • 1 j-1
nave been

more propriety, of oriental origin, lor it is common botli known to

in its primary and duplicate form, -)2 or j»}ni, "13")2
°*'b!unouMi-

Qnni to the Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic, in dei this

name, as

which last it is (berabir,) and in all of them is a noma- they use i

die term, importing tillage and its production which is
a'differen't^

grain, or pasturage, and its production which is sheep, sense.

or other cattle ; and hence, probably the origin of bre- dearly o:

his or sheep in the French tonffue. The term is said too'ieptai
*• " origiu:

be applied to this disease in India from the patient s ex- ^^^ ^^^^

hibitinff, in walking:, the weak and tottering step of a '"onto

, ^; , , , , . mostorieii-
sheep that has been over-driven. tai tongues.

This disease, though common to various parts of India, ^"^^^^'^
' °

1
''* etymon

is chiefly met with on the Malabar coast and in Ceylon : of the

and seems to be produced by sudden transitions of the «'^t- j^^.'^^j^'l^'^

mosphere from dry to damp, and from sultry calms to Disease

chilling breezes, by which the nervous and absorbent ':''''^^y

.(,,... lound on
systems are peculiarly debilitated and torpified. In this the Maia-

region it attacks both natives and strangers, but P^i'- and^iT^^
ticularly the latter daring the rainy season, which com-Ccyion.

menccs in November and terminates in March ; through a'"^"^''^'

great part of which, also, the land-winds blow from the

neighbouring mountains every morning about sun-rise

with great coolness; and hence those who sleep abroad,

or without sufficient shelter, are equally exposed to the

influence of a penetrating chill and damp.

Fresh troops, partly from their being new to the cli- Fresii

mate, but chiefly from their want of a sufficient degree of
''""^f ,.

caution, very frequently suffer severely from this com-iy ''ffected.

plaint so long as the rainy season continues. Thus wef.r."'"^'"

* De Wedicina Indorum, Cap, r.

vol. IV. 6t
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Gen. III. learn from Mr. Christie that the 72nd regiment was se-
Spec V
syncionus vcrcly attacked with it in the autumn of 1797, not many
Beriberia. months after its arrival, and continued to suffer from it
Beiihery.

Baibieis. till the ensuing spring ; and that the 80th regiment, which

relieved tlie 72nd in March 1797, was equally attacked

with it in the ensuing November. It is, however, in all

Predispo- such cases most frequently to be found amongst those who
iients. have previouslyweakened their constitutions by sedentary

habits or a life of debauchery : and particularly where too

free an indulgence in spirits has co-operated with seden-

tary habits, as among tlie tailors and shoemakers of a

battalion : who, in order to give them time to work at

tlieir respective trades, are often excused from the duties

of the field, and by their double earnings, are enabled to

procure a larger quantity of spirits than other men. And
Ave may hence in some degree account for Mr. Christie's

remark that, during his stay at Ceylon, he never met

with an instance of this complaint in a woman, an oflScer,

or a boy under twenty.
liistoiy i^jje disease commences with a lassitude and painful
and pro- iiiii
gress of the numbness of the whole body, the pain sometimes resem-
oisease.

bijng that of formication. The legs and thighs become

stiff, the knees are spasmodically retracted, so that the

legs are straightened with great difficulty and instantly

relapse into the retracted state, whence the patient is apt

to fall if he attempt to walk. In some cases, indeed, the

motory and sensific power, instead of flowing through

the muscles of loco-motion irregularly, does not flow

at all, and the limbs become paralytic. And even where

the spasmodic action exists, it often travels or extends to

other parts of the body, and particularly to the chest and

the larynx, so that speaking and respiration are con-

ducted with great difficulty.

At the same time the whole of the absorbent system

exhibits equal proofs of torpitude, the legs first, and after-

wards the entire surface of the body becomes bloated and

edematous, and all the cavities, particularly those of the

chest, are progressively loaded with fluid: and hence to-

'vards the close of the disease, where it terminates fatally.
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the (lyspncea is extreme, and accompanied with an intole- Gen. iir.

rable restlessnes and anxiety, and constant vomiting
; sy"io*,uis

the muscles are convulsed generally : while the pulse ^er>heiia.

gradually sinks, the countenance becomes livid, and theBaibieis.

cxtremeties cold.

Such is the course of the disease as it shows itself atSometnre?

Ceylon, where it seems to rage more severely tijau on the scvPi^J

Malabar coast, and where we are told by Mr. Christie, '^^"^^

inspector-general of the hospitals at this station, whose

account is confirmed by Mr. Colhoun,* that its progress

is so rapid that the patient is often carried off in six,

twelve, twenty-four, or thirty-six hours from its onset,

though it ordinarily runs on for several weeks.

Since the first edition of the present work, various im-Originsi

portant communications have been made to the Army nation"'

Medical Board upon the subject before us. These, by the ^^°^'^, ^''^

kindness of my eminent friend the Director-General, Idicai

have been enabled to examine, and they concur in sun- '^"''j'''

.

„ . confiimin^
porting the general character of the disorder as given the prece-

above; as they do also in affirming that neither women, [!",^,^,j^''

officers, nor persons under twenty years of age become

the subjects of beribery; evidently because such indivi-

duals are rarely called upon to expose themselves at nigjit,

or to sleep in the open air.

From the complicated nature of the disease however, Benhcry

and the variety of organs tliat are linked in the general s°'J!,e"["^''

chain of morbid action, suggestions have often ocurred, to ije a nio-

whether beribery be not rather a modification of some some oihei-

other malady than an idiopathic affection ; and especially "^''f^^f^-

whetlier it be not a peculiar form of anasarca deflected of'anasai-

from its common course by accidental circumstances. The '^""

last is more especially the opinion of Mr. Collier, a staff- Coiiiei

surgeon of considerable talents and authority ; and to the °^^,'

same opinion I find Dr. Dwyer inclining, physician to the

forces at Kandy in Ceylon. Yet, after having, in his

* Essay on the Diseases incident to Indian Seamen or T ajrar? nn ^nrj;

Voyages; by W. Hunter, A. M.&c.

T.ord Vfl^ntia's Trarpls. Vol. r (i. "IP,

opinion.

yer? :
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Ok.v. 111. manuscript report, which is a very valuable document.
Spec. V,

8yi)domis callctl it incidentally by the name of acute anasarca, he
Beiiberia. ^gjig ,,g ^i,j^j- f,.Q,j^ ^|,g gj-eat diversity of its symptoms,

Raibiers.^ many cases have been referred to apoplexy, carditis, aneu-

rism, gastritis, w Inch were purely examples of beribery.

And he then proceeds as follows :
** although allied in

many of the symptoms to dropsical affections it is to be
CONSIDERED DISTINCT BOTH IN SYMPTOMS AND TREAT-
MENT." And to the same effect, a very able inspector of

Faiieii's. hospitals in the same quarter. Dr. Farrell, who observes

as follows: "I cannot help thinking still, notwithstand-

ing the weight of his (Mr. Collier's) authority, that the

affection commonly called beri-beri is a disease of exhaus-

tion and debility, occurring chiefly in persons of intem-

perate habits, and labouring under other maladies." In

effect it is not only a disease of exhaustion and debility,

but of these properties peculiarly applied to the nervous

system ; the dropsical and apoplectic symptoms only

taking place secondarily, and as a result of the general

weakness. " The more prominent symptoms," observes
Desc.iption j)j.^ Dwvcr, in the manuscript report iust alluded to,

'' were numbness oi the extremities, muscular power

greatly impaired, walking attended with a considerable

degree of unsteadiness, pain, tottering and weakness of

the joints ; such instability of gait as resembles a person

walking on his heels ; sometimes paralysis. In the latter

stages of the disease^ when the thorax becomes affected,

increased uneasiness of the epigastrium and vomiting suc-

ceed ; dyspnoea and all the symptoms of hydrothorax."

Spasmodic At times the spasmodic action spreads, even from the

Times v"ry ^^''^t to Other organs than the limbs, and produces a very
extensue. striking effect. A sergeant of the 45th regiment, of so-

li lii'suattni. her habits, who seems to have nearly recovered from two

])i'cvious attacks at Kandy about a year before, and had

left the hospital, was suddenly seized, April 1, 1822,

witii " an extreme difficulty of breathing, inability to

walk or speak much. The muscles of the forehead, face

and nose were in motion at the exertion made to speak or

breathe. The corrugations of the latter gave a sharpness
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of countenance very peculiar, but indicative of great dis- gen.iii.

tress and anxiety. The countenance soon became livid ; syndonus

the pulsations of the heart were loud and fluttering ; its Beiiberia.
r 11 Benbery.

strokes against the side could not be distinctly counted. Barbiers,

He was bled two pounds without much relief. The ap-

pearance of this poor man was very affecting. The blood

drawn was sizy ; and, upon re-opening a vein from a large

orifice, he again bled freely; but becoming exhausted, it

was thought prudent to stop it again. His legs were much

swelled, and pitted on pressure. They were covered w ith

small livid spots, as well as other parts of his body, like

flea-bites, but much larger. He died in half an hour

afterrvards. The thighs and abdomen were but little

swelled in proportion to his legs, but evidently larger

than natural. His arms were emaciated, and no part

edematous. He appeared of stout make."

The intumescence of the legs seems to have been a re- General

suit of debility from the two prior attacks : but it was [he"case.°"

nevertheless expected that most of the cavities of the body

would have given proof of an hydropic affection; and I

have selected this case as one of the strongest in support

of such an opinion ; for, in general, though water is traced,

sometimes in one cavity and sometimes in another, yet

there is seldom much accumulation, and still more seldom

such as to produce oppression. Dr. Dwyer took a mi-

nute of sixteen cases, and his remark upon the whole of

these is : " water is usually found in some of the cavities,

but the organs vary :" and such an observation is alone

sufficient to take beribery out of the list of proper drop-

sies, whatever other place we may assign to it.

An early post-obit examination, however, of the case Post-obit

before us showed as follows : "About an ounce of serous ®.^^"''"^"

straw-coloured fluid escaped in various ways, on opening
the dura mater. Filling up the gyri on the surface of the

brain, we observed a gelatinous transparent matter of

some tenacity and consistence : it looked like a coating of

isinglass. In the ventricles there was but very littlefluid :

in no other part of the cranium were indications of pre-

existing disease observed." Tn the thorax there were
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Gen, III, various ailhesions, especially within the pericardium ; on

Syncionus opening which seven ounces of a straw-coloured serum

B^ iher'^
was found in it, yet warm. JVb fluid in the thoracic ca-

Barbiers, vity.—In the abdomen there were few morbid appear-

ances, except in regard to the spleen, which was as large

as an ordinary sized liver, and weighed three pounds ten

ounces. The liver of its usual size, but had a mottled

appearance. Only eleven ounces of seroiis or dropsical

fluid werefound in this cavity.

Cuiative The curative intention is to re-excite the absorbent

Diaph'ore- systcm and the affected branches of the nerves to a dis-

tics and charge of their proper functions by a process of diapho-

retics and stimulants. Squill pills and calomel are chiefly

depended on for the latter, and James's powder for the

former, though the compound powder of ipecacuan seems

better calculated for the purpose, as containing a sedative

admirably adapted for allaying nervous irregularities.

Sand-bath, On the Malabar coast, it is no uncommon practice to

excite perspiration in this complaint by burying the pa-

tient in a sand-bath : for which purpose a hole is dug in

the sandy soil, into which he is plunged as deep as to his

neck, and confined there as long as he can bear the heat

Spirituous of the sand that surrounds him. The strength, through-

out the whole, is supported by cordials, and in many in-

stances even by ardent spirits diluted for the purpose

;

punch is a common drink on this occasion, and the re-

freshing and sedative power of the acid entitles it to a

Local ap- preference. To remove the numbness and pricking or
pications,

formicative pain from the limbs, friction and stimulant

liniments are applied locally, and not unfrequently the

legs are plunged into a pediluvium. And where the dis-

ease assumes an alarming appearance, and 'the spasmodic

symptoms are very violent, recourse is had to a hot-bath,

and the strongest cordials and antispasmodics, as brandy,

sulphuric ether, or its aromatic spirit, and laudanum,

which it is sometimes found necessary to continue for se-

veral weeks.

convaies- In convalescence the patients should be removed, as

„,e„. Boon as may be. to a drier and more equable temperature,
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and be put upon the ordinary plan of tonics, regular ex- Ge:?. hi

ercise, and nutritive diet. In milder cases they general- Syndo'nus'

ly recover with the shiftins: of the monsoon, which carries Beiiberia.
'

/> 1. 11. I Benbery. •

*'^off the remote cause of the disease, and brings a change Barbiers.

of temperature home to them.
Treatment.

Beribery has not been hitherto described as existing in Beribery
not dcscri"

any other part of the world, and if it should be found it bed as

will probably exhibit a modification of some of the sym-
gj^g'^J^I^^

ptoms according to the quarter in which it appears. I but a case

am induced to make this remark from observing in the
°^JJ^^^^*^_

Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical Society,* an ac-hasoccur-

count of a very singular spasmodic disease by Dr. Bos- o^^^nVoun-

tock, which evidently belongs to the present genus, and "y? ^^',

seems to be a variety of the present species assuming aeostock/

chronic form. The patient, who was in the middle of

life, was first attacked with achings in the lower limb on

one side, accompanied with a difficulty and irregularity

of motion, which soon spread to the other side, and then

gradually to the throat, so as to hinder deglutition ex-

cept with great pain and severe exertion : the larynx

next became affected so as to prevent speech, and after-

wards the back of the neck, the muscles aflfected being

the voluntary alone. From the spastic rigidity of the

limbs they were both bent and straightened with a like

difficulty. The pricking pain like that of pins, or of a

limb awaking from stupr»r, common to the extremities in

beribery, was present here also, though apparently with-

out stupor or edematous swellings. Yet the intellectual

powers were at length affected and weakened ; the fail-

ure of understanding gradually increasing but principal-

ly showing itself in paroxysms, during one of which the

patient died. No cause of the disease could be traced

before death or by dissection afterwards.

* Vo!. IX. Art. I. D. 1.



CLASS IV.

NEUROTICA.

ORDER IV.

SYSTATICA.

Mntnmn altccting seijcval or all tlir seusoinal

^oiwevs simwltancouslg.

IRRITATION OR INERTNESS OF THE MIND EXTENDING
TO THE CORPOREAL SENSES OR THE MUSCLES J OR

OF THE CORPOREAL SENSES OR THE MUSCLES EX-

TENDING TO THE MIND.

Order IV*.
'^^^ sensorial powers are those which are dependent on

Present the sensorium or brain as their instrument or origin ; and

contrasted ^^^ three in number, the intellectual, the seiisific, and the
with the motory. Thus far we have only contemplated these
preceding

i oc
</ r

divisions, as they are affected singly, or, where more are affected

than one, as influencing the rest only secondarily or sym-

pathetically. The diseases of the present order are of a

more complicated origin and nature, and affect several or

?rdfnai°^
all the sensorial powers conjointly from the first. The

t?rm. order is hence denominated ststatica, a Greek com-

pound from ert/»/7T»)«f, *< congredior, consocio." Syncop-
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tica might liave been employed and upon as large a class iv.

scale, so as to denote increased as well as diminished ac- Systatka.

tion, impellentia as well as concidentia ; but this term isSy""nyras.

usually limited to express maladies of the latter kind, and,

consequently, might have produced confusion, since the

present order, like all the preceding, includes diseases

evincing different and even opposite states of action.

The genera appertaining to it are the following

:

I. AGRTPNIA. SLEEPLESSNESS.

II. DYSPHORIA. RESTLESSNESS.

III. ANTIPATHLA. ANTIPATHY.

IV. CEPHAL.^A. HEAD-ACHE.

V. DINUS. DIZZINESS.

VI. SYNCOPE. SYNCOPE.

VII. SYSPASIA. C03IAT0SE SPASM.

V III. CARUS. TORPOR.

vol. IV. 6£
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UENUS f.

AGRYPNIA.
«

DIFFICULTT OK, INABILITY OF OBTAINING SIEEP.

Gkjv. I. Agrypnia (xy^vTrnx) is a Greek term significant of the

generic English SLEEPLESSNESS, hy which it is here rendered.

noticeTby ^^^ affection is not introduced into Dr. Cullen's nosolo-

Cuiien butgical arrangement, and has consequently been omitted

by"his pre- by most Hosological writers since his time ; but it occurs
decessors.

jj^ ^j^g greater number of those who preceded him 5 and

its claim to be considered as an idiopathic affection, is as

clear as that of most diseases concerning which there is no

dispute.

The two following species are embraced by this genus

:

1. AGRYPNIA EXCITATA. IRRITATIVE WAKEFULNESS.

2, .*f PERT^SA. CHRONIC WAKEFULNESS.

SPECIES I.

AGRYPNIA EXCITATA.

SLEEP RETARDED BY MENTAL EXCITEMENT : LIST-

lESSNESS TO SURROUNDING OBJECTS.

gbs. I. On the physiology of sleep and dreaming, we briefly

touched under the genus paroniria or sleep-disturb-
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J

ANCE in the first order of the present class, but the sub- Gen. i.
-

ject is of great extent and complexity, and cannot be fol- Agrypiiia

lowed up into any detailed explanation in a work on pa- exchata.

thology. At present, therefore, I can only observe that wakefui-

iiatural sleep is a natural torpitude of the voluntary or-"^'^-

gans of the animal frame, produced by a general exhaus- Natural

tion of sensorial power in consequence of an exposure to^^^Pji^^^!"'

the common stimulants or exertions of the day. Andpioduced.

hence, if such exhaustion do not take place, natural sleep

cannot possibly ensue, though morbid sleep undoubtedly

may as produced by other causes.

Now it often happens that, from an energetic bent of How

the mind to a particular subject, the sensorial power con-'"^^^

tinucs to be secreted not only in a more than usual quan-

tity, but for a more tlian usual term of time; and, in con-

sequence of this additional supply, there is no exhaustion

at the ordinary period, and therefore no sleep. Severe

grief is often a stimulus of this kind ; during which a

morbid redundancy of sensorial power continues to be

secreted, followed by a morbid excitement of the system

generally from day to day, and from night to night, till

the frame is worn out by the protracted watchfulness or

sensorial erethism. And it is astonishing to witness in

various instances how long llie frame will support itself

before it is worn out, or the irritation that preventf?sleep Singular

sufficiently subsides for its return, and particularly Avhereofp^o^'g^^j^

the mind is labouring under the influence of the depress- ^'^ sieep-

ing passions, or ot depressing pain. A heniicrania has

kept a person awake for three months ;* and a melan-

choly or gloom on the spirits, for fourteen months. Over-
whelming joy has often a similar effect though seldom in

an equal degree, or for so long a period of time. The
mind may also be intensely directed to some peculiar ob-

ject of study, and the energy of the will becomes in this

case a like stimulus to the secretion of a fresh or protract-

ed tide of sensorial power, so that the usual exhaustion of

the nervous system does not take place at the accustomed

* Bartholin. Hist. Anat. Cent. i. Hist. 64. Schenck, Lib. i, Obs. 256.
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Gen. I. period. This is peculiarly the case in a pursuit of the

-Agi3'pnia* abstract sciences, or those of a more strictly intellectual

la^taUv'
"^*"''^> ^^ *'^^ higher branches of the mathematics.

wakeful- Where the determination of the mind to a particular
'^^^^'

subject is exquisitely intense, whether that subject be a

passion or a problem, by far the greater part of the sen-

sorial secretion is expended at this particular outlet ; and,

consequently, the frame at large, with the exception of

Occasional *^^^^ organs to which such outlet peculiarly appertains,

approxima-is SO far dravvn upon, as a common bank, for a contribu-

apheixia ^^^n of Sensorial power, that it labours under a certain

interna, or degree of deficiency, and hence a certain degree of torpi-

straction. tude, SO as to bccome insensible to the world around it ;

making, in this respect, an approach to the state of mind

we have already described under the name of aphelxia
intentaf or mental abstraction.

Medical rjy^^
c^pg of ^ijjg specics of slceplessness is to be ac-

complished by allaying the mental excitement by which

it is produced. This is best done by recalling the mind

from the pursuit that leads it astray, and a free surrender

of the will to listlessness and quiet. The perturbation

will then subside ; the sensorial organs become tranquil-

lized and inactive ; the secreted tide of sensorial power

will be at its ebb, and the habit of refreshing slumber

resume its influence. But where this cannot be obtained

by the mere exercise of the will, we must call opium or

some other narcotic to our aid, which, by its revellent

stimulus, may coincide with the consent of the will, and

produce the exhaustion, and, consequently, the quiet that

is requisite for sleep.
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SPECIES II.

AGRYPNIA PERTHESA.

(thvonit a2b*afeffuln?]S!5.

SLEEP RETARDED BY BODILY DISQ,UTET ; ATTENTION
ALIVE TO SURROUNDING OBJECTS.

The exhaustion in which the very essence of natural Gen. i,

sleep consists supposes a perfect quiescence and inactivity causes.

of the sensorial powers. Uneasiness of any kind will be-

come an obstacle ; and hence, an aching coldness of the

extremities or of any other part will prevent it ; an uneasy

sensation at the stomach or any other part will prevent it

;

an absence of the common pleasureable feeling with which

we ordinarily prepare ourselves for sleep will prevent it

:

*' And, on this account," as Darwin observes, " if those,

who are accustomed to wine at night, take tea instead,

they cannot sleep.'* And the same evil happens from a

want of solid food for supper to those who are accustomed

to use it ; as, in these cases, there is an irksome or dissa-

tisfied feeling in the stomach. And hence, also, too great

an anxiety or desire to sleep, is another cause of its sus-

pension ; for this as a mental disquiet will only add to the

corporeal disquiet which has produced it ; and, as already

observed, the emotions of the mind must be as quiescent

as those of the body, and the will, instead of commanding
or interfering, must tranquilly resign itself to the general

intention.

Where uneasiness of this kind has been permitted to H°w con-
*^ verted into

continue for several nights in succession, the sleepless- chronic

ness is apt to become chronic and to be converted into a^^J^ss^^fo"

habit. We have hence liad examples, as noticed w-ith very long
periods

:
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• Gen. I.

Spec. II.

Agrypnia
pertsesa.

Chronic
wakeful-
ness.

for the

whole life.

Medical
treatment.

Habitual
indulgen.

cies.

Soothing
music, and
agreeable

reading.

Hop-bags.

Pedilu-

vium.

Gentle

friction.

their appropriate references in the volume of Nosology,

in which vigilance or sleeplessness has continued for a

month without intermission ;* for six months ;f and even

for three years.:}:

Mr. Gooch gives us a singular case of a man who

never slept, an.d yet enjoyed a very good state of health

till his death, which happened in the seventy-third year

of his age. He had a kind of dozing for about a quarter

of an hour once a day, but even that was not sound,

though it was all the slumber he was ever known to

take.§

The cure of this disease demands a particular attention

to its cause; for if we can get rid of the organic disquiet

on which it depends, we shall be pretty sure to succeed

in ohtaining our object. All irksome chills, and espe-

cially those of the feet, should be taken off by a sufficient

warmth of clothing ; and the habitual supper, or other in-

dulgence which has liitherto preceded and introduced

sleep, should be freely allowed.

The lulling sounds of soft and agreeable music, or

agreeable reading, have been tried as concomitants, and

not unfrequently with success. And narcotic aromas have

at times been had recourse to, especially that of the hop,

heaped into pillows ,• but so far as I have seen, and I have

once or twice witnessed the experiment, with as little effi-

cacy, as the pillows of the male fern in cases of rickets,

whicli were once, according to Van Swieten, in equal

estimation for tliis last complaint. A pediluvium as re-

commended by Lang.lj will often be found a much better

prescription, or any means which will excite that breath-

ing moisture, which is indicative of general ease. Soft,

gentle, and general friction, and especially wliere there is

any chill or rigidity upon the limbs, will frequently pro-

duce the same effect in a very agreeable way : and this, too,

* Griiling, Cent. iv. Obs. 90,

:}: Plinii Lib. v. vii. Cap. 51.

j Medical and Chirurgical Observations, &:c. 8vo,

I

t Panarol, Pentecost, v. Obs. 4.

II
Epist. XLV.
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without combining it with the external use of opiates as g^en. l

proposed by De la Prada,* and various other writers.j Ag^rypnia'

Mosch was the favourite medicine of Thilenius4 and Pf "^„'.^-

hyoscyamus of Stoerck.§ But a free and exhilarating wakefui-

fflass of wine, as proposed by Fordyce, will often answer "f
''•

o '..„, T £• T Treatment,

much better than either of them. In many cases of dis-
^^^^^^^^

quiet, and particularly in the stomach and prtecordia, it Hyoscya-

might be well to try the hypnotic powers of the nutuieg, mus.

as warmly recommended by Dr. Cullen. We have alrea- Wine.

dy noticed this reputed effect in the East Indies which
"^J""' 'j'f

Bontius confirmed from his own experience, and which the nut-

has since been confirmed by practitioners in Europe. And'"^°'

when taken in a large dose there can be little doubt of

its somnolent virtue. In the case recited by Dr. Cullen

in proof of this, the person had swallowed more than two

drachms by mistake, and the effect was a drowsiness com-

mencing an hour afterwards which gradually increased

to a complete stupor and insensibility. After this he was

delirious, and continued to be alternately stupid and

delirious for several hours : but in six hours from the

attack he was pretty well recovered from every symp-

tom.
|i

Where, however, the morbid habit is too rigidly es-

tablished 40 give way to any of these means, we must

forcibly break through it by the use of opium, till the Opium,

habit itself be overcome, when all narcotics should be

gradually omitted.

The wakefulness so common to old people is hardly aWakefui-

disease. They use but little exertion, and hence require peopi°e^not^

but little sleeps and the internal inactivity is upon a parst/ictiya

with the external. A third part of the vessels perhaps

that took a share in the general energy in the middle

of life is obliterated, and the wear and tear of those that

remain are much less. The pulse beats feebly ,• the mus-

** Journ. de Medicine, Tom. xxxvi.

t Ansert. Abhandl. B. i. iv. St. 45.

I Medicinische und Cliirugisclie Bemurkungen, fee.

i Libellulus quo continuantur Experimenta, &c.

II
Mat. Med. Part n. Ch. v.
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Gen. I.

Spec. II.

Agrypnia
pertaesa.

Chronic
wakeful-
ness.

Physiolo-

gy of this

state.

Sympto-
niatic

wakeful-

ness.

cles of respiration are less forcibly distended ; the sto"

mach digests a smaller portion of food, for only a smaller

portion is required ; the intellect is less active ; the cor-

poreal senses less lively, and a minuter quantity of ner-

vous fluid secreted by the brain and its dependencies. And
hence, though there is far more weakness than in earlier

life there is a less proportionate demand for exertion,

and consequently a far smaller necessity for sleep.

From such a line of reasoning we may see why sleep-

lessness should be found as a symptom in excessive fa-

tigue, violent pain of any kind, inflammation, fevers, and

various affections of the brain.
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GENUS II.

DYSPHORIA.
3Uestlrssucss.

TROUBLESOME AND RESTLESS UNEASINESS OF THE MUS-

CLES J INCREASED SENSIBILITY 5 INABILITY OF FIX-

ING THE ATTENTION.

This is the inquietudo of many authors, which the Greeks g^^^j^'
,J^;

expressed by the generic term now chosen, importing,

literally, " tolerandi difficultas," " a difficulty of endur-

ing oneself." It does not expressly enter into the clas-

sification of Sauvages or that of Cullen, but is nearly

synonymous with the anxietas of the former, which in the

present system becomes a species of this genus. " Mo-

lesta sensatio," says Sauvages, " quse ad jactitationem

cogit, sed quomodo ab affinibus morbis discrepet, dicant

qui experti sunt."

The genus embraces two species, as exhibiting restless-

ness or inquietude chiefly confined to the sensific or the

irritable fibres ; or as dependent upon the state of the

mind.

1. DYSPHORIA SIMPLEX. FIDGETS.

9. — ANXIETAS. ANXIETY.

SPECIES I.

DYSPHORIA SIMPLEX.

RESTLESSNESS GENERAL, AND ACCOMPANIED WITH A
PERPETUAL DESIRE OF CHANGING THE POSITION.

This is what we mean by the English colloquial term
spec. i.

Fidgets, {romjidgety, most probably a corruption offugi- Origin of

VOL. IV. 63 quia! term.
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«iEN. II. ii^g^ though the lexicographers have given uS no origin

Dysphoiia of the term. Both import restlessness, unsteadiness, and

fT!.^«'
pei'petual change of place. The proper Latin term is

SyiTonym. tUuhatio ; and, indeed, most languages have some pecu-

liar term to express this troublesome and irritable sensa-

tion, though it has been rarely introduced as a disease

into the nosological catalogue.
Cause. rpi^g actual cause seems to consist in an undue accu-

mulation of sensorial power, which seeks an oullet, so to

speak, at every pore, for want of a proper channel of

iHustiatioii expenditure. Thus every one becomes fidgety who is

obliged to sit motionless beneath a long-drawn and tedious

story of common-place facts totally destitute of interest

:

and still more so when he is eagerly waiting, and fully

bottled up, as it were, to reply to an argument loaded

with sophisms, absurdities, or untruths, and over which

he feels to have a complete mastery. So the high-mettled

horse is fidgety that, called out, in full caparison, and

still restrained in his career, is panting for the race or the

Confirmed battle. " So the squirrel, when confined in a cage, feels,"

\v'hi?
^ "^

^s ^''' Darwin has ingeniously observed on this disease,

whicli l»e calls jactitatio, " a restless uneasiness from the

accumulation of irritative power in his muscles, which

were before in continual and violent exertion from his

habit of life, and in this situation finds relief by perpetu-

ally jumping about his cage to expend a part of his re-

Kiuthei dundant energy. For the same reason children that are
iJustrated. constrained to sit in the same pJace at school for hours

together, are liable to acquire a habit of playing with

some of the muscles of their face, or hands, or feet in irre-

gular movements which are called tricks, to exhaust a part

of the accumulated irritability by which they are goaded."

In the two last instances this irritability is simply ac-

cumulated for want of a proper outlet, and not from in-

ordinate secretion. In the two preceding cases of the

restrained horse and the restrained orator, there is added

to this simple accun)ulation, for want of disbursement,

an accumulation also from inordinate excitement.

iiou- far a It is this last source alone that can give the present
iiioi'bid *

affection, . »
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affection any thing of a morbid character: and in irri- Gen. ii.

table temperaments this is often the case : for there is a Dysphoria

diseased excess of sensorial power secreted constitution- t^!"P'^'^-

ally, which is apt, on various occasions, to show itself by

a perpetual restlessness or jactitation as troublesome to

those who are of the^company, as to those who are afflict-

ed with it.

Paulini* observes that worms, and Lentini that atony Excitin-

cause?
alone, is a cause; and liundreds of other sources of irk-

some irritation may be added to these; one of the most

common of which is an obstinate and unconquerable itch-

ing like that of prurigo senilis, and especially in a part

of the body that we cannot conveniently get at to scratch

:

and hence ascarides in the rectum or pudendum, into

which last organ they have sometimes been found to

creep, is a most distressing, and, in some cases, a mad-
dening cause.

A course of cooling purgatives, warm bathing, or in- Remedial

creased exercise, will probably be found most serviceable

in this harassing complaint; with an attention to the

primary disease where it is sympathetic.

SPECIES II.

DYSPHORIA ANXIETAS.

THE RESTLESSNESS CHIEFLY AFFECTING THE PR^COR-
DIA ; WITH DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS AND A PERPETUAL
DESIRE OF LOCOMOTION.

This species, in persons of an irritable or highly nervous Gen. ii.

temperament, and especially among those inclined to hys-
fvi^g^^"',,

idiopathic
* Lajix, Sat. Dec. II. Obs. 10. affection

Beobacht. der Epideniischen Krankheiten, p. 47.
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Gen. ii. teriaoi' hypochondriacal symptoms, is occasionally to be

Dysphoria met with Rs an idiopathic affection, to which such a tem-

Anxiety! perament gives a peculiar predisposition. But we see it

often sym- wiore frequently as a feature in the first attack of fevers,

ptoniatic. j^ nausea, in various affections of the prsecordia, and most

powerfully and most distressingly in lyssa or canine

madness. It has been ascribed to the want of a free

passage for the blood through the heart, in consequence

of a polypous concretion or some other obstruction ; to a

similar difficulty of its passage through the lungs ; and

to a constriction of the vena portse, producing a like im-

pediment in the lower belly ; and the anxiety has been

denominated prsecordial, pulmonary, or epigastric, ac-

cording to the part affected, which, however, we cannot

Aiysmus ofalways trace out. The complaint is particularly noticed

elites. l>y Hippocrates, who distinguishes it by the name of

aiysmus (atAVfffiosi) literally ri*stlessness or inquietude.

Sometimes n i^^s sometimcs, and especially in persons ofan acutely

nied with irritable habit, been accompanied with great excitement

clte^me'iiTof"^*'^®
uervous system generally, and spasmodic action of

the nerv- somc or cveu all the muscles, displaying, according to

generally, the idiosyncrasy, the symptoms of chorea, hypochondrias,

or lyssa; and has occasionally, as I have reason to be-

lieve, been mistaken for lyssa, where the morbid mind

has pored incessantly on the recollection of some former

scratch or bite of a dog or cat : and, like lyssa, it has

sometimes terminated fatally, though by no means with

a like rapidity.

Medical Where the affection is idiopathic, an emetic will be
tfeatmeiit. n #• j j

generally found to produce the readiest assistance: after

this, the warmer antispasmodics, and, if necessary, nar-

cotics may be successfully employed, with gentle exer-

cise and a light diet.

ISJU
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GENUS III.

ANTIPATHIA.

^ntt'iiatlis.

INTERNAL HOKROR AT THE PRESENCE OT PARTICULAR

OBJECTS OR SUBJECTS 5 WITH GREAT RESTLESSNESS

OR DELIQ,UIUM.

Antipathia («»T««-6«d»f, from unnrxtw. ** naturalem re- !^^^' *H«
^

. Origin of

piignantiam habeo,") does not occur in Swediaur or in generic

Dr. Cullen's classification, but enters into his supple-
*^'^'"*

,. ... . How far

mentary catalogue, "Morborum a nobis omissorum quos noticed by

omisisse fortassis non oportebat ;" or, as he expresses it,
^"^^^'^ '•

in another place, of diseases which were either forgotten

when the arrangement was settled, or for which no fit

place could be found within its limits. It occurs, how- ^"^ other

ever, in Sauvages, Linneus, Vogel, and Ploucquet : and

seems to comprise two species

:

1. ANTIPATHIA SENSILIS. SENSILE ANTIPATHY.

2. INSENSILIS. INSENSILE ANTIPATHY.

SPECIES I.

ANTIPATHIA SENSILIS.

Senstle ^nttiJatfiB.

ANTIPATHY PRODUCED THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THE
EXTERNAL SENSES.

Very singular examples of both species belonging to this gen. hi.

genus are recorded by the collectors of medical curiosities j co^n^;,'

'

oiigiu and
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Gen. III. while others are of every-day occurrence. Some may be

ADtipathia accountcd for from early fright, stories told in thenurse-

S^en^sii'e
^^^ ^^ *^^^^ incongruous association of ideas in early life,

antipathy, which we had occasion to notice in the Proem to the pre-

frequent sent class. But many are of difficult solution, and others

ance.^' altogether inexplicable.

Singular Under the species before us, we may mention an anti-

exampies. pathy produced by the smell of roses ; of strawberries ; of

mint and some other herbs : by the sound of music : or the

sight of a drawn sword, which is said to have existed in

King James I. : or the rattling of a carriage over a bridge,

which continued for some years after mature life in Peter

the Great of Russia, who was frightened, while an infant,

by a fall from a bridge into the water ; and who only over-

came the antipathy by resolutely accustoming himself to

the object of disgust.

The sight of crabs and lobsters, and, still more fre-

quently, of toads and vipers, has produced the same effect.

And we have a few instances of its being occasioned by

what we should much less expect as a cause, the appear-

ance of bread and cheese, or even bread alone.* The ob-

ject itself, however, seems to be of little or no importance

;

the feeling in most of these cases results from an associa-

tion of such object, whatever it may be, with some painful

occurrence in early life, of which it continues to be as

Sometimes much the Symbol or expression as letters are of ideas. In

idiopathic, many instances the original occurrence is forgotten, but

the impression indelibly remains, and the object recals

the mind to its influence. There is reason to believe,

however, that the antipathy is often a result of idiosyn-

crasy, or something peculiar in the frame-work of the in-

dividual constitution.

James I.

Peter the

Great of

Russia.

Other in-

stances.

Common
rise and
progress

of the

feeling.

* Epbem. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. i,

Ann. III. Obs. 149.

Obs. 144. et in Schol. Dec. in.
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SPECIES 11.

ANTIPATHIA INSENSILIS.

THE ANTIPATHY PRODUCED THROUGH AN UNKNOWN
MEDIUM.

In the preceding species the feeling of antipathy is ex- Gen. hi.

cited through the medium of one of the external senses,
conuasted

to which the object of antipathy presents itself, or with with the

which it is associated on recollection; for it is the sight, spe"es."°

or taste, or smell, or touch, or hearing of such object, or

the idea of such sensible impression, that alone calls the

antipathy into action.

There ai-e some persons, however, that are struck with riiustratiou

a peculiar and indescribable kind of horror at the presence "[^g^^® ^P®"

of an object which is unperceived by any of these senses,

as soon as it comes within the atmosphere of some un-

known influence. The presence of a cat has been often P^ociuced

known to produce this effect, under the circumstances ces by th*

now adverted to, or wlien the animal thou2;h nresent hasP'^ss^"ce of
*^ * a cat

been concealed, and not one ot the senses has been alive though

to its presence. Instances of tliis kind are to be found '^""'^'^'^'^'^'

in most of the collections of medical curiosities, as well of\hTs^f^^

as in various other works;* and I have met with several i"^'" a"*^

decided instances in the course of my own practice. The ported"^"

affection, in this case, depends unquestionably upon an Disease

extraordinary idiosyncrasv ; but bv what means such an f
f P-^,"''®'"

idiosyncrasy is influenced we know not. Sauvagcs inquires ciasy.

whether the effluvium thrown from the object of aversion How ex-

into tlie atmosphere may not, in combining with the fluids ga^uvageZ

of the affected person, produce an irritating and distress-

* Eph. Nat. Cur. Doc. ii. Ann. ir. Obs. 50. Borelli, Ceiit. iv. 01;s. 61.

Emcrcct;',i:us. D'?eiet. Polyhistor. p. 82.
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Gen. III. ing tertium quid, as corrosive sublimate is produced by
Antipal a Combination of mercury with oxymuriatic acid. The

sl'i'is

"^^"
^'*^*> ^* present, appears inexplicable : but it is not more

insensiie singular than the wonderful power so well known to be
antipat y. po^gggggj ^y t|,g yivcrra nodula (common or great bat),

nocfufa, or which renders it conscious of the presence and position

common of objccts, when all its senses are muffled, and which en-

ables it, when flying in this state, to avoid them. This

extraordinary faculty, to which we adverted in the Proem
to the present class, has been called a sixth sense by se-

veral naturalists.

Remedial In all these cases, whether of the preceding or of the

present species, the only means in our power of destroying

the anomalous or morbid impression is by introducing a

counter-habit ; or, in other words, by gradually inuring

the sensorium to the influence of the disgustful object.

By being familiarized with what at first we most shrunk

from, our courage becomes hardened and the painful im-

pression blunted ; and sights, and sounds, and smells,

and the most imminent dangers that could not at one

time be encountered, or even contemplated without faint-

ing, in process of time no more affect us than the roar of

cannon affects the war-horse, or the mountain-tempest

the mariner.

treatment.
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GENUS lY.

C E P H A L ^ A.

ACHING PAIN IN THE HEAD ; INTOLERANCE OF LIGHT

AND SOUND ; DirnCULTT OF BENDING THE MIND TO

MENTAL OPERATIONS.

Cephal^a {Kt(picXuM from miPccXtj, "caput") is employed ^?^^' ^^'>

by Galen, chiefly, in the sense of chronic head-ache; the generic

whence the term cephalalgia has been invented in later 1^™'
. „ , XT 1 Synonyms.

times to express aiiections or snorter duration. Head-

aches of all kinds, however, form a natural group, and

should be described under a common genus, which is

here named after the oldest and most authorized term.

Sauvages has particularly remarked the symptom of dis-

ability of the mental powers in the first spocies we are about

to notice, and the remark may be applied to all the others

:

*' difficultas cogitandi, distincte ratiocinandi, reminis-

cendi." The species which may be enumerated under

this genus are the following:

STUPID HEAD-ACHE.

CHRONIC HEAD-ACHE.

MEGRIM.

THROBBING HEAD-ACHE.

SICK HEAD'ACKE.

64

1.
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i
OP.D. IV.

SPECIES I.

CEPHALiEA GRAVANS.

PAIN OBTUSE ; WITH A SENSE OF HEAVINESS EXTENDING
OVER THE WHOLE HEAD J SOMETIMES INTERMITTENT.

Gew. IV.

Spec. I.

Remote
causes of

head-ache
generally.

Repelled
discharges

and other

fluids.

Obstruc-

tions with-

in the

esanium.

Decayed
teeth.

The remote causes of head-ache are so numerous and so

complicated that it is difficult to catch or arrange them;

and many of them are so completely concealed from viPAV,

by a confinement to the brain itself, that we vainly endea-

vour to discover and analyse them. Repelled discharges

from the hemorrhoidal vessels, repelled or retarded cata-

menia, repelled fluids from the surface, are very frequent

causes of one or other of the species ofcephalsea now enu-

merated. Whatever retards the current of the blood in

the sinuses of the brain, or the veins which convey the

blood from the head, will produce it. Of this kind are

various tumours, particularly of the conglobate glands,

polypi, exostoses, or bony fragments separated by some

violence from the internal table of the skull, not produc-

ing irritation, perhaps, till the accident that gave rise to

them has long passed by and been forgotten. Hence
some part of the brain has often, on dissection, been found

diseased in its structure, producing, occasionally, an ab-

scess with a considerable lodgement of pus. And, in

some cases, the disease has been cured by the pus making
its way through the frontal sinuses,* or through the

ears,f and escaping externally. It has, in every age,

* Nicolai, Decad. Observationum Illustr. Anat. Schrader. Observ. Anat.

Med. Lentilius. Miscel. i. 599.

t Gockell, Gallicir, Med.. Prat.

»"e. N. o,

Trecourf. Mena. et Observ. de Chiruv-
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been produced by a decayed tooth, and has ceased on its gen.iv.

removal; a profusion of liair on the head has been alsocepiiaiaia

an occasional cause, in which case it has yielded to Rlia-|^^^^""-

ring or merely thinning the hair. It has often followed head-acie.

upon a neglected catarrh or neglected rlieumatism, and Profusion

still oftener has resulted from some morbid irritation of,- ,

'^'

,JNeglected

the stomach, and especially from worms.* So again, catarrii.

whatever prevents a free evacuation of the riglit auricle ^^*^^''"°"3

and ventricle of the heart, and contributes to retard the stomach,

motion of the blood in the veins winch discharge their Obstmc-

contents on this side of the heart, has a tendency to lay herr;.'"^"^

a foundation for this complaint.

Under these circumstances notliins: is more difficult EifiicuU,1,1... . ,, ,, often to
than to determine, in many instances, whether a head- distinguish

ache of any kind be an idiopathic or a symptomatic af-
^euveen an

fection, and on this account Dr. Cullen, deviating from and a sym-

the general opinion of the nosologists who preceded him, [leadl'chc

:

has regarded it as a symptom in every instance. This, and hence

however, is to suppose that tiie encephalon which, from ffsarded

, J , .. ., by Cullen
its magnitude and complexity, seems to open a theatre as always

for more intrinsic disquietudes than all other organs j^^P^"'"^*

whatever, is exempted beyond any of them.

The species immediately before us, emphatically distin- Pathology

guished by the name of stupid head-ache, seems, when "ent'^Le'^"

idiopathic, to be strictly a nervous affection of the organ, cies.

originating from nervous debility or exhaustion ; or, in

other words, from the want of a proper supply of that

kind of sensorial fluid on which the organic feeling of

comfort and refreshment depends. It is hence peculiarly Diagnostics

marked by a general disquiet and confusion, rather than

by acute pain; by a general hebetude of sensorial power
whicii disqualifies the person labouring under it for a

continuance of mental labour; and in which the sight is

dim, and the hearing dull, and the memory vacant. On
which account it is frequently experienced by hard stu-

dents, who have sat up through the whole of the night

in pursuit of some abstruse and difficult subject, or who

* Walther. Thes. Obs. 17. Blumenbacb, Med. Bibl. B. n. p. 424.
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Gew. IV.
Spec. I.

Cephalsea
gravans.
Stupid

ead-ache.

In certain

cases

whence
derived,

and how
best re-

lieved.

In other

cases

whence
derived.

General
remedial
process.

have laboured upon the same from week to week with

too small an allowance of time for sleep or exercise. In

all which cases it is often relieved by surrounding the

temples with a bandage steeped in cold water, which acts

as a tonic upon the spent and enfeebled brain, and once

more excites it to a little temporary energy. A sudden

blow of severe grief often produces the same kind of ex-

haustion, and is accompanied with the same symptoms,

during which the sufferer is equally incapable of think-

ing, sleeping, or attending to external objects.

A similar effect is produced by whatever else has a

tendency to induce debility and torpitude in the nervous

structure of the brain, as a profuse diarrhoea, repeated and

immoderate venesections, and particularly any sudden

faintness, or debility of the stomach. The last acts, in-

deed, in a double way ; directly, as withholding the means

of sensorial recruit ; and, indirectly, from the close sym-

pathy that, on all occasions, exists between the two or-

gans. And hence, wherever we meet with cephalsea

gravans as a sympathetic affection, and are doubtful to

what particular organ to ascribe it, we shall, in most

cases, find the stomach affected, and may venture to treat

it accordingly.

As much of the remedial process, however, which may
be serviceable in any one of the species of head-ache be-

fore us, may be useful in the rest, it will be most expedi-

ent to reserve this subject for tlie close of the entire genus.
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SPECIES II.

CEPHAL^A INTENSA.

(KJironCc U^catf^acUr.

PAIN VEHEMENT, WITH A SENSE OF TENSION OVER THE
WHOLE HEAD : PERIODIC ; OFTEN CHRONIC.

This species is, perhaps, always dependent upon some ^^^'}^'-

local irritation ; and may be produced by many, probably often from

most, of the irritants noticed at the openinsj of the l)re-"'*'^'"^!.„,

ceding species : and as not a few of these have a seat in <iefips all

the brain itself, and must remain concealed till disclosed "-^"^^^j

to us by dissection, and would be still beyond our reach why.

if we could ascertain tliem from the first attack, there is

no difficulty in conceiving why this form of head-ache

should often defy all medical aid whatever, and run par-

allel with tho-life itself.

Among the external causes, those productive of rheu- External
•3 ^ f causes.

matism are, -perhaps, the most frequent, as exposing the

feet for along time to cold and damp, or lying in a damp
bed with a small quantity of covering. And as all rheu-

matic affections, when they become chronic, have a ten-

dency to intermit, and return periodically, we may easily

see why the disease before us should do so in many in-

stances.

This species may therefore be distinguished by its Present

being rather limited to some particular part of the head d^stTn-ruish.

than extending over the whole organ ; by its remissions -hie from

or intermissions ; by the acuteness of the pain during the

return of the paroxysm ; by an intolerance of all motion

of the head, far more than of light or sound, both of

which, however, are sometimes highly irksome; and by a

peculiar feeling oftenseness or construction over the enco
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NEUROTICA. [ord. iv.

Gen. ly. phalon, as though its membranes were muscles and spas-
Spkc, II. ,. „ ,

'

Cephaiaea modically contracted.
intensa. Tliis last Symptom rarely takes place till the disease

head-ache, has established itself for sometime, and seems to indicate

Other dis- a thickening of one or morc of the tunics of the brain
tinctue from increased action, produced by a lonej course of irrita-
svmptoms. * ^ a

tion ; a result which has frequently been discovered on

dissection. Where the affection is entirely rheumatic,

the local pain of the head ceases as soon as a rheumatic,

pain takes place in any other part of the body. There is,

indeed, no great difficulty in accounting for a cessation of

pain in this case upon the principle ot a transfer of action.

But we find it cease also, or very much remit, not unfre-

quently in other cases, in which post-obit examinations

have proved the disease to be dependent on local irrita-

tion, as some bony protuberance from the interior of the

skull, ossification, or calcareous concretions in some

part of the substance of the brain, a tumour in the pineal

gland, or some other ganglion or commissure, or an an-

eurism of the carotid artery ; the two last of which are

particularly described by Sir Gilbert Blane, as having

been detected after deatii, in persons who had been long

and severely troubled with this modification of cephalsea.

ease in cas- 'To account for the intervals of ease that occur under
esprodiic these circumstauccs in which the causeof irritation is per-

iiai causes, maueut and perpetually acting, we must call to our recol-
accounied Jectiou that most organs, when they have been long ex-

posed to a more than ordinary stimulus, become gradually

exhausted and blunted in tlicir sensibility in consequence

of such exposure. And hence the pain they are occasion-

ally sensible of, and which returns in regular paroxysms,

is produced by fresh causes of excitement, periodical or

incidental, or a serious aggravation of the disease itself.

The Ob- In a few instances, an obstructing material, forming

-ome'ti°"es
^'^^ cxcitiug cause, appears to have been carried, off, and in

very singu- one or two Very rare cases, by channels, whose communi-

ed off.
'

' cation it is peculiarly difficult to account for. A caries,

or some other disease, affecting a small part of the bony

substance of one of the sutures, is a cause noticed by
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many pathologists ; and this cause has. in some instances, ^^^^- ^^y-

been so obvious, that while the patient has been able tocihaisA

point out the precise spot of pain with his finger, thc^"^^^

practitioner has been ble to discover a considerable in-hend-ache-

dentation or vacuity, proving that a part of the suture ^j^"^"
°'

had been absorbed or detached.* In a case of this structural

1 • !• attection ot

kind, related by Mr. Henry of Manchester, the immedi- the sutures,

ate seat of distress was in the lower part of the coronal illustrated

suture about an inch above the sphenoides. The pain lar^asef"

was excessively acute and lancinating, the integuments

directly over it, to tlie extent of a half-crown piece, were

puffed up like an inflated bladder, and the temporal artery

appeared tense like achoi'd on its full stretch. Upon tiie

subsidence of the tumour, a chasm of about an inch long,

and a sixth part of an inch broad, was felt in its late

course. With the disappearance of the tumour the pain

was transferred a little lower to the processus condyloides,

and afterwards to a situation about an inch and a half be-

low the angle of the lower jaw-bone. Shortly after this

it ceased altogether; but the patient's breath, from this

time, evinced an earthy and disagreeable smell; and

within a few days, without any previous fit of coughing

or retching, he was suddenly seized with a feeling of

suffocation from something that had dropped into the

esophagus and stuck there ; but which he threw up after

great exertion, and found to be an angular solid substance,

about tlie size of the last joint of the thumb, consisting,

as he described it, for, unfortunately, he did not preserve

it, of a hard, brown and white matter, the latter of which
on being pressed fell into a dry powder. The whole was
covered with a greenish mucus, and resembled exactly in

smell the fetor which had antecedently affected his breath

and had now subsided. About six weeks afterwards he
had a slight return of the pain in the same part of the

head, which lasted about two minutes, when he again be-

came sensible of something falling into his throat which

* Bonet, Sepulchr. Lib. i. Sect. i. Obs. 92. Morgagni, De Sed, et Cai-;.

Moi'j. Epist. HI. Art. 8. Stalpart rander WpsI. Cen*. i. N, !.
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Gen. IV. he soon hawked up, and which proved to be similar to

Cephaisea what he had brought up before, though in smaller

Ch^"^^*
quantity, and broken into fragments. This was ex-

i.ead-ache. amined by Mr. Henry, and was found to be calcareous

matter covered with a layer of brown tenacious mucus.

The vacuity in the cranium filled up from this period,

and the patient could bear the integuments to be pressed

upon without pain.*
Remarks That the calcareous substance thus eiected from the
on the «'

above case, esophagus had travelled there from the coronal suture,

where before its separation, probably in the form of a

caries, it had for so long a time been the cause of cepha-

isea, is sufficiently clear from the course it seems to have

taken and the symptoms that accompanied that course;

and a passage having been once formed, probably through

the nasal sinus, we can readily account for the more easy

and rapid descent of the second separation than of the

first, and particularly as it was so much smaller in quan-

tity. And although the nature of the passage it thus

opened for itself cannot but be a matter of astonishment,

it is not more mysterious than the migration ol needles,

and even small bullets, which have sometimes travelled

almost over the whole body with little inconvenience

to any part. Thus a fish-bone, after having long fixed

itself in the esophagus, has worked its way into its sub-

stance, and been at length thrown out at the skin :j and
the point of a sword, buried thirtj years before in the eye,

has at last been ejected by the palate.:}: Why, under this

slow course of migration, inflammation is not preduced

has been ingeniously shown by Mr. J. Hunter ;§ but the

general progress is still wonderful and unaccountable.

Medical For the few remarks we shall have to make under the
treatment, hg^d of medical treatment, it will be most convenient, as

already observed under the preceding species, to refer

the reader to the close of the genus, in order that the

* Mem. Med. Soc. Lond. Vol. i. + Articular!, Practica.

J Hoechstetter, Observ. Medic. Dec. vi. Cas. 9. Francf 167P.

* On Blood and Inflammation, p. 239,
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plan proper to be pursued under one species may be com- ^^^^'^^j

pared with that under another. At present it is only cephaiaea

necessary to add further, that the irritating causes oV^^l^^^

chronic head-ache we have thus noticed, excite, occasion- head-ache.

ally, other symptoms than acute pain, and particularly
J;^"^';;^^^^^^^

clonic agitations of the muscular fibres adjoining the seat

of pain, not unlike those of neuralgia, and severe and

irremediable hemiplegia.

SPECIES III.

CEPHALiEA HEMICRANIA.

TAIN vehement; confined to the forehead, or

ONE SIDE OF THE HEAD : OFTEN PERIODICAX.

This is, in most cases, a disease of far less importance gen. iv.

than the preceding. Its seat seems to be chiefly in the chSy"^*
integuments of the head, and its principal symptoms are seated ia

tenderness on pressure, an obscure redness of the skin,
Ju^enJg*^^""

and a suffusion of the eyes. A.nd with these there is Symptoms.

frequently a nauseating uneasiness at the stomach, but

whether as a cause or a consequence of hemicrania, it is

not easy to determine; it is most probable, indeed, that

in some instances it is the one, and in others the other.

The disease is most common to persons of delicate Predispo'.

health or relaxed habits and an irritable temperament, and"^°
^*

particularly when subject to dyspepsy and hypochon-

drism. In such persons all the causes of catarrh and

rheumatism are sufficient for its production, as is any

thing that disturbs the balance of the circulation. And
hence it is often a result of cold feet, or the chill that

follows on a dinner not comfortably digested.

Hemicrania frequently assumes a periodical character, often peil-

jn which case the pain mostly jGixes itself on the same"*^"^''

vol. IV. 65
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^'^^'
lu

^^^^' "^ *^^^ same part »f the head, in some cases being

Cephaisa' Hmitcd to a small disk of the integuments,Avith little

Hemicia- affcction of the eiicephalon, and in others striking deeply

Megrim, into the interior of the head, and down towards the eye.

Periods w'hich cannot endure the least glimmer of light. In

*°T*"i"^^
niany instances, its intermissions are perfectly regular,

regular : and the paroxism returns daily at the hour of noon :*

"!onT*^of"
"*"* more commonly its attacks arc produced by some ia-

iiMcertaiii cidcntal excitement, and are consequently of uncertain
lecuriencc.

j.ecurrence. Yet it is more frequently found in the after-
Yet more ' ''

frequent in noon than in the morning. So far as I have observed,
the after-

jj^ni^ed, it usuaily takes place in the evening durinsf, ornoon than
.

O &» *•

in the soon after, the digestion of the dinner, and in persons of
niorning.

^j^^ middle a2;e of life who live temperately. In one in-
Illustrated. ° i «

stance, in which the disease is still very obstinate, it re-

turns at this hour after an interval of two or three weeks,

continues through the whole of the night and the ensuing

day, and subsides towards the evening ; the paroxysm

thus lasting about twenty-four hours. In a \evy active

and otherwise healthy man, however, about thirty years
Occasion- ^f ^^q^ ^yjjQ 1,^8 no apparent disorder of the stomach or

place in the bowels, it commcnccs uniformly before breakfast, cou-
mornmg.

^{jjugg ^yitjj gpeat violence about six hours, and then sub-

sides j leaving intervals of about six weeks or a month.

SPECIES lY,

CEPHAL^A PULSATILIS.

PAIN PULSATORY, CHIEFLY AT THE TEMPLES ,* OFTEN

•WITH SLEEPLESSNESS AND A SENSE OF DRUMMING IN

THE EARS.

Gen, IV. In discussing the genus palpitation (clonus palpi-

iSboio^. TATio) we entered into an explanation of the very curious

* Schenck, Libr. Obs. 78, 79. ZecchiJ, Consult. Med. 90, 98. Franc. 1650,
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nhsenornenon of the throbbing or beating of the Iieart,
^f-^- \l-

or of a particular artery, or part ot an artery, which ire- Hemicm-

quentiy takes place without any connexion with the re- |';';M^
"''''

gular systole of the circulation, often, indeed, discordantly Throbbing

\\ith it both in time and force: and we endeavoured to
''^^^-"'^'^•

show that these anomalies, for the most part, depend

upon a peculiarly nervous irritability, and spastic ten-

dency of the nuiscular fibres of the arterial fabric, some-

times limited to the artery, or portion of an artery, in

w Inch the palpitation occurs, and sometimes common to

the whole arterial system.

Whenever any of tlie preceding species of the present Oi's""

genus are grafted upon a constitution of this kind, or at

least upon an indiosyncrasy in which one or both the tem-

poral arteries are possessed of this spastic tendency, and

are consequently disposed to run into this anomalous con-

traction and relaxation, we shall have an instance of the

species before us which commonly originates in this man-

iier. The consequence of which is, that a regular arteri- oiten inac-

al stroke, as though influenced by the systole and diastole ^,°|['^"'

of the heart, is often feigned, which lias no existence ; of the

and a pulsation is produced which is in no respect syn- *'^"".

chronous with the movements of the lieart, and is often accordant,

half as rapid again. It occurs, not unfrequently, how- J^"^ ^''" ^

ever, that the morbid beat is in perfect accordance with action.

that of the heart ; but it is not less a spasmodic action oa

this account, for in the discussion already adverted to, as

well as in the Proem to the third class, we have observed

that the arteries, when in a state of health, suffer no al-

teration in their diameter during the passage of the blood

through them, and that their ordinary pulsation is only

produced by the pressure of the finger or of some other

liard substance against their sides.

The species of head-ache before us, therefore, is to be i^'^ease

regarded as something of a more compound kind than plicated

the rest, in consequence of the peculiarity of the consti- '"j.^" ^"^,

tution in which it occurs : with the exception of which its

causes, and history, and, as we shall presently show,

mode of treatment do not essentially differ.
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SPECIES V.

CEPHALiEA NAUSEOSA.

Gew. IV. This is the spasmodic affection of Di*. Fotliergill, who
Spec. V.

j^j^g described it at sjreat length and with much accuracy.
Spasmodic . , - , . ^ , „ , j
head-ache As the last specics consists of almost any of the preced-
of Fothet-

jj^g gg|. (Jq^y,^ upon a constitution peculiarly predisposed

Pathology, to irregularity of arterial action, the present consists of

the same set down upon a constitution peculiarly predis-

posed to irregular action of the intestinal canal. In its

general symptoms, however, it is chiefly related to the

stupid head-ache, and the hemicrania, particularly to the

last; only that, while proper hemicrania most frequently

makes its attack in the afternoon, sick- head-ache usually

shows itself in the morning ; though the latter, like the

former, occasionally varies its hour, as it does also its

length of intermission.

Desciip- The patient, observes Dr. Fothergill,* commonly
!°"'

, awakes early in the mornins; with a head-ache that rarely
Seat of •' ° "^

pain va- affccts the wholc head, but only some particular part of
'^'^ ®'

it, most frequently the forehead, extending over one or

both eyes. Sometimes it is fixed about the upper part of

the parietal bone of one side only ; sometimes the occiput

is the part affected ,• or it darts from one place to another ',

and equally varies during its continuance in its degree of

intensity. There is some degree of sickness usually con-

nected with it, mostly limited to nausea, but occasionally

amounting to vomiting. If the pain commence in the

morning before any meal is taken, phlegm only is thrown

up, unless the straining be severe, in which case bile is in-

* FotheigiU's Works, p. 597, 4to. Medical Observ. and Inquir. Vol. vr,

p. 103.
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termixed with it. After this the pain soon hrgins to abate, Ge^^ iv.

leaving a soreness about the head, a sqiieamishness at^epha'iaea

the stomach, and a general uneasiness which induces the
'^^^^|^^f°^^^^^

patient to wish for repose. Perhaps after a short sleep ache,

he recovers perfectly, only a little vveakened by his suf-

ferings. The duration of this species of head-ache dif- Duration
^ ^ . . , , , of the pain

fers, however, in different persons: in some it sobsides variable.

in two or three hours ; in others it extends to twenty-four

hours or longer, and with a violence scarcely to be en-

dured, the smallest liglit or noise rendering tlie pain in-

tolerable. In young persons the paroxysm goes jjfi'soon;

but, after the disease has been a companion for years, it

is of longer duration, and the system becomes extremely

debilitated. Its returns are very irregular : some per- R^tums
. 1 7 "f^en itre-

sons suffer iroin it every two or three da\s; some every guiar.

two or three weeks ; and others have still longer inter-

vals. Those who use but little exercise, and are inatten-

tive to their diet, are afflicted most severely : costiveness,

when habitual, is a frequent predisposing cause; and hence

a protracted laxity of tlie boweh, supervening on habi-

tual constij)ation, has reino\ed the complaint altogether.

Dr. P. Warren, in a very valuable paper on this sub-Howdis-
., I'lAiAi- r ^• • • 11 tinguished
ject, seems to think that a line ot distinction may be drawn fiom the

between the disease as produced by a morbid state of the ^.'*^®P^'
* cies.

stomach, and of the collatitious viscera, or, in other

•words, as it makes an approach to the first, or to the third

species before us. " Upon the whole," says Dr. Warren,

"that form of head-ache, which is attended more with

confusion than pain, and in which there is a temporary

dimness of sight, appears to depend chiefly upon a de-

fective action or secretion of the stomach ; the other (that

in which the pain is acute or exceeds the confusion) which

is the most prevalent form, more particularly upon inac-

tivity of the upper bovvtls, from whatever cause it may
be produced, and an imperfection of that part of diges-

tion in which the bile is concerned."*

* On Head-aches which arise from a Defective Action of the Digestive

Organs. Med. Trans, iv. Art. xviii. '^^^^
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Gen. IV. The connexion between all these species of head-aclie
Spkc V
Cephaiaea is SO close, and several of thera are so apt to run into the
nauseosa. others, that the author has reserved the few remarks he

ache. will have to make upon the remedial treatment till the

General w'hole have, as now, passed under i-eview, and have fur-

treatment. "ished US with an opportunity of concluding how far any

thing like a common plan of treatment may be advan-

tageous, and upon what points it ought to vary.

Leading A very slight recurrence to the preceding history will

principles, show US that the chief causes of head-ache are local ir-

ritations, suddenly checked perspiration, or exposure to

cold and damp ; a peculiar irritability of the nervous

system, and particularly a spastic idiosyncrasy of the

temporal arteries, and a morbid condition of the chylopo-

ctic viscera.

A diseased The last is, perhaps, the most common cause; and

the sto- Jience, wherever there is any doubt as to the specific cha-
mach mostracter of the disease, we can never do better than treat
commonly

, /.p j • i»
implicated, it as chiefly appertaining to tlie fifth species, and impli-

^"^:!fJc» cated with a diseased action of the stomach or its colla-
f]ulling at-

tention. titious organs.

Hence It is on this account that emetics, with an anodyne

often ser-° given aftcrwards, have been so generally found service-

viceabie
^^{3]^^ ^ud have oftcn effected a cure in a few hours. And

anodyne licnce also the great advantage of keeping the bowels not
"^'®\" only free from costiveness, but with some kind of warm
wards : as •'

also the irritant slightly, though constantly, acting upon them, of

^f Ito!?^^ which one of the best is aloes, w-here there is no tendency

ents. to piles, and copaiba, or the extracts of rhubarb and co-

Piles occa- locynth where there is. Piles, however, are not an affec-

rSili. t^°" ^^ ^^ '^"^'' regarded in cephalaa, for it is probable

that they may often become a useful reveUent : and Dr.

Arbuthnot was so firmly of this opinion that he was in

the constant habit of employing suppositories of aloes,

rock-salt, and honey, and asserted that nothing relieves

the head so much as piles.

When of a When the disease is evidently of a rheumatic character,

(harrc'tei^
an opcu statc of the bowels should be combined with mild

how to be sudorifics, and, if necessary, narcotics. And hence the
managed.
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benefit that is so often found from addina; four or five ^^w. iv.
Spec V

grains of antimoiiial powder to an aloetic pill given atcepha'i»a

niglit, which rarely disturbs the patient before the morn- "f
"^^°^**

ing : and, where this does not answer alone, or we have ache.

reasoii to fear, from a constitutional debility of the bowels,
'^"^'"i*'"*

that the aperient may act in the night, we should unite a

grain of opium with the other ingredients, or employ

Dover's powder instead.

Such a plan will, indeed, often be found to succeed Treatment

oven in the pulsatory head-ache or hemicrania; though ly^head-"

here we may frequently employ such sedatives as hyoscy- ^<=^i« ^^"^

. \ n IT- . ••
liemiciaiiia

amus, conium, aconite, and fiammula Jovis, or the anti-

spasmodics of musk, camphor, valerian, especially its

essential oil, and ammonia, with somewhat more benefit

during the paroxysm ; and epithems of cold salt water, or

a diluted solution of acetate of ammonia, applied round

the head every mornins:. I cannot, liowever, avoid think- f^^f^"^
•' ^ ' '

acid

:

ing, that in many cases of this disease, and especially

where we have a clear proof of great irritability of the

nervous system, that the prussic or hydrocyanic acid may-

be had recourse to with considerable advantage in mode-

rate doses of a drop or two three times a day, in a little

cinnamon water, gradually increasing the power, and

uniting the acid with full doses of subcarbonate of iron, vvith iron.

as in the case of neuralgia.

In some instances tiiinning the hair, where it is pro- Tiiiiming

. .

* the hajr

fuse, has also been found serviceable; but in others it sometimes

has failed, and the following remarks of the author's late l^"}'^}
'

,*^ but 11 used

valued friend. Dr. Parr, upon the subject of shaving, iniisciimi-

are well entitled to attention. " This practice," says he, Podifce"^^

"has not the sanction of long experience, nor is it sup- '"'^^hief.

ported by reason. Each hair is a vegetable, nourished g^^^^j^'^P^'"

by a bulbous root, supplied by numerous blood-vessels.

These, though small from their number, convey no incon-

siderable quantity of fluids; and as the external and in-

ternal carotids arise from a common trunk, and anasto-

mose in some of their branches, whatever cause increases

the circulation in the former, must lessen it in the latter."

He adds, that he himself was for many years a sufferer
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Gebt. IV. fpQm an irregularly returning paroxysm of hea<l-aclie for

Cephaijea wliich he could assign no cause, but at last discovered

sfrk-head-
^^^^ '^ frequently returned after sliavjng the head : he

ach^. consequently suffered his hair to grow, and from that time
reamen.^j^^

disease gradually lessened in violence, in duration,

and in frequency of its recurrence. " From being a com-

plaint," says he, " highly serious, and beginning to affect

the memory, its returns are now rare, and never so vio-

lent as to unfit the frame for any exertion of body or mind."

fthnuiams.
Temporary relief has also, in many cases, been obtained

by the external application of volatiles and aromatics, as

ammonia, camphor, oil of cajeput, and ether; and where

the disease has been produced by cold or rheumatism,

from blisters, burning moxa,* or the actual cautery,f an

issue or a seton.:}: In the Transactions of Natural Cu-

riosities, is a case of ten years' duration completely cured
Krihines bv the last annlication.<S So the use of errhines has also
serviceable J i t y

been found serviceable, and particularly in chronic hemi-

crania, by stimulating the mucous membrane of the nos-

trils, and exciting a considerable discharge : but, as we
have already observed that taking snuff is injurious in

cases of indigestion, where head-ache is connected with

the chylopoetic organs, sternutatories should be avoided.

Tonics in i^ (jie intrrval of most of the cases thus far adverted

vais, espe- to, tonics, and especially the metallic, should be employed
ciaiiy the

^jj}^ steadiness. It is here the nitrate of silver has been

found eminently useful, when every other remedy has an-

tecedently failed : and perhaps large doses of the sub-car-

bonate of iron, as already recommended, hut without the

prussic acid, mav prove a valuable prophylactic. A tonic

regimen, however, of exercise and early hours should

combine, or little advantage will be gained by any plan.

Plan pur- Linneus is said to have cured himself of a severe and ob-

Linneu^ stiuatc lieuiicrania which returned at the interval of a

upon his week, and continued for twenty-four hours, by merely

drinking a draught of cold water early in the morning,
own per

sou.

Wepfer, Observ. p. 81. t Velshius, Episagm. 11.

Ruyscli, Observ. 40. i Vol. ix. Obs. 91.
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and then walking himself into a glowing heat : and in |en. iv.

many cases no plan can offer a better promise. Cephalsea

The verticillated stimulant plants have, in many in-
^f^j^'ll^^'^j

stances also, been found serviceable in most of the species ache.

thus far considered, whether the disease originate in the Treatment.

head or in the stomach, and of these tlie most active, as VertkiUat-
- ed stimu-

well as the most pleasant, are lavender, rosemary, and lant plants.

marjoram. How far the arum may answer the same pur- Arum a fa-

pose the author cannot say from his own practice, but it ^.""^^
gg,.^

is very strongly recommended by Bergius, who tells us gius.

that when taken in doses of half a scruple of the com-

pound powder, he never knew it fail of giving relief, even

after the most celebrated remedies had proved useless or

even added to the distress. It is certainly a very acrid

stimulant, and seems to have been dropped from the

Materia Medica too precipitately.

There is one species of head-ache, however, to which T|eatment
I

*^ ' of chronic

but little of what we have thus far recommended will in head-ache

all cases apply, and that is the second or chronic cepha- mosUy
Isea : and on this account it is of great importance that ^^ry from

we endeavour to distinguish it from the rest: or rather anV
that we endeavour to distinguish those causes of it under

the operation of which it is necessary to pursue a differ-

ent plan : for in many instances even here the cause of

irritation may be palliated, or even destroyed, by some
part of the process already recommended. But we have

.stated that this form of the disease is often dependent
upon some structural irritation within the cavity of the

skull, such as a node or toph, or caries of the interior

table of the cranium, a scirrhous or other tumour in some
part of the brain, or a thickening of the membranes that

surround it.

And here, in conjunction with the aperient plan, or a more re-

even a brisker plan of this kind than has yet been recom-p,"a'„^"obe

mended, local bleeding by cupping or leeches sliould be ^ad re-

had recourse to without delay. Free venesection, indeed,
^

has often been of great service in diminishing the inflam-

nwitory action, and taking off the topical irritability for

many weeks or even months. And hence, the temporal
vox. IV. 66

course to.
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Spec ^v ^^'^®*T ^'^s ofteii been opened on the continent, and with very

Gephaisea good effect : and we may see why a vicarious hemorrhage

Skk-head-
^'*°™ ^^'® nose, the mouth, the liver, or some other organ

ache. has been followed, in various cases, by a perfect cure.*
Treatment. And, where some other obstruction has been the cause, it

Tvacua"^
has occasionally yielded to a severe fright,! or a fortu-

tions often nate concussion of the brain,! or a wound on the head.§

^ ,
" *.

. Hildanus refers to several inveterate cases effectually
Other inci- "

.ientai overcome by accidents of this kind.||
wodes of Here, also, if any where, we may possibly expect ad-

Mcrcury as vantage from a long continued use of mercury as an al-

an alterant
^g,,j^,^ I; j^jjj absorbent, in connexion with apozems of sarsa,

with warm
.

'

di^lents. bardaua, or some other warm diluent. In organic en-

largements and obstructions in other parts of the body

such a plan has often answered, and analogy will there-

fore lead us to expect some benefit in the present disease.

Velschius describes a case of a most obstinate cephalfea

in which it completely succeeded.^}

Use of the But where every other mean has failed, and the symp-

iVuTcTvise^
toms are violent, and the painful spot is clearly define-

abie. able, and we have strong reason to apprehend some local

Effects organic irritation, it may become a question how far the

tMry : usc of the trepan has a chance of being serviceable. Vogel

gives a case in which the pain was hereby considerably mi-

tigated,** and Baglivi another, in which a radical cure

was effected.!! But in this instance, a portion of the

brain was found in a state of suppuration, and the confined

pus hereby obtained a way of escape. Marchetti gives an

example of a temporary cure, the head-ache being suspend-

ed so long as the wound was open, but returning after it was

but the ope- healed.!! ^^^ hence, even where no structural cause of
ration fre-

(juently of

no avail. * Heister, Wahrnemungen, i. p. 70. Abhnndl.der Konigl. Schwed.Acad.

der Wifsenchaft. xiii. 39.

t Reitllin, Cent. ii. Obs. 55. if Ephem. Nat. Cur. Cent. ix. Obs>. 6.

^ Desgranges, Journ.de. Med. Tom. LXii. p. 3G0.
||
Cent. ii. Obs. fi,

TT Hecatost. ii. 67.

** Chirurgische und Medic. Beobachtungen, p. 410.

tt Specim. Quatuor Librorum de fibra motrice et morbosa.
^

+t Observ, 36. 38.
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irritation has been reached, this operation has sometimes Gen. iv.

proved serviceable as a revellent. It must, however, be Ccphaixa.'

admitted that it has often been performed without any ^:^"j.='^°=^'

benefit whatever. head-ache.

It is hardly needful to observe that where cephalsea iSi^em!*

evidently a secondary disease, as in plethora, chlorosis. Treatment

gout, or neuralgia, our attention must be chiefly directed ^jj^^j!^!^.^^*

to the malady on which it is dependent. Where it ap- disease".

pears as a sequel upon any suppressed and habitual eva-

cuation, or repelled eruption, the best means of obtaining

relief will always be found in restoring the system to its

former state ; and where this cannot be done we must

furnish the best substitute we can by some temporary

irritation or drain.

As a general palliative, strong coffee has often proved Cofiee 0:-

serviceable ; and, where its own sedative virtue is not vireabie in

sufficient, it forms one of the best vehicles for the admi-^'^''?"^
species C

nistration of laudanum in doses of eighteen or twenty
3.n excel**

drops. It diminishes, in some degree, the hypnotic lent Vehi-

power of the latter, but it counteracts its distressing: se- 'i^^

^""^ **""
•* <-> danum

:

condary effects. When laudanum is intermixed with <•.•' often pre-

strong coffee for the cure of many modifications of head- venting

ache, tranquillity and ease are produced, though there hgad-ache^

may be no sleep : when laudanum, on the contrary, is ta-

ken alone, sleep will, perhaps, follow, but is mostly suc-

ceeded by nausea and a return of the pain. Hence, the

Turks and Arabians make strong coffee their common
vehicle for opium, from its tendency to counteract the

narcotic principle of the latter.*

* Phil. Med. and Experimental Essays. By Thomas Perciral, ]M.I>.

Vol. Ill,
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UENUS V.

DINUS.

ILLUSORY GYRATIOX OF THE PERSON WHILE AT REST,

OR OF OBJECTS AROUND THE PERSON, WITH HEBE-
TUDE OF THE SENSORIAL POWERS.

gejt. V. The disj;ressing sensation of dinus, a strictly Greek

term, occurs in different persons and different circum-

stances, under very different modifications, or is connected

By some with very different symptoms. It is often united with

madeT^'^ cephalsea, and hence, by some nosologists, it is made a
species of mere species of this last genus, but there are few prac-

tiit impro- titioners who have not witnessed instances of both that
periy. hiixe Commenced, continued, and terminated their career

without any interference with each other : and hence,

Linneus has not only separated them from each other

and regarded them as distinct genera, but has even made
scotoma, or dizziness with blindness and a tendency to

swoon, a distinct genus also.

Best con- j,j t|jg author's volume of Nosoloffy, scotoma, with two

as contain- other forms 01 dinus, were regarded as separate species.
ing only a g^^ ^^^ ^ fuller Consideration of the subject, I am in-
single spe- ' o '

cjes. duced to think that all these diversities originate from

the particular habit or temperament of the individual or

the nature of the exciting cause, it will be more correct

to reduce them to a single species, and to contemplate

the diversities of symptoms and sensations they produce

as varieties or modifications alone: and hence, adopting

the common name for this purpose, we shall denominate

this species

1. PINUS VERTIGO. VERTIGO.
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SPECIES I.

DINUS VERTIGO.

DIZZINESS, WITH A FEAR OF FALLING.

Common as this complaint is, I have not hitherto met with Gen. v,

any satisfactory explanation of its cause. Sauvages,* in- pathoiogi-

deed, has entered upon the subject pretty fully, as has ''^^^''P^^"

Darwinf since his time, and Crichtonij: since the time of hitherto

Darwin ; while on the continent it has been investigated ^^yy^^^^^^'

with much patience and ingenuity by Dr. Herz of Ber-

lin.§ For the most part it has been ascribed to a mor-

bid excitement, or increased action in the organ of vision,

which is the view taken of it by Sauvages and Darwin, Sauvages.

or to " a state of mental confusion arising from too rapid ^^'^"""•

a succession of representations," which is the explanation

of Herz and Crichton. ^*'^'

That there is, in all instances, some degree of mental

confusion, may, perhaps, be allowed, and that there is

often too rapid a succession of representations with amor-

bid increase ofsensorial action, may be allowed as readily:

but if the following remarks be found entitled to atten-

tion, and succeed in delineating the real nature of vertigo,

it will appear that the external senses are only indirect-

ly, if at all, the seat of the morbid action : that the ener-

gy of these is far more frequently in a state of diseased

diminution than of diseased increase ; and that even a

rapid succession of representations is not essential to the

sensation.

* Nosol. Method. Class viii. Vesanise. + Zoonom. Class iv. ii. i. 10,

1(. Of Mental Derangement, Vol. i. p. 324.

? Versuch iiber der Schwindel. Berlin, 1791.
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Gen. V.
Spec. I.

Dinus
Vertigo.

Veitigo.

JSew view
of tlie

subject.

Irritative

power how
communi-
cated to

the irrita-

ble fibres.

Ail other

nervous
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plied in a
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:

and sub-

ject to si-

milar dis-
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in the line

of commu-
nication.

From this

want of

uniform
action in

the flow of

the sentient

We have had frequent occasions of showing that the

nervous power which supplies the muscular fibres is com-

municated, not strictly speaking, in a continuous tenour,

but in minute and successive jets, so that the course of

this delicate fluid is alternately broken and renewed by a

series of fine and imperceptible oscillations. In a state

of health and vigour this succession of influx and pause is

perfectly regular and uniform, and hence, whatever move-

ments result from it will partake of the same uniformity,

and appear to be one continued line of action instead of a

successive series. But as soon as ever the harmonious

alternation through which the nervous power is tlius sup-

plied, is interfered with, the oscillations become manifest j

the apparently uniform current is converted into a tremu-

lous undulation, and the muscular exertion to which it

gives rise, instead of being seemingly one and undivided,

is sensibly multiplied into hundreds: of which any person

may convince himself (»n observing a strong and healthy

arm extended for a few minutes with a small weight at

the end of the fingers, and an arm reduced in strength by

a fever, or any previous labour; for while the first main-

tains an even and uniform line, in the second this line is

broken into perpetual tremors and undulations.

That the nervous power which supplies the muscular

fibres is communicated in this way there is no doubt ; and,

as it is highly probable that all the different kinds of ner-

vous fibres are fed by a like process; there can be little

doubt, also, that those which maintain an intercourse be-

tween the brain and the external senses, and even those

which belong to the external senses themselves are sup-

plied by the same kind of alternating pause and flow.

And consequently that, as a perfect regularity and uni-

formity in this alternation is the means of conveying from

the organ of vision to the sensoriuni one undivided per-

ception of every single object presented to it, so, an irre-

gularity and want of uniformity in the alternating series,

must confuse and complicate the perceptions, and multi-

ply them into as many as the series of jets themselves

consist of, though each perception may, perhaps, be less
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distinct and perfect than the single perception conveyed Gen v.
^

in the ordinary course. Thus, in looking through a win- Dinus*

dow, or an eye-glass, the objects that pass before us in
yl[^^l'

regular order, pass singly and without confusion ; but if power a

this order be interrupted by movements we are not ac- <= "fusion

customed to, or the objects jerked about, as in a magic cation of

lanthorn, they make us dizzy with their motion, and we [JPJ^'^"'^'

see them confusedly and in delusive numbers.

In this manner, then, it appears to me that the increased

motion, and apparently rapid succession of representa-

tions, is produced in the affection we call vertigo : which, ug,, acio-

nnder this explanation, is a clonic action of the nervous ""^ action
^ ot the nerv-

fibres subservient to perception, in the same manner as ous fibres

the rapid and tumultuous agitation of the muscles in tre-
^op^eicep'-^

mor, shaking palsy, or epilepsy, are a clonic action of the tion.

fibres subservient to voluntary motion. In the last of

these affections we find a considerable difference in the

nature and intervals of the clonic movements ; for these

must depend upon the greater or less degree of interrup-

tion, vvhicli the nervous power sustains in its flow, or upon

the peculiarly relaxed or plastic state of the nervous ^""cipie

r.1 1 \ 11 •
.pplied to

fibres themselves, and probably, at times, upon some the phsno-

other cause of which we are totally ignorant. And we'"^".^°^
•' o vertigo,

have, hence, reason to expect, and do in fact perceive, an why ob-

equal diversity in the clonic and illusory tuitions of ver-i'^ctsap-
.

*
. . ppar to cir-

tigo for the objects or their representations presented cumvoive,

to the perception appear sometimes to circumvolve hori-

zontally from right to left, or perpendicularly froii' above

downwards, or from below upwards, or to be very whim-

sically changed in their form. And not unfrequently thep^^,[gj|^j°

patient himself seems to be moving as well; and com- himself.

monly in a contrary direction to the ap|)arent motion of

the objects. And as the intermediate nerves between

the other external senses and the brain seem occasionally

to coincide in the same morbid agitation, we can easily

conceive how that very common modification of the dis-

ease may be produced in which the dizziness is combined

with illusory sounds, as of whispering or murmuring, the

ringing of bells, or beating of drums, or even the roar of
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Gen. V. cannon : for, as single objects may, under the influence

Dinus
' we are now contemplating, be prodigiously multiplied or

v^rti^o*
™aS"ifi6d, so may single, and otherwise almost imper-

Whence ccptible sounds ; and especially where the auditory nerve
illusory ig itsclf in a state of hieh morbid acuteness, durins: which
gounds,and iiii- iiii
muitipiica- we have already had occasion to remark that the gentlest

obe'ts
^^^ lightest tones, even the whisperings of a mere cur-

rent of air in a room, or the breathing of persons present,

is intolerable, while sounds before unperceived become

Whence highly distressing.* And in like manner by an equal ir-

smeUs and regularity in the flow of the nervous fluids subservient to

tastes. the perceptions of smell and taste, we may account for

similar illusions upon these faculties.
Vertigo of-

jj, many instances, we find the vertigo equally present

whether whether the patient be in the dark or light, whether the

lidu o'r^
eyes be closed or open ; and we have hence a full proof

darkness
; that it is uot dependent, as Dr. Darwin conceives, upon

from^i
"-° ^" increased energy in the irritative motions of the organs

creased Qf vision. In some cases the representations of objects
cncr^'V in

the irrita- are vciy uumcrous and rapid, but in others far less so,

tions'ofthe
^"^ particularly where the affection is severe from the

organs of first, OF the patient is in a state of constitutional debility

;

ctmcei'ved un^er which circumstances we may conceive the pauses
by Darwin, in the flow of the nervous fluid to be more irregular or of

Objects not longer duration than they otherwise would be. In many

prrsemed cascs, indeed, the only sensation is that of a buoyant Un-

as frequent- dulation or swimming without any succession of repre-

sucM^s'sive^ sentations whatever ; affording us a proof that the rapid
orincreas- succession of representations described by Dr. Herz, is
en in num- *

^

>/ '

ber as sup- not morc essential to vertigo than the increased energy
nosed by p r» t»
yjexz. of Dr. Darwin.

But as the disease advances, or, in other words, as the

flow or secretion of the nervous fluid becomes still more

interrupted, the representations are confused, indistinct,

and rapid in succession, often conjoined with a sense of

dimness or darkness, existing equally whether the eyes

be sliut or open, forming a state by Hippocrates and the

* ppp Pnvaciisis arris. Vol. tii, C] . iv. Ord. ti, Gpn. IT. Sdcc. T.
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Greek writers generally called scotoma or scotodimis :

^^^^ J]-

and as the disease makes a further progress by a further Dinus

interruption in the flow of the sensorial fluid, every pow-
l^J^f^l]

er of body and mind augments in languor, till at length Scotoma

sensation both external and internal fails altogether, the J;-'|^scoto.

action of the heart, and the other involuntary organs isg^^ooning

enfeebled, and the patient swoons away, or sinks into ao^en anj^

fainting fit, constituting the morbid condition we shall tvhy!'

"""'

have to describe under the next genus.

The ejreat predisponent cause in all these cases, whether Piedispo-
c *^ r TIM- nent cause

of muscular agitation or of vertigo, is nervous debility or of vertigo

exhaustion: the exciting causes are whatever has a ten- J^ °^^^^°-.

dency to disturb the uniformity with which the nervous ous debiii-

power is supplied through the whole of its fibres, and
[J'^'^'JjJJ"

from one fibre to another. And hence those persons are

most subject to both kinds of afiection whose nervous

system is constitutionally weak and mobile, or has be-

come debilitated by disease or accident. Hence dyspep- Wio

tic patients are peculiarly subject to both these affections jjecT to

as are those who are faint from sudden and violent eva- ^}^^.^ ^^-

fections.

cuations, want of food, or a long course of labour. Hence

we meet with it as a frequent and distressing attendant

upon those who have too freely indulged in the pleasures

of the table, in those of sexual intercourse, and particu-

larly the gross gratification of self-pollution. And hence,

too, we may see why it is so often an accompaniment of

cephalsea, as the nervous fibres subservient to the organs

of perception are here influenced from contiguous, in

some cases from continuous, sympathy.

The exciting causes we have stated to be whatever has Exciting

a tendency to disturb the uniformity with which the ner-

vous power is supplied through the w hole line of its

fibres. Of these the chief are motion or exertion to which chiefly of

the strength is not equal, motion to which the system ^'"^'^^'"^°'

has not been accustomed, or hurried motion whether ex=

ternal or internal.

In a state of great weakness, whether from hunger. First kind,

hard labour, hemorrhage, or a protracted fever, even the
g'^°"°'on°to

ordinary motion of gentle walking is more than the little which the

-_ strength is

VOX. IV. 67 notequa].
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cew. V. remaining strength can support : and the man wlio tries

Dinus^'
* *^ trembles in every limh and becomes immediately ver-

Veiiigo. tiginous. In like manner whatever be his degree of

"/ strength he will feel vertiginous by exchanging the mo-

uiotinnto tion to which hc has been uniformly accustomed for one

« stem'iias
^^ a different kind, and which he has seldom or never

)iot been engaged in ; and hence, the reason of the vertigo thatac-

i;,i,
companies swinging, sailing in a ship, walking in a cir-

cle, sitting hackward in a carriage, or standing on one's

head ; for the uniformity of the external habit has by

length of time associated itself with the uniform flow or

secretion of the sensorial fluid, and the one cannot he in-

terfered with without interfering with the other. And
that this is the cause of the dizziness hereby produced is

obvious, since as soon as the old habit is overpowered by

a new one, or, in other words, as soon as the man has

accustomed himself to the new action, it may he perse-

vered in without any vertiginous sensation whatever.

In some persons this sympathy of association is not so

strong as in others, and hence, they arc not so soon af-

fected : in infants and young children such a kind of sym-

pathy has rarely commenced, for while their age has not

given time for it, they have had so little walking in a

straight line, and heen accustomed to so much swinging

and tossing about in the arms, in every direction, that

they are equally prepared for allj and hence can run

round a circle, or even circumvolve on their feet, without

any feeling of giddiness whatever.

Third kind ^"^' ^^^^ Same reason hurried, tumultuous, or confused

luuried 01 motion of any kind, whether external or internal, has a

motion ex- tendency to produce the same effect ; for the current of
teiriai or

f]^Q ncrvous suppW will pai'takc of the agitation, and diz-

ziness be a necessary result. Hence the vertigo that ac-

companies intoxication, in which, from the inordinate ex-

citement that prevails throughout the system, the regular

and uniform stream of the sensorial fluid is quickened

into a confused and disorderly rush. And hence the

game effect from congestion, or compression of any kind,

as also from a sudden influence of mental emotion, and
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particularly of the depressing passions: thoiigli in such ^^^'^\^'^-

cases the uniformity of the sensorial stream is interfered Dinns.
*

xvith by a check, instead of by a rapidity of action : and
]/^^_

^vherc the check is considerable, as in cases of sudden

friglit or apprehension, a fainting-fit is at once produced

without tlie preceding stages.

It is to this cause, exercised indeed in a less degree, whence
, ,. , 1 • 1 • /• li II vertigo on

that we are to ascribe the dizziness w hicli is lelt on look- looking

ins; dow a precipice, climbing a tall ladder, or walking ''"^v"
!*

«3 1 1 » o <-> precipice

over a very narrow bridge, with a roaring torrent below ; or climbing

for in all these cases we are conscious of danger, and lose ^' i-^'^^'"'-

our firmness in our fear. And tliat such is the real cause

is quite obvious from the fact that those who possess their

firmness, and have no apprehension or trembling what-

ever, have no dizziness : and that we ourselves arc able

to endure an exposure to tlie same scenes and the same

motion with as great a freedom from it, when habit has

given us calmness, and we have no longer any appi-c-

hension. So the sleep-walker has been knov.n to tread

firmly and fearlessly over planks and* precipices, the

sight of which has whirled all his brains when awake.

Vertigo, then, as thus explained, consists in a clonic ac-

tion of the nervous fibres, subservient to the faculty of

perception ', and lays open to us the three following va- ^

rieties

:

ce. Undulans. Dizziness with a sense of

Swimming of the head. swimming or undulatory

motion.

/i Illusoria. Dizziness with dimness of

Illusory vertigo. sight, and imaginary ob-

jects before the external

senses,

y Scotoma. Dizziness with blindness and

Blind head-ache. tendency to swoon ; often

Nervous fainting-fit. succeeded by head-ache.

Vertigo is not generally an alarming affection, but it vertigo not

is only to be remedied by a particular attention to its|^"gj^^|^_

cause, and especially the predisposition of the system toms affec-

, tion.
a relapse.
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Gexv. V. If we have reason to suspect congestion or extravasa-

Dhuis. tion in the head, bleeding, and especially from the tem-
Vertigo. poral artery, will often afford effectual relief. I liave seen
Vertigo. * "

1 /. • • ,

-^^ ,
, a very severe attack ot vertigo cease instantly, as by

treatment magic, ou opening this artery, although not more than a

Tint f.l tea-cup full of blood was drawn from it. Where the sto-

ses and cli-mach has been gorged, an emetic, and afterwards a pur-

cesT
" gative will prove most effectual ; where the cause, on the

contrary, is debility or exhaustion, it is best relieved by

cordials and a generous diet, and where it is an idiopathic

affection of the nervous system, the warm antispasmodics

and tonics, with a tonic regimen, will bid fairest to suc-

ceed. Such persons will derive great benefit by a change

of air, of scene, and of company ; by visiting the most

quiet of our watering-places, cold bathing, and a cold ab-

lution of the head, or of the whole body every morning.

Here also a particular attention should be paid to the

state of the bowels, as costiveness is always an exciting

cause. During the paroxysm, perfect rest, and a reclined

position will be always found necessary ; and, where

there is a tendency to fainting, stimulant odours may bo

applied to the nostrils, and ether, ammonia, and the vola-

tile fetids to the stomach in draughts of cold spring

watero
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G E ^ U S VI.

SYNCOPE.

MOTION OF THE HBAKT AND lUNGS FEEBLE OR IM-

PERFECT : DIMINISHED SENSlBIlilTY : INABILITY

OF UTTERANCE.

Syncope, from <n;vx9?rTro " concido," " to fell or cut Gen. vi.

down," is a neoteric rather than an antique term. It^"^'"^^'

^

* the generic

occurs, indeed, among the Greek writers, but rather in term.

the description of battles than of diseases. I cannot find

who first introduced it into the medical nomenrlature. In Leipopsy-

Hippocrates the common synonym is leipopsychia, and in Hippo-

Galen apopsychia : but it answers its purpose, and is, in crates.

the present day, so generally established, that there is no Apopsjr-

kind of necessity for exchanging it.
^I'^^

°^

Dr. Cullen's definition of the genus is " motus cordis cuiien's

imminutus vel uliquamdiu quiescens." But this is by no ^'^^"'''on

means sufficient : for the heart has been sometimes to- quate, and

tally void of motion without syncope, as in acrotismusj^^'^y*

and especially in the well known case of Mi-. John Hun-
ter, which we have noticed under that division. The lei- Lfipothy-

pothymia of Sauvages and other nosologists is only syn-sauva-^es

cope in its first attack or mildest degree. Its character ^^^*'

is ** subitanea et brevis virium dejectio, superstite pulsus

vigore, et cognoscendi facultate." The pulse is, perhaps,

always affected in some measure : but in slight cases it

still retains a certain degree of power : the perception

rarely fails altogether : but the voice seems to be uni-

formly lost.

The species in some systems of nosology are very nu-

merous, and unnecessarily multiplied. Out of deference

to high and established authorities, the author was in=
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Gkbt. VI," (luced, in liis volume of Nosology, to offer live : but as

Syncope, scvcral of thesc differ only in cause or some accidental

symptom, they may be reduced to the two following, and

the accidental differences be regarded as constituting

varieties or modifications alone

:

1. SYNCOPE SIMPLEX. SWOONING.

2. - RECURRENS. FAINTING-FIT.

SPECIES I.

SYNCOPE SIMPLEX.

Sisjooniitg.

OCCURRING SUDDENIT AND ACCIDENTALLY, AND CEAS-

ING WITHOUT ANY TENDENCY TO A RECURRENCE.

Sp^'c T^
^^ vertigo, the defective or irregular action is chiefly

Pathoiogi- confined to the nerves, and particularly to those of per-

nation'to ccption : in swooning it is sometimes a result of nervous
be coiie^ct- exhaustion as in cases of exquisite pain or torture, whe-

considera- ther of body or of mind, but it more commonly originates
bie degree [^ the sanffuific or diffestive orstans, though the sentient
from that ... o ' o
already participate in the affection. Vertigo, as we have already

und^rver- Observed, occasionally terminates in swooning; and in

t'go* like manner swooning is not unfrequently succeeded by

vertigo.

Additional To maintain the faculty of perception clear and true

to the impressions that are made on the external senses,

we endeavoured to show, under the preceding genus, that

the motion of the nervous power which connects it with

those senses must be equable and uniform ; and to main-

tain the action of the heart in a firm and regular order, it

To main- is uecessary that the blood should flow into it in an equal
tain a re- ^j^j uniform Stream : for if its volume be altered from
gular mo-
tion in the any cause, whether of obstruction, surcharge, or defi:-
heart the

Wood must
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ciency, its motion will be checked and enfeebled : the Gex. vr.

brain and respiratory organs will participate in the debi- Syncope
*

lity and syncope be a frequent result. And hence, we may ^''^p'ex.

^

account for the fainting that frequently takes place on theflo^^ in an

commencement, and sometimes on the close of venesec- ^'luai and
„ . , f» 1 • -111 uniform

tion. On tying the arm for this purpose, a considerable stream,

stream of supply is cut off, and ten ounces of blood Jdows, Whence

in perhaps five minutes, into a bason, which would other- h^venesec-

wise have flowed into the heart in the same period of time, tion as well

The volume of blood is hence diminished, and the heart blood first

must collapse or contract itself in proportion. In many ^°^^^ ^'^*""

1 1 • 1 1 «• •!• 1 ^''^ punc-
Jiabits this is done witii great facility : but in others, andture, as

particularly Vvhcro there is a feeble supply of motific oi' nlaTure ts

irritative power, the contraction takes place slowly andienioved.

irregularly, and with a considerable degree of flutter, or,

as we have already explained it, clonic spasm; and faint-

ing or a temporary failure of sensation, is the necessary

consequence : during which the alternating systole is very

feeble, an J the blood ceases to flow at the puncture. This

effect is ordinarily ascribed to a loss of the stimulus of

distention ; and there may be some degree of truth iu

such an explanation. But that there is a something beyond

this is certain, because on removing the ligature from the

arm this stimulus is once more obtained ; for the blood,

instead of flowing away at the venous orifice, now takes

its proper course, and flows back to the heart. Yet we
see almost as often a syncope produced at this moment,
and consequently by a renewal of the distention, as by
an interruption of it. The fact is, that the heart, which
by this time has accommodated itself to the diminished

volume of the returning current, has now once more to

change its diameter, and to expand itself in proportion

to the increased measure and momentum of the inflowing

tide. And as a change in its diameter produced a syn-

cope in the former case, a change in its diameter in like

manner produces it in the latter.

For tlie same reason we may see swooning take place Whence

when any extensive range of blood-vessels that have been on°openfn-

pressed upon by any other means, suddenly acquire a '^"^p ^^-

power of dilatation, as when a large cavity is formed in
"^
"
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Spec Y ^^ abdomen by the process of tapping for an ascites, or

Syncope on Opening an extensive abscess in any other quarter.*

Swotn'g. ^"^ *''^ ^"^ ^^ sensorial power from the brain may
on tapping also be suddenly exhausted, or checked, or perhaps its
in dropsies. gpj.,,p{;Qp impaired; and syncope may ensue from this

also if source, the action of the heart being diminished not pri-

no7a
''*' "i^arily, but secondarily, or by sympathy with the state

lai fuppiy of the sensorium. In fainting, from entonic passions or

po^^"j^^°"^' emotions, as a sudden shock of vehement joy, the senso-

Hence i*ial power is perhaps abruptly expended, as also in severe

from'vfo- P*'"'t J" fainting, under the influence of the atonic pas-

lent mental sions, as fear or heart-sick grief, this power is unquestion-

and'severe
^'*'^' checked in its regular flow, and probably checked

pain. also tu its secretiou : as we have reason to believe it is

ft-om
'"^. ^^''^'^'*'' fainting occurs from a repulsion or retrocession of

ticuiar gout, exanthems, or various other diseases. And to the
odours in > r> i ^i »
certain Same causc may be referred those cases of swooning,
idiosyncra- which, in some idiosyncrasies, or indi'^positions of body,

are well known to take place on exposure to particular

odours, as those of cheese, apples, or, as we have already

had occasion to observe, of roses, lilies, and other fragrant

plants. Where it has followed instantly upon acrid poi-

sons, there can be no doubt that these have induced a rigid

or entastic spasm upon the muscular fibres of the heart;

and, where the poisons are purely narcotic, the living or .

instinctive stimulus is suddenly extinguished or carried

off, and the nervous system becomes an exhausted receiver.

Syncope then, in its simple state, as unconnected with

any structural disease of the heart or its adjoining vessels,

seems to appear under the following modified forms or

varieties

:

fls Inanitionis. The swooning produced by fa-

Swooning from tigue, long-fasting, or a sud-

inanition. den and excessive discharge

of any fluid, whether natural

or morbid, accompanied with

* Merkel, Epist. ad Hallen. Script. Vol. iii. Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. il,

Ann. V. Obs 51).

t Amat. Lusitan, Cent. n. Cur. i. Plater, Observ. Il.p. 431.
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a sense of inanition and great Gen. vi.
Spec. I.

yncope
implex.

Swoouinff.

prostration of strength.

/3 Doloris. Preceded by severe pain or ir-sjmpiex

Svvoonina: from acute ritation of body, internal, as
'O

pain. from poisons, flatulency, or

worms ; or external, as from

wounds or other injuries,

y Patliematica. Preceded by an exercise of some

Swooning from men- sudden and overwhelming pas-

ta! emotion. sion or emotion.

J Metastatica. Accompanied with a retroces-

Swooning from me- sion or repulsion of gout, ex-

tastasis. antliems, or other diseases.

The degree and duration of the paroxysm depend upon Degree

the peculiarity or the violence of the cause, the extent of tion of the

the sensorial exhaustion, or the nature of the constitution, paroxysm

and hence must greatly differ in different individuals, dependent.

In some cases it ceases in a few minutes, and the patient,

thoughincapableof speaking, retains enough of perception

and sensation to he conscious of his own disorder, and to

understand what is passing around him. The pressure

and irritation of flatulency in dyspeptic and hypochon-

driacal habits are often sufficient of themselves to pro-

duce a fainting of this kind. In other cases the general

feeling and understanding fail totally, and the pulse is

scarcely perceptible. Occasionally, the sensorial power

has bee)i totally as well as suddenly exhausted, and the

syncope has run into asphyxy, and even proved fatal.

M. Portal has hence justly remarked that "we may fsomeiimes

have apparent death from syncope as well as from as-^gaf^^^"'

phyxy, and that, from not attending to this, we may mis- which may
1 11 ,1 !•• .,1,11 1 XI t>e mistak-

take, and bury the living with the dead. I have seen, en for real.

he adds, a man who, after a violent fit of colic, remained Exempii-

for many hours in a state of syncope without pulse, with ^ '

the colour and coldness of death, and without any re-

spiratory motion of the chest whatever. After some hours

of such apparent death he passed a bilious concretion,

and the fainting vanished."*

* Memoiressur la j^aiure et le Traitement de plusieurs Maladies. Tom.
IV. 8vo. Paris. 1819.

YOl. IT, 68
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Gen. vf. When not assisted by medicine the system recovers

Syncope ' itselfby the gradual accumulation of sensorial energy that
simplex,

ixiugt necessarily take place, so long as the living princi-

Rlcove"^
pie continues, during such a state of quietism : aided,

commonly Unquestionably, by the continual action of the instinctive,

withcmt ^^ remedial power of nature, which is i^lways aiming to

medical repair what is amiss. The process of recovery, however,

why. varies almost as much as that of sinking. Some revive

Process of almost immediately without any inconvenience or sense of

vai'ies.'^ weakness whatever : while others improve slowly and al-

most imperceptibly, and require many hours before they

fully regain their self-possession. -In various cases the

head becomes clear as soon as the pulse becomes regular

;

while, not unfrequently, the recove<"y is accompanied

with a confusion of ideas, vertigo, and head-ache.

Yet may As this diseasc is always attended with an irregularity

by medical ^^^ ^^^^ A^^^ ^^ nervous power, and some degree of spasmo-
means. (Wq action, entastic or clonic, about the heart, the best re-

proce^s
^^ raedies we can have recourse to, during the paroxysm, are

antispasmodics and stimulants ; and those that are the

most volatile are the most useful. Hence the advantage

of admitting a free current of cold air, sprinkling cold

water over the face, and pouring a little of it, if possible,

down the throat. And hence, also, the advantage of

holding ammonia, the strongest vinegar, or any other

pungent odours, to the nostrils. A recumbent position is

always adviseable, as most favourable to an equable circu-

lation of the blood ; and irritating and warming the ex-

tremities by the friction of the hand or the application of

rubefacients will commonly be found to expedite the re-

covery, upon the principle we often had occasion to advert

to, that, in a chain of organs united by sympathy or con-

tinuity, an impression produced on the one extremity is

sure to operate on the other. As soon as the patient is

capable of swallowing, some spirituous cordial, as a glass

ofwine, brandy and water, fetid tincture, or the aromatic

spirit of ammonia or of ether, should be administered ; and

the occasional cause should be sedulously avoided in

future.
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\

SPECIES II.

SYNCOPE RECURRENS.

jFaintCus^iFtt,

llECURRING AT PERIODS MORE OR lESS REGULAR ; OCCA-

SIONAL PALPITATION OF THE HEART DURING THE

INTERVALS : AND UNQUIET RESPIRATION DURING

THE PAROXYSM.

This is, in most cases, a far more serious form of syn- Gen. vi.

cope than the preceding, and is commonly ascribed to (.^^^^0,^]^,

some structural disease of the lieart or the large arteries a more se-

that immediately issue from it, as an ossification of the of disease

valves, polypous concretions, an enlargement or thicken-
J^^"

^''^

ing of the substance of the heart, an accumulation of wa- usually de-

ter in the pericardium, or an aneurism. !!!."fA'!!n,»i^ '
^

upon some
Each of these may possibly be a cause in some instance structural

or other; and where, during the paroxysm, the breathing,
"^^^^^fji^g

though feeble, is anxious and obstructed, the face livid, heart or

and the patient in the midst of the swoon shows a ten- arteries.

dency to jactitation, or an uneasiness on one side or on

the other; and, more especially still, where no ordinary

exciting cause can be assigned, and it has commonly fol-

lowed upon some unusual exertion, or hurry of the blood

through the lungs, it would be imprudent not to suspect

some such lurking mischief.

But there are causes of a different and much slighter But not

kind tbat I cannot avoid believing frequently operate in
^'^^''*y^ ^°-

the production of recurrent syncope, and that, too, with ses being

many of the peculiar symptoms just enumerated. Andg^^usfs.'
I now allude to any of the ordinary causes of syncope, as

set down under the first species, or any other incidental

irritation whatever, occurring in a constitution of great

mobility and excitability, or where the heart alone, or in

conjunction with the whole arterial system, is peculiarly

disposed to that irregular and clonic action which we
have noticed under the species palpitation, and parti-

cularly under the first and second varieties.
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Gex. VI. In such a frame of body any sudden alarm, a longer

Syncope abstincncc than nsufil, a fuller dinner than usual, un-
vecurrens. wonted cxcrcise, and a thousand minute excitements of
r auiting-

_

'

fit. daily occurrence will often succeed in producing a faint-

How such ing-fit : and especially m here a morbid habit of recur-

operate. rencc has been once established, and there is a predispo-

sition to return. Atonic plethora is another frequent

cause in the peculiar constitution we are now considering,

and a cause far too liable of itself to establish a circle of

recurrence, and consequently to give a recurrence to the

Periodical form of syncope before us. There is a singular example
w °"i"§s.

^^ p^j^j^jj^ g^^^^.^g .^^ ^j^^ Ephemera of Natural Curi-

osities,* which seems to have been dependent upon this

state of body : and another example in which it was evi-

dently produced by a return of the term of menstruation,

and became its regular harbinger.f

Patient's In all cases of this kind, therefore, it is of the utmost

syto^be"^" importance to study minutely the character of the pa-

studied, tient's idiosyncrasy and habit, and not to excite any

alarm concerning organic mischief, and thus add another

excitement to those which already exist, while there is a

probability that the affection may be owing to one or

other of these lighter and more manageable causes.

Remedial In the latter case tonics, cold bathing, equitation, re-
treatment, guiar hours and light meals will form the best prescrip-

tion we can lay down. Where we are compelled to sus-

pect some organic impediment or other mischief about

the heart, small bleedings that may anticipate the usual

time of the return, camphor, nitre, hyoscyamus, and what-

ever other sedative may be found best to agree with the

patient and diminish the rapidity of the circulation, will

form the most rational medical plan we can devise ; while

tranquillity of body and mind, an abstinence from all

stimulant foods, and a regular attention to the state of the

bowels should form a standard rule for the whole tenour

of his life.

* Dec, II. Ann. I. Obs. 10. + Td. Dec. ii. Ann. v. Obs. 5".
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GENUS yii.

SYSPASIA.

iiIom<rtose S^jasm.

CLONIC SPASM J DIMINISHED SENSIBILITY; INABILITY

OF UTTERANCE.

Syspasia, or syspasis from ffte-Traw, ** contraho, con- Gen. vii.

vello," literally imports convulsion in the popular sense the^^eneric

of the term, or, in other words, clonus or agitatory spasm, ^^'^'"•

in combination with a greater or less degree of failure of

the sensation and the understanding. The term seems

wanted as a generic name for the three following diseases,

whose symptoms, and, for the most part, mode of treat-

ment, are so accordant, as to establish the propriety of

linking them under a common division

:

1. SYSPASIA CONVULSIO. CONVULSION.

2. HYSTERIA. HYSTERICS.

3. EPILEPSIA. EPILEPSY.
"^

The author has entered so fully into the nature and Outline of

principle of clonic or agitatory spasm under the genus Jogy^gJJen

CLONUS, that a very few remarks will be necessary in ex- ""^^'^
' •' *' clonus.

plaining the pathology of these three species. They are

all of them clonic spasms, as expressed in the definition,

but complicated with other morbid affections, and particu-

larly with those of the two preceding genera : for if we
combine clonic or synclonic spasm with different modifi-

cations of vertigo or syncope we shall produce the three

species that are now before us.

In explaining the nature of clonic spasm we noticed the

tendency there frequently exists when the uniformity of

the flow or secretion of the sensorial power is once inter-

fered with, to alternations of a hurried and excessive, as
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s^s^^s^"*
^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ restrained and deficient supply, and conse-

Comatose quently to an intermixture ofconstrictive or entastic spasm

D^tin'ctive
^^*^ clonic or agitatory, of which palpitation, and various

character other affections of this kind afford perspicuous examples.

cies that^" I" t^^ diseases immediately before us the proofs of such an
appertain intermixture are still more striking ; for there is not one
to the nil
genus. of them but evinces an union of both descriptions of spas-

modic action in a high, though not an equal degree of ve-

hemence. In convulsion-fit the two kinds of spasm are

nearly upon a balance, commonly with a retention ofsome

share of both sentient and percipient power. In hysteria

the spastic or entastic action, in its sudden and transient

irruptions, is more violeni than the clonic, the force exer-

cised at this time is enormous, and there is also, in many
cases, a small retention of sensation and understanding.

In epilepsy the clonic action is most conspicuous, and the

failure of the mental and sentient faculties generally com-

plete.
... ..^;:';

'

pathoiogi- Of the essence of the nervous power*we have repeatedly

pLs'^aire'a- stated that we know tiothirig, 'for we can trace it only by
d> advanc- Hq effcctS : but wc are compelled to conceive of it as a fine
ed applied

i i i i

to the pre- Volatile and energetic fluid, not existing out of the animal
sent genus,

gygtem, and, therefore formed, and consequently secreted,

power"^ by some particular oigan within it : which organ there

how far can be no difficulty in contemplating as the brain singly,

acquainted o^ ^^e brain and nerves jointly, which constitute only dif-

with it. ferent parts of one common apparatus. Admitting, then,

the nervous power to be a secreted fluid, like all other se-
A secreted

. . i j • . , „ .

fluid: and cretious, this may be produced in excess or m deficiency,

ducibirin
^^ ^^ imperfectly elaborated, and, however produced, it

excess and may be irregularly communicated in its flow,as well by pre-
m e cien-

^jpita^jQ^, ^g ^y interruption. The means by which these

diseased actions take place, we have already touched

upon ; and have shown that the common causes are some-

times mental, sometimes mechanical, sometimes sympa-

thetic, and sometimes chemical, as narcotics and other

poisons, and particularly those of repelled eruptions.

by mental, j^[ow it is in persons of relaxed or debilitated fibres
mechani- «ii.. , • n x--r<'
cai, sym- that wc find these exciting causes chiefly operative, r or in

pathetic.
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those of hiffh health, full vessels, and a firm constitution, '^^^' vn.
1 1 . 1 i 1 ii

' Syspasia.
however the circulation may be accelerated, or the nervous comatose

power excited, it is rarely that we meet with clonic spasms, ^P^sm.

or indeed, spasms of any kind : or, at least, we meet with cai causes"

a far less tendency to such abnormities, than in persons These cau-

of lax and debilitated fibres, possessing, necessarily, >no'*e ^j^^^^'^^'^^

mobility, or facility of being put into new actions fronirative.

the very quality of debility itself. Hence the

The common predisponent, then, is weakness, parti- predisposi-

cularly of the nervous system : and the common excite- *'°"' ^^^^"
•' V '

ness, espe-

ment, irritation. The peculiar effect must, however, beciaiiy of

modified by the idiosyncrasy or peculiarity of the consti- ^"^y""
g_

tution, or of collateral circumstances, by which it may tem: but

be influenced at the time. And hence the very exciting
jia^r effects

cause that in one individual may produce hysteria, in modified

another may produce epilepsy, and in a third the morecircum-

fugitive and less impressive attack of syspasia, as con-
^^^J,*"^'

VUlsion.* the differ-

The nature of the idiosyncrasy, or, more particularly, ^"^JP^^^g^

of the individual constitution, is rarely within cur con- in different

trol; but the collateral circumstances are often before 'Jjs'*'

"'

us : they constitute the occasional cause of the disease, wiosyn-

and should form a prominent point in our attention to its J^y^wlthh^

progress. medical

There are, perhaps, few more common causes of weak- but not so

ness than over-distended vessels; and hence plethora is a''^!*^P''^'^'
' r ral circum-

frequent occasional cause of each of the diseases belong- stances,

ing to the genus before us, the species actually produced tgnjgll^^Igj.

depending, as just observed, upon the influence of other ^^is acom-

circumstances. Thus, if such plethora take place in a of we'^ak-"^

young woman of eighteen or nineteen, whose menstrual "^^^'

flux has been accidentally suppressed or retarded, it is plethora a

most probable, if an irregularity in the nervous system be!!^^"®"'
,' o '/ J occasional

hereby excited, that such an irregularity will lead to afitcfi"se:

of hysterics rather than to one of convulsion or epilepsy, fe"a'd "binder

since we shall find, as we proceed, that this species of ^'Iff^rent

spasm is peculiarly connected with an irritable and espe- st!in"cTs to

eially an orsjastic state of the a:enital organs. ^ fitofhj-
" ^ o o sterics

:

*' Pritchard oo Nervous Diseases, p. 139.
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Gen. yir. On the contrary, if the plethora produce chiefly a dis-

Comatose tcntion of the vessels of the brain, epilepsy is more likely
spasm. ^Q ijg ^{jg result j in other words, that form of spasmodic

lepsy^^'
action in which the sensation and the intellect suffer

more severely than in either of the others. While, if the

plethora be general, we have reason to suspect that the

or of con- Spasmodic effect will be general also, or, in other words,
vu sion.

^ j^^ ^j^^ form of convulsion in which no single organ is
Why pie-

° "
thora ill tried more than another. Yet plethora, in a firm and
robust per- yigjorous frame, is seldom found to produce either of these
sons less o ' i

frequently affectioHS, for the resistance of the coats of the blood-

these"ef-
^'^sscls is here sufficient to counter-balance the impetus

fects. of the sanguineous fluid, and, consequently, to prevent an

over-distention. And hence, again, we see in what man-

ner debility becomes a remote or predisponent cause of

the diseases under our consideration.

Plethora Plethora thus acting by over-distention may be regarded

sense a as a mechanical stimulus, upon the removal of which, as
mecham- ypQ^ ^jjg removal of other mechanical stimuli, the disease
cal Etimu- r »

Jus. will cease. Venesection is the most direct means of such

removal ; but it labours under the inconvenience of being

only a temporary remedy. It takes off" the occasional

cause, but by adding to the general debility it gives

strength to the predisposing cause.

More di- The more direct mechanical stimulants are sharp-point-

chanicai cd ossiflications formed in the membranes of the brain, or
stimulants, arising from the internal surface of the cranium ; splinters

of a fractured cranium, or the introduction of some wound-
Mental ing instrument. The occasional causes resulting from

mental emotions, we have already been called to notice

more than once ; as also to show that while some of

these appear to act by instantaneously exhausting the

sensorial organ of its living principle, others operate by

giving a check to the sensorial secretion. These modes

of action are indeed opposite, but the result, which is a

Why ill
depletion of the nervous apparatus, is the same. And as

irritable in Weakly or relaxed habits there is in every organ a

habits'the^ greater mobility, or facility of passing from one state of

temper as actioH to anothcr, than in the firm and robust, we see also
fickle as

the fibres.
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why the former should be not only more subject to spas- I^ew.vii.

modic actions from mental emotion, but to sudden changes Comatise

of mental emotion, and, consequently, to caprice and^P^"""-

fickleness of temper.

SPECIES I.

SYSPASIA CONVULSIO.

Couijulston.

MUSCULA.B AGITATION VIOLENT ; TEETH GNASHING ',

^

HANDS FORCIBLY CLENCHED : TRANSIENT.

In defining convulsion, most of the nosologists repre- <"'F.n. vii.

sent tlie faculties of the mind and the external senses as Synonyms.

still sound and unaffected. Sauvages says, "superstite

in paroxysmis animte functionem exercitio." Vogel dis-

tinaruishes it, "cum integritate sensuum." Dr. Cullen Whether

.101 TT- 1
perception

IS more exact than either ot these. His words are, " mus- exists

culorum contractio clonica abnormis, citra soporem :" ^^"^^° ^^^
^ ' paroxysm.

'* an irregular clonic contraction of tlie muscles, border-

ing on but short of lethargy." The influence of the dis-

ease on the sensation and perception vary considerably

in different cases, but so far as I have seen, the sensibili-

ty is always in some degree diminished, and I have

hence ventured to inti'oduce this feature into the generic /

definition as a pathognomic symptom.

There are also some other differences that occur in the

character of the disease in its different attacks, and which
have been laid hold of as the ground-work of very nu-

merous subdivisions by many nosologists. For these dif-

ferences we cannot always account : but in general they
will be found to depend upon the idiosyncrasy, habit, or
stage of life in which the disease makes its appearance,
and to give rise to the following varieties

:

« Erratica. The convulsion shifting irre-

Migratory convulsion. gularly from one part to

another.

VOL. IV. 69
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C.KN. VII.

Sprc. I.

dyspasia
Convnlsio.
Conviil-

siuii.

Universalis.

General convulsion.

attacking

y llecurrens.

Recurrent convulsion.

§ Ejulans.

Shrieking convulsion.

i Puerperalis.

Puerperal convulsion.

Infantilis.

Infantile convulsion.

u, S. Con-
vnlsio er-

ratica.

iNligratory

convulsion,

/g S.Con-
vulsio uni-

versalis.

General
convulsion,

y S. Con-
vulsio re-

currens.
Recurrent
convulsion.

Hierono-
sus, or

morbus
sacer.

d^S. Con-
vulBio

ejulans.

Shrieking
convvjlsior

The convulsion

every part simultaneous-

ly ; occasionally protract-

ed in its stay.

The convulsive paroxysm

returning after intervals

more or less regular.

The convulsion accoinpanied

with shrieks or yells, but

without pain.

Occuring during pregnancy

or labour, usually with

coma, and stertorous

breathing.

Occurring during infancy

;

preceded by twitcliin^s or

startings, and accompani-

ed with a blueness about

the eyes and upper lip.

In the FIRST or migratory variety, the convulsion

travels, in some instances, so completely from organ to

organ, and from one set of muscles to another, as to make
an entire circle.

In the SECOND or universal variety, the convulsion

is often accompanied with a peculiar kind of percussion

or hammering of one limb against another, or against

some other part of the body, resembling the malleatiou

we have already had occasion to describe, and constitut-

ing the MALLEATio of somc authors.

In the RECURRENT VARIETY, the intervals are often

very irregular ; but the ordinary return, where any thing

like a regular period is established, is menstrual or lunary.

To this, as also to the preceding, many writers have ap-

plied the name of HiERONOSus or morbus sacer j which

by others, as we have observed above, has been limited

to some modifications of chorea.

In the FOURTH or shrieking variety, the muscles

of respiration, and especially those of the larynx, appear

to be chieflv affected : and the shrill sounds or yelling
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to which it ffives rise, proceed rather from an involunta- Gk\. vn.
Spec 1

ry motion of these organs than from any greater ucgree^s.Convu;-

of pain that is suffered under this form than under any ^i« ejuiaiu.

other. convulsion.

In PUERPERAL CONVULSION, the irritation is supposed s S.Convu:-

by Dr. Bland to derive no peculiar character from the
J'°ji^J_"!''^^"

state of the body at the time. But it is impossible to shut Puerperal

our eyes to the close and active sympathy which exists be-

tween the sexual organs and the sensorium, and which is

peculiarly striking in hysteria; nor to the distinctive sym-

ptoms which take place in convulsion from this cause; in

which there is a greater tendency to oppression in the

head than in any other modification whatever, the breath-

ing is stertorous, and the spastic action peculiarly violent;

insomuch, that were it not that the head seemed first af-

fected, we might resolve the oppression into the vehe-

mence and duration of the entastic struggle. Convulsions

of this kind occur during pregnancy, in the midst of la-

bour, or immediately afterwards : they rarely, however,

take place before the sixth month. Yet, if the irritation

were not of a particular kind, we might rather expect it

on the first turgescence of the uterus. But we shall have

occasion to recur to this subject under the ensuing Class,

In INFANTILE CONVULSION, the mobility of the frame if S.Con-

is impressively conspicuous. The clonic motions are ex- famiiis."

quisitely rapid, and the fingers work and the eye-lids nic- i»fantiie

titate with a quiver that it is often difficult to follow up.

This constitutes the ecclampsia of Sauvages. In the sub-

sequent stage of teething, as the irritative fibre is some-

what firmer, the clonic vibration is rarely so rapid. An-
tecedently to the time of teething, the usual causes of ex-

citement are retained meconium, flatulency, and acrimo-

nious food.*

The ordinary excitements of convulsion, however, ope- Ordinm:/

rate at all periods of life. They are often concealed, but ment?

are those of clonic spasm generally. They consist not

* Baumes.—Des CoriTulsions de I' Enfance, de leur Cause, et de !f

Traitement, &c. 8vo. Paris. 1789.
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Gen. Vtl
Spec. I.

^S. Con-
vulsio in-

fantilis.

Infantile

convulsion

structural

irritations :

mental
emotions :

suppressed
evacua-
tions or

exanthenis.

Narcotic
poisons.

asprunus
Lauro-
cerasus ;

uufrequently, as we have already observed, in pressure

or other irritation, from a deformity or some spicular

node within the cranium ; and are said by Desessarts* to

occur most frequently in those whose sculls are peculiarly

large, or, in the language of Morgagni,f are nearly cu-

bical in the occipital region. Pressure, however, or con-

gestion in the brain from whatever cause, is an occasional

source of this complaint. And hence convulsion is a fre-

quent result of severe fright, or any other violent agita-

tion of the mind. And, like several of the species we
have just noticed, it is a frequent result of some suddenly

suppressed natural or morbid discharge, or suddenly re-

pelled complaint affecting a remote organ. It has hence

appeared on suppressed menstruation, suppressed flow of

milk, leucorrhoea or lochia ; on suppressed dysentery,:!:

or the suppressed discharge from an old ulcer.§ And it

has followed, in like manner, on repelled gout, exan-

thems, and cutaneous eruptions,* even on a sudden cure

of the itch, where it has been of long standing and has

formed a chronic irritation. The usual causes in preg-

nancy and infancy we have noticed above.

Convulsions are also frequently produced by many of

the narcotic poisons in a certain degree of strength or ac-

tivity, and a certain state of the constitution. For if the

dose be very large, or the system much debilitated at the

time, the irritability will be entirely destroyed, and death

will often ensue instantaneously, without any struggle

whatever. Thus the distilled water of the leaves or ker-

nels of the prunus Lanro-cerasus, under different cir-

cumstances, will produce both these effects ; as will also

the distilled water of the kernels of various other fruits

possessing prussic acid, as those of the black cherry and

bitter almond tree ; and hence the prussic acid itself. And
we may hereby understand the remark of Sir Hercules

* Journ.de Med. XLVii. 114.

t De Sed. et Caus. Morb. Ep. ix. 9.

:f
Hoefner, BaldingerN. Mag. B. vi. p. 323.

Gruellmann, Diss. Observ. de usu cicutse Goett. 1782. Ephem. Nat.

Cur. Deem. Ann. ii. Obs. 74.
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Langrishe, that one ounce of laurel-water will occasion Gev. vii.

more violent and stronger convulsions than five or six^s.con-

ounces. The dose of this water, given, by way of poison, y^i^'" »«-

to Sir Theodosius Boughton, was a draught pliial full, infantile

and, consequently, about an ounce and a half. The '^°"''"'^'°"-

struggling fit, in this case, began in a minute and a half,

or two minutes, after it was swallowed ;* it continued

for about ten minutes, when he expired.

The spasmodic action produced by these plants is chief-

ly clonic, which, in effect, is the ordinary action with

which life ceases : but there are others that render it of

a mixed character, the entastic alternating with the clo-

nic ; and some in which the rigid or entastic power con-

siderably predominates, as in the poisonous juice of the

upas tiente, which, though with occasional relaxations, upas tiente.

fixes the muscles as rigidly as in tetanus, and continues

the rigidity till the patient dies.

In ordinary cases, however, the mode of attack and the A parox-

progress of the paroxysm exhibit a considerable variation. timesTudt'

Sometimes the assault is sudden and without any warning, ^.^"

»

^om^-

. . J. . tunes ush-

but more generally there are a tew precursive indications, eied by

and especially in patients who are subject to returns of it ;
^^^^g""'^®

such as a coldness in the extremities with a dizziness in

the head, and floating spectra before the eyes, or a flatu-

lent uneasiness in the bowels, and a tenseness in the left

hypochondriura. In other cases the patient complains of

tremours in different muscles, and a cold aura creeping

up the back which makes him shiver.

The struggle itself I have already said, varies equally Diagnoa.

in its extent and violence, and I may add in its duration, descrfp".

The muscles are alternately rigid and relaxed, the teeth *^'on«

gnash and often bite the tongue, the mouth foams, the eye-

lids open and shut in perpetual motion, or are stretched

upon a full stare, while the protuberant balls roll rapidly

in every direction : the whole face is hideously distorted.

The force exerted is enormous, so as frequently to shake

* Gurney's Trial of John Donellan, Esq. forthe wilful murder of T, E.

A. Boughton, Bart, folio, pp. 18, 19.
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Gkw. VII.

Spec. I.

^ S. Con-
vulsio in-

fantilis.

Infantile

convulsion.

Ceases
suddenly

:

or conti-

nues for

hours : or

returns at

uncertain
periods.

Medical
treatment
of two
kinds, as

respecting

the parox-
ysm and
the inter-

val.

Venesec-
tion gene-
rally use-

ful,

but in par-

ticular ha-

bits to be

employed
with great

caution.

the entire room, ami overpower the strength of six or

eight attendants. In some instances it has been so vio-

lent as to break a tooth, and even fracture a bone.*

When the lungs are much oppressed in the course of the

contest, the lips, cheeks, and indeed the entire surface, is

dyed with a dark or purple hue.

The paroxysm will sometimes cease in a few minutes,

but occasionally lasts for hours, and, after a short and un-

certain period of rest, returns again with as much vio-

lence as before ; a fact peculiarly common to puerperal

and infantile convulsions. Great languor commonly suc-

ceeds; sometimes head-ache, vertigo, and vomiting, occa-

sionally delirium : but not unfrequently, and especially in

infants, there are no secondary symptoms whatever.

The treatment of convulsion must apply to the paroxysm

itself, and to the state of the constitution which gives a

tendency to its recurrence.

If it proceed from a narcotic or any other poison intro-

duced into the stomach, much benefit may often be ob-

tained from tlie stomach syringe, employed by Mr. Jukes,

of which we have given a brief description in a preceding

volume.f If the poison be in a liquid form, it may hereby

be considerably pumped up in its essential state, while

the remainder, or the whole, if it be a powder, may be

diluted and pumped up afterwards.

As there is danger from congestion in the brain, vene-

section is, in most cases, a good measure of caution, and,

in many instances, is absolutely necessary : and hence,

where plethora has preceded, and has threatened to be-

come a cause, the disease has often been prevented, and

sometimes effectually cured, by a spontaneous hemorrhage

from the nose, the ears, or some other organ. But w'c

have often had occasion to observe that, in weak and

relaxed habits, bleeding, if frequently repeated, increases

the tendency to plethora ; and, on this account, how ne-

cessary soever at the time, it should be employed with

caution, and persevered in with reluctance.

* Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ir. Ann. T Vol. I. D. 92.
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1

Brisk cathartics introduced into the stomach, if possi-GEw. vir.
Spec I.

hie, and where this cannot be accomplished, in the form syspasia*

of an injection, lower the morbid distention almost as ef- S^°"^'"!^'"'-

fectually, and in some instances directly remove from thesion.

system the principal fomes of the complaint. Emetics are
^'^^^*'^^"**

of more doubtful effect: they also may, occasionally, carry
ai'ways^'*^^

off the actual cause of irritation, and by powerfully deter- useful.

mining to the surface, make a favourable diversion of ac- Emetics

:

tion. But in many cases of debility they have evidently have often

increased the violence and prolonged the duration of the
||):°Jj.^ou5.

fit. The authorities, however, in their favour, are nume-

rous and highly respectable. Le Preux* strongly recom-

mends them in early infancy : and Hoeffner asserts that

he has found them highly serviceable where the irritation

proceeded from dysentery.f Schenck tells us that he

employed them generally with considerable success, and

preferred the preparations of copper, and particularly the

verdigris, to any other emetic, from their rapidity of ac-

tion.:}: Antispasmodics are certainly entitled to our at- Antispas-

tention, and often succeed in allaying the irregular com- o^f°en*^^

motion. Those most commonly resorted to are ammonia, succeed.

ether, musk, camphor, and valerian. The empyreumatic Empyreu-

oils, both animal and vegetable, seem to have fallen as

much below their proper value in the present day as they

were once prized above it. And the same may be ob- Volatile

served of the volatile fetids generally, as fuligo, assafoe-
^^*'^^*

tida and chenopodium Vnlvaria or stinking arach : the £ji^^^°^°j',

last of which, however, under the older name of atriplex^^"^'

foetida, seems to have been a favourite with Dr. Cullen. ^triplex

It is not very easy to explain the operation of antispas-

modics of this kind. Dr. Cullen refers it to their volatility ,nodeof

alone, and hence concludes that they are useful in pro-opeiatjoa,

portion as they are volatile : which is, in fact, to regard

them in the light of stimulants. But beyond this they

seem to possess a sedative power which probably resides

in their fetor. Where flatulency or some other misaffec-

* Diss. An. Convulsionibus recens iiatonira Vomitoria? Paris, 1765,

t Balding. N. Mag. B.vi. 323.

t I-ib. I. Obs. 244.
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Gew. VII. tion of the stomach is the exciting cause, as is frequently

Syspasia the casc in infancy, after opening the bowels, the warmer

Convui-'°
carminatives of anise, mint, ginger, and cardamoms will

sion. often be found sufficient; and where these fail, recourse
Tieatment

j^^^ ^^^^ j^^^ ^^ opium, hyoscyamus, belladonna, and

lives?
"^ sometimes St, Ignatius's bean, or M. Wedenberg's fa-

Narcotics. vourjte medicine in this disease, the extract of stramo-

nium.*
Cold and Cold and heat have also been very frequently resorted

fo as powerful antispasmodics, and, in many cases, with

Action of considerable success. Heat appears to act by a double
**^* power, and especially when combined with moisture, with

which it is always most effectual. It both relaxes and
stimulates: and is hence admirably calculated to harmo-

nize the two alternating and contending states of a morbid

rigidity and a morbid mobility, on whicli the disease de-

pends, and consequently to restore a healthy equipoise of

action. On this account we find warm bathing, and espe-

cially in infantile convulsions, of great benefit. It ought

not to be forgotten, however, that both effects, as well the

stimulating as the relaxing, have a considerable tendency

to exhaust and debilitate, and hence the warm-bath must

not be frequently repeated.

Action of The immediate effect of a sudden application of cold,
cold. whetlier by a blast of air, or by an affusion of water, is a

general shuddering, a spasmodic contraction of the entire

skin. And hence, where cold, applied in this manner,

takes off either clonic or entastic spasm, it is by a revul-

sive power; by a transfer of the spasmodic action from a

particular organ or set of organs, to the surface of the

body generally ; in the same way as blistering the neigh-

bourhood of an inflamed organ takes off the primary in-

flammation by a transfer of the inflammatory action to the

part where the blister is applied. If the cold excite a ge-

neral reaction, and the shuddering be succeeded by aglow,

it becomes a direct and very powerful tonic : and on both

these accounts is a remedy highly worth trying in hyste-

* Dissert.-itio Medica de Stramoiiii iisu in Morbis Conviilsivif. 4to.

Uj)s:ili;p.
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rics, convulsions, and even those cases of epilepsy in which Gen, vii.

a suspicion of some structurjil cause of irritation within SyspasW*

the cranium does not form a bar, by prohibiting every
^°|J^[|j^'°-

thing that may increase the impetus of the blood. sion.

fn the convulsion-fit of infancy, the affusion of cold- ment.

water, so far as I have seen, may be much oftener re- often useful

sorted to with perfect safety than the fears of mothers convui-

will allow: and be found much more successful in a hot^^°"^'

close unventilated nursery, than the more popular pre-

scription of a warm-bath. And where I have not been

able to proceed thus far, and the warm-bath has been

tried repeatedly in vain, I have frequently succeeded by,,, ,

taking the little infant in my arms, and exposing him
naked, or nearly naked, for a few moments to the air of

the window, thrown open to allow it to blow upon him.

The great diminution of sensibility which prevails at

such a time prevents all danger of catching cold j while,

on the contrary, the little patient is usually revived by
the sudden rush of the external air, and the fit, in many
cases, ceases instantly.

Cold-bathing, when not prohibited by any other com- in the in-

plaint, will also be found a useful tonic in the intervals of
^oij^^^^^j;

,

the attacks, and may conveniently be employed in con- ing

:

junction with internal medicines of the same character.*

Of these the metallic salts and oxydes are chiefly to be

depended upon, and especially those of iron, copper, ar-oxy^es*^

senic, silver, and zinc. Zinc has had by far the greatest

number of advocates, and is generally supposed to have far useful

succeeded best in the form of its white oxyde or flowers, ^"'^ '"^

ten or twelve grains of which are usually given to an adult form;?,

in the course of twenty-fourhours. Mr. Dugaud increased

the proportion to fifteen grains ;j and Mr. Bell, at length,

prescribed not less than ten grains at a time, repeated

three times a-day.:|: In the hands of the present author

zinc has proved more salutary in the form of its sulphate,

which has not unfrequently succeeded where the oxyde

* Y. W. Wedel. Liber de Morbis ?nfantuin. Cap. xiii.

i- Ediii. Med. Comment, v. 8l>. % Id. i. 120.

vol. IV. 70
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*~'c"' Y^'
^»as failed ; the usual proportion he has employed being

Syspasia a grain three times a-day given in the emulsion of bitter

Convuisto. almonds. Where silver has been made choice of, the
Convul-
sion, usual preparation has been its nitrate, and the dose has

iiienr begun with a grain given four or five times a-day in the

shape of a pill, and gradually increased to eight or ten

grains, or as much as the patient's stomach will bear.

All im- The virtue of all these, however, seem considerably im-

a coiTibina- pi'oved by a combination with camphor, which has often

tion with been found advantageous even alone. " In spasmodic, or
camphor : r^ . ., -r^. ^ n i i c

which is
convulsive affections," says Dr. Lulien, "it has been ot

often high- service, and even in epilepsy it has been useful. I have

even alone, "o* indeed knovvu an epilepsy entirely cured by camphor

alone; but I have had several instances of a paroxysm,

which was expected in the course of a night, prevented by

a dose of camphor exhibited at bed-time ; and even this

when the camphor was given alone ; but it has been espe-

cially useful when given with a dose of cuprum ammo-
niacum, or white vitriol, or of the flowers of zinc."*

Vegetable rpj^^
vesjetable tonics are little to be depended upon.

ionics. o * ^

The bark recommended by Dr. Home, Sumeirc, and

many other distinguished writers, is rarely of use except

Cardamine whcrc the paroxysm is periodical : and the cardamine
piatensis.

p^^f^^^ig (lady-smock,) sempervivum tedorum (house-

leek,) and vise us quernus (missletoe) are hardly worthy

of notice in the present day, notwithstanding the specific

virtues they were supposed to possess formerly. The car-

Sisynibii- damiuc, the a-nTu^Z^m sTi{o> of Dioscorides, is of ancient

scorides, Celebrity, and in modern times has been warmly extolled

"raised b ^y ^^^^ Commanding authorities of Mr. Ray, Sir George

high ail- Baker, and Dr. Home ; the second of whom, as was no-

ticed under the head of chorea, declares himself to have

succeeded in its use, not only in cases of convulsion, but of

all clonic spasms whatever, and this, too, when almost

Sempervi- cvcry other medicine had failed.

f

vum tecto- rpjjg house-leek was employed in the form of an ex-
rum, or 1 .'

bfluse-ieek.
* Medical Transactions. Vol. i. Art. xix.

t Auserl. Abhandhindliins. f'iir Pract. Aeiztc. B. x. 13.
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pressed juice intermixed with an equal quantity of spirit ^^^'J,-
V"-

of wine which gives a white coaguhim resembling cremesyspasia

of fine pomatum, that has a weak but penetrating taste, Convulsion

and was supposed, from its ready evaporation, to contain Tieatment.

a considerable portion of volatile alkaline salt. Pere-

boom* applauds its tonic and antispasmodic virtues in

this state, and for further instances of its fancied power

the reader may consult the German Journals of Natural

Curiosities. The missletoe has rarely been employed inviscu?

our own country, except by Dr. Home, who thought he^^^sj'

found it serviceable ; though it is chiefly indebted for its

fame as a specific in convulsions, to the practice and

"writings of Colbatch.f It has been given in powder,

infusion, and extract.

quernuSj ci-

etoc.

SPECIES n.

SYSPASIA HYSTERIA.

Illgstcvicis.

CONVUISIVE STRUGGLING, ALTERNATELY REMITTING,

AND exacerbating; rumbling in the bowels;
SENSE OF suffocation; drowsiness; urine co-

pious AND LIMPID ; TEMPER FICKLE.

Hysteria, from v«-tm«, " the uterus or vulva," or more ^^^- YP^^ Spec. II.

correctly *' viscus posterius vel inferius," evidently im- Origin oi

ported in an early period of medical science, some mis- ferml"^

affection of the womb or other sexual organ : and hence

hysteria, among the Greeks and Romans, was also a term

by which female midwives were denominated, or those

who especially attended to affections of the hysteria or

* N. Act. Cur. vii. Obs. 4.

t See also Diss, surla Gui de Chfene. Remade Specifique pour les Mala-

dies Convulsjves. Paris, 1719.
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Gen. vii. womb^ Tiio Latin term uterus, although it approaches

Syspasia it in SGusc and sound, is altogether of a different origin.

Hysteria. Yov this has a direct reference to the use and figure of
Hystencs. . j • • ,. i"*"*

the uterus as a single organ, and is an immediate deri-

vation from uteVf a bag or bottle.

thou^h^not
With a morbid condition of this organ, indeed, hysteria

always is in many instances very closely connected, tliough it is

wTth a^

^'^
§f^i"§ too far to say that it is always dependent upon such

morbid condition : for we meet with instances occasionally in
condition , . , ., , . i i ^ j.i

of the which no possible connexion can be traced between the
uterus. disease and the organ ; and sometimes witness it in males

Often con- as decidedly as in females. It has been contended by

with hypo- various writers, that in this last case, the disease ought

chondrism. to be called hypochondrism, the hypochondrias of the

present work ; and that hysteria and hypochondrias are

merely modifications of a common complaint. Nothing

however, can be more erroneous. These two diseases have

often a few similar symptoms, and more particularly those

Distinctive of dyspepsy ; but they are strictly distinct maladies, and
characters, ^j.^ characterised by signs that are peculiarly their own.

The convulsive struggling paroxysms, the sense of a suf™

focating ball in the throat, the fickleness of temper, and

the copious and limpid urine, which are pathognomic to

hysteria, have no necessary connexion with hypochon-

drias, and are never found in this disease when strictly

simple and idiopathic. While, on the contrary, the sad

and sullen countenance, the dejected spirits, and gloomy

ideas that characteristically mark hypochondrias, have as

little necessary connexion w ith hysteria, and are in direct

opposition to its ordinary course. Hysteria is strictly a

cprporeal disease, hypochondrias a mental, though it com-

monly originates in corporeal organs,but organs that have

a peculiar influence upon the mental faculties, and has

not established itself till these participate in the morbid

action. Hysteria is a disease of the irritative fibres, hy-

pochondrias of the sentient : Hysteria is a disease of early

life, hypochondrias of a later period. Both, however,

are diseases of a highly nervous or excitable temperament,

and, as such, may co-exist in the same individual : but so
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also may vertigo or cephakea with eitliep of them ; which ^g^^;, ^l
would nevertheless continue to he regarded as distinct syspasia

'

diseases, notwithstanding such an incidental conjunction.
^^I'^^l'^^;^

And hence Mieg,* and various other established wHtt^rsf
^^^^^^ ^,^^

upon the subject have not incorrectly, though perhaps h>_^s-tena^^

unnecessarily, treated of the disorder before us under the l^^j^^g'^g

two division's of male and female hysteria, hystei-ia
^"'"-'JifJ-^'^f-

rum, or masadina, and liysteria /ce?)ii/iina. Swediaur, fce„,inina.

who affirms that man may labour under the hysteric pas-

sion as well as women, arranges this and hypochondrism

as distinct species of a common genus, to which, with his
J^/Jf^^f'

extravagant fondness for long Greek terms, he has given Swediaur.

the name of hijperkinesia.

Hysteria, like all other clonic affections, shows '*^«'lf^fj'^^/^

most frequently in mobile and irritable temperaments, and tempera-

particularly during that period of life in which irritability
"'hkh'hys-

is at its highest tide, as from the age of puberty to tliatteria most-

of thirty-five years, seldom appearing before the former, ^
^pp^^""''

and rarely after the latter of these terms. The common ai'^catlscs

occasional causes of convulsion, which we have already

described, are also those of hysteria ; and hence, acrimo-

nies of the stomach, or other abdt)minal organs, mental

emotions, plethora, and particularly turgescence ofthe sex-

ual region, are among the most frequent ; on which account,

we are told by Forestus,:j: and Zacutus Lusitanus,§ that

one of the most common caiises of bysteria in males is a re-

tention of semen, a»s one of its surest cures is an excretion.

As every thing, moreover, that disturbs the uniform cur-

rent of the nervous fluid, or the ordinary diameter of the

blood-vessels or cavity of the heart, becomes a powerful

irritant, we may also see why this disease should occur

on debilitating, and especially sudden evacuations, and

he s/. no loss to account for its appearing on excessive as

well as on suppressed menstruation, and consequently in

* Epistolas ad Hallerum scriptte, No. v.

tEph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. iv. Obs. IS, 61. Ttaite Nouveau He

Medicine, Lions, 1684.

X Observ. et Curat. Medic. Libr. xxviii. Obs. 29, 3",

- Pe Pia'i! \r1niirandH, Libr. IT, Oh=, fi';,
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Gen. VII. leucorrhoBa. And as the sexual organs lose much of their
Spfc II . .

Syspasia
' orgastu dui'iiig the period of paiturition, we may also

Hysteria, ggg ^yjj„ ||^g disease should attacli. barren rather than
Hysterscs. •' .11 • •

breeding women, particularly young widows, who are

cut off from the means of exhausti«)n they formerly

enjoyed ; and, more especially still, those who are consti-

'tutionally inclined to that morbid salacity, which has of-

ten been called nymphomania, and, in the present work,

will be found under the genus lagnesis.

Pathology. 1 have already endeavoured to show by what means, in

a habit of great nervous irritability, both clonic and en-

tastic or rigid spasms are produced; and the disposition

there frequently exists for them to pass into each other or

to alternate in rapid succession. And we have also seen

that the former is most predominant in laxer, and more

mobile, and the latter in firmer and more vigorous con-

stitutions. There is no frame, however, that may not be-

come a prey to spasmodic action of some kind or other,

and hence, there is no frame that may not become a prey,

under particular circumstances, to the species of spasmo-

Why some- die actioH we are now describing. These circumstances

clonic dia- ^re vcry generally concealed from us ; but we uniformly

racter and perceive that the rule we have now adverted to holds
sometimes , i ,1 ^ >t 1 ^ • mi
of a spas- true; and that the hysteric spasms will assume more or
^''^-

less of a clonic, or of a spastic character, in proportion as
Hence the ..,..,,.•„ , , .

last most the individual is of a more relaxed or a more vigorous
common to

,j,^|jg ^,,J heucc the most violent, though the least
robust con- '-'

stitutions. common, instances of hysteric struggle that occur to us,

are in young women of the most robust and masculine

constitution.

Paroxysm The pai'oxysm often takes place without any previous

wii^out^ warning or manifest excitement whatever, and especially

any previ- ^.^ere it has established itself by a frequency of recur^
ous warn-

• «. •

ing: rence. Occasionally, however, we ha\e a few precursive

p°rSS\e s>S"s which rarely show themselves in vain : as a sense

signs. of nausea or sickness, flatulency, palpitation of the heart,

scribed, depression of spirits, and sudden bursts of tears without

any assignable cause, showing a disturbance in the secre-

tion, or distribution of the nervous power. The fit soon
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succeeds with a coldness and shivering over the whole Gen. vil
, i. p 1- n Spec. II.

body, a quick fluttenng pulse, and an acute teeliug of Syspasia

pain in tlie head as though a nail were driven into it. The
JJ^^JglJ;

flatulency from tlie stomach or colon rises in the sensation
^^^^^

of a suffocating hall into the throat, and forms what ismencement

known by the name of globus hystericus. The convulsive
^"g.J'ljf"

struggle now commences, which in women of very mobile paroxysm,

fibres is sometimes very feeble, the relaxant alternations

prevailing over the contractile : but in other cases is pro-

digiously violent, evincing during tlie contractions a rigi-

dity as firm as in tetanus, and a force that overcomes all

opposition. The trunk of the body is twisted backward

and forward, the limbs are variously agitated, and the fists

are closed so firmly that it is difficult, if not impossible, to

open the fingers J and the breast is violently and spasmo-

dically beaten. An equal spasm takes place in the sphinc- Sphinctei

ter ani; so that it is often found impracticable to introduce f,"p°iv1"

a clyster pipe ; and the urine discharged, though copious, o"siy cou-

is colourless. The muscles of the chest and trachea are

agitated in every way, and hence, there is an involuntary

utterance of shrieks, screams, laughing, and crying, ac- whence

cording to the direction the spasm takes, sometimes accom- sclcnms,

panied with, or succeeded by a mos! obstinate and distress- j*"'' ^}^ "^

ing fit of hiccough. When the fit ceases the patient ap- Hiccough.

pears to be quite spent, and lies stupid and apparently

lifeless. Yet in an hour or two, or often much less, sheTermina-

perfectly recovers her strength, and has no other feeling p^"^°jgj^®

than that of a general soreness, and perhaps some degree

of pain in the head. It is rarelj , indeed, that an hysteric

fit becomes dangerous; thougli it has in a few instances

terminated in epilepsy or insanity.

The definition asserts that the temper is fickle; this isFicWe-

not to be wondered at ; for, in the hysteric temperament, "g'^mper

the irregular and clonic flow of the irritative fluid is com- i^o"' »c-

11 11 1 • t n • 1 1 counted
municated, by sympathy, to all the sensorial fluids: and for.

in consequence the mind is as unsteady as the muscles

:

" i^nd from hence," observes the sagacious Burton, who Descrip-

bas painted strongly, but from the life, *' proceeds a brutish h°"te"nc

'^

kind of dotage, troublesome sleep, terrible dreams, a fool- tempera-
men?.
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gen.vii. ish kind of bashfulness in some, perverse conceits and

Syspasia Opinions, dejection of' mind, much discontent, prepostcr-
Hysteria. ^y^ iiulfffment. Tliev are apt to loathe, dislike, disdain.
Hysterics. JO . r

. ,.

to be weary of every object. Each thing almost is tedi-

ous to them. They pine away, void of counsel, apt to

ueep, and tremble, tim(»rous. fearful, sad, and out of all

hopes of better fortunes. They take delight in doing no-

thing for the time, but love to be alone and solitary,

though that does them more harm. And thus they are

affected so long as this \apour lasteth ; but by and by"

they are as pleasant and merry as ever they were in their

lives ; they sing, discourse, and laugh in any good com-

pany, upon all occasions. And so by fits it takes them

now and then, except the malady be inveterate, and then

it is more frequent, \ehement, and continuate. Many of

them cannot tell how to ex])ress themselves in words,

how it holds them, what ails them. You cannot under-

stand them, or well tell what to make of their sayings."*
Mode of ry^Q

motle of treatment bears so close a resemblance to
treatment. . i . .n .

that for the preceding species that it will bo unnecessary

to enlarge upon it. Pungent applications may be applied

to the nostrils, or round the temples, or the face and neck

may be sprinkled or dashed with cold water during the

paroxysm, and warmth and the friction of the hand be

applied to the feet. The peristaltic action of the bowels

should be increased, which can only be done by stimulant

and cathartic injections, if the contraction of the sphincter

ani will allow them to pass.

Chiefly to Qur cluef attention, however, should be directed to

tothTin- the intervals. And here the first recommendation is, se-

lervais. dulously to avoid every remote or exciting cause. If the

Mis-men- menstruation be in a morbid state, this must be corrected

to'be co"- ^s ^00" ^^ ^^^y ^^f concerning which, however, we shall

rected. have to speak in the ensuing class. If plethora be a strik-

ing symptom, the lancet should be applied to. In robust

and vigorous habits we may bleed freely and have nothing

to fear, but in loose and relaxed constitutions far more

* Anat. of Melaucholv. Part T. Sec. HI. 2. 4.
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caution is necessary, as has been already explained mi- Gen.vii.

der CONVCLSIO. "

Syspasla

In this last state of body tonifs should also be had re-
JJ^Jfj^'/i^;

course to, and many of the w armer sedatives and antispas- Tonics,

modics as assafoetida, camphor, niost of the verticillate ^fomauns,
' -^

, and antis-

plants, and cajeput, which was a favourite remedy with p^smodics.

Mieg.* Valerian has often proved serviceable, but Is rare- Treatment.

ly prescribed in sufficient quantity to produce any good

effect. ** It seems," says Dr. Cullen, " to be most useful

when given in substance and in larger doses. I have

never found much benefit from the infusion in water."f

The ammoniated tincture of the London College, how-

ever, is an excellent form : but even here the quantity of

the root employed should be double what is prescribed.

The cinchona may be usefully united with valerian, but

does not seem to be of much benefit in this disease by itself.

Opium is a doubtful remedy : where the precursive signs

are clear it will often allay the irritation, and thus prove

of great value. But it so frequently produces head-ache,

and adds to the constipation, that it is rarely trusted to in

the present day. When resorted to, it is best combined

with camphor.

Where the disease occurs in the bloom of life, and

tlicre is reason to apprehend the ordinary orgasm of this

age to be in excess, the surest remedy is a happy mar-
riage.

* Enist. ad HalJer. ut supra IS'o. v. t Mat. Me(i. Part 11. Ch. viir.

VOL. IV. ri
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SPECIES III.

SYSPASIA EPILEPSIA.

234)tlcps|). jFaUi'nfi=sicfeness.

SPASMODIC AGITATION AND DISTORTION, CHIEFLY 01'

THE MUSCLES OF THE FACE, WITHOUT SENSATION

OR consciousness; recurring at PERIODS MORE
OR LESS REGULAR.

Gen. VII. The Greek physicians gave the name of epilepsy, from

OrfhioV e5»''^«(«^«''«i'*«'» to the present disease from its "sudden

the generic seizure or invasion," which is its direct import : and as
^*""'

the violence of passion or mental emotion, to which the

Roman people were accustomed to be worked up in their co-

MiTiA, or popular assemblies, from the harangues of their

demagogues, was one of the most common exciting causes,

it was among the latter denominated morbus comitialis ;

in the popular language of our own day " Electioneering

By the La- disease," in reference to the time and occasion in which

mmbus co-it most frequently occurred ; or, according to Seneca, be-

niitiaiis, cause whenever the disease appeared the comitia were in-

stantly broken up.* There are many other names, also,

by which epilepsy was distinguished in former times,

but it is unnecessary to recount them.

Pathology The general pathology of the two preceding species,

lected from and which has been given at some length under the genus
that of the CLONUS, will apply to the present: but it is obvious from
two pre-

I

ceding the symptoms that the muscular power, commonly speak-
species.

j^g^ though not always, is affected to a less extent, and

the sentient and intellectual to a much greater; and con-

sequently that the irritative fibres suffer in a smaller de

gree than the sensific and percipient.

* De Iva. III. '.
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Before we enter upon the history of the disease it will Cjen. vir.

Spec III
be convenient to remark that, from the different modifi-gy^pj^gij^

*

cations under which it sliows itself, it has been subdivid- ^^I'iiepsia.

11 , . . • X- 1 i Epilepsy.
ed by many nosologists into very numerous varieties, but Faiiing-

that the whole may be reduced to the following :

sickness.

« Cerebralis. Attacking abruptly without

Cerebral Epilepsy. any evident excitement, ex-

cept, in a few instances, a

slight giddiness. In this

case the predisposing cause

is external violence or some

internal injury, misforma-

tion or disease of the head.

,5 Comitata. Catenating with some morbid

Catenating Epilepsy. action of a remote part,

with the sense of a cold

vapour ascending from it

to the head, or some other

precursive sign.

y Complicata. Tlie limbs fixed and rigid with

Complicate Epilepsy. clonic agitation of particu-

lar organs.

The causes of epilepsy, like those of the two preceding causes

species, may be mental or corporeal : but to produce this
"^^"^31

rather than either of the others there must be a peculiar real,

diathesis, wiiich seems to depend upon the state of the

nervous organ. Where this exists almost any of the pas-

sions or mental emotions, when violently agitated, have

been found sufficient to occasion a paroxysm, as anger,

grief, fright, consternation ; of all which the records of me-

dicine afford abundant exjiniples. In alike diathesis any

kind ofcorporeal irritability will often become an exciting

cause, whether more or less remote from the head itself;

and particularly where it is productive of a preternatural

flow of blood into the vessels of the brain. Thus an irri-

tability in the ear from an inflammation, abscess, or some

insect or other foreign substance that has accidentally en-

tered into it, or the sudden suppression of a discharge to
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9^'^; ^jj* which it has been subject, has in various instances pro-

Syspasia
* duced epilepsy.* HiUlanusf mentions a case in which it

E^iie'^s
** ^'oJl^wed upon a considerable degree of irritation excited

Falling- in the same organ by the accidental introduction of a
sickness,

gjj^jjji piece of glass. In like manner, an irritable state

of the stomach, or intestines, or the liver, from chronic

inflammation, debility, worms, or the presence of sub-

stances that do not naturally belong to it, has proved a

freipient origin. Bartboline gives an instance in wliich

it supervened upon swallowing pieces of glass ;:j: and Wi-
denfield another upon swallowing a needle.§ Confirmed

drunkards are peculiarly subject to this complaint.

Like hyste- Particular affections of the uterus are, in like manner,

pioduced an occasional source of epilepsy, as well as of hysteria

:

by amoi-
jj„(] sometimes the latter has run into the former, where

b;d state

of the ute the epileptic diathesis has predominated. What this dia-

euiieptic"
^^^^^^^ cousists In it is difficult to determine, for it gives no

diathesis, external signs : and hence Dr. PrJtchard seems to doubt

suciwi riia-
*ts existence :|| but it is otherwise no easy matter to de-

thcMs ex- termine wliy a like irritation in the uterus should in one
isi r

woman produce hysteria or convulsions, and in another

epilepsy : examples of which last occur very numerously in

all the medical collections of cases.^ Menostation or a sup-

pression or retention of the menstrual flux is, perhaps, the

most common of this class of causes: and we may hence

see, why it should occasionally be excited by a suppression

of the locbial discharge. A sudden suppression, indeed,

of discharges of almost every kind natural or morbid, of

long continuance in an irritable habit, has occasionally

proved a suflicient source of excitement. And hence, it

lias followed upon restraining too abruptly a chronic dia-

* Hornung, Cista. p. 394. Demereher.o, Da la Conseiilere in Diss, de

Auditu. UUiaj. 1710.

t Fabr. Hildan. Cent. i. Obs. 4. j Hist. Annt. Cent. v. Hist. 66.

i Diss. Obs. Med. Tn^a. Goctt. 1768.
||
On Nervous Diseases, p. 95, 1822.

T! Moranus, Apologia de Epilepsia Hysterica, Orlhes. 1G26. 4to. Scliulze,

Diss. Casus Hysterico-epileptici Resohitio. Hat. I73S. Eickmeycr Diss, d

Epilepsia Uterina. Ultraj. 1638.
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irhoea,* or an habitual iiemorrliage from the nostrils,! Gen. vii.
bPEC. ill*

or the hemorrhoidal vessels. Syspasia

Hence, also, repelled gout has been a cause, and still
pf/iij;^'^-

more generally repelled eruptions, and exaiithems, as itch, sickness.

various species of ecpyesis, small-pox, and in one instance

miliaria.^ Sometimes it has occurred with the regular flow

of the menses, and been re-excited by every periodical

return : for where the peculiar diathesis exists, the slight-

est stimulus is often sufficient to call forth tlie disease.

In the case before us, however, the periodical discharge

is usually accompanied with pain in the loins, or other

local distress, as has been justly observed by Professor

Osiander.|j

Yet the most frequent cause of epilepsy is seated in the P'edispon-

head itself: and has been found on post-obit examinations most fre-

to consist in some morbid structure or secretion in the ^"^"j^-
seated m

bones, tunics, or substance of this organ, as tubercles, ex- the head.

ostoses, caries, apostems, natural misconstruction of the

whole, or of particular parts, injuries from external vio-

lence, loose, calcareous eartb, hydatids, pus, ichor, and

other diseased fluids. Of these, some are predisponent,

others occasional causes ; the former of w hich will often

continue inactive for a long period of time, and, as we
have already observed, appertain chiefly to the first or

cerebral variety. It has been observed, also, that in this

modification the disease often makes its attack suddenly,

and without any manifest exciting cause. Yet tliei-e can

be little doubt that in e\e)'y instance some occasional

cause does exist, though from its acting upon a mor-

bid part of an organ that lies beyond our lesearch it en-

tirely eludes all notice. The organ chiefly aficcted, as

appears from the numerous and delicate dissections of M.chfefly af-

Wenzel, is the cerebellum. He tells us, indeed, that hefectcd.

* Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Obs, 83. i Kagendorn, Cem. i.Obs. 20.

X Riedlin, Lin. Med. 1695^ p. 454.

5 Baraillon, Hist. de'l'Acap. Royale de Med. ad 1776. p. 220.

II
Uber die Entwicklungs-krankheiten in den Bluthen jahten des weibli-

.:hen Geschlechts. Theil. i. 58. Gottins. 1817.
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Gen. VII. never opened the body of a single epileptic patient in

Syspasia
' which he did not find the cerebellum diseased in some way

Epilepsia, qj. other.* But then Dr. Prout, who examined the bodies
Epilepsy. • i • i p ¥i • n
Falling- 01 numerous epileptics in the hospitals ot raiis, tells us
sickness.

^^^ same respecting the existence of worms in the intes-

Appearan- ^ines :+ while " it is proper to remark," observes Dr.
ces on (lis-

' i r

sertion Cook in his essay on Epilepsy, published since the first

^^"'*
edition of the present work, *' that in some instances, af-

ter this disorder, no marks of disease whatever could be

found within the cranium, the thorax, the abdomen, or

any other part of the body.":}: So that, however curious

in themselves, it is only in a few cases such morbid ap-

pearances can be turned to any account ; while some of

them may occasionally, perhaps, be effects of the disease

rather than its causes. Dr. Lobenstein-Lbbel, however,

thinks that there ought always to be found some marks

of disease or other within the cranium : and there is some-

thing humorous in his mode of accounting for their ab-

sence. " This is owing," says he, " to an injudicious

treatment on the part of the practitioner, or neglect of

the patient, by means of which the disease, instead of

confining itself to a particular organ, is thrown over the

nervous system at Iarge."§

The paroxysm in most cases occurs suddenly, and the

mentaiid patient is, so to speak, cut down at once, and loses all

progress of sense of perception and power of motion : so that if he be

oxysm. standing he falls to the ground with a greater or less de-

Some de- gree of convulsion. There are a few rare instances of

ceptioi.a^.fisome degree of consciousness and perception throughout
conscious ^he pai'oxysm ;1| but the exceptions are few, and by no

remaining mcaus cnough to distuH) the general rule. Commonly
in a few

^| }jp(^{jg gn One side are more agitated than tliose on the
rare in-

i u
stances, other. The muscles of the face and eyes are always much

* Observations sur le Cervelet, et siir les diverses Parties du Cerveaii

dans les Fpileptiques, &c. Mentz.

+ Medicine eclairee par TObservation et fOuverture de Corps. Pari";,

1804.

:f
On Nervous Diseases, Vol. ii. Part 41.

^ Wescr und Heilung der Epilepsie, &c. 8vo. Leipsis- IHIR.

||
Bresl. Sammliing. 1724. Band. i. p. 43R.
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affected, and throw the countenance into various and vio- Gen^ vir.

lent distortions. The tongue is thrust out of tlie mouth, syspasia
'

which discharges a frothy saliva : the lowerjaw is sti ong-
l^^'J^^^^'

ly convulsed ; the teeth gnash violently upon each other ; Faiiing-

and,asthisoccurswhilethetongueis protruded,the tongue*'^
""^*

is often wounded most grievously.

During the continuance of the fit there is generally an
^p^lf'^^_

alternate remis^iion and exacerbation of the symptoms ;ioxysiT?

though the whole does not usually last long, and is often

of shorter duration than hysteria. On the cessation of

the paroxysm the patient remains for some time motion-

less, quite insensible, and apparently in a profound sleep

or lethargy. He recovers from this attack sometimes sud-

denly, but more generally by degrees, yet without any re-

collection of the sufferings he has undergone.=^

Under the first or cerebral variety, or where there «s.Epi-

is little or no appearance of an occasional cause, and the rXaiis"

ijredisnonent cause is supposed to exist in the head, the Cerebral

• •111 1 • 1 • i? i epilepsy.

comatose symptoms, and, indeed, the general mischiet to

the external as well as to the internal senses is most strik-

ing. Yet the effect is even here very different in different

individuals. The optic nerve affords severe proofs of this.

Sometimes from a diseased accumulation of sensorial Sometimes

power in this organ, surrounding objects appear brighter p^i^brigh-

or larger than natural, or both.f Yet in many cases^^^^ ^"^ J^^-

the irritability of the nerve or its adjoining muscles has Explained.

been destroyed, and a paresis, more or less general, has Sometimes

been the result. Hence a perpetual nictitation, strabismus,
^|g7whh

or blindness, is no unfrequent consequence. Yet the sti- local

mulant influx of accumulated potver appears in one j^.P^'^^y^'^-
* ' ' .In one in-

stance to have had a most fortunate and directly opposite stance

effect; for an habitual blindness was hereby removed.:): ^^^"^"^^^

Where the muscles of speech have suffered in an equal suddenly

degree, speechlessness has in like manner followed ;§ and'^°^°^^

* Portal. Memoires sur la Nature et le Trajtement des plusieurs Mala-

dies. Tom. II. 229.

t Bartholin. Hist, Anat. Cent. in. Hist. 45. N. Saml. Med. Wahrneti;

B. IV. p. 229.

+ Ephem. Nat. Cur. Cent. i. ii. Obs. 130.

» Hasiendorn. Cent. I, Obs. 14. Act. Na». Cur, Vol. i. Obs. 71.
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s*^^ nV ' ^^^ *^® same reason where the joints have been violently

tt s. Epi- affected with a predominancy of rigid over clonic action
lepsia ce-

^|,gy |j^^,g g^^j, j^^^^ insuperable contraction.* It is
rebralis. ,

• '

Cerebral hcnce not to be wondered at that the whole system should
ep« epsy.

occasionally be nearly exhausted of its entire stock of sen-
bomelimes .^ ^

,

the joints sorial power, and that the paroxysm, as observed by Are-

insupera" ^SBUs, should terminate in mania, idiotcy, or even death

biycon- itself; sometimes instantaneously, and at other times

through the medium of a fit of apoplexy.f
^S.Epi- The warning or precursive symptoms, by which epi-

coroitata. lepsy is Sometimes ushered, have been most common to
Catenating ^hp gpCQ^jj Or CATENATING VARIETY. The mOSt USUal
cpiJepsy.

sensation is that of the ascent of a cold creeping vapour

from some particular part of the body, of the nature and

cause of vvliich we know nothing, but which has often been
Aura called an aura epileptica. This halitus usually ascends
epileptica. _

, ... ., . /. . • -^

Makes its
'^'^ the extremities, but there is no organ from which it

ascent has not issued in different individuals, according to ex-

oT-r'an^s
amples accumulated by the collectors of medical curi-

v.hatever. osities ; as the feet, the hands, the fingers, the thumb,

the great toe, the legs, the arms, the hypochondria, the

crown of the head. And in various instances spots on the

face or feet have preceded, and at other times accompa-

nied the paroxysm.

Other sin- We sonietimes meet, however, with other harbingers

bingevs. ^^ quite as singular a character, in the other varieties;

as a heaviness of the eyes, pain, heat, and sparkling,

which, by Sir Clifton Wintringham were regarded as signs

that peculiarly distinguish the idiopathic from the symp-
tomatic disease.if: Sometimes there has been a wild play

of phantasms or illusive objects, before the sight :§ and
Fortius relates the case ofa woraan,who was always warned
of an approaching fit, by the appearance, as it were, of

her own image in a mirror.|l On many occasions indeed.

* Horstius, II. p. 90. t Arctrcus, dc Caus. el Sign. Morh. Cent. i. 4.

X Ricardi Mead iMonituet Prcecepta, permultis notationibii<; ct obscrva-

tionibus ilUistrata. Tom. i. 8vo.

} Bartholin. Hist. Anat. Cent. r. Mist. 81. Cent, n. Hist. 72. HagenUorr.
Cent. III. OI)s. 4'J.

jf
Medicse Consideraliones ^'ar!3».
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as Paulini has rightly observed, there is a peculiarover-GEw. vn.

flow of spirits, and a tendency to merriment, as though ^s.Epiiep-

the mind were entirely thrown off its balance.* Some-
f^^

^«'"'^^-

times the patient exhibits sudden starts of running,! or catenating

dancing;! occasionally he is strangely talkative ;§ and^P'^^^'^-

in one instance exhibited a new and peculiar talent for

singing.il Vic-D'Azyr relates the case of a woman who Singular

had been subject to epileptic fits for twelve years, and y^c!

^"'^^

which at length became as frequent as four or five times D Azyr.

a-day. They always commenced with a peculiar sensa-

tion in one leg, near the lower part of the gastrocnemius

muscle. A surgeon, present on one of these accessions,

plunged a scalpel into the part affected, which came in

contact with a hard body, that he soon cutout, and found

to be a dense cartilaginous ganglion, of the size of a very

large pea, that pressed upon the nerve which he divided.

The woman had no return of epilepsy.|[ We have al-

ready noticed a similar cause of irritation and mode of

cure in a case of neuralgia/aciei ; and it is highly pro-

bable that under a slight variation of the nervous erethism

in either instance, the one disease would have been sub-

stituted for the other.

Under the third or complicated vakiety, while many ^s.Epiiep-

of the limbs are rigidly fixed, almost without relaxation, s'^a compu-

the muscles of other parts are thrown into the most Compiicat-

grotesque and ludicrous gesticulations of chorea: and, if^
epiep»y.

the muscles of the chest be affected in this way, the patient ac^m'J"^^

appears in some cases to burst into involuntary fits of panied

laughter from their irregular and clonic action.** Atcrousgesti-

the same time such has been the force of the spastic mus- c"iations

:

^ explained.

cles as to break one or more teeth, to rupture an artery. Spastic

violence

occasion-
* Cent. II. Observ.13, Bresl. Samml. 1724. Band. ii. p. 434. ally such

tBoot. De Affectionibus Omissis. Cap. vi. Schenck, Obs. i Lib. iI. p. 202. ** *° ''^'^^'^

01)6 or
$ Chesneau, Lib. i. Cap. iv. Obs. 4. Eph. Nat. Cur. passim, more teeth
Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. II. Ann. VI. Obs. 229. or bones.

II
Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. V.

7 Diet, des Sciences Medicales. Art. Cas. Rares.
** Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. iii. Obs. 304.

vol. IV. 72
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SiS ui'
^^ ^^^^^^ » vein varicose; and in one case at least to burst

>.s.Epiiep-the left ventricle of the heart itself.*

c'ata'^.'"

'^''
'* ''*^ ^^^^ observed that the epileptic paroxysm occurs

Compiioat- chiefly at irregular periods, and is for the most part of
eaepiepsy.

gj^^^_^ duration. There are, however, some instances onHas occa-
_

' '

bionaiiy rccord of a singular exre])tion to this rule in both cases.

f/a^cted for
^^** '* '*^^ occasionally lasted for two or three days with

two or little or no remission. It has also returned at stated times,

fiirre-^^^
and with great frequency ; with the revolution of the

turned six moming, or even of the night; in one instance six times

srui,ae'day. *" ^ single day ;f and in another, on the revolution of

the birth-day of each of the patient's parents ::j: and
hence it may occasionally have obeyed lunations, and

appeared to be influenced by the phases of the moon,§

while running a regular course from some other cause.

Kegiiiarity In a highly nervous temperament it is not difficult to ac-

how nc- count for such returns ; since the dread of its return alone,
counted when it has once established a circle of action, will form

Sometimes a suificicut source of irritation. In a few instances it

nn'd^congT-
sccms to have been hereditary,

||
and perhaps in an equal

nitai. number congenital, appearing soon after birth, and most-

Effects of ly produced by a fright of the mother during pregnancy.
fright. Hildanus gives an example in which a fright of this kind

was occasioned by the presence of an epileptic patient

when suddenly attacked with a paroxysm :^ and other

medical records narrate examples of a like effect on the

sudden rush of a hare, or some other animal, against a

pregnant woman.
Paroxysm Many persous habitually disposed to epilepsy are at-

qucntiy tackcd immediately on waking in the morning from a
takes place sound slccp, whcu we uiav be inclined to think they would
on waking • ' •' •'

in the be least liable to such a surprise. Dr. Cullen admits that
morning.

* Johnston, Med. Remarks, &,c. Vol. ii. t Tulpius. Lib. i. cap.xi,

X Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. iii. Ann. iv. App. 193.

>> Forest. Lib. x. Obs. 60.

H Frid. Hoffm. Diss, de adfectibushsereditariis eorumque origine. HaJ.

169D. App. Suppl. II. 1. p. 523. Abhandlung iiber die erblichen Krankheitt -. .

&c. von J. CI and. Rongemont. Frankf. 1794. Svo.

If Cent. m.Obs. 8.
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lie finds a difficulty in explaining this curious fact. But
^f^^j

V|[-

Avhen we reflect that epilepsy is a disease of irregular ac- y s. Epi-

tion, chiefly in a debilitated system, depending, where ^p^^.^^_

there is a confirmed diathesis, upon whatever may disturb ta.
*

the balance of perhaps any of the circulating fluids—and
f;^^^;]^?^:.

that this balance may be disturbed either by too much as ^y.

well as too little excitement;—when we reflect, moreover, K'^P^^'"^^-

that during sound sleep there is always taking place a

considerable accumulation of sensorial power, and may at

times be an excess of it—we shall no longer, 1 think, be

at a loss to account for an adequate cause of this very

singular phsenomenon.

The general mode of treatment proposed for tlie last Mode of

two diseases will apply to the present. The two-fold in- I'nttmUH,

tention is to remove, as far as we are able, the exciting 'wo-foid

:

111- 1 • • • /• I
*° remove

cause, and to allay the habitual irritation oi the nervous the escit-

s^siem.
j^„,] j^uay

Where plethora manifestly exists, we may use venc- the habim-

section witli great hopes of success, and, generally speak-
jjo'/J'

^"

ing, more freely than in hysteria. But here also cathar- I'l's^ ''^-

tics will be of considerable avail, and, in the hands of venclosec-

Dr. Hamilton, have been found sufiicient alone to pro-
y^J^fJi''^"

duce a cure. To effieict this, they should be used freely Cathai-

and maintained steadily, so as to keep up a perpetual beneficial

counter-irritation in the bowels: which may act as a°P'^*^^^°^
.

*^ accounted
reveilent against the morbid irritation in any other part, for.

and directly carry off" whatever acrimony may exist in

the bowels themselves.

Provided this be accomplished, the particular medicine

employed does not appear to be a matter of great moment.

Colocynth, gamboge, sulphate of magnesia, and calomel

seem to have been used with almost equally good effects;

though in visceral congestion the last should never be

omitted. If worms be suspected, and especially the ver- ^'^ °^ '"^"

micular ascaris,the rectified oil of turpentine should un-'^'^"^'"^

doubtedly be allowed a preference. Even where worms
are not found to exist, this has often proved highly suc-

cessful, apparently by the revulsive action it excites. As
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Gen. VII
Spec. III.

Gen. VII. a purgative it should be given in ounce or ounce and half

Dyspasia doses to an adult : bat as an alterant in smaller doses re-
Epiiepsia. peated daily.*

Falling- Cold affusion, whether general or confined to the head,

Treau^ has been rarely tried in our own country, but is strenu-

ment. ously recommended by many foreign authorities, as well

tention. during the paroxysm as in the intervals; particularly by
how to be Dr. Lobenstein-Lobel. He employs it, indeed, both in
ad minis- . , . /. «» i • i i»

teied under ^1 cntouic and atoHic statc ot the Irame, only in the tormer
diiferent gj^gg npemisina: venesection. Under particular circum-
circum-

. „ . . „
stances, stances it may be useful, but it requires great caution ; tor

Cold affu- even this writer prohibits it where the patient is subject

to gout, rheumatism, diarrhcea, or nervous trepidations;

at the period of menstruation, or any other expected dis-

charge, or on repelled eruptions.f

Muscus It was probably from its stimulant and cathartic effects
-gancus.

^|(jj^g^ ^}jj^{ ^jjg muscus JigaHcus was ever in a high degree

of popularity. It is a reddish mushroom, with a wiiite,

thick, and hollow pillar, and a reddish or crimson cup,

nearly flat, about six inches in diameter. The dose was

from ten to thirty grains of the powder to be taken in

vinegar. Its effects, however, are sudorific as well as pur-

gative, and, as the last are not wanted, it has been judi-

ciously relinquished for other medicines of the same class.

More use- It may be useful, nevertheless, to observe, whilst upon this

She^rpur- article, that it is employed successfully in destroying both

poses. flieg and bugs, on which last account it has been called

bug-agaric. The former are killed instantly on their

sipping milk in which the plant has been infused ; and

the latter by rubbing the juice over the holes and other

places to which they retreat in the day-time.

Emetics De Haen often employed emetics, and chiefly for the

often in- purpose of cxcitinsj and maintaining a new action, for
coBven- * '-'

-lent, which purpose he continued them daily for a week or two.

* See Dr. Latham, Med. Trans. Vol. v. Art. xxiil. and compare with his

Treatise on Diabetes.

t Wasen und Heiliing dcr Epilepsie, &c, 8vo. 1315.
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His example was followed at one time, but has long been Gen. vii.
J • Spec III

relinquished as highly inconvenient, and in some cases dyspasia
'

injurious.*
Elie^''"''

Externally, stimulants have also been tried, and in va- FaiHng^*

rious instances seem to have been attended with good ^-^kne^^j^^

success. The spine has been rubbed niglit and morning First in-

with different preparations of ammonia, camphor, or can-^^"*'°"-

tharides ; and setons and issues have been applied to dif-
^"JJ^Jj^ys^

ferent parts of the body, as have also both the actual and External

potential caut^ry.j Where the cause of the disease has''"""'^"^''

been suspected to be seated in the head, they have been

chiefly confined to this organ, but where there has been

a manifest aura epileptica, to the limb or other part of the

body from which the vapour has seemed to ascend. And
there can be no question that these also have frequently

proved serviceable, especially in preventing the recurrence

of subsequent fits, where a habit of return has been esta-

blished. The practice is of considerable antiquity, for,

under some modification or other, it is recommended by

Galen, and many other Greek writers. In later times

it has been chiefly employed by Baron Percyij: and by M.
Gondret. Schenck has examined, at considerable length,

the successful and unsuccessful cases which, in his day,

had been published upon the use of cauteries.^ In several Accidental

instances an accidental burn has answered the purpose
''"'^"°^

* 1 service.

of a surgical escharotic, and fortunately proved a radical

cure.ll Professor Zoeffier of Altona, instead of cauteriz- Ligature

ing the limb from which the epileptic halitus seems to [j^b'lieid.

ascend, has ingeniously tied a tight ligature above the »"§ an

part whence the vapour issues, probably upon the ground au'ra!^

'^

of the success with w hich it is often attended in the bite

of the rattle-snake, and other venomous animals, and in

one or two cases, the ligature seems to have proved quite

as favourable in the present disease.

* Rat. Med. Part v. Cap. iv. i 1. Eph. Nat. Cur. Cent. vi. Obs. 58.

1 Ab. Heersj Observ. Var. Locher, Observ. Pract. Roekard, Journ, dc

Med. Tom. sxv. p. 46.

X Pyrotechnie, passim. i Observ. Lib. I, No. 233,

jl
Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. ii. Ob?, 9,
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^J^^- vn. The general irritability of the nervous system has been

Syspasia attempted to be overcome by sedatives and tonics. Of

E^iie^'s'^
the former the chief have been camphor, cajepiit, valeri-

Faiiing- an, hyoscyamus, stramonium, and opium. The peculiar

Treatment. P"^^^''^ of all these \ve have so often had occasion to ex-

Second amine, and particularly under the preceding two species,

„ , . that it is only necessary to offer a few words on the da-
bedatives
and tonics, tura Stramonium. This medicine, like many others, has

Popular had a strange a'li! nation of fortune. About a century

monium'^at ago it was estcemcd every thing, half a century ago it

one time
: declined greatly in its reputation, and has of late been

especiaiiy once morc rising into esteem. Fourteen epileptic patients
we en.jj^

^^^ royal hospital at Stockholm, were, many years

since, treated with pills of stramonium.* Of these, eight

are declared by Dr. Odhelius, in the official report upon

this subject, to have been entirely cured, five had their

symptoms mitigated, and only one received no relief.

jj^jg"^^^j.^5 The greater number on first using this remedy were af-

fected with confusion in tiieir heads, dimness in their eyes,

and thirst; but these symptoms gradually diminished.

Hyoscya- Where hyoscyamus has been given it has been em-

ployed both in the leaves and seeds : Dr. Parr preferred

the latter, and usually combined the seeds with some

aromatics, commencing with doses of a grain, and ad-

vancing them to four or five grains.

Vegetable The tonics employed have been both vegetable and
tonics. metallic. Amona; the former the missletoe of the oak
IVllSSl6tOG

in popular stood at One time at the head of the remedies for epilepsy.

former! • '* ^^^ regarded as a specific by Colbatscb,! and most

warmly recommended by Haller and De Haen.:}: It

• appears, however, of no importance from what tree it is

taken, for, as a parasite, it flourishes equally on many,

and preserves its own peculiarities on all ; and from every
yet With- ^ „ , . . , I -i. •

out reason, tree, so tar as late experiments have been made, it is

* Mem. de I'Acad. Royale des Sciences de Stockholme traduit parM.

Keralio, Tom. in. Razoux, Diss. Epist. de Stramonio, &c.

\ See also Abhandlung von dem Missel, und dessen kraft wieder die E)>i-

Icpfie, Altenb. 1776.

t Rat. Med. Pract. Part vi. p, 3J7.
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equally inefficacious and futile. It is difficult, indeed, toG^Ew. vir.

conceive what property could ever recommend this plant syspasia

to therapeutic notice, for its sensible qualities are few and
Ej^lJ^J^Jf*

sliffht, both the leaves and roots having little smell, and Failing-

. sickness.

only a weak bitterish, nauseating taste.
Treatment

Bark, and the leaves of the orange tree, both of which Serond

have been very strongly recommended by many writers
•' ° •'

!• 1 Folia au-
as powerful remedies for epilepsy, are almost as little ramii

worth a trial. The leaves of the orange, popular as they

were at one time for the cure of this disease,* have less less power-

sensible virtues than the peel ; while it is only in a very j^e peel.

few instances that we can indulge a reasonable hope of

any desjree of benefit from cinchona. In pletlioric habits ^^'^^
f^'•' "^ ' domofuse,

it will generally do mischief, in the cerebral variety it can

Ho little or no good ; and it is only in a relaxed and mo-

bile state of the animal frame in which we can expect the

Slightest success.

The metallic tonics, however, offer a very different and An the

more cheering prospect: and all of them seem to have tonics use-

given proofs of a salutary result. The metals chiefly f"^-

trusted to have been mercury, arsenic, zinc, silver, cop-

per, and iron.

Mercury has been tried in almost every form and to Mercury,

almost every extent ; sometimes, indeed, to that of sali-

vation, in which state some practitioners pretend to have

found it highly useful. As a general plan, however, this

can never be adviseable : and Muralt admits that in most

cases where it has seemed to answer, it has only restrained

the disease, or prolonged the interval, but not effected a

radical cure.j

Of the preparations of zinc we took notice under con-^^'"^-

yuisioN, and the remarks there offered are equally ap-

plicable to epilepsy. Such, however, has been the state ah its pre-

of exhausted irritability produced by this disease in some ai^vTn'hr

instances, that the patient would bear almost any quan-*^*^s^* quantities.

* Hannes (Ciivist. R.ud.) Epist. de Puero epileptico Foliis Aurantiorum
recentibns servato. Leips. 1766. Gesner, Beobachtungen, i. JVo. 19.

The epilepsy was here an effect of terror.

t Hippocr. Helvet, p. 247.
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Gen.vii. tity of them. Mr. Johnson of Lancaster save the sul-
BPEC. 111. 1

J. /« . . J
Syspasia phatc of zmc in doses of five grains twice a-day at first,

E^ile'T^*
^"^ increased the dose gradually to twelve grains. The-

Faiiing- lenius had previously given eight grains of the same
SIC ness.

(j^ily.* Arsenic has of late been chiefly employed in

Second^" *^^ form of the common solution, and, as united with
intention, nickcl, in the compound of an arseniate.f But the pre-

^?u"-'^,' ,
parations of copper and silver have met with more suc-

with nickel. ' '

Copper.
^^^'^ *"^" ^"y ^^ *"^ preceding. The best form of the

first is that of the cuprum ammoniatum ; and the Edin-
burgh Medical Commentaries are full of cases that afford

proof of its remedial power. The simplest mode of ex-
Piiuise hibiting this medicine is that of pills, as the mlul3e coeriL-

Edin.
' 1^38 of the Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, which is nothing

more than ammoniated copper made into a pilular con-

sistence by means of crumbs of bread. The patient

should begin with half a grain of the metallic salt every

night, and increase it to double the quantity if his

stomach will bear it.

Silver. The best, and indeed the common preparation of silver
its llltt'3t6

In a ruder for the purpose before us, is its nitrate. Under a more
fo^rm of operose and unscientific form, it was employed as early

Dark co- as the beginning of the seventeenth century by Angelus

ikin from ' ^^^^> »»*' afterwards by Boyle and Geoffrey, though for

the use of other complaiuts rather than the present. Dr. Albers

of silver, of Bremen has observed, and the remark has since been

confirmed by Dr. Roget,:}: Dr. Badeley,§ and numerous

other practitioners, that the use of this medicine, if per-

severed in, gives a peculiar darkness to the colour of the

skin, which remains for many months after its disconti-

nuance, and in some cases for upwards of two years.[l

Employed Dr. Powell has tried the nitrate of silver in St. Bartho-
in pills and
in solution,

* Mediciniche und Chirurgische Bemerkungen. Franc. 1789.

t See a valuable article on this and similar medicines in the Edinb. Med,

and Surg. Journ. No. xix. p, 374.

$ Trans. Medico-Chir. Soc. Vol. vii. p. 290.

§ See Epichrosis Poecilia of this Work, Vol. v. CI. vi. Ord. iir, Gen.x.

Spec. VI.

II
On the Effect of Nitrate of Silver, Trans. Medico-Chir. Soc. Vol. IX.

p. 234.
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lomew's Hospital upon a large scale, and in two forms, Gen. yii,

that of pills and that of solution, the solvent being mint- SyspSsia
'

water whicli seems best to cover its unpleasant taste. jiPjIgJ^f.^-

Many of the cases seem to have been strongly marked, Failing-'

and they are given in a communication to the London
TreiT^^'

College.* They relato chiefly to young persons of both Second

sexes from nine to fifteen years of age ; in all of whom the ^^ jpyg^;

medicine proved successful, and is said to have operated in piiis an i

a perfect cure. The dose at first consisted of not more"'*"^"""''"
, ii.iij Bntli modes
than half a grain or a grain of the metallic salt whether highly set-

in the form of pill or of solution, given usually every four
Exe||,p)'^'.

hours, but this was gradually increased to doses of three fitd.

or four grains taken at the same distance of time : and

the increase was still continued till sickness or some other

inconv" nience forbad. It is singular that while the earlier

writers complain very generally of the purgative powers

of this medicine, and the griping it produces, the modern

preparation excites no such effects ; not even when it has

been carried, as it has occasionally been, to the amount

of fifteen grains to a single dose in the shape of pills

;

though it should be remembered that few stomachs will

bear more than five grains in a dissolved state. Dr.

M*Ginnis of Portsmouth affirms that he has employed

it repeatedly both in recent and chronic cases, without

any perceptible effect, in doses of twelve grains: and M.
Georget, who, however, does not seem to be much ac-

quainted with its use, has condemned it, as a medicine

dangerous to the coats of the stomach.f

Iron, in all its preparations, offers a far less hazardous ^'°"-

remedy, and in some instances appears to have been at-

tended viith considerable success. The best form per-

haps is that of the siibcarbonate, in the proportion of a

drachm three times a day, as already recommended in the

case of Neuralgia : and thus administered it has occa-

sionally produced a radical cure.

All these tonics seem to operate by takinsj off the ten-'^,"'^^ ^^
* •' " which to-

nics pro-

* Med. Trans. Vol iv. Art. viir. ^^^^ •bene-

fit in the
T Phvf. de Syst. Nerv. Tom. ii. p. 401, epileptic

TOT.. IV.
tempera-
men::
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Gen. VII. dency to irregular nervous action, and, consequently, the

Syspasia tendency to a return of the paroxysm, where a habit of
Epilepsia, recurrence has once been established : for in many in-
tipilepsy. •'

Falling- stances such habit alone appears to be as much an ade-

^^g^\^^g^j quate stimulus as a similar habit in intermittents : and
Second hence, whatever has a tendency to break through such a

habit must have a beneficial effect ; fevers themselves of

various kinds have often done this ;* and especially quar-

tans, the most obstinate of the whole tribe of fevers ; and

the above remark explains their mode of operation in this

respect : it is that of introducing a new circle of actions.

Causes and But the exciting causes of epilepsy are so numerous,
form of the

^^^^ ^j^g discasc itself so complicated, that it would be in
disease so

. . - . ii«
compiicat- vain to expect success in every instance irom metallic

^'^^'^^M^® tonics, or any one description of medicines whatever.

must be The remedies must often be varied to meet the varying

nfe"t them. case. And on this account it is by no means uncommon

to find epilepsy removed by oil of turpentine or some other

purgative, tliat had obstinately resisted the most power-

The dis-
fill doses of the metallic salts : while in some instances

case some- . ,. . ,, ,, . i.ii
times irre- the disease is altogether irremediable.
niediable.

* Ilornung, Cista Medica. Norib. 1625, 4to. Augziige aus dem Tage-

buche eines auslibenden arztes, &c. 1 Samml. Berl. 1791.
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GENUS Vlli

(ARUS.

^Torpor.

MrSCULAR IMMOBILITY ,• MENTAL OR COIirOllEAL TOIS-

riTUDB OR BOTH.

Carus or xctfos, " sopor cum gravedine," is derived from
Q^^fj'^^"^'

KXfx, "the head," being the organ in which the disease the generic

is chiefly seated. As employed in the present arrange-

ment, the genus signified by this term will readily include

the following species :

—

1. CARUS ASPHYXIA. ASPHYXY. SUSPENDED

ANIMATION.

2. ECSTASIS. ECSTASY.

3. CATALEPSIA. CATALEPSY.

4. LETHARGUS. LETHARGY.

5. APOPLEXIA. APOPLEXY.

6. PARALYSIS. PALSY.

Cams, therefore, will be found to embrace under tlie

present arrangement, a field somewhat more extensive

than that allotted to it by most other writers, so as to in-

clude several of the species arranged bp Sauvages under

his two orders Leipopsychi£e, and Comata ; to be nearly Sj-nonyms.

synonymous with the Defectivi and Soporosi of Linneus
;

and still more so with the Adynamiee of Macbride.

As a generic sign the author has preferred the term Torpor

torpor or torpitude to stupor or sopor, whicli have hitherto fo^sulpor

been chiefly made use of for tlie same purpose : and this ^"*^ ^"P""^*

T^. , . « ,
^"d why.

on two accounts. Jbirst, as being of wider signification,

since it includes the general idea furnished by both the

others; and, secondly, because neither stupor nor sopor

has been uniformly employed in a determinate sense of
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Gen. VIII. any kind. Thus stupor is often, perhaps usually, re-

Torpor, strained to mental insensibility or morbid sleep ; while

Sauvages has explained it as meaning hebetude of the

sense of touch, " molestia qu?e sensum tactus obscurat j"

and Linneus, transient sleep of any part, with a sense of

formication, *' sopor transitorius partis alicujuscum sen-

su formication is.'* In this place, and indeed, generally,

Linneus makes sopor combine the two ideas of a cessation

of motivity and of feeling ; or of irritability and sensibi-

lity ; while Cullen objects, and correctly, to this strained

extent of the term, and limits it to the ordinary significa-

tion of " sleep, or a sleep-like state." Torpor or torpi-

tude, in the definition of earns now offered, imports in-

sensibility mental or corporeal, in a frame still alive, and

actuated, though often imperceptibly, by the vital prin-

Pieferred ciple. The term insensibility would not so well answer

bnuTand the purpose ; it is of too wide a range, and too loose a

wby. meaning, being often predicated of insentient, unorgan-

ized matter, that never possessed the principle of life.

Extent of Carus or torpor thus explained, will equally apply to

ca^rus a^id all the spccics WO have just enumerated, some of which
torpor as

j^j.g ygpy uucommon, and a few of which have been sup-
etnployed "^ *•

in the pre- poscd doubtfulj though, upou the whole, the authorities

yang^nient, ^^^ *" their favour, aud they ought neither to be omitted

nor merged, as they seem to be by Cullen, in the sweep-

ing name of apoplexy ; constituting in his hands a genus

that includes a variety of distinct, and in some instances,

very different diseases ; but which, under his own classi-

fication, Dr. Cullen found it difficult to distinguish, or

place separately.
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SPECIES I.

CARUS ASPHYXIA.

^siJhgve- SusaJfuueti ^utmatCou.

TOTAL SUSPENSION OF ALL THE MENTAL AND CORPO-

REAL FUNCTIONS.

Asphyxy, from« privative, and o-^t/|«;, "pulsus," is here Gen. viii.

used in the general sense of the term, though it has oc-
Oi^gjn'^of

'

casionally been employed to iuiport mere failure or ces- the specific

sation of the action of the heart and arteries, which, in
"^"^^

"

the present classification, is made a species of entasia how far

1 . /. Jill 1 connected
under the name of acrotismus ; and has already passed with acro-

in review as belonging to the second order of the present ^'^™"^'

class.

Asphyxy offers us several varieties from a difference Differently

of occasional cause, which pi'oduces a like diversity in a
fj^*^^'^^^^'

few of its symptoms. Sauvages, who has made the dis-ferent
n ,. i . writers.

case a genus, gives us no fewer than seventeen species or

subdivisions; Dr. Goodwin contents himself with three,

and denominating the disease melanxma, from the black ^^eiansema

colour which the blood ordinarily assumes under its in- win', wiiat.

fluence, distinguishes them by the names of melansema

from hanging; from drowning: and from inspiration of

fixed air.

Of these, the first arrangement is unnecessarily diffuse

and complicated ; and the second too limited, and not

quite correct, since it will presently appear that the di-

rect cause of asphyxy in hanging and drowning is one and

the same.

The author has, in consequence, been induced to di-

vide the species into the following table of varieties, form-
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GEN.viii.ing a middle line between the two preceding arrange-

Carus ments, and including, as he hopes, every modification with
Asphyxia, which it is of importance to become acquainted

:

Asphyxy. '^ ^

Suspended ^ Suffocationis. Produced by hanging or
animation. .

"^
o o

Asphyxy, from sutfoca- drowning : countenance

tion. turgid and livid.

(8 Mephytica. Produced by inhaling car-

Choke-damp, bonic acid or some other

irrespirable exhalation

:

countenance pallid,

y Electrica. Produced by a stroke of

Electrical aspliyxy. lightning or electricity.

Limbs flexible: counte-

nance pale: blood unco-

agulable.

J Algid a. Produced by intense cold.

Frost-bitten asphyxy. Limbs rigid : counte-

nance pale and shrivel-

led.

^phyxia '" ^^'® ^^^^ variety or asphyxy from hanging, or
suflfoca- DROWNING, the immediate cause is suffocation, or a total

Asphyxy obstruction to the respiration, and is so explained by Bo-
from hang-net^ Haller, Lancisi, Pettit, and De Haen.

drowning. The face, as we have just noticed, is turgid and suf-

immediate fused with livid blood : and the general symptoms are
cause.

given witli so much truth and emphasis by Shakspeare,

in Suffolk's description of the body of Henry VI. that I

copy them as a guide to the medical student :

See how the blood is settled in his face

!

Oft have I seen a timely parted ghost

Of ashy semblance, meagre, pale, and bloodless

;

Being all descended to the labouring heart : ,

Who in the conflict that it holds with death,

Attracts the same for aidance 'gainst the eneraj',

Which, with the heart, there cools, and ne'er returneth

To blush and beautify the cheek again.

But see ! his face is black and full of blood :

His eye-balls further out than when he lived,

Staring full ghastly, like a strangled man.
His hair up-rear'd, bis nostrils stretched with struggling

;
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His hands abroad display'd as one that grasp'd Gen VIII.

And tugg'd for hfe, and was by strength subdued.^
f'if ^A-'

This description, however, applies more fully to a- sphyxia
*^ ' * *

, . . sutfoca-

sphyxy from hanging that to that fronri drowning, in t.oniE.

which last there is more flaccidity in the limbs, and conse-
f^^J^an".

quently less of " struggle and grasp, and tug for life." In mg m-

both cases, nevertheless, the countenance has a semblance p°"j^^"^g

of apoplexy, as thousch there was a congestion of blood in symptoms

the head, to which the application ot the rope to the neck, and drown-

in the case of hanging, affords some countenance. And»"s-

hence, many eminent writers of earlier times, as Boer-

.haave, Wapfer, and Alberti, referred suffocation from

both the causes before us to apoplexy ; while ^ uUen made

it a subdivision of this last disease : and M. Portal has,

still more lately, entered into the same view.f But in
(iis°tln''ubi,.

apoplexy there is always oppressive, generally stertorous ed f om

sleep, which never exists in asphyxy, unless, indeed, the

exciting cause has only partially operated, and produced a

diflferent disease, or apoplexy instead of asphyxy ; afford-

ing us a proof of what in fact we have noticed in a thou-

sand instances already, that different maladies may issue

from the same cause, according to the degree of its vio-

lence, or perhaps the accidental condition or constitution

of the patient. In asphyxy, wherever we can trace any

sign of diseased action, the lungs are chiefly affected ; in

apoplexy, the brain. In the first the irritability of the sy-

stem is sudden and total, in the second it is progressive

and partial. In the former the patient is often restored

after all the common symptoms of death have, for some
minutes, perhaps for nearly an hour, fixed upon him : in

genuine apoplexy this is never the case. The appearances

on the dissection of drowned animals are very accurately

gived by Dr. Curry and precisely coincide with the dis-

tinction here offered. The vessels of the brain were

found, in every instance, free from distention, or any other

morbid condition, while the lungs w^ere overloaded.

* Henry VI. Second Part, Act. in.

"»• Observations suv Jes Efiets des Vapeurs Mephytiques. Nouv. Edit.

Par.;. 17-4,
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Gen. VIII. The author has ohserved that the immediate cause of

«. c. A- asphyxy, or in other words, an occulsion of the larynx,

suSoca-
™^^ ^® partial, and in such case give a tendency to apo-

tionis. plectic symptoms. And in effect, wherever the larynx

from han"- ^^ glottis is Only imperfectly closed we meet with such a

ingor tendency ; and it is on this account that the face of those

Where the
^'"^ ^'^ ^^ hanging IS more generally turgid, andthemus-

occi. sion cles give proof of more convulsive action than the face of

larynx is
those who die by drowning ; for in J;he former case, either

imperfect, ffom fie rigidity in the coat» of the Iarynx,or from the rope

tenHenry uot being properly applied, a smallcurrentof air is often
to apopiec-

^^p^jjjg Qf moving backward and forward for some time,
tiC symp-

.

toms : and and particularly in suicides, many of whom suffer much
^vhy.

before they die in consequence of applying the rope very
And hence

bunsrlinfflv* and who^e cheeks, lips, eyes and tongue are
more so in ^ O ^

'

r ' j o
hanging peculiarly turgid and prominent. The reason of this may

dwwni'tie.
^^ partly collected from the history already given, in the

Further Physiological Proem to the third class, of the state of
exp aine

. ^^^ heart in the act of dying. The immediate cause of

the contraction or systole of the heart, we observed, has

not been satisfactorily settled : but we may safely affirm

that a part of this cause, if not the whole, depends on the

change, whatever that change consists in, which takes

place in the blood during its ventilation in the lungs, by

which it is rendered more active and stimulant,* for as

this change gradually subsides in those who are in the act

ofdying, the heart contracts more feebly; and when, with

the last expiration of air, it ceases altogether, the heart as

instantly contracts no more : the consequence of which is

that the lungs, the heart, and the larger vessels in the vi-

cinity of the heart, are usually found filled with blood,

the smaller vessels empty, and the general surface ofthe

body pale. Now whatever has a power of instantaneously

cutting off inspiration, must necessarily produce the same

effect : and hence, as we have already observed, the

gorged state of the lungs and the livid hue of the coun-

tenance in most cases of suffocation by drowning : and

consequently the only reason why the lungs are not quite

so full, and the countenance more turgid in most cases of
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suffocation by hanging, is that, tVom tlie inexpert manner <^^EN;'^'iif'

in which the rope is usualJy applied, and the necessary ^"c. a-
'

adraission of a certain portion of air to the lungs, the^P'!/^'^'^

heart is, for some time, able to contract feebly, and to tionis.

keep up a feeble circulation, while the pressure of the^^^Pj^-^j^'l^^j^^

rope on the jugulars prevents a ready return of the blood mg or

from the head, and consequently accumulates it in all thc*^'""""^^'

vessels of the face ; and hence, the more inexpertly this

operation is performed, the more turgid these vessels must

become, and the more apoplectic the general appearance.

It is the same, as we shall presently have occasion to

notice more fully, witli persons who are exposed to the

action of carbonic acid gass or other mephy tic vapours, ^^me apo-

so far lowered or intermixed with respirable air as to pe^iance^"

render them incapable of destroying life instantly; in^on^etimes

which cases there has not only been sometimes a feeble in choke-

prolongation of the circulation, but even a stertorous '^^^"^p*

breathing, and many other symptoms of apoplexy, of

which we shall have to speak further under tiie next

variety.

There are some of the narcotic poisons that seem to And uudei

act in the same manner. Given in a full dose thev de-
*'^®

^'^^l''

stroy the life instantly, but m an under-dose the circula- nous nar-

tion is continued feebly, and apoplectic symptoms ensue, son^
'^^'~

Thus, according to Mr. Brodie's experiments, infusion of

tobacco when injected into the intestineSf and tlie upas
antiar, when applied to a wound, have a power of ren-

dering the heart insensible to the stimulus of the blood,

and thus suddenly stopping the circulation : while alco-

hol, the juice of the leaves of aconite, the woorara, essen-

tial oil of almonds, whether applied to wounded surfaces

or taken internally, produce death by destroying the

functions of the brain, while they act only indirectly on ,

the circulation.

In like manner, De Haen gives one instance of apo- J^iustfate^i

plectic signs discovered on the dissection of a criminal HaTn.

who had been publicly executed by hanging ; in which
the pia mater was found unusually florid, the vessels of

the brain turgid, and some degree of serous effusion had

VOL. IV. 74:
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o>..v. viii. taken place under the tunica araclmoidcs : but in this

a c. A- case he lound, also, that the lungs were equally over-

''^fioc^.
loaded, and that the rope had not j)ressed upon the tra-

iDiiis. ciiea, but upon the part lying between the scutiform car-

jvom hang- ^^lage and the os hyoides, and consequently that the

i"g «» compression had been imperfect.*

Where the
^"*' cxccpt in cases where the occlusion of the trachea

occhisioii has not been entire, the patient who suffers from asphyxy

che.risTn- P*"^^"^^^ ^V ^»anS'"&' ^^ as void of apoplectic symptoms
tire, tiio as he who suffers the same disease from drowning. In
same efl,;ct^iii i, „ . .-r^-^r
jdwaysfoi- tlie dogs hanged by way of experiment by De Haen,x
lows vviiat-an(l cut down as soon as they were dead, and in those

. aiise. drowned by Dr. Goodwin,:]: there was an equal absence

of apoplectic signs : and, in truth, wherever an execu-

tioner does his duty completely, the death is too sudden
Hanging to allow of accumulation as its causc. By the double ef-

t^.oasiy tf" ^^^*» however, of stopping the circulation, and obstructing
iccted ac- the passage of the air, the public punishment of hanging,
conipanied

i , , , , , . • t

With but when dexterously conducted, is probably attended with

unfUvhv'"'
^'*"'y ^'^^^^ P^'"' ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ '^^'^ ^^ ^^^^* ^''^* another.

Whether ^"'^ indeed a chief cause of the suddenness of the death
there be a hereby produced is to be found in a luxation of one of the

one of the upp^r Vertebra?. Such an effect may take place at times
upper ver- upon our public scaffolds, on which the hardened criminal

jumps irom the gallows to produce a rapid result, but it

is rarely met with in the private retreat of the more

timid suicide.

Victims of That a total obstruction to the respiration, moreover,
the law .

I ' '

why soi.;3-is the chicf causc of death on hanging, is clear from the

J.™gj '^^^°^ cases in which the asphyxy has been cured by inflation

being cut of the lungs after the unhappy wretch has been cut down ;

and from one or two instances in which the individual

has escaped death from an ossification of the trachea; of

'vliich we have a few curious examples in Bonet, and

'= Rat, IVIed, continuat. Tom. i. part ii. tJvo.

t AbhanJiungiiber die art. desTodes der Ertiunkeneu, Evnhenktcn unci

Krstikten. Wien. 1772.

X Connexion of Life v.-iib Respiration, or an Kxperimental Inquiry into

'he Effects of Submersion. Strangling, kc, Lond. ITGS,
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Fallopius ;* and more particularly from the case of Inetta ^^^^^ Y'^-
<Ie Balshara, stated by Dr. Plott in his Natural History .tc! a-

'

of Staffordshire: who having been hung, in the reign of^j^J^^;^;';^.

Henrv VI., according to the due form of law, was cut '>!''•.

down alive, after suspension from nine o'clock on Mon-nom'hang-"

day till later than sun-rise on the ensuing Tuesday ; in
;;;|^°4,^„

consequence of wliich she received the king's pardon. Esampier.

Dr. Plott ascribes this extraordinary escape, and with

great reason, to an ossification of the larynx ; " She could

not," says he, "be hanged, upon account that the larynx

or npperpart of her wind-pipe was turned to bonc."t

It has hence been occasionally proposed to save a cri- Whethc!

minal condemned to the gallows by introducing a silver
^°^'pj"fg,, 'J

canula into the trachea. It is commonly repoi-tcd that =^ ^'i';"

1 /• • 1 PI caiuila.

such an attempt was in agitation among the friends ot tlie

unfortunate Dr. Dodd, but we have no reason to believe

that it was then, or ever has been actually tried.

The following experiment, however, as related by Dr. Decisive

Curry, is almost demonstrative as to the immediate organ mems of

through which the attack of death is received in hanging. ^
°'""

It was performed at Edinburgh, many years ago, by the

senior Dr. Munro, and in the language of Dr. Curry
** clearly proves that the exclusion of air from the lungs

is the immediate cause of death. A dog was suspended

by the neck with a cord, an opening having been pre-

viously made in the wind-pipe, below the place where

tlie cord was applied, so as to admit air into the lungs.

In this state he was allowed te hang for three quarters of

an hour, during which time both the circulation and

breathing went on. He was then taken down without

appearing to have suffered much from the experiment.

The cord was now shifted from above to below the open-

ing made into the wind-pipe, so as to prevent the ingress

of air into the lungs, and the animal being again sus-

pended, he was completely dead in a few minutes.":|;

Asphyxy from submersion has been very generally ac- whether in

asphyxy

* Bonet. Lib. VII. Sect. xil. Obs. ii. Fallop. Tom. I. Obs. vi.
fiom sub-

mersion
T Hist. p. 292. ± Observations, p. 71. water

rushes infn
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>F.:,'.viii. counted for, even by many who have reejardcd it as an

aC. A-' effect of suffocation, by supposing the suffocation produc-
sphyxia gj jjy g, i«us!j of the Water into the cavity of the lunes

iiis. winch prevents the access of air, and consequently of re-

f\om bar)''-
spii'fttion. Thls idea, first, perhaps, advanced by Galen,

jng 01 has been in modern times adopted by Halhr, Goodwin,
lowniMg.

po,j^«j^jj^ gjjd indeed most physiologists, and attempted

and ob-"
' to be Supported by various experiments on drowned cats,

structs the j^ jg j^^w Well ascertained, however, that in many cases
lireathing : „ .

^

of death from drowning not a drop of water enters into

the lungs ; that where it does enter, the quantity is, for

the most part, very small ; and that, whether small or

large, it passes the trachea after death instead of before

it, and consequently cannot be a cause of death.

how "eces-
'^^^^ immediate cause, as in the case of suspension, is

saiiiy cios- suffocation. The glottis is extremely irritable ; the ac-

Inc'i'sion." cess of thc surrouuding water produces a rigid or entastic

spasm upon its muscles ; and the rima is as completely

closed against the entrance of air, as in the case of a cord
Further round thc thvoat. And hence, the suffocation often pro-
^hustratecl. ' *

duced by a very small substance of any other kind acci-

dentally thrust into or stimulating its aperture,as a minute

crust of bread, a hair or blade of grass, a peach or even

a grape stone j to which last Anacreon is well known to

have fallen a victim.

How long How long the living principle may, under these cir-

lue may be cumstauces, remain attached to the animal frame, and
restored

after hang- afford a chauce of recovery, is not ascertained, with any

Ikownin"; ^^gree of accuracy, even in the present day: and the an-

duiing suf- swer to the question must, in a considerable measure, de-

fecation penj ijpQji ^\^Q tjegree of irritability, or perhaps the idio-

on various syncrasy, of the individual. Mr. Brodie is reported to
chcum-

]iave asserted in his Lectures before the CoUeffe of Sur-
stances. o

geons that " when the action of the heart has ceased after

the suspension of the breathing, or even has become so

feeble as no longer to be able to maintain thc circulation, it

can never be restored by artijidallij inflating the lungs."

This may be true : but we have innumerable proofs of a

natural restoY^i'ion of both these or,e'a»^.s to healthy action
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after siicli action has ceased for many minutes ; perhaps *^g^^-/{|^-

for many hours in Catalepsia or Trance^ as we shall have a c. a's-'

occasion to observe presently. fooulonls.'

It has been known, however, from a very early age, Asphyxy

that torpitude from drowning may be induced and con- jng

V^"^'

tinue for some minutes, without much danger: since this drowning.

as we have already observed, was a common practice

among the Greeks and Romans for the cure of lyssa ;*

and was carried by Van Helmont so far that he would

not suffer the individual to be raised from under the

water till the psalm Miserere had been solemnly chaunt'

ed, which was the measure of time he allowed. If the Submer-

submersion have not exceeded five minutes, and no blow
^anv^reco'

against a stone, or other violence have coincided, persons vered from

will usually be found to recover without much difficulty. Jh^n fWe

After a quarter of an hour, recovery is not common, and minutes.

after twenty minutes or half an hour, it is nearlv hopeless. Sometimes
•' ' . 1 if a quarter

Divers, from habit, are able to remain under water for of an hour:

three minutes 5 but, according to Dr. Edwards of Paris, rarely if,

this is the longest period.f Young animals require lesshoui^or

change of respirable air than those that are old. Dr. twenty

Edwards has known puppies live under water fifty-four

minutes, though their voluntary motions had ceased in

four minutes alone.

The first report of the establishment for the recovery mustrattd.

of drowned persons, at Paris, divides the cases that had
occurred to it into three classes, the first of which includes

those that were restored to life, and comprehends twenty-

three instances. Of these one recovered after having been

three quarters of an hour under water; four after having
been half an hour, and three after a quarter of an hour;
the rest after a still shorter period.^ Of twelve dogs,

drowned by DeHaen for the purpose of experiment, not

a single one was recovered though only confined under
water for a few minutes. It is very possible, however,

* Vol. III. CI, IV, Ord. HI. Gen. i. Sp. viii.

i De ITnfluence des Agens Physiques suv la Vie, k.c. Prais, ftvo. 1824.

tj: Detail des Succ^s de TEtablissement que la Ville de Paris a faite cm

f^vcur des Personnes Noyees. &c. Paris, 1773.
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Gen. VIII.
ijjj^t in these cases the force necessary to keep them sub-

Spec. I.
'' '

a. c. As- merged, may have considerably added to the extent of the
phyxia s"f-jj,Q,,tj^ji^y^ Anionsf mankind, where no such force is ap-
locationis. • o '

_ ^ »

Asphyxy plied, this eminent physiologist conceives that one in six-

in°™j.'^''*^'teen is no unfavourable average of the proportion that

drowning, recover.*
About one There are cases, indeed, on record, of recovery from
jn sixteen

^

''

recover, of drowning after a submersion of some hours; but these

are drown- ^^^ rare and wonderful, and some ofthem altogether in-

ed acciden- credible : for we have histories of recovery after eighteen

^^ ^' hoursjf four and twenty hours,:}: and even tiiree days,§

lions of Avhile some of the retailers of the marvellous have stated
recovery intervals of fifteen davs, and in one instance, related witli
wonderful •

beyond much gravity, not less than seven \veeks.|| From all
credibility,

^yj^jj.],^ however, we may at least learn the useful lesson

of the necessity of redoubling our exertions when called

upon for medical aid, and of not despairing very early.

Experi- Dr. Edwards of Paris has lately been instituting some

Edwards Singular experiments OH the Batrachian amphibials (rf;>-

on frogs, iiUs of the Linnean system,) and especially on frogs and

salamanders, to determine how long the living principle

may continue in a state of asphyxy, which afford some light

on the subject before us in at least two important points.

Important H^ has first Very clearly ascertained that the rapidity of

results, death depends very considerably upon the temperatui-e of

the water in which the experiments are made, compared

with the actual temperature of the medium in which the
m respect *

i i r.

tn tempe- animal has been living for some time antecedently : for
latinc.

^i^j^^ frogs taken in November from an atmospheric tem-

perature of 50° and immersed in water of the same tem-

perature lived from five hours and ten minutes to eleven

hours and forty minutes, being double the length of time

they lived in water of the same temperature in summer.

* Rat. Med. Cont. Tom. r. Part ii.

t Pechlin, De Aeriset Alimentorum Dcfectu ct Vita sub Aquis. Kiel,

1676. Svo.

\ Lcpi, Submersos per 24 boras vitain protrahere posse. Rom. 1670.

) Epb. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. vi. vir. Obs. 20.

II Id. Obscrv. 125. 130. 192.
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1

Whence it is probable that the relative speed or tardiness ^^^pj^vin.

with which a man dies in submersion, depends partly ^c. As- '•

upon the temperature of the atmosphere in which he has
g'^J'^*^

Jj'f-

lived for several preceding days, compared with that of Asphyxy

the water at the time of the accident. And secondly he ['„g"J,J'^"S'

has satisfactorily established that frogs and salamanders, drowning,

deprived of the heart, continue to live for a longer period

in the air than in water whose air has been withdrawn

from it. At the end of four hours, he tells us that the

salamanders which were in the water appeared to be dead,

though they manifested some degree of activity on being

pinched or agitated. At tiie end of nine hours, however, in respect

they were all entirely void of living power. While those
^"^^'^^^^'^J'^*^'^

which were retained in the air lived for twenty-four orwiuithe

twenty-six hours. The frogs lived four hours under the ^^"air^

'*^'

water, and five out of it. The experiment was varied by

suffocating other reptiles of the same kind, their heads

being closely hid up in a piece of bladder, instead of cut-

ting out their hearts ; and the result was in every instance

consentaneous. Dr Edwards hence concludes, and the

conclusion seems well supported, that air has an influence

on the economy of animals independently of its action

through respiration : and that this influence is probably

exerted through the medium of the skin.* And we may
hence see why recovery from hanging is more frequent

than from drowning under like intervals of protraction.

Unfortunately, we have no njeans of determining No positive

whether the vital principle lies latent in the body orlias T'^'^"^°^.1 c^e:el•mln-

utterly dropped its connexion. Want of heat is no mpreingwhetii-

to be relied on than cessation of the pulse or of breathing : prildX*^^

for while in submersion, heat in consequence of its rapid bp latent

absorption by the surrounding elements, is one of the dropped its

first properties of life that disappears, whether the patient con"exion

recover or not ; in death from convulsions and various body.

other sudden causes, it often continues for hours, and -^^-\^"<=^ °^
' ^ neat no

proof

:

* Memojres sur I'Asphyxie consideree dans les Batraciens. Paris, 1817. as protvac-

Also, De I'lnfluenco des Agcns Physiques sur la Vie, &r. Paris, Qvo. ''°"°^'''^^'^

Tc->.i
nnder otli"

'
"""

er cjrcum
j

fiances is

occasion-

all V none,
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Gen.viii. sometimes even for days after the event, cheating the by-

•tc. As- standers with an empty and unfounded hope of a restora-

fo/ationis'^^
tion never to take place. The present author was a few

Asphyxy years since sent for in haste, to a female domestic of Mr.

ing or '' Salmon of Mecklenburg Square, who however died under
drowning. ^ convulsion-fit bcforc his arrival. In the evening, nearly

illustrated, twclve hours afterwards, he was again requested to attend,

as, notwithstanding the body had been laid out from the

first and merely covered with a sheet, it still possessed

a considerable degree of warmth. He was sorry to repress

a hope v.hich he found fondly and highly cherished, but

the symptom was illusive, and the heat gradually disap-

peared. On the decease of a robust and corpulent lady

whom he also attended in Bedford Row, and who died

of a spasmodic asthma, this symptom contigiiuied, or rather

showed itself afresh, eight and forty hours after death, so

that the author was requested to attend at the time the

body was on the point of being put into the coffin. In

this case the heat was produced by putrefaction, for the

body was livid and offensive. Bartholine has an example

or two of the same kind ; and the Ephemerides, among
other cases less marvellous, one in which the heat is said to

have continued till the fourth day after death : and which

should no doubt fall within the solution just given.*

Peispha- As heat has occasionally maintained itself for hours

other^" after death, so also has perspiration. Paullini mentions
secretions ^ ^.j^gg jjj which tears flowed from the eyescf Riedlin
sometimes *^ "
produced anothcF in which the eyes themselves recovered their

death. brightness;:}: and Hagendorn a third, in which the face

Explained, swelled and looked red.§ In all these cases we have

proofs of a lingering ofthe irritable principle in particular

parts after the sentient principle has totally disappeared.

And hence, in a few instances some of the muscles have

been thrown into irregular action, the penis has become
1

I

j

* Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. ii. Ann. iv. Obs. 1«.

t Cent. HI. Obs. 10. Franc. 1698, 8vo.

+ Lin. Med. 1696. p. 203.

« Gent. III. Obs. 46.
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erect,* the jaws have opened and shut, as though niasti-G|N.viii.

eating ;f and, as is well known, the heart, when dissect- « c. a-
*

ed from the pericardium, has leaped from the tahle.
"j^Sbcl^

In attempting a cure of suffocation by submersion, tionis.

the two grand means by which we are to operate are those ^oSSg-
of warmth and inflation of the lungs. The body should ing or... , 1 1 'x X' 1 drowning.
be quietly conveyed to a warm and dry situation, ana Medical

rubbed all over with moderate stimulants, as diluted flow- treatment:

., warmth

:

er of mustard, or the warmer balsams ; while the nostrils inflation of

are plied with volatile ammonia, and the eyes exposed to a ^J'^^^l""^^

'

strong light. But a restoration of the action of the lungs and stimu-

is chiefly to be aimed at: and for this purpose, a full ex-
^"'^"

piration of warm air from the lips of a by-stander, should

be repeatedly forced into the patient's mouth, and his

nostrils held close to prevent its escape by that channel.

Inflation may also be attempted by a pair of common Means ot

bellows ; or, which is far better if it can be readily pro- '"bating
•' * the lungF,

cured, by a pair of bellows communicating with a pipe

introduced into the larynx, or, as some have recommend-

ed, into an aperture made between tlie rings of the trachea.

Stimulating injections of acrid purgatives, of camphor, Stimuiat-

ammonia, and brandy, or other spirits, have often been
',"ons"^^^"

int«*oduced with success into the rectum, and sometimes

injections of warm air alone : and it would be better that

the air introduced into the lungs should be also mode-

rately warm. Besides this active process, it may be pos- Stimulants

sible to convey some warm and cordial stimulant, as vo- '° ^<^<=5'"-
•' ' veyed into

latile alkali, or the compound spirit of lavender, into the sto-

the stomach by means of a syringe; or what may probably ^^^w^'

^^^

in this case answer better, by a piece of sponge, impreg-

nated with one of these, fixed to the end of a small rod of

whalebone : for the sides of the stomach may be, so to

speak, mopped round by the sponge thus charged, and
stimulated in every direction. In the Berlin Transac- Ventricuii

tions is recommended the use of Si ventricuii excutia, oroJ*;"*'/'

stomach-brush, to produce internal friction in the same ^ach-
brush,

what.
* Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec. i. Ann. ix. x. Obs. 34. 158.

t Commerc. Nor. 1732, pp. 82. 90. 173.

VQi. IV. 75
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^^-y- ^1*1^- manner: but the stomach-mop, prepared as above, will

!i. c. A- be found a more serviceable contrivance.

^u'ftoca^
There is no family of diseases in which the internal use

tionis. of phosphorus seems to promise more success. The Ger-

^omTEuig- ™^" physicians have employed it very generally in the

'"gov last ebb of typhous fevers, in apparent death from con-

Treat-"^ vulsion,* and in most cases in which the nervous fluid has
ment. seemed to be suddenly discharged as by an explosion, or
Pnospiio-

j^^^ secreted at all, and they have often employed it with

success. It is one of ti»e most powerful stimulants we
know, and in asphyxy should be given to the amount of

two or tliree grains for a dose, dissolved in ether.

Venesec- Vencscction, and especially that of the jugular vcin,|

adv"iseabie.has becu streuuously recommended by physicians of high

authority ; and, wherever there is reason to believe that

the drowning has follow^ed upon a sudden fit of apoplexy,

the recommendation is rational enough, provided it can be

practised with effect. But, commonly speaking, it is ad-

vice to no purpose, for the blood will not flow : and, in

other cases, if it would, such depletion, we have reason

to believe, would do more injury by weakening, than good

by removing what is erroneously supposed to be conges-

tion. It may occasionally, perhaps, be serviceable' as

soon as the living powers begin to show themselves,

but it is rarely to be tried in the first instance.

^igns of Returning life is first usually discoverable by the symp-
ret^uvnmg

^^^^ ^^ sighing, gaspiug, twitching, or subsultus, slight

palpitation, or pulsation of the heart ; in effect by a weak
or clonic action in most of the organs. Our efforts should

here be redoubled, for the feeble spark still requires to be

solicited and nourished into a permanent flame—and has

how to be often disappeared from a relaxation of labour. A spoonful
encoui g-

^^ ^^^ ^p warm wine, or wine and water, should now be

given by the mouth as soon as the power of swallowing

is sufficiently restored ; which should be shortly succeeded

by a little light, warm, and nourishing food of any kind,

* De Phosphori, loco Medicamenti adsumpti, virtute medica, «fcc. Anaf.

.'. Gabi, Mcntz.
^ Jo. Wences Nachtigal, Di?sertatio de Submersi?. Vindobon. 8vo.
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with gently laxative clysters, a well-lieated bed, and per-
^j.'Jf''^^

V'-

feet tranquillity. ac. a'-

I have dwelt the longer upon this subject because the ^Pj!.y^^^.^

general principles of the remedial treatment here recom- nis.

mended, apply to most of the other varieties under which
f^^S{f^^;,„.

asphvxy or suspended animation is to be traced : and the ing or

reader who is desirous of following the operative plan into Tieatmeu'

a still minuter detail, will do well to consult Dr. Cullen's Same

letter to Lord Cathcart, the president of the Board of ^'^^^^j^j^'^'^j^'^^

Police in Scotland, concerning the recovery of persons to most 01

drowned and seemingly dead ; an able extract of which iSof'su^pep^:.

given in tlie Medical Commentaries of Edinburgh.* Wcefianima-
1 . -1 „tion.

may observe, however, that in attempting the recovery olochordi-

those who have been hung, and particularly who have ^^'|.^°'^y:'

inexpertly hung themselves, bleeding from the jugulars Cuiiens

may be more frequently found necessary than in attend- ^^'^1^'^.!,'^,

ing the drowned, since in the former, as we have very

fully observed above, there is a greater tendency to apo-

plectic symptoms than in the latter: yet even here the

quantity abstracted needs not be large.

In the SECOND variety of asphyxy, or that from an c. a-

inhalation of irrespirable auras, death in many cases takes mephYtka.

jilace instantaneously ; and, consequently, for reasons al- Choke-

ready advanced, the general surface of the body, and even Surface 01

the countenance itself, is pale.f Yet as the gass is often ^'^^ ^^^y

in some degree diluted with atmospheric air, the circula- pale, ami

tion, and even the breathing are occasionally continued sometimps

for some time in a feeble and imperfect state, and the combined

asphyxy is united with symptoms of apoplexy, or genuine piectic^"

apoplexy takes place in its stead. In Cornwall and otber ^y^P^*""';

mining regions, these gasses are vulgarly called damps, MeaninV

from the German dampff, " a vapour or exhalation." °' chokt-

The direct effect of such gasses, when in a concentrated ^y ^^.i,at

state, is utterly and instantaneously to destroy the irri- "ieans the

tability and sensibility of the nervous system, of which poursprove

we have perpetual examples occurring in persons who "'^''^g]:^"

flestruL-

* Vol. III. p. 243. i''^'«. "f'*-

verv clear-
" Hriikspr von den ungevisshei? Her Kennzeiclien fins Tn'i*=>. )v ascer-
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Gew. VIII. incautiously descend foul beer casks, or the shafts of

^c.k- ' mines. By what means, however, such exhalations when

'^^^hitt a
*^®^ \\2Lve, penetrated the lungs, become so rapidly com-

Choke- municated to the nervous system as to prove instantly
damp.

destructive, we do not seem to be very well informed.

attending Absorptiou would bc the most ready way of accounting
the hypo- fop jt but tjn t^g objections thrown out by Mr. Ellis
thesis of • V. , .. A .

absorption, against an absorption oi oxygene or any other gass by
the lungs, and which we have noticed in the Physiological

Proem to our second Class, are more satisfactorily replied

to than they appear to have been, it is a hypothesis that

can hardly be allowed. In the case of hanging or drown-

ing, it does not seem to be owing to a direct want of ir-

ritability that the heart ceases instantly to contract, but,

as we have already remarked, to its being deprived of

the necessary stimulus which is no longer afforded by

Apparent- the luugs, however they may act, in providing it. Yet in

absuactfon ^^ present case there seems to be not only a cessation of

of both sen- action, for want of a proper stimulus, but a total abstrac-

motific t*o" of both sensific and motific power : and this as corn-

power, pletely in one part of the frame as in another.

Gasses The gasses of the description before us that are found

most fatal, are the carbonic acid, hydrogene, nitrogene,

and several of a more compound kind which are thrown

forth from putrefying animal and vegetable substances.

Deadly ha- and especially from cemeteries, on opening fresh graves,

puu^fying in which the process of decomposition is proceeding ra-

graves
: pidly, and the concentrated effluvium bursts forth with

an intolerable stench. Of the powerful effects of this last

exhalation, Fourcroy has furnished us with a very par-

ticular and striking account from the narration of grave-

its instant diggers examined for the purpose : from which it appears
opera- t||at those who are immediately hanging over a corpse,

whose abdomen is accidentally struck into by a pick-

axe, often fall down instantly in a state of senselessness

and apparent death, while persons who happen to be

at a little distance, and receive the exhalation in a form

diluted with atmospheric air, are attacked with nausea,

most dele

terious

tion.
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vertigo, faintness, and tremors, which continue for some^EN.viir.

hours. /3 c A-

The most common of these masses is the carbonic acid, ^^^''y,''.i^

'-' mcpnitica,

which is chiefly found in theguisf of a torpefying vapourchoke-

in close rooms where charcoal has been burnt, at the hot- "'"^'
.

Carbonic
tom of large beer-rasks, or of wells, and in many natural acin gass

caverns in the earth's surface. Its weight prevents itj^on.*^"™*

from escaping readily, even where there is an accession where

of atmospheric air; and its want of smell, when pure,foimZ

prevents it from being detected otherwise than by its ef- prevented

fects. As it will not support flame, the common and ^y
.'*f

I I « iveight

easiest test, where it is suspected to exist, is that of a from escap-

lighted candle, which is well known to be extinguished ^"^^^^^^'|y"

immediately, if this gass be present in a quantity suffi-cemibie

cient to be injurious to respiration.
ifs bTs^t test

Nitrogcne and hydrogene, when pure, have probably whether it

as little smell as carbonic arid gass ; but they are gene- port o"^e"x-

rally combined with other gasses, sulphur, carbone, or ti"S"ish

phosphorus. The first, formerly denominated phlogistic Nitro^rene

air, and sometimes mofette, is thrown forth largely during formerly

the decomposition of animal matter, and in a small de- air.

gree during that of vegetable matter. Combined with

hydrogene it forms ammonia; with oxygene, nitric acid.

Fourcroy asserts that it possesses a peculiar and distinct ^**/'^^"*^

odour resembling that of fishes just beginning to putrefy ; specific

but this is probably at all times produced by its combina-°
°"'*

tion with other materials. It seems chiefly concerned in

giving the greenish colour to parts, and especially mus-

cular parts, in a putrid state. In some gasses of this

kind a candle will burn freely.

Hydrogene issues also from fecal matter, and, in com- Hydrogene

bination with sulphur, phosphorus, and carbone, produces sive odour

the chief part of the nauseating and putrid stench thrown '" <^ombi-

f.iri • -11 nation
101 th from decomposing animal and vegetable substances, with other

It is emitted in a much purer state from the sides of "^^*^"^^^*

coal and metallic mines, and often exists in considerable

abundance without being perceived by the nostrils. If ;esplrabie.

mixed with an equal proportion of oxygene, it may be

breathed for about an hour without any great inconve-
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Gen. VIII. nience. If inhaled beyond this time, or in a more concen-

/3 c. A- trated form, it has a great tendency to occasion the effects

sphyxia ^g have iust noticed, lower the irritability of the animal
mephitica. "^ ''

Choke- frame, and induce stupor or an inclination to sleep.
damp. rjij

fy^gg (jf mercury, lead, and some other metallic
Metallic

, ..... 1

fumes. substances, when highly concentrated, seem to operate

not very dissimilarly to those of charcoal, and give a

check to the mobility of the nervous power at once.

Fumes of The fumes of charcoal are generally inhaled in a dilut-

operate ed form, but they are still highly deleterious and produce

ac^ordhi'^
asphyxy more or less complete, according to their degree

to their of Concentration, and in some cases according the strength

concentra- ^^ wcakucss of frame of those who are exposed to them.

tionor We have a striking illustration of this in the case of two

cumstan- pcrsons communicated by Dr. Babington to the Medico-

'f,^' , Chirurgical Society, who had ffone to bed in a room in
Illustrated. ^ J' t?

which a charcoal fire was kept up through the whole ot

the night, with v. hose gass the surrounding atmosphere

was strongly impregnated. According to the principle

we have endeavoured to establish, we ought here, from

the dilution of the vapour, to expect that wliatever ten-

dency there might be to asphyxy would be united with a

tendency to apoplexy. And such we find to have been

the fact: for, of these two persons, the younger and less

vigorous, a boy of thirteen, died apparently during his

sleep, and without commotion : while the elder and more

robust, a man of thirty-eight, was found, upon being call-

ed in the morning between six and seven, in an apoplectic

state, with a swollen, projecting tongue, suffused and

prominent eyes, and laborious breathing.

Treatment The patient, if any degree of sensibility remain, should

dification i" this varictv be freely exposed to the open air, instead

of asphyxy. Qf to a heated atmosphere as in the preceding: and, if

he can swallow, acidulated liquids should be given him.

If insensible, cold water should be dashed on his face

:

strong vinegar, and especially aromatic vinegar, be rubbed

about his nostrils, and held under them, and stimulating

clysters be injected, as recommended under the first va-

riety. The lunffs should be inflated with the warm
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breath of a healthy man, or, which is better, with oxy- Gen.viii.
•^ ' "^ Spec. I.

gene gass. (i c. a-

A proper use of voltaic electricity is also in many in-
'^^pJ'hTuca.'

stances found highly serviceable as a nervous stimulant. Chcke-

No advantage, however, is likely to accrue from passing ' ^'"^.*

the electric aura across the chest, directly through the electricity,

heart and lungs, which is a common practice. The fluid
^ppijg"^^*'*^

should be transmitted along the channel of the nerves, Treat-

from the seat of the phrenic nerve in the neck, to the seat™®"^*

of the diaphragm, or that of the par vagum and great

sympathetic nerve immediately under the sterno-mastoid

muscle, where they lie in a comnion sheath, and send

forth branches to the heart.* In Dr. Babington's case,

the applicationof voltaic electricity surprisingly increased

the power of the muscles of respiration, but appeared

rather to diminish the action of the heart. It was hence

used alternately with a forcible inhalation of oxygene

gass, and various external stimulants. Venesection was
tried, but does not seem to have been beneficial. The
man recovered in a few days.

M. Portal recommends a division of the jugular vein, P'^Jsion of

but the blood will rarely flow from any vein, and is still how fa^
"

more rarely succeeded by any advantage even where it is
^j'visea-

obtained. And if every other remedy fail, he advises bronchoto-

bronchotomy, and a scarification of the feet and hands.f
^a'dfica-

The sprinkling or dashing of water upon the body 'ion.

seems to be useful on two accounts ; first, from having a ^ff"Sjon

tendency to rouse the vessels on the surface to cositract; water,

and next as affording an opportunity for a disengagem'^r.t

of oxygene.

In the THIRD, or electric variety, the whole system > c. a-

appears to be not so much rendered inirritable to stimu-
gfectrica.

lants, as to be suddenly exhausted of its entire stock of Electrical

nervous power, like a Leyden phial upon an application ^^^^./''^*

f^
operates.

* Greg. Consp. Med. Theor. Hufelaud, Diss, usus Ver.^Elect. in Asphyx-

eia.Goet. 1783.

t Observations sur les Effets des Vapours Mepliytiques siit les Corps de

rHomme. &c. nouv, rdit. Paris. I^T"*.
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Spec^i"*
^^ ^^^ discharging rod : in consequence of which the

y c. A- limbs are flexible, the countenance pale, and the blood

deSca. incoagulable. The mode in which the electricity is com-
Eiectiicai municated is of little importance ; for, if sufficiently pow-
asp yxy.

gpfy| f^j. ^j^g purpose, real or apparent death is instanta-

aiike in neously produced, whether the stroke flow from light-

und"^
^ "J"S' *" electric battery, or a voltaic trough ; and every

every like organ is equally affected and emptied.

intensity, Upon plants, on the contrary, we often find a stroke of

the^form
^'ghtniug of the same intens'ty occasion very different ef-

empioyed. fects in different kinds or branches of the same plant, in

w'u d*ff
consequence of tlie variety they exhibit as conducting

ent effects powers. Upon some, it descends without mischief; in

'"a^jj"^^"' others, it exhausts itself on particular parts, which arc

withered, as though attacked by a hemiplegia. In the

betula alba or common birch, it never runs along the

stem, but confines its stroke to the top alone, beating off

the boughs in every direction.

ifinani-
ij, animal life, however, there is also a difference of ef-

mals the

intensity fect, but Only in proportion to the degree or intensity of

efect'dif-
*'^® electric power that attacks the system ; and it is cu-

fers too. rious to observc the nature of this effect. Small doses of
^xemp 1-

gjgj,^pj(.j^y prove a powerful stimulus to the nervous func-

tion, increase the flow of sensorial fluid, and augment the

irritability of the muscles : while a violent shock, as we
have just seen, exhausts the nervous system instanta-

neously, carries off'the entire stock from the animal fabric,

and leaves the muscular fibres flaccid and flagging. This

singular result is extended to the blood, and extended to

it in both cases : for its coagulability, or the firmness of

its texture, is increased by the application of small doses

of electricity, while the shock of lightning which renders

the muscles lax and uncontracted renders the blood loose

and uncoagulable. It is to this variety of effect that Mr.

John Hunter makes a powerful, and certainly a very Im-

pressive appeal, in proof that the blood, though a fluid, is

actuated by the same living principle as the muscular
Medical

flu,.eg
treatment.

""»CS.

The general principle of medical .treatment has been
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laid down under tlic first variety. Stimulants of tlic most
sJec^/."°

active kind should be resorted to without loss of time lyC. a-

but of all stimulants that of electricity, or voltaism, seems dca'^l^a.

to be especially called for in the present modification of
Jj'"|j^'^^f'

asphyxy. I do not know that it has ever been tried to Medicii*

any great extent, in the variety before us, on the human
'Jf'''^™''"*-

, . m ' f 1
Electricity

subject, but M. Abildgaard, in the Transactions ot the in a smaller

Copenhagen Medical Society, has related a few experi-
JfJ^'^'^aur-'

ments on other animals that are well worthy of attention, ed the as-

and were found highly beneficial. The animals chiefly
[jlust^rated,

selected were from the poultry-yard, and consisted of

cocks and hens. These were first rendered asphyctic, or

apparently dead, by a^strong shock of electricity passed

through the head ; and afterwards recovered by another

shock passed through from the chest to the back, the ani-

mal instantly walking about as if nothing had happened,

M. Abildgaard does not say w hat interval he allowed be-

tween the shocks thus administered : but he observed that

where no second shock was employed, the apparent was

converted into real death, for the animal, in no instance,

showed any tokens of resuscitation : and he observed far-

ther that, if the second shock were thrown through the

head like the first, instead of from the chest to the back,

the same lifelessness continued, and no benefit whatever

was produced.*

In FRosT-BiTTEN ASPHYXY, or that produccd by in-<^c. a-

tense cold, the limbs are rigid, and the countenance pale a^Jj'^a'.^

and shrivelled. This variety is always preceded by an Frost-bit-

insurmountable desire to sleep, which the utmost exertion sphyxy.

of the will is unable to overpower. The sleep is, in most ^'^^^y^
*• * '

_
preceded

cases, fatal, and becomes the sleep of death. f Captain by an in-

Cook, in the account he has given of his first voyage
bie'desh-r*

round the world, has strikingly exemplified this remark in to sleep

;

the case of Dr. Solander and Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) provL^g^

Banks. " Dr. Solander," says he, " who had more than ^f
*^'-

" Illustrated

from Cap-
* Societatis Med. Havniensis Collectanea, &c. Vol. ir. Ait. Tentaminatain Cook's

Electrica in Animalibiis.
Voyage.

t Rhazes ad. Almans. Tract, vi. Cap. v. vii.

Yoi. IV. 76
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Gen. VIII. once crossed the mountains which divide Sweden from

<rc. A- Norway, well knew that extreme cold, especially when

a^'^Kia'*
joined with fatigue, produces a torpor and sleepiness that

I'rost-bit- are almost irresistihle ; lie therefore conjured the com-

sphysy. P^"y ^o keep moving whatever pain it might cost them.

* Whoever sits down,' said he, * will sleep, and whoever

sleeps will wake no more.' Dr. Solander himself was
the first who found the inclination, against which he had

warned others, irresistible, and insisted upon being suf-

fered to lie down. He soon fell into a profound sleep,

from which, however, by the exertion of Mr. Banks, he

was awakened. Several others of the party very nar-

rowly escaped ; and two of them slept, and perished from

the cold."*

Kftcctcx- For these symptoms, and their effects, it is easy to ac-
iiiamed.

^ount. Cold, so long as the living power is capable of pro-

ducing a reaction, is one of the most strenuous tonics we
are possessed of, and the glow that accompanies the reac-

tion, is felt to be peculiarly vigorous and elastic. But
if it exceed this proportion and no reaction ensue, the

contraction of the vessels on the surface is converted into

a rigid spasm, the blood is driven into the interior, and

the surface must necessarily be pale. In this extremity

of temperature, moreover, cold, instead of being a tonic,

is one of the most formidable sedatives in animal chemis-

try : it carries off the heat of the body far more rapidly

that it can be recruited, and as effectually exhausts it of

all its irritable and sensible power. But such exhaustion,

as we have already shown under the genus paronikia,

is a cause of stupor or sleep, and a cause so cogent that

the will is, in many cases, incapable of resisting it, and

falls a prey to its power.

j\iedicai In applying remedial means to this modification of
rea men

.

^gp^jy^y^ great caution is necessary respecting the em-

ployment ofwarmth ; and particularly where the limbs are

peculiarly rigid, and under the influence of frost. In this

last case it will be generally found most advisable, in the

* Hawkesworth's Account of Voyages, Vol. Ji. p. 46.
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first instance, as in frost-bitten limbs, to plunge the body Gen. viir.

for a few minutes into a bath of cold sea-water or salted j>c\^\-

water, at the same time that warm air may be breathed spi'yxia ai-

gida.
into the lungs, and the stomach and rectum gently excit-Fmst-bit-

cd by moderate stimulants: for it does not follow that,*^"^"
•' ' spliyxy.

because the limbs and surface of the body are frozen from Treatment.

frost-bite, the central parts have suffered to the same ex-

tent. After a short emersion in sea-water the body should

be taken out, wiped perfectly dry, laid in flannel in a
moderately warm room, and submitted to the friction of

warm hands, several persons being engaged in this pro-

cess simultaneously.

SPECIES II.

CARUS ECSTASIS.

TOTAL SUSPENSION OF SENSIBILITY AND VOLUNTARY
MOTION 5 MOSTLY OF MENTAL POWER J PULSATION

AND BREATHING CONTINUING : MUSCLES RIGID : BODY
ERECT AND INFLEXIBLE.

There is so close a connexion between the present and gest. vin.

the ensuing, and, in truth, most of the ensuing species ofjyjg^y'Jf"

the order before us, that they are occasionally apt to run the species

into each other, or to exhibit a few aggregate symptoms. co°nnected

And on this account they have been very differently ar- ^""^i »pt to

ranged by different writers. Sauvages, and most of the each o"th°r,

continental nosologists, have regarded them as distinct "? *° ^^^""

genera, Dr. Mead and Dr. Cullen, as species or subdi-gate symp-

visions of apoplexy, and Dr. Cheyne, as the same of le- H^nce dif-

thargy. Dr. Cooke has treated of them more cursorily ferentiy ar.

than those who are acquainted with his talents and learn- saJfvages"^

ing could wish : and has so far followed Dr. Cullen as to ^^,^^'
," ... Cullen and

place them conjointly in a chapter under the head of apo- Cheyne

:

plexy : while Dr. Young, coinciding with the view taken y^Cooke
ung
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^'^*'- vm. in the present work has arranged the whole as a species

CarusEc- Under the generic name of carus.

Ecsta's
'^^ understand the nature of their distinctive symp-

Generai toms, and the reason of their occasional combination, it

physioiogj'. is necessary to bear in mind the remarks offered in the

powers' dh'-
P'O'^'ol'^gi^al Proem to the present class respecting the

lerent and natural divislon of the nervous ramifications into fibres of

disuubeV: 'different sets and powers, and the different kinds of fluids

which these several sorts are capable of secreting or con-

veying, as sensific and motific fibres, and sensific and

motific fluids : since it happens that some of these dis-

eases are confined to one set, and others to another, while

other diseases, again, extend equally to both. And hence

we are able to account for disorders in which th6 percep-

tion or sensibility is abolished, while the irritability con-

tinues without much interference : or in which there is

a disturbed flow or total cessation of the irritable power,

with little interference with the percipient, and some-

times also with the sentient, as in some cases of paralysis

:

or in which there is a disturbance or cessation of all these,

with the exception of a partial supply of irritative power

to the involuntary organs. It will also be necessary to

recollect, as we have endeavoured to show in many of the

preceding pages, and particularly imder the genus clo-

nus, that where there is a disturbance in the flow of the

motific or irritative power, this disturbance is of two
chiefiyfiom kinds, one from excess, and one from deficiency ; and
excess Qnd
fiom defi. that in both cases there is a great irregularity of action,
ciency.

j^,^jj consequently entastic or rigid, and clonic or agita-

tory spasms, exhibiting, by their continuation, innume-

rable modifications.

General AH the divisions of the nervous system, moreover, ha%'e
tendency ^ natural tendency to sympathize in the same action, how-
thize ia cvcr Combined or interchanging; and hence in what-

divfsions of
^^®^' •'^ivision of it a disease commences, one or more of

the nei- the othcr divisions are peculiarly apt to participate in the

tcm!
^^^'

affection : and the more so as it is not very common for

abnormal actions, when once communicated, to proceed

with much order or regularity ; for if trismus and tremor
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give us examples of such order, tetanus very generally,
fp^p^^l^^"-

convulsion-fit, epilepsy, and hysteria furnish proofs of Cai us Ec*-

the most capricious alternations of spastic and clonic ac-
Ecstasy.

tion, or of their existing in difterent trains of musch s

simultaneously.

These remarks peculiarly apply to ecstasy, the species These re-

immediately hefore us, compared with catalepsy orpuiiariy

TRAxcE, the species that immediately follows. In hoth, applicable
' *

1 1 • • '° ecstasv

the nervous fluids contributory to sensibility and irrita- comjjared

bility are disturbed in their flow or regularity of action,
|'_'^'^^J=^^^"

but not equally, nor in the same manner: for vvliile the^Q^fa^.

flow of the former seems to be totally suspended, that of 'he two

the latter continues, though with a striking deviation from "^

tlie uniform tenour of health. Thus far the two diseases

agree. They differ in the nature of tlie disturbance of wherein

the motific fluid. In ecstasy, this seems to be secreted in they differ.

excess and irregularly accumulated ; in consequence of

which the muscles are tlirown into a rigid and perma-

nent spasm, not incurvating the body, as in the different

modifications of tetanus, but maintaining it erect from

an equal excess of supply to the extensor and flexor mus-

cles. In catalepsy, on the contrary, the motific fluid

seems to be secreted in deficiency rather than in excess,

though it is often irregularly distributed ; and hence,

while some muscles appear sufficiently supplied, the action

of others, even the involuntary ones, is often peculiarly

weak. "Whence, also, the limbs, instead of resisting ex-

ternal force, yield to it with readiness, and assume any

position that may be given to them.

In both cases the torpitude of the external senses, ap- in both the

pears to extend to those of the mind : for the patient, on externaT

returning to himself, has no recollection of any train offenses

ideas that occurred to him during the fit. Yet, we shall torpid in

find presently that in a few instances, the power of sight s*"^'^^"

and of judging, and perhaps some other powers, do not^'^*.^°*

seem completely to liave failed.

It deserves, however, to be specially remarked, that Both dis-

both these diseases are most common to persons constitu- ^^^^® """^^

^ common to

itionally disposed to some mental estrangement, as melan- persons
prpdispos-
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I'^^j^j^choly or revery, hypochondrism, or morbid "elevation of

CarusEc- mind; thus pointing out to us tlie outlet at which the

Ec^sta'sy
Sensorial power is often carried off: for we have already

ed to men- sccn that, Under intense revery, the external senses are,
tai es- fQp ii^Q most part, inactive or torpid to the impressions

ment : of surrounding objects during wakefulness : while the

conclusion mind is alike dead to every thing but the train of ideas

drawn which immediately constitute the subject of the revery.
from this. The Same tendency to abstraction, though not carried so
Illustrated, completely into effect, is often to be found in melan-

CHoiT, and still more so in that species of alusia which,

in the present work, is denominated elatio, mental ele-

vation or extravagance,and particularly the variety called

ELATIO ECSTATiCA, false inspiration, visionary conceits.

If the person labouring under any of these be attacked at

the same time with a general entasia, or rigid tetanus,

erecting instead of incurvating the body, he will be thrown

into an ecstasy, constituting the present species. And if,

instead of an excessive there be a deficient supply of irrita-

ble power, and consequently a flaccidity or flexibility of

the muscles instead of a rigidity, his disease will be a

catalepsy, constituting the ensuing species, with this dif-

ference alone, that in most cases of the two diseases before

lis, the faculties of the mind unite in the torpitude of the

senses, instead of giving rise to it.

I say, in most cases, and have kept to the same limita-

tion in the specific definition : for if it be true that one

of the causes of both these affections is profound con-

templation or attention of mind, or some overwhelming

passion, as we are told by many writers, the mind does

not seem, in such cases, to be without ideas, nor without

them in a very eneigetic degree. And it is to ecstasis

under this modification that I am inclined to think we
Catochus should refer the catochus of most of the nosologists,
what. 1 . 1 J, . , , 1 . -

Which they arrange in the same order as, and next to

tetanus, and define a " general spastic rigidity without

sensibility."

Predispo- Ecstasis is of rare occurrence, its predisponent cause
nent cause . . >

of ecstaiis. IS Unquestionably a highly nervous or irritable tempera-
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ment : the excitins or occasional causes it is not easy, at^EN. vni.
Spfc II

all times, to determine. For the greater part they seem caius*Ec*

to be of a mental cliaracter, as profound and long con-!l^!''-

tinued meditation upon subjects of great interest and ex- Exciting

citement ; and terror or other violent emotions of the mind.
^^"^^'

It seems also to have proceeded, like most of the spasmo-

dic affections already treated of, from various corporeal

irritations, and particularly those ofthe stomach and liver,

suppressed menstruation, repelled chronic eruptions, and

plethora : and perhaps occasionally, as hinted by the

younger M. Pinel, from an inflammation of the spinal

marrow.* The duration of the fit varies, from a few

hours to two or three days. The patient rouses as from

a sleep, seems languid, and complains of nausea and ver-

tigo :—evidently showing that the morbid supply of sen-

sorial power is exhausted, and that the spasm has ceased

in consequence of such exhaustion.

As the disease evidently consists in a disturbance of the Remedial

balance of the sensorial power, or in an excessive secre-'"^®"^'°"'

tion of irritable, but a deficient or suspended secretion of

sensific fluid, the curative intention should lead us to aim
at a restoration of this balance : and hence the remedial

process will run so nearly parallel with that for tetanus

that it is only necessary to refer the reader to the treat-

ment already laid down for that disease.

Where catalepsy is connected with a morbid state of the Wheve

liver, mercury given to ptyalism has often proved highly ^""^^^'^"^

successful. Dr. Chisholm has given a very interesting morbid

case of this kind in a young lady of eighteen of an hys- TeUyer,
terical diathesis, and in whom the ecstasy or paroxysm mercury

of rigidity was alternated with paroxysms of mania. "
Ati^tg"g5ji„^.

the end of ten minutes the patient suddenly started up in case from

bed, the muscles became at once relaxed, but maniacal
^^"^^°^'"'

distraction of mind instantly succeeded. During the

maniacal state, now, it was particularly singular that, al-

though she could not articulate a single word, and was

* Journal de Physiologie Experimentale, par F. Magendie, D.M. &c>
Tom. I. Janv. 1821.
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Gjen. VIII. evidently unconscious of what she did, yet she sung some

Carus Ec- ^cry beautiful airs with a sweetness of tone and correct-

stasis. ness of measure extremely interesting and affecting j at
^"

the end of ten minutes her head suddenly and unexpect-

edly dropped, and she fell back into the state of rigi-

dity."* She finally recovered by the use of mercury em-

ployed as above.

SPECIES III.

CARUS CATALEPSIA.

©atalrjjsg. ^Trance,

total suspension of sensibility and voluntaky
motion; mostly of mental power; pulsation

and breathing continuing; muscles flexible :

body yielding to, and retaining ant given po-

SITION.

gkn. viii. This species is chiefly distinguished from the preceding

How^dis- by the flexibility instead of inflexibility of the muscles.
tinguished The cause of this difference has been explained under the

preceding preceding species, and needs not be repeated in the present
species, place. The specific term common to the Greek writers is

the^specific
<lerived from KXTxXafn^MvofAxif " deprehendor," " to be

name. seized or laid hold of," and alludes to the suddenness of

its attack.

Prodispo- The predisponent and excitins causes are the same as
nent and ., t '

. ,, <.iii., .».
exciting those ot ecstasis : and the state of the habit or idiosyn-
causes.

Desc
tion.

crasy alone produces the difference of effect. The coun-

tion!"^'
tenance is commonly florid, and the eyes open, and ap-

parently fixed intently upon an object, but in most cases

without perception. Yet here, as in ecstasis, we some-

* Of the Climate and Diseases of Tropical Countries, p. 160. 8vo. Lond.

1322.
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jrrence :

Ci. iv.j NERVOUS FUNCTION. [ord. n. ti09

times meet with examples in which one or more of theGKN.vm.
Spec III

senses, mental as well as corporeal, do not associate in the caruJ Ca-

general torpitude. So, in paroniria, the sight or hearing ^g^P,^'^*

,

continues awake, while the other external senses are Trance.

plunged into a deep sleep, and, in some cases of paraly-

sis, the sentient fibres retain their activity while those of

motion are torpid.

The paroxysm commonly attacks without any previous Progress

warning, and closes with sighing or a clonic eiTort of the ^^^'j^^^^^"

nervous power to re-establish its regular flow. Its dura- Duraiion,

tion is from a few hours, or minutes, to two or three days ;

and, according to well established authorities, sometimes

for a much longer period. And so completely exhausted Wonderful

of irritable power are some of the organs, and even those of jnltabie

of involuntary action, that we have one example in a fo-po^^^r.

reign journal of forty grains of emetic tartar having been

given without any effect.*

The disease, like the last, is not common. Dr. Cullen, Disease of

affirms that he never saw an instance of it, except where ^u

it was altogether counterfeited, and asserts the same of ^^^^ ^^

other practitioners : which, in fact, he offers as an apology 'ts place

for not knowing exactly where to arrange it. " There- eTby^^"^

fore," says he, " from the disease being seldom differ- Cuiien

;

ently described, and almost always feigned, I can scarce-

ly tell where to place it with certainty : but I am well per- who re-

sutided that it does not at all differ from the genus apo-arasub-
plexy, and I have hence arranged it as a species of this'''^^*'0"

°''

division." Plethora or pressure of the brain may, per-^^°^^
''

I;aps, be an occasional cause of this, as of most other ner-

vous diseases, in some habits ; but the greater number of

cases that have occurred show very clearly that this dis-

ease, in its genuine form, is as distinct from apoplexy as

from epilepsy.

We have said that both catalepsy and ecstasy are most Mostly

frequently found in constitutions disposed to mental es-e°csrasy'iii

trangements. Dr. Gooch has given a very interesting
'i^"^'^''^^"'

casein illustration of this remark in his paper on puerperal posed to

mental
estrange-

* Belirend?, Baldjngers, W. Magazine, B. ix. 199. inent.

,-^^ -,. m'm- Striking il-

" ^I" 1^' ^^ lustration.
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Gen.viii. insanity published in the Medical Transactions. The
Spec. III. . *' *

Carus Ca- patient was twenty-nine years of age, had been often preg-

CataiTs "^"t> '^"^ ^^^ ^"^y borne one living child ; and was now
Trance. Confined after delivery of a dead child in her seventh

month of gestation. " A few days after our first visit,"

says Dr. Gooch, "we were summoned to observe a re-

markable change in her symptoms. The attendants said

she was dying or in a trance. She was lying in bed mo-

tionless, and apparently senseless. It had been said that

the pupils were dilated and motionless, and some appre-

hensions of effusion on the brain had been entertained.

But, on coming to examine them closely, it was found

that they readily contracted when the light fell upon

them ; her eyes were open, but no rising of the chest, no

movement of the nostrils, no appearance of respiration

could be seen ; the only signs of life were her warmth and

pulse : the latter was, as we had hitherto observed it,

weak, and about 120 j her feces and urine were voided

in bed.

" The trunk of the body was now lifted so as to form

rather an obtuse angle with the limbs (a most uncom-

fortable posture), and there left with nothing to support

it. Thus she continued sitting while we were asking

questions and conversing, so that many minutes must

have passed.

" One arm was now raised, then the other, and where

they were left, there they remained ; it was now a curious

sight to see her, sitting up in bed, her eyes open, staring

lifelessly, her arras outstretched, yet without any visible

sign of animation ; she was very thin and pallid, and

looked like a corpse that had been propped up, and had

stiffened in this attitude. We now took her out of bed,

placed her upright, and endeavoured to rouse her by call-

ing loudly in her ears, but in vain ; she stood up, but as

inanimate as a statue ; the slightest push put her off her

balance ; no exertion was made to regain it ; she would

have fallen if I had not caught her.

<* She went into this state three several times, the first

time it lasted fourteen hours, the second time twelve
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hours, and the third time nine hours, with waking inter- Gen.viii.
SpFC 111

vals of two days after the first fit, and one day after thecarus'ca-

second. After this, the disease assumed the ordinary form
J^jJ^p']**;,,

of melancholia, and tliree months from the time of her Trance.

'

delivery, she was well enough to resume her domestic

duties."

From the rarity of the complaint and the singularity ^'""V''?

of many of its symptoms, many physicians who have ne-ofitssymp-

ver witnessed an example of it, are too much disposed,
J"""^^^"^'^^"^

like Dr. Cullen, to regard it in every case as an impos- an impos-

ture. The instance just given is sufiicient to clear it from '^l^g'times

this charge
;
yet t!»e following from Bonet is added in wrong-

confirmation. George Grokatski, a Polish soldier, de-

serted from his regiment in the harvest of the year 1677. inustra-

He was discovered a few days afterwards, drinking and^'°''-

making merry in a common ale-house. The moment he

was apprehended he was so much terrified that he gave

a loud shriek and was immediately deprived of the power

of speech. W!ien brought to a court-martial, it was im-

possible to make him articulate a word : he w^as as im-

moveable as a statue, and appeared not to be conscious

of any thing that was going forward. In tlie prison to

which he was conducted, he neither ate nor drank, nor

emptied the bowels or the bladder. The officers and the

priest at first threatened him, but afterwards endeavoured

to soothe and calm him ; but all their efforts were in vain.

He remained senseless and immoveable. His irons were
struck off, and he was taken out of the prison, but he did

not move. Twenty days and nights were passed in this

way, during which he took no kind of nourishment, nor
had any natural evacuation. He then graduallv sunk and
died.*

The pliability of the muscles to any stimulus that acts Singular

., . If ' It ' t /.
power in

upon them is sufficiently evident from both these rases : the muscles

but it has not been generally observed by pathologists °„^/a Sen
that the force of the stimulus which is acting upon them position

at the time of the attack, continues afterwards, so that the sta?e of

motio'j

* Medic. Septentrion. T.ih. i. Sect, xvi, Chp. 6.
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%FEc\ui.'
^^"^® ^***® ®^ motion or rest is still maintained. In the

CarusCa- casc of a scliool-boy aged eleven years related by Mr.

Catalepsy. Stcams in the American Medical Register,* the parox-
Trance. ysms returned ten times in twenty-four hours, and never
Illustrated, exceeded three minutes at a time. And if it commenced

while the patient was walking, the same pace was main-

tained, though without the direction of the mind. The
Further 11-^ present author was consulted a few years aso on a simi-
liistration.

, , .i.r>^ .», .

lar case, by a student or Gray's Inn, about nineteen years

of age. Having been attacked with a fit of catalepsy

while walking, within a few minutes after having left his

chambers, he continued his pace insensibly, and without

the slightest knowledge of the course he took. As far as

he could judge, the paroxysm continued for nearly an
hour, through the whole of which time his involuntary

walking continued ; at the end of this period he began a

little to recover his recollection and the general use of

his external senses. He then found himself in a large

street, but did not know how he got there, nor what was
its name. Upon inquiry he learned that he was at the

further end of Piccadilly near Hyde Park corner, to

which, when he left his chambers, he had no intention of

going. He w as extremely frightened, very much exhaust-

ed, and returned home in a coach. He was not conscious

of any particular train of ideas that had passed in his

mind during the fit; but if such there had been, there can

be little doubt that, like the visions of a dream, the remi-

niscence of them would have been completely banished

by the terror he felt on first recovering his recollection

and finding himself in a strange place, to which he had

been irregularly wandering through a great number of

streets without consciousness. He had several slighter

attacks antecedently, shorter in duration, and, from his

being at rest at the time, unaccompanied with a tendency

to perambulate.

In these In this case, and in all of a similar kind, from the

rases the powcr which the patient seems to possess of avoiding

* Vol. T. Art. VIII.

y
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danger, the faculty of the will and of sight, must be inGEN.viir.

some degree of activity, however obtunded : bearing acams Ca-

near resemblance to paroniria ainbulans, or sleep- walk-^^'''P^'^-
* * Catalt^psy.

ing, vv^ith the exception of the sud<lenness of the attack. Trance.

Some pathologists, indeed, have noticed a modification in <«c"ity of
'

. , ,. • . "le will

which the powers of deglutition and digestion continue, and the

as well as those of pulsation and breathing, provided the^^'j^^^^^^J^^

food be thrust into the mouth. If we were right in as- be in some

cribing the catochus of the ancients to that form of ec- ^^^'^^^
°^

stasy in which the mind retains some train of ideas, we some pow-

shall probably be right also in referring their catoche **' .°'^'*^si"-

to this modification of catalepsy ; though Galen seems to sometimes

have regarded the term as a mere synonym of catalepsy, P'^^^'|'^' •

and ^Etius adopted his opinion. what.

Instead, however, of most of the involuntary organs in other

being in a joint state of activity, instances have occa- uueTinT*.

sionally occurred of an apparent cessation of activity in t'^'^y '" ai^

all of them, from the scanty as well as irregular flow of luntary

the sensorial current. A critical examination of the re-^'S'*"^*
Hcnco the

gion of the heart will mostly, indeed, give proof of a very disease has

feeble flutter, and if a clear mirwor be appliei! to thel'^'"l'"'^'^*
. iiini ken for real

mouth and nostrils it will generally be tound to have adeatii, and

thin vapour on its face. But even these signs have not!'^''
unfor-

' «^ tiinate sul-

always been given: insomuch that the disease has been ferer teen

mistaken for real death : and, in countries where the rite f^lg^^'g^^^^

of sepulture takes place speedily, it is much to be feared ^^'^e.

that the unfortunate sufferer has, in a few instances, been lingular

example of
buried alive.* In a case of asphyxy of a singular kind, es ape.

related by M. Pew, tlie patiint, a female, was peculiarly

fortunate in havirig had her interment postponed for the

purpose of ascertaining the cause of her supposed death

by dissection : for on being submitted to the scalpel, its

first touch brought her to her senses, and threw her into

a state of violent agitation, the anatoiiiists being almost

as much frightened as herseU.f So Dieinerbroeck re- Ai'ditionai

illustra-

tions,

* Pineau, Sur le Danger des Inhumations precipitees, Paris, 1776.

t Pratique des Accouchemens, &c. Tozzett's Raccoltade Teorie, Osser-

vazioni e Regole per distinguere e promptemente dissipare !e Asphyssie, a

Morte apparente. Fiorenza. 8vo, 1772.
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Spe^* Yi"
^^^^^ *'^® ^^^® **^ ^ rustic, who was supposed to be dead

CarusCa- of the plague, and was laid out for interment. It was by

c^atafepsy
^ccident three days before he could be carried to the

Trance, grave, when, in the act of being buried, he shewed signs

^e^cessit^^
of life, recovered, and lived many years.* Mathjeus,

of gitat Hildanus, and the collectors of medical curiosities are full

obtaining" ^^ stories of this kind : many of them, indeed, loosely re-

signs of pu-lated ; but many also possessitig every requisite authority

before cios- for belief: and urging the necessity of waiting for signs
ingthecof- Qf putrefaction before the lid of the coffin is screwed
fin. ^

down, or, I should rather say, before the body is removed

from its death-bed.

riedispos- We have already observed, that the predisposing and
itig and ex . . i «» ^ i i

citing exciting causes are the same as those oi ecstasy, and that
causes ^^^ state of the habit or idiosyncrasy alone produces the
those of J J I

ecstasy: difference of effect. This distinction has not' been suffi-

cnce of^ef-
cictttly attended to by pathologists in their mode of treat-

feet pro- ment : and hence one common plan has been too generally

the habit laid down and pursued in ecstasy, catalepsy, lethargy,
or idiosj^n- a,^(| pygj^ apoplexy, the general treatment being as much
This not confounded as the diseases themselves.

aitende'd'^
Commouly Speaking, copious bleedings and purgings

to in the have been chiefly trusted to in all of them: and as the

Me'dica!' present disease, in some cases, arises from plethora, or
treatment, obstruction, or some irritation of the stomach, it is not to

be wondered at that this process should sometimes succeed

here also. But, if we have been correct in our pathology,

if catalepsy be not only a nervous disease, but a disease

of nervous debility, in which the sensorial power flows

with enfeebled and clonic irregularity, and consequently

with a necessary disturbanceof the balance of the nervous

A reducent system, it is perfectly clear that a reducent treatment,

ways"to be however serviceable in a few cases, cannot he laid down
pursued, ^s the proper plan to be pursued in general, nor even in

any case as an adviseable practice, further than it may be

called for by the contingency of the exciting cause. Sti-

mulants of most kinds will usually be found far more ser-

* Tractat. rfp Peste. Lib. iv. Hist. 8".
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viceable, particularly in the form of blisters to the head GEir.vin.

and heart, sinapisms and other rubefacients to the extre- c^i^g qj^.'

mities, and injections to the rectum. uiepsia.

It is now well known that the simplest substances, as Trance."

a solution of gum arable, or merely warm water infused, ^^^^"^"''•'

to the amount of not more than an ounce or two, into the ["J^F^'^j""
"^

current of the blood by opening a vein, will not only ex- substances

cite the heart to a more violent action, but affect the sto-bjood.

mach and intestinal canal with a like increased action

by sympathy, producing sickness in the former, and

looseness in the latter : and hence Dr. Regnaudot, in au

ingenious inaugural dissertation, has thrown out a hint,

well worthy of being followed up, that such a stimulus

may probably succeed in rousing tlie system generally

in the present and most of the preceding species.

Electricity or voltaism, in the manner already recom-E'ectiiciiy.

mended, may also be tried with a hope of success : and if ^ ,, .,

,

'

- , ., , . , 1 • • , . .
Diffusible

it be possible to introduce any thing into the stomach by sUmuiams

means of a syringe, brandy, ether, ammonia, camphor or|j°^gj'"*j°"

even phosphorus, in the form and dose already recom- the sto-

mended, may be attempted in rotation. The body in the''^^*^''

mean while should be kept warm, with a free influx of

pure air, and general and persevering friction should of-

ten be had recourse to. A steady use of the metallic tonics ^'^'aiiic

should be chiefly confided in after the paroxysm is over.

SPECIES IV.

CARUS LETHARGUS.

artharfig.

MENTAL AND CORPOREAL TORPITTJDE WITH DEEP
quIET SLEEP.

Lethargy, from the Greek terms >^6ti and «gy«j "ob-GEw.vni.

livio pigra," is distinguished from all the preceding spe- on^gfn 0^
thegeneri'j

term.
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Gew. VIII. cies of the present genus, by the apparent ease and quiet-

Casus Le- '^m of the entire system : the limbs retaining that gentle
thargus. and placid flexion which they are wont to exhibit in na-

Distinctive t^^l sleep, and the eye- lids being consequently closed:
marks. by both vvhich signs it is also distinguished from apoplexy.

Occasional Lethargy is sometimes produced by congestion or ef-
causes.

fusion in the brain, by violent mental commotion, as that

of fright or furious anger ; by retrocedent gout, or re-

pelled exanthems ; but more generally by long-continued

labour of body, or severe exertion of mind.

The common causes of sleep, therefore, whether natural

or m(»rbid, are in many cases causes of lethargy. The
Proximate proximate cause, however, of idiopathic lethargy does not

suffidenUy ^^®™ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^®^" sufliciently pointed out, and. on this ac-

pointeci out count it is that it has too frequently, like the preceding

w^iter^s. spccles, been confounded with apoplexy, and regarded as

a mere modification of it.

Pathology. We had occasion to take a glance at the general phy-

siology of sleep, under the genus ephialtes, or night-

mare, and observed that its proximate cause is to be

sought for in a torpitude or exhaustion of sensorial power

from the ordinary stimulants of the day. Now it is pos-

sible that the same effect may be produced by a defective

supply of sensorial power as well as by its exhaustion;

and, consequently, that the torpitude of sleep may ensue

whenever such deficient action or energy exists, even

\
where there is no exposure to its ordinary exciting causes.

Real dif- j\^j|(j this it is, as it appears to me, which constitutes the

between real diflfereuce between genuine lethargy and sound healthy
genuine

glcep : in which sense the former becomes a strictly nerv-

and sound ous affectjou dependent upon a weak and irregular action

sieep.^^ of the sensorial organ, accompanied with a diminished se-

cretion of sensorial power, and this power, so diminished,

irregularly distributed over its different depaitments or

ramifications; being altogether withheld from the external

senses and the voluntary organs, while the current to the

involuntary organs is little interfered with, as in the case

of common sleep. The faculties of the mind seem also,
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in most cases, to partake of the torpitude of the external Gev. viir.

senses : though, as the whole is a disease of debility, and Carus Le*

consequently of irregular action, we can readily account r"^s"^\

for a few singular cases that have been met with, in which occasion-

the lethargy has been broken in upon by short returns of aiiy bro-

sensation, or even of speech, or by an irregular flow ofon bj""^

ideas, which the patient is sometimes apt to mistake for*'^*^*' "^V^ r r turns CI

sensations. And hence, lethargy has been observed under sensatioji

tiie following varieties :
^"^ °^,

o fpeecn.

« Absolutus. "NVithout intervals of sensation, Explained.

Genuine Lethargy. waking or consciousness.

/3 Cataphora. With short remissions or in-

Remissive Lethargy. tervals of imperfect waking,

sensation and speech,

y Vigil. Perfect lethargy of body, but

Imperfect Lethargy. imperfect lethargy of mind :

wandering ideas, and belief

of wakefulness during sleep.

The FIRST VARIETY has, in some instances, been con-* ^- ^e-

siderably protracted. We have examples of its continu- absoluius.

ance for forty days,* and even for seven weeks.f Inpf""'"^.... . . , /. . , lethargv.

one instance it is said to liave resulted from insolation, or

exposure to the direct rays of the sun j and at length,

with great singularity, to have yielded to a large flow of Surprising

urine loaded with pus that fell to the bottom.^ In thiSontT?"

case, the cause must have been congestion, and the in- ^^"f*

flammation have passed off by a secretion of pus, probably /

without any abscess whatever.

The SECOND VARIETY, or CATAPHORA, is the coma/3C. Le-

somnolentum of many writers : and is also a frequent ac- caupho-
companiment of many fevers and others diseases of great ^^•

debility. It occurs at times, however, as an idiopathicieul^'rgy.*^

affection j and I was some years ago acquainted with a

very singular example that continued for five years. The Singular

example.

* Plott, Natural Hist, of Stafibrdshire.

t Bang, Collect. Soc. Med. Havn. u. 17.

% Morgagni, de Sed. et Caus, Morb. Ep. v. 13, 14. Albertino,

VOL. IV, 78
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Gen. VIII. patient was a young lady of delicate constitution, in

/3C. Le- lier eighteenth year at the time of the attack : her mind
thargus. ^^^ hcen previously in a state of great anxiety : the re-

ra. missions recurred irregularly twice or three times a week,

letiiargy?
^"^ rarely exceeded an hour or two : during these pe-

riods she sighed, ate reluctantly what was offered to her,

had occasional egestions, and instantly relapsed into

sleep. Her recovery was sudden, for she seemed to

awake as from a night's rest, by a more perfect termi-

nation of the paroxysm, not followed by a relapse.

Additional A Icss fortunatc case of the same kind is related by

wuifa^'es" Mr. Brewster, in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transac-
fortnnate tious, and was couuectcd with depressed animal spirits,

and probably congestion or plethora. The patient was

a female servant about the middle of life. The first pa-

roxysm was preceded by a hemorrhage from the nose,

and lasted three days : the next continued six weeks

;

during which she occasionally swallowed food and had

alvine evacuations. She had two subsequent fits, neither

of which lasted above a few days. Not long afterwards

she hung herself.*

y C. Le- The THIRD VARIETY, or IMPERFECT LETHARGY, is

vigu! the TYPHOMANiA of the Greek writers ; the coma vigil
Imperfect Qf many later pathologists. It is a frequent sequel upon

Tiie coma
^'^^'^^''^j ^^ other causes of great nervous debility, in cir-

vigii of cumstances in which the sensorial power has not reco-

thoicfgi^t^s.
vered its regularity of current, or stability of balance:

during which the patient uniformly assures his physician

and his friends, morning after morning, that he has pass-

ed a restless and hurried night, without a moment's

sleep, while the nurse has been a witness to his having

been asleep the whole night long.

Mode of The mode of treatment must depend upon the nature

of the cause, as far as we are able to ascertain it. If this

accordhig ^AVG cousistcd in any suppressed discharge or eruption,
to the ^e should endeavour to reproduce it by all possible means.
cause *• .< 1

where we If wc havc rcason to suspect compression on the brain,
are able to

'

ascertaia

it.
* Edin. Phil. Trans. JS17.
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copious bleedings,purgatives, and other reducents are im-
^^^^

vni.

perativc. And if, as is more commonly the case, it be a^c. Leih*-

strictly nervous affection, and depend on atony, and a
^.^^p^^Jgfj'*

disturbed secretion or balance of the sensorial power, the leiiiaigy.

warm nervine irritants, as musk, camphor, valerian, with Treatment.

blisters, sternutatories, and other stimulants, are the

means we should have recourse to.

These different processes have been pursued in most The treat-

ages, but unfortunately they have been pursued indiscri-
^^^"^jJ'^'I'J,

minately : and bleeding, purgatives, and ethers and other discrimi-

diffusible excitants have been employed on like occasions,

or even at the same time. Forestus and Dr. Cheyne, who pian of

regarded lethargy as chiefly dependent upon plethora or ^^'^^s'"^

congestion, seem uniformly to have adhered to areducent

plan ; and Celsus who contemplated it as a nervous affec- conipared

tion, equally confines himself, to external and internal of Ceisus.

pungents, and advises pepper, euphorbium, castor, and

vinegar, with the fumes of burning galbanum or harts-

horn applied to the nostrils : as also shaving the head,

fomenting it with a decoction of laurel leaves, or rue, and

afterwards applying sinapisms or some other rubefacient

epithem. ^ ^ ,

1111 . .11 1 1 1
l^otn plans

All these are consistent with themselves, how much consistent

soever the writers may differ in their view of the proximate ^"^ "'^
•' * explana-

cause. Yet neither line of conduct can be right as a gene- tion of the

ral^practice ; and hence it is that other practitioners have l^^ f^°'j^,J

occasionally intermixed the two, sometimes incongru- cannot be

ously so; and consequently have done less mischief, as ge^„erai

at other times they have done less good. principle.

That genuine lethargy is, not unfrequently, a strictly
^^„"e p^ac-

nervous affection, and even closely connected with an ir- titioners

regular or debilitated state of the mind; and that a re- con^r'uous-

ducent plan is not always calculated to afford it radical 'y ""''*^^

relief, however it may give a temporary promise, must, I
^^^^^ ^^

appreliend, be obvious to most practitioners who have lethargy is

paid a due attention to their own circle of cases; butthCpJl.'.foJls^"'^

following example from Dr. Cooke, bearing a close re- a."^' espe-

semblancc in its termination to that already quoted from genefai°de-

Mr. Brewster, is peculiarly in point, and ought not to be^||j,^^j]^^'*^'

plan wrong
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Gew, VIII. omitted on the present occasion :
'' A lady about twenty

Carus years of age, who had usually enjoyed very good liealth,

Leth^f"^ was one morning found in a state of profound but quiet

Treatment, sleep, from which shc could not be awakened, although
Illustrated,

tjjg preceding evening she had gone to bed apparently

quite well. Various means had been tried with a view

. of exciting her from this state, but in vain. Under these

circumstances I recommended cupping in the neck; and

after she had lost a few ounces of blood in tliis way, she

opened her eyes perfectly recovered, and remained through

the day quite free from all symptoms of disorder. The
next morning, and for several successive mornings, she

was found in a similar state,from which she w as recovered

by the same remedy, no stimulating external applications

producing any good effect. As she was considerably

weakened by repeated depletions, it was determined that,

on the next recurrence of the paroxysm, the case should

be left to the effects of nature, as long as was consistent

with safety. The experiment was tried ; and at the end

of about thirty hours she spontaneously awoke, apparently

refreshed, and wholly unconscious of her protracted sleep.

On the future returns of these paroxysms, which were

frequent, the same plan was adopted, and she awoke after

intervals of thirty-six, forty-eight, and, on one occasion,

sixty-three hours, without seeming to have suffered from

want of food, or otherwise. In the early part of the dis-

ease, various means were employed without the smallest

advantage except that, while under the influence of mer-

cury which produced a very severe salivation that lasted

more than a month, she was free from the complaint. For

a considerable length of time these paroxysms recurred

:

but at length they gradually left her ; and soon afterwards

she became deranged in mind, in which state I believe

she still remains."-*
Treatment
where no When, therefore, there are no symptoms leading to a

lead^neTo
Peculiar cause, it will be adviseable to bleed by cupping,

a peculiar oncc or twice, but not oftener, to open the bowels and
rause.

' Treatise on Nevvnns Diseases. Vol. t. p. 372.
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keep them in a state of slight irritation; to employ blis- Gen. viir.

ters or other external stimulants occasionally, and to have carus Le-

recourse to a rt^peated use of the voltaic trough, sending th^rgus.

, ,
. J Lethargy.

the line of action from the occiput down the spine, and Treatment.

varying it to the extremities. In the m-ean time, if the

patient can be made to swallow, we should try the effect

of musk, or camphor, w ith free doses of the metallic to-

nics, of which the sulphate of zinc, in doses of a grain,

three or four times a-day, offers the best prospect of suc-

cess.

SPECIES V.

CARUS APOPLEXIA.

MENTAL AND CORPOREAL TORPITUDE WITH PULSATION

AND OPPRESSIVE, MOSTLY STERTOROUS, SLEEP.

There is a considerable difference of opinion among pa- GEjf.viir.

thologists whether stertor is a necessary and invariable,
^vheth

^'

or only an occasional sign of apoplexy. Sauvages, Lin- stertor be a

neus, Vogel, Sagar, Forestus,* Kirkland,t Young, ando'"niy"c-

by far the greater number of writers have arranged it as casionai,

an essential symptom; and, hence, the present author The^fim*

was induced to view it in the same light when he pub- s^"^'^^"^'

lished his volume of Nosology. He has since, however, and so '

met with one or two cases of atonic apoplexy, in which,
q'l,"j|'s^'^'

although the disease proved fatal, the breathing was at ease has

no time noisy or stertorous, though uniformly laborious lhe"autho°

or oppressive : and he has hence been induced to modify without it

:

the specific character in the manner it stands at the head the present

of the present division : and thus to approximate it to the ^odifica-

opinion of Forestus, CuUen, and Portal, who do not re-de°finitionf

sard stertor as a necessarv index. Dr. Cullen is eene- "^^"^'"^
f

"

*•" * O '~ approach
to the opi-

* Lib. X. Obs. 73, t Comment, p. IG. »'0" of se-

veral mo-
dern au-
iboritie=.
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Gen. VIII, rally conceived to have omitted this peculiar mark, in

Cani^ Apo- consequcnce of his having included asphyxy and cata-

piexia. lepsy under the genus apoplexia, which have no pre-

The^sub^' tensions to stei tor. But, as we shall have to return to

ject to be
^j^jg subiect when discussine the different forms or va-

r6surn6(l *^

hereafter, rieties Under which apoplexy shows itself, I shall only

Judicious further observe at present, that Dr. Cooke has, with great

of CoVke" judgement steered a middle course in laying down his

own definition, which characterizes apoplexy as "a disease

in which the animal functions are suspended, while the

vital and natural functions continue ; respiration being ge-

nerally laborious and frequently attended with stertor."*

Apoplexy Apoplcxy is strictly a disease of the nervous system,

dhease^ dependent upon a suspension of the sensorial power in

of the almost all its modifications, sentient, percipient, and mo-

"ystem? tory, with the exception of a certain portion which still

continues to be supplied to the involuntary organs; the

faculties of the mind participating in the torpitudeofthe

and hence body. In these respects it bears a very near approach
makes a ^^ ^j^g preceding species of carus; it chiefly differs in its

proach to being generally connected with an oppressed state of the
the pre-

ycssels of the brain from overdistention or effusion : so
ceding
species of generally, indeed, that apoplexy is, by almost all the

oYstinctive Writers on the subject, regarded rather as a disease of tlie

characters: ganguincous than of the nervous system ; the morbid ac-

a^genefaT tion of the latter being supposcd to be entirely dependent
opinion Q^ ^\^g^^ Qf ^\^^ former, and consequently only a secondary
that It IS a

^

I ^ y

disease of affcction.

ntous rati!-
'^''^*'' ^^^^ ^^ ^'^® subjcct, liowcver, is by far too limited :

er than of for although in most cases the more prominent symptoms

^^ls"sys- concur with tl>e appearances on dissection in leading us

*^"!-
. to compression of the brain as the primary cause of the

This view •

of the sub- disease, yet we shall find presently that it has sometimes
ject too taken nlace where no such compression seems to have
limitea. »

i i • x-
Explained, existed, whilst we have already had occasion to notice a

variety of affections of the head attended with forcible

and severe compression, as inflammation and dropsy of

* On Nervous Diseases, Vol. r. p. 166.
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the brain, that have run their entire course without any Gen. viii.

mark of apoplexy whatever : to which should be added carusApo-

that, while in most other diseases or lesions accompanied p'^^'^-

.

* Apoplexy.

with compression of the brain, and a suspension ot sen-

tient and motory power as a consequence hereof, such

suspension ceases almost the moment the compression is

removed, when the nerves of feeling and motion, together

with the faculties of the mind, resume their wonted ac-

tivity, and evince no tendency to a relapse ; in apoplexy,

on the contrary, the result is always doubtful ; for a palsy

of some part or other is a frequent and permanent effect,

or the mind suffers in some of its faculties, and a relapse

is generally to be apprehen.'led. So that though com-

pression of the brain, and particularly from a morbid

state of the sanguineous and respiratory functions, may
be justly regarded as the oinlinary efficient cause, there

seems to be at the same time some peculiar debility or

other diseased condition of the sensorial system to whicli

apoplexy is primarily to be referred, and without which

it might not take place; and which has not been suffi-

ciently adverted to by practitioners. Though there can

be no difficulty in our affirming that wherever such a

morbid condition exists, compression, from whatever

cause, will be sure to produce the disease.

We may hence see why advancing age should prove a Hence ob-

predisposing cause : and account for the statement of adva'ndng

Morgagni, who tells that, of thirty cases of apoplectic pa- ^§*^ should

tients that fell within the reach of his observation, seven- posing

teen were above the age of sixty, and only five below that g^gj^^^'^g^^

of forty. Hippocrates, on a more general estimate, cal-ofMoi-

culated that apoplexies are chiefly {fix>,tffrx) produced be-crgfi"^,^.

tween the fortieth and sixtieth year.* This, indeed, is ^'O" of Hi;

-

somewhat earlier than we should expect on the ground ^f
P"*^'^"'''"-

advancing age ; but when we take into consideration that

it is the precise period in which the mind is most agitated

and exhausted with the violent and contending passions of

interest, and ambition, and worldly honours, and the blood

* Apli. Sect. VI. 5'.
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^s1>e"c^v"'
""^^^ frequently determined to the head by this impulse of

CarusApo- sudden and irresistible emotions, we shall, perhaps, readi-

Apopiexy. '^ accede to the Hippocratic aphorism as a general rule.

Hereditary
How far apoplexy is occasionally the result of an here-

influence dltary influence on the frame, it is not easy to ascertain.

predispos- Forestus, Portal, and Wepffer refer to decided instances
mg cause, of such facts within their own knowledge; the first, in-

deed, relates the history of a father and his three sons,

all of whom died in succession of this disease ; but as the

chronology drops with the second generation, it does not

descend quite far enough for the purpose. There is great

reason, however, for believing that an hereditary tendency

does sometimes show itself; and, as this exists without

external or manifest signs, it is probably seated in the

sensorial system, and constitutes another of the morbid

conditions of this system, to which we have referred

above, as often giving effect to subordinate causes.

Heat a pre- There is no difficulty in conceiving how heat may be-

cause^'e"x- comc a predisponent cause, since nothing tends more ef-

piained. fectually to quicken the action of the heart, drive the

blood forcibly into the ascending trunk of the aorta, and.

Cold also a consequently overload the vessels of the brain. But cold
predispos- . . , , , ,. . ,, , , .

ing cause IS said to be a predisponent cause as well, and one that
butopeiat-^pgpj^^gg qujtg as extensively, while the reason of this has

differently, not been at all times very clearly explained. Now as a

upon'^the'^^ '^^^t temperature acts chiefly upon the sanguiferous sys-

sensoriai tem, extreme cold acts chiefly upon the sensorial, benumbs
o^ em.

^^^ feeling, weakens the muscular fibres, diminishes the

sensorial secretion, and consequently induces, as we have

already seen under one of the varieties of asphyxy, an

unconquerable propensity to sleep. And hence again, in

apoplexies produced by severe cold, the primary or pre-

disponent cause is to be sought for in a debilitated state of

Cold sup- the nervous system. The Greek physicians are perpe-

the Gr^'ek
^"^^^^ alluding to this cause as one of great frequency,

physicians and the explanation now given, does not essentially vary

cause^of ft'OJ^ that offered by Galen.* If, indeed, the cold be ex-

great frc-

quencr, .. ^
' De Log. An. Lib, iii. C3!'. vi,
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quisitely intense, CARUS Asplujoda is more likely to be^^'-^'^'^.'l-

produced than carus Jlpoplexia ; for we have already cams a^io

observed under the preceding species that the very same
Jj^^J^^^

cause which, operating in a vehement degree, excites tlic when ex-

former, oneratina; less nowerfullv has often a tendency to fi"'^'^^'3f
1 o A . - liiteiise it

excite the latter. produces

The other predisponent causes, so far as tliey liave !|^,^|'^'jj^.

been traced out, are more obvious to the senses, and, for when in a

the most part, more directly referable to the state of thca^popigxy.'^

sanguineous function : as plethora, corpulency, and gross- O'^'^i and

ness 01 habit, a short thick neck, and an inordinate in- fest predis-

dulgence in wines and heavy fermented liquor^. Dr. p'^^'"§
" •/ * causes.

Cheyne, indeed, believes the last to be so common a How far a

cause, as even to produce the disease when employed ^y^,!^;*^!,^^"-

without any inordinate indulgence whatever : " the daily deration

use," says he, " of wine or spirits will lead a man of a dispose!

certain age and constitution to apoplexy, as certainly as

habitual intoxication."* This may be true as here li-

mited, but then the limitation must be attended to ; in

which case we are only told in other words, than where-

ever such a kind of sensorial debility exists as that which

we have already adverted to, the result of age, or habit,

or constitution, one man will be as readily led to apoplexy

under a moderate use of wine, as another man destitute

of such predisposition will be under a state of habitual

intoxication. With this explanation, however, a moder-

ate use of wine becomes only an accessory, and not a

primary cause.

How far there may be any other efficient or excit- The com-

ING causes of apoplexy than compression of some kind or ™n°t'ca^s'e

other, it is difficult to determine, through various cases on "^P'^p*^^-

record should induce us to suppose there are. Hydatids, brain.

tumours of almost every consistency, gelatinous, steato- ^°"' *^^''

.

matous and bony, pus, and polypous caruncles and in- be any

durations of the membranes, have, in various cases, been rna'^r^'',f<fp^'

discovered on dissection, and are generally supposed to ^^ deterrni

operate by compression, in the same manner as an accu- dissec^Jiis.

* Cheyne, p. 146.

vol. IV. 79
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GK?f. VIII. niulation of blood or serum. But in many instances these
bPF.c. V.

,. ,

CuusApo- appearances seem to have been too minute for any such

Anoptexv ^^^^^
J ^"^' if causesof any kind, can only fairly he regard-

riie ovdi"- ed as concomitants or allied powers—as local irritants,

ilijappe'jTr. stimulating and exhausting the sensorium, and preparing
ancfis luost- it for attacks of apoplexy against the accession of some

live other- supmnduccd and occasional cause. Though where there
wise than gxists already a strong predisposition to the disease from
as coucoui-

.

J - o 1 I

itants: hereditary or any other affcction, it is not improbable

ihey^may ^^^^ ^"^'' I^cal irritants may alone be sufficient to perfect

1)3 sufticir the complaint. And we may hence account for that form

^^ij.o)^j'''^y%f apoplexy which is said to proceed from intestinal

iiisposiiion worms, or some other acrimony of the stomach, or from

iience the teething ; and which, consequently, occurs at an early in-

apcpiexy oJ gj^j^d ^f j^^ ^ j^te period of life, and has been specially de-

Warn teeth- nominated apoplexia mjantum. Other organs, however,

|"j=°j'^J^"' besides the teeth and the stomach, seem not unfrequently

acrimony, to have given occasion to apoplectic attacks from irrita-

popiexy^ tion, distention, or organic lesion. Thus, according to

jiom other j^j. Portal, superinducing tumours and congestions have

iiiatiotis. been found in the neck, in the breast, or in the abdomen ;

Most of ossifications in the thoracic and ventral aorta, as well as
these mor-
bid actions in tlic arteries of the upper and lower extremities, in the

pearances
Superior vena cava, and in the right ventricle and valves

as common of the heart, which has also indicated various other
to other af- , .,!,

lections of changcs.*
ihesensoii- Most of thcsc morbid actious and appearances, how-
al system

. rr- • /> i

as to apo- ever, are as common to various other affections oi the sen-

he^'c^e'
^"^sorial system as to apoplexy. We have already noticed

wherever thcm in lethargy, convulsion, epilepsy, various species of

ronvj'caus- ccphalsja, and some forms of insanity : and hence, where-

as, the dis- ever they become causes at all, it is most probable that

liiateiypro-thc discasc they immediately produce, is regulated by the

''"^^'l^""^'^
predisposition of the individual to one rather than to

inined by a any otlicr of the above sensorial affections, resulting from

TngTemien-^^'^^'y taint, idiosyncrasy, habit, or period of life :
and,

cy to such consequently, that the same exciting or occasional cause,
disease ra-

therthaa
to any * Portal, Ch. Resultats de TOverture des Corps, p. 329.
other.
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which, in one person, would produce apoplexy, in a se- ^''^•'^'!.;^-

cond, would form epilepsy, in a third, convulsion, and in CarusAno-

a fourth, madness. Apopkxy.
It is highly singular that this view of the subject should singuiai-

scarcely ever have been attended to by physicians : and ^l''^^
^'ij=,

that, whilst all the writers have pretended to regard subject

apoplexy as a disorder of the nervous system, none of ^|!""^j.'j^,

them have suffered sucli ideas to enter fairly into their have been

pathology, or in any way whatever into their ])ractice : "„ f^jI^j^p^.

the nervous orffan beinff supposed by all of tliem to be '" ^''G dc-

jn a state of soundness at tlie time ot the attack; and or praciicH

"whalever mischief it suffers to be merely secondary and of thedit-

consequent upon a morbid state of the blood-vessels, or

of some other cause that as suddenly and effectually in-

terrupts the secretion or flow of the sensorial power, as

retrocedent gout, mephitic vapours, or narcotic poisons.

Now all these accidental or effective causes of apo- This point

plcxy are well known to be causes, also, of the other
^"J^]^^"''

nervous affections we have just referred to. But if this

be the case, how comes it that they should thus vary in

their result, and that what in one person, and at one

period of life, should produce apoplexy, should in an-

other person, and in another period of life, produce le-

thargy, palsy, convulsions, or epilepsy ? or that some

of them should exist without producing any of these dis-

eases or any other disease whatever ? It is not, perhaps,

possible for us to develope the precise condition of the

sensorium that leads to any one of these effects, rather

than to any other j but that there is such a condition

forming a predisponcnt or remote cause of the specific

disease that shows itself, must, I think, be allowed by

every one who seriously considers the subject.
^iewt'ha

Nor is there, in effect, any other means of reconciling the present

the discrepant and opposite opinions that have been held
reTo^nciHn"n^

concerning the proximate cause of the disease. This^ff>o"s

we have stated to be, for the most part, compression, and opin'io^s"

especially sanguineous compression. Mr. John Hunter "^""^^"^"'."s

was so strenuously attached to this cause that he would matecause.

allow of no other; M. Rochoux has followed his foot- Op>"'0'^

of John
Huntor
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GKjr.viir. steps;* and if a man died of apoplexy from atonic gout,

caiiisApo-and without effusion, tlie former distinguisljed it as a

ApMexy. ^^^^^^^ similar to apopUxiJ- He regarded apoplexy and

coinpies- palsy as one and the same disease, merely differing in

sioiiorde- decree: and he 2;ive3 us his sentiments very forcibly, in

tion to the the following words: «' For many years," says he, "I

eve^ "n"
^^^^^^ ^^^^ particularly attentive to those who have been

stance pro- attacked with a paralytic stroke forming a hemiplegia.

tifur'ali-*^^^ have watched them while alive that I might have an
tion. opportunity to open them when dead : and in all 1 found

an injury done to the brain in consequence of the extra-

vasation of blood.—I must own I never saw one of tJiem

which had not an extravasation of blood in the brain,

except in one who died of a gouty affection in the brain

with symptoms similar to apo2)lexy."f

Compref. j^ Uircct hostility to this hypothesis, many other wri-

cause tors of great eminence and experience have contended
whatever

^jjj^^ comorcssion is no cause whatever, and that an accu-m the opi- ,
*

iiionof mulation of blood in the head, as a prominent symptom

thorUicT' *" apoplexy, is a doctrine rather than a fact. Of this

and no sentiment is Dr. Abercrombie, who, after examining the

asVetei'."^ question with much ingenuity, brings himself to the fol-

raination lowing conclusiou :
*' Upon all these grounds," says he,

head. " I think we must admit that the doctrine of determi-

Abercrom nation to the head is not supported by the principles

of pathology, and docs not accord with the phsenomena of
Expeii-" apoplexy.":}: M. Serres, however, a physician of consi-

hypothesis dcrablo distinction in France, and who followed up this
of Serres.

g,,i,ject for many years by a careful examination of thp

bodies of persons who died of apoplexy and paralysis,

both at the Hotel Dieu, and the Hopital de la Pitie,

lias carried his inroad upon the popular doctrine of the

day still farther ; for he has not only, in his own opinion,

completely subverted it, but has endeavoured to establish

another doctrine^ of a very different character upon its

* Die:, de Medicine, Tons. ii. Paris, 1822.

t Treatise on Blood, &c. p. 213.

*: Treatise on Apoplexy, &c. p. 19,
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ruins."* To determine tlie qiiestion, he has gone through ^ ^^j ^^"^'

along scries of experiments upon the brains of dogs, Carus a-

pigeons, rabbits, and other animals, whose crania were ^° opj^J^y.

trepanned, their laterifl, or longitudinal sinuses laid open,

and their brains lacerated and excavjvted in various ways,

so as to be gorged with effused blood, yet in none of

them did somnolency or any other apoplectic s>mptom

take place. And^he benrc tjiumj)hantly concludes that

extravasation of blood does not [jrodure apoplexy,wlu^ther

lodged between the cranium and the dura mater, or be-

tween the dura mater and the brain : whether the blood

occupy the great interlobular scissure, and thus lies upon

the corpus callosum ; whether cavities be made in the fore,

the back, or the middle part of the hemisphei-es, or run

from the one into the other; or, lastly, whether piercing

through the corpus callosum we reach and fill up the ven-

tricles of the brain. " On whatever animal," says lie, " we
try these experiments, whether on birds, rabbits, or dogs,

the result is the same, and hence apoplexy in man ought

not to be ascribed to such effusions."

How are these discrepancies to be reconciled ? by whatReconciii-

means are we to account for it, that pressure may be ai'hesSoppo-

cause, and may not be a cause? and that apoplexy is
^'^^ '^^'^'^•

sometimes found with it, and sometimes without it ? It is

the peculiar state of the sensorium or nervous system at

the time that makes all the difference—it is the morbid
predisposition or debility, or whatever other deviation

from perfect health it may labour under at the moment of

the application of the exciting cause, that gives an effect

which would not otherwise take place : and something of

%vhich,in many cases, often discovers itself by precursive

signs for a considerable period before the apoplectic in-

cursion. The facts stated by Mr. John Hunter no one
can call in question : and we have as little right to ques-

tion tlie experiments of M. Serres: the error consists inmeEtsof

taking an unsound and a sound state of brain for likc!^""'"'""

premises, and reasoning from the effects produced on the iiowever

correctly

«. . . ,. ,. -,. . stated, and
"^ -AnnuaireMfldicn-Cbirurgicale. Avril, 1820. „,hv.
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Gen. VIII, one, to those tliat are found to follow on the other, This,
Spec. V
Carus A- in trutlj, is an error too often committed ; and hecatombs
popiexia. of quadrupcds and other animals in a condition of per-
Apoplexy. * ^^

/. i

feet health, are tortured in a thousand ways for the pur-

pose of determining what they never could determine,

though the trials were to be repeated to the end of time;

I mean the effects of certain causes on a diseased state of

body in man, from their influence on a sound state of

body in brutes.

Hence M. Scrres's actual examinations of apoplectic patients

Senes not after death, however, though conducted also upon a large
suppoirted gcalc, do not sccm to afford much countenance to his hy-
ny his exa- • «. «» i> i

minationofpothesis, nor, m effect, to offer any thing out ofthecom-

patients'^
moH Way. In a considerable numberof subjects there was

after death, serous effusioK, sanguineous effusion, or both; sometimes

in the circumvolutions of the brain, sometimes in the

ventricles, sometimes in all these ; and not unfrequently

the vessels of the meninges appeared distended with

blood, and the membranes themselves thickened. ' Such

appearances seem to furnish something of a stumbling-

block to M. Serrcs's new doctrine, yet he readily gets

over the difficulty by satisfying himself that, in all these

cases, the effusion did not produce the apoplexy, but the

apoplexy the effusion. In other dissections he found some

material alterations in the structure of the brain, but

without effusion; and, as the last class of individuals had

evinced palsy rather than apoplexy, he is inclined to

think that apoplexy, or that state of the disease in which

the stupor is greater and more general, is occasioned by

a morbid irritation of the membranes of the brain ; and

palsy, or that state in which the stupor is less, by a mor-

bid change in its substance ; in consequence of M'hich he

His subdi-
proposes to call the first meningic^ and the second cere*

vision of })ral apoplcxy. In this conclusion, however, there seems
t.lic di^cusG

atvaxianceto be a striking mistake; and the very reverse is what we
with the should havc expected ; for if there be one pathological

biished pa- principle more established tlian another, it is that stupor
^^°^'°5»cai

j^yjjj dulness of pain appertain to the parenchymatous irri-

tation or inflammation of an organ, and rousing, restless.
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and acute pain to its membranous irritation; a principle ^^'^•^"^'

wc have already explained at some length ; and whence, cams

indeed, the lancinating pain of pleuritis compared with^P^PJ^^'J*"

pneumonitis, and of menirgic or brain-fever, compared

with acute dropsy of the head.*

There is far more dependence to be placed upon the

painful and unjustifiable series of experiments performed

several years since by M. Rolando upon the brain of ani-

mals of almost all kinds; and which seem to show, as we
have already observed, that animals wliich possess a per-

fect brain derive their sensific power and motific power not

jointly from the cerebrum and cerebellum, but separately,

the one affording the one power, and the other the other»|

Stupor and apoplexy were in all these cases produced,

not by a morbid irritation of the membranes of the brain,

as conjectured by M. Serres, but by a morbid irritation

of the substance, while irritation of the membrane took

away neither the sensific nor the motific power.

The brain therefore may be rendered comatose by Hence

various causes : but we hold, after all, that the grand
j^o";'^!,"^^

exciting cause of apoplexy, is compression; and thisstiii be ai-

shows itself in various ways, which are well enumerated grand ex-

by Dr. Cheyne in the followina; passage: *' I mention <=''"'§
«-> t3 cause ol

first," says he, **the remains of an excited state of thcapopiexj.

minute arteries of the brain and its membranes, this pro- By what

bably being the most important, as it is the mostunvary-ope|."ie's^

ing appearance ; then the extravasation of blood, probably

the consequence of the excited state of the vessels ; the

turgescence of the venous system ; the enlargement of the

ventricles, partial or general ; and lastly, the serous effu-

sion which is generally found in various parts of the

brain, and which would seem to imply previous absorp-

tion of the brain.":}:

The concluding sentence in this passage appears toindi-

* See Vol. II. Empresma Ceplialitis, CI. iii. Ord. ii. Gen. vii. Spec, i,

t Saggio sopra la vera Struttura del Cervello, &c. e sopra le Fanzioiii de

Sistema JVervosa. Sassaii, 1809.

I Cheyne, p. 24.
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.

Sp^ec^v''*
cate that tliis correct and discriminating pathologist was

Carus hy no means inattentive to that extraordinary change

Apoplexy^ ^'''^'' '^ ""* (inffeqtiently pi-odured in the structure and
tenacity of the brain by various causes of excitement ; and

Bisorgani- consists in a more or less extensive demolition of its sub-

the brahi stance, SO that it is sometimes found to be pulpy or pasty,
sometimes and at Others the disore:ainzatinn havinff proceeded furth-
pulpy or " ^ '

diffluent. ^''» to be as liquescent «>r difflu >nt as soup. Morgagni has

collected various examples of these and other modes of dis-

integration ; Dr. Baillie has occasionally adverted to

them ;* and Dr. Abercrombie has brought them into a
still more prominent notice by an ingenious pathological

explanation of their cause.f But, in France, the subject

has been pursued with peculiar activity, vSince the publica-

tion of the first edition of the present work, and has excited
Moiiities an interest of no ordinary standard. To this change, M.
cerebri or " 5'

Ramoiiis- Rochoux has giveti the name of Ramollissement de Cer-

llTv^aiu^
vmit, or Moiiities Cerebri,:}; and its nature and varieties

Regarded have Since been followed up, and systematically arranged

thic by'^' ^'•*'' considerable nicety and precision, by M. Rostan,|j

some and M. La!lemand,§ who have regarded it as an idiopathic

affection, and, attempted a developement of its entire pa-

^ thology and mode of treatment. Its actual cause is often

cause doubtful ; and still more doubtful is it whether it ever
doubtful, exists as a primary disease. That inflammation conse-

quent on congestion or rupture of the blood-vessels of the

^. brain is a frequent cause is clear, because the minute and
Disease ^ '

sometimes colourless artcHes ofthe part affected are often found striat-

aSmpan-^^ *^*' '"filtrated, as the French call it, with red blood,

ied with and a clot of effused blood is traced in the centre. The

,io„
" inflammatory process hereby produced is sometimes vio-

lent and passes rapidly into the suppurative stage, accom-

* Morbid Anatomy Fascic. x. PI. iii. p. 213, and PI. viii. 227, 228.

"f Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ. vol. xiv, p. 265. Observations on Clironic

luflaramation of the Brain.

t Recherchessur I'Apoplexie, 8vo. 1814.

[]
Recherches sur un Maladie encore peu connue qui a re^u le nom de Ra»

inollissenient de Cerveau. 8vo. 1820.

i Recherches Anatomico-pathologiques sur TEncephale et ses dependan-

ces. 1821.
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panted with severe lancinating pains, and a feeling of ^i^^.^in.

constriction round the head, and even delirium; and, cams
hence, this condition is as common a result of cephalitis ^p°p|^'''^'

* Anoplex}-.

as of what we shall presently have occasion to call ento-

nic apoplexy. The soft, pulpy disorganization of the brain

is in this case often intermixed with masses of pus, while

the general hue of the diseased part is brow^n or reddish

from a diffusion of the red particles of the blood that have

been let loose; and as the extravasated blood becomes more
or less decomposed and intermixed with the white or grey

matter of the brain, and with effused serum, the colour is

found to vary considerably through all the diversities of

white, grey, yellow, rosy, amaranthine, deep red, brown,

chocolate, and greenish. The grey substance of the brain,

however, as less tenacious, is found more generally difflu-

ent and more completely decomposed than the white.

More usually, however, the inflammation is far less vi- ^'"^^'''"es

1 11. 1 « f> 1
chronic,

olent and chronic ; and the symptoms are those oi an ob- and inflam.

tuse pain in the head, general oppression, occasional ver- ^^''''°",

tigo, with indistinctness of memory, and confusion of

thought, the pulse evincing but little if any change from

a state of health. But as these symptoms are common to

various other diseases, their pathognomic value is small.

There are two other signs, however, pointed out by the Supposed

French monographists as more essentially distinctive, ^^i^ s°3^m°

-

but which the present writer has never had an opportu- *°"''^-

nity of noticing : these are a mouse-smell, or odour issu-

ing from the body of the patient like that which is exhal-

ed from the bodies of mice; and a movement of the lips

on one side, accompanied with a rushing or whizzing

sound like what is often exhibited by smokers in the act

of smoking tobacco. For the production of these last

symptoms, however, it is necessary that the disease should

be accompanied with hemiplegia, so that one side of the

mouth only is capable of motion.

By far the greater number of these symptoms, however, in general

indicate atony rather than entony of action ; and hence, catel/a-

''

though inflammation is not unfrequently a proximate '^^'^^''*"

cause, debility whether consequent upon inflammation, or

VOL. IV. so
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^^''- ^"^- any other morbid change, is, perhaps, a more common
Cams cause. Hence in our own country this organic molles-

Apopiex'^
cence has usually been regarded as a gangrene of the

brain, and many of the French pathologists, and espe-

cially M. Recamier, incline to interpret it as a result of

low atonic or malignant fevers, rather than of phlogotic

action. With M. Rostan and M. Lallemand, however,

it is ranked as a direct phlogosis, or phlegmasia, not re-

sulting from apoplexy, but necessarily conducting to it

and producing it. Yet, as, according to their own show-

ing, the leading symptoms are those of turgescence and
oppression, with little increase of pulse or other excite-

ment, it should seem to follow that they have in a consi-

derable degree mistaken tlie cause for the effect, even

where inflammation is co-existent.

In reality, though there is no difficulty in accounting for

the extravasated blood, or the vascular infiltration, or the

depraved colours which are found in this state of the brain

upon the principle of inflammation, there is a considerable

difficulty in explaining upon the same principle the molli-

faction of the diseased area : and it is upon this point that

the pathology of the French writers seems chiefly to fail.

Morbid rj^i^Q j.qqI niode of action, as it appears to the present

explained. Writer, is the same as that which takes place in mollifac-

^nd^oft-^
tion of the bones, which we shall explain in a subsequent

ness of the part of this system ; but which, as well as its opposite,

counted*^ fragility of the bones, is always a disease of weakness, lo-

f°'- cal or general. Now we meet with a like deviation from

a healthy tenacity of the brain in both these ways; for

we find it sometimes too tough, and indeed almost horny;*

as well in the grey as in the white compartments, occa-

sionally indeed interspersed with masses of bony mat-

ter ;f and at other times, as in the disease before us, too,

soft and unresisting; and in both these cases also, if I

mistake not, debility will be found the immediate cause

even where inflammation has preceded. The firm and

tenacious material which enters so largely into the sub-

'^ Moigagni, passim.

t See the accounts ol' Duverney, Giro, and Moreschi, especially in Ga

'.B.tte de Sante. Paris, Mor. IT. 1809.
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stance of the brain, and particularly into the white part, ^g^^/l^F

is a secretion sui generis, and so long as the secernents carus

'

and absorbents of this organ maintain a healthy action,
^p"J|^^J,^'

and precisely counterbalance each other, this material

will be duly supplied, and in a healthy state, as it is

wanted, and duly removed to make way for a fresh recruit

as it becomes worn out. But if the organ from any cause

become weakened in its vascular powers, that weakness

will extend to one or both the sets of vessels we are now-

considering, and the result w ill necessarily be the exist-

ence of brainy matter of a depraved and untempered

tenacity, The secernents may not pour it forth in a suf-

ficient abundance to supply the waste, or they may pour

it forth in a dilute and unelaborated crasis, whence the

general tissue must be soft and pulpy : or if the material

be duly attempered as furnished by the secernents, the

absorbents may be too debilitated to imbibe more than the

thinner and attenuate parts of the texture when worn out

by use, and leave the grosser behind ; in which case the

matter of the brain, at least in the regions thus affected,

must necessarily be rendered morbidly tough or even horny.

And hence both extremes may proceed from the same Both may

cause operating in a different way or upon different sets of }^o°^7he

vessels. And there can be no question that in proportion same

J » cause,

as the compages of the brain becomes looser and less re-

sistible, effusions of serum and red-blood, ulceration,

gangrene, and a total dissolution of the entire substance,

must in many cases follow as a natural result, and in the

order here stated. And hence in cancer of the brain the

substance of the organ is always found in a soft or molles-

cent state. As a further proof that this peculiar change

is for the most part a result of debility, it is admitted by

both M. Rostan and M. Lalleniand tliat it is by far most

frequently met with in persons of advanced age; the^"^'.P[

former indeed asserts roundly that in the whole extent chiefl}-

of his practice he has never met with more than one in-
f",e"Jea"k-

stance in which he was suspicious of it at or under the age ness of ad-

of thirty, and as examination after death was not here al- ^
'^'"^^ ^^*

lowed him, he does not regard even this case as of any

moment
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Gen. VIII. It is singular that the congestive fluid, instead of

Cams proving a material elaborated by the animal frame itself,

Apopiexia. g^Quld sometimes consist of a foreign material recently
Apoplexy. "-'

_

''

Nature of received into the stomach. Dr. Cooke has given a case

t|\!/fl"fj'''' strikingly in proof of this, which I shall offer in his own
sometimes words :

'* I am informed by Mr. Carlisle that, a few

Jar \^,'d^"" years ago, a man was brought dead into the Westminster
has been Hospital, who had just drank a quart of gin for a wager.

spirits. The evidences of death being quite conclusive, he was
Illustrated. immediately examined; and within the lateral ventricles

of the brain was found a considerable quantity of a limpid

fluid distinctly impregnated with gin, both to the sense of

smell and taste, and even to the test of inflammability.

' The liquid,' says Mr. Carlisle, ' appeared to the senses

of the examining students as strong as one third gin to

^.^"i!!Vrtwo thirds water.' "* It is curious, and seems to baffle
stances ol '

the transfer all explanation, to see how readily substances foreign to

bod^sor t^'^ blood, when they once enter into its rurrent, are often

substances carried from one organ to another, undiluted and undis-
from organ ,. ii.^j- • i

to organ, solved, and deposited in an entire, or nearly an entire

state, in a remote quarter. Absorbed pus affords us fre-

quent examples of this, and morbid poisons, as they are

called, still more frequent. It is hence that various me-

dicines are enabled to act by a specific power ; that mer-

These dif-
^"^^ travels chiefly to the salivary glands, and perhaps

ferent Several of the demulcents to the lungs.

of"a com- ^" examining the different sources of a compressed
pressed brain, as we have just enumerated them, it will be ob-

speak an vious that they bespeak a very different, and, indeed, op-
opposite posite state of vascular action in different cases : and that
state of *

1 • I 1

vascular while some of them necessarily imply a vehement and

and"hence ^"tonic power, others as necessarily imply an infirm and
apoplexy atonic Condition. The external symptoms, from the first,

been°cmi- spcak to the Same effect ; and hence, from an early period

tempiated of time,—as early at least as that of La Riviere or Rive-

distinct riusf—apoplexy has been contemplated under two distinct

forms:
asangui- ^ ^ Nervous Diseases, Vol. i. p. 221. Schrader has a similar case.
neous from i v

excess of Observ. Anat. Med. Decad. iv. Amst. 1674. As also W'^epffer, Observ. Me-

energy,and dico-piact. p. 7. Scaph. 1722.

t Praxis Medica, 8vo, Lugd. 1670.
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forms or varieties, which have commonly been denominat- gen. viii.

ed sanguineous, and pituitous or serous; as though the Ciirus

former proceeded from an overflow of bh)od highly elabo- ^P°P|g^'^*

rated by a vigorous and i-obust constitution, and rushing
^ ^^^^^^

forward with arreat iinpetuosity ; and the latter from thin omdufi-

dilute blood, or a leucophlegmatic hahit, from the relaxed
gy.

mouths of w hose vessels a serous effusion Is perpetually

flowing forth. Morgagni has endeavoured to show, but

without success, that this distinction was in existence

among the Greek writers. It is adistiiiction, how e\er, that

runs, not only through his own works, but through those

of Boerhaave, Sennert, Mead, Sau\ages, and Cullen, and

is acknow ledged by most practitioners of the present day.

The term pituitous or serous, however, has been oh- The term

iected to as not always expressing the actual state of the^^'".''*°'^
«* .' I o pituitous

brain in atonic apoplexy; since no serum has been found objected to

at times in cases where the symptoms of debility have pe- ^* "°
g^_"

culiarlv led those pathologists to expect it who have em- passive of

1 i",i 1. . . • • I ... 1 . . the actual
ployed the distinctive term; while tlie cavities and mter-^tate of

stitial parts of tlie brain, have, on the contrary, been some- the brain

times found as much loa«Ied with blood, as in what they cases:

denominate sanguineous apoplexy. And hence, Forestus and hence

and a few other writers have been disposed to exchange
,^,^ite'"^tj,e

the terms sanguineous and serous, for strong or perfect, 'erms

J 1 . (. I ri r 1 • /» Strong and
and weak or impcriect apoplexy. How tar a modilica- weak apo-

tion of this disease, strictly serous, may be said to exist, !^''^y ''^Y^
*' •' been used

we shall examine presently ; but that apoplexy is conti-in their

nually showing itself under the tw o forms of entonic, and
^[,^^^]'

'^"

atonic action, seems to be admitted by all. And, as the alluding to

, . , 1 i rt^ • ii an entonic
terms sanguineous and serous do not sufticiently express and atonic

this chariffe of condition in every instance, the author, in ^'^'•°"> 3"^^
• laying a

proceeding to treat of these two \arieties, will, for the foundation

future, distinguish them as folhiws : ^"V^''° ^.f°o rieties with
« Entonica. With a hard full pulse, fluslied these

Entonic apoplexy. countenance, and stertorous
"^'^^^*

breathing.

/8 Atonica. With a feeble pulse, and pale

Atonic apoplexy. countenance.

In ENTONIC APOPLEXY the JBt is, for the most part,
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[ord. iv,

^J^'^-^"'- sudden and without warning; though a dull pain in tife

aC. Apo head occasionally precedes the attack, accompanied with

t 'n^'a
^" ^ sense of weight or heaviness, somnolency and vertigo.

Entoiiic The inspirations are deeper than natural ; the face and
apop exy.

^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^j turffid, and hlood bursts from the nos-

of the dis- trils. On the incursion of the paroxysm, the patient falls

*^se:
j^Q ^j,g ground, and lies as in a heavy sleep from which he

occasional cannot be roused. The breathine is strikingly oppres-
precursive "^ «3 •' •^*^

signs. sive: though at first, perhaps, slow and regular, increas-

incursion. ing in frequency, weakness, and irregularity with the

progress of the fit, till at length it becomes, in many ca-

ses, intermitting and convulsive.

It is in this form of the disease that we chiefly meet

with, and are almost always sure to find, a snoring or

stertorous breathing ; nor is this difficult to be accounted

for, since the vessels of the trachea, and particularly those

of the larynx and fauces, labouring under the same aug-

Stertorous mented action as those of the head, a larger portion of

ainTost' al mucus is secreted by their excretories, than is carried off

ways pre- jjy the corresponding absorbents ; in consequence of which

form of the it accumulates, and impedes the free flux and reflux of the
disease. ^^^ j„ respiration. And hence, stertor, though not a symp-
Accounted

^^^ essential to apoplexy, as a species, may be ranked as

a pathognomic character of the particular form before us.

And to the same effect Dr. Cooke and the most celebrated

Further pathologists who have preceded him. " Boerhaave," savs
illustrated. * '^^

.i . ^i p ., .. i. .ii i

'

he, " measures the strength ot the disease by the degree

of stertor ; and Portal agrees with him in opinion on this

subject; observing that respiration in apoplexy is greatly

impeded and the motions of the breast are very apparent.

We hear a noise of snoring or stertor," he says, " which

is great in proportion as the apoplexy is strong. In all

the cases of strong apoplexy which I have seen, the res-

piration in the beginning of the paroxysm was laborious,

slow, and stertorous ; and in those which proved fatal,

this symptom as far as I can recollect, remained, even

when the breathing had become weak and irregular."

'

*' On Nervo'jp Diseases, Vol. r. p. 171.
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The author has witnessed it in the same manner con- *^r.N. viii.

tinning to the last gasp of life : the reason of which is,jtc. Apo-

that, although in consequence of the debility which hasP'^'''^
1 11 II in- entonica.

now, perhaps, succeeded to morbid strength of action, Emonic

there is less mucus secreted in the larynx and fauces
"p°p'^"''^''

than on the commencement of the disease, the absorbents continues

of these organs, participating in the growing weakness, 6^^" '"^'^^

are only capable of carrying off the finer and more at- of the last

tenuate part of the fluid, and thus leave the more viscid s^^P*

in a state of accumulation. And it is for the same reason ^P'^'"*^ •

that from first to last there is often, also, an accumulation

of frothy saliva or foam, which, as it becomes troublesome

by its increase, is occasionally blown away from the lips

with considerable force.

The skin is about the ordinary temperature, and co- Hence too

vered with a copious perspiration, or a clammy sweat : the ^"
faiioi"

pulse is full and hard, the face flushed, the eyes blood-shot of frothy

and prominent, and generally closed. The cornea is dull 'bout the

and glassy, and the pupil for the most part dilated. In ai'ps-

few cases, however, there is a tendency to either spastic or ^"^'^'.^'^

convulsive action, spreading sometimes over the limbs, but tion.

more generally confined to the muscles of the face: inso-^"'^"^^

much that, under the first, the teeth are firmly closed, dilated.

and deglutition is impeded. And where this state exists Sometimes

the pupil is contracted, as in a synizesis, sometimes, in- convulsive

deed, almost to a point. This last feature has been rarely action.

dwelt upon by pathologists, whether of ancient or modern ^"^'^
r •! r o ' sometimes

times : but it has not escaped the observant eye of my contracted,

accurate and learned friend Dr. Cooke :
" In some in- robse"/ved

stances," says he, "I have seen the pupil contracted ^y Cooke,

almost to a point, and a physician of eminence of ray ac-

quaintance has likewise observed this appearance of the

eyes in apoplexy : yet although all writers on the subject

mention the dilated pupils, I do not find any one, Aretseus

among the ancients, and Dr. Cheyne among the moderns
excepted, who has noticed the contracted pupil in these

cases."*

"* On Nervous Diseases, Vol. i. p. 174,
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Gen. VIII. Xhe paroxysm varies in its duration, from eight to

a.c. Apo Pight and forty hours, and sometimes exceeds this period.
piexia

Jy^,^ Cooke quotes from Forestus the case of a woman,
entonica. '

, ,

'

Entonic who being seized with an apoplexy, which he calls for-
apopiexy.

fj^jjjjjj^^ \.^y j,, t|,e g^ fQ,. tljrce days, and afterwards re-

of thepa- covered. We liave already observed that where it does
roxysm.

j^^^ prove fatal, it predisposes to a relapse, and often ter-
Hasex- minates in a lesion of some of the mental faculties, or in
tenneci to

three days a paralysis more or less gejjeral ; commonly, indeed, in a

covery. hemiph^gia, which usually takes place on the opposite

Sequel side of the body fr im that of the brain in which the con-
of the

ffestion or effusion is found, on examination, to have taken
disease. o

When he- place. " This," says Dr. Baillie, "would seem to show
mipiegia, ||,at ^jjp right side of the body derives its nervous influence

the oppo- from the left side of the brain, and the left side of the bo-

thebod''
°*dy its nervous influence from the right side of the brain.

from that It is rarely indeed, if ever, that some of tlie turgid vessels

when th^Ie of t^^ brain are not ruptured in this form of the disease,

is effused and Consequently produce an eff"usion of blood into some

part of the organ of the brain." And, according to the

same distinguished writer, the part where the rupture

most commonly takes placp is its medullary substance

near the lateral ventricles, some portion of the extrava-

sated fluid often escaping into these cavities.*

;8C. Apo- Atokic apoplexy is the disease of a constitution in-

atonica
^^^ ^y "^*"''^ ^^ enfeebled by age, intemperance, or

Atonic over-exertion of body or mind. It has more of a purely
apop rxy.

„gj.yQyg character, as v\e have already observed, than the
A result ol

•'

, ...

vascular preceding variety, and is more a result of \ ascular debility

ratherlhan *'^^" of vascular suicharge, and consequently where eifu-

of vasciiiai sion of blood is found, as it often is, in the present form,
^""j

L
^ the vessels have been ruptured, not from habitual disten-

and hence *

here also tion or vigorous plethora, but from accidental, often, in-

ofth^brafn '^^^^^ flight causes, that have produced a sudden excite-

have been ment and determination to the head beyond what the vas-

tured/fromCular walls are capable of sustaining. Hence, a sudden
their own

fit gf coughing or Vomiting, a sudden fright, or fit of joy,.

* Morbid Anat. n. 527.
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an immoderate fit of Iaus;liter,* the jar occasioned by a'^EN.vni.
, , . ,, .

^ .''...,. / Spec. V.
stumble in walking, or a severe jolt m riiling, navcygc. Apo-

brotiglit on the present form of apoplexy, and with so p!^^'^ ^'o-

niuch the more danger as the system possesses less of a Atonic

remedial or rallying power in itself.
apoplexy.

In most of the cases the effusion detected after death
^n oWec-''

has, therefore, been as truly sanguineous as in entoniction to the

apoplexy; and hence a valid objection to the use of the J[,\"'go^5"

term sanguineous as descriptive of the entonic form alone, apoplexy

"It is," says M. Portal, "an error to believe that the ^jve of the

apoplexy to which old men are so much subject is not ^"^""'?

iT-n-m/ri p t
form alonc,

sanguineous. Daubcnton and Le Roy, Members of theiiiustra,^,^^

Institute, died of this precise kind of the disease at an ad-

vanced age : and Zulianus describes a case marked by a

pale countenance, and a pulse so weak as scarcely to be

felt, which, on examination after death, was found to be

an apoplexia rere sanguinea: and another in which, after

all the symptoms of what is ordinarily called serous

apoplexy had shown themselve.s, extravasated blood was
discovered in the brain without any effusion of serum, or

the smallest moisture in tlie vcntriclcs.f

It is nevertheless true that atonic apoplexy is often Yet this

found with an effusion of serum instead of an effusion of found" w7th

blood, and apparently produced by such serous effusion j^n effusion

and hence, notwithstanding the objections of Dr. Aber- and^appa-

crombie, and, in the latter years of his practice, of M. For- '^'^"^'y p'"*

„ . . ?i , .
diiced by

tal, to serous eitusion as a cause at ail, the experience and it ; as con-

reasoning of Boerhaave and Hoffman, and Mead, andJ;J^j.'"'j|:^,^^^'

Sauvages, and Cullen, must not be abruptly relinquished authoritie?.

without far graver proofs than have hitherto been offered

:

for if it be a question, as Stoll has made it, whether ef-

fused serum, when discovered in the brain of those who
have died of apoplexy, be a cause of the disease or an
effect,^ we may apply the same question to effusion of

blood. It is possible, indeed, for effused serum to become Effused

occasionally a cause even of entonic apoplexy, or that ^°""" ""'"'

^ -^ •'

'

become.

* Aretaeus de Sign, et Cau5. Diut. Morb. Lib. i. Cap, 7.

t See also Burser. De Apoplex, p. 82. Cooke, ut sup. ± PrKlecf. p. 367.

vol,, IV. 81
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^Spe'c\ v!'
^^'"^^** ^»*om its symptoms is ordinarily denominated san-

/3c. Apo- gnineous apoplexy; for it is possible for the exiialantsof

nica!^
^'°'the brain to participate so largely in the high vascular

Atonic excitement by which this form of the disease is charac-

thoueh'^
terized, as to secrete an undue proportion of effused fluid

rarely, a into any of its cavities, and thus become as direct a cause

emonic^ of apoplexy as extravasated blood.

apoplexy. This, hovvcver, is not what is generally understood by
Explained. ,1 , , i. . . . i „ .

Serous "'^ tcmi serous apoplexy as distinguished from sangui-
apopiexy neous, and, indeed, ought only to be regarded as an effect
as com- p .

' o J a
nioniy ot sanguineous distention. Serous apoplexy, properly so

"he'^resu°r^
Called, is stHctly the result of a debilitated constitution,

of a tiebiii- and especially of debility existing in the excernent vessels

sutution"^ ^^ *''® brain, whether exhalants or absorbents. I say ab-

sorbents, because although lymphatics have not yet been

discovered in this organ, there must be vessels of some
kind or other to answer their purpose, and the extremities

of the veins have been supposed thus to act; a supposition

which has derived countenance from various experiments

of M. Magendie, to which we shall have to advert in the

Proem to the sixth class, and which may at least stand as

an hypothesis till the proper system of vessels is detected.

and may A serous effusion, under these circumstances, may take

from three place from three causes. The mouths of the exhalants
causes.

j^^j^y ]^q relaxed, and consequently let loose a larger por-

tion of fluid than they are accustomed to do in a state of

health, and a larger portion than can be carried off by

the absorbents. Or the extremities of the absorbents

may be torpid and inactive, and not imbibe the fluid that

is thus throwni forth, and the balance may be disturbed

in tiiis as well as in the preceding way. Or the blood

itself, may be of too watery a crasis, and too large an ef-

fusion take place from tliis cause; whence, indeed, we fre-

quently meet with apoplexy as the result ofgeneral dropsy.

Hence Hcnce, atonic apoplexy rarely makes its attack alto-

atonic gether so incontinently as entonic; and is commonly pre-

commonly ccdcd by a few Warning symptoius. These are often, how-

inorcsiow nothiuff more than the ordinary precursors of other
in Us pro- ' o ... 1

-less than ncrvous aflcctions, as vertigo, cephal£ea,imaginary sounds,
entonic.

Precursive
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a faltering in the speech, a faihirc in the memory or some Gf.n. viti.

other mental faculty, and at length a sense of drowsiness, /cfApn-
and a tendency to clonic spasms. On the attack of thei'lcsia ato-

paroxsym the patient is as completely prostrated as in the Atonic apo-

entonic variety, but the symptoms are less violent, though P^^'^y;.^^

not on this account less alarming, in consequence of the

greater debility of the system. The countenance is here

pale or sallow, instead of being fliislied, but at the same

time full and bloated ,• the pulse is weak and yieldijig,

sometimes, indeed, not easy to be felt; and the breathing

though always heavy and laborious, not always, as we
have already observed, noisy or stertorous. If spasms

occur, they are uniformly of the convulsive or clonic kind.

The duration of the fit varies as in the preceding variety. Duration

and if the patient recover, he is more liable to a relapse, '^^'l^';/^'^

and more in danger of hemiplegia or some other form of

paral3'sis than in the stronger modification of the disease.

From these remarks on the two varieties of apoplexy. Disease

we may readily see why this complaint, and its oi'tlinary 11^''^"^°"*^

associate or sequel, palsy, sliould be about equally common other

to the poor and to the rich : for frequent exposure to cold con,ni J,i to

and wet, severe and lonff nrotractcd exercise, and a diet ^h*^ p°°'
and thu

below what is called for, will often be found to produce the rich.

same debilitating effects as case, indolence, luxury, and

indulgence at too sumptuous a table. And hence, con-

trary to what many would expect. Sir Gilbert Blane has
J."''^^'^^^'^'

observed from accurate tables kept with minute attention Blanc's

and derived from a practice often years in St. Thomas's ^^^'^^'

Hospital, and his private consultations, that ** there is a

considerably greater proportion of apoplexies and palsies

among the former than among the latter:" or, in other

Avords, that tliese disorders bear a largerproportion to other

diseases among the lower classes than among those in high

life. ' Some cases of hemiplegia," says he, " occur in full

habits; some in spare and exhaiusted habits. The former,

being most incident to the luxurious and indolent, most fre-

quently occur in private practice, and among the upper

ranks of life. The latter occur more among the laborious
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Gew. VIII. classes, and amonfi: such of the rich as are atldictetl to

/g c. Apo- exhausting pleasures."*^
^

piexia ato-
jj, foi-ming our prognostic, a special regard must he had

Atonic to the peculiar character of the disease. Generally speak-

rro''iK!sIic ^"S' ^^•^'"c apopk^xy is more dangerous than entonic, for

Atonic we have here a more barren field to work upon, and nature

Himedau- hersclf, or the instinctive power of the living frame, has
geious less ability to assist us. As to the rest in either modifica-

tonic, and tiou, the degree of danger will be generally measured by
y"^;, the violence of the symptoms. Where, under the first va-
in other

_

« I '
^ ^

-

lespects riety, the breathing is not mucli disturbed, the pupil is

p!j^^j^j^"i^®'
relaxed, and there is no appearance of spastic action;

with the where the perspiration is easy, the skin warm rather than

of the hot,the bowels are readily kept in a due state of evacuation,
symptoms, and morc especially where there is any spontaneous he-

bie signs, morrhagc, as from the nose or hemorrhoidal vessels, and

of sufficient abundance, we m ay fairly venture to augur
iJnfavoui- favourably. But where the symptoms are directly oppos-

ed to these ; where the stertor is deep and very loud,f and

particularly where it is accompanied with much foaming

at the mouth ;j;. where the teeth are firmly clenched, or a

spasm has fixed rigidly on the muscles of deglutition, and

the pupil, instead of being dilated, is contracted to a pointy

we Iiave little reason to expect a favourable termination.

The great hazard resulting from this tendency to spas-

tic action, and particularly as evidenced in a strongly con-

A con- tracted pupil, is thus forcibly pointed out by Dr. Cooke.

pii attli"
" Among the dangerous signs in apoplexy, many authors

of great mention a dilated state of the pupil of the eye : but the

why.^*^
^" contracted pupil, whicli I consider to be a still more

dangerous appearance, has been scarcely noticed. 1 am
of opinion that this ought to be reckoned among the very

worst symptoms of the disease. I never knew a person

recover from apoplexy when the pupil was greatly con-

tracted. My opinion on this subject is confirmed by that

of Sir Gilbert Blane and Dr. Templc."§

* Trans. Meilico-Chir. Sor. Vol. iv.p. 12-1. i Dolscus, p. HJ.

± Biuser. p. 97. \^ Bnrser. p. 280.
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Dr. Cheyne, in like manner, regards convulsions as a*^^^*^?J^*

source of great clanger : while M. Portal, on the contra- /3 c. Apo-

ry, thinks they sometimes announce a diminution of the!?',^'"^

morbid cause. The latter reasons fiom the fact that when. Atonic

in living animals, a slight pressure has been made on the co° vuf/'

exposed brain, convulsions have taken place ; while, if s'ons whe-

.. , - , . ,
'

. . theidan-
the pressure be increased in power, general stujjor with gerous.

stertor and difficult respiration have followed instead of

convulsions; an ingenious conclusion, but not exactly

applicable, since in the one case the brain is in a morbid

and in the other in a sound state ; whence the premises

on which the reasoning is founded are not parallel.

In the treatment of apoplexy, if we be timely consult- Medical

ed during the existence of the precursive signs which Import!"^*

have been noticed as occasionally taking place, we shall ^."^^^ °^ ^

often find it in our power completely to ward off* a parox- tention to"

ysm by bleeding, purgatives, perfect quiet, and, in the en- ^l^^
piecur-

tonic variety, a reducent regimen. Where, however, thcgiggji^^

pulse, and other symptoms give proof of w eak vascular when to be

action, and nervous debility, the depleting plan should be whiT cau-

pursued with caution, and it will be better to employ *'°"'

cupping-glasses than venesection, and, in some instances,

to limit ourselves to purgatives alone. Yet, whatever be When ab-

the degree of general debility, if the proofs of compres- n°ee"es^s^ry

sion or distention be clear, as those of drowsiness, verti- even in

go, and a dull pain in the head, it will be as necessary to piexy!^^°

have recourse to bleeding either locally or generally, as

in entonic apoplexy ; for such symptoms will assuredly

lead to a fit, unless timely counteracted and subdued.
*' In the actual paroxysm of apoplexy," says Dr. Cooke, General

and I quote his words because it is impossible to exchange
'^"^'^-'°"*'

them for better, "the patient should, if possible, be im-

mediately carried into a spacious apartment, into which
cool air may be freely admitted. He should be placed

in a posture which the least favours determination of

blood to the head : all ligatures, especially those about

the neck, should be speedily removed, and the legs and
feet should be placed in warm water, or rubbed with sti-

mulating applications. These means may be employed
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Gen. VIII. in all cases of apoplexy."*^ and are consequently equally

CarusApo- applicable to both the forms under which we have con-
piexia. templated the disease. The collateral means to be had
Apoplexy. •

Treatment, recourse to require discrimination, and it will be most

convenient to considei' them in relation to the actual

form under which the apoplexy presents itself.

Particular In ENTOJfic APOPLEXY, copious and repeated bleeding

of entonic secms, prima facie, to offer the most rapid and effectual

apoplexy, remedy we can have recourse to : yet the opinions of the
Copious

ijgg^ practitioners, as well in ancient as in modern times,
and re- • ' '

peated liave been strangely at variance upon this subject. Hippo-
bieedmg.

(.j^^teg, who regarded apoplexy as chiefly dependent upon

a weak and pituitous habit, discountenanced the use of the

lancet, as adding to the general debility : and even where

it is accompanied with symptoms of strong vascular ac-

Timid tion, he discountenanced it equally, from an idea thatthe

iiippo"
° case was utterly hopeless when it assumed this form, and

crates. that to have recourse to bleeding would only bring a re-

proach upon the art of medicine. The authority of Hip-

pocrates has had too much influence with physicians in

all ages, and has extended its baneful effects to recent

Mischie- times, and in some instances even to our own day.
vous influ- Ugnce Forestus tells us, that in strons; or entonic apo-
ence on ' o i

later phy- plexy, no couragcous plan ought to be attempted, no ve-

PorestVs r "^section, no pills: we may, indeed, to please the by-

standers, have recourse to the remedia leviora of fric-

tions, and injections, and ligatures round the arms and

thighs :
** and where," says he, " we have not found these

succeed—in rationem sacerdotibus commiserimus."

In our own country, the same timid feeling has been

Heberdcn ;
particularly manifested by Dr. Heberden and Dr. Fother-

gill, but on grounds somewhat different. These excellent

pathologists have chiefly regarded apoplexy as a disease

of nervous rather than of general debility, and have been

fearful of adding to this debility by abstracting blood, and

hereby of almost ensuring hemiplegia, orsome other form

of paralysis. Hence Dr. Heberden speaks with great

* Bmser. p. 2RS.
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hesitation concerning the practice rather than with an ah- Gen. viii.

sohite and general condemnation of it ; heohserves, which cai us Ap-

is true enough, that many persons have heen injured by
^l^^l'

large and repeated bleedings, and then lays down his ment.

rule, not to bleed either in an attack of apoplexy or pal-

sy, if there would have been just objections to taking

away blood before the incursion of either.*

Dr. Fothergill, however, expresses himself still morefo'^'ergiu,

decidedly against bleeding than Dr. Heberden. He sus-

pects that the weakness it occasions checks the natural

eflfort to produce absorption ; and that even the hard and

full and irregular pulse, which seems imperatively to call

for a very free use of the lancet, " is often an insufficient

guide j" since " it may be that struggle which arises from

an exertion of the vires vitse to restore health." And
hence, he adds in another place, " I am of opinion that

bleeding in apoplexy is, for the most part, injurious, and

that we should probably render the most effectual aid by

endeavouring, in all cases, to procure a plentiful dis-

charge from the bowels : as by these revulsions, the head

is, perhaps, much more effectually relieved from plenitude,

and that witliout weakening or interrupting any other ef-

fort of nature to relieve herself than by venesection."!

It is singular that in drawing such conclusions from the

instinctive efforts or remedial power of nature, where a

cure has been effected spontaneously, these distinguished

writers have not felt more deeply impressed by the salu- Salutary

tary efforts of spontaneous and copious hemorrhages, asspontane

from the nose, the lungs, and the hemorrhoidal vessels, ""^^^"'°-

"which have never perliaps poured forth blood freely with-

out operating a cure; and that they have not endeavoured

to follow these footsteps, as far as they ruiglit have done,

by substituting an artificial discharge of blood where a

natural discharge has not taken place.

Otlier physicians, however, both in ancient and modern Bolder

times, have not been equally insensible to this important
o[he^!'^v^a-'

fact. Galen, though he always hesitated in departing from teis an-
cient and

* Medical Transactions, I. p. 472. t Works, Vol. iii. p. 208. GaleTi,
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Gen. VIII. the practice of Hippocrates, ventured to deviate from him

Caius Ap-"Pt*" ^^^^ point before us. Arctajiis, Paulus of JEglna^
opiexia. and Coelius Aurelianus carried the remedy of bleedins:

Treatment. *<* * ^till further extent, and Celsus regarded it as tlie

Aretseus, Q^jy niean of effecting a cure.*

iEgineta. " The Arabians adopted the practice of the ancients,

Arabian as far as relates to the employment of blood-Iettinff in the
practice.

i
strong apoplexy, and by far the greater number of modern

physicians have, in this respect, followed their example.

In support of this practice we might adduce the opinion,

of all who have written on the disease : we might quote

Boerhaave, from the works of Sydenham, Wepffer, Boerhaave, Van

Hoffml.",''
Swicten, Morgagni, Baglivi, Sauvages, Tissot, Mead,

CuUen, Freind, Pitcairn, Hoffman, Cullen, Portal, Cheyne, and

Cheyne, many other eminent modern writers."! As this paragraph
Cooke.

ig quoted from Dr. Cooke, it is almost su})erfluous to add

his own name to the list of those who strenuously recom-

mend blood-letting.

s'd bi'^^d
^ question has been made as to the side from which

may be it may be most advantageous to take blood. Aretseus

njosTad- ^rcw it from the sound side, wherever this could be dis-

vantage- tinguished. Valsalva and Morgagni recommend the same

;

Mostly re- as does also Cullen, observing that " dissections show

ed"fr'om"^"
^^^^^ Congestions producing apoplexy are always on the

the sound Side not affected."^: Baglivi recommends bleeding from
1' \ ,. . the diseased side, except where blood is abstracted lo-By rsaglivi *•

from the cally. The question appears to be of no great import-

side.
^ ^"ce : the grand object in general bleeding is to dimin-

ish the quantity and momentum of the circulating jBuid,

to enable the ruptured vessels to contract with greater

facility-, and to afford time for an absorption of whatever

may have been effused.

Local In entonic apoplexy, general and local bleeding should

accompany S** hand in hand ; and the quantity drawn should in every
general, instance depend upon the urgency of the symptoms. Dr

Cheyne advises us to begin with abstracting two pounds,
To what
extent.

* De Medicin. Lib. m. cap. xxvii. '' Cool^o. ut siipiTi, 29:;

t Tract, of Phys. Vo^.m. p. 181.
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and tells us that it will often require a loss of six or eight Gf-^rvm.

pounds before the disease will give way. Caius

Dr. Cullen, and many otlier writers, as Morgagni, Val- Ap"p|exia.1111. Apoplexv.
salva, and Portal, have recommended that the opening Treat-

should be made in the temporal artery or the jugular'''^"'*

veins. "In all cases of a full habit,'* says Dr. Cullen, aneiy?'^

" and where the disease has been preceded by marks of a Jugular

plethoric state, blood-letting is to be immediately cm-^'""''

ployed, and very largely. In my opinion it will be most

effectual when the blood is taken from the jugular vein;

but if that cannot be done, it may be taken from the

arm. The opening of the temporal artery, w hen a large

branch can be opened so as suddenly to pour out a con-

siderable quantity of blood, may also be an effectual re-

medy ; but, in execution, it is more uncertain, and may
be inconvenient. It may in some measure be supplied

by cupping and scarifying on the temples or hind-head.

This, indeed, should seldom be omitted, and these sca-

rifications are always preferable to the application of

leeches."^

In bleeding from the temporal artery we may safely let

the stream flow as long as it will, for in common it will

cease before we have obtained enough, and all tight liga-

tures about the head, or indeed any other part of the

body, should be avoided as much as possible. For the

same reason Heister advises that, on opening the jugular

vein, no ligature should be made use of, as the smallest

pressure on the part may do harm by interrupting the

circulation of the blood on the external veins of the neck.

M. Dejean, of Caen, proposed, not long ago, to the Opening of

Academy of Sciences, to open the superior longitudinal rioViongl-

sinus after raising the bone which covers it, and asserted ^udinai

that he had employed this mode with great success on posed h°'
strangled dogs. M. Portal, and M. Tenon, however, J^JJ^^^"

'

who were appointed commissioners to report on M. De- commend-

jean's memoir, agreed that bleeding from the jugular
taj^a^J"'^'

vein is preferable to that from the sinus, as producing the Tenon,

* Prast, of Phys. Vol. ni. p, 182.

yoi. ir, 82
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*^spf7 v'
^^'"^^ effect more speedily, and with more facility of re-

caius' slraint when a sufficiency of blood has been taken away.

^popiex'^'
^^''^t seems to be the fair result the autlior will give

Ik at- in the words of Dr. Cooke. " General opinion, then, as
niffi)

. ^^,gjj ^^ reasoning;, appears to be very much in favour of
General «

,

result. free and repeated evacutions of blood, both general and

topical, in the strong apoplexy ; and 1 am persuaded

that greater advantage may be reasonably expected from

this than from any other practice : yet I am very much
inclined to think that it may be, and actually sometimes

has been, carried too far. I have seen several cases, and
heard of many others, in which very large quantities of

blood have been drawn without the smallest perceptible

advantage, and with an evident and considerable diminu-

tion of the strength of the patient."*

I'urgaiive?. I'he ncxt important means to be pursued is that of ex-

citing the bowels by active purgatives, and thus endea-

vouring to lessen the pressure on the brain by revulsion.

The particular purgative is of no importance : whatever

will operate most speedily and most effectively is what

should be preferred in the first instance: and hence a

combination of calomel and extract of jalap will be found

among the best : though a free action may afterwards be

more conveniently maintained by colocynth or sulphate

of magnesia. Doheus employed calomel so as to excite

salivation, from an opinion that all evacuations are use-

ful ; and he gives an account of several cures he was
hereby enabled to effect, and particularly relates the

case of a woman who was in tbis manner considerably

relieved, and died on the cessation of the ptyalism.f
Kmetics, in i^jj^ collateral remedies are of less importance though
6ntonic

apopie:<j', some of them may add to the general effect. Emetics
of a doubt-

j^pg qP ^ ^, doubtful character in the form of the dis-
ful cnarac- .'

rer: ease before us, though often highly useful in atonic apo-

plexy. They have been given upon the principle of their

producing a sudden prostration of strength, and faint-

ness : but this is a result of nausea rather than of Tomit-

•^ IJtsOnra, D, oil. r Doli<^us. n. M."-
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jng: and the languor hereby occasioned is not exactly Gk.v.viii.

of the kind we stand in need of; regard being had to thecarusApo-

disease as a nervous affection, and the danger of inducing picxia.

f.
Apoplexy.

hemiplegia. Full vomiting may, indeed, determine trom Treatment,

the head to the surface of the body, but we cannot answer

that the straining will not renew the extravasation, or

even rupture a vessel where no rupture has existed. It

is true the same plan has at times been employed in hse- ^'^^ why

moptysis, apparently with success ; but it has in other

instances been so decidedly productive of mischief, as to

urge those who have made choice of it to abandon it ab-

ruptly, with a determination never to return to it in any

other case, as we have already observed when treating of

hsemoptysis under Class iii. Order iv. in the preceding

volume. The only instance in which it may be prudent

to prescribe an emetic, is where the disease has evidently

proceeded from a surcharged stomach.

Blisters and sinapisms promise but little in this form Blisters

of the disease : they tease and irritate to no purpose when
p|s'm^s."^°

applied to the extremities, and are still more injurious

when they arc made to cover the scalp; for they effectu-

ally prevent the use of epithems of cold water, or vinegar,

or pounded ice, which afford a rational chance of pro-

ducing benefit.

Cordials were in high reputation amongthe Greek prac- ^°l'^',f ^^

titioners, from a belief that apoplexy is in almost every muiams

case the result of a debilitated and pituitous habit : and tous!!"^

the custom has too generally descended to the present day,

even where the ground on which it was founded has been

relinquished. Stimulants and cordials of all kinds should

be sedulously abstained from : and the neutral salts with

small doses of the antimonial powder, or any other cuta-

neous relaxant be employed in their stead : cooling dilute

drinks should be freely recommended ; and if we should

hereby be enabled to excite a gentle moisture on the skin,

it may prove of incalculable advantage.

The curative process under our second variety of ^*"'*^"'^^
* treatment

the disease, or atonic apopiext, must vary in many o'^^'on'c

apoplexy.
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cjir.N. VIII. points from the preceding. It is here, if at any time, we
Cams Apo- should pausc, before we employ bleeding. Yet as dissec-

Apopiexy
^^^"^ show US that evcn here also compression, and that

Treatment, too from an efllux of blood, is very general, and either

Bleeding from blood or serum, almost constant,—whatever be the

a^palj'se^:
<icgree of Constitutional debility, I can hardly conceive of

but may in any case in which we should be justified in withholding

be impeia-the lancct or the use of cupping-glasses. The argument

^'d f'^

^^^^' ^^'^^^^ precisely upon the ground of the expediency of

lUustrated, bleeding in typhus accompanied with congestion : it is in

itself an evil ; but it is only employed as a less evil to

fight against a greater. With it we may succeed : without

it, in either instance, the case is often hopeless.

Local Generally speaking, however, local bleeding will here

niostiy"to ^c preferable to that of the lancet ; but cupping should
be prefer- always bc preferred to leeches whose operation is far too
red to £G*

imra]. slow for the urgency of the occasion. The last, however,

are recommouled by Burserius, and Forestus quotes an

instance in which they succeeded by a formidable applica-

tion over the entire body.* Aretseus, after abstracting

blood by cupping-glasses, recommends also the use of

dry-cupping between the shoulders, and the recommenda-

tion is highly ingenious and worth attending to.f

Purgatives Purgativcs, though less violent than in atonic apo-

u"sed with P^exy, should in like manner be had recourse to : and as

less doubt, ^.g have less danger to apprehend from the use ofemetics,

they may be given more freely. They are strongly re-

commended by Sauvages, and were regarded by Grube-

lius almost as a specific. They have the triple advantage

of freeing the stomach from morbid acrimony, rousing

the system generally, and determining from the head to

the surface of the body.
As may Here also we may use both external and internal sti-
external •'

and inter- mulauts in many cases with considerable success. Of the

kuits!'""' former, volatile alkali, rubefacients, and blisters may be

made choice of in succession, and applied alternately to

* I,ib. X. Obs. 7fi. f Pe Cm. Moib. Acut. i. 4.
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different parts of the body. Of the latter \vc should ^Esf. viii.

. .,, Spec. V.
chiefly confine ourselves to the warmer verticillate plants, Cams

as lavender, marjoram, and pepperiaint, or tlie ^varmer ^P°|]Jg^'^'

siliquosc, as horse-radish and niurtard, or the different Treatment,

forms of ammonia : yet even of these we are debarred

by Dr. Cullen, at least in that particular modification of

atonic apoplexy, wliich we have described under the

name of serous, though he does not enter into a consider-

ation of aiiy otlier.

In that peculiar kind of apoplexy which is sometimes Treatment

produced by taking immoderate doses of spirits or somcfio^niexcTss

narcotic, and especially opium, in which we meet with an °f''""'^'"S»

, . - , or of nai-
almost instantaneous exhaustion oi the nervous power, orcotics.

an instantaneous stop put to its secretion or flow, mak-

ing a near approach to asphyxy, though witii a heavy

drowsiness and stertorous breathing, the patient should

first have his stomach thoroughly emptied by an emetic

of sulphate of copper; he should be generally stimulated

by blisters, and kept in a state of perpetual motion by

walking or other exercise, so as to prevent sleep till the

narcotic effect is over. An interesting case of this kind

will be found related by Dr. Marcet in the Medico-Chi-

rurgical Transactions.*

After all it should not be forgotten that apoplexy is in The imei-

most, perhaps in all cases, not secondarily alone, but pri- J^mln-^'^^

marily a nervous aff; ction, and dependent upon a predis- ^nce, and

position to this disorder in the sensoiium itself, if not minute at-

upon a morbid condition of it: and that hence the patient, *^"''°"-

though we should recover him from the actual fit, will be

subject to a recurrence of it. In this view the interval

becomes a period of great importance, and should be as

much submitted to a course of remedial treatment as the

paroxysm itself.

After cntonic apoplexy, the patient should habitually interme-

accustom himself to a jdain diet, regular exercise, early
1^1^^^^

"j^^*'

hours of meals and retirement, and uniform tranquillity entonic

of mind : and the state of his bowels should particularly "P°p^^^-'
'

* Vol. I. p, 77T
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Gen. VIII. claim his attention. After the atonic variety the same
•5PEC V .

Caiijs ' general ))lan may be followed with a like good effect, but

Apojk'^^ *''^ *''^*^ "^^^ ^^' "'^^'^ ^ "^'^'^^ liberal allowance
;
and a

Treatment, course of tonic nicdicines should form a part of the reme-
of atonic dial system. If it were true, as suspected bv Dr. Cullen,
apoplexy. , ,, , .

that all bittej's contain in the bitter principle itself a nar-

cotic and mischievous power, these ought to be carefully

abstained from, but we have alieady observed that this

does not seem to be the fact. And hence much of the

treatment laid down under limosis Dyspepsia* may be

pursued here : together with the use of the waters of Bath,

Buxton, and Leamington.

SPECIES VI.

CARUS PARALYSIS.

CORPOREAIi TORPITrDE AND MUSCULAR IMMOBILITY

MORE OR LESS GENERAL, BUT WITHOUT SOMNOLENCY.

Gen. VIII. PxLST is a disease which makes a near approach to apo-

Reiation to plexy in its general nature and symptoms, and is very
apoplexy.

freqi,gj^^)y a result of it. It is, however, still more strictly
Still nioie 1 .^ ' ' .'

strictly a a nervous affection, and less connected with a morbid

affection State of the saugsiiferous or the respiratory organs. In
Sometimes examining it more in detail, we shall find that sometimes
exists prin-

cipaiiyin the motory fibres alone are affected in any considerable

J||j®^g^?^°'^
degree, while the sentient are only rendered a little more

sometimes obtuse ; Sometimes both kinds are equally torpid, and

tory and sometimcs several of the faculties of the mind participate

ami'^some-
*" *^'^ debility, though they are never so completely lost

times influ- as in apoplexy.
ences seve-
ral of the « ,r , ,-«
mental " ^ "!• »• P- ^S"-

farulties.
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The Greek writers contemplated the two diseases
""-^sI'kc^vi

der the same view, considering them as closely related Carus Pa-

to each other, or, in other words, as species of the same
p*afsy!

genus. " The ancients," says Dr. Cooke, who has accu- Apoplexy

, , , ..11 ^1 • and palsy
rately gone over the entire ground and taken nothing up- comem-

on trust, *' very generally considered apoplexy and palsy Pj^^^'^ ^^

as diseases of the same nature, but different in degree ; degrees of

apoplexy being an nniversnl palsy, and palsy a partial
5j^°^"^"J"

apoplexy. Aretsus says, apoplexy, paraplegia, paresis, the Greeks,

and par.slysis, are all of the same kind j consisting in a

loss of sensation, of mind, and of motion. Apoplexy is

a palsy of the wliole body, of sensation, of mind, and of

motion. And on this subject Galen, Alexander, Trallia-

nus, ^Etius, and Paulus ^gineta, agree in opinion witli

Aretseus. Hippocrates who, in various parts of his

works, speaks of apoplexy, no where, as far as I knovA-,

mentions paralysis; and when he refers to this disease

he employs the term apoplexia. Both Aretseus and Pau-

lus vEgineta represent him as speaking of apoplexy in

the leg. Celsiis describes palsy and apoplexy by the

general terms resolutio nervokum."* It is only ne-

cessary to add that paresis and palsy were used some- Paresis

times synonymously ; and that, when a distinction was
JP^J^^^^J^

made between them,.paresis was regarded as only a very from palsy.

slight or imperfect palsy.

Palsy and apoplexy, however, are something more than v^niy the

the same disease merely varied in degree; the one, in- be°eta°rd-^

deed may lead to and terminate in the otiier, but they very ed as dis-

often exist separately and wiihout any interference; and, g'^jg^g
.'

^^^^

notwithstanding their general resemblance, are distin- "°t placed

guishable by clear and specific symptoms. But iftlie Greeks a distance

approximated them too closely, the greater part of the no-
^H^^^^

sologists of modern times, as Sauvages, Linneus, Vogel, bymany

Sagar, Cullen, and Young, have placed them too remote-
"^"/ters!

ly, by resjarding each as a distinct genus : the proper no- Proper sta-

1 • , .. * u *!. * f • tionappa-
sological arrangement seems to be that ot co-species, as jgniiy that

of the pre-

sent work,
^ Treatise on iServous Disease?, Vol. ii. p. 1.
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Gen. VIII
Spec. VI
Cams Pa-
ralysis.

Palsy.

Common
causes of
apoplexy
very fre-

quently
those of
palsy, es-

pecially

compres-
sion.

Yet the

disease

(ften pro-

duced from
other cau-
ses, and
especially

those of

nervous
debility.

Oftenintro-

duced by
precursive

bigns.

jN^erves

chiefly af-

fected

those of

voluntary

jnotion

:

but the

accompa-
nying
nerves of

feeling

commonly
jjarti^ipate.

in a great-

er or less

degree.

Action of

the heart

and lungs

little inter-

fered With :

and hence
a material
difference

between
palsy and
;.nonle\'v.

• they are ranked l>y Dr. Parr, as well as under the system

before us.

The common causes of apoplexy are usually asserted to

be those of palsy : and considering how frequently palsy

occurs as a sequel of apoplexy, the assertion has much to

support it : for compression is here also as well as in ajM)-

plexy a very frequent cause. Yet as compression does not

seem to be the only cause of apoplexy, it is still less so of

palsy in all its modifications, and we shall still more fre-

quently have to resolve the disease into some of those

causes of general, and especially of nervous, debility,

which we have already noticed as occasionally giving

rise to apoplexy, and which we have more particularly

illustrated under the genus clonus of the preceding order.

Palsy is often preceded by many of the precursive signs

we have already noticed as forewarning us of apoplexy;

and it commonly commences slowly and insidiously; a

single limb, or a part of the body being at first troubled

w ith an occasional sense of weakness or numbness, which

continues for a short time and then disappears. A single

finger is often subject to this token, as is one of the eyes,

the tongue, or one side of the face.

The nerves chiefly affected are those subservient to

voluntary motion, but the accompanying nerves of feeling

in most cases participate in the torpitude though not in an

equal degree, and sometimes not at all. "I never," says

Dr. Cooke, " saw a case of palsy in which sensation was

entirely lost ;" though such cases seem sometimes to have

occurred. The action of the involuntary organs, and es-

pecially of the heart and lungs, are hut little interfered

with, though in a few instances something more languid

ihan in a state of ordinary health. And in this respect we
perceive a considerable difference between paralysis and

apoplexy, in which last the heart appears to be always op-

pressed, and the breathing laborious. The faculties of the

mind, however, rarely escape without injury, and espe-

cially the memory ; insomuch that not only half the voca-

bulary the patient has been in the habit of using is romc-
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times forgotten, but the exact meaning of those terms that gen. viit.

are remembered ; so that a senseless succession of words is carusPai-

made use of instead of intelligible speech, the patient per- p^j^'^'

petually misusing one word for another, of which we have-pj^g
^^j^^^

given various examples under moria imbedllis,or mentai. and espe-

„.,.,, , , 1 J 1 i ji i tiallv the
IMBECILITY.* And it is heuce not to be wondered at that memory

palsy should occasionally impair all the mental faculties '^"^^'y*^*
* •' ^ r

^
capes in-

by degrees, and terminate in fatuity or childishness. jury.

We have frequently had occasion to observe and to General

prove by examples, that where any one of the external p^thoiogi-

senses is peculiarly obtuse or deficient, the rest are often mark ex-

found in a more than ordinary degree of vigour and pia»^tory

acuteness, " as though the sensorial power were primarily symptoms

derived from a common source, and the proportions be-*^^^*'^-^"

longing to the organ whose outlet is invalid, wer distri-

buted among the other organs."! Something of this law

seems to operate in many cases of palsy, and is more and

more conspicuous in proportion to the extent of the dis-

ease : for in hemiplegia and paraplegia, the half of the

body that is unaffected has not unfrequently evinced a Hence the

morbid increase of feeling. Dr. Heberden attended aside some-

paralytic person whose sense of smell became so exquisite ^'"^^^

/>-« j^i • Of 1
evinces a

as to turnish perpetual occasions ot disgust and uneasi- morbid in-

ness : and he mentions one case in which all the senses ^5^,^^,^°^

were exceedingly acute. illustrated.

It is to this principle we are to resolve it that where Hence,

the disease confines itself to the motory nerves of an organ sensific

alone, and the sensific are not interfered with, the feelin£j^,^"V^«,,.,,. ,„ ° the affect-

of the palsied limb itself is sometimes greatly increased, ed Hmb

and sometimes exacerbated into a sense of formication, or p^^g^^g".

some other troublesome itching. ** I have seen several cess of

instances," says Dr. Cooke, " in which paralytic persons ^^ '"^"

have felt very violent pain in the parts affected, particu-

larly in the shoulder and arm f'\ and the remark, if ne-

cessary, might be confirmed from numerous authorities, c
r% , , .

bometimes
ralsy, however, is strictly a disease of nervous debi- the whole

nervous

* See Vol. III. pp. 188, 189. ^y**^."?
.,^'^ ' raanifestly

t See Vol. III. p. 260, and compare with p, 27. affected :

t Vt supta, p. 5.

VOL. IV. 83
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G
^'^'

v\"'
^^*^* ^"^ where it shows itself extensively, the whole nerv-

Carus Par- ous systcm is affected by it. The consequence of which

Pais'^'
*^* ^^ ^^ hsi^G already shown in treating of entastic, and

and the particularly clonic spasm, that the sensorial fluid in all its

sensorial modifications is secreted or communicated irregularly, and

disturbed its balance perpetually disturbed, so as to operate upon
in various

^|,g mi^d as Well as upon the body : whence some parts
ways. • '' *

,

Hence the ^^'^ too hot and others too cold, and even the affected limb
afiected itself, accordinff to the nature of the affection, and its
limb some- , .

^
. .n i

times limitation or extension to different sets of nerves, will be
warmer, warmer or colder than in its natural temperature, and
sometimes *^

coiderthan will waste away, or retain its ordinary bulk; while the
natural;

p^ggions of the mind will participate in the same morbid
retains its " * *

. .

bulk or irritability, and evince a change from their constitutional

avva'^^
tenour. Persons of the mildest and most placid tempers

Passions of will often discover gusts of peevishness and irascibility

;

affected^
and men of the strongest mental powers have been known

Illustrated, to weep like children on the slightest occasions. In a

few instances, however, an opposite and far more desir-

able alteration has been effected. " I had several years

ago," says Dr. Cooke, " an opportunity of seeing an il-

lustration of this remark in the case of a much respected

friend. The person to whom I allude had always, up to

an advanced age, shown an irascible and irritable dis-

position : but after an attack of palsy his temper became

perfectly placid and remained so until his death about

two years afterwards."*

.^ fleeted It is the general opinion that paralytic limbs are uni-

nSy?u'p-foi"mly colder than in a state of health : and Mr. Henry
posed to be Earlc has ably supported this opinion upon an extensive

fnordinary scale of examination, in an article introduced into the

health: Transactions of the Medico-Chirui'gical Socicty.f Dr.

by Ea^il^
Abercrombie, on the contrary, in a correspondence upon

By Aber- this subject with Dr. Cooke, gives it as his opinion that

crombie paralytic parts do not become colder than natural ; and
supposed r J I

not to adds, " that he had long ago observed that they are some-

-"^'Js^,
times warmer than sound limbs, but without being able

'* See Vnl. III. 0. 12. t Medico-Chirur. Trans. VoL vi;.
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to account for it." The present author has frequently Gen. viir,

made the same remark, though he has more commonly carus'pa-

found them below the ordinary temperature. The fiacts, ^^^y^^^^-

therefore, on both sides are correctly stated ; and the dis- Diversin-

crepancv is to be resolved into the nature and extent of o^ "P'n'°"

J , ,
reconciled.

the sets of nerves that are immediately aiiected, whether

sensific, motific, or both, and into the disturbed and irre-

gular, the hurried or interrupted tenour with which the

nervous fluid is secreted or supplied.

The learned Pereboom, who has followed Boerhaave Subdivi-

and Heister in attaching himself to the apparently correct reboom
^

doctrine of the Galenic school, that tlie nerves issuing bounded on

from the sensorium are of two distinct sorts, one subser- siobgyV

vient to sensation, and the other to muscular motion,

and has so far accorded with the physiology attempted

to be established in the commencement of the present

volume, has divided palsy, which he describes as a genus,

into three species; a nervous, muscular, and nerveo- ^"f
"'''

muscular; by the first meaning that form of the disease in reciiy'^ex.

which tliere is a deprivation of sense without loss ofP'*^^^^*^'

motion; by the second, loss of motion while the sensi-

bility remains ; and by the third, loss both of sense and
motion.* The specific names are here at variance with

the physiology ; for if it be true that muscular motion is

as dependent upon the nerves as sensation, then, palsy

affecting the moving fibres, is as much entitled to be and unne-

called nervous as palsy affecting the sentient. Nor are"^,^^]"!^,.

the few cases to be met with of privation of feeling with- ^^'

out loss of motion, strictly speaking, to be regarded as

palsies. They are rather, as Aretseus has correctly ob-

served, examples ofanaesthesia, or morbid wantof the sense

of feeling, and as such will be found described in tlie pre-

sent system under the name of parapsis expers.j

On this account the present author, in his volume of Hence a

nosology, thought it better to follow up, though with apl°fija'sub-

considerable degree of simplification, the subdivisions of '^''''^'?" °^'

fered in the

present
* Acad. Nat. Cur. Soc. De Paralysi, 8vo. HorncC. system of

^ ria«s IV. Ord. II. Gen, v. see sunra. t>. ?3:^.
nasology.
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*sfEc^v""
^^"^^S^s ^^^ Cullen, and to distinguish the disease un-

Carus Pa* dcr the three following varieties founded upon the line or

pifsy!'
locality of affection

:

« Hemiplegia. The disease affecting and

Hemiplegic Palsy. confined to one side of

the body.

/9 Paraplegia. The disease affecting and

Paraplegic Palsy. confined to the lower

part of the body on both

sides, or any part be-

low the head,

y Particularis. The disease affecting and

Local Palsy. confined to particular

limbs.

Some local Some nosologists have transferred to this division the

lities of the
^^^al insensibilities and atonies of the external senses or

external parts of them, as though they were idiopathic affections.

properly It is rarely, however, or never, as Aretseus has justly
referable remarked, that they are not connected with other symp-

species : toms and other derangements of such organs and tlieir

and why.
respective functions : and hence, they rather belong to

the second order of the present class, than to paralysis

in the strict sense of the term. They are anaesthesia;,

—¥6ffoi 7ra^et?f.vriKotf or vei^irMoi, rather than va^xXvntt ; and

in the system before us are arranged accordingly.

«c. Para- HEMIPLEGIA, the first of the above varieties of palsy,

nifpiegia. Js far more frequently met with as a sequel of apoplexy,
Hemipie- ^nd especially of atonic apoplexy, or that in which the

Mostly a energy of the nervous system is peculiarly diminished, and
sequel of jpreffular. The usual excitinsj causes of apoplexy are in
apoplexy

:

o " i * .'

but some- consequence those of palsy, and need not be enumerated
times

j,^ ^j,g present place. In a few instances, however, hemi-

without plegia occurs without preceding apoplexy; and hence,

apoplexy: distinctly proves that pressure, or at least such a pres-

sure as is demanded to produce somnolency, is not essen-

tially necessary. Mr. John Hunter, as we have already

observed, was inclined to think that pressure from effus-

ed blood, was, in every instance, the cause both of this
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disease and of apoplexy ; but in allowing, as he has done, <|Jn.
viii.

that on one occasion at least he was called to a patient who^ c. p'aral

died of a gouty affection of the brain **v)ith symptoms ^y^^^^^.^^'^'^'

similar to apoplexy" and without any extravasation Hemipiegic

whatever, he directly yields the point of compression as^^'*^"

an universal cause : for if atonic or retrocedent goutmay ^^^0^^";^"^

produce apoplexy or palsy without pressure on the brain, atimission

.if- *• « *• ofj. Hun-
so may many other atonic powers, operating as enective-ter.

ly on the sensorium. One of the most frequent of these a debiiita.

powers is a debilitated and paretic state of the liver ; and ^^^ ^"^

hence those persons are peculiarly subject to this variety state of the

of palsy, who have spent the earlier part of their lives in [l^Jg^a™^'

an habitual course of intemperance. Hoffman has par- cause,

ticularly noticed this cause; and Morgagni describes the I'lustrated.

case of a man advanced in years who was attacked with-'^t times

jaundice and hemiplegia simultaneously; the jaundicCpani^

affectina: the hemiplescic side alone, which was the rischt,^'''\^

ana that with so much precision, that the nose was of a of the he-

deep yellow on the one side, and of its proper colour on ^^eafone
the other, which were divided from each other as by aQ^j^g,.

ruled line. Other causes are exposure to the rays of the causes.

sun, drinking cold water and bathing in it when heated,

repelled eruptions, and chronic rheumatism.

As apoplexy has its percursive symptoms occasionally. ^'®*^""'^*

1 1 1 . 1 • 1 .11 . . ""symptoms
so also has hemiplegia, and particularly when it is con-ofhemi-

nected with a plethoric habit: for in this case, the veins P'^^'^*

of the neck and face often appear turgid, there is an ob-

tuse pain in the head, the tongue moves with some diffi-

culty, and particularly on one side, the perception and
memory become impaired, and the patient feels a tenden-

cy to drivel at one corner of the mouth rather than at the

other. The onset, like that of apoplexy, is at last sud- Attack,

den ; and if the patient be standing he drops down ab-

ruptly on the affected side.

The progress of the disease is uncertain ; and depends Progress of

very much upon the state of the nervous system at tf,e^^'''^"^^'^'

time of the attack. If there be no chronic debility, or

other morbid condition of the sensorium, the patient will Duration.
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Gen. VIII. sometimes recovered entirely in a week or even less : but
Spec VI.

etC.Para- if his system, or some particular part of it, be in an in-

lysis Henii- gj.Qj gt^te, he recovers only imperfectly; and obtains,

Hemipiegic perhaps, a thorough or a limited use of the lower limb,

R^s^uit
while the upper remains immoveable ; or he is compelled

to pass through the remainder of a wretched and precari-

ous existence with only one half of his body subservient

to his will, the other half being more dead lihan alive, and

withering, perhaps, with a mildew-mortification.*
Proofs of We have stated that in this disease, as. indeed, in all

flow and others accompanied with an atonic disturbance of the ner-
distribu- yQyg energy, there is not only a great irregularity in its

sensoiiai flow, but a great and confused disproportion in its distri-

^"'^' bution to diflFerent parts of the body; so that the stock,

whether of sensific or motific fluid, which is altogelherde-

ficient in some parts, seems to be sent in a hurried and tu-

multuous accumulation toothers, which are in consequence

irritated with an undue degree of sensation or motivity,

in the most capricious manner. Dr. Cookef and Dr.

Abercrombieit: have collected numerous and highly in-

teresting examples of these curious anomalies, and may
be consulted with great advantage by those who are de-

sirous of following up the subject more minutely.

Transverse Sauvages gives a case from Conrad Fabricius, of what

% of Sau-^'^ be calls transverse hemiplegia, in which the disease was
vages confined to the arm on one side, and the foot on the

i
- other :§ and Ramazzini speaks of a patient whose leg, on

goiar ex- one side, had lost its feeling, but retained its power of mo-
ampies.

^^^^^^ while the other leg had lost its power of motion but

retained its feeling.|| In some instances, indeed, the en-

Sense of tire feeling of one side is said to have been lost, and the
pungent

g^tire motivity on the other side ;fl and in a few rare ex-
beat from •' '"

cold bodies amplcs persons during tlie paroxysms, and even for some

fe"tld^skie : time afterwards, have felt, on the affected side, a sensation

and of

cold. * See Vol. 11. CI. III. Ord. TV. Gen. xn. Spec, H.

t On Nervous Diseases, Vol. ii. Part \.

t Treatise on Apoplexy and Palsy.

9 Spec. Gen. xix. Ord. ni. CI. vi.

II
De Morb. Artif. 286. See also Helster. Waiirnemtmffen, 1.20,^.

*' Enh. Nat. Ciir. nassiin
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of pungent heat from cold, and especially polislied bodies, ^f^^™-
and of painful cold from an application of hot bodies. a. cf Para-

It is not, perhaps, very difficult to account for this last ^y^'^.^*"''

singularity. Where the sensibility is morbidly accumu- Hemipiegic

lated in a weak limb, as it often is in hemiplegia, some-P^^^^'

times so much as to give a painful sense of tormication, bodies,

cold not only excites action but becomes almost as pungent
j^^'feg'S'

an irritant as an actual cautery ; in the correct language explained,

of the poet

—Boi'ece penetrabile frigus adurat."-'

And hence in climbing lofty mountains, as the Alps and

the Andes, the traveller frequently finds his skin more

completely blistered from the sharp cold by which he is

surrounded than by an exposure to an equinoctial sun. On
the contrary, the morbid halitus or perspiration into

which the application of hot bodies often throws a limb,

in the same relaxed and debilitated state, produces an

unusual sense of coldness in consequence of the evapora-

tion. And we may hence explain the singular case re-

corded by Dr. Falconer, of a gentleman who after a para- gxa^pio.

lytic attack, felt his shoes very hot when he first put them

on, and gradually become cool as they acquired the

warmth of his feet ; the re-action, and consequent increase

of moisture thrown forth from the surface of the feet pro-

ducing the difference of sensation.

In the Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical Societyf Additional

there is a very singular case of Dr. Viesseux, who wastion.

gradually attacked with an imperfect hemiplegia which at

first showed its approach by perturbed sensations,and ver-

tigo, with a feeling of sea-sickness, a sight of objects re-

versed, a difficulty in swallowing liquids, and a total loss

of voice, while the powers of the mind remained unimpair-

ed, so that he could watch all his symptoms. Shortly after

this the whole of the right side became utterly insensible,

the insensible part being divided from the sensible by a

geometrical line running down the body in a vertical di-

=^ Vjrg. Georg. i. 93. + Vol. vii. p. 216
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Geh VIII. rection : and in abou tthree months more the insensibility
Spec. VI
* c. Para- of the right side of the head, accompanied with a debility
lysis Hemi- of all the voluntary muscles was transferred to the left, the
plegia. •'

Hemipiegic Tight re-acquiring its antecedent powers ; but all the right
palsy.

gijg below the head still continuing to possess its former

torpitude. Here, also, there was a very different sense of

heat and cold on the opposite sides ; for whilst the left

was influenced naturally, the right had the falsified sensa-

tion just noticed in Dr. Falconer's case, so that in getting

into a cold bath or a cold bed, the right side had a feeling

of heat, while the left side felt cold, as it should do. Hot
bodies, in like manner, felt cold to the diseased side, ap-

parently from the cause just stated. And that this was

the real cause seems manifest from the patient's having

often a feeling of a cold dew, or of cold water on the sur-

face, and especially over his face, which induced him to

wipe himself as if he had been wet. It is, perhaps, more

singular that, though plunging his right or affected hand

into cold water gave him a sense of lukevvarmness, plung-

ing it into boiling water gave him a disagreeable sensation,

but very different from that of either heat or cold. This

sensation seems to have been that of numbness, and was
probably produced in consequence of the accumulated sen-

sibility being rapidly carried off by the extreme heat of

the water, as a like torpitude is produced by the opposite

eflect of extreme cold, and the rapid exhaustion of sensi-

bility which is so well known to follow on its application.

Thisirregu- This morbid disturbance and irregular distribution of
lardistribu- . . i • *. i

tion of sen- sensorial power is sometimes productive of the most
^°"^^ P^^^' alarming consequence ; for in a hetitiplegic state of the

times dan- bowels some pai'ts are, in certain cases, so acutely sensi-
geious.

i^jg^ ^^j others so utterly insensible, that while ordinary

purgatives are incapable of exciting evacuations from the

torpitude and irresponsibility of the palsied parts, they

j;jpjaingj
are sufficient to occasion inflammation, and have actually

occasioned it in the parts exacerbated by accumulated

sensibility, as certain experiments of M. Magendie have

sufficiently established.

It is owing to the same irregular distribution of sense-
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rial power, where every department of the nervous sys- ^^iv. viir.

tern participates in the diseased state of the sensorium,jtc. Paui-

that we sometimes hehold heminleafia, and particularly 'y^'^. ^<''"'-

' '-'
* "' plegia.

imperfect hemiplegia united with other affections of the Hemipiegic

same system. The symptoms of hypochondrism are pe- P^*^^ •

culiarly apt to associate with it, in which case the bravest ^a™Tnce
hero will often lose all his magnanimity and sit down and sometimes

weep like a child : and in the celebrated geologist M. de h'ypochon-'

Saussure, we find a still more complicated instance of he-'^''^'"
"^"^

• 1 • I 1 • 11 mi 1- »
Other aftec-

miplegia, hypochondrism, and chorea. 1 he disorder crept tions of the

on by imperceptible degrees, and was accompanied with ^1^^°"®

various anomalies. Both sides were weakened, but the Exempii-
led ill

saussure.
left suffered chiefly ; yet, by the aid of a stick lie could

g^

still drag forward the left leg. By some unknown means
he had taken up a morbid notion, very common to hypo- '^he hemi-

* ' -J Ji pleoia be-
chondriac patients, of the difficulty of passing through a tiaying not

door-way when wide open without being squeezed to "'j^q^^^j^^^'P^'

death ; and hence, at the very time in which he could

cross his room with a tolerably firm step, the moment he

reached the door, which was of capacious breadth and
thrown open for his passage, he tottered and precipitated

his motions with the jerk of a St. Vitus's dance, as though b"' some

he were preparing for the most perilous leap : yet as soon of'chovea!

as he had accomplished the arduous undertaking, he

again became collected, and passed on with comparative

ease till he had to encounter another adventure of the

same kind whicii was sure to to try him in the same man-
ner.* Tulpius gives a somewhat similar case in which ^°"'^''*°^^

1 • 1 • -z J -^i 1 -I ,

united with
liemiplegia was united with beribery.f benbery.

Paraplegia or the second variety of palsy, has gene- /3 c. Para-

rally been conceived to depend altogether upon a diseased pJegia^^'^"

affection of the spine in its bones, ligaments, or interior, Paraplegic

most frequently in the region of the loins ; in consequence Chiefly de-

of wliich the spinal marrow becomes pressed upon, orup"u^a'

otherwise injured, independently of any complaint of the ^'f^aseu

brain. That this is a common cause is unquestionable,
'''"^

* JWedico-Chir. Trans, yol, vii, p. 214. + Lib. iv. Cnri. 5.

vol, IV. ' '-^ 84
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Gen. VIII. and a cause that often operates long w ithout external signs

:

c. Para- for the vertebral extension of the dura mater may be thick-
lysis Para-gjjgji Qp ^ serous fluid effused, or blood be extravasated
plegia. ft
Paraplegic wlthin the Vertebral cavity ; or a tumour may be formed
palsy.

jj^ some part of it, or the spinal marrow itself may undergo

in various some morbid change. But the best practical observers of

ways: the present day concur in opinion that paraplegia, like

^"j'^y^^^y hemiplegia, is produced still more frequently by causes

ses operat- operating on the brain than confined to the spine. Of this

blai'nV'^^ opinion is Dr. Baillie, who ascribes it chiefly to pressure

as affirmed on the brain,* Sir Henry Halford, Sir James Earle, and
by manyofjyjj.^ Copeland.f Some kind of affection of the head, in-

authoriiies deed, will commonly be discoverable from the first, if we
of the day.

^^^yj,j^^gly attend to all the symptoms; some degree of

si'-^ns". pain, or giddiness, or sense of weight or undue drowsiness.

Many of or imperfection in the sight And hence, many of the

oHiemipk- causes of paraplegia are evidently those of hemiplegia,

gia those of operating probably upon a different part of the brain.
parap egia. rpj^jg ^Qy^ of paralysis may take place at any age, but it

at any age, Is more frequent as we advance beyond the middle of life;

aft»r^the^^
and Dr. Baillie has observed that it occurs oftener in men

middle of than in women ; for which it is by no means difficult to

occurs account, considering the greater hurry and activity of life

often insi- pursued by the former. The disease, in many instances,
t lous y.

j^^j^i^gg an insidious approach. There is at first nothing
Progress of ** .11 i-i .1
the disease, more than a slight numbness in the lower limbs with an

appearance of stiffness or awkwardness in the motion of

• the muscles : these symptoms increase by degrees; there

is great difficulty in walking, and an inability in preserv-

ing a balance ; the aid of a staff or the arm of an assistant

is next demanded : and the urine is found to flow in a

feeble stream, or perhaps involuntarily. The bowels are

at first always costive ; but as the sphincter loses its

power of constriction, the motions at length pass off" in-

Termina- voluntarily. The disease may continue for years, and

* Trans. Med. Vol. vi. Art. 11.

t Treatjse upon the Symptoms and Treatment of the diseased Spine,
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the patient at last sink from general exhaustion. ItGEN.^vm.

sometimes, but rarely, terminates in a recovery.* ^gc. Para-*

When an injured or diseased state of the spine is the'y^'^.P^^^"

origin of paraplegia, the complaint shows itself suddenly, Paraplegic

or makes its advances insidiously according to the nature 'q^!^{,; ^^^^-^

of the cause: and for a knowledge of this form of the progress

malady we are chiefly indebted to Mr. Pott,t who, how- j^c'e'd by

ever does not think that it properly belongs to the species i" Jnj"»e'i

paralysis, though there seems no suflicient reason why it state of the

should not be so arranged, as in truth it has been by^P"^^?jjp^

most pathologists from the time of Galen, who seems not by Pott.

only to have understood its nature, but to have contem-

plated it in this view.:t^ The disease, however, must not

be confounded with rhachybia, or distortion of the

spine, from debility of muscular power, of which we have

already^ treated in the present volume.

It sometimes happens in hemiplegia, that one or more

vertebrse have been pushed, by sudden force, a little way
out of their proper position ; and in this case a consider-

able degree of numbness, together with less motion in one

or both the lower limbs, is almost sure to follow, too often

succeeded by a paralysis of the sphincters of the rectum

and bladder, and consequently an involuntary discharge

of feces and urine; and if the luxations should take place

in the dorsal or cervical vertebrae, the organs of digestion

may all, more or less, suifer, the respiration become af-

fected, and the spine itself exhibit a considerable degree Cmvatme

of curvature. And the same effects are still more likely spine,

to follow, and even to a greater extent and with still more
serious mischief, fiom an idiopathic affection of some part

of the spiual chain, arising from inflammation, scrophula,

rickets, moUifaction, or caries ; from compression by some

eff'used fluid, or a thickening of its external tunic^ or even

* Practical Essay on the Diseases and Injuries of the Bladder. By Ro-

bert Bingham. 1322.

t Remarks on that kind of Palsy of the lower limbs which is frequently

found to accompany a curvature of the spine, 8vo. 1788,

I De Locis affectis, Lib. iv. cap. vi.

* CI. IV. Ord. III. Gen. i. Sp. 3.
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Gen. VIII. of the substaiice of the spine itself : of which last M. Por-
Spkc. VI. , , , . . , *

, ^
/2C. Para- tal has givcii a singular rxamplc.^^
lysis Para- j^ ^j^^ j^^t case the disease, for the most part, makes
plegia.

,

' I y

Paraplegic its approach slowly, and is often found in weakly and ill-

palsy, nursed infants. Its precursive symptoms are commonly
Often , ,. ,,

'
, . , , , ,

found in languor, Iistlessness, weakness m the knees, and a pale
ill-nursed

a,j(| shrivelled skin. As it advances, there is a difficulty
infants. .... *'

m directing the ieet aright when walking, the legs invo-

luntarily cross each other, and the liltle patient is per-

petually stumbling upon level ground, till at length he is

incapable of walking at all. In adults the progress of

the disease is more rapid than in childhood.

Connected l<ike hemiplegia, this variety is sometimes connected
like hemi- ^ith a morhid state of the mental powers, and particularly
plegia DC- ..,, I 1. II- 1 11.
casionaiiy With hypochoudnsm, and this too where the disease pro-

^"'?^.^ ceeds fjom an organic lesion of the spine. Dr. Cooke has

state of the an instructive case in illustration of this, in an officer of

powers *'*® army, aged forty-five, who had for many years been

and even cxposed to tlie hardships of a military life, particularly to

spine is extremes of heat and cold in various climates. " For two
primarily qj. three years previous to the paralytic attack,he had com-

" plained that his state of health was deteriorated, although

illustration "^ precise symptoms of disease could be pointed out either

from ])y himself or by his medical friends. His appetite was
good, his bowels regular, though inclined to costiveness,

and his usual robust appearance was not diminished. He
entertained some fanci ful notions respecting the state of his

health : and from some uneasy sensations about the sacrum

he supposed that he had internal hemorrhoids, though no

evitlence of their existence could be perceived by his phy-

sicians, by W'hom he was considered as hypochondriac-

al." After having suffered for two or three years he gra-

dually lost the power of walking without some support for

one of his hands. He went to Bath and had hot water

pumped upon his loins : soon after which he complained

of pain in the lumbar region, which was followed by a

collection of fluid behind the great trochanter of the left

* Anatomie Medicale, p. 117.
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side, which burst externally, and was discharged daily, in Gen. viii.
SPKC, VI.

considerable quantity. The paraplegia was now complete:^ c. Paia-

the lower extremities being quite useless : the feces and
p^e'Jia^^*^'

urine, which, for a considerable time, the patient had with Paraplegic.

some difficulty retained, canie away involuntarily : his

strength rapidly wasted ; he became much emaciated ;

and, at the end of three months after his return from Bath

he died ; retaining the use of his senses and his intellec-

tual faculties to almost the last instant of his life.*

"Where the upper part of the spine is affected, the su- Sensibility

perior limbs are usually divested of mobility or sensibility, biiity most

or both, while but little disturbance, in a few rare in-^^g^gthe

stances, takes place in the inferior. The most singular "PP^'P?'^'^
' r ^ of the spine

example of this sort that has occurred to the present is affected.

writer, is contained in a case related by M. RuUier, of Singular

Paris.f The subject was forty-five years of age, and had Rufiie

°

evinced a slight rhachetic tendency from infancy, accom-

panied, as is often the case, with a considerable precocity

of intellectual powers : the dorsal portion of the vertebral

column evincing a little distortion, so as to give some de-

gree of elevation to the right shoulder; but which did not

proceed further. The patient, from early youth, had in-

dulged himself in every concupiscent indiscretion, and

especially in an unbounded and extravagant intercourse

with females, \a hich frequently reduced him to a state of

exhaustion amounting almost to deliquium. It was not,

however, till the age of thirty-four, that he first began to

perceive any serious difficulty in the movement of his

arms, which was soon connected with some degree'of pain

and swelling in the distorted part of the vertebial chain.

The complaint made a rapid progress, and the patient in

a short time lost the entire use of these limbs, though

their sensibility continued to the last, and appeared to

grow morbidly acute, as he would not suffer any one to

touch them, on account of the pain produced by such

contact. He became indeed highly irritable in his tem-

* On Nervous Disefwes, Vol. ii. Part i. p. 43.

+ London Medical and Physical Journal. July, 1822. p. 80.
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Gen.viii. per, but could walk to a considerable distance, enjoyed

f^%aia- company and his usual meals, and still retained an immo-
lysis Para- derate appetency for veiiereal pleasures, with the fullest

Paraplegic means of indulging it. Hectic fever, however, now at-

P^^^y- tacked him with phthisis, and he at length fell a sacrifice

Appear- to such a host of marshalled evils. On a post-obit exa-

dissecUon. nii'iation, the chief organs found to be affected were the

lungs, and the spinal marrow at the seat of distortion.

The last indeed presented a very singular appearance.

From its origin to the fourth pair of cervical nerves, it

was quite natural; but from this point, through an extent

of six or seven inches in length, the whole substance of

the column was reduced to the most diffluent state of mol-
Mollifac-

tion of the lifaction, like what we have already noticed as sometimes

marrow fou^^d in mollifaction of the brain; while below this

length, the cord appeared again to be firm and uninjured;

a few flakes of medullary matter were alone found in the

morbid fluid which had usurped its place, but altogether

disorganized and unconnected. And we here therefore,

behold, to adopt M. Magendie's remarks upon this very

marvellous affection, a man enjoy i;ig, almost to his last

hour, great moral activity, powerful generative faculties,

a free movement of his inferior extremities, and a keen

sensibility of the superior ; who nevertheless, for an un-

certain, but probably a very considerable period, had been

destitute of one third part of the substance of the spinal

marrow; and possessed no kind of communication be-

tween the cervical and dorsal portions of this cord, unless

we suppose something of the sort to have been maintained

by ipeans of the surrounding membranes ; a supposition,

however, which is entirely gratuitous, and at most capable

y 9*
^aru-^^

throwing but little light upon the subject.

cuiaris. LocAL PALSY is often produced by the general causes

Local Qf ^ijg other varieties, probably operating in a less degree

Often pro- ^^ uiore partially on the brain. We liave already seen

duced by that it frequently takes the lead of the general affection,

ing causes ; and appears fer some days or weeks antecedently, in an
and some- imperfect movement of the tongue, or of one eye, or of

cipates the onc sidc of the mouth, sometimes of one or more of the

preceding
forms. ^
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finffers, or of an entire arm. And if, in this incipient Gen. vni.
" .... Spec. VI.

state of the disease, proper evacuants, or other means, be^c. Para-

instantly had recourse to, the paralytic tendency may be
Jy^^'^

P^^^-

subdued, and the complaint be limited to these local aflfec- Local
'

tions, and in a few days be entirely removed.
Often'pro-

This variety, however, is often tlie effect of other causes duced by

. ...... o ,1 A. causes de-
tending to destroy the irritability of the nervous system, ,„oyingir.

or particular parts of it, such as exposure to certain me- •
inability.

tallic fumes, or other means of absorbing metallic par-
^J^l^f.^^''"

tides, especially those of mercury and lead : and, above and cold

all,exposure to keen blasts of cold and damp air. This^ia'"!' '^"•

last is, perhaps, the most common and effective cause of

local palsy, and is peculiarly operative ^^here the limb or

organ so exposed is in a state of relaxation and perspira-

ble moisture, whether from previous exercise, or great

heat of the atmosphere. A palsy on one side of the

mouth, of the muscles of one eye, of one of the cheeks,

of an arm or a leg, is in this manner frequently produced,

and becomes, at times, of very great obstinacy. Occa-

sionally^ indeed, the torpitude extends much further than

to a single limb, and various organs are involved in its

mischief. "A watchman," says Dr. Powell,* "on quit-"^"^^'^^**''-

ting his duty, after a night of severe cold, was attacked by

sudden and violent general pains in his limbs, which soon

departed, and left him in a state of universal ])alsy of the

muscles of voluntary motion. He had lost all command
over the msucles of his limbs or trunk ; but the joints were

unaltered in their external appearance : they were per-

fectly flexible; and it gave him no pain if you moved

them in any direction. The sphincters also of the rec-

tum and bladder had lost their usual powers of retention,

and he passed both stools and urine involuntarily and

unconsciously. His circulation was not affected in any

cognizable degree, and his mind retained its usual powers.

His voice was not lost : the hot bath and other remedies

were tried in vain ; he died : but, on examination, there

was no congestion, or effusion, or alteration of struc-

* Med Trans. Vol. v, p. 195.
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Gew. VIII. ture of any kind discoverable." In this case the motific
Spec. VI.
yC. Para- nerves, or those derived froMi the anterior trnnk of the
lysis parti- spinal chord, seem to have been alone affected : and in
cularis. ' ... 1 1

Local those sligut palsies induced by sudden cold or damp, ap-
paisy

plied to one side of the face, and commonly know n by the

nerves here name o( blights ^ the nerves that lose their power arc

*^ff
^% • "J^^nches of the portio dura, the respiratory nerve of Mr.

as also in Charles Bell, while it is rarely that the twigs of the tri-

biights. geminus, which commonly accompany them for the pur-

pose of conveying sensation, are united in the mischief.

Medical In tlie treatment of palsy, it is necessary to distinguish

oTpai'sy
-^ between its attack and its confirmation, and as much as

important possible to ascertain the nature of its predisponent and
discrimina-

tions, exciting cause.

As com- Generally speaking, in hemiplegia, and very frequently

tiielbrain 1" paraplegia, and even in local palsy, the causes of apo-
is a com- plexy are those of the present affection. And as of these
nion cause, • J. . i • . i i i

copious causes, compression oi the brain has appeared to be by

uiTd^'ur^-
^*^ *^® ™^^* frequent in the former disease, so we ought

gatives are to regard it, and shall generally find it, in the latter. And

cestaiy ' hence, copious bleeding, and purgatives not only recom-

aimost the mend themselves to us from the good effects we have
unicura »e-

j^jpgj^jy g^g,^ them producc in apoplexy, but from the
medium of •' * i i ^'

.T. Hunter, actual and general advantage which has been derived

from them in palsy itself. Mr. John Hunter was so fully

convinced of the benefit of sanguineous depletion that

he made it his unicum remedium, though he allowed of

cathartics subordinately. Upon tliis subject, how ever, he

writes with more force than discrimination. Referring

to the stimulant plan pursued by some practitioners, he

observes, *' this is even carried further than blistering,"

to which he also objects : " we hardly see a man taken

with all the signs of an apoplexy, where a paralysis in

some part takes place, or hemiplegia, hut he is immediately

attacked w^ith cordials, stimulants, electricity, &c. Upon
a supposition that it is nervous debility, &c. ; the poor

body is also tortured because it cannot act, the brain not

being in a condition to influence the voluntary muscles.

We might, with exactly the same propriety, stimulate ll;e
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fingers when their muscles are torn to pieces. yVe ought Gk.v. vin.

to bleed at once very largely, especially from the temporal Carus Pa-

artery, till tlie patient begins to show signs of recovery, ^^ly^'s.

and to continue it till he may begin to become faintish. Treat-

We should give saline purges freely to diminish impetus,'"®"**

and promote absorption ; then quietness siiould be en-

joined, and as little exercise of body as possible, and espe-

cially to avoid coughing and sneezing. Plain food should

be directed, and but little of it."*

All this is excellent, as a general rule ; but the rule But ihis

must admit of exceptions. In treating of apoplexy NvCofexcep-'^

have noticed it as dependent on two very different and op- t'ons.

p Palsy as
posite states of the constitution, an entonic and an atonic, dependent

And the same diversities of constitution are to be found ^^ '''?""

.
plesy uponm paralysis. J\ ow under the entonic state there can be no the two op-

question, and there ought to be no exception : and the
^^^H^ ^^

boldness of the practice should be regulated by the nature entony

of the exciting cause. Where this is over-eating or in-undeaMhe'

toxication, eighteen or twenty ounces of blood may be f"st the it-

taken away, with advantage, at once; in a few honrs after, plan

twelve or fifteen ounces more; and the venesection may be si'ouid be
' *^ general

repeated a third or even a fourth time, if necessary. Dr. and boldly

Cross pursued this active plan, in the case of a man
("l^"^®'^

thirty-five years old who became hemiplegic from excess its success

of drinking, and at the same time gave calomel to the^^^^P'i'i-

amount of twenty-five grains to a dose, and in a few days
effected a complete cure.f And similar instances of suc-

cess are to be found in all the writers upon the subject. Bleeding

Even in atonic apo])lexy, it has been observed that ve-;'ec7ssa]y

iiesection is occasionaliy necessary ; and it may be equally ^^'S" •"

^ .
"^

, . „ -^
, , \^ .

*^ atonic i>al-
necessary m atonic paralysis ; for here also effusion may sy as v.eii

take place both of blood and serum : of serum, indeed, ^^ ^*°"''^PIP, apoplexy.
more frequently from deficiency than from excess of vi-

gour ; and of blood, from a debilitated state of the ves-

sels, and their greater facility to be ruptured from slight

causes, as a violent fit of coughing or sneezing, ofjoy or

* On Blood and Inflammation, p. 213.

t Thomson's Annals of Philosophy, No. XLiV. p. 121.

TOI. IV, 85
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^s«"
^

VI*
t^'^''"''* Absorption may not easily take lilacc in this state

Ciuus la- of constitution, but emptying the vessels alone will gain

Pa?sy!'
space by stimulating them to contract their diameter.

Treat- I cannot better illustrate this, than by the following

Stri'ki'i giy case from Dr. Abercrombie :
" An old and very poor

iikistiaied. woman, aged about seventy, thin, pale, and withered,

having gone out to bring water from one of the public

wells, on the morning of the second of July, 1818, fell

down in the street speechless, and completely paralytic on

the right side. Nothing was done till about two p.m. when
she was found stupid, but not comatose, yet completely

speechless and paralytic : her pulse of good strength, and

about ninety-six. She was bled to fifteen ounces. Pur-

gative medicine was ordered, and cold applications to the

head : on the third she was considerably improved both in

speech and motion ; but having become rather worse at

night, the bleeding was repeated, and the purgative mcdi-^

cine continued. From this time she improved gradually :

at the end of a week she was able to walk with a little as-

sistance, and speak pretty distinctly, and by the end of

another week slic had entirely recovered her former
Case, and health."* Nothing could be more judicious than this

nate issue treatment, and the result corresponded with the views of
explained,

jj^g enlightened practitioner. There can be no doubt that

in this case a vessel had suddenly been ruptured : the la-

bour in which the patient was occupied was violent, the

season was that of the summer, and the temperature pro-

bably very hot: the stupor and state of the pulse equally

indicated compression of the brain.

When Thus far bleeding may be allowed, and indeed, ou£):ht
bleeding ... .• i

• • i "o ^ +i
* *'.

may be to bo imperatively enjoined. But there are some cases in
improper ^'hich It is altogether a venture, and others in which it is
and mis- "
chievous, considered on all hands to be injurious. Even Mr. Hunter

himself recoils from tlic practice where hemiplegia is ap-

parently a result of rctrocedent gout ,* and if we follow up

the spirit of this forbearance, we shall be induced to ab-

stain equally in all instances where there is alike diminu-

* Treatise, &c. p. 15.
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tion of sciisorial power—in all instances of atonic paraly- ^'En viii.

sis, let the exciting cause be what it may, where there is carusPa-

no stcrtor, no stupor, or vertigo, no convulsion or other If'y^'--

irregular nervous action, and the pulse, instead of being Treatment.

firm, is feeble and intermittent. For it should never be

forgotten that, if many patients have recovered after

bleeding, in suspicious circumstances, others have died

after it, and probably in consequence of it, while great

numbers have derived no benefit whatever. The advice

of Dr. Cooke upon this subject is therefore founded in the

truest wisdom, and cannot be too extensively committed

to memory : "Each individual case must be viewed in all Excellent

its circumstances, and by a careful consideration of them '^.'^'^'''^'"'^1

our practice should be regulated. Before we prescribe Cooke.

blood-letting iii hemiplegia we must investigate the age,

strength, general constitution and habits of the patient,

and above all the actual symptoms of the disease. In

early or even in sdfhewhat advanced life, if plethora and
the various symptoms tending to apoplexy be present, I

should not scruple to bleed freely both generally and to-

pically. On the contrary, in great age, debilitated, leuco-

phlegmatic habit, dropsical tendency, &c., I should think

it right to abstain altogether from this and from every

other powerful mode of depletion, unless there be an evi-

dent determination to the head, marked by flushing in the

countenance, throbbing of the arteries, redness of the

eyes.'**

In purejing we may proceed with less restraint ; for even ^"'g'"g

m debilitated and dropSical habits, stimulating the bowels duiged

is almost uniformly found useful : should tJjere be serous, "p"j^.^\^^^j^

or even sanguineous effusion, absorption is hereby power- its general

fully promoted ; and if there be none, a beneficial revul- piainedT"

sion will often be produced, and the stimulus will alwaysT''®P"'^sa-
n 1 T 1 , •!• t'ves should

be one of the most useiul we can adopt. In a very debili- be of the

tated state of the constitution, how^ever, we should chuse ^^'^' ™'"'
' ' rather than

the warmer in preference to the colder purgatives; andofthecoid-

hence jalap, colocy nth, or even aloes in preference to
^"^ '" '^^

neutral salts : and it will also be serviceable to combine

* On Nervous Diseases. Vol. ii. Part i. n, 1-11.
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s^Ec^"**^^^™
with some distilled water impregnated with an es-

CarusPa- sential oil, as mint, penny-royal, juniper, or rosemary.

Paisy^*
'^^^ "®^^ reducent remedy, worthy of notice, is emetics.

Treatment If we have strong reason to apprehend a sanguineous ef-

not to be fusion, this class of medicines ought not to he employed
employed fy,. ^ fg^y- days, and will hence always he doubtful in the

iieous^eflu- first attack of entonic hemiplegia, as we have already oh-

kast for^a
'^^^^'^'^ they are in entonic apoplexy. But if we have no

few days: grouud of such suspiciou, they cannot he had recourse to

be employ- ^^^ soon. In a certain sense they weaken, but thoy are at

ed too soon the same time among the most powerful indirect tonics

Emetics that can enter into our practice. They rouse the system
powerful generally, solicit the torpid fibres to a resumption of ac-

tonics. tivity, stimulate all the excretories, and especially those

of the surface of the body, and thus promote absorption

in every quarter and in every way.

Practice of In low or atouic hemiplegia the practice of Stoll was
Stoii highly founded on the most rational principles. He first check-
rational. * m.

-^

ed the hemiplegia by emetics, and then carried it off by

external and local stimulants, as cantharides, in conjunc-

tion with pills of gum ammonia, myrrh, and aloes.*

Such, under different modifications, is the reducent

course it seems proper to pursue in the general train of

paralytic attacks when they first make their appearance.

If this course succeed, the patient will soon recover, and,

with a view of preventing a relapse, an extension of the

reducent or tonic regimen, according to the nature of the

c^se, as we have already noticed in the treatment of apo-

plexy, is all that we shall have fui;ther to prescribe.

But this course may not succeed : the disease may
prove obstinate and become confirmed ; and the practi-

„ tioner he called upon to proceed further.

quent Having removed, as far as we may be able, all pressure

when"ihe'^
upoH the scusorium, and so far given an opportunity of

above does jicalthful play to its function, our next business is to re-

ceed."*^' invigorate its general energy, and extend it to the parts
General ^hich it has ccascd in a greater or less dcscrec to actuate.
])riiiciple to o o .

invigorate

the system * Pat, Merl. Part. ii. p. P2.
tenerally.
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Stimulants external or internal, or both, have been al-GEjr.viir.
Spkc V

1

most uniformly had recourse to for tliis purpose: but Icarus'pa-

cannot avoid thinking that the practice has been too in- p^^j^^'"*"

discriminate, and, in many cases, far too precipitate. We Tieat-

l;ave observed that in many cases of hemiplegia there is !['j^''"

'jj^jg^^^

notonlyffreat local inactivity. but i^reat irregularity ofac-ii>e giow-

tion ; a tumultuous hurry oj sensorial power to some parts, to u^e dil-

with an equal withdrawnient of it from other.s. In all -^^'''i "t^-

such cases we should proceed gently and palliatively rather i^timuiants

than rapidly and forcibly : and to do nothing is better than
ll.^^'jj'j!^'^'

to do too much. We should endeavour to allay the ner-too indis-

vous commotion, and restore the agitated system to oi'der
J^''^'"^j^^J

by internal and external qiiiet of every kind. The patient piecipi-

should be kept as still as possible in a wai'm commodious xhlsVe-

bed and a well ventilated room. His diet should be plain, "'=^'.'^ ^^-
. . plained,

with the allowance of a moderate quantity of wine, or wine a gentle

and water. Camphor, musk, valerian, and other warm ''."'' I'^^'i'^-

» ' '
_

'

. .
tive plan

sedatives, as ammonia, neutralized with citric acid, are >.itPii best

here to be chiefly resorted to, if, indeed, we resort to me-^^,*,fy'''^"'^

dicines of any kind, and to these may be added the less vvami well

stimulant metallic salts, and especially those of zinc and
,.oo,„'^ tg,„.

bismuth. The warm bath may be allowed two or three I'^'Te ai-

times a week, and if the nights be restless the inquietude wine.

may be subdued bv hyoscyamus. And as this form of^"'"^','"*^^

the disease is often connected with great general debility warm

and a tendency to hypochondrism or lowness of spii'its, ^i^jp",^j^^^'

cheerful and exhilarating conversation, and such occasion- tonics.

al exercise in a carriage as may be indulged in without fa- batii.

tigue, will form very serviceable auxiliaries. In Pechlin* ^ccasion-

. ^'ly nyos-
is to be found the case of a person called Peyreske, who is cyamus,

said to have been cured of a palsy accompanied with apho-
a^^^^h/ja^

ilia, by reading some favourite and agreeable authors. This ating con-

may be an overstatement, or too much stress may be laid on ^^'^^exel-

this particular part of the general plan of treatment : but^'se.

there can be no doubt that, in the form of the disease wCca'sror

are now contemplating, a gentle and insinuating amuse- '^"^'^ ('°'"

iiient of this kind will not be without its effect. agiecaiTie

and amus-
tngaiithois

'' TJb. iir. Oh<!,?T
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^E'!'- vni-This tranquillizing and unostentatious plan I have found

CaiusPa- to answei" wonderfully in many cases of that tumultuous

Pab*'^*
^^^ irregular action described in the preceding history of

Treat- the disease before us. But where the case seems alto-

^fi^g'e this
gather confirmed and chronic, and an entire side, or some

does not other extensive part of the body, shows a fixed loss of sense

more ac- f^'-^' voluntary motion, while every other part has resumed
live and j^g healthy function, we mav then, with safety, have rc-
stimulant '' ' ' •'

plan to be course to the stimulant practice.
pursued. This will consist of external and internal irritants, and

and inter- Dr. Culleii has given a long and useful table of both. Of
naiirri- ^jjg former, the chief are friction by the hand or a flesh-
tants.

-^

brush; stimulating liniments prepared of the concentrated

External acids, or the caustic alkalies inviscated in oil or lard to
Etunuiants.

j.pnjjej. them less acrid and corrosive ; brine or a strong so-

lution of sea-salt ; t!»e essential oils of turpentine, or other

terebinthinate substances ; and various vegetable acrids as

mustard, garlic, and cantharides or other blistering in-

Their in- sects. The object of all these is the same: it is that of

and effect, acting upon the origin of the nervous chain by stimulating

it at its extreme end, and rfs we have numerous instances

of the production of such an effect in a great variety of

cases, particularly in those of trismus and lyssa, or canine

madness, the principles of which we have endeavoured to

elucidate under these diseases, we have reason to expect a

like influence, and of a beneficial instead of a morbid kind,

in the applications before us. Generally speaking, how-

ever, the irritation produced by a use of many of the sili-

The siii- quose and alliaceous or alkalescent plants, as mustard,

aUi'ace^ous
horse-radisli, and garlic, is more uniformly efficacious than

rubefaci- that of caiitharides ; as the irritation excited is more con-

usefui than siderable and of longer duration. Dr. Cullen tells us that
blisters, j^ ijjjg reason to believe the use of litiuid styrax in the pro-
Liquid . o I 1 1 1 >

*
1 I •!•

styrax. portion of one part to two of the old black basilicon, a

favourite empirical composition, " has been of remarkable

service in paralytic cases, and particularly in a debility of

the limbs following rickets."*

' Mnt. Med. Vol. ii. Part. n. Cnp. v
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Many practitioners have, for the same purpose, heen *^p^^\"^'

in the habit of burning moxa, or cotton alone, on different Carus r.i-

parts of th^, aff*ected side. Dupuytren employed thepj^^^'^-

former, and Pascal* the lattery and both, as they tell us. Treatment.

with fijreat advantage. Baron Larry speaks in terms of ^""^"'"s
«-> o •! r

^ moxa 01-

high commendation of the first, and especially in spine- cotton,

cases, or paraplegia. One of his examples is worth re- ^^"g*^!-"!^^

lating. The patient had been a sufferer for three years, Larry.

and had violent and almost permanent pain in the extre-

mities, tremor, emaciation, and sleeplessness ; the spinous

processes of the dorsal vertebrae projected, and were pain-

ful on pressure. The raoxas were applied in pairs be-

ginning from the tenth and eleventh dorsal vertebra?.

On the first application all pain was removed, on the

second, spontaneous motion was restored ; and after the

use of thirty moxas the patient walked withotit support.f

Others have thought they derived more service from a

repeated use of sting-nettles. Some again have employ- issue?,

ed issues, others setons, and others the potential or even ^^^^^j"^^^^

the actual cautery. This last mode of treatment, how-

ever, is best calculated for that form of hemiplegia pro-

duced by a diseased spine. Mr. Fott found the use of Caustics

caustics applied on each side of the spine peculiarly ser-gpj|,g^

viceable, and they have been in common employment

G\et since.

In the rank of external stini'ilants we are to arrange Electricity

electricity and voltaism. From the approach which these ^".^ ^°^"

•in P taism.
subtile fluids seem to make to the nature of the nervous

power, as we have already observed in the Physiological

Proem to the present class, and more particularly from

their well known and extraordinary power of re-exciting

irritability in the muscular fibres of animals that have

been for some time dead, it was very reasonable to suji-

pose that either of these stimuli might be employed with

very great advantage : and accordingly we meet witii

them in very extensive and popular use from the earliest

periods of their having been, if not discovered, at least

* Journ. de Med. Tom. Lsvr.

t Reci'pil de Memoires de Chirurgie. &,c, Qvo, Paris, 1821,
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Gen. viir. i-educcd to scientific nianaccement; and have numerous

Cams Pa- Fcpoi'ts of cascs in whic!» the former was tried, and in
ra^iysis. many instaiiccs with advantage, rather before the middle

Treatment of the last century.* In various experiments there can

trfeTfora ^'^ no doubt that both have been found highly beneficial,

long period but, in various cases also, both have been made use of'in
with vari- . , . „ .

ous sue- vain, and m a tew instances, with apparent disadvantage.
cess. rp(j

,.j„^ over the list of those who have rhieflv espoused.
Have uii- .1 '

questiona- and those who have chiefly opposed their employment,

found^use-
^'^'O"^^ ^^ uselcss. It is of more importance to know that

fui
: but a very great number of physiologists and pathologists

d^s"servke- ^'^'® employed them most extensively, and particularly in
a'j'e

: the form of electricity, for the fluids are most probably
and upon . «
the whole One and the same, and who were at first most sanguine of

comue^'^
success, gradually lost their confidence as they proceeded,

iiaiiced by and confessed their general failure ; and candidly owned

hliTe em-"
tliat, whcre for a time they promised fair and seemed to

ployed be of use, the benefit was delusive and merely temporary.

extensive- ^"'^ ^'^^ autlior uow alludes to the distinguished names of
ly, and at Franklin, Percival, Cavallo, Falconer, Quarin, Stoll, and
first with j^

7^7?
sanguine oaUS.
expecia- rjij^g

^^^^ secms to be that, even at this late period of
tions. »

A ro >er
**''^'« ^ ^ ^'''^ greatly in the dark upon the subject, and have

discriniina- not learned to discriminate the exact modifications of the

electric disease, or the exact modifications of electric power in

power and which alone this active stimulus may be employed with

ofthedis- advantage: for that in both forms it has been occasion-
ease seems

g^]]y qJ ygpy |,jg}, ijencfit is by no means to be disputed :

wanting, and cven at times when communicated by the gymnotqg

!^ctcd*by
^Icctricus or electric eel itself, of v hich a singular ex-'

the gymno- ample is given in the Haeilem Transactions,! the pa-

tricus!*^ tient having recovered the use of the affected side after a

More ap- hundred strokes from the fish. Upon the whole, as it is

aton'ic'tVali
* ^^^^^^ stimulus, it appears better adapted to the atonic

entente th?.i the enlouic character of paralysis.

Hot an'J cold bathing are the next external stimulants
p.il&y

Hot
bathing, we are lo notice as applicable to the disease before us.

* Memoires de TAcademie des Sciences, 1749, p. 40. Jallabert, Expe-

rience sur I'Electricite. Genev. 1749.

t Abhaiullungcu aus den Scriften der Havlenicr uiid andeiev HoUiinJ-

ischen Cesellschafien. Band. i. p, 10?.
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The stimulus of hot water alone is often serviceable inCEw. viii.

local palsy, and especially when produced by cold orcarusPa-

dauTp ; and in conjunction vvitli the rubefacients and vesi- raiysis.

catories we have just enumerated, or with friction to the Treatment.

part affected by means of the hand or a flesh-brush, and Serviceable

particularly when aided by terebinthinate or other essen-iocai palsy;

tial oils, will usually succeed in restoring to the affected .^"'^ '."
^°'^'

•' "^
. junction

muscles their wonted power. But where the palsy is with rube-

more extensive, as in hemiplegia and many cases of para-
ojlp'f," ffg^ts

plegia, it has been more usual to recommend the stimu- a cme.

lus of hot water in conjunction with various active mine- ,„"pjpg;y^

ral corpuscles held in solution by it ; and hence the com- and often

mon resort oi paralytic patients m our own country tOgSa, hot

the waters at Bath, Buxton, and Leamington. Hot baths baths pre-
' ' o ferablethat

of this kind are also a direct stimulus; and, as such, are are impreg-

found more efficacious in paralytics of atonic or dilapida-
"^l^nJiaT

"

'

ted constitutions, than in those who have suffered from stimulants

plethoric or entonic fulness, or at least till they have been ^"
tho"e ot

lowered to the proper standard by a long course of some Bath, Bux-

reducent regimen. Learning-

Cold bathing is also a stimulant as well as hot bathing, ^"•

but a stimulairt of a different kind, for it acts indirectly ing : an in-

instead of directly. The intention with which it is used l",tfJ^'"

is that of forcibly urging the mouths of tlie cutaneous Medical

vessels into a general entastic cr rigid spasm in order

hereby to excite a general re-action, as in the case of the

iirst and second stages of an ague-fit, and thus to draw

the torpid muscles into the common range of association.

Dr. CuUen seems favourable to this practice under a pru- Recon.-

dent management. " Cold," says he, " applied to the cuilen'
^

body for any length of time is always hurtful to paralytic ""'Js"^ p^»-

persons : but if it be not very intense, nor the applica- difications.

tion long continued, and if at the same time the body be
^?|'J^^^^|^°^

capable of a brisk re-action, such an application of cold is baths best

a powerful stimulant of the whole system, and has often au^fk cold

been useful in curing palsy. But if the power of re-action affusion to

in the body be weak, any application of cold may prove paralysis.

hurtful."* It is hence only necessary to add that while

^ Piact. of Pbys. Vol. iv, mclxvi. p, i<»0;

TOI» IV, , 86
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GEN.viii.thc hot mineral baths appear best adapted to cases of
SpecVI 1

Carus Pa- atotiic paralysis, cold afTusion or the cold bath may be
raiysis. employed with most promise of success in accidental pal-

Treatment, sies of the plethoric and the vigorous.

internal The Ordinary internal stimulants are the mineral wa-

ters we have just adverted to, camphor and other tere-

binthinate substances, many of the siliquose and alliace-

ous plants as mustard, horse-radish, garlic, and onions,

and a temperate use of wine : the whole of which, how-

proscribed ever, are proscribed in all cases by many writers of great
generally eminence, and particularly Dr. CuUen and Mr. John

and J. Hunter : and whicli, if allowed at all, should be confined
Hunter

: ^ ^^^^ atonic fomi of paralysis, or never be commenced
but useful *

.

in the ato- in any instance of entonic palsy, till the system has been

the disTase. sufficiently reduced for the purpose. And where this

has been accomplished, such a class of remedies has of-

ten been found of essential service.

Acrid Independently of these there is a tribe of medicines
poisons,

entitled also to the name of stimulants, though operating

in a very different manner, which have long been boldly

ventured upon by some physicians; and, after having for

many years sunk into disrepute, have again been brought

into favour, and are now in a pretty extensive scale of em-

as arnica ploymcnt. I mean several of the acrid poisons, as arnica
montana, jnontaiia, ov Icopard's-bane, rhus Vernix varnish-sumach,
rlius V er-

' x '

liix, Nux and strychnos JVux vomica.
vomica.

^ij thggg excite the nervous system to great agitation

actio^n and ^^^ Spasmodic action ; and if the dose be increased, vio-

proposed jent couvulsious, alternating wilh tetanus, are sure to

their use. cusue : and hence it has been supposed that they may be
Arnica or rendered effectual in a restoration of motivity to paralytic
(ioronicum .

"^
.

fust largely limbs. The flowers of the arnica, or doronicum, as it was

mended by ^"^^ Called, Were chiefly employed, though sometimes the

Collin ; leaves were preferred. Dr. Collin was much attached to

the former in palsies of all kinds, and affirms that he has

found them very generally successful. He gave them in

an infusion or decoction, in the proportion of from a

drachm to half an ounce, to a pint of the liquid :* and.

'' Oliserv. circa \Tr>v>inv Amine rt r^^rr^.\.o^ 'I'.nP. V. p. lOS,
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from bis recommendation, tliey \\ere, at one time, very Gex. v^ir.

generally adopted, were countenanced by Plenck, and carus'pa-

Quarin, and experimented upon by Dr. Home.* Tbe^p^iy^'^-

last tried tbem in six cases, but witbout mucb sue- Treatincm.

cess ; and tbey bave not been able to maintain their repu- afterware'.s

tation: nor, from tbe violence and uncertainty of their
J^^/q"^.^'

effects, is it worth while to revive them. »•"•

The rhus Vernix, or varnish-sumach, is chiefly in- Tried with

debted for whatever degree of fame it has acquired inppssijy

paralysis to tbe experiments and recommendation of Dr. Home.

Fresnoi. Much milky juice of this plant is so acrid as^^^'J'^'"

to blister the bands of those who gather its leaves, so that vamish-

tbey are obliged to wear gloves. The leaves arc employ- ^"'"^^^^^^'j

ed in decoction, and in extract : and appear not only to mended by

act powerfully upon the nervous system, but by urine and ^'""°''

perspiration ; and hence tbe plant has a claim to be con-

sidered as an active promoter of absorption as well as a

revellent, which may, perhaps, render it serviceable in

some cases of paralysis from serous compression of the

brain. Of its benefit in some other diseases of a spasmo-

dic or nervous character, and especially in hooping

cough, we have already spoken.f

Most of tbe species of tbe rhus or sumach, contain aP^'iersps-

Ilke pungent acridity in their milky juices, and hence possess a

several others of them have occasionally been employed ^'''^ P"^^*'^'-

for the same purpose. Dr. Alderson, of Hull, has of late xox^co-^*

preferred the leaves of the rbus Toocicodendmm, poison- ''<^"''';""'»

•• or poison-

sumach, or poison-oak, as it is sometimes, but improper- oassu-

ly called: and, in many cases of trial, he has thought it
"'^''^''l!^^'^,^'^

of considerable benefit. He commences with half a grain me"<ied by

, . , , . . ,
Aldeisoii.

of the powdered leaves which be gives three times a-day,

and gradually increases the dose to four or five grains,

till he finds a sense of tingling produced in the paralytic

part, accompanied with some degree of subsultus, or a

twitching or convulsive motion.

The efiect, therefore, produced on the nervous system The effect

produced
bv this ia

* Clinical Experiment?, Historic?, &r. Ediii. 8vo. 170O,
< ionic

Vo3. r, p. 5£9.
suasm.
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gkn. viii.by the poison sumach is weak or clonic spasm : but there

Cams Fa- are other acrid poisons which have a tendency to produce

p^'?'/'^* strong, entastic, or rigid spasm, most of which possess an

Treatment. intensely bitter principle, and, perhaps, derive this dif-

otber acrid fcrcnce of effect from the tonic power of this very quality.

tenTto
^^ these the chief are the stychnos *lVux vomica, and the

produce ri- ignatia amara. Both have hence been employed in para-
g: spasm

.

j^.gjg^ ^^^ ^j^g yirtues of both seeni to be nearly alike ; the

nfic"a"and° former, howcver, has of late taken the lead upon the re-

ignatia commendation of Dr. Fouquier, of the Hospital de la Cha-

probabiy Titt* at Paris, who has tried it upon a very extensive scale,

on account
j^j^j apparently with a perfect restoration of health in

ofthen bit- rf j t

terpiin- many cascs J and whose success has been authenticated

^'P^^' by similar experiments under the superintendence ofMM.
uf late ex- Magendie, Husson, Asselin, .lud other pathologists. He
ten^iveiy ^iygs it in the form of powder, or alcoholic extract : four
employed '-' *

by Fou- grains at the first, and two of the last are a dose, and may
^^'" • be taken from two to six times a day. He also employs

instances '^ ^" iiijectious. In half an hour after administration the

apparent- paralyzed muscles have, in various cases, begun to evince

permanent contraction : and, what is peculiarly singular, while a
success, spastic Contraction is determined to these, the sound parts

t/on!^'^^"
remain unimplicated in the action. A frequent effect, un-

EfFects. questionably dependent on the bitter principle of the plant,

is that of increasing the appetite, and diminisiiing the

number of the alvine evacuations when in excess. Some-

times it produces a temulent effect, and occasions stupor

and a sense of intoxication, and, when rashly administer-

ed, general tetanus with all its train of distressing and

stiych- frightful symptoms. The most powerful form of this me-

dicine is its alkaline basis, to which the French chemists

have lately given the name of strychnine. It has hitherto

been chiefly used tiirough the agency of clysters.*

Variable Like all other powerful medicines in their first and in-

resuits. discriminate use, tlie nux vomica appears sometimes to

have been highly beneficial, sometimes mischievous, and

* Remarques sur la Nux Vomique consideree comme Medicament. Par

F. M. Ccze, &c. Journnl Univers?! de"! Sciences Medicales. Nov. 1019.
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.5ometimesto have produced violent effects on the nervous Gen. viii.

Spec VI
system, without an important change of any kind. Dr. carus Pa-

Cooke has coHected a variety of cases in which it has heen 'LfY^'^*

tried in our own country as well as in France, and this j-jgatment.

seems to he the general result. The present author has

tried it in various instances, but has never been able, from

its tendency to temulency to proceed much more than half

as far as some practitioners have gone, who have gradually

advanced it from four grains of the powder to twenty-four

three or four times a-day. In the case of the late E. Shef- niusua-

field, Esq., of the Polygon, Soraer's-Town, Mineralogist

to the estates of the Duke of Devonshire, and who is well

known to have been one of the best practical geologists

of his day, the author commenced with two grains alone

of the powder given three times daily, as this was a hemi-

plegia following upon a second fit of atonic apoplexy, with

a general debility both of the mental and corporeal powers,

the patient being, at the time, rather u]»wards of sixty

years of age. This dose occasioned no manifest effect, and

on the third day, August 21, 1819, it was gradually in-

creased to six grains. It now produced a powerful sense

of intoxication, but with clonic agitation instead of a te-

tanic spasm, of t!ie paralyzed leg and arm, and great heat

down the whole of the affected side. The powder was

continued in this proportion for three or four days, but

the stupor and vertigo were so co)isidcrabIe and afflictive

that the patient could not be persuaded to proceed with

it any longer, and it was in consequence suspended. On
the ensuing September 1, he was evidently getting weaker,

and recommenced the medicine at his own desire ; the dose

was gradually raised from four to six grains three times a-

day : the same clonic effect was produced with the same

sensation of heat through the whole of the affected side,

but without a sense of intoxication. The dose was ad-

vanced to eight giains, wfien the head again became af-

fected, but without any permanent return of muscular

Dower or sensation in the palsied limbs, or any other effect

than a few occasional twitches and involuntary move-

ments. Mr. Sheffield could not be persuaded to persevere
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^PEc^"/'
^"^ farther, and the medicine was abandoned. He con-

Canis Pa- tinued in the same feeble state for about tbree months,

Pafsy?'
^^'*'*'" ^^ ^^''' ^ sacrifire to a third apoplectic attack appa-

Treatment. rently of a much slighter kind.

Apparent I have stated that this was a case of atonic affection,

tolle'
d1- "' ^"^ hence, there was no opportunity of giving full play

rived from to the power of the nux vomica. But so far as I have seen,

^ry'^gf'
I think we may come to the following conclusions : First,na

lectsofnuxthat when only small doses can be sriven without seriously
vomica. «. X .LI 1 I • fanecting the head, as m cases of great general, or nervous

debility, the effect is a clonic instead of an entastic or te-

tanic spasm. Secondly, that under this effect it is not

calculated to do any permanent good, and often produces

mischief. And thirdly, tliat it is most serviceable in en-

tonic hemiplegia, after the patient has been sufficiently

reduced from a state of high energetic health, and espe-

cially energetic plethora, to a subdued and temperate

state of pulse; in which state it may very frequently be

employe in doses sufficient to excite strong or entonic

instead of weak or clonic spasm ; and we may hence ac-

count for its opposite effects in producing and carrying

off tetatius, as already observed under that head.

Hence ob- From this history of treatment, it is obvious t at nerv-
vious that

jg agitation, proportioned to the mode of the disease
nervous o ' i i

agitation in and the Strength of the patient, has often been of pecu-

ponion is liar advantage ; ?.nd hence, we are the more easily pre-
often of pared for hearing that palsy has occasionally been carried

advantage: off suddenly and spontaneously by a violent fit of mental
whence the

p,jj(j^i(jp^ as of anger* or fright,! of both which the ex-
disease has ^

, l/^l-l-Sl
been cani- amplcs are very numerous ; by a stroke of lightning;; and
«doifspon-

, fevers.<S Nor can I do otherwise than think tliat one
taneoiisl}' •' y

by various of the most rational and efficacious means of cure in many
kinds of

mental
emotion: * Camernr. Memurab. Cent. v. No. 30. Pauliui, Cent. ill. 01-s. S9.

a stroke of Schenck, 0!)sei-v. Lib, i. No. 132.

lightniug f Diemerbroeck, Observ. el Cur. Med. Locfuer, Beylrti;j;e zur Wundarz-
iiud fever.

,
„ j

neykunbt. Laud. r.

I V^'ilkinson's Case ofMrs. Winder, 8vo. 17(55.

Act. Nat. Cur. Vol. v. Ob?, d), Samnil. Mi'diuici?chrn Vv'ahnemiinjoti.

Hand. VI. n. 1.52.
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instances of paralysis, and especially where no great >"" gp^;.^"/'

road lias been made upon the general strength of the cams* Pa-

constitution, would be a journey into the Hundreds of 'p^^'^^'^-

Essex, or some other marshy district, for the purpose of Tieatment.

obtaining a sharp attack of a tertian ague, which vvould^n thisac-
9 1 o count a

most effectually, and I apprehend at the least expense, tertian

give us all tlie advantage of entastic spasm and re-action ^^^^^^^,'5'''

in regular and repeated tides, that ue could wish for, and prove high-

which have already appeared to be so desirable. In cUus,'^aud

treating of the tertian intermittent, we observed from Dr. a journey

T-,1,., n ii ^ cf ..to the Hun-
Fordyce, that it has often a tendency to carry oft a variety dreds of

of obstinate and chronic diseases to which the constitu- p^^^^^-
tect a cuns

tion has been long subject, and to restore it to the pos- collateral

session of a better and firmer degree of health. And "pinion of

I ... IIP II j^i Fordj'ce in
where paralysis is capable ot removal, there seem to beconfirma-

few complaints on which it is likely to operate with a|'.°"°^''"®

more favourable issue. The author has for some time

been waiting for an opportunity of making the experi-

ment, and at present merely throws out the hint with

much deference to the medical world at large.

In a few cases hemiplegia is said to have ceased spon- Hemipie-

taneously by the mere remedial energy of nature, and foretimes

without any apparent cause of cure ; in one instance after ceased

ten years' standing, and accompanied w ith loss of voice.* ousiy,^and

And in a few cases of paraplegia from external injury to '^'^"^ *"^"y

the spine, where only one or two vertebra have in a small standing.

degree been displaced from their proper position, the Paraplegia

same instinctive or remedial power has alone produced a times re-

cure or greatly alleviated the mischief by so far thicken- ceived a

, „ ,
natural

ing the growth of the bones immediately above and below cure.

that the chasm has been filled up, and a line of support

restored. The best artificial means of obtaining so salu-

tary an action is by a free and laborious process of fric-

tion, vellication or shampooing, with such intermediate

exertion or exercise as the patient may be able to take.f

* Bresl. Samml. 1721. p. 406. 503.

t See especially, Shaw on the Nature and Treatment of Distortions t(>

which the Spine and the Bones of the Ch«?st are siibiect. 8vr>. 1823.
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<^EN-Viii. It is only necessary to add further, that where local

Carus Pa- palsy has been produced by the fumes or minute divi-

Pahy!' sions of lead or other noxious metals, it is almost ahvays
Treatment accompanied with symptoms of colica Wiachialgia^ or

sy is local Painter's coHc, ,and is to be remedied by the treatment

duced by already laid down under that disease.*

fumes or

other mi- *- 17 i -m^
. J. . * Vol. I. p. 194.

nute divi- •

sions of
inetallic

particles, ,

JBND OF vox IV.
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